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>mv aiuicucs provokedAy the lack of control seancesi^- 
. vilefl, whrte simultaneously preserving the element of consolation^hey 

provided. Tncworkings of this pro xss of accommodation arc^articu- 
• larly dear in th&^erious seance fom slated by Kardec. Ruhcrxftan b^ittg 

“wontrolled. Kartkx’s seance look cn the highly regnlatedappearance 

of a scientific experiment. The eletn nts of danger introdifccd by ecstatic 
trances, uncontrolled, etaricized fonfal 
madness disappeared in Spiritist pra Jij 

ilism eliminated the uncannySud in 
which were probably the basis oKhs j 
riod of 1853. Indeed,' just about tnby 
(oumantes the Spiritists retained was t] 
others, had found so consoling: the^ 

e behavior, umbe possibility of 
ec. Along wjafhts^ threats,Spir- 
ctacularpfcmenu' o^i^seance, 
opulap^uccess during thefad pe- 
iBjjrwpect of the original tables 
W which'Victor H»flp lil^ many 

Uihility 61 direct communication •4r . , . , ^ >»• 1-Vv •"wwvwimuunivtiiwu 
with the dead, m the conitat^T^ prac. 

uceTSpinusm, certainly, shmdd ncithei the Catholic Church’s archaism, 
nor its seemingly quixotk/ffevotioa to putmoded'ways of knowing. 

While adherents of the serious seance may haveSblt die puli of spiri¬ 
tual crisis, they hajKno desire to allay their;anxie&s through social 
change. On the contrary, the serious seduce seemed to\ment the exist¬ 
ing order intoddee, reinforcing the.ndei Of civility, the serration of the 
spheres, the domination of the educated expert, and the pre^ninence of 
empirical fipfins of knowledge. Rather tUi providing a utopiaiKvisifto «f 
a perfect society yet to be created on qfcrtfc, the serious seance.^pearcd 
to reveal the perfection and inevitability of things as they were. \ 
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The study of Therav&la Buddhist history was bora of & niReteenbh-ccntuiy 

enthusiasm about the ancient suttas, or sermons, attributed to the Buddha, 
-'which TheravSda Buddhists have preserved fn tj** major “Divisions” 

(NikSyas) of the “Suita Basket” (Suttapi*aka) ef their “P*U Canon” (T*P~ 
itaka). As early as the 1830s George T»*nw»r had argued for the “histcr^ 
icai accuracy” of traditional TheravSdan claims whw» d** great antiquity ; 
and unique authenticity of the Pah vision of cany Buddhist history.1 Fol- [ ( x 

lowing from dial argument, the suttas (and partly wesisppsag texts of the f v 
V» nay a, or monastic discipline) were once thought to fee veritable win- J 

dows M the original Buddhist community. ^ 
lier generations spun out a biography of the “historical Buddha,” a social 
history of India in the time of the Buddha, and an impressive array of con¬ 

tradictory opinions about a supposed “original” Buddhist teaching. 

But during the present century, ami especially during the past several 

decades, Buddhologisis, anthropologists. and historians or religions have 
raised serious doubts about this naive use of the suiias as sources for . 
reconstructing Theravada Buddhist history. Thus, it is now widely rec- j 

, ogntzed that the form in which the suttas survive today, like P5!i itself, ‘j 

is the result cf grammatical and editorial decisions made in Sri Lanka X 

centuries after the lifetime of the Buddha. An extreme version of this \ 
view would argue on that basis that it is impossible to fix the texts of the^J 

1 On Tumour’s contribution to the historiography of the ?i|i texts, see the appendix to 1 o 
my “Buddhist History: The Pali Vaijisas of Sri Lanka,” in Querying the Medieval, by Ronald I 
laden, Baud AJi, and Jonathan S. Walters (Oxlord: Oxford University Press, in press). 

O 1WV by Tfce University of Chicago. All right* rtwrvcj. 
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248 Suttas as History 

suttas before the lime of Buddhaghosas commentaries on them, a full 
millennium after the Buddha. Comparison with parallel material in non- ] 
Pali canons makes certain that parts of the suttas arc indeed translations 
of texts considerably more ancient than that, probably as ancient as we 

will ever possess, but this move simultaneously guarantees the lateness 

and nonrcprescntativcncss of those parts of the suttas without such par¬ 

allels, especially the contextual stories within which the Buddha's teach¬ 
ings arc framed.'As these stories have supplied the bulk of detail for 

social historians and biographers of the Buddha, the problem becomes ^ 

immediately apparent. Moreover, the historical claims made by Thera- j 

vada Buddhists (in the vaipsas, or chronicles, and in the commentaries) j 

‘ now appear to tell us more about the time in which they were made (ca. j 

fifth century a.d.) than they do about the ancient periods of history they j 

narrate.2 More important still, historians and anthropologists have pointed x 
to a rift between the Buddhism constructed as “canonical” on the basi s of 
the teachings in the suttas and the actual practices and ideas of content- _ 
porary Theravada Buddhists*3 As similar divergences from this “canoni- i 

cal Buddhism" are evidenced as early in Buddhist history as our evidence j 

itself, namely the time of ASoka Maurya (third century bx:.), the question I 
emerges whether the reconstructed “early Buddhism** ever existed at all.. 

As a result, though the suttas remain immensely important to compar- | 
stive philosophers and philologists, for whom these concerns may seem at 

best tangential, I think it fair to say that among contemporary historians of 
the Thcravida there has been a marked shift away from attempting to say 
much of anything at all about “early Buddhism.** Whereas earlier scholars 
tended to ignore post-Asokan Buddhist history as corrupt, more recent 
scholars have tended to regard early Buddhist history as unknowable. In 
recent decades we have become increasingly concerned with recovering the 
later premodem and modem Theravada histories for which more reliable 
evidence docs exist. Though a handful of suttas have remained central 
in more recent understandings of tnc historical development of Thcravada 

* See my "Mah*ySna Thcravida and the Origins of the Mahlvihira" Sri Lanka Jour¬ 
nal of the Humanities 23, nos. I and 2 (1997): 100-119. •‘Mahisena at the MahlvihSra: 
The POtitics and Interpretation of History in Medieval Sri Lanka," in Invoking the Past: 
The Uses of History in South Asia, ed. Avril Powell and Daud AH (Oxford; Oxford Uni- 
versity Press, in press), "Buddhist. History: The Plli Vaipsas of Sri Lanka" (n. 1 above). 

5 Now classic studies include Mclford Spiro, Buddhism and Society: A Great Tradition 
and Its Vicissitudes (New York, 1970); and Richard Oombrich, Precept and 
Practice: Traditional Buddhism in the Rural Highlands of Ceyton (Oxford: Clarendon. 
1971). For important counicrreadings, which insist that the rift tells us we are wrong in 
constructing a "canonical Buddhism" rather than that actual Buddhists arc somehow cor¬ 
ruptions of themselves, see Martin Southwold, Buddhism in Life: The Anthropological 
Study of Religion and the Sinhalese Practice of Buddhism (Manchester: Manchester Uni¬ 
versity Press, 1983); and David Scott. Formations of Ritual: Colonial and Anthropolog¬ 
ical Discourses on the Sinhata Yaktovit (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota press. 
1994). 
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tradition, the bulk of the seventeen thousand-odd suttas in theTipitaka have * 
V J heroine increasingly irrelevant to historians working in the field. 

~ As one of those historians, and despite my wholehearted support for at- 

r tempts at recovering a postcanonical Theravada Buddhist history, I find 

j this fact unsettling. Of course, in thinking of the suttas as foundational 

J while simultaneously all but ignoring them (except in the classroom), I 
M curiously parallel the practices of the “medieval” Buddhists whom I 

_ j study. But like those of them who continued to draw on suttas in liturgical 

j contexts or commcntarial traditions, I feel that there sjiould be something 
I more to the Tipitaka than, to borrow Steve Collins's lovely phrase, “the 

^ . ! very idea” of it.4 Has all the scholarly labor devoted to editing and trans- 

’ lating the suttas been for naught? Must historians relinquish these ancient 
^ documents to the nonhistorical analyses of comparative philosophers and 
7 philologists? Is there nothing mere fqr historians to ieam from the suttas? 

If we arc to answer these questions in the negative, we must define his- 
y ^, JLtorica! approaches to the suttas which car. still be viable today. And I sus- 

1 ^ 7 Pcct that historians of religions working in other areas of Buddhist and 
even non-Buddhist history face similar challenges in rethinking parallel 
“canonical” texts in the traditions tW,y 

This article attempts to define such approaches tor the Theravada case. 
An American Academy of Reiigion-spcnscrcd collaboration on **H5!i 

VJ £1 i_Texts in New Contexts” (a conference held in Chicago, May 199$) forced 
~me to confront the problem of reading suttas as history in light of one 

specific Suita that has captured my imagination over the years, namely 
the Ariyapariycsanasuiia, or Sermon oh the Noble Quest (henceforth 

r NQ>. After a brief introduction to the basic themes of NQ and its position 
• 1 in the Tipitaki, I use it as a basis for exploring four different, but cer- 

. ! tainiy not unrelated, “modes” of historical study of the suttas. I refer to 
j these with the inelegant but descriptive titles, “historical source mode,” 
£ “text of its day mode,” “textual whole mode,” and “later reading mode ” 
L My identification of these modes is not original; I merely attempt to dc- 
\ scribe generally the range of options that I find in the existing scholarship 

i and in the process to articulate some of the potential opportunities as well 
\ j as the difficulties entailed by each. The original contribution is in my new ~ 

V ^ leadings of NQ according to each mode, focusing in particular on that 
portion of NQ which is concerned with the Bodhisatta's pre-Enlightenment 

j training. After showing that each of these programs for studying suttas 
f-y, historically does in fact allow us new insight into NQ, I return in the con- 

^ j elusion to more general questions surrounding the historicity of the suttas 
/ ! and, by implication, the study of all such “canonical” texts. 

4 Steve Collins, "On the Very Idea of the Pali Canon." Journal of the Pali Test Society 
15 (1990): 89-126. 
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* Ariyapariyesanasutta (NQ) is contained as the twenty-sixth sutta in the 
“Middle Length Division” (MajjhimanikSya) of the “Sutta Basket” of 

# ' the Tipitaka. Running sixteen pages in the Romanized Pftli edition,5 the 
sermon is remembered, like most of the suttas, to have been preached" 

* while the Buddha was dwelling in the Jetavana Monastery at Sfivauhi 
(£ifivasti, modem Sahcth Maheth, Uttar Pradesh, India). A group of 
monks approaches the Buddha's chief auendant, Ananda, in order to- 
express their desire to hear a sermon “lace to face whi ttle Blesscdone ” 
Ananda instructs thorn to wait at the. heritage of .a Brahmin named 
Rammaka, to which he leads die Buddha after the,lstter’s afternoon 

j bath. When he arrives, the Buddha praises the assembled monks for thfcir 
. diligence in studying the teachings (Dhamma), thenproceeds to distin¬ 

guish between ignoble (miartya) and noble (ariyo) forms of questing 
(pariyesand). In the former case, a person who is attached to things of 

| the world nevertheless clings to things of the world, thereby failing to es- 
j cape his or her destiny to be bom, to grow old, to die, to grieve, and to 
j be defiled in the perpetual cycle of satpsdra. In the latter case, a person 

1 who U destined to those eventualities realizes the danger (ddtnavatji} in 
j the things of the world that are likewise so destined and renounces them 
^ iiYScarchof “the .unborn [imaging*, undying, ungrieving, undeftled] un- 

\ excelled Nirrans, which is bound up with peacefulness.’’* 
The.Suddita proceeds to tell the monks an abbreviated autobiography, 

j using his own spiritual journey as an iliustration of tte progression from 
i ttiejgaobic to the Noble Quest, Hc dctails his movem^ts from his initial 
j fcjeciioa of mc world through his encounters and ultimate dissatisfaction 

with two teachers (named Ajfira KSlama and Uddaka R&maputta), his at- 
4 - taiaroent of Bniightenment (bodhi), his initial aversion to preaching, his 

honoring of God's request that he preach anyway, his search for an audl- 
(2y>[|^ence*a® odd and unproductive meeting with an Ajivika named Upaka, and 

i finally his preaching of the First Sermon to the “Group of Five” monks 
j ipafkavaggiyabhikkll} with whom he had practiced austerities and to 
| whom he had decided to preach after learning (from certain deities as well 
; as a survey by his Buddha-cye) that his first choices (the two former 

[ teachers) were already dead. He then delivers to the monks assembled at 
\ ■ Rammaka’s hermitage what f take to be the sermon proper, namely an ex- 

i tended explanation that the Buddhist saint (arahant), being free from the 
\ j snares of M3ra (Death), is comparable to a free-roaming beast of prey, 
\ I whereas a person ensnared in worldly passions is as much subject to Death 
l / as a trapped beast is subject to the hunter. The text concludes with a typ- 

• II ^--V" 1 • ' ■ ' 

~~ 3 Sermon on the Noble Quest is found in V. Trcnckncr. ed-. The kiujjhirpa-NikMya 
(London: Pu!» Text Society; 1888). pp 160-75. 

4 lbkL, p. 11>3. All translations from the Fau arc my own. 
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ical statcmciu that, on hearing this sermon, those monks rejoiced at the 
Buddha's words. 

I. HISTORICAL SOURCE MODE 

In his 1894-95 American Lectures in the History of Religions, Pali Text 
Society founder X W. Rhys Davids, discussing the topic of the Bodhi- 
satta’s teachers, refers to the good fortune that “we have an account In 
the Ariya Pariyesana Sutta, given by Gotama mtnseif, of the essence of 
the teaching of... Alfira K&l&ma, and of the reasons which led Gotama 
to be dissatisfied with the result”7 Implicit in such statements is the as¬ 
sumption of scholars in Rhys Davids’s generation that the suttas provide 

-•us a transparent window into the events and ideas of the early Buddhist 
community and, by extension, the events and ideas of the Buddha’s own'' ^ 
life. Like NQ, virtually all the suttas are framed a^particular moments in b( 
die Buddha biography and, of <^r$e, ai&xpressions of the Buddha’s J 
own teachings; some of them aisWiarratc parts of the Buddha biography 
itself. As NQ is one of those suttas promising access to the Buddha bi¬ 
ography on both levels, it is little wonder uiai Rhys Davids highlighted 
it in his narration of ilia; biography.5 

One hundred years later, however much we siiii rely on the testimony 
of the mm mi reconstructing “the historical Buddha” and “what die Bud¬ 
dha taught,*' we all feel a certain need to quali fy Rhys Davids’s statements.^ 
As mentioned, according to a strict standard for historical evidence wei 
should be treating the suttas as products of the tenth rather than the first ! > 
century of the Buddha Era. (fifth.century a.d. rather than fifth centuryj 
u.c.). Yet 1 think there is also generalagreement that that standard is too\ 
strict. Texts of the fiah century a.d, (e.g., Buddhaghosa’s SamantappasS- I ^ 
dika), and even a little earlier (the earliest is Dipavaqisa, ca. A.D. 302), I y 

„ claim that the suttas were by then already very ancient indeed. And even U 
if we ignore these claims and fix the texis nearer the time of the coin- | 

* mcntarics. wc still must admit that at least by that time they were already j 
\ being read as windows into the time, of the Buddha himself. There is j 
w moreover plenty of evidence—namely parallel transmissions of suttas 

and parts of suttas in non-Pali traditions, for example, in the famous 
manuscript finds of North India and Central Asia, the early translations 
of the sutras preserved in the Chinese Tripitaka, and in Buddhist Sanskrit 
works like Laiitavistara and Mahavastvavadana—‘hat at least portions of "9 

1 T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhism: Its History and Literature {New York: G. P. Putnam** 
Sons, 1896), p. 102. ♦ 

* In fact, as I shall explicate in greater detail below, NQ and related suttas of the M#|- 
jhimanikSy* are the only canonical narratives of many crucial moments in the Buddha 
biography; NQ is relied on implicitly and explicitly in all reconstructions of the Buddha 
biography from later canonical times to the present, both by Buddhists and by scholars. 
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Sttitas as History fihc sutlas arc considerably earlier than the fifth century a.d. According w 
to tins line oi inquiry, it is possible to place one portion of NQ in the ear¬ 
liest layer of the tradition; at least this portion of NQ cajtjtiH be treated ^ 
as a document of, and therefore as evidence for, the early Buddhist period.1^ 

; I This portion of NQ is what I will designate (in Sec. 2 below) the ‘’inner 
frame*‘ or “frame ill;* It is that same autobiographical fragment which 

Y'V) commences with Gotama’s renunciation as “a Bodhisatta who had not yet 
[ become the Sambuddha, who... being a young man with very black hair, 

auspicious with youth, at the prime age, while (hisj parents who did not 
1 approve were weeping and wailing, did cut off Jhisj hair, pul on yellow 

<) 1 robes and go forth from home to homelessness,” and which continues 
i through his encounters with two teachers, his (unstipulated) period of 
[ asceticism, attainment of bodhu journey to Benares, and preaching of the 
j First Sermon.9 There arc several lines along which this autobiographical 
I narrative's comparative antiquity can be argued. 
w First, the language of the text itself belies its age. On one hand, it ! 

includes much weird, obscure, and troubling material that might better j 
_ have been excluded had editorial discretion in fact enjoyed the upper ; 

^ \ hand. Among the points that I can explain only as a faithfulness to exact Wv 
t 1 transmission arc the inclusion of the Buddha's “un-marvelous verses” 

i (anacchariyti gdtha) uttered after enUghtehmenU10-^^ 
1 hcsitancc of the Buddha to preach his message11 and the apparent need 

of anonymous deities to inform the newly awakened Buddha that his 
former teachers were nlrcady dead;l2 the failure of Upaks, followed at 

* first by the Group of Five, to recognize the extraoidinary state of his 
being; the rather un-Buddhallke, half-boastful, half-defensive lone in 

f which he declares himself Buddha to Upaka and the Group of Five; and 
^ j seeming inconsistencies with accepted biographical tradition, such as the 

• M (• MxjJWraa-niklya) 1:163-73. 
\ * In Ills commentary. Buddhaghosa Is obviously troubled by this designation; ignoring 
\ she obvious meaning, an (not) ♦ acchariyti (marvelous), he reads the term as any (exceed* 

\ \ ing)y) ♦ acchariyti (wonderful), which may be grammatically questionable yet seems rather 
X . \ more appropriate for the first words uttered after the Enlightenment. See J. H. Woods and 

J \ & Kosambi. edu. PapaficasLukml n&ma Ma^himanik&yatjhakatM of Buddhawfox&cAjyn 
\ (London: Pali TextSociety. 1928). 2:175. * 

\ u 11 Many later Buddhz biographies wrestle with this !r.cid:r.t, which suggests that it did 
/ not sit comfortably with the Buddhists who Inherited It Thus Buddhavaipsa omits it In 
J die biography of GoUtna proper (and does not make it a stock category in the many Bod- 

v\ 6x1 4b* biographies it narrates), choosing Instead to make It the occasion for the declaration 
J V\A of Boddhavaipsa Itself (again without a bint that the Baddha actually hesitated). Aiva- 

• Jl /t ghofa's BuddhacarUa has Cod come to an exalted company, more as a social call than sn 
^ id ***•*! pica; the Buddha already knows he is going to preach his message before God 

arrives. A similar move is also made to later texts such as the NidSnakatha of the JStakat* 
\ 1 |hakathS. In the Lotus SOua the Buddha not only know* that he will preach before God 

f \ arrives but knows it from the veritable beginning of time. 
l r ,a In NQ itself this uncasineu is apparent: the gods icli the Buddha that the two teach* 
j 1 ers are dead, but his knowledge and insight in this regard then *ecm to arise^nn their 
0 ^own. Afvaghoja (BuddhacarUa xiv.106) simply omits the deities altogether. 

^ i 
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•o p / ^ 
*s statement that !.e was in “the prime of his youth” (no indication of being / 

a twcnty-nine-year-old married fathcr).and that his parents (in the plural) /: 

were weeping and wailing when he renounced thcfworld (whereas late/" 
Buddha‘biographies insist that his mother was long-since dead). On the 

” other hand, there is something very human about all this: doubt, arro- 
j gancc, lag times in reaching Enlightenment or convincing others, a re- 
! membered youth when the Buddha was not yet Buddha* the physiological 

\j reference to his “very black hair” (susukSlakeso), and so forth. This seems 
f vj reflect a certain genuineness. Little wonder that Rhys Davids could 

| treat it as true autobiography (despite the fact that this same early frag- 
j rnent details such “mythological” realities as chats with God and gods and 

, . j all-seeing Suddha-eyes). 
/ w Perhaps more persuasively, second, this portion of the narrative is re-~) ^ 

peated almost verbatim at other points in the Tipifaka. The whole naira- j 0 
live is repeated in three other suttasof the Majjhisnanikaya13 white other J 

I parallels ate found elsewhere in the Tipi(aka (some of the narrative has /1 
7(xj been joined with an early MSrakathS to create the opening of the Mnfc?1- p 

vagga of the Paii Vinaya," while the words uttered to Upaka the Ajfvika 
“reappear often in the form of quotation).16 These are large narrative seg¬ 

ments, suggesting that they belong to a different class from die repeated . 
stock phrases, cliches, lists, and so on, that are welt known in the sutta 
texts. Whereas the latter could a!! have been editorial innovations, l agree 

r with E. J. Thomas that in the present case the editors likely had an extant 
.-?n i ~ narrative that they reworked as these suttas, MshSvngga, or Kathavatthu; 
X this narrative fragment would therefore predate the initial compiling and 

^ -editing of thcTipl.taka in the form we hove It today.16 

Y 15 Elk*.. Umooc. History of Indian Buddhism, turn. Sm Webb-Boin (Louv»i^198«), 
pp. 648-49: “I. Biatmphical fragments incorporated in the Semu—ta the MaJJUmani- 
taya, tom mum which repeat and complement one another all tell ux of an important 
phase in SSkyaannA Ufa. namely, the period which extend* bom the flight from Kapila- 
v»«u until the Enlightenment: these the Ariyapariytuuut (M U pp. 1S3-73: T 26. No. 

H ! 2041 •** OmdhMMka (M L p. 117), the BhayaMmw (M t. 
A I pp. 17-J3; T125. eh. OJ, pp. 66Sb-660c) tad the Mohataenkatnua (M t. pp. 240-49). 
V AgaimtihewiNcf hit parent*, he left home and dcaaed the jmilow robe of Ae religioa*: 
-+71 ^ *“ld**d "lcce**iw,3r und<:r Kal»™ end Udnlu Rbnpotra; the former taught 

him the way of iHm, the latter that of ncilhcr-pcrccpUon ooraonpereepthm; hone tier 
l Jl Srityaaaai csonderiag their doctrine* to be imperfect, abaadoaed them, peued throogh Ma- 

A t\ gatflu and withdraw Iricl into toUtode, in iheneishbooAsod of UrurilvS (Ml. pp. 143-07; • 
J\ T26.eh.56,77fib-7T7a)." 

Or?) 141 hive tried lo wort tome of this out in -Rethinking BuddhiM Missioru" (PhJX di*f.. j 
<£/ Univenhy of CUcago, 1992), pp. 22S-30. Parallel passages are: M 1:167-75 • Maharigga 

l:5-l:6 (whh the ad^tion of Phamnwcikkappavaltanasutta at the point where it betongr 
in the narrative). 

" As at KathlvmihH 289; see O. P. Malatasekera. Dictionary of Pali Proper Names 
(London: Pill list Society, 1937). 1:386. f“ Edward J. Thomas. The Life of Buddha at Legend and History (1927; reprint. Lon¬ 
don: Root ledge ft Regan Paul. 1975). p. 62. n. 1: “See Majjh. 1.23.117.167.247-49; ii 
93-94; there ere repetitions, and this means that the redactor or redactors of this collcc- 
tion ineofpomccd n older document.** 



Third, in addition to being present in sutta form in Chinese and Japa- 
* ncs^canons, this narrative fragment has also been used by the compilers 

of the Lalitavistara and Mahivastvavadiina. In Thomas's estimation, this 
/ too would mean that the narrative is very old.17 I have compared in de¬ 

tail only the passages dun relate to the Bodhisatttrs teachers, so 1 hesitate 
to generalize about the incorporation of the entire narrative fragment, 
but alleast with regard to the teachers I think it quite dear that the Bud¬ 
dhist Sanskrit authors have worked from a Pali or more likely related 
Prakrit version rather than the other way around (which in many cases, L/nq 
such as the parallels between Lalitavistara or Mabavastu and supple- 
ments In the commentaries, is more likely the direction of the borrow-*"" 
ing). Thus, in the MahSvastu we find a number of grammatical errors /K ) 
that are best explained as bad translation from the Prakrit11 Although^ 
these slips do not appear in the Lalitavistdra version, others give away 
Ha origin, too, in a Pdli-ilke prototype.19 MahSvastvavadana contains 
virtually nothing that is not in the Pali; Lalitavistara supplements the 
terse statements about Uddaka RSmapuua there Sanskritized as Rudrgka 
R^aputra) by making the Buddha already have a philosophical rebuttaf 
before meeting him and meeting'ltuto of lowing /7) 
h:sn up. Both Sanskrit versions emit the "conjoining frame** of NQ 
(about destiny to rebirth, etc.), which further suggests the greater amiq- 
uiiv of the embedded portion, the Buddha autobiography. ; > 

Fourth, the great antiquityof this narrative fragment can be argued 
ff«»?*i its apparent use, as a basis for supplementation, in later Buddha 
biographies. Though I will deal with the question of supplementation 

”Jb«L>64. 
” Scnart, Le MahUvastu: texte Sanscrit publii pour la prtmiere fois e? accofttpagtxi 

irintrodsicg&s:: ct iTtm commentaire iParis. 1897), 2 ! 17-29. We fiwl &c Till akdma- 
tnatapitunnarjn assamukhd/iwp rudani&nain (genitive absolute construction. “while 

I my 1 parents who did not approve were weeping and wading*’) badly rendered as ak&ma- 

kdndm m&t&pitfnOw GirukattflidnOm rudanmukhdn<3rj\, which in addition to being garbled 
in a way that can only be explained as bad translation Oecp-necked” instead of '’weeping** 
{Uici ally, “faces of tears”!; “wail-faced” instead of “wailing”) betrays its Ptii-like origin in 
the use of the real plural rather than the dual, which an original composition in Sanskrit 
would surely have employed for “mother and father.” The dual, of course, is lacking in Pali 
and some related Prakrits. Likewise, mistakes in sandhi throughout suggest direct copying 
from a Plli-like manuscript or oral tradition, in either of which sandhi rules are loose, in¬ 
formal. or nonexistent. There arc lines omitted such that the Sanskrit text is almost gibber* 
ixh wiihoulthe Ptli (sa khalvahufpjbhikfavidi yena Udrako R&mpputra aadavecat; cf. the 
Pfili Allot khvi hatjt bhikkhavc yena Uddako Rdmapisiio ten upasatfikamim. upasarpkamitvi 

Uddakam R&niaputtarp etadavocam). Most telling, the pseudo-Sanskritization of ”UddakaM 
as “ Udraka*“is bclicdin the onetime slip, in all the manuscripts, into the Pali spelling 
**LJddaka.,, 

This, in addition to similar sandhi gaffes, Lalitavistara employs the common PJU 
:::m di&pi. zealous, which is not ordinarily found in Sanskrit, in rendering the common 
Pili description of an arahant (eko vupakaf(ho appamatio fit dpi pahiuaito) as cko *pra» 
maita dfdpi vyapakrpo. 

7 S' JT more fully below, here it is important merely to note that subsequent 
Buddha biographies all supplement this text to the extent that they take 
up the pre-Eniightenment/Bodhisattva stage of the biography at all. given 
that this is our only early version of those events.® But this is not merely 
a matter of supposition; the use of actual phrases or scenes from NQ and 
parallel MajjhimanikSya suttas betrays the reliance of later Buddha bi¬ 
ographies on the Pali or PSli-original. I have already shown this for 
MahSvastu and Lalitavistara, but in this context I should also point to j 
some obvious parallels in Buddhavaqtsa (ca. second century B.c),u * 

t ( Afvagho$a’s Buddhacarita (ca. first century A.D.),22 the Chinese Abhini- ! 
skramanasOtra (translated sixth century A.D.; the Sanskrit original was 

^ doubtless earlier).23 and the travels of the Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang 
(seventh century a.d.),24 as well as numerous later TheravSda biogra¬ 
phies in Pali and the vernacular languages. The consistent incorporation 

i 
»»Thomas, pp. 229- 20; “Of Ids iU years* striving we know from ine Canoe only what 

the Majjhima iclU US (above, pp. 62fT).** 
11 Tbc Buddha varpsa (BV; Richard Morris, ed.. The Buddhavanua and the Cariya-Pitaka 

| London: rail text Society, 1882; citations are to chapter and verse)) opens with a scene of 
Urahmfi begging, located ha the canon only Hi MQ and related texts (BV i:6). and this be¬ 
comes standard in the account of other Buddhas too (e.g.. 2:211); the period of striving also 

i becomes standard of jhe/)^“BuddhC though note that Ajtra and tfkiak* do not appear 
\ in this account; another parallel is the recognition (by Sumedha, however) of liability to birth 

V ijatidhanundb etc., and thelanguage of “why then don’t I..(BV 2:7-9; cfrl. B. Homer 
> ami B. C Law, trans, tiuddhevzsnsa. Chronicle cf the Buddhas and Cariyapiiaka. Basket $f 
\ Conduce Minor Anthologies of the Pali Canon.voL 2 [London: Pali Text Society, 19751, 
" p. 10. n. 4). 

22 The Buddhacarita (E. H. Johnston, ed. and trans.. The Buddhacarita or Acts ofihe Bud¬ 

dha {1926; reprint, Delhi: Mobtai Banarsidass, 1992; citations w* to chs^ter and versel) 
contains the self-recognition of destiny to birth, etc. (iy.89; v.12-13; also the language of 
seeing the danger in this, e.g^ iv,97 and xi.7; also xii.48); black hair/supreme youth of the 
bouhisatta (viii.52; cf. x.22: “prime of youth**; xii.SHIush of youth**), weeping in the palace 

v^V* 
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(viir.81; cf. ix.12), visit to A$r* (Affi^a) KaiJma (ix.6; xi.69; ch. xii. esp. xiL83: “Thus he 
was not satisfied on learning the doctrine of Ar&Ja, and, discerning that it was incomplete, 
he turned away from there**); visit tolldraka RSmaputrs (xii.84-8S; same language of attain¬ 
ments in both teachers* cases); pure baitk of Ncraftjara River (xii.99); description of NibUna 
being sought (xi 59: “the stage in which there is neither old age. nor fear, nor disease, nor 
birth, nor death”); description of the ultimate as parameup iivani (xii.69 * PMi parefnatp 

sivam)-, description of the eight jAmms (xii.49 if.); surveying the world with purified eye, 
.people of little or great dust, etc. (xiv.8 if.); sees Arfcja and Udrafca are dead so decides to / 
preach to the Group of Five (xiv.)06—but now out of the surviving Sanskrit text); the whole j \ 

thing is predicted on a refection of the passions, precisely what NQ*s sermon proper (see J 
frame IV, below) is actually about; see csp. chap. xi. ^ ^ l/L Q 

iJ The AbhiniskramanasOtra (Samuel Beal, trans., The Romantic'Le&end of Sdkya Bud• \ • 
dha: A Translation of (bn Chinese Verston cf the Abhinifkrarnanasmm 11875; reprint, « / j 

Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, I985J) is obviously drawing on NQ either directly or indi- 
rcctly (perhaps via the Buddhacarita) in\iu descriptions of the visit to the teachers (pp. ^ ) 
iov-77) and of the events after the Enlightenment (pp. 242-50). J 1/1° VlA-f/ 

r- 24 Samuel Beal, trans.. Si YU Kit Buddhist Records of the Western World (1884; re* / / j 

print, Delhi: Motilal Banarudass* 1981): NQ (probably through Buddhacarita transmis- 1 ‘ \J 
f sion?) is clearly presupposed by ii.54-55 (stupa of reluctance of the Group of five, also 

mention of Ajaro and UddakaH ii.139-42 (weird story of Uddaka). 
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of bits of our text, whether verbatim or paraphrased, in these later sup¬ 
plements supports the view that the fragment is an early one and also 
that it is a narrative that in l-'-r rrics continued tc be of “practie;.!" 
or actual importance to Buddhists. 

If one or more of these arguments for the antiquity of this portion, at 
least, of NQ is persuasive, then we can place litis sutla in a period anterior, 
to the time of Eudphaghosa (which anyway seems quite clear in the rad¬ 
ical distance between Buddhaghosa’s readings and those of the original, 
as I suggest below in See. IV). It can at least be antedated to the time of 
the Buddhist Sanskrit literature, the first or second century a.d. (which in 

,any event is as early as any known Buddhist manuscripts). And given 
that this narrative appears to have existed as a unit prior to the editing of 
the suttas and Vinaya in the form we have them today, it presumably can 
be located as early into Buddhist history as we ever arc likely to get. ,, 

- Yet fixing the text at an early period does net in itself yield any j 
significant historical information. !f in fact in this instance we can cir- J 
cumvent the doubts raised about the antiquity of the suttas en bloc, we 
are still left with the question of how the autobiographical fragment 
ought to be interpreted. Within “historical source mode,” the next move 
•.vouid be so ask whether the narrative as such cast be taker, as “accurate." j 
a designation requiring that the reported information be the result of eye- * 
witness observation arid ^objective” recording. Here the problems inner- i (£) 
ent in “historical source mode" ate not so easily overcome. _j 

- On one hand, the evidence does not prove (tfeough it also-does not 
disprove) ihai even this autobiographical fragment is oid enough to be 
counted as an eyewitness report by the Buddha or of lire Buddha’s words. ^ 
As studies of the historical Jesus have made only ioo dear, what adepts 
thought about the founder a century or two after his death can be at great 
remove from the historical biography of the founder himself. The best our 
evidence allows us to say is dud this autobiographical fragment accu¬ 
rately records the thoughts that somewhat later Buddhists had about the 
Buddha, or their beliefs about the words he spoke. 

v*y On the other hand, even if we allow the fragment to survive from the 
A^mouth of the Buddha himself, via the memories of the selfsame monks 

J who heard the sermon at Rammaka’s hermitage, there are still reasons to 
j doubt the "historical accuracy” of the passage in question. Three differ¬ 

ent sorts of objections have been articulated. 
U . 1. The first is a -pseudoscientific skepticism about the authenticity,of 

the “mythic portions" of this ancient fragment, namely the chms with Qpd 
and the gods and the Buddha-eye that surveys the whole world. These 
elements arc integral to the narrative in all its appearances and in most of 
its supplements, meaning that there is no basis for trying to portray them 
as later accretions from which an even more original core can be separated 
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out. Their presence casts doubt on an historical reading of the fragment, 
for it suggests that something more than a commonscnse nineteenth- 
century “objectivity” was at work ir^ the original composition.25 

2. A second (and less easily dismissed) argument is raised by Thomas, 
namely that the Bodhisatta's encounters With AjSra KSISma and UUdaka 
Ramapulta are reported in formulaic fashion, nearly word for word the 
same in both instances. Moreover, he points out, the two teachers are 
made to claim specific meditative achievements that Thomas maintains 
were inventions of later Buddhist tradition. Thus Thomas concludes that 
the narrative of the Bodhisatta’s training bears no historical relevance.26 
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25 Scr.r schclzr: have actively |K*>h-pooiied this criticism (c.g.. G. A. E Rhys Davids s 
defensive argument that “who is to say (God's appearance before the Buddha] is any less 
true than the baptism in the icrdanr) but most scholars (t.g.. 7. W. Rhys Davids* Etienne 
Lamoitc, E. J. Thomas. A. Fouchcr) have seemingly confirmed it in their utter silence about 

| these matter (which nevertheless does not prevent them from narrating ether aspect of 
I this Buddha autobiography ar “historical fact"). 

W 44 We ere told ** ike /egcmtrtnat Buddhtf studied under A|5ra Kifema and Uddaka the 
ion of Klma. but all we learn is that the former made the goal consist in the attaimoem 
of the stage of nothingness, and the latter its Use attainment of the stage of iiciiiicr con¬ 
sciousness nor non-consciousness. These are Buddhist terms for two of Use attainments, 
and there is no reason to suppose that the legend is recording exact details nr feci about 
two teachers who were dead before Buddha began toThe cesapiler iz 

ierms he knew to express the imperfect efforts of Buddha*! predecess«?i“ (Thcmas, p. IS4). 
Explaining himself. Thomas adds (n. 2); “There It one ether reference to X\lrsla the 
Canon. whicli_shows that he was looked upon as a practiscr or concentration. See e. 150- 
Wben we come down to the second century, A.a. we fixd much more detailed accounts of 
his philotephy in Afrsghosha's SmUl'nacarita, ch. »2, me they have even becji uened is 
evidence for the sixth century B.c. Their historical vtdmisSmmed la ck nvS.“ FsUowing 
that reference, cf.pp. 229-30: “Of his six yean* striving we know from the Canon only 
what Ac ttetfjhtoia tell* u» («bovc. pp. 62ff.). His two teacher* are described as practising 
concentration, and what they inculcated were two of the so-called Attainments, which are 
also a part oT the Buddhist system, but probably not a primitive part of It. it seems very 
unlikely that the compiler of the sutla a century or two inter had any rent knowledge of 
the facts of their teaching. He had to describe shelf imperfect medtods. and he gives them 
in what are exact descriptions of two Buddhist practices. Nothing about the philosophical 
systems of these teachers is said either in the Canon or out of it until wc come to Alva- 
ghosha's poem of the first or second century A4>. (BC a«U7 IT.J. There we are told that 

■ rArida or A|iri first described his philosophy ctmcHdy to Ooouna.hhm a resemWance to 
'K7)\ ihc Sinkhya philosophy, but is without some of its most characteristic doctrines. R. Schmidt 
Xy \ calls it an older form of Stakhya. Windisch supposes that Afvagbosha introduced only 

b what be needed for this purpose. The point U important only with regard to the question 
p*f the origin of Buddhistic principles, and even then ooly on the supposition that Alva- 

jLj 1 ghoaha kfalthfuSy describing a system in the form to vMch it existed before BodtSta be- 
f *>n t0 h ^Probable. The Hmbaiogy used is neither that of early 
i x l SQnkhya nor of early Buddhism. More important is Afv*bosha*$ account of the replies of 

v the two teacben to GoUma*s questions about the rcligtoos life and the obtaining of 
release. reply consists of a description Statical wim the metoodsof die Buddhist 
monk up the last Attainment but one. The monk reaches die four trances, and then 
successively ausins space, the infinite, and nothingness, These last three stages are concise 

s statements of the first three of the four Attainments.TV* accoum corresponds to the statement 
In die PHI that A|Sm taught the Aiuir.itent of the state of Nothingness. The description of 
Uddaka's doctrine also corresponds with the PiE in mating his teaching the foorth Attain- 
mem. Afvagbosha has dais added nothing essential to the canonical statement beyond giving an 



in virtually ignoring the teachers of the Bodhisalta altogether, Etienne 
Lamottc seems to concur.27 

3. A third argument against the historicity of the text has been raised 
by A. Foucher, who in good Orientalist fashion imputes bad motives to 
the compilers of that portion of the fragment which details the meetings 
with the teachers. These compilers, says Foucher—inexplicably unaware 
of their own cultural njores—maligned the bodhisattva: 

Another fault of our biographers was their incapacity to imagine the future Bud¬ 
dha in any way but as invested with shining glory.... Our authors have tried to 
reduce to a minimum the Bodhisattva’* period of study as well as the need of it. 
If we arc to believe them, he guessed all the answers before they were given to 
him, and was quick to make his teachers feel their incapacity to teach him. He 
soon decided to leave Arilda KSlSpa [a Sanskrit spelling of X|fira K&Uma], even _ C’ 
though the latter offered to share with him the direction of the community of I A 
scholars. Thus our authors, blinded by fanaticism, failed to sec that, according to J o 
Indian ethics, they were portraying the most unfaithful and insolent of pupils. The . 
iMlitavistam even attempted to put this unworthy version in the mouth of the Bud- 
dha. bm sometimes forgot to change the verbs from the third to the first person.2* , 
Having left A&da’s community in Vai&il, the Bodhisattva came to RajSgfha [sic] 1 
where, as we have seen, he at once met King Birabisira..,. The story goes on Oj 
much os the above, attributing the same kindliness to the master (Rudraka R8- ^ 
maputraj and the same presumption to the so-called disciple. This time we arc (&' 
even told that the Bodhisattva only became Rudrfika’s [sic] pupil in order to reveal -J 
the faults of bis teacher’s doctrine both to himself and to others. Because we feel 
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that the foolish biographers, not the Bodhisattva, were responsible for these lA- 
fortunate statements, we need not spend more time on these particular readings^* 

Of course by hisioricist standards, this argument that the reporting was" 
biased” is as damning as the second argument, above, that the reporting 

was not done by eyewitnesses; both of these would explain/bolster the" 
first argument that the thing reported is unhistorical/mythic. — 

Nevertheless, the agreed-on solution seems to be the uneasy compro¬ 
mise of treating the narrative, as Uue in substance—everyone has the 

l >«4('srl 5 

independent account of a philosophical system which hat no appearance of being Maori- 
ear (my emphasis throughout. except the emphasis on space, the infinite, and ■^tv»pn»tt. 
which u in the text). < ~ * 

21 Lamottc** only mention of the teachers Is his brief notice of NO and related Ma- 
ijhima sutus ut an appendix, cited in full in n. 13 above. 

Here Foucher insern a footnote (a. 9) to Hemy Clarke Warren, Buddhism in Tn>ns- 
latumt i1886; reprint, Delhi: Motilal Banartidast, 1992), p. 334, which contains his 
transUuon of the relevant portion of NQ. not LalkavUun! And there is no inconsistency 

a rt*00™1**'** to* P««on is employed consistently throughout 
A. Fouchcr 7%# Life of the Buddha according to the Ancient Texts and Monuments 

ran$:Simo* Brangicr Boas (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press. 

96 97 ^ °n8in*1 French ed,lio» i* La We du Bouddha (Editions Payot, 1949), pp. 
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Buddha meet teachers prior to Enlightenment, and almost everyone stip¬ 
ulates them as these two (and/or others who have been named elsewhere) 
and as teachers of yogic trances and Hi^u philosophy—while basically 
ignoring; in addition to all that “mythic” material, also the full detail of 
the stories of the encounters with Alara KaUima and Uddaka Ramaputta 
(or, as with K. D. P. Wickremesinghe, reverting to the old naivetf of 
simply treating it all at face value as historical reporting).30 Of course in 
“historical source mode” there is no way to do anything else, these being 
the only sources wc have. 

“Historical source mode** is based on what I believe to be an erroneous \ 
assumption that the compilers of the suttas were somehow trying to ob- j 
jeelively report historical facts in a would-bc nineteenth-century Euro- 
pean way. So long as this assumption remains optative, there is nothing I 
to do except judge the suttas as though they had been compiled by 
Edward Gibbon; and given that they were riot, tfie impasse reached by 

_ scholarship in this mode seems inevitable. But rather than abandon the 
I baby with the bathwater, we can disagree with Thomas’s assertion that 
j this is the only point of importance in the study of this portion of NQ/1 
i Rather, we can turn to alternative interpretive strategies that make the 
T motive of the compilers a question rather than a given. In Sections II and 
( HI i examine two such alternative interpretive strategies that take as 
v their starting point the conclusions about the antiquity of NQ, made pos¬ 

sible by “historical source mode,” but that lead, 1 think, to much more 
productive questions and answers about the text under consideration. In 
Section IV, 2 examine an additional interpretive strategy to which this 
first mode of study is altogether irrelevant. Thus, even if we finally re¬ 
tire “historical source mode” as outdated, unproductive, and—let us be 
frank—Coring, still there remain exciting ways in which a historian can 
make use of NQ. V ^ 

II. TEXT OF ITS DAY MODE 

In “historical source mode” the reader of the text is the scholar himself 
r or herself, interpreting directly on the basis of standards for historicity" 

f j characteristic, not of the period in which the suttas were composed, nor 
^ even of the later Buddhist history in which they were preserved, but 

rather of the period in which the scholar herself or himself lives and 
* thinks. In the past 1 have assumed this flaw to be virtually fatal to the 
attempt at finding history in suttas like The Sermon on the Noble Quest, 

y] It should come as little surprise that the final results of an enterprise 
devoted entirely to judging suttas on the basis of standards that do not 
belong to them turns out to be hand-wringing, uneasy compromise, and 

30 *C. D. P. Wkfcrcrocsioglic, The Biography of the Buddha (Colombo, 1972), pp. 33-56. 
♦ 31 See Thomas <n. 16 above), p. 229. 
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(ennui. But I now admit that this does not mean that the historian’s only 
option is to give up the attempt altogether. Rather, in the past decade-1 V 
think it has been sufficiently well shown that different sorts of historical\jjj\ ^ 
analysis, far more promising, solid, and ir’.ercc’.ir.g, become possible , y • 
once we remove ourselves from the position of reader and ask instead; 
how people in the tradition itself would have read such-and-such a text._J 

While in greater or lesser degree I think this shift has been made by 
many different scholars, maybe even most of us, in many different keys, 
if not by members of the contemporary ThcravSda establishment, I shall 
nevertheless try to focus my comments on three scholars whose work 
strikes me as emblematic of three (no doubt related) directions in which ’ v 
this shift from interpreting reader to interpreter of readership allows us V 
to move: In the present and subsequent parts 1 examine two approaches 0 
to the study of the readership of the suttas in the time of their own pro- 

| duclion/ccmposilion, one of them focusing on an external readership.or 
1 a context of recitation to and about outsiders, represented by the socio- 
1 historical reconstructions of Greg Bailey. The other of them (in Sec. Ill) \ s' 

u focuses on an interna) readership or a context of composition and/or in-' 1 £ 
tetpretation by and for fellow Buddhists, represented by the literary J 
analyses of Steve Collins. In the fourth part 1 discuss another approach 
to the study of the suttas, which shifts attention to readers within the tra- f 
ditloh in times posterior to the time in which the suttas themselves were-* 
produced. While Collins's literary analyses presumably carry over to . ✓'Vj 
later members of the tradition as well—indeed, if I read him correctly, ' M v- 
the point is precisely the degree to which the ideologies of the producers ^ p 
of the suttas shaped later readings and ideological and sociopolitical real- ' • 
ities—the fourth mode is more pointedly represented by Anne Black- 
burn’s exciting work with the culture of manuscript production and (Jy,/ 

' education in a late premodem setting (eighteenth-century Kandy) admit¬ 
tedly far removed from the early Buddhist community and, for that mat-^ 
ter, from any original meaning of the suttas. 

Bailey's work begins from a frank admission that we are on thin ice 
trying to use the suttas for the social history of Brahminism in the time _ 
of the'Buddha, given that Buddhist representations of Brahmins of the //v. 
day are virtual “caricatures."32 Yet in the end I think he shows persua-J 
sively that with a great deal of care this can be accomplished, and 1 agree'* \ 
with him that in the absence of other sources it must be accomplished. 
Bailey certainly does not engage, however, in the sort of face-value read- \ 

11 in addition lo some detailed correspondence with Oreg Bailey In 1995. t base what 
t say here on his “Problems of the interpretation of the Data Pertaining to Religious 
interaction in Ancient India: The Conversion Stories in the Suita MpHa." Mo-BritUh 
Review 19, no. 1:1-30, 
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ing that characterizes “historical source mode,” from which perspective, 
in terms of his question, Buddhist tjaricaturcs of Brahmins would be 
treated as true representations of what Brahmins then were actually like 
(or else, and more likely, they wouldje denounced 'for failing to be such 
representations). Ralher.pe delicately fleshes outlhis social history from 
between the lines of the earliest and most difficult suttas, in Sutta-nipSta, 
engaging in a sort of hermeneutical suspicion of both the presences and 
absences in them. 1 find compelling his argument that the stories of con- . 
versions of Brahmins in SutU-nipSta “illuminaffe] aspects of the Bud- ^ 
dhists’ self-consciousness of their own fragility and apprehension in the $ 
face of the overwhelming cultural opponent they faced in the form of 
brahmanical culture, the chief symbol and advocate of which was the ; 
brahmin himself.”33 From this perspective, the texts give proof, not of" 
their caricatures, but of the fact that early Buddhists felt a need to can--, 

' catuijze in the first place. 'Hie fact that such a need was apparently not felt f?'^c 

by Brahmin writers of the early BuddHist period, who recorded no men-! H 
: lion of the Buddhists at all, reinforces Bailey's sociohistorical conclusion < , 

that Brahmanical culture really did have an overwhelming advantage over ^ v 
the incipient Buddhist community,, which appeared to be just one more, P- ~ 
no doubt extreme, Upanifadic group. ' V 

Quite apart from the interesting perspective this gives us on the rela¬ 
tionship of Buddhists to theists during the early Buddhist Period—and 
from the light, I might add, which it sheds on the eventual virulence with *i 0 
which theist writers, beginning with the authors of the Bhagavad-giti, f ' . 
felt compelled to siing insults at Buddhists—>1 find Bailey's work prom- J 
islng because it suggests the possibility of reading the suttas as artefacts *v 
of the times and places that produced them. Rather than view them as pas- \ 
sivc purveyors of historical truth qua nineteenth-century encyclopedias. 
It becomes possible to view them .as actions within a particular set of so¬ 
ciohistorical circumstances. Of course, there are ail sorts of problems in 

_ trying to determine just what those circumstances were, especially be¬ 
cause there is already a certain unsteadiness in a method based on second- 
guessing ancient texts, and here the question of the relative antiquity of 

~ the suttas becomes absolutely critical. But we do have an enormous 
amount of textual material oft hand both Buddhist and Brahminical—and, 
h is crucial to add, Jain, for they too were actively attacked by and 
attackers of the Buddhists from an early date34—such that, even in the 

^IbMl. !*.»., . 
p M The Jala cate it especially Interesting for the obviously intertextuai relationship be- 

tween (he biographies of the respective founders, who are interchangeably referred to 
with the trine epithets (Buddha, Jina. Mahlvlra, Arahant) and whose biographies exhibit 

! differences as minor—yet definitive, distinctive, across an unthinkable line—as the icoo- 
! ographic difference of whether or not the geniuls show. 



absence of any hard evidence predating the time of Aioka Maury a, so ~ 
—J>4ong as our historical linguistics is accurate we should be able to capture ^ “ 
• the dialogical moments or intcrtcxUtll relationships on which historical . < 

reconstruction becomes possible.35 For an obvious example, the Tevijja > 
i Sutta names several Upani$ads known from our octant collections, in* 

eluding Chandoka for Chandogya, Addhariya for Aitareyya, Tittiriya for J 
Taittirlya, and so on,36 an extremely important link which helps date both LXy 
bodies of literature by placing them in die same generll milieu. —V 

The importance of the external, the non*Buddhist—whether these (''■>-*- 
“others** were assumed to have been among the readers/bearers or merely )w v 
the object of representation by Buddhist readere/hearere—is evident in 
NQ. When we consider the sequence of events that is actually narrated in 
the autobiographical fragment under consideration, if is possible to view"!' 
the entire Buddha biography, in this possibly earliest, original formula- ^ 
tion, as little more than a series of encountere with representatives or fx) 

symbols of the non-Buddhist communities among whom the early Bud* 
dhists coexisted: indeed, precisely the groups that are singled out by the'* 
Afokon inscriptions. The fragment begins with Brahmins: XjJra K&lSma 
and utidaka Ramaputtu, followed by none less than BrahrttH the Lord of 
Creation (Brahma Sahaippaii). This encounter with God is followed by 

. a wonderful series of punning references to Jains,' a* 1 will discuss in ayv.. 
moment, which are made in -a discussion with an XjWika named Upaka, \ 
after which the now-Buddha returns to Brahmins (the Group of Five) and jy L 
transforms them with the superiority of his attaihments (despite their ini* / ° 
tiai agreement not even to rise to greet him). Indeed, the whole narrative '' 
is one of triumph over these non-Buddhists, who are however treated rev¬ 
erentially, with a healthy dose of pity for their less exalted state (except 
perhaps the Jains, who would have been the early Buddhists’ closest com¬ 
petitors, whose texts are most directly intertextua! with Buddhist texts, 
and who appear to be attacked directly ds a result). 

Thus as soon as the Bodhisatta is questingjafter the good, he is quickly 
mastering the teachings of first XjUra KdtSmaand then, almost as an after¬ 
thought, Uddaka RSmaputta, both of whom acknowledge his supreme 
ability and offer either to make him partner in leading the community _ 
(AlSra) or leader of the community outright .(Uddaka).’ Yet as Foucher 
found so upsetting and unlikely, the Bodhisatta is made to abandon both * 

i teachers/communitics because their attainments, however exalted and 
! close to the goal, are not quite there yet. Without any teacher whatsoever, 
I a point reiterated several times just after the Enlightenment, he becomes 

'lioX 

?h 
(0 

55 On dialogical as opposed to monological readings of South Asian texts, generally, 
see Ron Indents introduction in Indcn, Ali, and V/alterx (n. I above). My “Buddhist His¬ 
tory** in that same volume applies Indcn's insights to Boddhist texts. 

36 T. W. Rhys Davids, trans., Buddhist Suites (reprint. Hew York: Dover, 1969), p. 171. 
. ... ■ ; 
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Buddha ant) agrees to preach only alter the Brahmins' God himself comes f (' 
to beg htiiHo do so, for the sake of the whole world (including Godi).; 
Some anonymous deities*—also symbolic of the theist world in which the ^ 
early Buddhists existed—then confirm what he sees with his Buddha-eye, *1 | 
namely that pfcortAjSra and Uddaka have just died, so he sets out to meet J ‘ 
the Group of Fi& who are staying in the Deer Park near Benares. - 

r - Along the vtzyMe meets Upaka the Ajivika, who instantly recognizes 
that the Buddha is something special but who pathetically fails to believe 
the Buddha's rather exuberant first self-declaration, shrugs his shoulders, 
and walks away. In the process of that exchange Upaka somewhat sar¬ 
castically responds that in his self-declaration the Buddha makes himself 

\ appear to be the unrivalled (anonta) victor (j/wr), something along the 
) lines of, "Well aren't you just Jesus Christ*?”—to which the Buddha an¬ 

swers with an unabashed “Yes, I ain”! Coupled with the odd references, 
by God himself, to the “stained doctrine, devised by impure minds” 
which “formerly, among the Magadhans appeared”—no doubt referring 
to Jainism—there is obviously a polemical stance toward Jains, as well as 

| Ajlvikas, at work here. As mentioned, the final act in this Buddha auto- 
^ biography is the submission of the Group of Five Brahmin mendicant as¬ 

cetics lo the Buddha. Before hearing the first and subsequent suttas, they 
are forced to submit to the Buddha's own unique title (Tathigatha, paral¬ 
leling in its distinctiveness the epithet Tlnhaipkara in the Jain world), 
thereby admitting a level,oCunique superiority to him, and to submit to 

p. his communal rule (begging, studying, meditating, attamifig arahant 

ship). Here, then, there is much material for imagining the sociohistorical 
• . position of the early Buddhist community, surrounded as it was by other 

and likely bigger disciplinary orders of tammias and br&hmaua$* 

u The potential of this sort of thinking for moving beyond the impasse 
of “historical source ntode” becomes especially clear in applying it to the 

/ question of the Bodhisatta's teachers. Thomas's complaint that NQ's de- 
^ l - scriptions are little more than caricatures is answered with Bailey's view 
' 1 that caricatures are also part of the history we arc trying to reconstruct. 

u Foucher’s complaint about the unlikely portrayal of Gotama as an uppity 
student just a little too smart to be believed is answered with Bailey’s sug¬ 
gestion that the early Buddhists were apprehensive and self-conscious 

^about their position vis-a-vis non-Buddhist disciplinary orders. That is, 
l the points raised by Thomas and Foucher become, rather than “faults of 

v I our biographers” rather clever strategies in early Buddhist attempts at 
, I self-definition and promotion vis-h-vis their own rivals. What if we were 

Uto take the caricatures and overkill as evidence that the Buddha’s rela¬ 
tionship with Alara KJlama and Uddaka RSmaputta actually mattered to 
me early Buddhists (if not the Buddha himself) who composed this au¬ 
tobiographical fragment? Perhaps they were significant teachers of the 

n'idbu 

tV 
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day, despite the fact that they arc otherwise forgotten to history. Perhaps 
they really did enjoy especially close correspondence to the cariy Bud- 

r "'dhists, such that questions of the Buddha’s right to take over both com¬ 
munities could counter an implication that the Buddha ,c merely a pupil 
of well-known Yoga masters. 

■ The suggestion that we need to pursue such lines of thought is not as 
far-fetched as might appear from the fact that the historicity of these 
teachers has neter seriously been engaged in the scholarship. These two 
teachers are, after all, singled out in the narrative fragment: they are 
named; their teachings are described; they engage in conversations with j 
the future Buddha; they are clearly achievers of very high states of con¬ 
sciousness; they warrant at least as much attention as the others over 
whom. 1 have suggested, the early Buddhist authors of this fragment 
claimed the Buddha’s superiority (BrahmS, Upaka, the Group of Five); 
the Bodhisatta seeks them out when he first endeavors to learn the truth 
2nd seeks to return to them when he first decides to teach it. In terms of 
sheer quantity in the text, in fact, Ajlra Klllma and Uddaka Rlmaputta 

_ turn out to be the most important figures in the Buddha autobiography 
other, than the Buddha himself: they deserve more attention than the _ 
Group of Five, than the Ajivika/Jains, and even than God himself (not to 
•wsMiww tty***' weeping Sparest* end unnamed wife and son). It is irontc, 
then, that “historical source mode” has somehow made iheii very names 
irrelevant to the discussion. 

If we take seriously Bailey's claim that these texts addressed an exter¬ 
nal sociorciigious reality, the logical assumption to make on the basis of 
these considerations is that this narrative fragment was composed when 
AlSra Klllma and Uddaka Rlmaputta were not yet the faceless “Yogic^ 
masters" whom later tradition, and Western scholarship, would leave I 
them; itwas composed when these teachers were still known, when it still 
mattered to demonstrate that the Buddhist program is more complete than 
theirs, when it still mattered that they acknowledged the Bodhisatta’is su¬ 
periority even before he became Buddha, before they died; when It still 
mattered that he was his own teacher. Indeed, the culmination of each 
encounter with the teachers he is nevertheless admitted to have followed 

\ is the expression of each one’s desire to have the Buddha take over lead- 
1 ership of his community (which in later sources would appear to have in- 

v ! eluded hundreds of members each).37 And the Buddha's first thought on 
Enlightenment is apparently to comply after all; to return to these teach- 

! / ers—and their commur itks—and teach them the higher Dliamma because 
“for a long time they had little dust in their eyes.” When he discovers that 
each has died, the Buddha {tides them, for each one suffered “a great loss; 

» According lo Mihirutt and Ulittvijlar*. Alin's community contained three hundred 
students, while Uddaka's community contained seven hundred students. 
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if he had heard this Dhamma he would quickly have understood.” There is 
an almost eschatological promise here: the Buddha could transform these 
Brahmanical teachers and, by extension, their followings. 

These claims would have had real weight only in a situation in which 
rmembere of those communities, in the absence of theirjrow-dead founders,"') 
(Were active rivals and/or were being persuaded that they made the right j ' 
choice in joining the Buddhist order (or perhaps were being persuaded to "V* • 
join the Buddhist order in the first place). To others who, like the Buddha,. 'p 
were closely connected with Ajlra Klllma and Uddaka Rlmaputta, it J» 
would indeed matter'to know in such absolutely (even painfully) explicit ck \' 
terms whether or not the Buddha taught everything they taught (with those 4 « iL 
teachers’ stamp of approval/ofTcr of succession, after aH) but also went V'-' * 

hbeyond 
^ In Shi 

them by teaching much, much more. 
In this light U seems to me most remarkable to notice, as has not pre- * 

viously been done in this context, that the Plli texts contain a number of < 
references to the Buddha’s interaction with members or former members 
of both of there communities. Thus, at least one strand of the tradition 
maintained that the Group of Five monks were in fact followers of Uddaka 
Rlmaputta; our text, which mentions them as having been there during the 
period of striving, ilmost as an afterthought, might similarly be seen to 

"support such a resiui.igJ® Mahlparinibbfinasutta (D.H.130) mentions a 
Haitian, Pukkusa, who, paralleling the Group of Fivaiti this reading, had 
been a follower of Ajlra Klilma’s but later was convinced by the Buddha’s 
superiority to defect to the Buddhists. The Buddha confronts a belligerent 

-group of Uddaka Rimaputtists, King Bleyya and his bodyguard, in tire 
Vassaklra Sulla of the Anguttaraniklya (A.iU80) and actively attacks 
Uddaka in suitas in the Samy uttaniklye <S.iv.83-84, where Uddaka’s claim - 
to have rooted out the source of dukkha is refuted) and in the Plsldika 1 
Sutta of the Dlghaniklya (D.iii.126-27, where Uddaka is accused of base 
thinking). Just as Bailey's work would lead us to see something purposeful 
in the triumph the Bodhisatta achieves over Brahmins/Brahml, Jains, and 
Ajlvikas, so too it would lead us to conclude that, given the great antiquity 
of this fragment. In the early days of Buddhist history the communities of I 
Ajlra KUlma and Uddaka Rlmaputta were serious rivals and probablyJ 
great sources of aspirants to the new Path. 

l r 

M According to Latitavistara, the Buddha met them whet* Ke arrived it Uddaka s ashram, 
from whom be spirited teal away; Tibetan verakms make them representatives of the three 
heated (3) and iwo hundred (2) men sem by the BodhHattai father and rtther-in-law. re¬ 
spectively. to attend on Mm when he went forth; the Hfli iitakanhakathl makes Kop^aAfta 
the younger of the eight Brahmins who prophesied at the Bodhisatta** birth. The previous 
seven hiving died* he hied to Hie their sons to follow him in serving the Bodhisatta, but 
only four complied; together with him they are Hie five. See Thomas, p. 80. Boddhaghosa** 
commentary also treats the five as tons of the Brahmins who first predicted the future great- j 
ness of the Bodhisatta. 



III. TEXTUAL WHOLE MODE 2b () 
As interesting as this line of thinking becomes—implying the (I believe) .» 
previously unrecognized possibility that our narrative fragment preserves ' WyC 
memories of an actual sociohistorica! situation in which A|Sra and Uddaka .' 
and their communities were of great concern to the early Buddhists—like 
"historical scarce mode" it depends upon fracturing the integrity of the (£Y$) 
suits as received, focvs,ing only on that embedded narrative fragment of 
apparently greatest antiquity. I consider it one of the major contributions V/61^1/ 
of Collins to have shown us so clearly that such fractured interpretation . -yn fy~ 
is always incomplete. There is a layer of historicity in the suttas—a his- J 1 I 
tory of composition, of aesthetics, of reading—that can be grasped only 
by treating my particular sutta (or jdtaka story, etc.) as a textual whole. 
In several dilTcrent contexts, Collins has demonstrated that an analysis ofl S< A 
literary devices including frame stories', internal structures, oroamenta-1- 
tion, and so forth, can usefully supplement such fragmented readings.39] ^ 
This of course belies as much a limitation of fragmented philosophical 
readings as it does of fragmented historical readings: both history and phi-; 
loscphy arc enriched by considering the frames within which the frag- \ 
ments are, we assume purposefully, situated. Here, we access a layer of} 
.history that does not require historical linguistics to project narrative frag¬ 
ments into remote antiquity; Collins’s pointsare as relevant (or even more 
relevant) forth® time of editing as fpritwrimepf eariiest/origina! com¬ 
position, jf any real distinction between those tworcan or should be made, 
and arc relevant to. later readership as well,'anticipating my discussion in 
the next part. 

Although this is not a form of reading at which I can claim any special 
skill—certainly I lack the nuanced eye that has made Collins’s readings so 
rich—still when! think about Ariyapariyesanasutta in this mode 1 find real 
truth in the argument that much is missed in an exclusive focus on that one 
autobiographical fragment. Yet this is what ever^ scholar who has dis¬ 
cussed NQ, as far as I have been able to discern, has in fact done; for all 
ihc use of NQ in debating "the historical Buddha,” not one scholar has paid 
attention to the literary qualities cf the text. On one hand, this causes us 
to lose sight of the profound leaching that the monks at Rammaka’s her¬ 
mitage so crave, and of which the autobiography is merely an illustration # 
(albeit a powerfully evocative one), consisting in art analysis of the human 
condition—attachment to things rwives and sons, slaves and slavegirts. 
2oau and sheep, cocks and pigs, elephants and cows and horses and maxes, 
silver and gold’T^estining us in their own destiny)to birth. Old age, dis- 

19 See esp. Steve Collins/**On the Very Idea of the Pali Canon** (n. 4 above), **T!ic 
Discourse on What Is Primary (AggaiMa Sutta)? Journal of Indian Philosophy 21, no. 4 
(1993): 301-93 ’ .Y.7vfiux and Other Buddhist Felicities (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. 1998). / 
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ease, dca&, grief, and defilement—as well as an analysis of the bases of 
- this condition (sense pleasures) and a lovely metaphorical illustration of 

escape from it. Buddhaghosa titles Ms commentary on this text “Expla- 
. nation of the Sermon on the Heap of Snares (PisarlsisuttavagganS), which 
, is named ‘Sermon on the Noble Quest,9” suggesting that what really mat¬ 

ters about this sutta is the final teaching, the snares metaphor, rather than 
f-the autobiographical illustration of it (Indeed, as I suggest below, Bud- 
r dhaghosa is singularly uninterested in the autobiographical details as such; 
f he is concerned instead to supplement them with other details and to ar- 

ticulate a Buddhology that strikes me as quite foreign to the original.) 
This fractured reading also causes us to lose sight of the other way in 

which this is an important text for recovering the Buddha biography. It, 
xlike virtually all of the suttas, narrates a particular moment in the life of 
£the Buddha qua Buddha, during the forty-five years he spent traveling 

and teaching and instituting the Sangha. The description of the setting— 
the Buddha’s bath, the meeting at Rammaka’s hermitage, the manner in 
which he addressed the mof.ks—may be a comparatively later addition 
to the early fragment, but it is a key moment in die massive Buddha bi¬ 
ography that all the suttas, together, constitute: a Buddha biography so 
important,to Buddhists at the stage when the Tipi{aka was being com¬ 
piled that they chose it as the frame for the entire collected teachings 
of the Buddha. It is precisely as evidence for the daily habits of the 
^liddfca that Buddhaghosa finds this iext biographically interesting, as 1 
explain below. Just as historians of the Theravfida have increasingly 
shifted their focus away from "early Buddhism,” in the interest of recov- 

" ering the comparably understudied later premodem and modern periods 
of Theravada history, sc there has been a marked shift away from recon- 

j struct ions of “the historical Buddha” in favor of studies of what Frank 
I Reynolds calls "the biographical process” in later Buddhist history.41 But 
L as far as 1 know there has as yet been no attempt to describe and lo¬ 

cate the massive Buddha biography that becomes apparent to us when 
we lake the introductory (nidfina) portion of each sutta seriously. 

Additionally, and here especially 1 draw inspiration front Collins’s 
work, these different hits of NQ—the teaching, the metaphors, the “one 

- ** I. i.v. la«*■., «.l l:vHr.4 A r,f M iii'./N'.t./ «//l 
il.'i.ii'.J. if. Jhf iU'*s4i»ph»* '.tuthr * Im Mh' / und 

0} Religion, ctl. Wank h. kcyuold* ai*d iJuuald Capps IMoutim: *1 tic Hague, |V7f*j. pp. 37- 
61. For fruits of this approach, see the wide-ranging collection of articles in J. Schober, 
ed„ Sacred Biography in the Buddhist Traditions of South and Southeast Asia (Honolulu: 
University of Mnwai’i Press, 1997*: .M» Strung, Vic Legend of King Atoka (Princeton, 
N J„ 1983), and The Legend and Cult of Upagupta: Sanskrit Buddhism In North Indie and 
Southeast Aim’(Princeton. N.J., 1992) are exemplary in this regard. For a non-Thcrav3din 
parallel, sec Phyllis Granoff and Koichi Shinohara, Monks and Magicians: Religious bi~ 
agraphia in Ada (Oakville. Ontario: Mosaic Pre*s, 1988*. 
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lime" a! wJiidi (lie suda takes place, and even llial ancient aiiitibiognipli- 0- . 

teal fragment—arc carefully woven together into a textual whole that i 4’ j 
has its own integrity, its own beauty, and its own meanings. It will-not do ^ ( & 
to reckon with aii uie seemingly separate bits and then declare victory; 
the sutta itself—number 26 in the MajjhimanikSya—is an unfragmented y'- 
wholc. So, too, for that matter, is the MajjhimnikSya itself a whole, and 
likewise the TjpitakS a whole—but an analysis of those wholes obvi- \vM?' 
ously lies beyond the scope of this articie. 

. The structure that informs NQ becomes clear when we take up Bud- 

.dhaghosa’s intimation that we should consider the extended metaphor 
about Mira’s snarcs/bcasts of prey as the center or foundation of the text. .f/ 
Treating the actual sermon as a unit (1 label it IV below) that is then framed I '■ f ^ 
by the rest of the text presents us with a neat structure indeed. Tire “heap , ’ 
of snares” metaphor (IV) is framed by/told as the culmination jSf the an- \4£ 
cicnt autobiographical fragment, which I thus deem the “inner ^rame” ^ 
(and label III). This was clearly a matter of choice on the part of cotiipilers | $ 
at seme point in the compilaUon of theTipipka, for the fragment culmi- 

! nates in other sorts of stories and/or teachings in other versions of it. both 
_in the Pali and in the Buddhist Sanskrit collections. This inner frame in 

turn is told as part of a larger narrative about the nature of the Noble Quest y 
im<re ge»«rat!y, which i cal! the “conjoining frame" (and label il). But ail f 
of these narrati ves ate framed by the monks who are listening to the Bud¬ 
dha's Dhamma-talk at Rammaka’t hermitage in SSvatthi, which I call the J 
“outer frame" (and label I).4* 

The text opens with the monks desiring a Dhamma-talk face-to-face 
with the Buddha, and their retreat to Rammaka’s hermitage toward that 
end (frame I). The Buddha arrives and begins to discuss the Noble Quest 
and its opposite, the ignoble quest (frame II). This is the “conjoining” 
frame because the Buddha identifies the activity of the monks at Ram¬ 
maka’s hermitage (frame 1) with the Noble Quest as opposed to the igno¬ 
ble quest (frame II),4’ then proceeds to narrate die autobiographical 

41 Reverting to text of Hs dsy mode for s moment, it Is worth noting that this hermitage 
is mentioned only in NQ: this is our only source for thinking about Just who Ranunaks 
might have been: a former follower of Uddaka? Is his name s mishmash allusion lo Uddski 
RSmapotta himself? Or is his my anonymity meant to represent soy Brahmin? The fset that 
he is Ramamka the Brahmin is repeated seven limes in die fits! paragraph of the text, to 
either event, the setting may bev* interesting things to say about the content of die auto¬ 
biographical fragment In this regard, too. 
' « TWs it only Implicit in NQ Itself. The Buddha, on teaming that the monks have been 
there ai Itimmairs’s discussing the Dhamroa. praises them saying, “Excellent. monks! h it 
proper that you, tom of good family who through faith have gone forth from borne to die 
homeless life, til down together in a Dhamroa-discimlon. Monks, when you a« titties to¬ 
gether dieroero two proper eounes of action for you: either Dbarama-disa»doo or else the 

I Noble Silence" (p. 161). That this Dhamma-dtscvsslon is in fact exemplary of the Nofate 
[Quest as such becomes explicit, twice, in BuddhaghosaT commentary: “(The monks) sat down 
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fragment (finmc III) as an illustration of dial same transition from tin 

ignoble to a Noble Quest (frame II). As the culmination of the 
graphical fragmenpn which t!ic Buddha and the Group of Five have ail 
attained the perfectly peaceful (pammani sivam) goal of the Noble Quest, 
Nirvana, we then have the sermon propCT*(frame“iV),^ which hearkens 
back to frame III (by repeating the elaborate narrative of the progression 
through and beyond Ihejhanas achieved first by the Buddha and then by 
the Group of Five), frame 11 (by analyzing the basis of the attachment that 

i distinguishes the Noble Quest from the ignoble quesj, likened to the dis¬ 
tinction between the beast who just stands on the snares and the beast who 
is bound up in them) and frame I (in which the whole thing is, after all, 
preached, as we are reminded in the concluding statement, “Thus spoke 
the Blessed One, etc”). 

In attempting to chart this out. I find a structure something like this: 

I. outer frame, monks listening at Rammaka’s hermitage 
11. conjoining frame, the Noble Quest 

III. inner frame, Buddha autobiography 
IV. teaching, the heap of snares 

III. teaching is part of and parallels the inner frame 
II. teaching illustrates the conjoining-frame 

L teaching is preached to the. monks at Rammaka’s 

In this configuration, it wiii be clear that NQ as a whole projects the 
reader through a series of stages to the teaching of the Buddha contained 
in the final portion, the heap of snares metaphor, then shoots him or her 
back to the point of departure. This could be Started in a more elaborate 
fashion. Thus the forward movement to the teaching proper: the monks 
gathered together are the monks on the Noble Quest; they are following 
the Buddha’s own paradigmatic illustration of being a monk on the Noble 

I Quest; Ae validity as well as the possibility of being a monk on the Noble 
v / LQuest is grounded in the Buddha’s Enlightenment; the Buddha’s Enlight- 

content that grounds the Noble Quest is known because God begged hint 
• to preach; by preaching to the Group of Five the Buddha directed them 

on the Noble Quest; by listening to'what he preached the Group of Five 
also realized Enlightenment: what he preached is the heap of snares met- 
aphor. And then the movement reverses, bringing the teaching back to the 
miter frame: the heap of snares metaphor is the Troth tire Group of Five 

«kc« for * Dhxmmx-dUcwioo; they were not seated [engaged] in gibberish. Then the 
Bieraed One began this preaching to print out )to the monks.) ‘your quest Is definitely the 

•• • I'he xtatemem In NQ that] This, monks, is the Noble Quest* should be 
understood )to imply.) this, your own [Dhamma-discuisjon] foe the sake of purity, because 
tt is whit ought to be quested after by noble people, is the Noble Quest* ** (MA 11:169-70 
in. 10 above]). 



realized, which is what the Buddha preached to the Group of Five, which 
* - . is ivhat God begged for, which is an explication of what the Buddha 

realized, which is the distinction between the Noble Quest and ignoble 
quest, which is what monks ought to be doing, whi^iis what the monks 

O'- ■ \at Rammaka’s hermitage are doing. 
Sj symmetry here, 1 think, extends beyond the text into the community 
v ’ v \that compiled and preserved it. The monks joined together in Rammaka's si® 

: llfermitagc are an unnamed gaggle, in a sense any monks, the monks who 
compiled and heard ibis sutta in the early days of thecommunity or the 
monks who copied and preserved it down into te present these monks 
could be any place (the hermitage is otherwise unknown), whether in the 
center of things (Sfivatthi, where the Buddha spent the bulk of his forty* 
five years) or perhaps somewhere out east of it (this is left ambiguous in 
NQ). The Buddha's humble entrance* an ahem and a tap on the crossbar, 
is an entrance into any monastery, any time. He tells the monks, and us " 
readers* that they are doing what monks on the Noble Quest ought to be 
lloing* thinking about the Dhamma. He tells them about the Quest, about 
his own Quest, about its triumphs. They"feel the fear of God that they will 
never get to hear the teaching; they feet the Buddha's pity for Ajara and 
Uddaka, cheated by death, and Upaka, distracted by sectarianism; they feel 
the awkwardness of the Group of Five, their ignorance of the real situation, 
die pull of the BuddhaVcharisma, their change of mind and subsequent 
quick attainment of the goal by learning.. .here it comes. * .uRye, monks 
are ihese basesibr passionr' Rccem scholars have suggested that post- 
ptirinibbiimi Buddhists felt a profound longing, like the monks at Ram- 
makaV hermitage, to be in the presence of the Buddha; to hear from him 
the son of face-to-face Dharnma-talk which in sutta after sutta proves 
nothing less than salvific.44 The Sermon oii the Noble Quest is structured 

‘ to satisfy this longing. The Buddha himself is face to face with the monks - 
at Rammaka's, with all the later monks who confronts this sutta, and with 
us. the readcrs/hcarcrs. And this salvific teaching comes hunting back 
through frame after frame to us, siujng here, in anybody's ashram. 

7 A similarly marvelous symmetry can be discerned in the text of that au- 
cicnt narrative fragment itself. If we consider the various stages of the 
Buddha biography outlined in this critically important biographical text, 
%ve find an easily defined sequence, which could be charted as (1) unen¬ 
lightened stai9, (2) encounters with Ajara and Uddaka, (3) fulfillment of 

44 1 believe that this sense of longing for the Buddha's presence was first noticed by Paul 
Mus (Bambadur; Esquisse (Tune his wire du Bouddhisme fondie sur la critique archio* 
logique des textes 11 tanoi, 1935J,prc face). Manifestations of it have been described, in strik* 
tngly different keys, by Gregory Schopcn (Banes. Stones and Buddhist Monks [Honolulu: 
University oT llawai'i Press, 19971). John Strong {The Legend of King Aioka (Princeton. 

JtJ« Princeton University Press. 1983)). and M. David Eckel (7b See the Buddha: A Phi- 
iosophers Quest for the Meaning of Emptiness [Princeton. NX, 1994)). 
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the Noble Quest, (4) the decision to prcach/God's pica and subsequent 
boast, (5) encounter with Upaka, and (6) meeting with the Group of Five. 
But on seeing, in “text of its day mode," that there is something significant 
about A|3ra and Uddaka, I was able to realize that they play a considerably H 
more central role in this narrative fragment than this simple listing might J j v 
suggest. 

In this fragment, the two teachers are identified primarily, indeed ex* 
clusively, as the teachers of two of the four formless (arttpa) jh&nas 
recognized in classical VipassanX meditation. A|Sra KSIStna is said to 
have taught the sphere of boundless space (fifth jh&na), while Uddaka 
Rfimaputta is said to have taught the sphere of neither perception nor 
nonperception (cighthy/iflw*). Taking these narrative elements—utcachcr** 
and "jhdnas”—as well as explicit references to the pair as textual mark- ^$\ 
ers of their role in the autobiography, we find that they keep reappear- o0 5 
ing like a chorus after each discrete moment in the unfolding of the}°\^ 
narrative. Thus the ancient fragment is structured as follows, with dis¬ 
crete events indicated by letters and the “chorus” of references to the 
teachers of the jhdnas indicated by asterisks: - 

(a) the bodhisatta is in his unenlightened state (“Even l, O monks.. ”) 
* encounters with Ajfira and Uddaku/masiery of thcyVid/ins 

{b) fulfillment of the Noble Quest/Enlightcnment 
i * Enlightenment involves a progression through and outside of the 
j "" jh&Ms ■ \ ' 

; (c) decision to prcach/God's plea and subsequent boast 
* Buddha wants to teach AjSra and Uddaka; discovering them dead, he 

goes to Benares 
(d) encounter with Upaka the Ajivika y 

* Buddha's self-declaration as Teaehcrlcss Teacher 
(e) meeting with the Group of Rvc 

541 Buddha becomes teacher of jhfinas (and beyond) to the Group of Five 
(who happen to be former followers of Uddaka?) 

Thus the text itself highlights a certain centrality to the teachers; the story 
of the Buddha's paradigmatic Noble Quest is intimately bound up with 

^ Ajara and Uddaka at literally every stage. Without repeating myself, if 
“text of its day mode” is on track, here we have a very nice overlap of the 
two modes, in which an appreciation of the text's internal logic and struc¬ 
ture speaks to what appears to have b«.en*hs external audience. _^ 0 

' j * But if that is the case, what is it saying? On one hand it is saying—(fnc^) 

^ •’•tamoftcr'.TIfoiital;,'' Font her, T. W. RfiysDavids, and olhenrwho would 
■f L downplay tficir signilicance—-that Ajara Kalama and Uddaka Rfimaputta, 

whoever they were, played a critical role in helping to define the Buddha's 
distinctively Buddhist teaching and community. On the other hand, these 



recurring choruses, allusions to the Bodhisatta’s teachers, arc always al¬ 

lusions to their ultimate inadequacy: these Upanisadic gurus have been ; 

usurped, they arc now dead, their former pupils have coinc into the Bud- ■ 

dhist fold, the Buddhist Path goes beyond their refined versions of mys- ' 
tical wallowing to a self-declared “undefiled, "cfurpassed. perfectly J 
peaceful Nirvana," which blinds Mara by leaving him no tracks at all. This 
is a message intended for all of us—the Group of*Five, God, the monks 
at Rammaka’s henpitage, former followers of AlSra and Uddaka. monas¬ 
tic compilers, monks seated together in monasteries discussing Dhar.'tna, 
whomever reads or hears this sutta—which has become obscure only 
because memory of the teachers thus usurped, and of the independent 
identity of their communities, has long since disappeared. 

iV. LATER READING MODE 

It will be clear that 1 consider the second ami third modes descriocd 
above to .be more interesting, and potentially more productive, than I 
consider the now-outdated “historical source mode" to be. But in one 
important sense the modes presented in Sections II and Hi never escape 
from a problem, inherent in "historical source mode." Though these 
modes shift attention from reading to readership, the scholar still roust 
interpret the original text directly, ami any thinking about readership, 
context, and so forth, must he spun out of that direct tntcrprciation. As 
a historian, this troubles met How do we know people read the text in 
such and such a fashion? in terms at least of evidence, is this not slili tnc 
same sort of interpretation found in “historical source mode,” just 
knotted back a few notches? I feel myself on much firmer ground when 
I have evidence of later reatieriship of whatever sutta I may want to 
study, This is not to deny that history is always interpretative, imaginary, 
and mutable; rather it Is to assume that the presence of evidence mokes 
for better interpretation, imagination, and openness to seeing things 
anew. Thus i am personally most interested in pursuing a fourth mode of 

. interpretation, which asks about how the text was read, on the basis of 
whatever evidence might actually exist as the remnant of such readings. 
In my experience, this evidence takes one of three (sometimes overlap¬ 

ping) forms. 
First, there is what we might call the manuscript record. In addition to 

the sheer quantification that a catalog of existing manuscripts of some 
particular sutta can provide, giving us some rough idea of its popo'an*" 
regional distribution, anti *0 bn. when are work closely whh manuscripts 
there is always much the object itself can, eve* wants, to tel! us. It be¬ 
speaks, whether ir. its physical condition (wear and tear, quality of pro¬ 
duction, materials, script, etc.) or in Its contents (colophons, titles, name 
inscriptions, etc.), or in both, a great deal about where it came from, how 
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' ; it was treated, and how it wasumlerstood. Anne Blackburn’s prqjectof 
■' r j reconstructing cightcenth-ccntury monastic education through an exam- 

(t) ! Ina j0n of the holdings in period temp'- 'Ibnrics is unprecedented in the 
\J “e^ anc* promises to tell us more than we have ever known about actual 

textual practices in any period of Theravada Buddhisthistory45—— 

t , However’in ,erms of the suttas there is a major problem here. Except 
| ior certain suttaspnzed for > particular reasons (Mahlsatipauhinasutta 

V (7) *;or ^cdltati0^ training, Dhammacakkappavattanasutta for foundational 
\ . Y doctnne and historical uniqueness, Ratanasutta and the other paritta/ 

9 | p,n! lexls for supernormal efficacy, etc.), most of the suttas do not have 1 
\ V' ^ k a nianuscript record as such. Thus, even os important a sutta as NQ does 

not appear as a separate piece in any of the fifty-odd Kandyan temple J 
preaching manuscripts (bana pot) that 1 have collected, nor have I been 
able to locate a single manuscript in any of the available catalogs of 
palm leaf manuscripts holdings anywhere in the wgrid. Of course, there 
are manuscripts of the Majjhimanik&ya in which NQ obviously ap- 

f .*,-»&/ (Q) Fears—1Bnd *n which that ancient fragment appeare four times—but this 
£ 1 - 1 's not the same thing as, say, the independent record of the growth of die 
| liturgy which manuscripts provide. 

I p The fact is that most suttas, like NQ, do nor have their own rosnuscH** 
I | records. Thus NO is in some ways more typical of the suttas in general; 

1 r n rold hks !° s:udy *• ma‘cri«l cuUure of tfceir readiug and use. but 
I owa L.wv have no evidence that such a culture even existed. ThUwould grrm 
1 impasse indeed, that this most exciting avenue for future work 
1 , xvt-,->'fJon sutiss is closed to ti« vast majority of .them. But ir, feet i think there 
I vV-** t . two ways out of this bind. On onehand, the very absence of a sepa- 
1 V sfj-' pC^ti^twtuscript culture tells us something important about the use (or, 
I C'S ^ more precisely, nonuse) of this sutta, and probably of most suttas, In the 
I \ _. »te premodem period that produced the.grcat bulk of our extant manu- 
I ' ' scripts. We can agree with both Collins and Blackburn that there was 
« \ an idea of canon than a consistent interest in leading die suttas 
ft (£) themselves. We could even concave a social history of not reading and 
K l studying tnost suttas, against which we could interpret in new ways the 
Z desire of major temples and royal patrons to see them preserved in some- 
*, times rather ostentatious fashion. 

K'i But these sorts of reflections ere not the only tray out of the problem 
K | because, as mentioned, material remains constitute only one of at least 

to *•*■** «•* »**•" (Ph-D 
on* inmnity of Cticago, 1996), m$mrn Samayas and SumuokmC Sri Lanka Jour- 
Ml of Iht Humanities 23, ms. 1 «nd 2 (1997): 76-99. “UokheforAe ViMv.: 

»nd Monastic Identity in Sri Lanka.” History Religions 38 (May 1999). in press. 



three different (but overlapping) forms of evidence on which a bistort- j ' 
cally grounded interpretation of the later readership of particular suttas j q 
could be based. The second and third forms, by which I mean "supple-J K2 
ments” and "commentaries,” respectively, do notrequire a manuscript 
record as such. As long as one copy of a text that supplements or com- ^ 
meats on a particular sutta exists, we can pursue "later reading mode” t 
with reference to the authors (and/or compilers, transmitters) of the sup- J 
plcments or commentaries in question. 

In terms of supplementation, I showed in Section I that many later~\ 

Buddha biographies-—even all later Buddha biographies, including schol- ] 
arty reconstructions—implicitly and often explicitly draw on NQ as their J 
source, in this sense, "historical source mode”—namely, extracting cho-^ 
sen bits of the biographical fragment and supplementing them with other ^ 
sorts of evidence, pertinent or not—is merely the most recent contribu¬ 
tion to a long-standing literary tradition.46 Because this text has been ^ 
supplemented so regularly, :t occupies its own son of special place 
among the suuas and is therefore not entirely typical of them. Indeed, if 
wc question why this sutta docs not have its own manuscript tradition, 
we cun go beyond the generic answer that like most suttas it simply was 

/ sg*very ioic vaui to the concerns of the people who produced pur extant^ 
instance Itseems^ likely that the nee^ a special \ 

manuscript tradition was obviated by the ever-greater finessewilh which j 

NQ was supplemented. If we ask about the manuscript record of the j 
biography conveyed in the sutta, rathet than of the sutta itself, then we j 
find it in ever-proliferating abundance. Yc: to the extent that much of the j 
suua uutcriai- was at least transmitted in other canonical traditions and 
some post-Tripitaka texts, a wider application of this sort of interpreta¬ 
tion remains open,... 

In terms at least of NQ, supplementation t$ clearly an important avenue' . 
for investigation. As shown in Section I, portions of the text's actual lan¬ 
guage have been embedded in a variety jof later supplements, or frames. 
Whereas In "historical source mode” this was important only by way of 
demonstrating that the autobiographical fragment is indeed very ancient, 
in at or reading mode” each and every supplement is a site for further 

44 A recent example of ihii sort is Michael Carrithers(7fc Buddha (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 19830* who explicitly and implicitly embeds most of the NQ narrative 
(sec csp. pp. 20-52) but adds to it an incredible array of material that even my students 
recognize to be a haphazard collection of tidbits from later Buddha biographies as well as 
from his own genera! knowledge (fcg., his digression into the psychoanalysis of altered 
states as an explanation of the BodhisaUa*s encounters with'Ajara and Uddaka). On the 
role of ~thc historical Buddha** more generally, especially in terms of the scholarly con- 

pf pan*Buddhist history, see my Finding Buddhisms in Global History, American 
Historical Association Essays op Globa! and Comparative History Series, ed. Michael 
/was (Washington, D.C., 1998). 

questions that, when we pursue them, turn out to be some combination of j 
"text of its day mode” and "textual whole mode.” That is, each supple- j 
ment is the relic of a process of reading this autobiographical fragment, j 
whether directly or on the basis of an already-supplemented intermediate 1 
form, and thinking about what it means: framing its relevance according^ 
to the concerns, agendas, styles, tropes, and hopes of the day. 

Thus, for example, in earlier work I have shown that the Buddha bi¬ 
ography was supplemented with details about the Bodhisatta’s previous- 
lives and the existence of previous Buddhas in a historical context of Bud¬ 
dhist expansion (Buddhist empires of the second and first centuries B.c.) 
for which these details had profoundly important political, economic, and 
religious implications.47 Recognizing that some particular detail is added ^ 

to the original at some particular moment in time-space allows us to ask 
in meaningful ways why. such supplementation occurred. 

. To raise another example of the value of Identifying stages in the pro¬ 
cess of supplementing the original NQ Buddha biography, it has not 
sufficiently been recognized that the suttas do not provide us good evi¬ 
dence for the Buddha's claimed royal status. Though the name of his 
father, Suddhodana, docs appear in a text of the Vinaya (establishing me 
rule that one must have parental permission to go forth) and in a sutta of 
Sutta-ntpSta (about his birth), there is otherwise no canonical indication 
that he was even worthy of note, let alone a powerful (or even world- 
conquering !) monarch. While there is canonical evidence that the Bud#* 
was bsHcvcd to be Lukyan (though even this is lacking in NQ), there is no 
indication that he was intended to rule that kingdom. In Pali tradition.de- 
tails.about the Buddha’s royal birth and the exalted status of Suddhodana, 
not to mention the narrative of the princely prison in which the iatter tried 
to constrain the former, are startlingly absent, lacking until, truly, the time 
of the commentaries and vaspsas (fourth to fifth centuries A.D.). These de¬ 
tails are found in Buddha biographies from other traditions, but they are 
also texts that arc much later than the time of Asoka and shortly thereafter 
(which is generally treated as the date of the latest compilations of the Ni- 
kayas and the Vinaya). Theearliest text in which 1 have been able re locate 
explicit statements of. the Buddha’s royal birth is A£vagho$a's Buddha- 
carita, in which the Buddha’s royal birth, connections, and status are high-- 
lighted almost to the point of absurdity. In recognizing this fact, wc arc 
enabled to start asking very interesting questions abobt what it meant to 
•elaint r^yal &at_us for the Buddha althat pcinUr. Buddhist history (Asvag- 

- hosa is bclievccl.to .have worked in the court of tfrc Kupna emperor Ka- 
niska, no less), about why this claim is made in classical Sanskrit court 

47 Jonathan S. Walters, “Stupa, Story and Empire: Constructions of the Buddha Biog¬ 
raphy tin Early Post-Asokan India." in Schober, ed. (see n. 41 above). 
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poetry (rare to have Buddhist classical Sanskrit at all, especially weird bc- 
cause this biography became definitive of a genre of thcisl court poetry), 

and so on. # 
1 will not engage in that line of questioning here, except to point out 

that this is by no means the only addition that Asvnghosa makes to NQ-\ 
and that might help illuminate the social and/or literary contexts of his ' 
day. Thus, for example, Aivagho$a, a converted Brahmin, is as far as l (Vj 
know the first biographer to draw explicit parallels to the RSmSyana, to 
justify apparent Buddhist deviance from Vedic precedents with an ap- . 
peal to dilfcrent Vedic precedents, smd to diffuse the “God begs Buddha 
to Preach" segment by having Indra come down with BrahmS, more as 
a sort of friendly call than as a charge to preach (Asvagho$a’s bodhisat- i 
iva already knows he is going to preach). This, toe, would have a sharp • 
social-edge jn A£vagho$a’s context, while adding a level of aesthetic \ 
quality and completeness to the Buddha biography that had never been j ^ , 
achieved before but that has remained the sine qua non for all subsc- ; i''' 
quent Buddha biographies. Indeed, a number of Afvagho$a’s innovations, "j 
like the innovation that the bodhisauva was heir to a powerful kingdom, ! , 
became absolutely standard, ih inter biographies across the Buddhist j 
world (and in scholarship on “thehistorical Buddha”). Thus, in addition J 

"to illuminating the sociohistorical contexts and literary practices of„ ^v\.r 
Afvagho$iTs world, reading Buddhacarita as a later reading of NQ also ! ' 
raises questions about why some of those innovations, and not others, J r 1 
did become standard across the Buddhist world. . _ 

In this vein alt the Buddha biographies we have are evidence of partic¬ 
ular readings of NQ in particular sociohistorical and literary circum- ^ 
stances; one could write a veritable history of Buddhology, if not of the 
whole.religion, as a process of supplementing the original biography in I''1 
NQ. But from the perspective of this huger history of Buddha biogra- ,y| 
phics, that ancient autobiographical fragment becomes most significant 
for Us absences. Much more than themissing Sikyan royal connection of > 
the (unnamed) bodhisauva, NQ is full of startling silences: here we have 1 
no Suddhodana. no MahSmSyS, no MahipajSpatl Gotaml, no YasodharS j 

and gtihuta, no pleasure palace, no women of the harem, no four sign?, no 
. Channa, no renunciatory fanfare,’no practice of austerities, no SujStSs 

milk-rice, no MSnte army at the Bodhi tree, no three watches of the night, 
no seven weeks after Enlightenment, no text of the First Sermon (replaced 
with the heap of snares, frame IV!). The Sermon on the Noble Quest 
screams out for supplementation, and the tradition is still supplementing 
it, that same fragment, today. When we make the supplementation itself 
the object of study, rather than attempt to mix it all together into a com¬ 
plete and “reliable" single account of the biography of “the historical 
Buddha.” literally hundreds of possible histories emerge for investigation. 

/ 7 | While we have been blessed with much good work on Buddhist biog¬ 
raphy in the past decade—including several excellent volumes of essays 
in which many of these moves toward a sociohistorical and/or literary 
reading of later Buddha biographies, as texts of their own days, have 
been made—I do not think that the role of NQ at the base of the whole 

/ a \ housc of cards has yet been given adequate attention. A failure to see 
' ■ that these later biographies of the Buddha are direct and indirect supplc- 
C\ mentations of NQ docs more than blind us to some of the potentially 

5 t'W fruitful sociohistorical and literary analyses that can be made of those 
<5ui Additionally, thiE failure blinds us to die possibility that many of 

‘he supplementations have been spun out of the evidence of the ancient 
^fragment itself., 

Thus in the constantly repeated analysis of the ignoble quest and Noble 
Quest that so bores my students (the language of being destined to birth, 

^ death, etc., and the repeated passages about what is destined for these 
\ things), we might be able to detect the seeds of a fuller, supplemented 

Buddha biography: in the phrase “wives and sons are destined for birth” 
j we might find the source for the stories of YasodharS and Rahul® • "«;aves 

, r | andslavegirtsare destined tor birth” supplies Uie BodhisattaY s^ndants 
,/<?0'‘ " I, and harrai; “goats and sheep... cocks and pigs... elephants and cows 
^ ond hwses and mares... silver and gold are destined for birth" 

the opulence of the palace.4* Continuing threugfe the ancient autobio¬ 
graphical fragment: “being a young man with very oiack hair” may have 
been the source for stories about the Bodhisatta’s beauty, skill, agility, 
and so forth; “while my parents” in the plural (KiahSpajSpaU as second 
wife/sunogate mother of the Buddha) “were weeping and wailing” (the 

c. oppositioo of the king and the whole cycle that explains it); “recognizing 

> ‘hc dan*er ‘n I*®1 whic,i *s destined for death... old age... disease” 
,, uXS Uhe first three signs); “isn’t it the ease that 1 ought to quest after the un- 
) unsurpassed, perfectly peaceful Nirvanar (the fourth sign).49 

Likewise, "This group of five monks was very helpful to me, who as- 
. J sislcd in my resolution to strive" (the six years* asceticism);10 what- 

VK“1 'T‘l J ever sermon about Mara is attached to the end of this fragment, as here 
Q/ the heap of snares (the battle with M8ra); the initial reflection on the sub¬ 

tlety of pafkxasamupigda (the emergence of Buddhahood over the three 
watches of the night), jjt is possible to read all of these details as already 

k there In the original text; thS Supplements workjAnd even if there is not 
so direct a relationship between NQ and the later supplements, at least it 
is clear that NQ’s basic structure (1 was unenlightened, I sought the truth, 

1M 1:162. 
’ M 1:163. 
1M 1:170. 

% 



:^n i lounu u> is ihe basic structure of every extant or conceivable Buddha rgU 
biography, which at least should give u$ pause as evidence of its force, y / 

In this long tradition of supplementation there is a history of thought 
about AJ&ra Katlma and Uddaka RSmaputta, loo. As mentioned, today it ^ 
would seem that this i$ one dimension of that original Buddha biog- 
raphy (with the possible addition of the meetings with God and the (V 
Ajlvika) that has become overall less relevant than it once was. There 
certainly were supplements that have all the richness and openness im- J ^ 
plied in the above discussion: Lalitavistara adds a long passage to the ^ 
cfTect that the Buddha already had a philosophical rebuttal before he j 
even met Rudraka Rdmaputra and that the only reason he ever sought j 
out a teacher at all was to demonstrate the teacher’s incompetence to gel \ 
to the heart of the matter. (This might have spoken to the sort of context 
in which the Git5 was being promoted along with Yoga as a theisiic'al- ^ 
tentative to Buddhist meditative practices.) Aivagho$a devotes an entire 
chapter to “the visit to Arfrja” in which that teacher is made to be the 
proponent of a feigned proto-Samkhya philosophy; the Buddha soundly t 
argues it clown in order to get this theist master’s seal of approval. (It j \ 
goes without saying that this WtU draw us into the multireligious situa- j 
tion of the Xu$5sa world.) But after this, within the Buddhist world there I- 1 
was not a lot'nsore textual supplementation; therc is a contraction. in 1 
whidilt suffices to say “after giving up the teachings of A]5ra and Ud¬ 
daka” or "after rejecting heretical teachers” orYuriply to omit mention¬ 
ing the teachers at all (a move made as eariy as Buddhavamsa), Perhaps 
precisely the fact that made this so relewiiat thejlme of prwluction—* 
iiic living memory of Ajara Ki&i&ma aitu Uddaka RUmaputta and the in- <; 
dependent existence of their communities of followers—rendered it 
meaningless in a situation when those no longer obtained. <y- 

As indicated, in addition to the history of supplementation, the com- 
incmarial process also left as relics of its occurrence critically important 
evidence for investigating later readings of any sutta. We have commen¬ 
taries on all the suttas, which as indicated is the case neither with a 
manuscript tradition nor with a supplementation tradition. Mere impor¬ 
tant, the commentary is intended to transmit just how one is supposed to 
read the original, which is not true of the manuscript record (produced as \ 
the transmission, not an explanation of it) or of the supplementations 1 
(which bury the original In themselves). Though the commentary is ob- j 
viously intended to be part of the manuscript transmission—without it, 
the texts are in places unintelligible—and though it embeds the original t 
within itself, the commentary assumes, even demands a reading of the j 
original in tandem with itself. It is thus the best imaginable evidence for 
just how later Buddhists read each sutta or, to be more for how 
onr* BuddhL. '•-«hose voice was later taken as authoritative read each 
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sutta. That Buddhist was Buddhaghosa, a fifth-ccntury Indian native who 
came to Sri Lanka, studied the ancient (and no longer extant) Sinhala 1 
commentaries on the Tipi(aka, and reworked them (and a great deal more 
material) in Pali. n 

On one hand Buddhaghosa is himself a supplemented Thus in the i 
midst of the usual commentarial explanations, problematizations, etiol- vC' 
ogies of names, geographical specifications, and so forth, Buddhaghosa ^ •. 

auos as putative “background” (Snupubbikatha) to the Buddha’s ques- -: 
tion in NQ, “To whom then should I first preach the Dhamma?” a quick J 
tour through the supplemented Buddha biography, including: the renun¬ 
ciation scene (Kanthuka the horse, Channa the buddy, leaving them at 
the river), the journey to Magadha (meeting Bimbisfira, recognizing the 
inadequacy and leaving behind [rd/w/t avindanlo tato pakkatnitvaJ the 
teachers KSlama and Uddaka [their whole names are not even given], 
performance of austerities), preparation for Enlightenment (the story of 
Suj2t3, attendance of the deities, the bowl going upstream in the river, 
resolution to achieve Enlightenment, traverse to the Bodni-mandapa), 
assault of MSra’s army in full detail, the stories of the seven weeks 
(Mucalinda, Ratanacankama, etc.), and the story of Ihpussa and Bhal- 
lika the merchants.51 As a gloss on the encounter with Upaka the Ajlvika 
he also adds the later details preserved in the TheravSda at(hakath§.52 i ‘ 

On the other hand, Buddhaghosa always does so much more than .. 
confirm my expectation of the details that ought to be included; h; \ 
makes me hear details that laid not expect, ought to be included and puts • 
forth what strike me as rather bizarre readings of his own.i These. no''i 
doubt spoke to the sociohistorical and literary worlds in which Buddha- j 
ghosa, like any author, operated. But they also’speak to me, starkly.] 
Buddhaghosa is reading the same text I ani reading, but he is reading it ] ^ 
on the basis of agendas that are so radically different from iny own that, -' 
it lakes me great clfort even to fathom what he is saying and that in turn ; ^ 
cautions roe not to be too certain about seeing my own readings “in the 
text." In a word, NQ always strikes me, despite the chat with God, in the - * 
same way that it apparently has struck Buddhists, and scholars, through 
tiie ages: as real biography, even autobiography, concerned with a real 
man, all-too-human, who must strive hard to find the truth he then, 
somewhat' reluctantly, teaches; a man who feels a certain pride in his 
achievements and who cares what he is called but who speaks in homely 

51 MA 11:181-86(see n. 10 above). -‘ 
51 Upaka Was lovc-cnslaved by a luintcr's daughter, married her and lived a p^mal, if 

rather low. lay life, But when she lunu out to be trouble he renounces the w..r|j an(i selJ 
out looking for “tiie boiimlli-ss Victor” UnatUajiim), the epithet that Buddha so unabash¬ 
ed!/ accepted'in their earlier encounter. Knowing that Upaka would come back, he in¬ 
structed his attendants to direct anyone seeking “Anantajina" to him, and sure enough 
Upaka shows up and is quickly initiated into the Dhamma. MA 11:189-90. 
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metaphors and uses self-revelation as a teaching device; a man who r 
clears his throat and knocks lightly v/her. interrupting a group of his stu¬ 

dents whom he encounters on the way home from his afternoon bath. 
But (his is not Buddhaghosa's Buddha, not. at all. And as mentioned, 

Buddhaghosa is not very interested in the details of the ancient frag¬ 
ment, except to explain some of the names and add the more important 
supplemental material. Rather, Buddhaghosa is concerned with what I 
have called “the outer frame” (frame 1). Buddhaghosa opens his expla¬ 
nation of NQ by asking why the monks asked Ananda about meeting the 
Buddha, rather than asking him for a face-to-face Dhamma-talk directly. 
The answer is startling: “Out of respect for the Master they cannot say, 
'Venerable Sir, talk about the Dhamma for us’; Buddhas arc to be vener¬ 
ated. Like the solitary lion who is king of the beasts, like an elephant in 
rut, like a cobra with expanded hood, like a great mass of fire, (Buddhas] 
are approached with difficulty.”53 The monks are too frightened to ask 
the Buddha, so they ask Ananda instead. And how. Buddhaghosa asks, 
could unenlightened Ananda have known the intention of the Buddha? 
The answer: he could not have known it He told the monks to go to 
Rammaka's hermitage on the basis of a logical inference about the Baa- ; 
dims daily habits, which are explained in rather excruciating detail to . 
make the point. 

This is merely the beginning of a remarkable series of glosses that es¬ 
tablishes nothing less than a doeetic Buddha. only pretending to be an 
ordinary human being. Thus in a gloss on the phrase “to wash” (parisiiici- 
imp), used in reference to the bath after which die Buddha approaches 
Rammaka's hermitage, Buddhaghosa argues: ***To wash’ (requires this 
clarification]: When someone bathes [nahUyati] by smearing his limbs 
with clay and chunnatn and scrubbing them witfra coconut shell, it is said, 
‘he is bathing*. When someone bathes naturally, without doing all of that, 
it is said, ‘he is washing*. Dirt and grime to be scrubbed away like that do 
not cling to the body of the Blessed One. The Blessed One only descends 
into the water for refreshment. Therefore [the suua] says, *to wash his 
limbs.*"54 Buddhaghosa actually gets quite worked up thinking about the 
Buddha's bath. He does some marvelous geographical gymnastics with 
the layout of SSvatthi in previous aeons to prove that the bathing ghat 
where the Buddha bathed was private, specially reserved for the purpose 
even above the bathing ghats dedicated to the king, die city dwellers, and 
ordinary monks. And this was no ordinary bath: “The Blessed One de¬ 
scended into the water. When Ire descended all the fish and turtles in his 
water turned gold; {when the fish and turtles moved in a stream] it was 

»> Ibid., pp. I6J-64. 
* Ibid., p. 166. 
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like when a stream of solid gold is snot out of the mechanical tube [in the 
gold-refining process; and when the fish and turtles scattered] it was like 
when a cloth made of gold is stretched out.”55 He came out of the water— 
Buddhaghosa is careful to stipulate the manner in which Ananda helped 
him dress in dry robes so that no one, including the attendant, could see 
him naked—and then he stood there in one robe (that is, barc-chcstcd): 

The body of the .Blessed One, standing thus, shined as though (it were] the 
Coral Tree in Indra’s heaven, all covered with flowers and (or as though it 
were] die stars twinkling on the surface of the sky. laughing with (greater] 
splendor at a lake full of blossoming lotuses and lilies. The radiance surround¬ 
ing his vydma-wide aura and his (body which was an! excellent gsrtaad of the 
thirty-two (marks of a Great Man] shined enormously, like a garland of thirty- 
two moons held in pi see and strung, like a garland of thirty-iwosans, as though 
one had placed in succession thirty-two Wheel-turning Monatchs, thirty-two 
kings of the gods and thirty-two Grea’t Brahmfts. This is called “illumination 
Land” Ivatjnand bhOmi ]. In such places the color of the bodies of the Buddhas 
or the quality of their virtues begins to speak, filled with comperes: 
talking resorting «»tnennings and metaphors and analyses bh thchasis of pithy 
segments or entire verse*.54 

The commentator is not kidding about this: “The SubstahtinlUy 
literally, “hardness"] of. Dnamma-talkinc in such places ought to be un¬ 
derstood.” Nor is this the end of the bath scene: the Buddha “dries out 
his limbs" so that a wet robe will not immodestly cling to his body, but 
“of course, dirt and grime do not stick to the bodies of Buddhas, and wa¬ 
ter glides ofF them like a drop of water dropped on a lotus leaf. Sven 
though this is the case, the Blessed One [pretended to dry himself off] 
out of respect for the disciplinary rule thinking, 'that is certainly the duty 
of a renunciate’; and having taken the outer robe by both comers he 
stood there, in front of it, with his body covered."57 

At this moment Ananda seizes his chance to suggest that the Blessed 
One tarry at Rammaka’s hermitage, thinking, “From the time the Blessed 
One, having dressed himself in his outer robe, resolves to go to die Pal¬ 
ace of MigSra’s Mother,51 it will be difficult to iurn him back. Contra¬ 
dicting the resolution of a Buddha is a grave offense, like stretching out 
the hand to grab a solitary lion, tike taking hold of a powerful elephant, 
intoxicated in rut, ard like grabbing a venomous cobra full of power by 

” Ibid., p. 167. 
54 ibid. 
” Ibid., pp. 167-68. 
” This is where the Buddha was then spending his nights. Buddhaghosa is careful to 

give a layout of the palace Ion anyone infer that the Buddha was sleeping anywhere near 
a woman. MA 11:165. 



ihc neck. So 1 will mention the character of the hermitage of Rammaka 
the Brahmin,.asking the Blessed One to go there.”19 

Buddhaghosa is still reading NQ biographically, but not as the sot of 
biography which all of us, in discussing the historical Buddha, inevitably 
' reproduce as though T. W. Rhys Davids’s naivetd of a century ago stands 
unchallenged. Buddhaghosa's Buddha is a Buddha of lus own day, reflect* 
ing an advanced Buddhology that is anything but secular humanism ami 
that offers up such unlikely options as a ThcravSda Sukhdvau, "Ittumi- 
nation Land.” His is a treatment that privileges the frame, the textual 
whole, over the embedded fragments. And his is a later reading by a 
member, and a pivotal member, cf the tradition itself, who lived far closer 
than we are to whatevcrfengmatyAnoment we may seek to understand. 
This should, if nothing more, serre to check our assumption that we can 
just pick up a sutta and “get it.” \r■ 

rH 

CONCLUSION 

This investigation of NQ began with a larger question about the future of _ 
historical study of the suttas. Now that the old agendas for studying 
them—as eyewitness accounts of the Buddha’s life and teaching, as 
manifestos of the world’s first scientifiehuthanisin^re^ttanjin democ- 
racy. as philological ends in themselves—have increasingly become dis¬ 
credited, I asked aloud what use a cohten'.porsryhistorian might make of'J 
them. Uto question is a genuineone, to 1 ofB6r no easy an¬ 
swerRut having entertained great skepticism about even thepossifeBity 
of such a future, and having therefore focused in my own scholarship to 
date almost exclusively on later periods of history for which precisely 
datable tests* inscriptions, monuments, and/or external sources exist, I 
must admit that this exercise, and the contemporary scholarship on 
which I have modeled my approaches, gives me a hopeful sense that this 
judgment was too hasty. : . 

Each of the approaches that I have exploied yields insightinto Bud¬ 
dhist history that is new and, given the limitations inherent in any inter- 
preUiiud, well groundcd. Thc autobiographical fragment is part of the 
earliest recoverable Buddhist tradition. The early community struggled 
to define itself in close proximity of religious others'in general and of 
the communities of A15ra Kalama and Uddaka RSmaputta in particular. 
The Sermon on the Noble Quest is a carefully structured piece of litera¬ 
ture designed to bring readers/hcarcrs face-to-facewith the Buddha. It is 
the cote of traditions of biographical supplementation that span Bud¬ 
dhist history, and this sutta therefore helps us to identify the stages in the' 
development\of the Buddha biography and, by extension, the sociohis- 

59 MA 11:168. 
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torical circumstances in which each was produced. That very epitome of 
TheravSda orthodoxy, Buddhaghosa, entertained a Buddhological vision 
far removed from Mthc historical Buddha” os he has been conceived by 
many scholars and Buddhist modernists in the nineteenth and twentieth 

Perhaps more important, our collaboration in Chicago suggested to me 
that my attempt at defining these four approaches to the historicity of the 
suttas may have wider application. It at least provides a vocabulary within 
which different approaches can be discussed, refined, and tested on the 
great wealth of suttas (and commentaries) that wc are lucky enough to 
possess. White I do believe that “historical source mode” is now largely 
bankrupt as an end in itself, it remains—like many of the staples of the 
larger historicist project in which it participated (such as chronologies, 
critical editions, and identifications of archaeological sites)—absolutely ^ 
foundational in any attempt at treating suttas or parts of suttas historically. ° 
But fixing a sutta at some point in the tradition is merely the first step in { 

_ much more interesting historical projects that scholars like Bailey, Col- j 
| tins, and Blackburn have opened up for us. The suttas make possible a 
| new sort of social history of the earliest stages in Buddhist history, 
L ^nuanccd by treating the texts themselves as actions within the sociohis- 
/ torical ciredmstahces of their production rather than as passive trahsmil- 

ters of neutral information. The suttas contain a wealth of literary beauty 
and efficacy and can therefore help us imagine early Buddhist worldviews 
with, greater clarity than is afforded by the phikisb^hicai doctrines and 
historical facts wc have hitherto extracted in bits from them. The suttas 
have theirown biographies, histories of being read and of not being read, 
which potentially shed great light on later developments in every realm 
of Buddhist life. 

p It may of course turn out to be the case that in each of these modes NQ 
is uniquely significant. It is after all a sutta that has always been privi¬ 
leged, in Buddhist history and in the history of Buddhological scholar- 
ship, as a basis for imagining the Buddha’s own life. This privilege is no 
doubt the result of its obviously great antiquity, it being arguably the 
oldest Buddha biography in existence. At least the autobiographical frag¬ 
ment appears to be intentionally designed as a response to the multireli¬ 
gious society in which the early Buddhists, and all Buddhists, have found 
themselves; it is of course no surprise to learn that Buddhists discoursed 
on the biography of the founder in the same breath that they tried to 
define their identity as a separate religious •order. Thrfact' th^ 
ancient a Buddha biography may be the reason that in its final form the 
suua seems esn#*r»aHy well constructed to bring the reader/hearer face- 
to-face with the Buddha. This antiquity likewise goes far in explaining 
why this particular sutta has been so elaborated and ornamented in later 
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traditions of supplementation and why Buddhaghosa chose it for some 
perhaps untypical speculation on the cosmic issues surrounding Buddha- 
hood. In a word, it may be the case that NQ is uniquely significant for his¬ 
torians precisely because it is uniquely historical in its perspective. ' 

This possibility raises an empirical matter, we will only discover what 
the thousands of suttas (or parallel texts from other religious traditions) 
may reveal to the historical imagination if we trouble to apply that imag¬ 
ination to them. Ttie Chicago collaboration demonstrated that the four 
modes, in their various dimensions, will not be equally applicable to all 
suttas (let alone all religious classics). Only some sutias will have par¬ 
allels in other suttas or Buddhist Sanskrit works; only some will address 
external circumstances in explicit or implicit terms; only some will prove 
to be carefully constructed and powerfully evocative; only some will 
prove to have been the basis of later supplementation and/or interesting "} - ^ 
commentary. But even the absence of applicability can address larger i Sj Qj 
questions about the suttas in general, and our discussions did proceed in J 
sometimes useful ways When the questions implicit in one or more of the 
four inodes were raised. Thus it is my hope that, beyond my new historical 
readings of NQ, this article contributes In some small way to the ongoing 
history of religions project to understand historically all the''canonical” p 
texts'sa which religious traditions have been based. 

Whitman College - _ V 

IA LAMENTATION 
RITUALS ANJEr' 

" RPRETATIONS 
OF THEN^trCTRWE- 
OF INTERCESSION: 
TWCkXASES TvROM 
MODERN INblA' 

<iD THE QUR’ANIC DpfcTRINE OP 

iTEMENT OP TH^PROBLEM 

Knowing my sstercsrm fc>f pis of Shis popuiarp«^y, yoiieagaes occasion¬ 
ally send me cop&^cf polemical waitings critidarffigsbg^mere-ccctrs- 
versio! inanifesiationJspl' Shia .dcvotibnaiism. One such ipe - 
recently was a translsubq of Mulubc dcen at-Khatecb’s al-Khumt ul- 

, . in.,thsT 
Sl-.iiiTwigiaaJExpositioii aml^e/utat\ppjCfim of the author’s harshest 
comments occurslii'ins-disgussibq of tffy/hid (the monotheistic assertion 
of God's oneness), belief in whrcinW&ttatnd^falk^iluslims: "Sunnis be- 
liev&tat AllaBis-thCsQtK, the Opty, thcAfnughty-Subduer. He has 
no partdws^r rivals. .VTTheTWSjtcs a^p believe in AljahlE^Exalgd 

id HisOnen^Sr^xcept tWthcy adul 
lalsand observanCcs^Thcy implore ar 

slavcTaBd^mc^ippcj/rathctjhan to Him] 
Husain!’and *01 
have knowledge/ 

>l 

..They 
‘ the unseen^ 

hisbdief with polytheistic 
plication to Allah’s 

aying, *0 CA1U* and *0 
i to be infallible, to j 

i in the administration of the 
universe. 

The authdr's unsympathetic harshness 
ufy a distinctive aspect of Shi a piety: belii 
the lntpms and the Karbala Martyrs, despite 

1 Muhibfaudeca al-Khatecb, AUUmtoot al-'aretdah: Broad Aspects of Shiite Religion 
(Exposition mod Reflation), trans. Mahmoud Murad (South Burnaby. British Columbia: 
Majlis* of al-H*q Publication Society, 1983). p. 32. 

_ig. Re-does iden- 
in theintercessory'ppwer of 

apparent infnngemetai of 
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schools and ordcis. For a comprehensive examination of the complicated 
denominational shuffling that occurred around this time, see Takahashi Toru, 
Rich* Bukkyo [Buddhism in Yi Dynasty] (Tokyo, 1929), PP* 137-44. 

19. Also to be noted in relation to this is the phenomenon of relative 
absence of vigorous sectarian movements and conflicts in Korean Buddhist 

history. 
20. That the MahkySna world-view, be it its * ahistorical" character or 

the doctrine of the identity of sarjtsar* and iwvaQa, cannot be a sufficient 
explanation for its "political failure** is easily demonstrated by the case of 

Japanese Buddhism, certainly the most extreme form of Mahiylna Buddhism. 
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Mahamaudgalyayana’s Sermon on the 

Letting-in And not Letting-in 

(of Sensitive Influences) 
- i > • 

by E. Waldsckmidt 

In the Chinese translation of the Samyuktagama (Tsa-a-han-chtng) 
_we come across a Sutra1 corresponding to the Avassutapariyaya 
(also called An-avassutapariyaya) m the Sal&yatanasarpyutta of the 
Samyuttanikaya.2 The substance of the text is a discourse ad¬ 
dressed by Mahamoggallana (ML, Skt. Mahamaudgalydyana) to 
his icllow monks on their request and in the place of the Buddha 
who does not feci well. M. preaches upon the letting in and not 
letting in of sensitive influences through the eye and the other 
organs of sense. This is the common base of-the two versions, 
Pali (P) and Chinese (C). 

In an introductory part of the discourse we are informed of 
the sojourn of the Buddha among the Sakyas (Skt. Sakyas) in the 

^Banyan grove near Kapiiavatthu (Kapiiavasiu) at a time when the 
inhabitants of the town had just built a new assembly hall. The 
Exalted One was invited to be the first to make use of it, to which 
he consents. In fixed phrases which arc met with in the canon at 
different places3 wc arc informed (a) of the preparations by the 
Sakyas to get the hall ready for its inauguration by the Buddha, 
(b) of the Master’s arrival there, (c) of the order in which he, his 
pupils and the inhabitants of the town take their seats inside the 
hall, and (d) of the unspecified sermon with which the Buddha 

pleases the audience till late at night. Then he dismisses the Sakyas 
and asks M. to continue in edifying the monks with a speech on 
a sclf-choscn subject.4 Thereupon M. recites the Avassuta(dhamma) 
pariyaya characterized above. 

A while ago my attention was drawn to two Central Asian 

Sanskrit Ms. fragments (Nos. 1416 and 1449) of the “Turfan 
Collection,” written upon on both sides with characters of the 
seventh or eighth century A.D. in Northern Turkistan Brahmi, 
Type VIb.5 The larger piece (No. 1416) showed five lines of script 
and was part of the left side of a paper folio in Pustaka size. 
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No. 1449, very small, could be proved to belong to the same folio 
as No. 1416. It supplies 4-8 syllables of the ter* in Unp? 1-4 of the 
obverse and lines 2-5 of the reverse of the folio. The compounded 
text of the two fragments reads: 

Cat.-No. 1416 t 14436 

Folio 1 [69]7 

O 
1 syah pa§cima[s] ya[h] uttarasyHn=disah irnolkani=upasair.- 

harcta na lab beta agrdr*a(va)taram na labheta a[la:p] - 

(banai?i>///8 _ 
2 vam manaso-pi dharmc$u mara upasam U kramati avatara- 

prcksi avataragafves)li] na labhate mara avat(aram) ///3 
3 bhavati n[o] turOpsur«rfl>h]l]bhuya 0 tcsabdamgandhl[ni] 

rasaip sprastavyarn dha[rm] (ain) + ++ + + .. no tu dharm- 
air=abh;(bhuyatc) ///8 u 

4 rasabhibhuiv spra$iavyabhibhuh O dharm[a]bhibhubl abhi- 
bhur^ar.abhibha^r)31^.^}{pa}kair?akuSa[iai] (r^dhar- 

5 [ky] air^ayatySip jatijja] rSmaranlyaih sammukham me iyu$- 
mamah bhagavato=ntik5c«chru(tam) ttt + + .i,. + + t ///* 

R 
1 sruto dhartnaparya[yab] avasrut-Snavasrutam vo dharma- 

paryayam dcsayi$yciti .[c] ♦ + + + + ++ + +.-*■ ///c 
2 yanasya kathaparyavasanam vi Oditva uttlvaya nifldati 

paryaipka[m] («abhujya gum) [ka] yam prani[dh] (aya) ///* 
3 n-ayu$ma|nt]aip mahamaudgalyaya O nam^unantrayati 

sadhu sadhu maudga(lyayana sa)[dhu] khalu tvam maud- 
gal[y](ayana) ///* 

4 Uesayasi punar-api tvam=abhlk$na O m=apl bhik$Ooa(m]= 
a|va] srut-anavasru(tatn dhar) [m] (a) [pa] ry&yam desaya 
ta///8 

3 khaya tatra [bhagavjiip bhik^un^iimuiip] trayati udgrhi>i- 
[dhv] (am) bhik$avah avasru[t]-anavas[ru]taip itdharma- 
paryayarp dh [a] ra(y] (ala) ///8 j, 

Thrice, in R 1, R 4, and R 5, the title “avasrul-anavasruta dhanna- 
paryayn” is found. After identification and comparison with the 
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corresponding texts in P and C it became evident that our text 
fragment sets in with the last part of M/s discourse, and is follow¬ 
ed by the Buddha's approval of what M. has spoken. The jpartic-' 
ulars arc as follows: * * _ * 7;^'' y 
M. ends his speech with two similes.9 Suppose, he says, there is 
a hut consisting of reeds or grasses, dried up, sapless and old. Then, 
if somebody with a bundle of inflamed grass comes upon it from 
the eastern, western, northern or southern quarter, or from below 
or above, in any case the fire would get access, would get a hold. 
Even so, Mara, the personified wickedness and seducer to sensual¬ 
ity, would get access, would get a hold, if a monk develops posi¬ 
tive or negative inclinations on seeing an object with the eye or 
recognizing it through any other organ of sense. Furthermore, M. 
continues, suppose there is a tower or high hall built of firm clay 
and coated with fresh plaster, then fire would not get access when 
somebody with a fire-brand comes upon it.10 Even so, if a monk 
avoids positive or negative inclinations when using his senses, Mara 
would not get access, would not get a hold, 

1 am going now to present the partly restituted text and trans¬ 
lation of the Sanskrit fragment which begins in rise course of the 
statement just referred to. 

Sanskrit Translation 

1 i (it somebody) should 
bring along (to a firmly built 

O (aa£?ivtf<}syaii pascima- [=* fire-proof] house) a firc- 

syab uttarasyan disali tfnolkaip brand of grasses from the 
upasaipharcta na labheta agnir southern, western, northern or 
a(va)ianup na labheta ul(am- eastern quarter, fire would not 
banam/)11 ++++++++++ get access, would not get a 
4 +12 ya)varp manaso *pi dhar- hold. (Likewise) Mara, who 
mqfu mam upasaipkramati ava- looks out for access, who seeks 
tiraprek*! av**?ir*m»{vc)«T na access, docs not get access, 
labhate mara avat(aram purva- does not get a hold, if he ap- 
vatj) proaches (a self-restrained 

monk by way of the eye etc.) 
up to by way of the mind in 
the ease of objects (of 
thought). 
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2 {evarjivihan bhikju rUpam 
abhibhur) bhavati no tu rupair 
abhibhuyatc (/) sabdiip gan- 
dhaip rasitp sprastavyaip dha- 
rm (am abhibhUr bhavati) no tu 
dharmair abhi(bhQyatc /)1S 
{rupabhibhuh sabddbhibhuh 
gandhdbhibhuh) rasSbhibhfU) 
spra^^avyabhibhuh dharm- 

abhibhub (J)H abhibhur an-- 
abhibhur (bhavati p5)pakair,a- 
ku&alai(r dharmaih sdtjtklesi- 
kaih paunarbhavtkaib sajvarair 
duhkhavipd) kyair ayatyam 
jatijaramaranlyaih (/)15 

3 saipmukharn16 me 
ayu$mantah Jbhagavato ‘ntikac 
chru (taiju sGtymukhaMudgfht- _ 
tali yo *yani avasrut-dnava) 
to dharmaparyayalj avasrut- 
anavasru tam17 vo dharmapar- 
y§yam desayi§yc iti .€ + + + + 
'+ + + + + + 

4 (athaxs * bliGgavdm ay us* 
mato mahamaudgalyd)yznasydi 

k a t h aparyavasan am viditva ut- 
thaya nisTdati paryamkam (a- 
bhujya rjum) kayaip prani- 
dh(aya pratimukham smrtim 
upasthdpya nivasya bhagavd) n 
ayu$mantam mahamaudgalya- 

yanam Simantrayati / sadhu sa- 
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2 (Such a monk) subdues 
visible objects, is by no means 
subdued by visible objects, sub¬ 
dues sounds, smells,, flavors, 
touchable things, objects of the 
mind, is by no means subdued 
by objects. He is a subduer of 
visible objects, a subduer of 
sounds, a subduer of smells, a 
subduer ofrflavors, a subduer 
of touchable^ things a subduer 
of objec^ of the rabid. He is a 
subduer, is* subdued by 

-evil, improper factors which are 
sinful, bring about rebirth, arc 
connected with fever (afflic¬ 
tion), result in psun, have the 

- consequence of rebirth, decay 
^ and death in future," 

3 In front of, in the pre¬ 
sence of, the Exalted One, rev¬ 
erends, I have heard, and in 
front of him taken up this dis¬ 
course of letting in and not 

. letting in (sensitive influences) 
(when once the Master pro¬ 
claimed): “I shall preach tfo you 
the sermon of letting in and 
not letting in [sensitive influen¬ 

ces]. Listen!)”' 

4 Then the Exalted One, 
having recognized the con¬ 
clusion of the venerable M.’s 
speech, arose, took up the sit¬ 
ting position of an ascetic, 
stretched his body upright and 
collected his attention. Haying 
settled his robes the Exalted 
One addressed the venerable 

dhu maudga(lyayana / sa)dhu 
khalu tvam maudgaly(ayana 
bhikfundm avasrut-anavasru- 
tain dharmaparydyarfi) desaya* 
si (/) punar19 api tvam abhik$* 
nam api bhik$uglm avasrut- 
anavasru (tarn dhar) mapary a- 
yaip desaya ,(/) ta(d bhavi- 
syati dtrghardtraiji devamanu- 
sydnam art hay a hitaya ru)- 
khaya (/) 

5 tatra20 bhagavam bhiksun 
ama(m) trayati (/) udgrhnidhv- 
(am) bhiksavah avasrut-anava- 
srutam dharmaparyayam dha- 
ray(ata grdhayata vdcayataava- 

sm t-dxavGsruizin dharmapai - 
y ay ant fiat kasmdd dheioh / 
ayam dhapnaparydyaJi hitopa- 
samhitah arthopasamkitah si- 

lopasdmkitak brakmachryopu- 
samhitah abhijhayai sambo- 

dhaye nirvandya samvartate 

ydvac ca satpurusena pravra- 
jitena sraddhayd avasrut-anava- 

sruto dharmaparydya udgr- 

kya21 paryavdpya tathd iathd 

dharayitavyo grahayitavyo vd- 

cayziavyah /) 

* 

6 (atha bhiksavo bhagavato 

bhasitam abhinandvanumodya 

bhagavato -' tikzl prakrantdh /) 

M.: “Bravo, bravo, Maudgalya- 
yana! Well indeed did you 
preach to the monks the ser¬ 
mon of letting in and not let¬ 
ting in (sensitive influences). 
That will conduce for a long 
time to prosperity, welfare and 
happiness of gods and human 
beings.” 

5 There, the Exalted One 
addressed the monks: ‘Take 
up, monks, the sermon of let¬ 
ting in and not letting in (sen¬ 
sitive influences), maintain, 
keep and recite the sermon oi 
letting m and not letting in 
(sensitive influences). For what 
reason? This sermon will bring 
about welfare,prosperity, mor¬ 
al conduct, self-restraint (chas¬ 
tity), will lead to higher know¬ 
ledge, to enlightenment, to Nir¬ 
vana, up to: by an honest man 
who has left worldly life 
through faith should the ser¬ 

mon of letting in and not let¬ 
ting in (sensitive influences), 
after taking it up and appropri¬ 
ating it, be maintained, kept 
and recited in exactly the 
same manner. 

6 Then the monks, after re¬ 
joicing in the speech of the 

Exalted One, and agreeing with 
it, went away from the Lord’s 
presence. 





NOTES 

1. TaUhd Edition (T), Vol. 2, SIS a<, Sutr» 276. 
2. Ed. P5U Text ‘Society (PTS). VoL IV,- 182-188; XXXV.202 

(iavassuto). . 
3. The story of the building of an assembly hall by the Sakyas of 

Kapilavatthu is told with the same words in the Sekhasutta of the Majjhu 
manikaya (Suita 53; Ed. PTS 1.353-359). A variation of the text with regard 
to the owners of the new building and the monk entrusted with the speech is 
found in the introduction to the Samptisuttanta of the DTghahikdya and in 
its Sanskrit counterpart, the SahgfyisutrQ. Cp. E. WAL0SCHMIDT* Die Ein- 
teitung des Sahgttisutra, reprinted in E. WALDSCHMIDT, Von Ceylon bis 
Turf an, Gottingen 1967, pp.258 278* especially p.259. Inthe Sflfigftwutra 
the owners of the new building are the Mallas of Papa (P: Pava), and the 
monk who recites the Sutra Is Slriputra (P: Sariputta), the second outstand 
ingpupil of th e Buddha. 

4* This framework is-just as the chief ...content* of M.Y speech—told 
rimOariy in the P as well as in the C version*. 

5. Cp. SANDER, 
Her Berliner Turfansammiung, Wiesbaden 1968, p. 182, Alphabet tu 

6- The first transcript of the text was made by Dr. D.^CHLINGLOFF, 
presently Professor at the University of Munich, during his activity in the 
Berlin Academy of Sciences between 1954 and 1961 w Theidentifieation and 
compounding of the two fragments is due to E. WALDSCHMIDT. 

7. 0 =* obverse, A * reverse. A k faros of doubtful reading have been put 
into square, restored akfaros in round brackets. A cross (4*) marks a totally 
missing aksara, two dots (..) an a&mra not readable. In the restituted text 
below, letters in bold type mark the beginning of a line in tlte Ms* Restituted 
parts of the text wiiich liavc not already been supplemented in the documen¬ 
tary transcription are printed in italics. 

8. Each line of the Mr. is calculated to have contained about 50 aksa- 
ros. HI means that another 12 to 15 akfaras of the line arc missing. 

9. The following extract refers to the P version. 
10. From the eastern, western, etc., quarter, full recapitulation. P (Ed. 

PTS IV. 187.1-8): puratthimaya..... uttardya.dakkkinnya... ..ce 
pi nam putiso odittaya tinukkaya upasankameyya neva lab he t ha aggi o tar am 

na labetha aggi drammanam. 
11. The C version is very short at places. For instance, here it has simply: 

If fire comes up from die four quarters, it is not able to set it (sc. the high 

and firm house) on fire. T 2.316 c.6-7. 
12. Conceivable restoration: (evamvihdrinam kkalu ced bhikpim caksuso 

ya)vam .. . Cp. P (IV.187.8-12): evam eva kho avuso evatpviharim bhik- 
**iwm cakkhuto.... sotato... ghanato... jihvato... kUyato.... manato 
ce pi nam maro upasankamati neva labhati maro otaram na labkati maro 

drammanam. 

13. Cp. P (1V.187. 13-19): evam vihan cavuso bhikkhu rupe adkibhosi 
na rupd bhikkhum adhibhamsu / sadde... gandhc.... rase.... phoUhabbc 
.. • dhamme bhikkhu adkibhosi na dhamma bhikkhum adhibhamsu. 

14. Cp.* P (ibid. 20-21): cyom vuccatavuso bhikkhu rupddhibhu sadda- 
dhibku gandhadhibhu rasadhibhU phofthabbadhibhu dhafnmadhibhu. 

15. Cp. P (ibid. 22-24): adhibhu anadhibhuto / adkibhosi te papake 
akusale dhamme sankilesike ponobhavike sadare dukkhaiipake dyatijdti- 
jardmarantye. The corresponding Sanskrit phrase (used for the restitution of 
our text) is found in the Avadanasataka II. 107. 3-4. Possibly the phrase has 
been shortened in our Ms.—For vipdkya (normal vipdka) s. Edgcrton 3HSD 
s.v.—C (T 2. 316 c. 10-12) has: “If he is victorious over visible objects, vic¬ 
torious over sounds, smells, flavours, touchable things, and objects of the 
mind, he is also victorious over evil, improper factors which arc sinful, inflam¬ 
ing, of painful results, and bring about future rebirth, old age, illness and 
death.” 

16. Cp. the P sentence: sammukha me tam bhant? bhagavato sutam 
sammukha patiggahitam ...at a place corresponding to MPS 18. 4 (Ed. 
WALDSCHMIDT, p. 2*20). C (T 2.316 c. 12-13) has: “1 have received this 
instruction from the Exalted One personally, (the instruction) which is named 
the sermon (dharmaparyfiya) of not letting in (sensitive) influences.” 

17. Cp. P (IV. 184. 19-21): avassulupariyayam ca vo avuso dcsissami 
anavassutapariyayam ca / tam sunalha sddhu kam manesi karota bkasissaviUi. 

** 18. V (IV. 187. 26-29): atha kho bhagavd utthahitvadyasmaniam 
mahdmoggaldnam amantesi / sddhu sddhu moggalana sddhu kho tvam mogga- 
liana bhikkhunam avassliiapdriyayah ca anavassutapariyayah ca abhashi. The 
C version (T 2. 316 c.13-17) is more detailed; At that time the Exalted One 
krfew that Muhamaudgalyayana had finished his speech. He arose, sat down 
with his body stretched upright, cbilccted his mind in front and addressed M.: 
“Quite well* Maudgalyayana, have you spoken to the men this sermon which 
is very profitable, which is (of importance) far beyond measure, wnich wiil 
bring luck for a long time to gods and men.” 

19. The insertion **punar api .. , (up to) ... . desaya" which is not 
found ir. C has a parallel in the Sahgitisutra (Ed. Stachc-Koscn), 1, p. 20b. 2. 

20. For the restitution of the conclusive Sanskrit passages of our text, 
corresponding phrases in the SahgTiisulra (Ed. Stachc-Koscn), I, p. 206. 
3-4 were available. There is general agreement also with C whcic die Sutra 
ends as follows (T 2* 316 c. 17-22): Then the Exalted One addressed the 
(whole congregation of ) monks: “You should take up the sermon of letting 
in and not letting in (sensitive influences), and preach it extensively to men. 
For what reason? In the interest of the perfection of morality /in the interest 
of the perfection of law, in the interest of the perfection of right conduct 
(chastity, brahmacarya) etc. (continuation as translated in the right column 
above) ... When the Buddha had finished hb speech, the monks who had 
heard the sermon of the Buddha rejoiced at it and went away respectfully. 

21. The phrase te ^sel. dhcr.na) udgrhyu paryavapya (tathd ta)thd 
dharayitavya grahayitavya vacayitavyd(h) is also known from the MPS (Ed. 
WALDSCHMIDT) 19.7 and 40.60. 



The Mahasamghika and the 

Tathagatagarbha (Buddhist Doctrinal 

History, Study 1) ( 

by A. Way man 

Introduction 

For the origins of the Mah^yana we mast agree with Hinikav/u1 
that while sonic Mahayana doctrines arc dcrived from the Maha- 
sSt|sshika school* seme others are derived from the Sanristivadin 
school, I would add that unless some other sourceean he pointed 
to, we may coneincle tha]t MaiiSySna buddhism in its various forms, 
at least leaving out the special development of Tantrism* can be 
traced to either the Mahasamghika or the Sarvastivldin schools, 

y It is well recognized by Buddhologisls'thal the Mahasamghika 
\ sect arose by a schism from the previously undivided Buddhist 
j ^satpgha in the second century after the Buddha's Nirvana (A.N.), 

■*j * leaving the other part of the smflgha to be called Sthavira* As to 
j precisely when the schism occurred* there was a difference of optn- 

ion as to whether it happened as a result of the Second Buddhist 
^ Council (about 110 A.N.) over a laxity of Vinaya rules by some 

monks, or happened later in the century (137 A.N.) over the five 
r* theses about Arhats and which occasioned a ‘Third Buddhist Coun- 

V ciF sponsored by the Kings Nanda and Mahapadma. There were 
^ some other possibilities* as summarized by Nattier and Prebish,2 

who conclude that the schism occurred 116 AJN. over Vinaya 
^ rules, while the argument over Arhat attainment provoked a further 

split within the already existing Mahasamghika sect. It is immater¬ 
ial for our purposes whether the ‘five theses of Mahideva* down¬ 
grading the Arhat occasioned the schism between the Mahasamghi- 
kas and the Sthaviras, or whether this downgrading was an internal 
argument within the Mahasamghika. What is important here is that 
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the downgrading of the Arhat continued into a Mahayana scripture 
called the Swnala-sutra, and that the five theses arc a character¬ 
istic of the Mahasaipghika, to wit: 1. Arhats arc tempted by others, 
2. they still have ignorance, 3. they still have doubt, 4. they are 
liberated by other*;; and 5. the path is accompanied by utterance. 
The fifth of these seems explainable by other Mahasaipghika ten¬ 
ets, in Bureau's listing:3 No. 58 ‘morality is not mental*; No. 59 _ 
‘morality docs not follow upop thought'; No. 60 'virtue caused by 
a vow increases'; No. 61 ‘candor [vijhapti) is virtue*; No. 62 reti¬ 

cence (a vijhapti) is immoral.* _ 
Part 1 of this paper attempts to relate the SrTmalfcsutra and 

the Talhagalagarbha doctrine \o the MahasSipghik^school. Part II 
discusses the terms dharmata and svabhava so as to expose an an¬ 

cient quarrel. 

/. Mahasamghika school and the Srimala-sutra 

The present writer, in collaboration with liideko Waymast^ 
Has published a translation and study of the Smnaiddevisitrxhanada- 

sutta under the title The Li6nfsRoat of Queen Srimala; a Buddhist 

scripture bti the Tathagatagarhha TAeory,4 in which the position 
nkte that the Tathagata^uebha theory, especially as portray¬ 

ed in this scripture, is a product of the Mahasaipghika school. Now, 
referring to our work as ‘Lion’s Roar*, a correlation will be made to 
tenets of the Mahasamghika in Bureau's numbering, with my own 
captions ‘Tenets on the Jewel of Buddha*, etc.: 

Tenets on the Jewel of Buddha: 

No. 1 ‘The Buddhas arc supramimdanc (llokottara)J ‘Lion’s Roar', 
p. 92: “the Tathagatadoes not dwell within the limits of time; the 
I aihugata-Arltat-Samyaksambuddhas dwell at the uttermost limit.” 
No. 2 The Tathagatas arc devoid of flux (anasrava) and mundane 
natures (laukikadharma).* ‘Lion's Roar*,pp. 88-89: . . the na¬ 
tures to be eliminated, exceeding the sands of the Ganges River, 
which arc all utterly eradicated by the enlightenment wisdom of 
the Tathagata . . ‘Lion's Rc-rVpp, 97 98* "all the Tathagata- 
Arhat-Samyaksambuddhas eliminate every source of suffering 
which incorporates any defilement or secondary defilement.. .** 
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Tenets on the Jewel of Dharma: 

No. 4 The Buddha, by a single sound (sabda) expresses all the 
Dharmadhiitu.’ 

No. 42 ‘All the Sutras promulgated by the Buddha have a final 
meaning (nitartha).’ ‘Lion’s Roar’, p. 89: ‘Then, as a Tathagata- 

Arhat-Samyaksambuddha, one gains the unhindered understand* 
ing «>f all natures (dharma) . . King of the Doctrine and Lord of 
the Doctrine; and, having gone to the stage which is sovereign over 
all natures, utters the Lion’s roar ... ‘there is nothing to be known 
beyond this.’ That being so, the Lion's roar of the Tathagatas has 
final meaning (nitartha) and explains this meaning straightforward¬ 
ly (ckaijiscna, with a single part).” 

i 

Tenets on the Jewel of the Buddha as refuge: 

No. G The material body is truly unlimited {amnia).’ ‘Lion’* 
Roar’, p. 62: “Homage to you, whose form is limitless”. 
No. 7 The power {prahhava) of the Tathagatas is also limitless’. 
‘Lion’s Roar’, p. 76: “The Lord is omnipotent, is the resort”. 
‘Lion’s Roar’, p. i 06: “The Lord is the omnipotent being. The 
Lord is the resort.” , 

No. 8 The longevity of the Buddha is also limitless.’ ‘Lion’s Roar’, 
p. 61: “Your Buddha nature does not perish; so it is right to take 
refuge in you. the muni.” 

Special tenets: 

No. 9 The Buddha, upon converting the living beings and making 
them bom among those with pure faith, has no thought of satis¬ 
faction.’ ‘Lion’s Roar’, pp. 77-78: “Queen, although I have already 
explained for incalculable cons the merit and benefit of embracing 
the Illustrious Doctrine, I still have not come to the end of explain¬ 
ing the merit and benefit of embracing the Illustrious Doctrine.” 
No. 30 ‘There arc Arhats who... arc subject to ignorance (ajhcna), 

who have doubts (kahksd), who are saved by others {parauitima) 

. . .’ ‘Lion’s Roar’, p. 80: “Lord, the Arhats and the Pratyeka- 
buddhasnot only take refuge in Fathugatuhood, but also have fear 
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... they.have manynaturcs to be eliminated.” 
No. 44 ‘The sclf-prcscncc of mind is bright. It is soiled (i.c. dark¬ 
ened) by adventitious secondary defilement.’ ‘Lion’s Roar?,,p. 106: 
"this intrinsic purity, of the Tathagatagarbha stained by adventi¬ 
tious secondary defilements is the domain of the l athaga^^ who 
is the inconceivable master . . .” "the meaning of the defilement 

1 on the intrinsically pure.consciousness is difficult to understand.’’ 
No. 49 ‘There is no intermediate stale (imlarubhava).’ Barcau, p. 68, 
points out the usual explanation that this concerns the interval 

r some Buddhist sects place between the moment of death and the 
| moment of birth, and adds that the Mahasamghika argumentation 
' on this point is unknown. ‘Lion’s Roar’, p. 104: "Since there is 
\ the Tathagatagarbha, there is a reason for speaking of ‘cyclical 

flow* (samsetra). Lord, as to ‘cyclical flow,’ no sooner do the sense 
organs for perception pass away than it [the lathagatagarbha] 

j takes hold of sense organs for perception, and that is ‘cyclical 
^ j flow.’ *’ Thus the Srimala denies an intermediate state between the 

. perishing and renewal of sense organs. 
X Y No. 78 ‘Tltcrc is a root-consciousness (inulavijnana) which serves 
A '—i a$ the support (asniya) for eye-perception and the other sensory 

’ A (. perceptions, like the root of the tree is the principle of the leaves, 
, “X etc.’ ‘Lion’s Roar’, introduction, p. 44, in reference to the Tatha- 
K*" gatagarbha: It is the “support, holder, base’’ (nis'raya, adhara, prati- 

stha). ‘Lion’s Roar’, p. 104: “Lord, samsara is based on the Talha- 
gatugarbha . . . no sooner do the sense organs for perception pass 
away than it takes hold of sense organs for perception... ‘Perished’ 

r is the loss of the senses. ‘Born’ is the renewal of the senses. But, 
Lord, the Tathagatagarbha is not born, docs not die. . The 

X support nature of the Tathagatagarbha apparently has the Maha¬ 
samghika mulavijhana as its prototype. The connection with vijna- 

L na is not lost in the SrimSia; confer passage cited partly under te¬ 
net No. 49, above, that begins with mention of the intrinsic purity 
of the Tathagatagarbha and in the same paragraph switches to the 
intrinsically pure consciousness, where ‘consciousness represents 
cilia, the Abhidharma equivalent to vijhana. ‘Lion’s Roar’, p. 44, 
the Tathagatagarbha scriptures have synonyms for the Tathagata¬ 
garbha, ‘cause’ (hetu) and ‘seed’ (bija), that exactly fit the illustra¬ 
tion of the inulavijnana, “like the root of the tree is the principle 
of the leaves, etc.” The Srimala itself emphasizes ‘support’. 

In short, the Srimata-sulra has passages consistent with most 
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of the first ten of the Mahasamghika tenets, and has passages con¬ 
sole i;ir with the most celebrated characteristic tenets of this sect 
among thcjremaining tenets of Barcau’s list, 

r • Th« Sniiiatasutm Happens to be the most frequently cited 
(0 work in the Indian manual of Tathagatagarbha theory, the Ratna- 

j*. gotraoibhaga (as edited by Johnston; known as the Uttaratantra in 
VJl the Tibetan canon). Among the various review* of the ‘lion’s 

Roar’, I should not neglect one which is competent and also takes 
issue with' our insisted-upon theory of MahasSrpghika origins. This 
is the review by Takasaki,5 who translated the llalnagolravibhaga 
into English (1965) and has published in Japanese a voluminous 
study of the Tathagatagarbha scriptures.6 I am grateful to Takasaki 
for his criticism in regard to the Mahasamghika. 'Hie justification 
of the Mahasamghika thesis was spread* here and there in the 
‘Lion’s Roar’; and while convincing to the translators, need not 
have been convincing to others. Consequently, the foregoing cor¬ 
relation of Mahasamghika tenets with the Srimala has been made 

i to render the thesis more convincing. _ 

\ But there are further difficulties, since it could be-objected, 
j that a correlation with the traditional Mahasamghika tenets docs 
I not perse prove a relation with attested Mahasamghika literature. 
| Now, I will attempt to answer the most pointed questions in this 

regard. 

1) If the Srimalasdtra is associated with the Mahasamghika 
school, should it not be named in the canon of that school? indeed 
it should, and indeed is included by. Param&rtha (mid-sixth cent.) 

< in the Mahayana canon of the Mahasamghika seel, as Barcau c*- 
i plicitly reports.7 

! 2) If the Mahasamghika sect is to J>e implicated in the Tatha- 
? gatagarbha-doctrine,* should there not be some passage in a recog¬ 

nized Mahasamghika scripture that can be reasonably identified 
with this doctrine? Indeed there should be. The most well-known 
extant work of the Mahasamghika is theMahauasto, which contains 
the passage, ‘Lion’s Roar’, p. 43, addressed to the mother of a 
Buddha: “Today, O queen, you will give birth to a good youth (su- 
kumara) of immortal embryo (amara-garbha), who destroys old 
age and illness, celebrated and beneficial in heaven and on earth, a 
benefactor of gods and men.”8 Notice the contrast of the word 
sukumara (‘very delicate’, perhaps ‘easily dying*) with amara- 
garbha (‘immortal embryo’), easily identifiable with the Tathagata- 
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garbha which is taken as an immortal element in sentient beings, 

themselves mortal. , -» 
3) Is there some way of associating the Srimalasutra with the 

Mahavastu? The way the ‘Lion’s Roar’, p. 19, docs it, is to take 
the four career-phases of Bodhisattvas mentioned at the beginning 
of the Malrtvastu, namely the ‘natural career-phase’ {prdkrti-carya), 

the ‘aspiration career-phase' (pratyidhana-carya), the ’conforming 
career-phase’ {pnuloma-carya), and the *nonrcgressing career-phase 
(amvarlana carya);ju\d tp combine these with the traditional divi¬ 
sions1® of the $rimal& by the following scheme of the first two 
chapters (‘LionY,Roar’, p..l9), whose fuller Justificatibn is in the J 

‘lion’s Roar’itself: 

Chapter One; “Eliminating All Doubts.” 1. Praises of the In¬ 
finite Merit of the Tathagata,-1 and -'2. Ten .Great Vows. 
These arc both the ‘natural career-phase’ involving the 
planting 'of;-wrWou»>n!(}j|.|j„^ presses? of a Buddha. 

Chapter Tw6: “Decidingthc Cause.’’ 3. Three All-inclusive 
: - Aspirations. This is the ‘aspiration career-phase.’ 4. Embrace 

of the Illustrious Doctrine. A. Teaching in the Scope of the 
Great Aspiration, and B. Teaching theTar-rangingMeaning. 

7. These arc the ‘conforming career-phase.’ C. Teaching the 
Great Meaning. This is the* *nonregressin§ career-phase.’ 
That finishes the career-phases of the BodhisattVa, namely, 

* the causal part, aimed at the fruit, which-is complete 
Buddhahood. 

Some modem Japanese scholars have discussed these career-phases, ?. 
as Shindo Shiraishi shows.12 He points out that RyQshS Hikata in-1 l- 

a 1954 work on the Jatakas finds that the four careers, while not f 
the ‘consistent principle’ of the Mahavastu, must have been the ^ • 
‘fundamental idea’ of the compiler of the present enlarged rcccn- ^ i 
sion of the Mahavastu; and points out that Ryujo Yamada has ^ j 
found this classification in some chapters of the ‘Prajnaparamita- ^ ; 
sutra’, suggesting the priority of the Maliavastu to this ‘Prajna-j/- • 
paramita-sutra’. Shiraishi’s brief article indicates the importance of • 
the ‘prophecy’ (vyakarana) aspect in the early development of the v 
Bodhisattva doctrine, and the Mahavastu system of tour career- 

phases as a framework of early and later theories. # :/ 
4) Is there any other evidence of affiliation of the Swnala with j, 
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the Maliavastu? Perhaps the most important one is the Mahavastu 

passage (confer, ‘Lion’s Roar’, p. 33) in the words of Maha-Katyi- 
yana that the Jataka talcs start from the Eighth Stage, in which”] 
Stage the Bodhisattvas renounce all they possess, are regarded as { 0 

Samyaksambuddhas, and thereafter do not regress. This shows the J 
Mahavastu position that the fourth career-phase called ‘nonregres ~j 
shig’ is meant to cover the last three of the ten Bodhisattva Stages; I o' 
and this directly tics in with scriptural words of the Srimalasutra J ^'jp 
(‘Lion’s Roar’, pp. 75-76), beginning, “Lord, the good son of the "7 
family or good daughter of the family by renouncing his body, (v) 
thus obtaining the body of a Buddha, is equal to the uttermpst 
limit of samsara; . . The Tathagatagarbha treatise Ratnagotra- 

vibhaga (on 1, 2) quotes the Dharantsvararajasutra to show the 
arising of the Three jewels (Buddha, Dharma, Samgha) as the basis 
for the last three Bodhisattva states, thus Sakyamuoi .under the 
Bodhi tree as the Eighth Stage. 

5) Well, if the Srimal&sutra as-pcihapa the most-important of 
the Tathagatagarbha scriptures, and the manual of Tathagatagarbha 
doctrine, the Ilatnagotravibhagd? at<* ttiatid to. . 
school in the manner you have asserted, why would not Takasaki | \n " 
jikido in his monumental study of the Tathagatagarbha scriptures j 1 ’ 

> preset ved in the Chinese canon and who translated the~Ra tnagotra- j n 
vibliaga into English, or why would not David Seyfort Ruegg in his i ! 
monumental study of this topic through the Tibetan treatises (his ’ 
La thcoric du Tathagatagarbha et du Cotra)13 -have found this j 
out? There arc many obscure points about the early Buddhist sects, i 
especially since a few, notably the Thcravada and the Sarvastivadin, ~ 
have extensive literary remains and have been much studied, while 
others arc known mainly from brief lists of specialized doctrines. 

Since the main acknowledged treatise of the Mahasamghika school, j 

the Mahavastu, was not translated into either Chinese or Tibetan, j 

its important fund of evidence could not enter into the considera- i 
tions of either the Chinese or Tibetan commentators. Hence, it is - 
conccivablc that both Takasaki and Ruegg, respectively dealing with 

the Chinese and the Tibetan works, and also using such Sanskrit 
treatises as the Ratnagotravibhaga—which do not treat such matters 
..s the enily Buddhist sects—could produce works of deserved refer¬ 

ence value in given manners, and still not come up with the solu¬ 
tion based on a comparison of the Srimalasutra with the Mahavastu, 

carried out in a manner different from theirs.14 
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6) Do you still claim that the Srhnaldsutra was composed in 
S-rmfh India in the Andhra district? The ‘Lion’s Roar’ sets forth 
this theory \vith the stipulation of prior acceptance that the Tatha- 
gatagarbha doctrine has a Mahasamghika origin. If the preceding 
evidence and reasoning be deemed sutficicnt for establishing the 
Mahasamghika association, the the further step of determining the 
provenance is a rather simple matter. The place must be definite¬ 
ly a Mahasamghika stronghold, and one where the Buddhist frtsti- 

^ tution was patronized by prominent ladies, such as queens. Accord¬ 
ing to Bareau,18 the Mahfisarpghika initially had their chief resi¬ 
dence in Magadha, well prior to the time of King Asoka. Inscrip- 

~ tions in the 2nd cent., A.D. show their presence at Mathura, at 
- Karlc, and in the area of Kabul. The chief distribution (south of 

the Nerbuda River at Karlc, Nagarjunakonda, etc.) and far north, 
toward Afghanistan) was still the ease at the time of Hsuan-tsang’s 
travels at the beginning of the 7th cent. It is clear that tins must 
have been the situation at the time of the SrTmala-sulra composi- 

^ tton, namely 3rd cent., A.D. For the area near Nagtirjunakonda^ 
there isnow abundant data in Rao’s Religion in Andhra*1* about 
the great strength of the Maluisanighika in this region at that lime, 

. and the role of the Mahasamghika in promoting the art centers of 
Aiuijira. These centers were especially of stfipas, preeminently 
Amaravatl. This is consistent with a thesis that prominent laymen 
were originally charged with taking care of stupas, but that later 

^thc Mahasamghika monks came in league with these laymen and 
rrnatlc theological justifications for stupa worship.17 Besides, the 

penchant to artistic depiction of Jataka scenes was consistent with 
the Mahasamghika doctrine (per Mahavastu) that the Jatakas start 
with the Bodhisallvu Eighth State, illustrated by Gautama Buddha 

^seated beneath the Tree of Enlightenment;18 and it is noteworthy 
in this regard that the three volumes of the Mahdvaslu arc replete 
with Jatakas. There is art historical evidence that about this time 
(3rd cent., A.D.) the far northern center was taking artistic inspira¬ 
tion from the /vnuiira sites. Thus, Rosen mentions “the decorative 
patterns on the architecture represented at Begram display the en¬ 
tire repertory' of motifs appearing in the works of late Amaravati 
and Nagarjunakotuja.’’ And, “Taking into account the stylistic evi¬ 
dence and the vocabulary' of motifs employed, we must conclude 
that the Begram ivories were done in the latter part of the third or 
early part of the fourth century' A.D., by artists fully conversant 

with the art of Andhra Pradesh.”!9 To this evidence, we need only 
^ add tiie acknowledged support by prominent ladies; confer ‘Lion’s 

Roar’, pp. 1-2. Andhra was the most creative site of the Mahasam¬ 
ghika. Accordingly, the ‘Lion’s Roar’ claimed, and the authors still 
claim, that the Srimaladevisimhanadasiitra was composed in the 
Andhra district, and in the 3rd century A.D 

II- The Tathagatagarbha, dharmata, and svabhava 

If the foregoing relationship between'‘'the Mahasamghika 
school and the Tathagatagarbha doctrine-i>c grunted, idstill would 
have to be admitted that the relationship would have to belong to 

the Mahayilna period and cannot be traced back to the early Maha¬ 
samghika sect in 2nd cent. A.N. Now w? shall come to grips with 
a disputed point of Buddhist doctrine that is older thanjhe Maha- 
yana and apparently also involves the MahasSrpghika and in the 

\^cnd leads to thc.Tathagatagarbha. Accordingly, we should consider 
^ the Buddhist lends dliarmata and svabhava. Certain modem au- 
\ thors seem alarmed at interpreting the termdliannata as represent¬ 

ing something that could give rise to something else, and willy- 
nitty they point to an ancient quarrel. Svabhava is ouen said to 
have been denied in the Madhyamika while the Madhyamika com- 

4) mciualor Candrakirti' takes it as the goal of the Bodbisattva. We 
shall see that these arc related problems. * 

Certainly Lai20 is right, generally speaking, in holding that 
'-'the Indian Buddhist schools do not explain dharmata as creating 
J phenomena, while he finds this interpretation in Chinese Buddh- 

Q 1 sim. In any ease, Indian Buddhism could.not have meant by dhar- 

l mata the source of such things as rocks and tables. But there must 
/ have been Indian theories, even if considered deviant, that dharma- 

^\J lS could give rise to something, for otherwise how explain the in- 
k>Ae sistciu, even vehement', denials of the possibility, especially in 
^ terms of the Pali equivalent dhammata. 

Thus, Jayatillckc several times alludes to a passage in the 
/Ihguttara-nikaya (book of tens), cited as ‘A, Vol. 3, 313’; in his 
rendition, “It is in the nature of things (dhammata) that a person in 
the state of (meditative) concentration knows and sees what real¬ 
ly is. ... a person does not need to make an effort of will.. - 

/ Jayatillckc stresses that the Buddhist position denies a supernatural 
I intervention; it is *hatural’ that the next dharma should arise. But 

note that it is not ‘natural’ for the word dhammata to be rendered 

\/l \* 
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as an adverbial phrase *in the nature of things9 (his italics), rather 

than as a noun. 
Rahula,22 although not referring to Jayatilicke's treatment, 

translates the \yholc scriptural passage and writes in agreement that 
when one docs what is required, the result is natural and requires 
no will; and certainly there is no involvement of ‘Grace*. He gives 
among, his examples* a little snake comes to the hermitage of 
an ascetic attano dhammatdya, by “its own habit**—as Rahula pro¬ 
perly renders it j dhammata is not a supernatural power. Granted 
that it is not ‘Grace* and the like; but it is doubtful that an ordi¬ 

nary mentality understands^the snake’s ‘own habit*. Perhaps the 
yogin in the Buddhist attainment called samdpatti can understand 
it, as pandraklrti has maintained (see below). 

KaJupahana25 also deals with this issue. He considers a well- 
known passage which occurs in the Madhyemakavrtti, “Whether 
Taihagaias arise or do not arise, there remains this (cf») dharmatd 
of dharmas** and properly disagrees with Stcherbatsky*s rendition 
of dharmaUii to wHs ‘ultimate rcaliUcs\Kalupahana goes on to a 

curious medley: ■. - .0._ 

As is pointed cut below (chapter 5),dharmatd (P. dhammata,) 
refers to the causal connection between two dharmas rather 
than an underlying substratum of dharmas. If dharmatd stands 
for the causal connection, it cannot mean an ultimate reality 

* (dkartnasvabhdva) as the SarvSstivIdins understood it, because 
Nagariuna and his followers rejected the conception of sva- 
bhdva, using the argument that svabhava is opposed to caus- 

■ ality/*2* ■ —.. 

Observe tMt Rahuia has himself in that article cited the commentary 
on the DTgha-nikdya explaining die word dhammata, as sabhdvo 

(which is 6f course equivalent to the Sanskrit svabhava) and giving 
illustrations with the term nyamo (‘order of things*).25 As I have 
elsewhere shown,25 Nagarjuna’s commentator Candraklrti (hence a 
‘follower* of Nagarjuna) in that Madhyamakavrtti and in his 
Madhyamakdvatdra takes svabhava (the equivalent of dharmatd) 

as the Bodhisattva’s goal realized in samapatti. Hence, Candraklrti 

would say that Nagarjuna did reject (as Kalupahana and many an¬ 
other asserts he did) “the conception of svabhava99 but having re¬ 
jected this conception did not necessarily reject svabhava, any 

more than in rejecting various conceptions the ancients had about 
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blood, one thereby has to reject blood. ^ 

It is quite clear that Nagarjuna and his followers denied that 
anything arises by reason of svabhava. In doing so, by equating 
svabhava and dhu/tnaidt they were agreeing with these followers of 
the Thcravada tradition, such as now Rahula, who insist that what¬ 
ever the . term dharmatd (P. dhammata) may have meant in the an¬ 
cient texts, it docs not stand for a certain something that is a source 
of dharmas. Kalupahana goes further than this by claiming that 
dharmatd refers “to the causal connection between two dharmas 

rather than an underlying substratum of dharmas.** To assess this, 
let us first translate the sentence which the above-mentioned 
Ahguttara-nikaya passage uses to summarize the dhammatd state¬ 
ments: 

— iti kho, bhikkavcj dhamma dhamme abhisandenti, dhamml 
dhamme paripurenti apara param gamanaya.27 

\ 1 

Thus ,you should kauv.% monks, the /^/im?/ias .now into 
dhamma, the are fulfilled in dhamma—tot going 
from the not-bcyqndto thebeyond.** 

Then we notice that Asariga has a passage on this very matter in his 
Yogdedraohumi. section on ketuvidyd of which I have edited the 
extant Sanskrit and here cite in part:28 

dharmalo ’numanam katamat / yan nanus!:§tena dharrna- 
sambaddhena tutsambandha [dharmalaj bhyuhanam / tad- 
yatha ’nityasambaddhena duhkhatain anuminoti / duhkha- 
sambaddhena sunyatS|na] tmatarn iatisambaddhena jaradhar- 
matani jariisambaddhena maranadharmatasp ... 

In the following translation. I shall render dharmatd as ‘underlying 
nature*, even though Kalupahana claims that the vvord docs not 
mean inis: 

**> ■■ ... . ■ _ . ■ ...... 

What,is the inference from a dharma! The inferring of the 
underlying nature {dharmatd) of its association by an asso- 
ciatcil dharma that is not obviously related. For example, 
one infers the state of suffering (duhkhatd) from one (i.c. 
dharma) associated with impermanence. One infers voidness 
and non-self from one associated with suffering; (infers) the 
underlying nature of old age from one associated with birth, 



the underlying nature of death from one (i.c. dharma) asso- , 
dated with old age.. .V 

That is to say, when Buddhism explains the Truth of Suffering by 
the characters, suffering, impermanence, voidness, and non-self, 
these, suffering and so forth, amount to a metaphysical set of in¬ 
ferrable underlying nature to associate seemingly unrelated dkar- 

mas. Thus dharmata as here explained is not the source of any 
dharma, nor is it the “causal connection between two dharmas”. 
It is rather the whole relation as set forth in the scripture, “the 
dilemmas flow into dhamrnat the dhammas arc fulfilled in dkam- 
ma” and this relation is not obvious: it must be inferred. 

Now, while granting all the foregoing, it still is the ease that 
the Yogacara and the Tathagalagarbha literature use a term that 
suggests production from dharmata, namely dharniata-pratilabdha; 
::::<! ihe Tathagalagarbha literature a further one, dharmata- 

nisyunda, as follows. 
1. dharmala-pralilabdha ‘derived from dharmataV Ruegg 

has collected a number of illustrations of this expression from ^ 
Sanskrit and Tibetan texts, showing that it is ordinarily employed 
in connection with the gotra (family lineage) and the sadayatana 

(six sense bases).29 In the ease of the Yogacara, the texts arc 
Asahga’s Sravakabhumi and Bodhisattvabhumi. 'Flic Tathagata- 
garbha treatise Ratnagotravibhaga cites the lost SaclTiyalana-sutra 

for the passage: 

sadayatanavisesah sa tadrsab paraipparagato ’nadikaliko 
dharmatapratilabdha iti p® 

Derived from dharttiataf and passing from one existence to 
another since bcginninglcss time, it (i.c. the gotra, the sub¬ 
strate lineage) is specialized by the six sense bases, becoming 
similar. 

The Sravakabhumi near its beginning states: “That seed docs not 
have the characteristics of difference as long as it stays apart from 
the six sense bases ($a<fayatana)”*1 Hence, what the 
sutra meant by the gotra9s being “specialized by the six sense bases, 
becoming similar” is being channeled through a particular sense 
perception (in this sense ‘similar*), and thus exhibiting‘character¬ 
istics of difference’, to wit, from its being channeled through a dif- 
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ferent sense perception. In the terminology of the Madhyanta- 
vibhaga, being different would be the difference of subject and ob¬ 
ject, which is brought about by sense perception.32 The Saday a tana- 

sutra passage may well be the prototype of the various other in¬ 
stances, but the interpretation of the gotra would differ. For 
Asariga, the gotra is that of the Sravaka, the Pratyekabuddha,or 
the Bodhisattva, and implicates the alayavijnana. For the Ratna¬ 
gotravibhaga, the gotra is the Talhagatagarbha. 

2. dharmata-nisyanda ‘flowing from dharmataas in ^Lion’s 
Roar*, p. 94, in the Srimala-sutra: “they have faith flowing from 
true nature {dharmata)” Observe that .this is the same role that 
the Madhyantavibhaga, 1, 15, and Vasubandhu’s commentary, at¬ 
tributes to the dharmadhatu: arya-dharma-hetuvad dharmadhatuh, 

“(called) ‘Dharmadhatu* because it [voidness, sunyata] is the cause 
of the dharmas of the nobles*” SrTmald uses similar terms for the 
Talhagatagarbha (‘Lion’s Roar’, p. 105): “Lord, if there were no 
Tathagalagarbha, there would (not be) . .. . aspiration towards 
Nirvapa . . . Whatever be these six perceptions . .. these arc unfit 
for aspiration towards Nirvana ... the Talhagatagarbha experiences 
suffering; hence it is worthy of . . . aspiration towards Nirvana.” 
in this ease, the Madhyantavibhaga appears to be an ally of the 
Tathagatagarbha position. 

In short, it appears that the old quarrel between the Maha- 
samghika and the Sthavira schools was carried on in many ways. In 
the old days it was over the status of the Arhat. Later, when the 
Sthavira had itself divided into sub-sects, giving rise to the Sarvasti¬ 
vadin, the argument w;is continued among followers of the Maha¬ 
yana. It appears that the Mahasamghika, or at least some of its 
sub-sects, had given rise to the Tathagatagarbha scriptures, the 
theory of Bodhisattva stages, and art representations, especially of 
the Jatakas. The Sarvastivadin came up with its own scriptures 
such as the Mahayana biography of the Buddha, the Lalitavistara, 
and perhaps had a hand in the Prajnaparamita scriptures, although 
the situation here requires much research. In any case, both major 
Mahayana philosophical schools, the Madhyamika and the Yoga¬ 
cara, appear to have arisen in the Sarvastivadin tradition. However, 
of these two, the Yogacara in its several forms has been variously 
influenced by the Mahasamghika-type Buddhism, but was careful 

t to keep a distance. If one stays in the Madhyamika works, there is 
j a harping on the denial that dharmas arise from svabhava or from 
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dharmata, ihus in agreement with the Theravada. The position of 
the Yojpcara is more subtle: It docs not care to make ihc denials 
of the Madhyamika, but neither would it take dharmata as a per¬ 
manent* substantial entity, since the dlayamjhana itself must dis¬ 
appear for Nirvana without remainder.33 One may also refer to 
Asahga’s statement in the Hetuvidya section, as cited above. Une 
must move entirely to the other side, the Tathagatagarbha tradition, 
stemming, as we believe to have established, from the Mahasaitighi- 
ka, to get a reinterpretation pf dharmata as ‘thusness* (itathata), 
the permanent Tathagatagarbha.34 

15ut since the Tathagatagarbha doctrine was much appreciated 
in China, perhaps fortified by accompanying the impressive artistic 
representations of the school, it is reasonable that the novel inter¬ 
pretation of certain terms—such as dharmata—would get a sympa¬ 
thetic hearing. While Lai is not strictly correct in claiming that the 
interpretation of dharmata, as a source of phenomena is something 
worked up for the first time in China, we should agree that the 
theory was amplified in China in a manner that had not been done 

in India. 
In conclusion, while the deviant interpretation of important 

Buddhist terms understandably inspired denunciations from fol¬ 
lowers of the.‘ciders’ (the arya-sthavira), if one will give fair credit 
to the Buddhist currents that were most instrumental in conversion 
to the Buddhist faith outside of India it may well be that we should 
give the nod to those ancient schismatics, the Mahasamghikas. 
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Buddhism and Political 

Power in Korean History 

by S. Keel 

It is a well-known fact that in spite of, or perhaps because of, 
Christ’s word, “My kingship is not of this world,” the Christian 
church in the West has generally managed to maintain its ecclesias¬ 
tical autonomy in the world over against the secular political 
authority. Thus Christians have been able to maintain their double 
citizenship of the earthly kingdom and the heavenly kingdom at 
the same time, even though at time's they had to pay dear cost for 
this “privilege.” One could observe that Buddhism, as a religion of 
supramuntlanc salvation, could also have developed a similar insti¬ 
tutional autonomy over against the secular political power. But in 
fact lljat was far from being the ease, particularly in Mahayana 
countries, which led Arnold Toynbee to characterize Mahayana 
Buddhism as “a politically incompetent religion.”* 

From the very beginning, the Buddhist saitgha was a rather 
loosely organized body of monks with no Firm hierarchical struc¬ 
ture of authority. Sakyanvuni Buddha himself did not devise any 
such system, nor did he claim himself as the authoritarian leader 
of the sahgha at all. The Buddha was such a humble Figure that 
even during his life-time one of his disciples, Dcvadalla, was able 
to challenge his authority and almost destroy the unity of the 
sangha. The Buddha always commended the impersonal Dharma, 

not his own person, as the final authority his disciples should 
resort to, even though in the eyes of his followers the two were 
©ften inseparable. Moreover, even from the very early period of 
Buddhism, there was no unanimity among the monks concerning 
what the Dharma was; nor was there any effective way to prevent 

, doctrinal dissension, as is evidenced by the story of a certain 
“ monk named Purina who came along immediately after the First 

Council to challenge it and declared that he would continue to 
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follow his own version of the Dharma. Despite the series of 

Buddhist councils, the sangha could not maintain unity due toils 
intrinsic non-authoritarian style of rojfirr.ur.il> life. Thus there did 
not develop in India any unified hierarchical body of universal 
sangha at all, comparable to the Roman Catholic Church in the 
nest. At the same lime, it is to be remembered that Indian politi¬ 
cal authorities generally tended to allow religious freedom, so that 
it may we!! have been the ease that the sangha felt little conflict 
with the state and no clear need to assert an extra-terrestrial 
authority. On the whole, we could safeiy say that Buddhism and 
the political power enjoyed peaceful co-cxistcncc in India, with 
neither notable frictions nor particularly intimate connection 
either this seems to hold true even in the ease of Rushan Kaniska 

or Mauryan Asoka. Close as their relationship with Buddhism was, 
it is clear that they did not make it their state religion. 

When we turn our attention to the Chinese scene, however, 
the situation becomes different. From the ancient period of her 
history, the power of the ruling class in China over against the 
masses of peasants wSs direct and almost absolute, lcavjn| nof- 
room for other inStilutsbnal forces to compete with the state for 
the allegiance of-the people. The Chinese emperor, did.not merely 
possess the secular political power but he also had cosmic religious 
aura as the Son of Heaven, and liis government was a sacred affair. 
Thus, throughout Chinese history, the Buddhist sangha was never 
fortunate enough to be granted the kind of laissez-faire atmosphere- 
that prevailed in-the land of its origin, but was always under the 
tight control and surveillance of the state, whether that meant, 
copious support , or harsh suppression—the two being opposite 
sides of the same coin 'in the long run.®- 

It was under the influence of this general ethos of Chinese 
Buddhism that Buddhism in Korea came to be formed. Korean 
Buddhism has often been noted for its strong characteristic of 
“hogtik pulgyomeaning ‘‘state-protecting Buddhism,” due to 
the intimate connection that has' traditionally existed between 
Buddhism and the state in Korea. The basic ideology of this 
hoguk pulgyo finds its support in such Mahayana scriptures as the 
Inwang-gydng (Jen-toarig Citing) and the Kumgwanginyong-gyOng 

(Chm-kuang-ming Citing or the Suvamaprabhasa Sutra)* —hence 
their enormous popularity in Korean court circles as in the Chinese 
and Japanese. The fundamental idea of hoguk pulgyo is the belief 
10 

that the king would enjoy peace and prosperity of his state if he 
followed and promoted the Buddhist Dharma, ^particularly the 
study and circulation of those sutras thcmselvcs-which, however, 
actually meant the support of Buddhism in general. While this 
idea of statc-p'rotccting Buddhism is not an exclusive phenomenon 
of Korean Buddhism, with the possible exception of Theravada 

_ Buddhism and Tibetan Buddhism (which of course were formed 
each in an entirely different- historical context from East Asian 
Buddhism) there seems to be no'doubt that nowehcrc else has this 
belief been put into practice more thoroughly than in Korea; and 
nowhere else has the relationship between the state and Buddhism 
been more intimate than in Korea, especially during the five hun¬ 
dred years of the Koryo Dynasty (918-1392) when the Buddhist 
sangha had all the power and privilege as thc cstablishcd religion 
of the state. The purpose of this article is to examine the historic¬ 
al circumstances of this development and its significance for . 
Korean Buddhism by focusing our attention upon the most salient 
developments in cacti of the successive periods of Korean Buddhist 

history. " , 
.. . when Buddhism was introduced into Korea in the latter-half 

of the fourth century A.D., Korea was divided into-thrcc separate 
kingdoms, each forming an ancient state of a tribal confederation 
trying to expand its territory at the cxpcnse'of the others. Among 
them, Koguryo in the north was the earliest in forming a centralized 
state power and it was by f&r the strongest of the three. It was in 
372 during the reign of-King Sosurim that Buddhism was officially 

- introduced into Koguryo. King Sosurim mainUyned a friendly rela¬ 
tionship with the Former Ch’in in northern-China which haji.de- 
stroyed the former Yen, the enemy uFKoguryu. It was in-this 
political context ihztt Fu Chicn, the most powerful ruler of the 
Former Ch’in is well as an ardent sispporlcr of Buddhism, sent an 
envoy and a monk named Sundo together with Buddha images 
and scriptures to Koguryd. It is very significant to note that in the 
same year King Sosurim accepted Buddhism he also established 
the so-called T’aehak, an academy for.Confucian learning, mid the 
next year promulgated legal codes, thus laying the foundation for 

a centralized state. 
While Buddhism came to Koguryo by way of the Former Ch’in 

in the northern part of China, it reached the kingdom of Packchc, 
situated in the southwest of the Korean peninsula, from Eastern 
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Chin in southern China, with which Paekchc was in close diplo¬ 
matic alliance. As in the case of Koguryd, it was not a mere co¬ 
incidence that Buddhism,a new religion with a univcrsalistic ethos, 
was introduced into Paekchc around the time when it was in the 
midst of consolidating the central royal authority—most notably 
*>>’ Kunchsogo (346-375)—over against the tribal powers 
with their primitive religious faith and practices. 

rhe kingdom of Silla, being situated in* the southwestern 
corner of the peninsula, was geographically not in a favorable 
position to absorb the high culture of the Chinese continent. 
Hence Silla became the latest recipient of Buddhism as well. Even 
though according to the official record of the Samguk Sagi [Chron¬ 
icles of the Three Kingdoms] Buddhism came to Silla as early as. 
the time of Kmg Nulchi (417-447), it was not able to make much 
progress at first, apparently due to the severe opposition of the 
ruling aristocratic families who were still deeply rooted in the tribal 
iciigious tradition.4 But along with the continued strengthening 
of the central royal power, the kings and the supporters of the 
court kept a constant interest iri Buddhism as a new ideological 
torcc which would not mcrcly loosen the tribal ties but also have 
an edifying effect on the people at large. Thus, on the occasion of 
the martyrdom of i Clria-don, a loyal minister. King Pdphung pre- 
c;a:meet the official recognition of Buddhism in 527 A.D. His very 
name “Pophung” means “Flourishing of the Dharma.” Earlier in 

520 he had promulgated legal codes, and two years after this, offi- 

cia* recognition of the new faith he prohibited killing ol life in 
tiic land* Eda Shunyu, a noted scholar on Korean Buddhism, at- 
iAuuies King PophOng's adoption of Buddhism to four reasons or 
motivations: his personal faith, edification of the people, protec¬ 
tion of the state, and absorption of Buddhist and higher culture 
of the continent.5 

Ihis brierf survey of the politi. circumstances surrounding 
the introduction of Buddhism into the Three Kingdoms already in¬ 
dicates to us the close tie that existed between Buddhism and the 
political power from the early period of Korean history. Even¬ 

tually, among the Three Kingdoms, Silla proved the victor and ac-. 
complishcd the great task of unifying the peninsula in the year 
688 A.D. Let us now considd in more detail what role Buddhism 
played in Silla in this political achievement! for It was during this 
period that the fundamental nature of the future relationship into 
12 ' 

which Buddhism and the state were to enter in subsequent history 

of Korea was Firmly established. 

It was King Chinhung, the successor of Pdphung, who laid 
the solid foundation not* only for die Silla state as a strong politi¬ 
cal power but also for the lasting fruitful relationship between 
it and Buddhism. He built many Buddhist monasteries and welcom¬ 
ed many foreign monks, including the eminent monk from Koguryd, 
Hyeryang, whom he appointed the sungt’ong (the chief of monks) 
—an act which obviously had political implications. Chinhung 
also legally allowed people to become monks, and he himself be¬ 
came a monk around the end of his life, taking the name Pobun 

(Dharma cloud), and the queen followed suit. This can be taken as 

an explicit act demonstrating the unity of sangha and state, the 
king assuming the leadership in both areas*—a continuation, in 
Buddhist form, of the tribal tradition where the chief of a tribe 
often coincided with the shamanistic religious leader. Buddhism, 
although an “advancedn religion of salvation, did not yet effect 
the separation of religion and state, and this is already a forebod¬ 
ing of the dominant ty pe of Buddhism- to come in the future^ 
namely the hoguh puigypz Buddhism was.accepted, by the Mrigs 
as' an ideology transcending tribal barriers,, but it was another 
matter whether it could transcend the state or the royal authority 

as well. * 
It was also during Chinhung’s reign that the famous system of 

hwarang vt'dS organized on a national level. This was a system of re¬ 
cruiting fair-iooking youths from noble families to train them both 
physically and spiritually so that they could be mobilized in the 
ease of national emergencies, and their role, military as well as 
moral, was great in Silla’s unification of the Three Kingdoms. 
What interests us most in this system was its Buddhist elements, 
particularly its association with Mailreya faith, for there seems to 

have been a widespread belie! (and wish) that a hwarang was the 
incarnation of Maitreya Bodhisattva.7 Thus, for instance, the fol¬ 

lowers of the famous Tiwarang Kim Yu-sin wcrc-ealled yonghwa 

hyangdo (Fragrant Followers of the Dragon Flower), yonghwa 

being the name of the tree under which Maitreya is supposed to 
attain enlightenment in his future rebirth here on earth fromTusita 
Heaven, according to the Miruk hasceng sdngbul-gyong (Mi-le hsia- 

sheng eh ’eng-fo Citing; T. 14, No. 454). 



If the hwarang was believed to be the incarnation of Mailreya 
Bodhisatlva, King Chinhung himself was identified with Saakim, 
the cakravartin (the universal monarch) mentioned in the sutra— 
and the Silla state, by implication, was the pure land described 
there. Thus Chinhung named his sons respectively “Kumnyun” 
(Gold Wheel, one of the seven treasures of the cakravartin) and 
“Tongnyun” (Bronze Wheel). Like the famous King Asoka, he 
erected monuments when he patrolled various parts of his terri¬ 
tory, and on such occasions he would be accompanied by a monk 
—something which suggests that he understood his territorial ex¬ 
pansion to be an act of conquest of truth, thus identifying pulpop 

(the way of Buddhism) with wangpof> (the way of kingship).8 
This policy of political mobilization of Buddhism and the 

spirit of religious patriotism were vigorously continued by the 
other kings following Chinhftng such as Chinp’yong, Sondok, and 
Chindok in seventh century Silla; many of them adopted Buddh¬ 
ist names, such as Suddhodana, Maya, Srimala—for themselves and 
their families, apparently seeking Buddhist sanctification of lhe£ 
royal house. Kim Cb*ol<hun aptly calls this period from King 
Pophung to Chindok "the period of Buddhist royal names.5’9 

Behind this marriage of the court and Buddhism, however, 
were the outstanding Buddhist monks who offered the ideology 
for it. Good examples of this can be found in Won’gwang and 
Chajang, two eminent Silla monks. Won’gwang was one of the 
earliest Silla monks to study abroad in China. He returned to Silla 
in 600 A.D. at the request of the king. The most significant tiling 
about him as a monk is the fact that he was clearly aware of the 
conflict between the univcrsalistic ethic of Buddhism and the par¬ 
ticular demand of behavior by the secular world, but he ultimately 
found no serious problem in compromising these two norms of 
behavior. This is well illustrated by the following story: 

In his thirtieth year (608) King Chinp’yong, troubled by fre¬ 
quent border raids by Ko[gu]ry5, decided to ask help from 
Sui to retaliate and asked the master to draft the petition for 
a foreign campaign. The master replied, “To destroy others 
in order to preserve oneself is not the way of a monk (sra- 
mana). But since 1, a poor monk, live in Your Majesty’s 
territory and waste Your Majesty’s clothes and food, I do not 
dare disobey.” lie then relayed the king’s request [to Sui].10 

And this was the very spirit underlying his so-called svsok ogyc 

(fir?-precepts for laymen) about which we have the following 
story: Kwisan and Gi’wihang from Saryang district came to the 
master’s door and, lifting up their robes, respectfully said, “We 
arc ignorant and without knowledge. Please give us a maxim which 
will serve to instruct us for the rest of our lives.” The master 
replied, “There arc ten commandments in the Bodhisattva or¬ 
dination. But, since you are subjects and sons, I fear you cannot 
practice all of them. Now, here are five commandments tor lay¬ 
men: serve your soverigri with loyalty; tend your parents with 
filial piety; treat your friends with sincerity; do not retreat from a 
battlefield; be discriminating about the taking ofUfe. Exercise care 
in the performance of them.”11 

Chajang was another important figure who had decisive in¬ 
fluence in setting the basic ethos of Silla Buddhism around this cri¬ 
tical period. His stories are no less illuminating for us. Bom of a 
high-aristocratic family, he went to T’ang China in 636 A.D. Once 
on Mt. Wu-t’ai he is said to have heard while inspired the following 
words from Manjusri Bodhisattva: “Your king is of the seed of the 
Indian Ksatriya; she [Queen Sondok] had already received the 
Buddha’s prophecy (concerning her attainment of Buddhahood] w 
and 4hus has special relation (to Buddhism], and she is not like 
the eastern barbarian slock... .”12 Coming down from the moun¬ 
tain, the Samguk Yusa continues to tell us, another significant in¬ 
cident happened to Chajang: * 

When he passed by the side o f T’ai-huo lake in China, sudden¬ 
ly a divine man appeared and asked him, “Why have you 
come here?” "To seek enlightenment,” replied Chajang. The 
divine man paid homage and asked again, “Does your epun- 
try have any difficulty?5’ “Our counLry,” said Chajang, “is 
bordered by the Malgal [a Tungus tribe in Manchuria and 
eastern Siberia] in the north and by the Japanese in the 
south; the two countries, Koguryo and Packchc, invade the 
borders Mid liic neighboring pirates swarm around, causing 
trouble among the people.” The divine maui said, “Your 
country has a woman as the king. She has virtue but not 
authority; tills is why your neighboring countries plot [to in¬ 
vade your country]. You should quickly return to your 
country. ... If you, upon returning to your country, build a 
nine-story pagoda in the monastery [the famous Hwangyong 
Monastery in the capital city of Silla], the neighboring coun- 
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the Pagoda of Nine Stories in the 

city of Pyongyang in imitation of the famous one built by Queen 
Sondok in Kyongju, the capital city of Silla, not long before the 
unification. After all, it was not politically astute to disrespect the 
tradition that had already been deeply entrenched in the life of 
the people for such a long time. His attitude toward Buddhism is 
best expressed by one of his so-called “ten titles cf exhortation”: 
“The great task of our country was surely based upon the protect¬ 

ing power of the Buddhas. Therefore, build monasteries for Son 
[Ch’an] and Kyo [Chiao], dispatch abbots and cultivators of puri¬ 
ty, and let them carry out their work.”14 So he built numerous 
Buddhist monasteries in the capital, as well as in the countryside 
and sponsored various popular Buddhist festivals. T’aejo was at 
the same time a firm believer in the theory of gcomancy (phingsu 

or.feng-shui); he attributed his success in the reunification of the 
land not merely to the grace of the Buddhas but also to the “earth- 
ppwer” (chidok) of the mountains and rivers. Thus, even the con¬ 
struction of Buddhist monasteries was done according to the gco- 
mantic principles and hence those monasteries were called “p&o 
iapA W,” meaning that they were designed to curb the evil forces 
of the gcomanticaily unfavorable places of the country. What all 

. thif.amounts to is the fact that while the dynasty had "cKahged, 
•* Eqddhisir. as the rciigio-cultural force remained without being 

challenged or called into question—which occurred around the end 
of thc Koryo Dynasty-after it had enjoyed the long period of state 
patronage. Also evident'in this instance of T’aejo and his con¬ 
tinuous support of Buddhism is the fact that, at least for the kings 
and nobles of the dynasty . Buddhism was understood primarily as 
the state-protecting religion, hoguk pulgyo, not as the supra- 
mundane truth of salvation for individuals. 

Buddhism as the state religion of Koryo became even more 
pronounced at the time of King Kwangjong (949-975), who not 

merely initiated the civil service examination modelled after the 
Chinese system but also established the monk examination system 

parallel to it.15 As Takahashi Torn points out, the idea behind this 
appears to have been that whereas the ciyiljnroistere serve the 
state through their adminstrative works the monks serve it through 
spiritual advice and ritual performances.16 At the same time, the 
two systems were designed to curb the power of the local warlords 
by opening up a legitimate way for them to participate in govern¬ 
ment, and to put monks, apparently not insignificant in number 
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and power, under the control of the state. Along with this system 
of suugkwat us the monk examination was called, a clerical ranking 
system called popkye was devised as well. Thus the monk who 
passed the examination began to climb up the ladder of the cleri¬ 
cal ranks, and no one who did not pass it could be appointed the 
abbot of a monastery in principle. Throughout the Koryo period, 
this system gave a great dc;il of incentive to the Buddhist monks 
and added to their prestige as well. Many or great learining and 
noble birth competed in the examination for the accompanying 
honors. Thus to be a Buddhist monk was, unlike in the Yi dynasty 
later, as we shall scfc, a respectable career worthy for men of high 
ambition to pursue in Koryo society. 

In short, what happened to Koryo Buddhism was that not 
merely did the state itself become the danapati (almsgivcr, patron) 
of the Buddhist sangha* but the latter also became part and parcel 
of the state bureaucratic organization. One of the most serious 
consequences of this was that the sangha evidently did not feel 
any pressing need to reach down to and serve the masses, for every¬ 
thing was provided by the state. KoryO. Buddhism was bound tqf 
be an aristocratic affair predominantly oriented to the powerful 
and the wealthy; and what These wanted was not liberation from 
the world butrather worldly success and security. What was to 
become of Buddhism when the state withdrew its lavish support 
could also be predicted easily, and this was in fact what happened 
at the dynastic change from Koryo to Yi after the long period, 
about eight hundred years, of the continuous patronage of Buddh¬ 
ism by the state. State patronage of Buddhism itself would by no 
means necessarily mean it* loss of religious autonomy. On the con¬ 
trary, it is conceivable that Koryo Buddhism could have utilized 
its enormous secular power as a means for establishing strong re¬ 
ligious autonomy and authority. But the fact that it failed to do 
so is painfully demonstrated by the crucial test it was to undergo 
in the following dynasty with the change in political power. It 

. is now lime for us to consider the abrupt tum of fate Buddhism 
encountered during this final period of traditional Korea. 

During the Koryo Dynasty the Buddhist sangha had amassed 
enormous wealth under state patronage. There were various ways 
of accumulating wealth: contributions from the court and the 
nobles, the privilege of tax exemption, the practice of usury, and 
various commercial activities.12 But when the kongjdnjc (public 
18 

field system), the very foundation of Koryo economic order, be^ 
gan to break down seriously around the end of the dynasty due 
to the sequestering oflarge land holdings, called no::gjang (manor), 
by powerful high officials in the capital as well as by many influen¬ 
tial Buddhist monasteries throughout the country, it became a 
matter of grave concern among some officials, especially among 
the younger lesser bureaucrats who did not have this privilege and 
who, moreover, came under the influence of the newly introduced 
Neo-Confucianism around this time. Thus the voicey>f anti- 
Buddhist accusations, mostly economic and secular butsomc dear¬ 
ly moral and religious, began to be raised and heard openly. These 
accusations were heeded already at the time of King Kongmin 
(1351-1374) of Koryo, but the decisive measures were not taken 
until Yi Sdng-gyc took power in 1389, representing the new social 
force that called for land reform, pro-Ming diplomacy over against 
the Yuan court, and naturally the curbing of Buddhism. 

Yi Song-gyc, who founded the new Yi Dynasty (13924910), 
was himself a rather pious Buddhist. But with the change of the 
social and economic structure and the shift of political power, it 
was inevitable that Buddhism, which had been so doscly identi¬ 
fied with the established order of the previous dynasty * had to 
suffer losses. Thus he abolished the tax exemption privilcgc of the 
Buddhist monasteries, banned new cqnstjructipn, and initiated the 
monk license system called loch’opchc. The anti-Buddhist re¬ 
commendations by the Confudan literati and the corresponding 
measures taken by the kings became more and more severe as time 
went on, T’acjong (1400-1418) officially recognized only about 
250 monasteries, confiscating the land and slaves of the others and 
laicizing a great many monks. In the-capital only one monastery 
representing each s’cct was allowed to exist, and in the provinces 
only two, representing Son and Kyo, were permitted to go on. 
Then King Sejong (1418-1450) took even more drastic steps, con¬ 
solidating the existing Five Schools of Kyo and Two Orders of 

Sdn18 into simply the Two Orders of Son and Kyo {Son'gyo Yang- 
jong). Thus Son and Kyo themsdves became the names of Buddhist 
denominations, an unprecedented phenomenon in the history of 
Buddhism in any country. The number of state-supported mona¬ 
steries now shrank to thirty-six, and many in the capital were con¬ 
verted into public building. Toward the end of his life, Sejong’s 
attitude toward Buddhism suddenly turned around, and he support- 
19 



cd many pious Buddhist works, but the damage he had done was 

c never to be repaired again. King Sejo (1455-1468) was also a 
i | devout Buddhist who lent copious support to Buddhism, but after 

) his'death an even stronger reaction set in. Thus King Songjong 
v “ (146y-i434), a dedicated man of Confucian learning, completely 

i forbade people to become monks, at least lawfully. The famous 
| v- despot Yonsan’gun put an end to whatever official relationship the 

; 1 stale still had with Buddhism. He abolished the monk examina¬ 
tion system altogether, destroyed the two headquarters of Son and 
Kyo in the capital, and took other extreme measures. Belief in 
the ideology of hogukpulgyo seems to have completely disappeared. 

>;, Thc interesting thing in the midst of this radical development 
■ i . is the fact that while all these harsh measures were being taken 
i ! against the Buddhist community, we do not see any sign of serious 

I j * :* ...... protest or disruptive movement breaking out on the part of the 
j ■ a monks and monasteries—a phenomenon in sharp contrast to the 
|: j situation among the various Buddhist s’ects during the turbulent 
j; 1 period of medieval Japan until the establishment of the Tokugawa 
:j order.19 Suddenly stripped of the protection of kings and nobles, 

1 -. which the BuddhistsangAa had taken for grantedjit lacked its own 
ij j independent capability to respond to this crisis. We coulici a)so ob- 
i{ serve that Buddhism, despite its external flourishing under the pro- 
j| . lection of the ruling classes in previous dynasties, had no truly 
ii deep roots among the common people. Perhaps it did not even 

feel such a need, for the kings and nobles had always been there to 
provide the saiigha with its necessities; the only thing if had to do 
was to pray for their welfare in return. The monasteries themselves 
were the landlords, so to speak; who would have stood up for 
them when they , were in trouble? This seems to have been the sad 
fate of -the ideal of hoguk pulgyo that had once inspired the Silla 
slate and culture. . : 

, At any rate, due to the harsh measures mentioned above and 
the establishment of Nco-Confucian order at the same time, 
Buddhism came to lose the social respect-and honor which it had 
enjoyed for almost a millenium, arid it was pushed deep into the 
mountains to become the concern only of country women and the 
lowest stratum of the society in general. To be sure, many court 
ladies continued to respect and support the saftgha, and many 
hermit monks with great talent continued to nurture it throughout 
the generations down to the present day. But, as a whole, the past 
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glory of Buddhism was gone irretrievably, and its social influence 
was reduced to a minimum. For a brief period during 
King Myongjong (1545-1567). when his mother Queer. MjSy5ng 
took charge of governmental affairs behind the screen, 
seemed to revive under her lavish patronage*and undcr^tfcfblc 
leadership4of the monk named Pou. Thclmonk examinations^or 
Son and ^Kyo were revived and the'Various restrictions SgJuhst 
Buddhist activities were removed. It was during this^ time ^ht 
Sosan, regarded as the greatest monk of the Yi Dynasty, took the 
examination and began his religious career. But, once vlgpffi a 
violent reaction against this temporary resurgence 
Pou was exiled to Cheju island in the south and murdereo^cre. 
Never again was Buddhism to see such a turn of fortune until 
around the end of the dynasty. Apparently, Pou’s group failed to 
read "the signs of the time and history, not realizing cleariy^ivhat 
went wrong fundamentally with the Buddhist sangha of^eir time. 
Thus Buddhism was revived temporarily by them, but not refortked. 

Conclusion 

*f£gg. 

Thrdtigh our study thus far one thinflflinds put very jficarly 
regarding !thc relationship between Buddhism and political^power 

in Korekn history; Buddhism did not maintain nor cver dcvclop' 
institutional autonomy from the secular authority. In ord^toclo 
that, Buddhism had to maintain a certain degree ofaloofncssfrom, 
or tension with, the secular world itself. Often Buddhism is charged 
for its “other-worldly” tendency. This may be .true oftKorean 
Buddhism as far assomc individual monks ate Cohcenreft,®but'its 
history shows us ironically that Buddhism as an uuUtutioriaftoree, 
as the saftgha, was not “other-worldly” at all but all too “wgrldly.” 
The fundamental problem for Korean Buddhism was (iiot its 
“othcr-woridlincss” but rather its “oycr-woridUness,” so triiich so 
that if became part and parcel of the secular order, Iackiptg1$tc . 
spirit ofautonomythiri arises out 

world. Or, is it i^hcr-top casc that Mahgy&na Buddhum^’Vrifli fas 
doctrine of, the ideutity^fsatpsara and niriaotuijis'iri^tiinsh^y 
able to maintain^ A ^a^tension? But^e^iri^^T tric ir&ffity of 
ramrpraand ninSHk does’riot mean mcrc confonriify to theworld 
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nor a blind ♦affirmation of it, but rather the transcendence of the 
worldly spirit and the supreme freedom from every form and force 
of bondage, including the one arising from religion itself. Not only 
that, this doctrine of identity could also work in the direction of 
the Buddhist saiigha’s powerful historical awareness and affirma¬ 
tion of religions autonomy in this very world ofrantyora.20 At any 
rate, we conclude that the political failure of Mahayana Buddhism 
has nowchcrc been so patently illustrated as in Korea where 
Buddhism once saw as great a flourishing as in any other country 
of the world. 

NOTES 

1. Toynbee buses this judgmen t particularly upon the ease of the Maha¬ 

yana Buddhism of Northern China during the period of disunity, and its fail¬ 

ure to utilize the “political patronage of barbarian rulers.” He says: "The coi^ 

trast between this political failure of the Mahayana in Northern China in a 

post-Sinic Age and the success with which the Christian Church seized and 

harvested Its corresponding opportunities in Western Europe in apost-HclIcnic 

Age brings but the fact that—at any rate by comparison with Christianity^ 

the Mahayana was a politically incompetent religion. The patronage qf the 

parochial princes in Northern China during the best part of three^ntunes, 
running from the brcakmp of the United Tsin Empire to its reconstitution by 

the Sui, was of no more avail than the more potent patronage of the Kushan 

Emperor Kanishka had been at the turn of the first and second centuries of 

the Christian Era* Even this royal aid failed to give the followers of the Maha¬ 

yana a firm scat In a political saddle.”^ Study of History, IX (London, 1954), 

40-41. 
2. That Chinese Buddhism did not enjoy religious autonomy even during 

Us heyday of the T’ang period is well shown by Stanley Weinstein1* article, 

••Imperial Patronage in the Formation of T’ang Buddhism,” Perspectives on 

the T'ang, cd. Arthur F. Wright and Denis Twitchctt (New Haven and London, 

1973). 
3. See particularly chapter 5 of Taisho shinshu daizbkyb (henceforth 

abbreviated as T.) 8, No. 245; chapter 6 of T. 16, No. 663. 
4. This has been pointed out by Yi Ki-back, “Samguk sidac pulgyo 

ch6Uac wa ku sahocjdk sbngkydk” (Introduction of Buddhism Into the Three 

Kingdoms and its Social Character], Ydksa Hakpo, No. 6 (1954). 

5. Eda Shunyu, “Shiragi nobukky&juyd ni kansuru shomondai” {Prob¬ 

lems concerning Silla *s Acceptance of Buddhism], Bunka, No. 8 (1935), 

pp. 975-77. 
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6. This has been pointed out by Yaotani Takayasu, “Shiragi sliakai to 
Jodokyo” [Silla Society and Pure Land Buddhism], Shicho, Vll, No. v 

(1937), p. 162. 

7. The best study of this association of the hwarang system with 
Maitreya faith is Cho Ac-hi's “Shiragi ni okcru Miroku shinko no kenkyu** 

{A Study of Maitreya Faith in Silla], Shiragi bukkyo kenkyu,xcd. Kim Chi- 
gyon and Ch’ae In-hwan (Tokyo, 1973). 

„ 8. This finds a striking parallel in the first emperor of Sui Dynasty of 

China. In his edict he proclaimed: “With the armed might of a Cakravartin 

king, We spread the ideals of the ultimately enlightened one. With)* hundred 

victories in a hundred battles. We promote the practice of the ten Buddhist 
virtues. Therefore We regard the weapons of war as having become like the 

offering of incense and flowers presented to Buddha, and the fields of this 

world as becoming forever identical with the Buddha-Sand.” Quoted from 

Arthur F. Wright, Buddhism in Chinese History (New York, 1965), p. 67. The 

emperor Wen of-Sui is later than Chinhung (540-576). 

9. Kim Ch'dl-chun, “Silla sidac fii dual organization” [Dual Organiza 

tion in the Silla Period], Ydksa Hakpo, No. 2. (1952), p. 94. 

10. Peter H. Lee, trans. Lives of Eminent Korean Monks: The Haedong 
Kosung Chon (Cambridge, Mass., 1969), p. 78. 

11. Ibid., pp. 78-79; I left out the" Chinese characters from Lee’s text. 

It is very interesting to note that according to Lee’s footnotes, both KWisan 

and ChVihang were killed in their campaign against Packchc and were graft¬ 
ed posthumous titles by King Chin-p'ydng. 

12; Samguk Kura [Memorabilia of the Three Kingdoms], T.49, No. 
2039, p^ 990c* .- ^ : 

13. His biography is contained in the Samguk Yusa, T. 49, p. 1006c as 
well as in the Sung Kao-seng Chuan, T. 50, p. 729a. 

14. This is only partof the first rule. The text of the ten rules is provided 
and discussed in Yi Pyong-do, Koryo sidac Hi ybn*gu [A Study of Koryo 

Period] (Seoul, 1948) from which the present passage is translated. Sec p;tr- 
ticularly pp. 28-48 where Yi refutes the view proposed by Imanishi Ryu that 

the ten rules were not established by T*acjo but were a later forgery ("Shira- 

giso Dosen ni tsuitc,” Toyo gakuho, II, -No. 2 (1912), pp. 247-63). “Son 
(Ch'an) and “Kyo” ‘(Chiao) refer to the two basic divisions or camps of 
Buddhism current at the time in Korea. 

15. There is no sure record to indicate its beginning in the time of Kwang- 

jong, but scholars generally agree in attributing its beginning, if not full prac¬ 

tice, to him. Concerning this system, see Takahashi Toro, “Daikaku Kokushi 

Citen no Korai BukkyS ni taisuru keirin ni tsuite” [On the National Preceptor 

of Great Enlightenment 0ich*5n*s Plan for Koryo Buddhism], Chosen gakuho, 
No. 10 (1956), pp. 119-23. 

16. Ibid., pp. 122-23. 

17. Concerning the temple economy of Koryd, sec Takashi Hatada’s 

“Koraicho ni okcru jiin keizai,” Shigaku Zasshi, XUI1, No. 5 (1932), op. 
557-93. 

18. There arc some problems regarding the names and identity of these 
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JOSli IGNACIO CABEZ6N 

Buddhist Studies as a Discipline 
and the Role of Theory 

Is Buddhist Studies a discipline, or is it still in a proton-disciplinary phase 
in its evolution? Or is it rather a super-disciplinary entity that serves as a 
home for disciplines? What is the relationship of Buddhist Studies to the 
(sub)disciplines from which it draws? Does Buddhist Studies require 
homogeneity for its coherence and perpetuation as a field of academic 
inquiry? Does it in fact have such homogeneity? Hie last decade has 
been witness to the rise of a body of theoretical literature whose purpose 
it is to explore the noiion of disciplinarity.» How do disciplines arise? 
What social, institutional and rhetorical practices arc employed in the 
construction of their sense oi coherence and unity? What are their natu? 
ral subdivisions? How do disciplines change, ami how do they respond 
to changes in the inicHcetuaf climate? How do they interact with one an¬ 
other? .These arc just some of the questions raised in the field that has 
conjc to be known as “disciplinary studies/' and the first goal of this 

Ah earlier version of this paper was presented at die Instiuit fiir Kultur und 
Geschichte Indiens und Tibcts, Universitat Hamburg in the summer of 1994; it 
has benefited from the comments of colleagues and students alike; 1 would* 
especially like to thank Prof. D. Jackson for his close reading, and Mr. B. 
Qucssci and Dr. F.-K. Ehrhaid for their valuable bibliographical suggestions. 
It was also presented as a keynote address at the meeting of the international 
Association of Buddhist Studies, Mexico City (November, 1994), in response 
to which 1 must acknowledge not only the comments of the various colleagues 
who heard the* paper, but also the valuable bibliographical references supplied 
to mc^by Profs. T. Tillcmans and J. Bronkhorst, by Dr. U. Pagels and by 
Prof. Jamie Hubbard. The paper was written during the tenure of an 
Alexander von Humboldt fellowship. The author wishes to express his grati¬ 
tude to the von Humboldt Stiftung (Bonn) for its generous financial support.. 

The most recent study, with an extensive bibliography of previous work in 
the field, is Ellen Messer-Davidow, David R. Shumway and David J. Sylvan; 
eds.. Knowledges: Historical and Critical Studies in Disciplinarity 
(Charlottesville and London: University of Virginia Press, 1993). 
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essay is to reflect on Buddhist Studies in light of this recent body-of 
literature... JLfcftf;,:' 

The second goal derives from the first and is in a sense morc'&rgenL 
if, as I think is dear, divergent methodological approaches to the study 
of Buddhism are emerging, then the time has come for us to. seriously 
consider these alternative methodologies and to ask what role method* 
ological reflection should play in the field today. For the past seven! 
years different approaches to the study of Buddhism have emerged that 
challenge what they take to be the classical paradigm. How the latter is 
characterized, of course, determines the nature of the critique. In some 
instances'classical Buddhology is portrayed as overly concerned with a 
specific geographical area (usually India). The domination of the Odd 
by the given area Is said to have two consequences: (!) by equating the 
study of Buddhism with its study in the specific geographically hege-- 
mcr.ic area, classical Buddhology has been charged with impairing the 
development of areas of research—Chinese, Tibetan and Southeast Asian 
Buddhist Studies, for example—as subdisciplincs in their own right, and 
(2) it makes of the study of the laqguages and civilizations of these othef 
Areas mere tools to Ihe study of (he dominant cultural region.2 But tW 

■ critique of the classical paradigm in Buddhist Studies can take other 

2. That the study -cf Indian Bnddhton is hegemonic in this regard—that 
scholars of the tatter consider the study of Chinese texts us worthwhile only to 
the extent that it serves tp elucidate Indian Buddhism—is a point made. moct 

/recently by-T. Griffith Footle, Issues in die Held of East Asian Buddhist 
\J Studies: An Extended Review of Sudden and Gradual: Approachei to 

Enlightenment in Chinese Thought? Journal of the International Association 
- - of Buddhist Studies 16.1 (1993): 93*180. The point is jkiso made by 

Lancaster; see note 18. It is not diffkafe to see why in reading NagaoGadjia. 
for example, a scholar of Tibetan Buddhism should share Foulk's view cod' 
cenung the doniaantt of Indian/Saadofeic based scholarship in the field. In 
Nagao’s “Reflections on Tibetan State be Japan," Acta Asiatics: Bulletin of 
the Institute of Eastern Culture 79 (1973): 107*128, be stales that “Tibetan is 
no more dun a complement to Sanskrit Buddhist studies, though a very 

.Important complement** (p. 112). See aho de Jong’s remarks concerning the 
. /.centrality of Indian Buddhist texts in Buddhist Studies in his “Recent Buddhist 
V Studies in Eurooe and America: 1973-1983.“ Eastern Buddhist 17.1(1981): 

82.' On die relationship of the study of Imfiirn and Tibetan Buddhism in 
Japan, and die methodological sUfls te have taken place in recent years see 
Mawumoto Shire, Tibetan Studies In Japan: 1973-1983. Asian Studies in 
Japan. 1973*1983, Part 11*18 (Tokyo: The Centre for East Asian Cultural 
Studies, 1986). 
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forms as well. There arc those who claim, for example, -that the field 
reuses almost cxclusl.-iy or. written, doctrinal texts to the exclusion of 
other semiotic (that is, meaning-producing) forms (e. g., oral texts, epi¬ 
graphies! and archaeological data, rituals, institutions, art and social 
practices).2 In some instances the critique goes further, not only bemoan* 

3. Many scholars in the history of the field have stressed the itnportancy of 
considering more than written textual data. This has traditionally taken thl 
form of advocating the study of epigraphy, art, ritual, culture, .“Buddhist 
mentality," etc., alongside, or as supplements to, textual material. B. Burnout, 
arguably ihe father cf Buddhist Studies, himself used epigrapbkal.makrial to 
shed lighton the meaning of words and phrases in the texts he studied; see his 
extensive tenth appendix to Le Lotus de la Bonne Lol (Paris: Matsaoocave, 
1825). On other, studies of Buddhist inscriptions see J. W* de Jong, “A Brief 
Histoty of Buddhist Studies,in Europe and America," Eastern BuddUtt 8.1: 
88: and. by fee tame auto. "Recent Buddhist Studies? p. 98. Tbe teHsceut 
literature, however, dissatisfied with this more moderate stance, criticises the 
hegemcoy of the written text over other semiotic farms and attempts 10 Show ' 
how a serious engagement with the latter undermines many of the 
traditional—written-text-hared—presuppositioos of the field. Paratfigimik: of ! 
this approach U the week of Gregory Sehopen. See especially Ms *Two 
Problems in the Histoty of Indian Buddhism: The Layman/ Monk Dhtinction* 
and the Doctrines of the ‘ftaasfcrence of Merit,” Studien zurJndologk und 
Iranistik 10 (1985): "The Stupa Cult and the Extant Pali V'tonys? Journal of 
ihe Pali Test Society 13 (1989): and "Burial ‘ad Sanctos’ and the Physical 
Presence of the Buddha in Eariy Indian Buddhism," Religion 17 (1987): 193- 
22S. Of course, as Schopenhiaselfacknofiirirdgw. there are oarikrlustouce i 
of such a critique, most notably Paul Mu»’sriat«kmidyga,ra*aqhtr erguiirr 
d'une hlstolredu Bouddhisme fondle sur la critique arcMologlqut dee tester 
(Hand: fecle Eranpise d’Extrtme-Orient, 1935; New Yoricf Aiuo Hess, 
1978; Paris: Arma Artis, 1990). Schopen’s cridqpe is not limited, however, 
to the udfeof epigraphies! and archaeological data, lean betel ten Ma 
"Monks rod fte BulkCulthflu UahOparinibinuatutln: AnOliUlmttidtr- 
ttmding in Regard to Moeastk Buddhism." KokM SMnohan and Qwflosy 

a; From Bering to Benares: Essays an Buddhism and Qdnese 
Religion (OdkvBk: Monk Press, 1991) 187-201, where he uriBaes written 

. *»»« {hcspdvcsto undermine the received vriadom of classical Buddhology. 
Steven Selfless Persons: Imagery and Thought In IhtrmtBd* Budr 
dhlsm (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982). •*»»*« aural pren¬ 
tices, that!*, *lbeacloritho«(jbt end practice eft** BoddMataTldheindb* 
pmiHe to the understanding of "intellectual Buddhism": *T haus tried to 
ahow that the most abstraa forms of its (BuddMsui*») imaginative wpnsreU- 
tioos_what we call its "ideas*—art intimately connected with, nod ierattrira- 
blc from, the presupposkiom and institutional framework of Bndtel cohere 
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ing (he narrowness of the data traditionally considered (a critique of con¬ 
tent) to also attacking the traditional means of studying the data that is 

considered (a critique off method). The latter often takes the form of a 
reparation of classical Buddhist philology, see r by its detractors as a - 
naive and scientistic apfmadt to the study of written texts.4 In other 
instances, traditional Buddhology is seen as overly narrow in its scope— 
in its hyperspecializatkm. unconcerned with broader, comparative ques? 
lions and unable to enter into dialogue with the wider intellectual 
community.* 

and society” (p.265-266). V. if. 
4; Examples Include C W. Huntington with Geshe Namgyai Wangchcn, The 
Emptiness of Emptiness: An introduction to Early Indian Mddhyamika 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1989), and Andrew P. Tuck, Com¬ 
parative Philosophy and the Philosophy of $choldrihlp:~Onthe Western Inter¬ 
pretation, of Nagdrjum Qicw York and Oxford; Oxford University Press. 
1990).' Far a brief cri<iqoe'6f Specific methodological principles used in the 
philological analysis of Buddhist, texts see Paul Griffiths’ review of Lambert 
Schnutbausen’s AlayavifiUina, in the Journal of the International Association. ' 
of Buddhist Studies 12.1 (1989); 170-177. See also John C. Holt. Buddha in 
the, Crown: Avalokiteivara m the Buddhist Traditions o/Srifanka (New York 
and Cxfordt Oxford University Press, 1991) viii. 
t See, for example, Paul J. Griffith*, “Buddhist Hybrid English: Some Notes . 
on Philology and Hermeneutics for Buddhologists,” Journal of the interna- v' 
•tonal.Association of BuddhistStudies.4.2 (198J): 18, for example, where he 
state* that “there is absolutely no reason why Buddhology should become an 
hermetic tradition, sealed off front tire uninitiate and passed down from master 
to pupil by mystical abhifekai in that way lies extinction, or at least a self- 
banishment from the wider academic community,” Griffiths goes on to assert 
that the understanding of Buddhism “goes far beyond philology" (p. 18), 
involving as it does thp hermeneutical task, which requires that scholars restate 
the meaning of texts in words other than those of the texts themselves. This 
he perceives as leading to "some very positive results in the area of inter-disci¬ 
plinary mid inter-cultural thinking*! (p. 21). Consider also Steven Collins’ 
renyirks in Selfless Persons p. 1, “I think that a great deal of contemporary 
philosophy, particularly in the English-language tradition, suffers from a lack 
of historical and social self-awareness. I want to argue that philosophical 
reflection should not proceed in abstraction from intellectual history and 
anthropology, from the. investigation and comparison of cultures.” David 
Seyfort Ruegg,“Some Observations on the Present and Future oTUiiddhist 
Studies,” Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 15.1 ^ 
(1992): 105, encourages not only interdisciplinarity, “the need to foster con-, 
tacts with specialists from other disciplines,” but also “a closing of the ancient 
and entrenched divide between ‘town’ and ‘gown’ by attracting and holding 
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Reaction to this challenge has varied. In some cases, it has been 

ignored: a North American,4 postmodern ripple on the otherwise calm 
sea, one that will dissipate with time. In others, it has brought scons and 
fear, what will become of “serious” scholarship in light of these recent 
developments? The second god of this essay is to explore these 
methodological differences and to suggest not a means of achieving re¬ 
conciliation (none, I think, is forthcoming), but a way of living with 
these differences that averts an impending—and possibly irreparable— 
rift within the field. - - - . 

It may be inappropriate to call Buddhist Studies a discipline, especially ' 
if we take disciplines to be exemplified by such fields as history, anthro¬ 
pology, arr history and so forth. Analogous to the Buddhist argument 
concerning the self and the aggregates, it might be contended that Bud¬ 
dhist Studies is not a discipline because it contains disciplines as parts.7 
This, however, could simply be a question of historical evolution, for 
there was atime when eventhe classical disciplines did not seem particu¬ 
larly disciplinary-likc. The fact that Buddhist Studies today seems a 

the educated attention, interest and support of persons who are nm full-time 
professional academics”; see also the latter’s remarks concerning specialization 
and (interdisciplinarity in "A prooos of a recent contribution to Tibetan sad 

^Buddhist Studies:” Journo! of the American Oriental Society 82 (1962): 322, 

n. 4._ , ' 
6. That the critique emerges primarily out of North America can be gleaned 
from tbs sources cited in the previous four notes. Increasingly, many bud- 
dhologists based in North American institutions of higher education see them¬ 
selves as having a distinctive style—a method of scholarship that is different- 
from that which is represented by the parent discipline. Increasingly, North 
American scholars seek to create a self-identity by contrasting their work with 
that of their European and Asian colleagues. If there has yet to emerge a dis¬ 
tinctive North American school of Buddhist Studies, it is because geographi¬ 
cally bounded areas of specialty have yet to engage in serious conversation, so 
that subfields the likes of South Asian, East Asian, Southeast Asian and 
Himalayan Buddhist Studies remain for the most part relatively isolated, self- 
enclosed subunits. - - - - - - - .-* 
7. Sec the distinctions made by Foulk, “Issues in the Field of East Asian 
Buddhist Studies” p. 112, who reserves the term disciplinary for fields like 
“anthropology,JtistQty of religions, etc". Seyfort Ruegg, “Some Observa¬ 
tions” p. 104, sees in the fact that Buddhist Studies draws on “phtiologv, his¬ 
tory, archaeology, arch*t»r*".rs, epigraphy, numismatics, philosophy, cultural 
and social anthropology, and the histories of religion and art” not evidence of 
the fact that Buddhist Studies is not disciplinary, but an indication “that our 
enterprise is at the same time a disciplinary and a multi disciplinary one.” 
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strange, almost artificial and heterogeneous discipline may simply be an 
arufact ot its relative youth. Although the academic study of Buddhism 
is much older than the International Association of Buddhist Studies and 
the journal to which it gave rise,8 the founding of the latter, which repre¬ 
sents a significant—perhaps pivotal—step in the institutionalization of 
the field, is something that occurred less than twenty years ago. 
Nonetheless, whether a true discipline or not—whether or not Buddhist 
Studies has already achieved disciplinary status, whether it is proto-dis¬ 
ciplinary or supcrdisciplinary—there is an apparent integrity to Buddhist 
Studies that at the very least calls for an analysis of the Held in holistic 
terms 9 After all, we gather at meetings and international congresses in 
the name of that whole, however differently we may conceive of it 

Still, it must be granted that, whether due to its relative youth or not, 
Buddhist Studies today seems particularly hodge podge. This is due in 
part to the international composition of the Buddhist Studies community, 
and in part to the heterogeneous nature of the object of our study. Bud¬ 
dhism itself (on the latter, more in a moment).10 But there are other 
factors—institutional ones—that also contribute to the diversity dial 
exists within the field; It is often the case that a common pattern of insti- 

8. No comprehensive history of Buddhist Studies as a discipline exists. J. 
AV. dc Jong‘s essay, “A Brief History of Buddhist Studies in Europe and 
America.11 publishedin two parts, Eastern Buddhist 7.1: 55-106, and 7.2: 49- 
82, which is principally a history of Buddhist philology focused primarily on 
India, is an excellent, though by his own admission partial, overview of the 
history of the field. It contains substantial bibliographical references to other 

, relevant studies, making it unnecessary to cite these here. See also his follow¬ 
up article, “Recent Buddhist Studies in Europe and America: 1973-1983,” 
Eastern Buddhist 17.1 (1984): 79-107. ^ . 

9. Not only the existence of chairs in Buddhist Studies at major universities 
worldwide and the fact that doctorates in the field are possible, but also die 
existence of the International Association of Buddhist Studies, and the fact 
that the latter publishes a scholarly journal, all point to the fact that buddho- 
logy is, at the very least, qitasi-disciplinary in nature. 
10. Qn the question of heterogeneity see Foulk, “Issues in the Fie1'1 East 
Asian Buddhist Studies” pp. 102-103. Foulk discusses the hitherto most natu¬ 
ral subdivisions of Buddhist Studies based on geographical and linguistic sub- 
specialties, but it is clear that there are other ways of envisioning the subdivi¬ 
sions of the discipline, e. g., on methodological lines. Hence, there are tex¬ 
tual-philological, anthropological, sociological, literary-critical, and art histor¬ 
ical approaches to the study of Buddhism, all of which form part of the 
broader field. 
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tutional support provides a discipline with homogeneity. This is lacking 
in Buddhist Studies. True, in many Asian countries Buddhist Studies 
finds consistent institutional support from religious circles, but here sec¬ 
tarianism leads to heterogeneity of a different kind. Outside of Asia, 
moreover, a department of Buddhist Studies is rare.** Instead, buddho- 
logisis find themselves with homes in area studies centers (South Asian, 
East AsianT Uralic-Altaic); in centers and institutes for the study of lag-‘ 
guagcsi’cultures, history or a combination of these (Asian, South Asian, 
Indian, Sanskrit, in order of ascending specificity, just to take one series 
of actually instantiated examples); in departments of religious studies, 
and even in schools of theology.12 Unlike other disciplines—even ones 
that are structurally homologous to our own, like Judaic Studies—Bud¬ 
dhist Studies has few secular institutional homes that it can call its own. 

This means that Buddhist Studies, though not uniqucln this regard, is 
in an institutionally symbiotic relationship with—perhaps even parasitic 
upon—other more established fields. We often sdB have to justify our 
existence by arguing for die fact that the study of Buddhism is essential 
to a full understanding of a phenomenon whose Epistemological value , 
(for historical, political or economic reasons) goes unquestioned. For 
example, we make the ease that understanding Buddhism is essential to 
an understanding of Asia or some portion thereof (in the United States 
the “Pacific Rim” has for some years now been the buzz-word), or that it 
is an essential part of the study of religion, or perhaps that it is a sine qua 
non to fathoming what is probably the most inclusive and least epistemi- 

11. See Seyfort Ruegg, “Some Observations” p. 104. - 
12. Seyfort Ruegg, “Some Observations” pp. 106-107, discusses what he sees 
as some of the advantages and dangers of the varying institutional bases of 
support for the discipline. For example, he sees in the fact that scholars of 
Buddhist Studies find homes in departments of religion^philosophy and his¬ 
tory, a possible danger, that Buddfiist Studies may become “distanced if hot 
totally divorced from the historical and philological dUripUnes—Indology, 
Sinology, etc.,” that Buddhism “might find itself being organized without due 
regard being ,accorded to its historical matrix and cultural context” 
13 David Scyfprt Ruegg, The Study of Indian and Tibetan Thought: Some 
Problems and Perspectives, Inaugural Lecture as Professor of Indian Philoso¬ 
phy, Buddhist Studies ami Tibetan at the University of Leiden (Leiden: E. J. 
Brill, 1967) 4, cites J. Ph. Vogel on the importance of Boddhist Studies to die 
understanding of India. This goes to show that this rhetorical move is neither 
uncommon nor particularly new. Ih a similar vein, Seyfort Ruegg justifies 
and legitimates the study of Tibetan texts on die basis of their importance to 
the study of Indian Buddhism (p. 43). 
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cally questionable category, “humanity.” But whatever the “host,” Bud* ' 
dhist Studies remains the parasite, having in only the rarest of cases the 
status of unquestionableepistcmc. This means, of course, that many { 

(perhaps most) of us have dual allegiances. Not only does the discipline 
become increasingly diverse as it cultivates a variety of institutional rela¬ 
tionships for its survival, but heterogeneity in the form of multiple alle¬ 
giances is something that we intent as scholars of Buddhism. Part of the 
process of our becoming socialized as Buddhologists entails negotiating 
institutional homes for ourselves, and this means in part learning to wear ^ 
hats other than the buddhological one. 
- The heterogeneity of Buddhist Studies is evident not only at the insti¬ 
tutional level but in otter respects as Well. Especially today wc seem to 
share less and lefts by way of method, or even subject matter. As we 
have seen, in recent years the textual and philological ground upon which 
the discipline was implicitly based14 has been tise subject of increasing 
critical scrutiny, and the perception exists*—at least on the part of the 
chaUengcrsrHEhat this has left the apparently once firm foundations of the 
discipline, if not teetering, at least in question.Anthropologists, socioi- - 

14, That the dndplinc was (and perhaps still is) based bn the philological : 
study of. Buddhist texts is a principle that wc Find repeatedly enunciated in the 
liicraiore. To take just one example, seeIHcaueslMay • % remarks in “Etude* : 
Bcuddhkjtws: Dcmair.e, Disciplines, Perspectives,” Etudes de Lettres 
(Lausanne), Scrie HI, Tome no. 4 (1973): 10. 
15- It might be argued that the depiction of classical Buddhist philology by its 
detractors is an inaccurate caricature which fails to come to terms with the 
way actual philological-historicai work is done. This roayjbc so, but it will 
have to be shown to be so by the proponents of the philological method. For 
example, critics of classical Buddhist philology often portray the latter as a 
unified and monottetic whole, something that is clearly not the case histori¬ 
cally. On different styles of Btidcfcist philology see Lambert Schmiihausen, 
.preface to Part I; Earliest Buddhism, in David Seyfort Ruegg and Lambert 
Schmiihausen, c6s.t Earliest Buddhism and Madhyamaka, Panels of the VHth 

# World Sanskrit Conference, vol. 2 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1990); many of the 
articles in the volume also touch, though at times only implicitly, on issues 
related to method. (Bor details regarding Schmithausen’s own approach to the 
•study of Buddhist texts [at least those of Early Buddhism], sec his “On Some 
Aspects of Descriptions or Theories of-'Liberating-Insight’- and 'Enlighten- 
ment’ in Early Buddhism,” cds. K. Bruhn and A. Wezler, Stad/e/i zum Jainis- 
mas und Buddhismus; Gedenkschrift fur Ludwig Alsdorf, Alt- und Ncu Indis- 
chc Studien 23 [Hamburg] 200-202.) In addition, diversity in Buddhist 
philology is seen in the fact that philological controversies have existed, and 
continue to exist, in the field. On one such controversy, that begins seriously 
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ogists, art historians and a new breed of textual critics, all of whom 
existed (or perhaps, better, subsisted) on the margins of the discipline a 
generation ago, are challenging the chirographic-textual-philological 
paradigm, and in doing so acquiring a voice that, now more central, v*m 
no longer be ignored. 

in addition to the critique of philology that has emerged from within 
the discipline, there exists also a more general critique of editorial prac¬ 
tices and methods of textual criticism from Dc Man to the present day 
that is virtually unknown to Buddhist Studies.16 The literature of this 

in the 1930’s—the issue of whether Or not there exists a precanonical Bud¬ 
dhism—sec Seyfort Ruegg. The Study of Indian and Tibetan Thought pp. IG- 
11*. Other controversies, c. g.. regarding the antiquity of the Pali canon, the 
use of Pali and Sanskrit materials in undcrstamling thc meaning of the Buddha 
a$ a religious Figure, die iclaiionship between Buddhism and Brahmanism, the 
characteristics of a* Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit (if any), whether or not the 
Vinayas of thV* fferent schoSL derive from the Standhaia—debates that are 
in large part philological in character—have been discussed by de Jong. “A 
Brief History of Jftuddltist Studies,1* pis, I and !L 'Whether or not the critics cH 
classical Buddhist philology have accurately portrayed their opponent in this 
debate, and whether or not their arguments hit their mark, arc questions thru 
can only he decided within the methodological debate itself. At the very IcaVi. 
there does exist a-widespread f>crccptioa(al least on the part of challengers) 
that a gauntlet has beenthrown. ^ 
J6. To cite just a few of the more important sources (some critical of classical 

. philolqgy, some writing in its defense): Paul Dc Man. “The Rhetoric of 
Blindness,*' Blindness and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of Contemporary 

Criticism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983); Paul Bove. 
“Variations on Authority: Some Dcconslruetivc Transformations of the New 
Criticism,** The Yale Critics: Deconstruction in America, eds. Jonathan Arac. 
Wfad Godxich ami Wallace Martin (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1983); G. Thomas Tanscllc, “The Editing of Historical Documents,** 
Selected Studies in Bibliography (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 
1979); and by the same author, A Rationale of Textual Criticism 

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989); Jerome J. McGann, A 

Critique of Modem Textual Criticism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
1983); and by the same author. The Textual Condition, Princeton Studies, in 
Culture / Power / History (Princeton: Princeton University j&css,. 1991). 

: Recent .literature on the philological method paUi)f the afore¬ 
mentioned debate includes William Proctor Williams and Craig S. Abbott, An 

Ini, eduction to Bibliographical and Textual Studies (New York: Modem Lan¬ 
guage Association of America, 19S5); Peter L. Shiliingsburg, Scholarly Edit- 

ing in the ComputerAge (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1986); Textual 

Criticism Since Greg: A Chronicle 1950-1985 (Charlottesville: University of 
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broader critique, at once more extensive and subtler, is in many ways 
more devastating to classical Buddhist philology than that which arises 
from within the field itself. But this is not the place to rehearse these 
arguments. Suffice it to say that there is a growing perception that the 
critique of the chirographic-textual-philological paradigm upon which 
classical Buddhist Studies is based has meant that in the eyes of many 
scholars the discipline no longer hns a common methodological base. 

Given the lack of consensus in regard to method—in its general form a 
fairly recent phenomenon—it might seem natural to seek commonalty 
not in “how” we do what we do, but in “what” we do, that is, in the 
object of our study. Is not Buddhism our common concern, and does this 
fact not give the field its coherence? This is nominally true, but Bud¬ 
dhism is itself an artificial construct whose apparent unity and solidity 
begins to crumble almost immediately upon analysis. Is Buddhism text- 
based doctrine or behavior-based praxis? Is it what the clergy does or 
what lay people do? What was done then or what is done now? What 
happens in Tibet or in Japan? 01 course, it is all of these things, but that 
is tantamount to admitting the multivalent character of our subject mat¬ 
ter. To say that we all work on Buddhism is not to point the finger at £ 
simhanty but atdifference. 

Now it might be thought that I will be arguing here for the reconstitu¬ 
tion of Buddhist Studies around some new and as yet unpcrceived com¬ 
mon core.1' But this is not my intention. The coherence of Buddhist 
Studies as a field of inquiry does not require consensus as to method or 
subject matter—just the opposite. Now that the cat of difference is out 
of the bag, what will guarantee the stability and longevity of die disci¬ 
pline is not the insistence on homogeneity, which in any ease can now 
only be achieved through force, but instead by embracing heterogeneity* 

To embrace difference, moreover, implies more than the passive and 
ironic acceptance of the polarities that exist within the field. The superft - 

Virginia Press, 1987); and E. J. Kenney, The Classical Text: Aspects of Edit¬ 
ing in the Age of the Printed Book (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1974). 
17. The heterogeneous and artificial nature of Buddhist Studies as a discipline 
is not something new. If it appears to be cc, it is because of the new forms of 
criticism that have recently emerged. That there exists “a singular lack 6f 
coordination” and "seriously divergent attitudes” in die field of Tibetan Stud¬ 
ies is a point that was made by D. Sty fort Rucgg more than thirty years ago; 
sec his "A propos of a Recent Contribution to Tibetan and Buddhist Studies,” 
Journal of the American Oriental Society 82 (1962): 320. 
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cial tolerance of other methods or areas of specialty is no longer suffi¬ 
cient. The embracing of uiffwcuce that i see as being necessary entails 
more than the organization and promotion of interdisciplinary and cross- 
cultural panels at conferences like those of the International Association 
of Buddhist Studies. The investigation of specific Buddhist themes from 
different disciplinary, geographical and historical perspectives is a 
desideratum, to be sure, and even this much has yet to be fully realized in 
the field.18 More, however, is called for. Embracing difference involves 
as well a new mode of discourse within Buddhist Studies that focuses on 
method: a conversation that is critical, dialogical, and at times 
unabashedly polemical. For this to occur, however, two preconditions 
must be met: we must acknowledge (a) that the discipline has indeed 
changed, that it is no longer what it used to be,*9 and (h) dial what is 
different about it is something that is worth exploring, taking the chal¬ 
lenges seriously enough to make them the subject of conversation. This, 
of course, implies eschewing the kind of conservatism that considers 

18. Tins is true despite a call for greater cross-cultural and interdisciplinary 
work in the field throughout the decades. Seyfort Rucgg, again more than 
thirty years ago, bemoaned the arbitrary compartmentalization of Tibetan 
Studies into “a ‘philosopher’s Tibetology*—or a historian’s, a sociologists 
etc ”; see “A propos of a Recent Contribution* pp. 320-321. Thc issuc is taken 
up by him once again in his The Study of Indian and Tibetan Thought, p. 5, 
where he argues against the distinction between the philosophical, religious 
and sociological in Buddhism. In that same essay (p. 21) he stresses the 
importance of psychology, semiology, sociology and religious studies for a 
full u nderstanding of Tsntnu Michel Strickmann, “A Survey of Tibetan Bud¬ 
dhist Studies,” Eastern Buddhist 10.1 (May, 1977): 141, argues,-analogously, 
that it is impossible to folly understand the Buddhist Tantras in India “without 
considering the abundant Chinese sources and the work of Japanese scholars 
who know them wdL? Lewis Lancaster, "The Editing of Buddhist Texts * 
Buddhist Thought and Asian Civilization: Essays in Honor of Herbert V. 
Guenther on His Sixtieth Birthday (Emeryville, N.Y.: Dhanna Publishing, 
1977) 145-151, argue* for die value of Chinese translations in the editing of 
Sanskrit texts. Examples of such calls for greater cross-cultural and interd- 
sici pi inary work are, of course, plentiful in the literature, despite the fact that 
they have in large part gone unheeded 
19. in this regard, what Clifford Geertz has said of anthropology rings just as 
true of Buddhist Studies: “Something new having emerged both ‘in the field’ 
and ‘in the academy,* something new must appear on the page ... if it [the 
discipline] is now to prosper, with that confidence shaken, it must become 
aware” (Works and lives: The Anthropologist as Author [Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1988] 148-149). 
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ignoring methodological differences to be the raost effective strategy for 
dealing with them. In its most insidious manifestation this ignorance of 
difference takes the form of a paternalism that simply refuses, through 
the sheer force of will or the exercise of power, to acknowledge the exis - 
tcncc of viable alternative methodological perspectives and styles of 
scholarship. A more palatable form, which nonetheless brings an end to 
the conversation just as effectively, we might term "isolationism.” Here 
the existence of different theoretical perspectives is acknowledged but 
considered trivial, in th«u these views arc seen as having little if any 
impact on one another. This latter solution to the problem of method* 
ological heterogeneity consists simply of continuing to do what one has 
always done, while paying lip service to the fact that others may be doing 
things differently. A third*obstacle to the emergence of a critical dia¬ 
logue on method is skepticism in regard to theory generally.- From this 
perspective second-order reflection on theoretical and methodological 
issues is considered to fall outside of the purview of the field: a distrac¬ 
tion to the “real” work of the buddhologist "When time20 is so precious, 
why waste it on speculation of thU sortT* Each of these responses fails to 
take the challenge and implications of difference seriously. We exist 
today in an atmosphere where the mxthodotogkai akt^uc^s) of thefield 

20. The issue of quite central to the entire discussion of method. 
Many of the issues dealt with below can be reformulated in temporal terms, 
that is, as problems related to time (orlackof itjV For example, lack of time 
is an euc^chcd justifkaiion ior hyper-sp^iahzatioh (geographical, linguistic, * 
methodological): “There is simply not enough time tc. gain expertise in more 
than oncculmml ajestor historical period; to ieam all of the necessary lan¬ 
guages, to be both a good philologist and a good anthropologist” Time (for 
training students, for doing^ research) is always limited, and this means that 
choices must always be made. Choosing,one option excludes pursuing others. 
what this means, then, is that the rhetoric of time limitation is ultimately 
translatable into language concerning priorities. To say that there is insuffi¬ 
cient lime to specialize in more than a single geographical area is tantamount 
to saying ?i vd!l give priority to India over China” (or vice versa); or to say¬ 
ing “It is more important to have greater knowledge of one geographical area 
than lessej- knowledge of two (or more)” Likewise, using the rhetoric of time 
limitation as justification for avoiding methodological questions reduces to 
giving priority to nonmethodological, first-order discourse. Hence, the fact 
that there is not enough time for x translates into the fact that y musi take pri¬ 
ority. in-another, as yet unfinished, essay relatcd to this iSsuc I use Mikhail 
Bakhtin's notions of “chronotopes” as a way of periodizing the development 
of Buddhist Studies. , e 

t* « 
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are in contention. Not to speak to these issues by retreating in reac¬ 
tionary, isolationist or skeptical ways is in effect to give up one’s vote: to 
forsake the opportunity of allowing one’s voice to be heard. 

The alternative, as i have mentioned, is to enter the methodological 
debate! in a way that is both critical and dialogical. To do so is not only 
to accept the fact of methodological heterogeneity but also its implica¬ 
tions! * The different theoretical approaches to the study of Buddhism 
challenge each other and demand not only mutual respect but mutual 
response, v * 

Of course, such a dialogue must begin with an identification of the 
different perspectives. One of the best entrees into the identification of 

The variant styles of scholarship is not through their sympathetic depic¬ 
tion, but through their caricature in stereotypes. These stereotypes are 
often constructed in such a way that specific styles of scholarship are 
associated with specific racial/ethnic, national, religious and gender char¬ 
acteristics. Like all stereotypes, they are falsehoods: racist, sexist and 
generally exhibiting the type of intolerance tc which We as human beings 
are unfortunately heir. But exist they do. My purpose in listing some of 
these now is not so much to directly criticize diem, though tins needs to 

«bc doiw^ but tdf utilize them as a venue for identifying the different 
.methodological perspectives on which they, in ihetr grotesque way, are 
:bascd. For better or for worse, let us proceed. - .* 

1. friiiau distance from the object of intellectual analysis is .necessary. 
Buddhists, by virtue of their religious commitment, lack such critical dis¬ 
tance from Buddhism' Hence, Buddhists are never good buddhologisls.2* 
Or, alternatively, those who take any aspect of Buddhist doctrine seri¬ 
ously (whether pro or con) arc scientifically suspect by virtue of allowing 
their individual beliefs to affect their scholarship. Good scholarship is 
neutral as regards questions of truth. Hence, evaluative / normative 
scholarship falls outside of the purview of Buddhist Studies. 
2. interesting and / or serious Buddhist Studies only takes place in the 
northern hemisphere (and substitute for "northern hemisphere” any one 
of a number of geographical areas: Europe, North America, Japan and so 
forth). 
3. North. Americans arc poor philologists; when they rely on primary 

21. For th6 opposite view, see May, “Etudes Bouddhiques” p. 18; "As for the 
practice of the religion itself, it can certainly be combined with academic 
erudition* Jhis is frequently the case in Japan..." (my trass.) 

V'■ : 4*'^*'" " ;"vy‘ • • 
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textual material at all, they do so in an uninformed, extravagant and 

frivolous way as a thcans of substantiating overly broad hypotheses that 

arc, in any case, of dubious scientific interest. Their philological nVivetS 

makes them turn to questions of theory rather than substance, and this in 
turn makes them prone to the dogmatic acceptance of the latest method¬ 
ological fad. 

4. German andlearlier French scholarship is so obsessed with the minu 

tiac of textual criticism that it is incapable of achieving any kind of broad 

overview of the meaning of individual texts, much less an understanding 

of Buddhist doctrine / praxis in broad terms. Scholars from these tradi¬ 

tions often lack knowledge of modem Asian languages; their scholarship 

is usually of the Arm-chair variety, devoid of any contact with living 

traditions. .This leads them to dogmatically dismiss the value of oral 

traditions of textual transmission and to disregard the popular and nonlit- 

crary aspects of Buddhism. In their superficial treatment of texts they 

arc uninterested in—and in any case incapable of—critically assessing the 

philosophical validity and broader implications of Buddhist doctrine. 

5. Continuing east, Indian scholarship, encumbered by years of nco- 
Vcdantist influence, is incapable of perceiving Buddhism as a distinct 

entity; and even in the rare instances when it does, it is neither system¬ 
atic, critical nor historical. 

6. Chinese scholarship is, in its Taiwanese variety, pietistic, sectarian, at 
most only historical, and in any case consists primarily of the careless re¬ 

publishing of out-of-print editions. On the mainland, it is hostage to the 
imprimatur of Mandst-Maoist ideologues. 
7. Japanese scholarship consists entirely of philological work of insignifi¬ 

cant worth, or, alternatively, of cataloguing, indexing and lexicography; 

in no instance do we find anything ‘'creative” or “innovative” in Japanese 
scholarship. 

8. Anthropologists, archaeologists, epigraphers and art historians are tex¬ 

tual!^, and often historically, uninformed. If they were not, they would 

be doing what the rest of us are doing. 

9. And finally, feminist criticism (and some would say the scholarship of 

women generally) must be tolerated but, consisting chiefly of subjective 

evaluations and emotional appeals with no basis in rigorous scientific 
prirteiplcs, is not to tv* taken seriously. 

Now there are various ways of gleaning from these caricatures the dif¬ 

ferent perspectives on methodological issues that today divide the field. 

One such way consists of identifying the perspectives or vantage points 
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from which the above stereotypes emerge by identifying the voices that 

speak them. Broadly, v/e encounter two schools of thought operative 

here.. One we can call positivist, the other interpretivist. 
Positivists conceive of texts—whether linguistic (written or oral), or 

cultural (behavioral, artistic, etc.)—as the beginning and end of the 

scholarly enterprise.22 In its philological variety, positivism sees a writ¬ 

ten text as complete and whole. It maintains that the purpose of scholarly 

textual investigation—and the use of science as a model for humanistic 

research here is always implied23—is to rcconstnict the original24 text 

(there is only one best reconstruction): to restore it and to contextualize it 

historically to the point where the author's original intention can be 
gleaned.23 The principles of textual criticism represent an established, 

22. That the notion of text can be more broadly construed, as I have done 
here, to include oral material, religious behavior (e. g., ritual, pilgrimage, 
etc.) and art, should by now be, a fairly familiar move. Critics often overlook 
the fact that written texts are not the only objects of the positivist enterprise. 
Positivist anthropology, for examplCj USCs “texts” of a different sort (cultural 
artifacts such as rituals or kinship patterns) to similar ends as philological 
positivism. If our focus is on the latter in this essay, it Is only because it is the 
positivism of the philological variety that has become the object of recent 
critical scrutiny, and not because philological positivism is the only fbnrtto be 
found in the acaden^^even in BuddfeistStudies. 
23. Seyfoit Rucgg, “A propos” p. 320, is careful to use thc word“science” in 
quotation marks when referring to work “guided by principles derived from 
the study of Tibetan sources ” Others, however, continue to operate under the 
assumption that philology is wissenschatlich in vary much of a positivist sense 
of the term. 
24. The relationship between philology and die quest for origins goes beyond 
the search for the original ur-text, ihe autograph. In some instances philology 
has been seen as the key to recovering primitive or original Buddhism as a 
whole. E. Bumouf, for instance, believed that the latter could be reconstructed 
based on an analysis of the commonalties between Pali and Sanskrit texts; see 
his Introduction a t'hlstolre du Bouddhisme indieru Tome I (Paris: Imprimerie 
Royale, 1844) p;11; and abode Jong, “A Brief History” pt I, p. 73. 
25. One of the dearest brief statements regarding the “methods of philology” 
to be foundin die Buddhist Studies literature is Scytort Ruegg's in “A propos 
of a Recent Cbnbdmtkm’* p. 322. See also, J. W. de Jong, “JDe Studie van het 
BoeddhUme, Problemen an Perspeetievea” (Ihe Hague: Mouton and Co., 
1956); in English translation, “The Study of Buddhism: Problems and Per¬ 
spectives,*’ Buddhist Studies by J. W. de Jong, ed. Gregory Schopen 
(Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1979) 15-28. The difference between die 
approach of Seyfoit Ruegg and the extremist positioicbeing characterized here 
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fixed aid finely tuned scientific method; hence, there is no need for fur¬ 
ther methodological reflection.** To reconstitute the text in this way is 
to make it available in a neutral, untampered-with and pristine fashion. 
This is not only sufficient and worthwhile, it is in any case all that is 
achievable, even in principle. Once the text has been reconstituted in tills 
way, its meaning unfolds from within itself, without any need for inter¬ 
pretation. goal of scholarship is to allow texts to speak for them¬ 
selves. Scholars are not multifaceted prisms through which texts pass 
and refract. They are mirrors on which texts reflect and congeal into 
wholes. It is the text and at most its historical context that should be the 
sole concern of the scholar the enef-point of the scholarly enterprise. To 

is that the former acknowledges the validity and worth of other forms of anal¬ 
ysis not philological. It is, however, true that Seyfort Ruegg in that same 
essay (p. 322) excludes “comparative and general studies** from Tibetoiogy 
and Buddhology proper. The latter disciplines—“whose methods and *pro- 
gramme*... can in the last analysis be determined only by intrinsic criteria’* 
<p. 321)-—Me perceives as “neOesS^ prerequisttes** for, but distinct from, the 
former type of work. Moreover, Seyfort Ruegg sees philology as providing “a 
vital nucleus in this diversified fselcT (that is, in Tibetoiogy).. From this it can 
be surmised that for Seyfort Ruegg—ai least for the .Seyfort Ruegg of 1962— 
Tibetology and Buddhology proper are philological disciplines, and that these 
philological disciplines form the and core for other methodological 
approaches to Tibetan civilizatm and Buddhisnu respecUvely. A similar 

'position is held by de Jong, 'The Study ^ Buddhism” p. 16, where he sees 
philology, that is, the study of Btiddhist lilerature, as being fundamental and 

the most important source of knowledge of Buddhism. Buddhist art, 
inscriptions and coins have supplied us with useful data, but generally they 
cannot be fully understood without the support given by the texts. 
Consequently, the*study of Buddhism needs first of all to be concentrated on 
the texts which have been transmitted, and, indeed, it [Buddhist Studies} 
only made good progress after Buddhist philology had been established on a 
sound basis. 

De Jong^too, is more moderate than the extremist position being characterized 
here in that he sees other research strategies, e. g., direct contact with Buddhist 
cultures, as being necessary to an understanding of Buddhism. 
26. Consider as an example of the rhetoric of the finality of method the fol¬ 
lowing words of Nagao Gadjin, “Reflections on Tibetan. Studies in Japan” 
p. 112: “Since approximately fifty years ago, when Yamaguchi Susumu and 
others returned to Japan from study in Europe, the method of studying the 
combined Sanskril-Tibctan-Chincsc version* has been established, and is new 
generally accepted by scholars.” 
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go beyond them—and in most instances this means even considering the 
opinion of what later interpreters in *hc tradition have to say—is to go 
beyond the author's intention. U is to pollute scholarship with personal 
bias, either one’s own or those of others.*7 In the words of Clifford 
Gccrtz, the roic of the text positivist “dissolves into that of an honest bro¬ 
ker passing on the substance of things with only the most trivial of trans¬ 
action costs.”28 

Interprciivists believe that texts, though the starting point of scholar¬ 
ship, arc not ends in themselves. They maintain that interpretation 
infuses every part of humanistic scholarship, even apparently “neutral” 
tasks such as textual criticism and lexieography. There is, for the inter- 
pretivist, no escape from subjective contamination, no preinterpretive 
moment.29 interprciivists eschew the notion that there is a single achiev- 

27. What 1 am characterizing here as philological positivism is of course ~ 
closely linked to the nineteenth century hermeneutical tradition as represented 
by Schfeicrmachcr and Dilthcy (what Gadamer calls “romantic hermeneu¬ 
tics”). See Andrew P Tuck, Comparative Philosophy and the Philosophy of 
Scholarship: On the Western Interpretation of Ndgdrjsma (New York and . 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, i99G};andalso Hans-Georg Gadamer, 
Truth and Method, trans. Joel Weimheimer and Donald G. Marshal!, 2nd rev. 
edition (New York: Continuum, 1993) pi 2. 
28. peertz, Works and Lives p. 145. ~ 
29. ^An interesting analysis of the way in which scholars* subjective method¬ 
ological and theoretical presuppositions have affected their results is to be 
found in dc Jong's historiographical discussion of the Western scholarly study 
of live Buddha “legend.” in his “The Study of Buddhism.” and more exten¬ 
sively,in “A Brief History of Buddhist Studies,” he shows how the interpretive 
strategics of figures like Scnart, Kern and Oldenburg molded their conception 
of the Buddha as a mythical / historical figure. Not content simply to point 
out the variation in the perceptions concerning the Buddha, de Jong himself 
proposes a method for its resolution, namely greater reliance cm the methods 
of historical criticism; in particular, he believes that comparison to* non-Bud¬ 
dhist sources can yield the historical truths in the traditional accounts of the 
life of the Buddha. As in the former cases, it is likely that this method, rather 
than yielding new “facts” concerning the Buddha’s life, is simply reflective of 
de Jong’s own scholarly style and presuppositions. See his **The Study of 
Buddhism” pp. 25-26. Enigmatically, he ends this latter essay by claiming 
that no historical approach to the study of Buddhism is possible, “becauseJa 
the spiritual life of India the historical dimension is of much less importance 
than it is in Western civilization” (p. 26). Implicit here is the presupposition 
that Western scholarly methods employed in the study of Buddhism must 
correspond to the world view in which Buddhism existed and evolved—an 
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able text that represents an author’s original intention.30 Every move in 
the philoloeical process represents an instance of personal choice, and 
these choices have their consequences.31 Given the intensely subjective 
character .of huma^t|<p;-$cholarshipv..we.have no choice but to reflect 
methodologically on what we do, indicating to readers our theoretical 
presuppositions and providing them with reasons for why we have chosen 
certain methodological options over others. A scholar’s signature must 
appear not only on the tide page, but throughout the entire work through 
the manifest exposition of his or her subjectivity.32 

Intcrprctivists arc usually not content simply to engage in a negative 
critique of what they perceive to be the scientistic dogmas of positivists. 
They want to go further and to propose certain positive theses of their 
own. For example, intcrprctivists often wish to assert that texts, far from 
being the end-point of scholarly praxis, are the starting points for further 

almost theological stance. Leading de Jong beyond pure philology as the sole 
method, he comes to the conclusion that "the most important task for the stu¬ 
dent of Buddhism is the study of Buddhist mentality. That is why contact 
with present-day Buddhism is so irnpemant, for this will guard us against see-1 
ing the texts purely as philological material and forgetting that for the Bud- ’ 
dhist they are sacred torts Which proclaim a message of salvation” (p. 26). 
Though never rejecting the importance of philology, it is clear from this pas¬ 
sage that de long sees philology as incomplete and in need of being supple-* 
mented by other methods. How easy—and how inaccurate—it would be, on 
the basis of his other writings, to characterize de Jong, the consummate 
philologist, as a positivist. If there is one lesson to be learned from this dis¬ 
cussion it is that the positivist / interpretivist distinction I am drawing here is 
only hcuristicaily useful, ami that methodological affiliation in the real life of 
practicing scholars is a more complex phenomenon than we have access to 
using such a simplified model. 
30. For a devastating critique of the notion that the only goal of textual criti¬ 
cism is achieving a text that, represents the author’s intention, see McCann, 
The Textual Condition, ch. 3. 
31* For an actual example of the choices that confront the editor of a text, 
and of the consequences of those choices on how the text is understood, see 
McCann, The Textual Condition, ch. L Although McCann would probably 
not want to be considered an interpretivist in some senses of the term, it is 
clear from his writings that he opposes the “editor-as-technical-functionary” 
model of textual scholarship that is paradigmatic of positivism, or what he 
calls “empiricism.” 
32. As an interesting counterpoint to this view, see David Macey's characteri¬ 
zation of Foucault’s view of authorial subjectivity in The Lives Of Michel 
Foucault (New York: Pantheon Books, J993) xiv-xvi. 
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v reflection. The fact that a written text, a ritual or a work of art is (or 
was) meaningful is an indication of the fact that it can teach us broader 
lessons beyond itself: that it can, for example, be a source for developing 
more general principles, theories or laws that concern what people 
believe or hoW they behave.33 Some interpretivists would go so far as to 
claim that texts can even serve as sources of normative insight about the 
world by serving as sources for the evaluative assessment of claims con¬ 
cerning truth, beauty and human well-being.34 Given that all scholarship 
is “refractory,’\asks the interpretivist, why not admit to the creative rifle 

' of the investigator and celebrate, as it were, this creativity and freedom 
in scholarship itself? 

it should be clear from the way in which I have characterized these two 
paradigms—the positivist and interpretivist—that they are themselves 
caricatures. They are, to borrow a phrase from Max Weber, “ideal 
types” that are rarely, if ever, instantiated in real life. . For example, few 
philologists today consider their work to be completely objective35; and 
few scholars with interpretivist leanings are willing to abandon philologi¬ 
cal standards of accuracy and rigor. Hence, pure positivists and interpre- 

33. Gbllihs, Selfless Persons, sees the comparative project in which he is 
engaged, for example, as capable of illuminating our own “inherent concerns 
ami presuppositions, and perhaps the general nature of human thought {if such 
exists)” by “acting as a minor to our own thinking" (pp. 2-3). And John C. 
Holt, Buddha in the Crown: Avalokitefvara in the Buddhist Traditions of Sri 
Lanka (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), suggests that 
the process of the transformation ol religious symbols might be found in 
religious traditions other than Buddhism, so that he sees his work as 
uncovering “principles of religious assimilation generally ” I myself make an 
analogous claim about scholasticism in Buddhism and Language: A Study of 
Indo-Tibetan Scholasticism (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1994). 
34. Seyfort Ruegg, “Some Observations” p. 105, for example, sees the Bud¬ 
dhist world view as making normative contributions to ethics; see his n. 1 for 
relevant bibliography concerning tins issue. 
35. Consider Lambert Schmithausen’s remarks in Buddhism and Nature, 

. Siudia Philologica Buddhica Occasional Papers Scries VII (Tokyo: The Inter¬ 
national institute of Buddhist Studies. 1991) p. 2, sec. 2: “As * ^holar I am 
expected to deal with my subject-matter in an objective way. If this were to 
mean without emotional concern, and without a personal standpoint, l have to 
admit failure in advance.” Nonetheless, Schmitbausen makes jit clear that hav¬ 
ing a personal standpoint and being emotionally concerned does not prevent 
scholars from engaging in their task “as objectively as possible” (p. 2, sec. 
3.1). 
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tivists arc fictions, but though fictions there arc some heuristic advan¬ 
tages in considering them. Their most important function for our pur¬ 
poses is to serve as reagents that distill the attitudes of the previously 

1* mentioned stereotypes, bringing them down to their most, basic forms, in 
addition—if I may be allowed to extend the chemical analogy a little 
further—they serve as foci around which to crystallize the fundaiucuiai 
methodological issues over which buddhologists today tend to differ. 
What arc these issues? 

The necessity of methodological reflection** „ 
This has already been dealt with above to a large extent That mere are 
fundamental issues in^ the discipline that have yet to be fully explored is, 
in any ease, what much of this essay is about The need for methodolog¬ 
ical debate in a discipline comes about when there emerges a critical mass 
of scholars who perceive themselves as engaging in research strategies 

r '■ that are substamivclydifferent from these that preceded them. This leads 
them to formulate their new method in mote precise terms, distinguish¬ 
ing it, from what came before; ulfimaisJy* it leads them to question the 
previous paradigm’s hegemony, validity or both.37 ~ 

r Those familiar with the work oT Ttom 
wrongly* that l am here predicting oi advocating some kind of paradigm 

f shift in Buddhist Studies, it is net-my intention* however^to forecast. 
* much less*to argue fer^ an end to philology as a mode of scholarship.38 
i This essay is rather a call for conversation and mutual understanding 

between different-views on key issues that I perceiveto be representative 
of different styles of contemporary scholarly praxisv Not to engage in 
methodological reflection and debate at this point, however, could indeed 
polarize the field, whether or net this inevitably results in a paradigm 
shift. In general. However, I do not believe that the Kuhnian model for 

36. This is not, strictly speaking, a methodological, but rather a theoretical 
(or meta-methodological), issue. It is a claim about methodology (that it 
needs So be more fully discussed) rather than an issue in methodology proper. 
37. To question the hegemony of a previous paradigm is to demand a voice 
alongside the latter; to question its validity is to demand an end to the previous 
mode of scholarly praxis altogether. - — - 
38. Indeed, I have argued in print for the importance of textual studies, and 
for thc-fact that methodological speculation should occur alongside such stud¬ 
ies and not replace them. See my “On Retreating to Method and Other Post¬ 
modern Turns: A Response to C. W. Huntington,** Journal of the International 
Association of Buddhist Studies 15.1 (1992): 134-144. 
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change within disciplines—essentially agonistic, one inode of discourse 
defeating another—is the only viable one. An alternative is the critical- 
dialogical model I am setting forth here, the result of which is not the 
wholesale triumph of one view over another, but the mutual, albeit criti¬ 
cal, understanding of perspectives. 

The question of objectivity 
At a previous meeting of the International Association of Buddhist Stud¬ 
ies in Paris I had the great fortune to have dined with a one of those rare 
colleagues who holds close to a positivist view on the issue of objectivity. 
In his characterization Of it, it Went something like this. In working with 
a Buddhist (or indeed any kind of classical) text, scholars can and should 
be devoid of—Or rather, since this is something that must be cultivated, 
“void themselves of’—all bias and prejudice, allowing the text to speak 
for itself. This critical distance, though difficult to achieve, is attainable 
through training ami sustained effort. The result is the total eradication 
of all subjective elements in thescholarly eriterjpdse^^^ 
“the disinterested observer, wherein one strives to bracket one's own 
opinions and agendas^and apf&^ historicaf criGcTsm?*10 
This is essential if scholarshipisbe^scicniifically sound. ..Religious 
commitment to the. text one is studying necessarily ciqui; judgment and 
prevents- the scholar from achieving.the kind of neutrality that is neces¬ 
sary to presenting the text as it was originally written and understood. *»: 
When confronted with difficult philological decisions—for example, key 
textual emendations or questions of authorship that run counter to the 
doctrines of the tradition—allegiance to the religious world view one is 
investigating prevents Uic scholar with a faith commitment from making 
the appropriate decision.41 Therefore, Buddhists can never achieve the 
kind of pure objectivity that is called for in scholarly research on Bud- 

39. See, e. g., Foulk, “Issues in the Field of East Asian Buddhist Studies’* 
p. 173. An attempt to come to terms with and to dispel some of the prejudices 
that have infiltrated die field of Indian Studies is found in Johannes 
Bronkhorst, “L’lndianisme ct les prejuges occidcntaux,” Emdes de Leitres 
(Lausanne) (April / June 1989): 119-136. 
40. On some of die tensions between.being Buddhist and studying Buddhism 
in a Japanese context sec Foulk, “Issues in the Fieid of East Asian Buddhist 
Studies” pp. 106-108. See also Paul J. Griffiths* caricature of the Buddhist 
buddhologisi in “Buddhist Hybrid English” pp. 21-22. 
41. See Paul Griffith’s remarks in his review of Schmithauscn's Alayavijnana, 

P ^ 
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dhist texts.42 For this same reason scholars should refrain from relying 
on "native informants,” lest scholarship become tainted by the bias that is 
endemic to traditional exegesis.4* As a corollary, the study of the mod¬ 
ern spoken languages of Asia, if necessary at all, are to be given low 
priority. 

At the other end of the spectrum from this view is what we might call 
the hyper-subjectivist or constructionist position. It claims that a scho¬ 
lar's own subjectivity infiltrates eveiy aspect of his or her work. Texts 
cannot speak for themselves because they do not exist objectively. It is 
the reader that creates or constructs a text in the very act of reading. 
Versions of this view are to be found in the writings of Paul De Man,44 
and more recently in a book by Jerome McGann.45 A text exists only in 
the act of reading, and when scholars read a text, they do not glean an 
author's-intention, but, as it were, only their own. Rather than a scholar 
being a mirror that reflects an author’s original intention, it is the text 
that serves as a mirror for the scholars' own concerns: their personal and 
social situation. Objectivity is a myth, as is the notion of a set of stan¬ 
dards or criteria on the basis of which to arbitrate between competing 
interpretations. In De Man's words, "(reading] is an act of understanding \ 
that can never be observed, nor m my way prescribed or verified.**4* f 

42. It is sometimes maintained, as a corollary to this view, that even the mere 
exposure to living traditions is enough to contaminate the scholar's judgment, 
and should therefore be avoided. 
43. It is interesting to note that despite the fact that Japanese Buddhist Studies 
has inherited many of the positivistic tendencies of its European counterpart, 
the Japanese do not exhibit this allergy to contact with the cultures they study. 
Tibetan Buddhist Studies injapan, for example, began with the travels of 
Japanesc scholars to Tibet; and Nagao Gadjin marks 1961, the year when three 
Tibetan informants came toJapan, as a turning point in Tibetan Studies in that 
country. See his "Reflections on Tibetan Studies in Japan," Acta Asiatica: 
Bulletin of the Institute of Eastern Culture 29 (1975): 107-128. See also 
Matsumoto, Tibetan Studies in Japan p. 10. 
44. See.for example, De Man, "The Rhetoric of Blindness.** 
45. Jerome J. McGann, The Textual Condition. McCann’s version of textu- 
ality diners from De Man's in dial it is less idealist and more materialist, 
emphasizing the social and historical dimensions of the act of reading/ Both 
thcoristt, however, fall into the constructionist camp. 
46. "The Rhetoric of Blindness" p. 107. Fbr McGann (7fce Textual Cohdkiori 
p. 10) the fact of interpretational variety is due not only to the situational 
diversity of readers, but is something that inheres within texts themselves. 
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The true subjectivist is a relativist47 
My purpose here, and in this paper as whole, is not to suggest a resolu¬ 

tion to the question of objectivity, or even a direction for a critical dia¬ 
logue on this or other issues. This is of course impossible both to predict 
and to prescribe. It is something that will instead evolve in response to 
the interests and needs of scholars. My goal is simply to point out that 
methodological differences on this question (and the others that follow) 
do exist, and to suggest that their discussion is an essential part of the 
critical dialogue on method thai is needed in the discipline. * 

Interpretation and creativity 

To consider fully the disciplinarity of a field like Buddhist Studies, which 
this paper does not purport tc do, requires an investigation of its intellec¬ 
tual sociology. What social processes are involved in becoming 
employed as a buddhologist, in the granting of tenure and in the making 
of reputations? What books and articles get published and how is this 
decided? How are students supported and trained48? In brief, what cri¬ 
teria arc operative in deciding what constitutes knowledge, and how is 
this knowledge institutionally transmitted and disseminated, and tc 
whom? These issues are too complex to treat here in their entirety. It is 
however possible to use the discussion of interpretation and creativity as 
a venue—or perhaps "excuse"—for examining one somewhat contained 
issue: the nature of acceptable research.4* Guidelines—usually implicit— 

47. A critique of the notion of the objectivism implicit in Western scholarship 
on Nygarjuna is to be found in Tuck, Comparative Philosophy. Though not as 
radical as the position outlined here, and though rhetorically repudiating rela¬ 
tivism, Tuck’s view that all reading is tsogetieal leaves one with the impres¬ 
sion that the various Western interpretations of Nftg&quna that he analyzes are 
solely the result of the relative paradigmatic and psychological "site" of vari¬ 
ous scholars, making him effectively a relativist.* See also Johannes 
Bronkhorst’s review fand criticism) of Tuck on this very issue, "On the 
Method of Interpreting Philosophical Sanskrit Texts," Aslatische Studien / 
Etudes Asiatiques 67.3 (1993): 501-511, though it might be argued that 
Bronkhorst's rejection of the fact that knowledge is culturally embedded in 
fact goes too far, risking a fall into the extreme of positivism. 

May’s, "feudes Bouddhiques" is dedicated in large part to setting forth 
principles along the lines of which the training of students should be based. 
49. An interesting attempt to prescribe what constitutes valid research, or in 
his words, "true progress of Tibetan Buddhist studies as a highly developed 
field of scholarly inquiry," is Michel Stockmann's bibliographical article, "A 
Survey of Tibetan Buddhist Studies," Eastern Buddhist 10.1 (May, 1977): 
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In theological discourse the authorial subject speaks or writes from 

within a specific religious world view; that is* theological authors explic¬ 

itly situate themselves within a specific tradition. In its standard form, 

Buddhist theology presupposes—or, alternatively, argues for—the valid¬ 
ity of the doctrinal claims of Buddhism,57 the value and significance of 

its art58 and/or the efficacy of its practices; it alsb utilizes these as the 
essential raw materials of the discourse itself. Theological discourse need 

' value of doctrinal, more broadly religious, aesthetic or methodological claims. 
Normative discourse can then be. further subdivided in terms of where autho¬ 
rial subjects situate themselves in such discussions: it is theological when 
authors 'locate'themselves within a religious tradition, and philosophical when 
they either locate themselves outside of a specific religious world view dr are 
rhetorically neutral oh their reiigit»ls location; Methodological reflection then 
becomes a specific kind of philosophical discourse that instead of focusing on 

primary Buddhist artifacts (doctrines? rituals.-art.-etc.) focuses on second- 
order issues pertaining to how these artifacts are to be studied. But again, the 
distinctions between the three modes of discourse is not always clear-cut. And 
it is frequently the case that a single work wiil shift between these different 
modes/ A good example of this is a recentwork of Anne C Klein, Meeting 
ihc Crca* Mm Queen: Buddhists, Feminists.and the Art of the Seif (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1995), in whichshe is self-consciously engaged in both 
methodological and theological reflection. Another example is Lambert 
Schmiihauscn’s Buddhism and Nature. Though principally a philological and 
historical work, whose goal it is to “describe and analyze, as objectively as 
possible, the attitude of the Buddhist tradition toward nature” (p. 2, sec. 3.1, 
my emphasis), there are definite normative dimensions to Schmithauscn’s 
work, in that he sec $ Buddhist speculation on nature as contributing to the dis¬ 
cussion of the contemporary problem of environmental destruction and pollu¬ 
tion. Schmithauscn also sees another goal of his work to be that of making 
"contemporary Buddhists aware of the multifacetedness and ambivalence of 
their tradition in order to have them lay stress, consciously, on those strands 
which favor a positive attitude toward nature consonant with present day 
requirements” (p. 56, sec. 63.1). 
57. Sec, for example, Gunapala Dhiu maslri, A Buddhist Critique of the 
Christian Concept of God (Antioch, CA: Golden Leavs, 1988 trpt]). 
58. Sec Marilyn M. Rhic and Robert A. F. Thurman, Wisdom and Compas¬ 
sion; The Sacred Art of Tibet (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1991). A critical 
review of the work exists in David Jackson’s “Appropos n Recent Tibetan Art 
Catalogue,” Wiener Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde sudasiens und Archivfiirindische 
Philosophic, Band 37 (1993): 109-130. The latter is in many ways a critique 
of the former’s—sometimes overt, sometimes^ unacknowledged—theological 
(Jackson calls them “Gcluk-ccntric” and “thbccratic”), myth-creating and 
idealizing agenda. 
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not always be dogmatic, however, since it sometimes engages doctrines 

and practices in critical ways59; but whether dogmatic or critical, theol¬ 

ogy situates itself within a particular religious perspective.** 

In contrast to theology, philosophical discourse does not situate itself 
within, say. the Buddhist tradition. Though concerned with the norm¬ 

ative evaluation of Buddhism, it is not grounded in a specifically Bud¬ 

dhist religious world view.61 Finally, methodological discourse too can 

be normative. When it is so, it can be situated either within*? or out - 

side*3 of a specific Buddhist religious world view, and rather than taking 

specific Buddhist artifacts (doctrines, rituals, etc.) as its direct subject 

matter, it is instead chiefly concerned with the assessment of options in 

theirstudy.*4 

59. The work of Hakamaya Noriaki and Matsumote Shire might be consid¬ 
ered paradigmatic of what l am here calling critical Buddhist theology. See 
Jamie Hubbard. and Paul L. Swanson, cds.* Critical Buddhism: A: Critical 
Appraisal, a forthcoming anthology and study of tlie wotk of these two fig¬ 
ures. N. David Eckel’s somewhat ambiguous remarks in ”The Ghost at the 
Table: On the Study of Buddhism and the Study of Religion/ Journal ef the... 

£ American .academy of Religion B2A {i994)i 1099, might be interpreted as a 
call for the possibility of a critical Buddhist theology situated in the academy, 
6(XU is conceivable, however, that such a perspective be non-Buddhist. A 
critique of Buddhism that situates itself within a Christian perspective is" 
equally theological. See, for example, Steve Odin, Process Metaphysics and 
Hua-yen Buddhism: A Critical Study of Mutual Penetration vs. Interpenetra¬ 
tion (Albany: bUNY Press, 1982). 
61. Exemplary of this approach is the work of Paul Griffiths; sec his On 
Being Mindless: Buddhist Meditation and the Mitul-Body Problem (La Salle, 
II.: Open Court, 1986), and An Apology for Apologetics: A Study in the Logic 
of Interreligious Discourse (Maryknoll, N. Y.: Orbis Books, 1991). 
62. Sec Rita M. Gross, Buddhism After Patriarchy: A Feminist History, Anal¬ 
ysis and Reconstruction of Buddhism (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 1993); and Anne Carolyn Klein, Meeting the Great Bliss Queen: Bud- 
djiists. Feminists and the Art of the Self (Boston: Beacon Press, 1995). 
63/Sce, for example, Tuck, Comparative Philosophy. 
64. Although the set of distinctions I have drawn hoe between theology, phi¬ 
losophy and methodology represents one way of conceptualizing the differ¬ 
ences between these three modes of discourse, it is not the only one. Christian 
theologians have discussed this issue for some time—in the context of the 
debate concerning whether or not theology belongs in the secular academy, to 
cite just one example. As all three of these underrepresented forms of dis¬ 
course become more prevalent in Buddhist Studies, as I think they will, wc 
w^ul4 do well to consider the latter literature in a serious manner. 

A iirv. ■ 
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To summarize, from the positivist point of view, normative forms of 
J::;ccu::e —like the three just outlined—tail outside of the scope of Bud¬ 
dhist Studies. From the interpretivist perspective, on the other hand, 
there docs-exist urplace within die academy for these modes of analysis.65 
Normative forms of discourse are paradigmatic examples of creative 
scholarship in that they use texts as points of departure for the investiga¬ 
tion of broader issues—issues such as the truth or falsity of various 
claims, or their implications. 

\ .... r-4 

The question of the author's original intention 

An ancient Buddhist painting, now in a museum, is “restored” using the 
latest technology; a ritual never before performed in public is enacted 
before cameras so that the scholar may film it and preserve it “before the 
tradition is lost”; the textual scholar publishes the definitive critical edi¬ 
tion of a tantric manuscript based on all known recensions and utilizing 
all known fragments. Do we have in these various enterprises the preser¬ 
vation and presentation of the various authors9 original intentions? The 
question is not so easily answered. As the narrator in one of Guenthcri 
Grass’s recent books says, there is the finest of lines between restoration 
and forgery. 

The positivist will want to^jisuc Uiat cvcry text has a single definitive 
and final meaning, and that this represents the author’s original intention. 
Recapturing this is the goal of textual scholarship. Interpretivists will 
respond variously. Some will want to repudiate the notion of authorial 
intention altogether. What authors intend, if they intend anything at all, 
is rarely static and monothetic: authors frequently change their minds, 
even in the veiy process of writing* And even if authorial intention were 
capturable in principle, it is doubtful whether an academic, scholarly 
format of presentation is what Buddhist authors had in mind. The repu¬ 
diation of authorial intention will be seen by some pessimistically—we 
are forever doomed to living within the closed world of our own inter¬ 
pretations; and by others optimistically—this gives us license to manipu¬ 
late texts in creative ways. Interpretivists of another ilk will want to 
grant the possibility of multiple interpretations, while rejecting the notion 
that anything goes. For the latter there must exist ways to arbitrate 

65. Of course classical Buddhist texts are themselves theological in, their 
mode of discourse. Contemporary examples by Western scholars are more 
difficult to identify. Some of the writings of Anne Klein, Stephen Batchelor, 
Robert Thurman, and Rita Gross come to mind. 
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between competing interpretations; here authorial intention may be one 
though not the only, factor in judging adequacy. 

In principle, a critical dialogue on authorial intention could of course 
lead to some kind of resolution or consensus on the issue; but, as with 
most complex issues of method, if this occurs at all it will most likely 
occur only locally—in the context of individual self-contained conversa¬ 
tions. But the point of a critical dialogue on questions of method is nor 
of course to reach final and universal consensus. Rather, it is to con¬ 
verse, and in so doing to clarify our own and others* positions on impor¬ 
tant issues, for ourselves and others. 

Beyond written texts 

it is interesting that disciplines that pride themselves on critical distance 
from their object of study often implicitly incorporate many of its 
assumptions and presuppositions without being aware of the fact that this 
is the case. Buddhist Studies is no exception here, uncritically recapitu¬ 
lating in its scholarly literature many traditional Buddhist presupposi¬ 
tions.66 Nowhere is this more evident than in the discij^ihe’s f^cus on 
the written, doctrinal text as the principal object of iiivesfigation.67 This 

66. In Indian / Tibetan Buddhist Studies a prime example is to be found m 
the adoption of the fourfold siddhdnta schema as an explanatory mechanism. 
In die academic study of Indian philosophy the same can be said to be true of 
die classical “six systems” On the fonner see my ’The Canonization of Phi- 
kwophy and the Rhetoric of Siddh&nta in Tibetan Buddhism,” Buddha Nature: 
A Festschrift in Honor of Minoru Kiyota, eds. Paul J. Griffiths and John P. 
Keenan (San Francisco: Buddhist Books International, 1990) 7-26; and on the 
implications of adopting the six dariana framework as normative see Tuck, 
Comparative Philosophy pp. 16-30. Stockmann, “A Survey of Tibetan Bud¬ 
dhist Studies” pp. 140-141, -discusses the implications of Western scholars 
uncritically adopting a fourfold division of the Tantras as found in later tradi¬ 
tional exegesis. Foutk, “Issues in the Field of Ehst Asian Buddhist Studies” 
p. 108, speaks of the recapitulation in Western scholarship of sectarian 
Japanese interests, and (p. 113) of the ways in which “conclusions reached in 
Japanese Buddhist theology are carried over into ostensibly critical Western 
scholarship without being recognized and tagged as coming from a normative 
tradition”; see also pp. 136 and 145 of that same essay for yet other examples 
of the phenomenon bring described here. 
67. That the written text is not an entity that can be isolated and considered 
Kparate from other semiotic forms is a point that was made as early as P. 
Msu's classic study, Barabudur. More recently, the same point has been made 
by Steven Collins and Gregory Schopen (see note 3). 
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emphasis on the conceptual, chirographic and doctrinal seems to be in 
large part inherited from monastic Buddhism itself, where we often find 
a rhetoric that emphasizes the study of texts and the doctrines found in 
them over the study of other semiotic forms* Be that as it may, it is 
indisputable that written texts and the doctrines they teach have received 
a disproporuonate tilom^bf attention in the scholarly literature of the 
field. There may be good scholarly reasons for this, but these will have 
to be given, and no longer simply assumed, in the critical dialogue on 
method that f envision. This is especially true given the fact that critics 
have, from within the discipline itself, begun to challenge what they per¬ 
ceive to be the monopolization of the field by the written text, and. espe¬ 
cially by doctrinally oriented scholarship.** There is today a call for the 
increased investigation of alternative semiotic forms—oral and vernacu¬ 
lar traditions,** epigraphy,70 ritual,71 patterns of social and institutional 

68. It is no accident, for example, mat when L W. de Jong wrote his master¬ 
ful “A Brief Historyof Buddhist Studies in Europe and America/* he should 
luve put the “m&oi emphasis *, . on philological studies.1* 
69. Recently, Anne C. Kiein has explored the importance of "oral genres1* in 
onosehool of Tibetan Buddhism in her path Jo ihe Middle: Oral Madhymnike 
Philosophy in Tibet, the Spoken Scholarship of Kensur Yes hey Tupden 
(AU/aiiy : State University of New York Press, 1994). On the rise and fall of 
vernacular texts of the TheravSda tradition as the objects cf European schol¬ 
arly study MRoads Taken and Hof Taken in the Study cf, 
Thcravada Bdd^uism?Tn Donald S. Lopez. ed.t Curators of the Buddha. 
7C. See note 3. : ^ '; 
71. What Miches Sirickmann sees sis essential to the understanding of the 
Buddhist Tantras, others have seen as essential to Buddhist Studies as a whole. 
“To make their bare bones live will require a powerful supplement drawn 
from both Tibetan scholastic and ritual literature and from direct observation 
(or, indeed, participation^ Until Tibetan philology has been durably wed to 
Mercury in a series of such studies, it would be unwise to imagine that we 
understand the real import of the later Tantras.” MA Survey of Tibetan Bud¬ 
dhist Studies,” Eastern Buddhist 10.1 (May, 1977): 139; see also p. 141, 
where he sees the study of iconography as essential to an understanding of the 
Tamric tradition. On the importance of ritual in Cfifab BuddhismseeRobert 
H. Sharf, ‘The Idolization of Enlightenment: On the Mummification of Ch’an 
Masters in Medieval Chuti^ Hbtory of Religions 32-1 (1992): 1-31; and T. 
Griffith Foulk and Robert H, Sharf, “On the Ritual Use of Ch'an Portraiture 
in Medieval China/* Cahiers d'Extreme-Asic 7 (1993-94); 149-219. 
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evolution,72 gender,73 lay and folk traditions,74 art, arch: cology and 
architecture. Moreover, many of the critics who push for greater schol¬ 
arly emphasis on tne nondoctrinal are asking for more than merely a 
voice, since part of the critique is that the study of alternative semiotic 
forms directly impinges on, and challenges, the validity of the strictly 
chirographic-doctrinal paradigm. The claim is not simply that the inves¬ 
tigation of other semiotic forms should exist alongside the study of doc¬ 
trine as it is found in written texts, but that doctrine itself cannot be full) 
understood independently of culture in the broad sense of the term.7: 
The critique is really a call for greater balance and holism within the 
field; it is not only a demand that equal recognition be given to new areas 
of research, bul-a call for an integrated and mutually interpenetrating 
research program aimed at the understanding of Buddhism as a multi 
faceted entity. It is, in effect, a critique of methodological isolationism.7* 

72. Sec note 3; also, Haliiscy, “Roads Taken and Not Taken” p. 51. 
73. Se** note 79. 
74. Consider ihc words of the anthropologist Stan Mumford, Himalayan Dm 
Ipgue: TibekmdJstnas and Caning- -Shafnansdn Nepal {Madison: The Univei 
sity of Wisconsin Press, 1989): ‘‘Tibetan Lamaism, as one of the world’s gita 
ritual traditions, could then be understood as a process that emerges througf 
dialogue with the more ancient folk layer that it confronts, rather than as 
completed cultural entity represented in the texts” (p. 2); or again, “The tex 
tual language ... cannot determine the meaning cf these rites. Each time the 
arc enacted or commented upon they incorporate traces of local folk con 
sciousness that arc embedded in the lived experience of the valley” (p. 12 
See also, S. J. Tambiah, The Buddhist Saints of the Forest and the Cult * 
Amulets, Cambridge Studies in Social Anthropology 49 (Cambridge " 
Cambridge University Press, 1984); Richard Gombrich and Gan anal 
Qbeycsekere, Buddhism Transformed: Religious Change in Sri Lank 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988), and the review of the latter b 
Vijitha Rajapaksc, Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studh / 
13.2* 139-151; George D. Bond, The Buddhist Revival in Sri Lanka: Religiou » 

.* Tradition, Reinterpretation and Response (Columbia, S. C.: University t j 
South Carolina Press, 1988). ,- ... 

‘ 75. For a description of what such a holisd(^appgoackjnighfcieok 4tko4n 
study of “a single temple or monastic complex,” see Michel Strickmann, *\ 
Survey pf Tibetan Buddhist Studies” p. 142. 
76. For a discussion of this issue in regard to Tibetan Buddhist philosophic 
studies see my “On the sGra pa Shes rah rin chen pa'i rtsod fan of Pan chc 
bLo bzang chos rgyan ” Asiatische Studien i ttudes Astatiques 49.4 (1995). 
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The relationship of Buddhist Studies to the larger academic community 

2n much contemporary critical literature in the field we increasingly find 
Buddhology characterized as a provincial discipline—ignorant of emerg¬ 
ing theoretical developments in related Helds, and reluctant to enter into 
conversation even with the most natural of dialogue partners (e. g., 
Indology, Sinology etc.). The perceived isolationist tendencies of the 
discipline are seen as fostering a kind of intellectual hermeticism that 
makes buddhological scholarship increasingly less relevant to the larger 
academic community. Two types of remedies are called for. On the one 
hand, we find a call for greater cultural contextualization, where the 
objects of study of the field (written texts, institutions, art, rituals .etc.) 
arc investigated not only against a particular Buddhist background; but 
vis a vis the larger cultural context in which those objects—and Bud¬ 
dhism itself—exist; hence, for example, the attempt to consider classic, 
questions of Chinese Buddhism in the broader context of Chinese intel- 

,. lectual history,77 or the attempt on the part of anthropologists to situate 
Buddhism as “part of a large social and cultural system.”7* ^ 

On the other hand, we find in the recent critical literature an insistence 
on the fact that buddhologists need to become more conversant with the¬ 
ories, methods and forms of an^^is curient in the academy. This has 
led to studies (and to calls for studies) that emphasize, for example, com¬ 
parative, cross-cultural analysis 79 feminist criticism,80 deconstruction,81 

77. Sec Peter N. Qtcgcry, cd., Sudden and Gradual; Approaches to Enlight¬ 
enment fa Chinese Thought* Kiuoda Institute Studies in East Asian Buddhism 
5 (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1987); and the review by Foulk, 
“Issues in the Field of East Asian Buddhist Studies.** Bernard Faurc, La 
volonti d'othodoxie dans le bouddhisme chinois (Paris: Editions du CNRS, 
1988) 11, also secs the importance of Mplacing Ch'an in its political-religious 
context,” of discussing its relationship with other Buddhist schools, and “with 
other currents in Chinese religions** (my trans.), although the latter gets dealt 
jtoth only marginally by him in that particular work. See also Richard 

S/Oombrich, “Recovering the Buddha's message," in Ruegg and Schmithausen, 
eds., Earliest Madhyamaka p. 20. 
78. Anthropologic have in fact emphasized this direction in scholarship 

# early on. See, for example. Manning Nash, et al.. Anthropological Studies in 
* * Theravada Buddhism* Cultural Report Series 13 (New Haven: Yale University 

Southeast Asia Area Studies, 1966). For a more recent study that attempts to 
do this in the Tibetan cultural area see Stan Mumford, Himalayan Dialogue. 
79. Much of this work is to be found in the area of comparative philosophy 
in, for example, the pages of Philosophy East and West. Sec also the volumes 
in the recent scries from SUNY Press, Toward a Comparative Philosophy of 
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and literary criticism.87 To give heed to these trends in the broader intel¬ 
lectual sphere is seen as being profitable to Buddhist Studies in two ways. 
Intellectually, it is said to bring life to the discipline by suggesting new 
problems, and new perspectives on old ones; it is also said to give the 
discipline a voice in current debates and ultimately to help the field by 
demonstrating that the data from Buddhist cultures is relevant to the con - 
versations that are taking place in the broader intellectual community. 

The views just outlined clearly emerge out of an interpretivist frame¬ 
work. The positivist response to this kind of scholarship is that it is fad¬ 
dish and that it dilutes die scholarly worth of the discipline. It is suffi¬ 
ciently difficult to gain the expertise necessary to engage in sound schol¬ 
arship on Buddhist texts, and to impart that knowledge, without requiring 
of the buddhologist forays into new and unproven areas of investigation. 
Given that buddhological expertise confined to a narrow geographical 

Religion. Other works with this emphasis include Chrjs Qudrnunsen, 
Wittgenstein and Buddhism (New York: Harper and Row, 1977); C. W 
Huntington’s introduction io The Emptiness of Emptiness; Robert A F. 
Thurman’s introduction to Tsong kha pa *s Speech of GoM in the Ess 
True Eloquence (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984); and Steven 
Collins, Selfless Persons* r i . 
80. See the work of Anne Carolyn Klein, Diana Paul, Nancy Schuster, and 
Rita Gross; for more complete bibliographical references see the volume of 

essays edited by me. Buddhism* Sexuality and Gender (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1992). 
81. See Anne Carolyn Klein, Meeting the Great Bliss Queen* Roger Jackson, 

^Matching Concepts: Dcconstructionist and Foundationalist Tendencies in 
V Buddhist Thought,** Journal of the American Academy of Religion 52.3 
V>U989): 561-589; Bernard Faurc, The Rhetoric of Immediacy (Princeton: 
^ Princeton University Press, 1991). 

82. The methods of literary criticism are implicit in a variety of studies that 
employ and analyze categories such as orality, narradvity and rhetoric. In 
addition to previous references (Klein and Fame) see also Paula Rich man, 
“Gender and Posuasion: The Portrayal of Beauty, Anguish and Nurturance in 
an Account of a Tamil Nun,** and Miriam JL. Levering, “Un-chi (Ririzai). 

\f Ch’an and Gender: The Rhetoric of Equality and the Rhetoric of Heroism,** in 
Jos6 Ignacio Cabczda. cd., Buddhism* Sexuality and Gender* also Robert E. 
Buswcll, Jr.. “The ‘Short Cut* Approach of K'an-hua Meditation: The Evolu- 

./tion of a Practical Subitism in Chinese Ch’an Buddhism,** in Peter N. 
V Gregory, cd.. Sudden end Gradual. Stan Muraford’s Himalayan Dialogue 

relies heavily on the work of the Russian literary theorist Mikhail Bakhtin. 
See also William R. LaFIcur, The Karma of Words: Buddhism and the Arts in 
Medieval Japan (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986). 
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area and lime period is already pushing human limits to the extreme* how 

can we expect worthwhile scholarship to emerge from the pens of bud- 

dhologists who attempt broader forms even of intracultura! contextual- 

i/ation* not to speak of cross-cultural comparative analysis. Underlying 
these generally pragmatic arguments however, is the positivist's general 

skepticism concerning methodological novelty* Even if they were to 

accede to the practical possibility of these forms of analysis* positivists 

would reject them on principle, for interpretive methodologies of this 

kind distort the objects being studied, forcing them into preconceived 

theoretical molds. Moreover, what is so truly creative and original, asks 

the positivist* about appropriating the theories developed in other disci¬ 
plines to buddhological ends? Is this not a form of methodological para- 

* sitism that shows little by way of innovation? If capitulation to the cur¬ 

rent fads in theory is the price of admission into the broader conversa¬ 
tion* then perhaps better to send one’s regrets. 

Politics andthe study :zf Buddhism " * ~ • 

In addition to the challenges already mentioned* there has emerged in 

recent years another category of criticism' not yet discussed,, one that 
insists on the fact that politics (and* perhaps more generally, the analysis 

of power) is relevant to the study of Buddhism a variety of ways. 
Most of these works are founded on one or both of the following 

methodological presuppositions: (I) that cultures are political entities, 
and (2) cliat scholarship (for example,thescholarship that takes a Bud¬ 

dhist culture as its object) is never politically neutral* either in its consti¬ 

tution or in its repercussions. The scholarly study of another culture—or 

of a specific aspect within a cuiiurc, c. g.t Buddhism—should therefore 

(a) take into account ‘‘the features of asymmetry, inequality and domina¬ 

tion’*83 that exist withfn that culture, (b) reflect on the fact that the schol¬ 

ar’s work is affected by the power differential that exists between the two 

societies interacting (that of scholars and that of the society that is the 

object of their study), and (c) become aware of the fact that scholarship 

can itself affect subsequent societal attitudes and political policies.84 

83. Sherry B. Ortner, High Religion: A Cultural and Political History of 
Sherpa Buddhism (Princeton: Princeton University Press* 1989) 12. 
84. In this regard it is no accident that the first lines of Stan Mumford’s 
Himalayan Dialogue should read* “A Highly reflexive mode of rv;!tu.cl inter¬ 
pretation is emerging, as cultural anthropologists jeepgnize^the impact they 
have on the societies they study and in turn find themselves teing transformed 
internally by their informants” (p. 11). v;,»bo • *' , 
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Although the implications of this form of analysis are only now just 
beginning to be felt in Buddhist Studies,85 its impact has had tremen¬ 
dous—and often devastating—consequences in oilier fields of study.86 
Like the study of most of Asia, the academic study of Buddhism as we 
know it is the heritage of a colonialist and missionary past. These activi¬ 
ties have utilized scholarship as a means of consolidating power over 
other peoples, and although scholarly praxis has come a long way since 
the time when it was an overt instrument of such activities* critical theo¬ 
rists of the political sort often maintain that scholarly analysis continues 
to recapitulate its colonialist past. Some would go so far as to claim that 
it can never fully be divested of this heritage. 

The nature of the relationship between a scholar and the culture that he 
or she studies may be different today* but economic and political power 
gradients still exist, and these must be taken into account in the very act 
of scholarly analysis. Scholarship in its widest sense (including admis¬ 
sion to* or exclusion from* scholarly organizations; the publication and 
dissemination of information about religious liberty * or Jack of it, etc.) 
can have tremendous consequences in the socio-political realm. Scholar¬ 
ship is a powerful mode of legitimation that can influence political 
events. At the same time, political institutions influence scholarship: by 
granting or refusing visas, allocating or withholding research funds* and 
SO forth. • : "~v~ "• " < — 

~ in short* the critiques of colonialism* neocolonialism, orientalism* and 
those that explore more broadly the relationship between power and 
knowledge, are beginning to challenge Buddhist Studies in new ways. If 
their claims are valid* it will mean net only reassessing the present of the 
field in terms of its political past, but also considering the future moral 
implications of its present. 

As is the case with other fields, the response of buddhoiogists to such a 
challenge will undoubtedly vary. Some will maintain that socio-political 
analysis of this sort is reductionist^. In its preoccupation with power 
and control as motivating forces, it leaves no room for other human 
motivations* and in any case denies in a naive fashion die possibility of 

85. Sec Lopez, cd.* Curators of the Buddha; Christopher .Qt&en and Sally 
King, eds.,Engaged Buddhism (Albany: SUNY Press, forthcoming); T. 
Tillemans, “Oil va la Philologic Bouddhique?” forthcoming in Etudes de Let- 
tres (Lausanne). 
86. Consider the way in which Edward Said's Orientalism (London: 
Routiedge and Kegan Paul, 1978) has already affected fields like contempo- 
niiy Indian and Islamic Studies* for example. 
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objectivity. Others will maintain that politics has no place in the 
academy; that scholars simply report what is true. Scholarship may be 
used for political ends, but that is beyond the control of scholars; and in 
any ease, is it not better that political bodies give support to and utilize 
fact rather than propagandist fiction? 

Conclusion 

What 1 have just described arc some of the issues around which the criti¬ 
cal dialogue on method will, I believe, take place. This list, however, is 
more impressionistic than complete. As I have already mentioned, it is 
of course impossible to predict, much less to prescribe, the agenda of this 
conversation or the turns that it will take. The issues and their rcsolu - 
tions (if any) arc not predetermined. It is for this reason that I have 
refrained from couching the above discussion in a rhetoric that makes it 
appear as though the answers are there on the surface, just waiting to be 
hAd. I do not believe this to be so, and although I myself have formed 
some rather strong opinions in regard to many of these questions—some¬ 
thing that has probably not gone unnoticed—-1 still remain baffled £y 
others. Moreover, if I have chosen to frame these issuesusmg extremist 
positivist and interpretivist views as foiis, it is because (a) in the emerg¬ 
ing critical literature in the field there already exists a tendency to char¬ 
acterize each other's positions in these ways; (b) many of these character¬ 
izations arc the result of the ways in which we caricature and stereotype 
each other; and (c) the use of extremes to frame issues is heuristically 
useful, a vciy Buddhist device. If 1 have not opted for the Buddhist solu¬ 
tion—by suggesting that the middle way is the way to go in each of these 
cases—it is because I believe these issues are complex enough that they 
arc unamenable to moderate, middle-way types of solutions in all cases. 
Be that as it may, this is something that only future conversation itself 
can determine. But as Bakhtin has noted, a conversation can begin only 
when a monologue has ended, and so! end mine here with the hope that 
whether or not everything I have said is true, it is nonetheless 
provocative enough to act as the impetus for such a conversation. 



Morality in the Visuddkimagga 

by Damien Keown 

This paper is intended as an explanatory analysis and summary 
of Buddhaghosa's discussion of si'In in Part One of the Vismldhi- 

Migga. It was produced originally for myown use hut l hope it 

may be of some.-benefit to those who, like myself, found Budd¬ 
haghosa's layout and discussion of the ..subject, cltfUcts!! lo jxme- 
irate. I have commented only on those points which seemed to 

me to be of interest, and do not dwell on every section, since 

there is much tliat can be passed over wiifault comment. 
l'he Vi\ittldhimagga contains the longest sustained.-analysis 

of slid to be found within the Small Vehicle. U is divided into 

three parts, one cad: devoted to moialily (:wtVi),meditation (.w- 
mndhi), and wisdom (pan/in). Vespertiveiy* and the work its a 

whole takes the form of a commentary on its opening verse, 

When a wise man, established .well in morality 
Develops emrseiousness ami wisdom, 
ThciVasa bhikkhu ardent and sagacious 
He succeeds in disentangling this tangled 

The first part of the Visuddhimagga, the Slunuddeso, repre¬ 

sents in volume approximate!'/ only 7% of the whole work,2 the 

remainder being divided almost equally between the Sainadhin- 

ifldteOjand the Paundniddeso. 

■ The Sflaniddc.so itself consists of 101 paragraphs11 and can 

be divided into two sections, file first oflhcse extends from vv. 

1-15 and is in the nature of a preamble, while the second, 

running from v.10 to the end, begins the examination of sila 

proper. Verse 10 poses seven questions concerning $Ita and the 
remaining Verses consist of answers to these questions. This is 
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the standard method of analysis that Buddhaghosa also applies 
to Part Two of the Visuddhimagga on samadhi, about which he 
asks eight questions (3.1), and Part Three on pannd, about 
which he asks six questions (14.1). 

Qurslion 

(1) Wluii is jf/rt? 

(2) In what scr..vc? 

(3) What arc its 

(i) Charset eristic 
(ii) Function 

(iii) Manifestation 

Civ) Proximate Cause 

(4) Benefits 

(5) I low many kinds? 

((i) What is the defiling 

of it? 

(7) What is the cleansing 

of it? 

Amu'rr in vtrsf Summary 

17—18 ertanti, ertusikA, 

snmmra. avlfikkama 

ID Ktymolugy. 

26-22 i>| Composing*.:.: 
(ii) Action to stop 

misconduct 

(iii) I*urity of body.- 

spccclt, & mind 

(iv) hiri Sc ottaf>f>a 

23-24 (i) turn*remorse 

• (is) as D.ii.86 

(iii) as M.i.33 

25-142 ID divisions of 4 

1.2- > •* ami :» w 

kinds, 'total of * 

56 varieties. 

tornness, etc. .. ... 

(kho\t{ifuiibh{i 1w) 

143-160 
unton mess. etc. 

(see below p. 72 

(or an explanation 
of these 2 tci.nis) 

Verses 1-15 are a preamble and verse 161 is the concluding verse. 

FIGURE I 

Plan of the discussion of slla in Chapter 1 of the Vuuddliimagga 

verses 16-161 

Figure 1 sets out the structure of the discussion in verses 
16-161. Of «he seven questions asked, we will only discuss 
numbers 1,3, and 5, which deal with definitions and the major 
classifications. The remaining quesdons relate to etymology 
(Q.2), the benefits of morality (Q.4), and the contrast between 
the sufferings of the immoral and the perfection of the vir¬ 
tuous monk (Q.6&7). 
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Turning, then, to Q.l, “What is morality?” (Idm stinn li), we 
and the answer given in the form of a fourfold classification, 
which also occurs at Pa{isambhiddmaggu 1.44. This is illustrated 
diagrammatically in Figure 2. The first two divisions relate to 
the Ten Good Paths of Action (dasakusalakammapallia), which 

are: * *. as * 
1. Abstention from taking life (pdiidlipdla veramant)\ 

2. Abstention from taking what has not been given (adymd- 

ddnd veraniatit); 
3. Abstention from sexual misconduct (kamestt micchdcdrd ver- 

amaqX)\ 
4. Abstention from lying (musavadd veramant); ' 
5. Abstention from abusive speech (pisumya vdedya veramant); 

6. Abstention from slanderous speech {pharvsdya vdedya vera- 

mant)\ 
7. Abstention from idle talk {satnphappaldj)d vemma?it); 

8/ Non-covetousness (anablujjha); 
9. Non-malevolence (avydpdday, 

10. Right views {samma-dilthi):1 

Ceiand 

the volition in abstention 
relating to the first 7 

kammapalhas 

$ 
•; 

Avilikkamo 
non-transgression 

by body and speech 

Cclasikam 

observance of the 
final 3 kamtnapa'has 

Satiivara 
by 

(1) pdlimokkha 

(2) sati 
(3) ndtja 

(4) khanii 

(5) viriya 

FIGURE 2 
Tlie divisions of slla according to Vsm 1.17ff 
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The first division, celana, is defined as the volition present 
in the abstention from infringements against the first seven of 
these. The second division, alasikd, is the abstinence itself, i.e., 
the condition of one who observes the final three, thereby re¬ 
maining in the state of non-covetousness (anabhijjhd), .non-ani¬ 
mosity (avjapdda), and having right views (satumadiUhi)- The 
significance of the split-up of the ten kammapalhas into groups 
of seven {re:atand) and three (irc.ctlasika) lies in the division of 
the kammapathas into groups of 3 of body, 4 of speech, and 3 of 
mind.5 The first seven kammapatiias relate to bodily and vocal 
actions, and an uct of volition is necessary to inhibit their per¬ 
formance. The final three kammapathas, however, relate to what 
might be called dispositions or propensities of character, within 
which the element of volition is inappropriate. Having right 
views, for example, is not simply a question of volition, by 
making this distinction, it seems Buddhaghosa wished to high¬ 
light the role of aland among the other 51 xtlasikadhammas, to 
bring out the importance of volition in moral actions. 

As well as abstention, it should be noted that Buddhaghosa 
includes the fulfilment of duty (valtopa{ipaUint) as part of st/a, 
undcr-thc first aspect of sila, ai aland.6 The duties he has in 
miml arc referred to later in ihcVumdhimagga (6.60). These 
relate to the responsibilities of a monk for the smooth running 
of the monastery.-We may quote, the relevant passage: 

- Also, reception of visitors must be attended to on seeing a 
visiting bnikkhu, and all the remaining duties in the 
Khandnakas must be carried out, too, that is, the duties of 
the shrine terrace, the dudes of the Bodhi-tree terrace, the 
duties of the Uposalha house, the dudes of the refectory 
and the bath house, and those to the teacher, the precep¬ 
tor, visitors, departing bhikkhus, and the rest. 

> We learn from the Sammoha-vinodatti (297) that besides 
these duties there are 82 minor dudes (khuddakavatlani) and 14 
ntajor duties (mahdvattdni). It is not specified what these arc, but 
we -may assume they relate to aedvities of a domestic nature, 
similar to those mentioned above. 

The third division of sila -is restraint (sanivara), which has 
five aspects, as shown in figure 2. This consists of restraint, 
assisted by the four virtues of mindfulness; (salt), knowledge 
(iiidija), patience (khanli), and energy (viriya), and disc bv the 

£>5/5- 
important category of the pdtimokkha. This last item incorpo¬ 
rates the 227 rules of monastic discipline into Buddhaghosa’s 
definition of morality,and, in fact, lie places it at the top of the 
list. 

The fourth a id final division, the non-transgression of 
precepts of morality that have been undertaken, adds little to 
the other three, since all of the precepts, whether for a monk or 
for a layman, arc undertaken voluntarily. There seems to be no 
special technical meaning implied by the compound, samadin- 
naslla, used here.7 In the AUhasdlinl, Buddhaghosa takes into 
account those cases where no particular precept has been taken 
but where, nevertheless, one refrains from performing a bad 
action because it is not fitting to one’s birth, age, or experience, 
etc., (jdlivayahaluisaccddi). This is known as restraint in spite of 
the opportunity being available (sampatlavirati). 

Leaving question I, we may now consider question 3. This 
enquires as to the characteristic (lakkhaiia), the function (rasa), 
the manifestation (paccupa(t}iana), and the proximate cause 
(padaRhana) of sila. These four questions represent the stan¬ 
dard Abhidhammic strategy for arriving at a taxonomy of enti¬ 
ties (dhammas). As a system of definition, according to Mrs. 

JRhysJPayids,8 they are similar to the post-Aristotelian scheme 
■of genus, species, property, and accident Each of the four 
terms is defined briefly by Buddhaghosa in the Atthasdlmi (63): 

LaMmua means the specific characteristic (sabhdva) or the 
general characteristic (sdmaima) of various things 
(dhamma). Rasa means function (kicca) or achievement 
(sampaUi) Manifestation [paccupaRjidna) means mode of 
manifestation {upaltjidndkdra) or effect (phalam). Proximate 
cause (padaljimm) means the preceding cause (dsanndkar- 

% aiia). 
i 

l They are defined in slightly more detail by S.Z. Aung in his 
I Int^jJiucUon lb the Compendium of Philosophy (p. 13): 

* f Now, in Buddhist logic'adequate analysis of any datum 
| ! includes an examination of its (1) characteristic mark (takk- 
i ^ Aaya), (‘iaLCwriCtion {kicca-rasa), (2b) property (sampaUi- 
f ~ rasa), (3a) reappearance as phenomena (ubaRhdndkdra- 
f paccuballhdna), (3b) reappearance as effect (pliala-paccupa(- 
l tfuina), and (4) proximate cause (jxuUiRhana),y 
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Buddhagliosa applies this fourfold method of analysis to 
all three parts of the Visuddhimagga, in each case as his third 
question. , . —■ 

The most important of the four defining factors is the | 
characteristic (lakkhaya). This is subdivided into the specific j 
characteristic, or "own-being,” {sabhdva) and the general char- j' 
actcristic (sdmaMa), a feature which can be shared by many jy 

different entities. Svabkdva came to be used synonymously with j 
svalaskjana, and the two are given as equivalents by Vasu- j 
bandhu.10 These two terms are then contrasted by the same j 
author with characteristics shared by many different dharmas j 

(s&ir.dfiyclakfsna), for example, that all conditioned things (sagis- i 
krtadharmas) are impermanent (anitya), without self (anatmaka) 
and involve suffering (dubkha). ; . 

In short, a sabhSva may be defined as the unique defining i 

characteristic'of a dhamma. Within this general definition, *lif- j 

ferent schools formulated their own definitions more prctiScly j 

as they delineated their philosophical positions. Thus, thc cqn-j 
ccpt o f svabhdva was of central importance for the SarvistivSda, j 
playing, as it did, a central role in its thesis of the cxistcnctf of i 

past and future entities. And, the same notion (svaWidw) be*. | 
came the focal (joint of the attack by the Madhyamaka on the j ; 
realism of the Small Vehicle.11 

For the Theravada, the recognition of the sabhdva of a j 
dhamma meant that dkamma had been penetrated intellectually i 
and accurately cognised. By being thoroughly comprehended, j 

it was neutralised as a source of delusion or attachment. Dham- j 
mapalu tells us that: / 

When the specific and general charaacristics of anything , 
are experienced, then that thing is experienced according 
to reality.1* 

By recognition of the real constituents of a thing, false concep¬ 
tions can be dispelled, just as the analysis of the individual into 
components (khandhas) dispells the illusion of a self (cf. Visudd¬ 
himagga 11.27—1 

Applying this fourfold method of analysis to stla, then, 
Buddhaghosa comes up with the following definitions. The 
characteristic (Jahkhayd) is said to be "composing” (stlana),1 which 
is explained as “the co-ordination of bodily action, etc., and the 
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foundation of good states.”13 This characteristic is the identify¬ 
ing feature of sila in ill its manifestations, regardless of what 
categories it may be analysed into, just as visibility (samdassanat- 
lam) is the inseparable characteristic of the rupayatana. 
: - : The function of sila is .twofold: it is action that stops mis¬ 
conduct (dussilya) and also the achievement (sampaUi) of the 
quality of blamelessncss (anavajjaguna). This distinction 
amounts to saying only that (1) morality (sila) is opposed to 
immorality (dtustfyaVand (2) that morality includes blaiqpless- 
ness as one of its features. 

The (iroximate cause of sila is also twofold, consisting of 
rembrse (ollappa) and shame (hirt), Hiri is defined as that which 
shrinks away from something, and is said to be synonymous 
with another word meaning shame, lajjd. Otlapa is defined as 
“glowing,” and is a synonym for agitation at evil.14 The princi¬ 
pal contrasts between the two terms are set out below, accord¬ 
ing to the Auhasdlint (trans. pp. 164-7). 

Hiri 
—Has a subjective origin 

—Influenced by the self 
—Rooted in the intrinsic na¬ 

ture of shame 
—Has the characteristic of re¬ 

spectful obedience 

- Otiappa 

—Has an objective cause — 
fear of criticism 

—Influenced by the world 
—Rooted in the intrinsic na¬ 

ture of fear 
—Has the characteristic of 

viewing a fault with timidity 
and fear 

Example 
Seeing a worthy person when Being observed (in a.wrongfui 
obeying the calls of nature (tic- act) by the.dairvoyant powers 
cdra-passSvddini kanmto) • of monks and brahmins. 

J- To be avoided out of 
Consideration of high birth. Self-accusation, accusation by 
the dignity of one’s teacher others, punishment and evil 
(satthar), the greatness of one’s destiny, 
inheritance, and die honour 
of one’s fellow brethren (sa- 
brahmacari). 
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Buddhaghosa also uses the image of two iron halls, one hot 
and burning, representing otlappa, and one covered in faeces 
(j'uthuuiakkhito), representing /tin. Neither is to be grasped by 
the wise man (panfito'i. 

The opposites of these two terms are denned in the Abhid- 
hunnakoia (11.32a). Ahri is disrespect (ahrir agurutd): The lihajya 
expands: “A lack of veneration (apratttata), la$k of fearful sub* 
mission (abhayavaSavartita) with regard to the qualities of one¬ 
self and others." According to 32ab, anapalrdpya or alrapd is the 
dharntu that causes a man not to see the dangerous conse¬ 
quences of sin (avadye ’bhayadariitvam atmpd).‘ According to an¬ 
other opinion, which is similar to that of Buddhaghosa, ahrlkya 

is said to be absence of shame with regard to oneself in the 
commission of an evif action, and anapair&pya is the absence of 
shame with regard to others.'* 

The emphasis placed upon /tin and otlappa as the conse¬ 
quences of failure in morality and therefore as incentives to 
moral conduct is a measure of the pressure exerted on a monk 
to conform to the klealfThat this pressure is mainly social and' 
not spirhua! can be seenjrom the above table, under the exam¬ 
ples and. the final scction. whicli listsTSe reasons for avoidance. 

There has always existed a well-established ideal of how a monk 
should behave and conduct himself, as described, for instance, 
by Buddhaghosa in verse 48: 

Furthermore, a bhikkhu is respectful: deferential; pos¬ 
sessed of conscience and shame; wears his inner robe 
properly; wears his upper robe properly; his manner in¬ 
spires confidence whether in moving forwards or back¬ 
wards, looking.ahead or aside, bending or stretching; his 
eyes arc downcast; he has (a good) deportment; he guards 
the doors of his sense faculties; knows the right measure in 
eating; is devoted to wakefulness; possesses mindfulness 
anjl lull awareness; wants little; is contented; is strenuous; 
is a careful observer of good .behaviour; ahtlTrehts ljh*e 
teachers with great respect. ’ * 

In addition, almost one-third of the 227 Palimokklvt rules 
(the 75 sekhiya dhamma) are devoted to matters of dress, deport¬ 
ment and general etiquette. In the context of such lormalised 
|>aucrns of behaviour, there always exists the fear of making a 

n 
faux pa* or tailing in some way u> live up to the ideal, with the 
consequent embarrassment this entails. This fear manifests it¬ 
self in various ways: on an unconscious level* loss of face may be 
symbolised in dreams of appearing undressed or improperly 
dressed, or being discovered in some other kind of embarrass¬ 
ing situation. Wc have seen that Buddhaghosa mentions catch¬ 
ing sight of a worthy person when obeying the calls of nature. 
In his study of Sinhalese Buddhist monks* Michael Carrithers 
records a dream by one monk in which he found himself bath¬ 
ing in the presence of young women and was overcome with 
shame (lajjava).lVt 

Wc may also note here the connection between moral im¬ 
purity and physical impurity, a connection now well established 
in anthropological literature.17 Biological metaphors for intel¬ 
lectually based schemata, such as purity versus impurity, are 
very common, and the association between excrement and sin 
was made several times.by one. of, QarrithciV informants (a 
monk).5* We have already noted Budd!iaghosa*s image of an 
iron ba!i smeared with faeces representing Am. 

‘ We turn now to the final question that concerns us here, 
namely question 5, which asks “How many kinds of stta arc 
there?” (kalavidhtifi c’clam .ufan fi). The answer is given in 19 
paragraphs, consisting of groups of from one to six uuits fol¬ 
lowing die customary AhhuDuimpia method, giving a total of 56 
varieties. We will deal with the jx>iiits of inlerest iiv these in 
order.. ' • - , 

‘ The first dyad, “keeping and avoiding,” tics in with the 
twofqiU division of function (rasa) mentioned above (1.21). 
■“Keeping” (cdritla) is accomplished by faith and energy, while 
“avoiding” (vdrita) is accomplished by faith and mindfulness 
(sati). The second dyad brings in the- rules of the Pdlimokkha and 
Vinaya, and the third harks back to the definition of stla as 
volition (cclattd)^ , : 

The fourth dyad deals with morality that is practised 
through craving (laiiha) for rebirth as a god, or that is practised 
in the mistaken belief that sila produces purification (silena 

dyad refers to temporary and lifelong mo¬ 
rality (kdlapariccheda / yavajiva), perhaps referring to the last 
iteth in the fourfold division of Figure I (atntikkamo); 

The sixth dyad introduces the distinction between morality 
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that is limited by gain and that which is not; that is to say, in the 
former category a person will transgress a training precept if he 
stands to gain materially from so doing, where:.* in the latter 
category <*vcn the thought of transgressing does not arise. 

The seventh dyad introduces an important distinction, 
which is, unfortunately, not pursued very far by Buddhaghosa. 
He introduces two classifications, namely mundane (lokiya) and 
supramundane (lokultara). The former is subject to defects (sa- 
sava), whereas the latter is not (an&sava), and while the former 
brings about an improvement in future lives (bhavavises&vaha), 
the latter brings about escape from becoming (bhavanissamna). 
The lokuttarasTla belongs to the plain (bitumi) of “reviewing 
knowledge" (J/accavekkliaiiailana). We learn from Visuddhimagga 
22.21 that there arc 19 kinds olpaccavekkhat.iaMi)a, made up of 
live types possessed by each of the three candidates for enlight¬ 
enment (sot&panna, sakadagamin and an&g&min) and four pos¬ 
sessed by the Arhat. The five things reviewed are the Path, the 
Blessings obtained by it, the defilements abandoned, those still 
to be abandoned, and nibbSna. The Arhat lacks the category of. 
defilements yet to be abandoned, which gives a toul of 19. The? 
process of reviewing takes place after passing from one jhunu to 
another.1'-1 

The contrast here is between the four stages of the supya- 
mundanc path (lokuUara-maggd) of the satdpanna, etc., and the 
other three spheres of the kdma-, rtpa-, and ar&fmvacaras. The 
four higher types of person (the uMpamut, etc.) have turned 
their bucks on the three lower worlds of sense, form, and the 
formless, and direct themselves steadfastly toward nibbSna. 
They arc engaged upon a higher ideal (tokultaraqt ciUaip) and, 
consequently, their morality is of the higher kind (lokulUimm 
silam).*• 

Passing on to the triads, the first (VSM 1.33) divides sila 
into inferior (hfna), medium (majjhima) and superior (patfiia), by 
reference to four factors: (i) the enthusiasm with which it is 
undertaken, (ii) the motive for its practice, whether fame, merit 
or nibbSna, (iii) whether defiled by self-praise, and (iv) motive 
once again, this time for continual existence (bhagabhagatauh- 
Sya), for one's own deliverance (vimokkhatth&ya), or for the de¬ 
liverance of ail beings (sabbasaUavimokkhalthaya). 

The second tetrad (VSM 1.140) divides slla into the four 
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groups of precepts, for bhikkhus, bhihldiunis, novices (mmunem), 
and the laity. . — , 

The third introduces an interesting fourfold division, 
which un fortunately is not discussed at length. The first classifi¬ 
cation is “natural morality” (pakaiisila), which is the non-trans¬ 
gression (avttikkamo} on the part of the people of Uttarakuru. 

Uttarakuru is the mythical Northern continent, which, 
with thp other three great condnents (maha-dipa), viz., Jam^u- 
dipa, Apara-Goyana, and Pubba-Vidcha, and the 4 x 500 small¬ 
er dip as surrounding the great ones, constitute a cakka-va(as or 
world system. Uttarakuru is described at length at D.iii.199 as a 
land of peace and plenty whose rulers honour the Buddha. 
Thus, jtakatisila must refer to the ideal condition when there is 
no immorality among the whole of the population, and, conse-. 
quently, no need for moral precepts and instruction. 

How the inhabitants of Uttarakuru achieve their moral 
character is not dear, and we are given no clue as to whether it 
is innate or, learned. We learn from the AbhidharmakoSabh&sya. 
!V.3 that there is no undertaking {samad&na) of moral rules 
there, and hence no Pratimok$a discipline, but ndther is there 
the intention to commitoffences. The Kurus, along with her¬ 
maphrodites and eunuchs, form an anomalous group who are 
insusceptible to indiscipline. Greed, hatred, and illusion exist in 
Uttarakuru, but are infrequently encountered, since there is no 
private property, the people are gentle (snighda) because there 
is no reason for displeasure (ighala), and there is nothing to 
give rise to demerit (ap&pSsayaMU) (IV.82d). Nor is there any 
occurrence of the ten akuiaiakarmapalhas (IV.83a). Despite this, 
according to Ang. iv.396, the Kurus are inferior to the men of 
Jambudlpa in courage, mindfulness, and in die religious life. 
On the other hand, however, they excel etfen the Tdvaliqua 
gods in four thihgs; they’have no greed (amamd); no private 
property (apariggahd); they have a fixed term of life {niyalSytdUl) 
of one thousand years, after, which they are reborn in heaven; 
and they possess great elegance (vistsabhum). 

The second classification is “customary morality" (Ocdr- 
aslla), i.e., the particular rules of conduct of a locality (daa), a 
clan (kula), or a sect (pdsanda). Thirdly there is “necessary mo¬ 
rality” (idhammal&sild), e.g., when the BodhisaUa's mother feds no 
sexua) desire during pregnancy (D.ii. 13). Finally, there is “mo- 
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for what constitutes an acceptable doctoral dissertation topic, and for that 

matter criteria for research funding evaluation and even tenure and pro¬ 

motion decisions, are often good indicators of the ethos of a field. A 

generation ago in the United States it may have been possible to submit 

as fulfillment of the research requirement for the doctorate, or as the 

subject of a postdoctoral research grant, work that was strictly philologi¬ 

cal in character: undertaking a critical edition of a text, say. If this was 
ever the ease, it is even rarer today. In our time, such work is considered 

to lack a certain originality and creativity that is an essential characteris¬ 

tic of scholarly research. Ironically, this is due in large part to the pic - 

lure that many philologists have themselves painted of their own spe¬ 

cialty. Philological work is seen as lacking originality because it is 
believed—falsely it seems to me—to consist of the mechanical reconsti¬ 

tution of another author's work. Hence, the eeftting of texts, the compi¬ 
lation of anthologies, and even translations, arc perceived by the most 
extreme critics to be just one step removed from plagiarism.** 

True research, so the story now goes, is creative. That is, it contains an 
clement of noveltyi tM defensc of a clear thesis that is not only new but 

significant. Hearkening back to our discussion of interpretivism, this 

requites the fUlHnt^ scholar hot only th the text, but 
beyond it as well, utilizing the text as an object of interpretation with the 
goal of achieving results that ate bread and general in scope, ideally, the 

rbsepefe should and the waves from the 

“splash” should fee felt outside of it as well. It is probably clear that this 

128-149. Here Strickmann attempts to distinguish real scholarship from 
“gaudy productions” that, “hardly relevant to the study of Buddhism,” arc 
• tracts tciiing harassed Americans how to relax.” Unfortunately, Strickmann 
never cites examples of the latter, nor does he ever disclose his criteria for 
including and excluding the works that he docs. One is to surmise from his 
rhetoric that the list of “gandy productions” consists of all those works to 
which he does not grant his imprimatur. What I find most interesting about 
Strickmann** article is not the actual scholarly canon he attempts to 
“catalogue,” but the fact that it represents a prime locus for the investigation 
of the sociology of knowledge in one subfield of Buddhist Studies: a site for 
exploring one scholar's attempt at delineating what constitutes valid research, 
clouded in a rhetoric that makes it appear as though that scholar* s own subjec¬ 
tivity has no part to play in die process. 
50. In the United States, to take the example with which l am most familiar, 
it is almost inconceivable to imagine ihat tenure would be granted soleiy on 
the basis of text-critical work, or even on the basis of a well-received anno¬ 
tated translation. " * : v i 
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notion of creativity is modem,51 and—at least in the way 1 have charac¬ 

terized it here—particularly North American, based as it is on a kind of 

hyper-individualism. But it is Uso clear that such a model of what con¬ 

stitutes adequate research has been received warmly and is functic;.^lly 

Normative in geographically diverse institutional settings outside of North 

America as well.52 
ln the United States and Canada today55 wc operate with this as the 

ideal of what constitutes rca! research in the field of Buddhist Studies. 

There are reasons for this that go beyond the realm of the merely intel¬ 

lectual. For about a decade or so, buddhologists in North America have 

found employment in increasing numbers in departments of religious 

studies and schools of theology. Often this has meant that we have had 
to expand our pedagogical repertoire beyond courses in Buddhist Studies 
to accommodate the curricular needs of these institutions. In addition, 

we increasingly find ourselves.in conversations wi th colleagues whose 

specialty lies outside of the discipline ofBuddhist Studies. Our de facto 

professional Organization has become ihe American Academy of Reli- 
,gion, an institution that stresses broad and interdisciplinary research. The 

editorialbodiesoCaeadcmicpresscs^eck wurkjhathas:‘hroadappeal,”is 
^original ” and “cutting-edge/’ And finally. it is in accordance with the 

* standards (often only implicitly) set forth by these various institutional 

bodies that tenure and promotion decisions are made. All of these factors 

have contributed to what we might call the diversification of the bud- 

dhologist: a movement away from classical Buddhist Studies based on the 
philological study of written texts, and toward the investigation of more 

general, comparative and often theoretical issues that have implications 

(and audiences) outside of Buddhist Studies. Some colleagues have 

51. On this point see my Buddhism end Language: A Study of Indo-Tibetan 
Scholasticism (Albany: SUNY Press, 1994) 83-87. 
52. To cite just one example, 1 know of several Tibetan scholars who have 
chosen not to seek doctorates at Indian universities precisely because of the 
requirement that they undertake research that is innovative, something they 
consider anathema—a betrayal of the tradition. 
53. I am not unaware of the dangers of generalizing about the patterns of 
scholarship in large geographical areas. My goal here is not to speak for my 
colleagues in the United States and Canada; many will undoubtedly disagree 
with what I have to say. Nor is it my intention to imply that North American 
scholarship is homogeneous; it is certainly not With these caveats, however, 
it does seem to me possible to venture upon some general remarks about pat¬ 
terns of scholarship, like the ones that follow. 
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resigned themselves to this situation: a set of circumstances that must be 
tolerated for the sake of gainful employment. Others—and I count 
myself in this camp—have found the pressure to greater diversification 
intellectually stimulating, affording an opportunity to enter into broader 
conversations where Buddhist texts are one, but not the only, voice; I 

Be that as it may, it is clear that this latter model of what constitutes 
adequate research, based as it is on an interpretivist paradigm, represents 
a clear departure from a positivist program of exclusively textual scholar¬ 
ship. What kind of dialogue will arise as a result of these methodological 
differences concerning the nature of adequate research? This, of course, 
remains to be seen. 

[ The question of normative discourse 

/ Related to the questions of objectivity and creativity, though not 
reducible to cither one, is the issue of the appropriateness of nonnative 
discourse.5* The classically positivist position that I have outlined above 
maintains of course that there is no room for evaluative assessment in 
Buddhist Studies., Perceiving its own discourse to be value-free and neu- 
tral, positivism operates under the assumption that the role of the scholar 
is to mirror, rather than to evaluate, textual meaning. 55 in addition, 
philosophical positivism—where all normative questions pertaining to 
religious matters are considered either meaningless, undecidable or 

54. The question of objectivity has to do with self-identity and normative 
commitment rather than with discourse. It is possible, for example, that a 
scholar be a committed Buddhist and not write from an overtly theological 
perspective (although in the present context the question of objectivity deals 
precisely with whether or not there is always an implicit theological agenda 
even in such writing). Hie question of creativity is broader than that of nor¬ 
mative discourse, and in a sense contains it, since normative discourse can be 
considered one instance of interpretive creativity. 
55. It is interesting that in his characterization of the scholarship of the 18th 
century Jesuit missionary Ippolito Desideri, de Jong (“A Brief History,9* pt I, 
pp. 65*66), in his preoccupation with die philological and descriptive dimen¬ 
sions of Buddhist Studies, should have overlooked the fact that Desideri’s 
chief interest in Buddhism was polemical, that is to say normative. It is moti¬ 
vated by a desire io engage Tibetan Buddhism philosophically and religiously 

* dun Desideri delved into the Buddhist religion and gained die expertise that he 
did. If, as Petech and Tucci state, Desideri managed to fathom the intricacies 
of Tibetan (principally dGe lugs pa) Buddhism in ways that even later scholars 
could not, it is not in spite of. but precisely because of% his interest in norma¬ 
tive issues. 

implications of the normative claims of Buddhist texts. But even when 
the iatter is not operative as an assumption, philological positivists con¬ 
sider the issue of the troth of religious claims, and even issues of aesthet ¬ 
ics and literary worth—of texts, practices, art forms and methods—as 
necessarily clouding judgment, and as leading to the infiltration of per¬ 
sonal bias and prejudice into scholarship. By contrast, as wc have seen, 
interprefivists believe that, far from meaningless, forms of discourse that 
bring* to light the full significance of texts—as normative discolirse, for 
example, does—represent the epitome of the scholarly enterprise: its 
fulfillment Ascribing to the view that all scholarship is necessarily evai - 
uative, interpretivists claim that there is no escape from subjective 
assessment Hence, all scholarship is normative; and those that admit to 
its normativity in exploring the philosophical implications of texts are 
simply being more candid. 

At the very least three forms of discourse are objects of contention in 
this debate: religious or theological, philosophical, and methodological.56 

56. The dividing line between these three is not always very precise. Tor 
example, some authors, ostensibly writing as philosopheis, often exhibit theo¬ 
logical presuppositions in their writings. Be that as it may, the distinctions 
between the three forms of discourse I discuss below seem to me valuable. 
Foulk, "Issues in the Field of East Asian Buddhist Studies” p, 112, opts for 
another method of distinguishing theology from Buddhology (that is, from 
Buddhist Studies as an academic discipline). Buddhist theology, he states, is 
“the study of divine things or religious truth as it is carried on within a nor¬ 
mative tradition,” while Buddhology is ‘“objective^ (non-normativc) ” Such a 
definition, despite his use of quotation marks around the word objective, is 
problematic. As we saw from die discussion of objectivity above, scholars 
increasinglyquestion the existence of “objective” scholarship. Buddhology, as 
the academic study of Buddhism, may have different presuppositions from 
Buddhist theology, but—so the critique goes—tho* former is based as much on 
subjective and normative presuppositions as the latter. Moreover, Fbulk’s 
distinction, by excluding overt forms of normative discourse from Buddho¬ 
logy (this is reiterated on p. 172 of his essay), implies that philosophical and 

. normative methodological treatment of issues in die field falls outside of Bud- 
dhist Studies / Buddhology proper. Ironically, it imp!:zz that his own essay— 
in large part normative—cannot be considered a piece of buddhological schol¬ 
arship. Rather than conflating normativity and subjectivity (and then defining 
the academic study of Bud&ism in terms of its objectiyity), it seems to me 
preferable to distinguish normative from descriptive forms of scholarship 
(historical, philological, etc.) discursively, that is, in terms of whether a par¬ 
ticular work deals explicitly with die assessment and determination of the truth 



raliiy due lo previous causes" (pubbahelukasila), which is moral¬ 
ity acquired by pure beings, such as Mah3kassapa and the 
Bodh'uatta in previous births. 

The fourth tetrad (1.42) deals with sila as restrain*, (sam- 
xnim) to be practised by the monk in accordance v ith the Pali- 
mokkha. It is the lengthiest section devoted to any single topic, 
and accounts for 89 of the 161 paragraphs of the silaniddesa. 
The four main divisions of sila under this sectioii arc (i) Pali- 
mukkha-mmmra, (ii) restraint of the senses (iudriya-samvara), (iii) 
livelihood purification (djlvaparisuddhil, and (iv) concerning 
requisites (paccaya-sannissita). There follows a lengthy explana¬ 
tion (vinkchuyakatha) of these four items, which lists in detail 
various kinds of conduct to be avoided by the monk, including 
all those censured in the Brahmajala Sulla: (V&m 1.83). 

The two remaining questions, 6 and T from VSAl 1.16, 
relate to the defiling and purification of sfla. The image of a 
cloth is introduced at 1.143 by way of illustration. The defiling 

of sila is said to be like a tear in a piece of cloth. This relates to 
the breaking of any of the training precepts (stirkk&padd), rherib 

ing the imposition of any of the seven penalties, from expulsion 
forlifc (isi the case of fxirdjikd hketicis)downwards. Repeated 

offences are compared to biotchesor stains.on the-doth. The 
motives for commivting the offences .arc. gain and fame,. etc,, 

(labha^yasadiy^oT else they are coipphtcd under the influence of 
the seven bonds of sexuality {saUavldhameuiunasamyoga). The 

untornness {akhandadibhdva) otsila is accomplished by the com¬ 
plete non-breaking of the training precepts, by making amends 
for those that have been broken, by the absence of the seven 

bonds of sexuality, and by the non-arising of vices such as anger 
{krodka), enmity (upanaha), and contempt (tnakkha), etc. (1.151). 

The image of stained or torn cloth provides <i CGIstXiiSl With 
Buddhaghosa’s description of the robes of the ideal monk, 
which#arc carefully arranged and, one might imagine, clean 
(above p: 11): 

Suminary - 1 

Let us attempt to draw some brief conclusions from Budd- 

*>9/5 
haghosa’s discussion. His original definition (VSM 1.171), as 
illustrated in Figure 2, relates in large part to the non-perfor- 
mancc of certain actions. These actions are classified cither as 
paths of action (kammapatha) or the code ofxulcs oft he commu¬ 
nity of monks {patimokkha). As well as actions that must not be 
pcrfo»*n,fxl, there are duties to be fulfilled (I.i7). What all this 
boils down to is a list of rules to be followed from motives of 
remorse (allapfta) and shame (hiri). The various classifications 
Buddhaghosn introduces relate not so much to sila as to the 
variety of practitioners and motives, which constitute^ die ma¬ 
jor part of the answer to question 5, “How many lands of mo¬ 
rality are there?.*’ At the core of Buddhaghosas conception of 
sila, therefore, there exists the idea of specific actions; these 
may be (i) avoided if evil (the first seven kammpathas), (ii) per¬ 
formed if good (the dudes), or (iii) become the object ol a 
disposition towards avoidance or performance (the final three 
kammapatha*). 1 Ms conception of sila is ift line with that found 
in the Brahmajala Sulla, as particular actions that are (there) to 

"■ be aVokiedi :; ; 
We have been able to move at some speed through the 

Silaniddesa, since, despite the detail provided by Buddhaghosa, " 
the harvest hi terms oftrdeeper understanding oi siiuis disap¬ 
pointingly sparse. He skimps on what arc for us the most prom¬ 
ising areas, and goes into great detail, c.g?> from verse 42 on¬ 
wards, about minute monkish matters of deportment and 
trivial infringements of the Vinaya, amplified by anecdotes and 
etymologies. Of other classifications wc arc given only the bare 
bones. However, from the dry and disconnected classifications 
Buddhaghosa gives us we can assert the following facts about 
sila: . ' ' 

1, It is the Volition {caland) not to perform certain actions, 
or the abstention from performing them, 

d . 2. It involves both restraint (samvara) and fulfilment. 
\ \ It i.» motivated by ottap/Hi and hiri. 

'Lit is of different kinds according to the motives of its 
practitioners and their state of development. - - 

Reduced to its most basic form, it would appear as in the 
following diagram: 
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It is clear that Butidhaghosa is concerned almost exclusive¬ 
ly with the morality of the monastic life. He makes no specific 
reference to the fxtncasila, which are the standard observances 
of a lay Buddhist* and the duties he includes as part of slla 

relate only to monastic duties. Furthermore, he brings the 227 
rules of the Pdtimokkha underneath the umbrella of stia, thereby 
effectively excluding the lay practitioner. It must be remem¬ 
bered. however, that the Visuddhimagga is primarily a medita¬ 
tion manual, and is therefore directed at the monastic and not 

~*ihc lay community. Accordingly, BuddhaghosaYanalysis must 
be seen as relating not to the entire category of sila, which 
wOuld also include die lay ethics so frequently discussed ;n the| 
Nikayas, but only to the moral requirements of the monastic life.4 

!. Stic pati((hdya naro sapanno, attar? pafifiad r<* bhdiHtyasp, uiapi nipako 
Mikkku.«»iVastr vija(<s)tja{an ($.1.13). 1 have relied on NSoamolfs translations 
throughout, sometimes, as here, with slight modifications. < • 

2- * **** con fining myself here to Chapter 1 of the Stianiddesa,'ti-4. the 
chapter that deals specifically with stia. Chapter 2 is devoted to a description 
of the ascetic practices (dhutahga niddesa), iJ; 

3. In the edition of the Harvard Oriental Series, vol. 41. cd. H.C. War¬ 
ren and revised by Oharmanda Kosambi, published by Harvard University 
Press* Cambridge, Mass., 1950. 

4. TJicre is another list of ten good deeds (dasa-kusala-kamma), which, 
although not of canonical origin, is widely known in Sr! Lanka (see R.F. 
Gombrkh. Precept and Practice [Oxford: OUP. 1971] p. 74, p. 251 it. 9). This 
list begins with the three puMakiriyavatth&ni (ddttaqt stiafi ca bhdimnd) and 
indudes the whole of morality under the second item (stia). The final item, 
right views* is common to both lists. The canonicu! !<\>i of kammapathas can be 
found at various locations, c.g. D.iti.2C9. Vin.v.138, SJi.168, etc. 

5. See Xettipakaratja 43 for the division of the kammapathas into two 
group* of seven ami three. 
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Ap I? 

G. .. .vaUapatfpaUin vd pdrenlassa ceiatui. (1.17) 
7. The only occurrence of the word sam&dinna listed bv the PTS Dictio¬ 

nary is at A.ii.193, where die meaning oi ’ undertaken” is identical. 
8. >vQiioted byS.Z. Aung in the Compendium of Philosophy, p. 213 n. 3. 
9. ACf. Part IX.7,3 of die..Comfadhm< - 

" / 10. Abhidhartnakoia VI.14...^ ,;f 
' // 11. For a full discussion ot the term svabhdva and its relation to cognate 
//terms, such as bh&va, abh&va and nihsvabh&va, see P.M. Williams, Language and 

XJ Existence in M&dhyamika Buddhist Philosophy (unpublished D.Phil. thesis: Bod- 
leian^ Library, Oxford, 1978), ChajHer S. _ # 

12. ParatnaUha-mafijusd 276, quoted by Nioamoli in The Path of Purifica¬ 
tion, p. 309 n.62. i. 

13. 1.20. H...yad eta? k&yzEzmmdditMt<! sattuidhtinaivtsena kusaldttail ca 

dhammdnar? jxtiitth&navasena... " . 
14. AUhasdlinl 124: “HirryottUhiri, htjjdf etat? adhivamnam. Teht eva oltap- 

pati ti oUappaq, pdpato ubbegass* etar? adhivacanam” 
15. These two-terms are included as two of the Seven Noble Treasures 

(ariya-dhana), the list being: faith (saddhfi), morality (stia), hiri, ottappa, learning 
(suta), self-denial (edga), and wisdom (pafidd). They are also said (AtlkasdlinS 
124) to be the last two of seven strengths (bah), the first five being faith, 
energy \viriya), mindfulness C»li),med*tation (sam&Uii). and wisdom (paiWd). 

/ 16. M. Carrithers, The Forest-Dxoetong monks if Lanka: an historical and 
y : <inthfjp?lcziad study funpuMwbedJ}. ML thesis: Bodleian Library, Oxford 

1977) pp. 239-243. ( , . . , ; 
17. See Mary Douglas’ classic work. Purity and Dange* (London: Kout- 

iedge & kegan Paul, 1966). 
18. P. 198. ",1 grew filthy from the excrement of these transgres- 

,ions.M P. 199. M... 1 committed innumerable zahghSdUesa faults as well as 
mindr ones: like one stuck deep in a pit'of excrement.** Carrithers writes:.. 
the preoccupation with stia has great psychological consequences. The then* 
of cleanliness and dirt piays.a great; part inmonks’ dreams, as it does in their 
daily lives: village temples, as welf as hennitages, are conspicuous by their 
cleanliness and tidiness. (*..) It is not iurprising that cleanliness, and fastidi¬ 
ous observance of the rules ol diidpltne—meupliorical cleanliness—some- 
times become ends in theniselvcs.*‘(p. 67)' # 

19. There are several references to poccavekkhmuxfldw in die Visuddht- 

magga (see Naomoli’s index) and also itt the Compendium (see Introduction p. 
58 on imccavekidutnd-vasitd). 

SO The stole. (dhammi)oTlhc soUpanno. etc., are described in the final 
section or the first part of the DhamtmuaiiganI (irmu. pp. 74-89), dealing with 
state? that are good (kmala). 
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ON PARAJIKA 

The Buddhist monastic discipline consists of a certain number of 
precepts to- be followed and procedures or ceremonies to be 
performed; The precepts to be followed by monks and nuns are 
collected in a work called Pratimoksa and are recited at the bi¬ 
monthly posadha ceremony. The Pratimoksa is twofold: the one 
for monks consists of eight categories of precepts, that for nuns 
of only seven. The most important class contains the parajika1 
precepts,'four for monks, eight for nuns: abstention froth sexual 
intercourse, stealing, taking human life, lying about one’s spiritual 
achievements; and, only for nuns: having physical contact below 
the armpit and above the knee, being together with a man and 
doing eight wrong things2, concealing a grave offence of another 
nun, and persisting in accompanying a suspended monk. 
Committing any of these acts entails a parajika offence and leads 
to a permanent, lifetime exclusion from the Order. 

All extant Vinayas to a Targe extent agree on the contents of 
a parajika and on the consequences for anyone committing such 
an offence. Nevertheless, a clear etymological-explanation".of the 
term parajika is not at all obvious. Up to-the present day,several 
hypotheses based on Pitli, Prakrit, and Sanskrit sources tiaye been 
suggested. In order to determine whether or not the Vinayas 
surviving in their Chinese translation can give them a .broader 
basis, we can confront these hypotheses with the explanations of 
the term pardjika found in these Chinese Vinayas. H 

1 Variant: parajayika (F. Edgcrton, Buddhist Uybrid-Sanskrit Dictionary, p342, 

s.v. parajika). 

2 According to T(aisho) 1428 (Szu-fen Lu, Dharmagupiaka Vinava. a Dharmal. 

p.716a24-27, touching the hand, touching the clothes, going to a secret place 
together, being in a secret place, talking together,..'walking together, leaning 

against one another, and making appointments. The eight wrong things ^liffer 

slightly from Vinaya to Vinaya. 

> 
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Let »s first have a look at the information given in the 
imkfuiilrilthahga of the Mahasamghika-Lokottaravada (= Ma-L.) 
school5 and in the Pali Vinaya: 

The Ma-L. school: Roth, BhiVin(Ma-L), p.85, §123, gives the 
following explanation: parajiketi par am ndmocyate dharma- 
jnanarii l tato jlnd ojlna samjlna parihhia / tenaha parajiketi /, 
translated by E. Nolot in Regies de discipline des nonnes 
komldhistes, (Paris 1991), p.68 Itr.J “’Excluded" [parajika] means: 
one calls the other side" [pararn] the knowledge of the Dharma; 
she is separated from it, deprived of it, totally devoid of it, cut 
off from it [jind ojind saijijind parihindj: therefore it is said 
that she is excluded’. 

From the above, it is clear that the Ma-L. school sees para- 
jika as a. compound of para, ‘on the other side’ (= dharmajhana) 
and of jlnd, ‘deprived of’. In this context, G. Roth, ‘Termino- 
logisches aus dem Vinaya-dcr Mahasamghika-Lokottaravadins’, 
ZDMG 118.1968, pp.334-48 (= Roth, 1968), p.342, points to the 
Jaina technical term pdraneika, identified by a Jaina commentary 
as a derivation of para, ‘Qn the other side’:.Brrhatkalpabhasya, 
\’.4971:- pdrani'tIrani gacchati yena prdyascittcndfcvitena tat 
ndrdncikam'\ translated by Roth, ibid. Itr.J: The fulfilled, expiation 

•' Written in a transitional language between Prakrit and Sanskrit (sec G. Roth, 
(ed.). Bhiksuni-Vinaya, including Bhiksuni■ Prakirnaka and a summary of the 

Dhiksu-Prakirnaka of the Arya-Mahasamghika-Lokottaravddin (Patna 1970) [ ~ ■ 
RhiVin(Ma-L)i pp.lv-lvi). 

J Quotation based on S.B. Deo. History of Jaina Monachism from 

Inscriptions, dtftt Literature (Poona 1956), p.377. — Related to the term 
piirancika is .the term paraheiya (Deo. op. citn p.378; Roth. 1968. pp.342-3) 
Par tier U. Wogihara. As ah yds Bodhisattvabhumi, Zweiter Tei): Lexikolisches aus 
der OodhisattvabhOrai (Lcip/.ig 1908), pp.34-5, had already pointed to the 
connection between the Buddhist term para jika and the Jaina term paranciya. 

He considers the Jaina term to be a derivation of pard(n)c and, as S. Levi, 
'Observations sur one langue prccanonique du bouddhisme' (Journal 

Asialiquc lOjcinc Scric. XX. 1912. pp.495-514). later states that, via an 
intermediate form * paraeika. one came to para jika. — Concerning the phonetic 
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because of which he ends up on the other side, that is pdraneika'. 
Both the Ma-L. school and the Jaina commentary explain the 
termr as being derived from para. Nevertheless, the original 
meaning of the term remains obscure. Roth, ibidn further points 
to the term pdraneika, used in R.P. Kangle, The Kautiliya 
Arthasastraand seen as a ‘dislocation (of a hand or a foot)’ [tr.l 
‘Given the meaning "turned away, separated" present in par arte, 
pdrahcikafh could very well point to a kind of physical injury H 
that consists of bringing the limbs out of their normal position by 
turning them away from the parts of the body or from the body 
that supports them, as a result of which they are left without 
function*. The term parajika is thus, according to Roth, 
connected to the term pdraneika and is the result of a phonetic 
evolution. Only the later commentators concentrate on the second 
part of parajika, proposing secondary etymological explanations 
based on dji and daj. We will return to this later. For the 
moment we can state that the explanation of the term 
parajika as proposed'by Roth perfectly coincides with the theme 

relation between p&r&Aciya and parajika, see also P. Thieme, ‘Indische Wort«?r 
und Sitten’ (ZDMG 93, 1939, ppIOS-37), pl37; Kleine Schriften (Wiesbaden 1971) 

II, p.792 (addendum 1939). . 
5 R.P. Kangle (ed.). The Kautiliya Arthashstra, Part I (Bombay 1969), p.125. 
III, 19.13: , . .hasta-pdda-parahcikam va kurvatah purvah sahasa- 

dandah (transcription by Roth, 1968, p.342), translated by Kangle, opeit, Pa« H 
(Bombay 1972), p.248: tFor one. . J causing dislocation of the hand or foot, (the 
punishment shill beX.the lowest fine for violence’. The Kautiliya Arthasastra is a 
detailed legal code, .expounding the powers of the state. The text is traditionally 
attributed to Kau^lys. * minister of King Candragupta, founder of the Mauryan 
dynasty, at the end of the fourth century BCE (see Kangle, op. cit, Part HI 

(Bombay 1965), p59). 
6 Wogihara, op. cit*. Part II,. pp34-5 (see n.4) and S. Levi, op. ctl, pp.505-6, 
already suggested'that parajika is a derivation from paranc', parac, 'turned 
away from’,-Via the intermediate form *paracika one then comes to parajika. 

Levi concludes [tr.l The *parajika offences would be those that cause a total 

and definitive separation from the Sangha’. 
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ecapitation’ as found in the Pali Vinaya and several Chinese 
mayas: for a monk or nun, the committing of a parajika of- 
ace equals a decapitation. As a decapitated person can never 
•aiittstand up and function as a human being, a monk or nun 
munitting a par&jika offence permanently falls back and can 
iver again function as a member of the Buddhist community7. 
r Pali Vinaya: Oldenberg, Vin III, bhikkhuvibhahga. p.28, 
anslated by LB. Horner, The Book of the Discipline I (London 
38, 1992), p.48: 7j‘ one who is defeated? liieans: as a man with 
s head cut off cannot become one to. live with that bodily 
xmcction, so is a n^k indulging in sexual intercourse not a 
ue) recluse, not a (true) son of the Sakyans: therefore lie is 
!!cd one who is defeated?. 

This explanation is found after the first pSr&jika precept for 
bnks (i.e. sexual intercourse). The explanations following the 
her par&jika precepts are parallel. 

The Chinese Vinayas display the following explanations: 
p.3c21-23: 'Parajika9 implies that one 

is back; it implies thataone is bad; it implies that one cuts off 

This can also be applied to the Jaina community (see Roth, 1968, p342). 

[ther, it is to be noted that in the parajika precepts cf all the Vinayas* the 

m parajika is always followed by the term asamvasa (H. Oldenberg (cd.)t 

icy a Pitakam III, London 138!, 1993, p23ff) /asamvdsya (Roth, BhtVin(Ma-L), 

h §114ff.)/ (T 1421, Mbsha-sai Pu Ho-hsi Wu-fen Uk, Mahlsasaka 

>ay3 a MahL p.4o4ff, f 1425, Mo-ho-seng-ctii Lit, Mahisamghika Vinaya « 

hiL p.235cI7ff„ Pharma^ pJ71a23^24ff^ T 1435, Shih-sung Lu, Sarvastivada 

r.aya * Sa£Y3, p-2a26-27ff„ T 1442, Kcn-pen-shuo-Uctfich-yu Pu P’i-nai-ye, 

iksuvibhahga of the Muiasarvastivadins ** Mula. p.629c28ff.), Ie, (the guilty 

ksu or bhiksuni) can no longer live in the community; one is disconnected 

amhe community. See also A. Heirman. ’Some Remarks on the Definition of 

ftonk and a Nun as Members of a Community and the Definition of ’’Not to 

in Community”*, CIndian Journal of Buddhist Studies 7, 1995, ppi-22), ppi4-9. 

ipo-lo-il 
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one’s head; it implies that one is no longer a sramana’. 
Maha, bhikfuvibhahga, p.23b23-c2: Parajika9* implies that 

one falls away from the knowledge of the doctrine10 and that one 
does not share in the fruits of the Path11. This is called parajika. 
In this way (it is applied to] the subsequent knowledge12, the 
conventional knowledge12, the knowledge of the awareness of 
another14, the knowledge of frustration, of the origin, of cessation 
and of the Path15, the knowledge of the destruction of impure 
influence14 and the knowledge of non-origination17. One falls 
away from these knowledges and does not share in jhe fruits of. 
the Path. This is called parajika. Furthermore, parajika implies 
that one falls away from Nirvana and that one does not share in 
the fruits of realisation1*. This is called pbrajika. Furthermore, 
parajika implies that one fails away from pure conduct19 and that 
one does* not share in the fruits of the Path. This is called 
parajika. Furthermore, parajika is an offence one may have 

rlO dharmajfmiz, La the knowledge cf the Four Noble Truths in the realm of 

^desire (see H. Nakamura, Bukkyogo Daijiten (Tokyo 198£ 1985/, p594, sv. +©). It 

is the first knowledge of a series of ten when foliowing the Buddhist Path Also 

the other nine knowledges ire mentioned in the Maha (see nni2~17 inclusive). 

11 mar gap halo, the fruits or rewards of the various stages of attainment i.e. 

srota-a panne, sakrdagamin, andgamin and orhal. 

12 anvayajhdna, Le. the knowledge of the Four Noble Truths in the realms of 

form and of formlessness (Nakamura, op. cit^ p.594 sv. -Hi and p!291, sv. 

13 samvrtijnana, i.e. the knowledge of things conventionally accepted to be 

true in the realm of desire (Nakamura, op. &tn p.594, s.v. +§ and p3G04, sv. 

14 paracittajnana. 

15 duhkhajhana, samudayajhana, nirodhajhana and mdrgajhdna, i.e. (he 

knowledges concerning the Four Noble .Truths. - — * ; 

16 ksdyajndna. v ^ 

17 anutpadajhdna. 

18 ie. the fruits or rewards of the various stages of attainment (see nil). 

19 hrahmacarya. 
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" . ; f ■ 

committed, but that one is not allowed to confess or to repeht of. 
Therefore, It is called parajika’. . ' 

Pharma, bhikfuvibkanga, p.571c6-6: ‘Why is it called- 
parajika9*! It is as if one cuts off someone’s head and he cannot 
stand up again. This is also to be applied to a bhik$u. If he 
commits such an offence [i.e. a p&rajika], he cannot again 
!>ecome a bhik$u. Therefore it is called parajikd. 

Sarva. bhikfuvibhanga, p2cl6-l& 'Parajika9* implies that the 
fall is without an equal. The offence is corrupt and serious. If one 
commits such an offence, the fall is without an equal, one is no 
longer called a bhik$u, one is no longer a sramana and one is no 
longer a Sakya disciple. One loses the capacity of a bhik§u\ 

Mula, bhikfuvibhahga, T 1442, p.630c6-10: ‘P&rajikd10 is the 
most serious and the most hateful offence. It is reprehensible and 
inadmissable. If a bhik.su commits [such an offence], he is no 
longer a sramana and he is no longer a Sakya disciple. He loses. 
the capacity of a bhik§u and he, goes against Nirvana. He falls? 
back. Defeated, he cannot be saved. It is as if one cuts off the top 
of a tala tree21, this tree canpot grow again. In the same way, one 
cannot flourish, grow or increase. Therefore it is called par&jtkd. 

Although the explanations in the Chinese Vinayas are not 
completely parallel, essentially they all say the same thing: 
whoever commits a par&jika offence falls back for ever/ It is 
striking that two Chinese Vinayas (Mahi and Pharma), like the 
Pali Vinaya, compare the committing of a parajika offence to a 
decapitation, while in the Miila, it is compared to a ‘decapitation’ 
of a tala tree. 

From the above, it is dear that the theme ‘decapitation’ is to 
be found in several Vinayas. this points to an initially common 
understanding of the term parajika. Very soon, however, the 
original understanding of the term was lost and commentators or 

# 
20 lpo-k>-*hih-chial 
21 l.e. • palmyra tree or fan palm (Borassus flabelUformis) (see M. Monier- 
Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p.444, *.v. tila). 
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translators concentrated On the second part of the terS This can 
be seen in Buddhaghosa’s?22 commentary on the Pali \®taya(fifth 
century C£), Smp I, p.259: p&r&jiko ti pardjito mrajayaqi 
apanno, translated by Horner, BD I, p.38, n.3: (pwa jika is) 
‘defeated, fallen on defeat’. Buddhaghosa? thus considqg| the term 
parajika to be derived from pari- y/i, *to be defeate<fi|. As long 
as there is no better explanation, Homer24 Supports me idea of 
‘defeat’, as can be seen in her translations (see abov<||She thus 
agrees with T.W. Rhys Davids and H. OidenberM Vinaya 
Texts (Delhi. 1975), Part I, p.3, n.2, who also have a premrence for 
Buddhaghosa’s? explanation and translate the term pmajika as 
‘involving defeat’. With the exception of T 1442/3*- a.late 
translation of the bhikfu- and bhiksunivibhanm of the 
Mulasarv&stivgdins (beginning :eighth century CE) — M Chinese 
Vinaya, however, mentions the idea of ‘defeat’. Even ja the Pali 
Vinaya, this is not found. Moreover, since not even c§ context 
allows us to say that a monk or nun is defeated by something oi 
someone, thesuggestionof p&r&jika being a derivationRf pari 
y/i seems very unlikely, r ’ * I 

Accepting the idea of ‘defeat*, Horner, Rhys D^ids ant 
Olden berg reject the.opinion of E Burnouf25, who gpnsider: 

22 According to O. von Hinfiber, A Handbook of Pali Literature,i 
York 1996), pi09, it is not at ail certain that Buddhaghosa is the coin 
Samantapttsadiki 1 
23 The idea that a monk or nun committing a parajika has be 
and Cannot be* saved anymore is also found in the Qtinese Ml 
bhiksuvikanga, p.630cS-9 (* T 1443, bhiksunivibhahga, p.914al) (mej 
the Tibetan Mtiiasarvistivida Vinaya supports this idea (see E. w 
Bruchst&cke des Bhiksunl-Pratimokfa der Sarvdstivadins (Leipzig 192j 

1979X p.71). . / | 
24 See Homer, BD I, pjcxvi: 'Although it may be grammatically 
refer parajika to parb-ji. to my mind no more convincing derivatio 
been .put forward*. 
25 E. Burnouf, Introduction h thlsloire du buddhisme indien \ 

pp.26S-9 (trl 1 . J which 1 derive from para (retro) and adj (abige 

ferlin-Ne\ 
tier of th 

n defeate 
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narajika to be a derivation from para- Vaj, meaning to ‘exclude 
line who is guilty)’. Rhys Davids and Oldenberg argue that the 
/cdic saj"*to exclude’ is not found in Pali texts and is never, 
even in Vedic texts, combined with the prefix para. This is 
ontested by O. von Hiniiber (‘Die Bestimmung der Schul- 
ugehcrigkeit buddhistischer Text nach sprachlichen Kriterien’, in 

I-I. Bechert (ed.), Zur Schulzugehorigkeit von Werken der 
H Inayana-Literatur I (Gdttingen 1985), p.62, nJ4), who points to 
nc fact that forms derived from the Vedic Jaj are attested in 

i-’aii texts. Following H. Smith (Saddaniti, la grammaire pali 
d’Aggax arpsa V, 2 (Lund 1996), p.1601, s.v. paraji), von Hinuber, 
bid^ says that the term pdrdjika is, without any doubt, a 
erivation from *pard- >/aj, meaning ‘to chase away*2*. Early in 

the Pali tradition, the term is then no longer understood by the 
"uddkists themselves. However, this hypothesis'encounters seme 
roblems. First, in the explanations of the term pdrdjika given by 

the Yinayas, the idea ‘to chase away’ is never present Instead, it 
is said that a monk or nun ‘falls away from’: IS(MaM. Sarva). 
Six?£(Ma’na).Sii(Muia). Secondly, the common term 
sed to. express ‘to exclude permanently from the Order’ is the 

.Sanskrit term Jnas, Pali nassatP, Chinese $£ (SO28. Although the 
dea ‘to chase away’ does not seem impossible in the context of a 
jdrdjika offence, the above-mentioned problems throw some 

hypothesis that pdrdjika is derived from para- Jaj. 

Summarising, we can say that Roth’s etymological ex- 
sanation of the term pdrdjika as derived from para(n)c, 'turned 

which excludes, thrusts back** he who is guilty of it*. His opinion is followed 

by R.C. Childers, Dictionary of the Pali Language, p333, &v. pdrdjika. 

IG See also von Hinuber, A Handbook p.IO: The rules of the first group are 

caiied "(rules referring) to expulsion (from the samgkaT using the Vedic verb 

para-aj found in Pali only in this context and therefore no longer understood 

>y the Buddhists themselves at a rather early date*, 

t 7 See Horner, BD 1, pjcxvii; III (London 1938, 1993), pJ28, n.4; C Kabilsingh. A 

Comparative Study of Bhikkhuni Patimokkha (Varanasi/Delhi 1984), pSl 

f See Nakamura, op. cif, pJ357, s.v. " 
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away from’, finds support in the Chinese Vinayas (Mahi. Pharma 
and Mil la) and in the Pali Vinaya. Von Himiber’s opinion that 
pdrdjika is derived from para- Jaj cannot be excluded, although 
no explanation of the term in the Vinayas supports this hypo 
thesis. Etymologies based on para- Jji or on para, ‘on the other 
side’ and jina, ‘deprived of’, have to be seen as secondary 
attempts to explain the term pdrdjika. 

Dr Ann Heirman 
Research Assistant of the 

Fund for Scientific Research 
- — Flanders (Belgium) 

University of Ghent 
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7&/5 OSKAR VON HINUBER 

Buddhist Law According to the Thcravada-Vinaya 
f A Survey of Theory and Practice 

“Wait, Sariputta, wait! ThcTathagata will know the right time. The 

teacher will not prescribe any rule (sikkhdpadani pannapeti) to his 

pupils, he will not recite the Pitimokha as long as no factors leading 

to defilement (dsavafthaniya dhamma) appear in the order (Vin III 

9.26-30).” This is the aitswer of the Buddha to Sariputta s worries that 

harm may be done to the order, if no rules of conduct are prescribed in 

lime. And Sariputta further points out that some of the buddhas of the 

past neglected this very duty with disasterous results: Their teaching 

suffered a quick decay and an early disappearance. 

This passage underlines three important points: first, the significance 

of Buddhist ecclesiastical law. For without vinaya there is no order 
- ^samgha)* and without the community of monks there is no Bud¬ 

dhism.1 Consequently the vmy.vtcxU are the last ones iosi, when 

buddhism eventually disappears.2 Secondly, the rules of conduct 

must be promulgated by the Buddha himself He is the only law 

giver, and thus all rules, to which every single monk has to obey, arc 

thought to go back to the Buddha. The third point is that the rules are 

prescribed only after an offence has been committed. Thus ruies arc 

derived from experience and based on the practical need to avoid cer¬ 

tain forms of behavior in future. This means at the same time that the 

cause for a rule is always due to the wrong behavior of a certain per¬ 

son,3 and consequently there is no existent system of Buddhist law. 

1. lucre are of course exceptions: S. Lienhard, “Buddnistischcs Gemeinde- 
Icbcn in Nepal,*’ Zur SchulzMgehorigkrit von Werken der Hinaydna-Literatur; 
Part 1, AAWG ! 49 (Gottingen: 1985) 261-274. 
2. Cf. CPD s.v. aniaradhana, and add to the refcrcnces given there: Sv 
898.18-899.26=Ps IV 115.10-116.26; Mp I 88.11-89.16; cf. Sp I3.6=Sv 
11.17. 
3. The fi*M. offenuer ever is the monk Upasena, Vin I 59.1-34, cf. Sp 194.1 
and Sp 213.11-19 on apannatte sikkhapade, and MN 1444.36-445.25. 

7 
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8 JIABS 18.1 

The arrangement of texts in the Theravada canon underlines the 
importance of Buddhist law, for it ir contained in the first part of the 
Tipitaka, the "‘basket of the discipline" (Vinaya-pitaka) followed by the 
"basket of the teaching” (Sutta-pitaka). This sequence is found already 
in the well-known account of the first council held at Rajagana 
(Rajagrha) immediately after the death of the Buddha according to the 
Buddhist tradition. This account, which forms an appendix to the 
Vinaya-pitaka (Vin II 286.16-287.28), mentions several texts arranged 
in the same way as the contents of the Tipitaka described by 
Buddhaghosa in his commentaries in the 5th century C. E.4 There, of 
course, the third part of the canon, which is considerably later than 
first two parts, namely the “basket of things relating to the teaching” 
(Abhidhamma-pitaka) has been added. 

In spite of the prominence of texts containing Buddhist ecclesiastical 
law, they seem to have been formulated somewhat later than the Sutta- 
texts.5 At any rate, law always occupied the first place in the hierarchy 
of texts, even in the division and arrangement preceding the Tipitaka; 
tkc“nine parts” (navanga)of theteaching6 begin with sutta, that is, 
with the Paiimokkha(-sulta). This text, called either Patirnokkha or 
simply Sutta in the Tipitaka, and Patirnokkhasutta in post-canonical 
times7 is the very core of Buddhist law. 

The Patirnokkhasutta contains 227 rules in the Theravada tradition 
and slightly different numbers in other extant vinaya traditions.8 
These rules arc arranged accoi ding to the gravity of the respective 
offense. 

4. The arfangment of the Tipitaka is found at the beginning of the commen¬ 
taries to die three parts of the Tipitaka respectively: Sp 18.1-19; Sv 16.31- 

5. O. v. Hiniibcr, Der Beginn der Schrifi undfrtihe Schnftlichkeit in Indian, 
AWL 11 (1989) 41*54; cf. also the formula dhamma vinaya, never *vinaya 
dhamma: This sequence, however, may also be due to rhythmical considera¬ 
tions: O. v. Hiniibcr. Untersuchungen zur Mttndlichkeit frtther mlttelin- 
discher Texte der Buddhisten, AWL 5 (1994) 16. 
6. 0. v. Hiniibcr, “Die neun Ahgas. Ein ftflher Versuch zur Ewtmlung 
buddhirtischer Texte." WZKS 38 (Orbis Indices. Festschrift G.Oberhammer) 
''1994): 121-135. 
7. O. v. Hiniibcr. “Vinaya und Abhidhamma" StII (Festschrift ffir G. 
Buddruss) (in press). . 
8. The relevant material for easy comparison has been collected in W. 
Pachow, A Comparative Study of the PrOtimoksa on the Basis of Its Chinese, 
Tibetan, Sanskrit and Pdli Versions (Santinikctan: 1955) (review: Run 
Chang. JAOS 80 [19601:71-77). 

VON H1N0BER 9 

A transgression of any of the first four rules leads to the irrevocable 
expulsion from the order. This is why these rules are called pOrUjika 
“relating to expulsion.” 9 The first three rules deal with a breach of 
chastity (methuna-dhamma\parajika], Vin II 286.25; Sp 516.2; 1393. 
24; methunaparajika, Sp 1382.24), with stealing (adinnadana 
[parajika], Vin II 286.32; Sp 303.18; 1393.25 "taking what has not 
been given”), and murder (manussaviggaha[parajika], Vin II 286.37; 
Sp 476.7; 768.22; 1393.25 “species ‘man’”) respec lively. *Tbese ate 
immediately obvious offenses, which one might find many law code, 

v The fourth and last one of this group, on the other hand, needs some 
) explication. It deals with monks, who make the false claim to possess 
*■ supernatural powers (uttarimanussadhamma, Vin II 287.5; Sp 480.22 
•' “things superhuman”). At first glance it might seem rather surprising 

that this claim could result in die expulsion from the order. This 
draws attention to the high importance given to meditative pratices, 
which, according to the belief of die time of early Buddhism, yvould 
ultimately lead to the acquisition of supernat ural, magical powers. 
Obviously some safeguard was needed against false ascetics in the 
order, who might do considerable damage to the Buddhist order by 
shaking the faith of the lay community, on which the Buddhists 
depended.10 

While the name given to the first group of offenses is easily under¬ 
stood, ihe designation of the second group comprising 13 offenses 
called Samghadiscsa has been discussed repeatedly without any con¬ 
vincing result so far.11 According to the Theravada excgetica! tradition 
the word means “(an offense, which is atoned by seeking) the order 
(satngha) at the beginning and at the end” (samgho adimhi e'eva sese 
ca icchitabbo assa, Sp 522.3=Kkh 35.20 quoted Sadd 791.26). This 
tentative “etymological” translation, which would not be possible on 
the baas of the form of the name as used in other Vinaya schools, 
means that the length of the punishment, which is a temporary expul- 

9. C. v. Hiniiber, Die Sprachgeschichte des Pali im Spiegel der 
sUdostanad-tchm HandschriftenUberUefenmg, AWL 8 (1988) 3, note 2. The 
correct interpretation of pOrUjika may be preserved at Vin V 148.15* quoted 

1§. Qa Ihe intetp^tion^d^nite^re^^hlingioff, “K6nig Aioka und 
das Wcsea des fttesten Buddhismus,” Saecuhm 36 (1985): 326-333. Even if 
a monk had attained uttarimanussadhamma, he was not allowed to commu¬ 
nicate this fact to people outride the order P&chtiya VIII, Vin IV 25.13. 
11. E- Nolot, “S&mghkvafcfa-, Samghati&sa- Samghadiscsa-,” Bulletin 
d'EtudesIndiennes 5 (1987): 251-272, referring also to previous literature. 
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sion from the order, has to be determined by the assembly of monks.12 
Though the pertinent procedure has been described at great length in a 
later part of the Vinaya,13 it is not fully understood in every detail as 
yet. 

Again the first five offenses relate to sexual misbehavior: Losing 
semen otherwise than while sleeping, touching a woman, making a 
sexual remark, trying to seduce a women, or acting as a matchmaker. 
The next offenses Samghadisesa VI and VII concern the compound 
(vatthu) for building either a cell for a single monk (kufi), or a “great” 
mnnasv-ay (mnhnllakn vihdra). This has to be commissioned by the 
order. The construction of the building itself is the topic of a later 
rale, Pacittiya XIX. The rules Saipghadisesa VIII-XU relate to inner 
conflicts of the order. Among therp is the famous one on “splitting the 
Older” (samghabheda), Samghadisesa X.f * The last rule regulates cer¬ 
tain misbehavior of monks towards laymen. 

Both offenses of the third group called “undetermined” (aniyatd) 
relate to sexual misbehavior of a monk, who stays together with a 
woman either in an open place or under one roof. Depending on h,s - 
actions he may be liable to either Parajika I, Samghadisesa II-V or 
P56ittiya-XUV. XLV. lt is legally interesting that the monk is con¬ 
sidered guilty, if a trustworthy, lay woman (saddheyyavacasa upSsika) 
who is the-very woman involved accuses him Following the 
PSiimokkha, no further evidence is needed. The early commentary, 

!2. This sccihs to be meant by ie$e, Stinirpaye vayant pramdndm, iese 
raja, Mrcchakatika, act IX (before verse 39) “in evaluating the evidence wc 
(the judge) arc the authority, for the rest (i. e. the sentence) [it is} the king,” 
cf. iese (so read) pramanam tu bhavantam. htahibkSrata III 53.21 
(Nalopakhyana). In Mfcchthis is said by the judge at the end of the trial of 
Cirudatta, which shows that investigation and judgement are clearly sepa- 
rated. '• i 
13. Cullavagga chapters I-UI, Via II i.5-7239. 
14. T. Ohtomo. "Interpretations of SikkhSpada, in the case of Samghadisesa 
X.” Indogaku Bukkyogaku Kenkyu (Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies), 
19.2 (1971): 831-834 (in Japanese); H. Bcchert: The Importance of Aioka’s 
so-called Schism Edict,” indological and Buddhist Studies. Volume in 
Honouraf J. W. de Jong on his 60th Birthday (Canberra, 1982): 61-68, and 
“On the Origination and Characteristics of Buddhist Nikayas, or Schools,” 
Premier Colloque ttienne Lamotte (Bruxelles etUige 24-27 septembre 1989) 
(Louvain-La-Ncuve, 1993): S|l-S6; K. R. Norman, “Aioka and Sahghabheda,” 
Studies in Original Buddhism and MahByBna Buddhism in Commemoration 
of F. Watanabe (Kyoto: 1993) 9-29; S.Sasaki, "Buddhist Sect^in the ASoka 
Period (I)—The Meaning of the Schism Edict,” Bukkyo Kenkyu (Buddhist 
Studies) 18(1988): 181-202; (II)—Saipgha-bheda (1). IbieL 21 (1992): 157- 
176. ■ . - '.VV . 
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however, the Suttavibhaiiga adds (and thus at the same time mitigate 
yfj the rule) that it is necessary, too, that the monk does not deny having 

committed the respective offense. 
Here we find one of the basic principles of early Buddhist law as 

laid down in the Patimokkha: that the monk involved has to admit Us 
intention to commit an offense. Consequently the moral standards of 

. the monks are supposed to be very high. Speaking the truth is 
^ more or less for granted here as in Brahmanical tradition, where it is 

thought that brahmins speak the truth by their very nature. Given the ■ 
high esteem for truth necessarily found in oral cultures such as early 

T Buddhism or that the Veda, it is surprising that telling a lie is consid¬ 
ered only as a Pacittiya offense (see page<5). • - - 

The fourth group of offenses comprises the largest number, alto¬ 
gether 122 divided into two groups: 30 rules concerning “expiation by 

\ giving up (something)” (nissaggiya pacittiya) and 92 rules called 
“pure expiation” (suddha pacittiya), because some ecclesiastical pun¬ 
ishment is imposed.- - -. .... 

f" The 3l» Nissaggiya rules are of particular intercstas they shed some 
fv^iignton the property a monk was allowed to hold^These rules con¬ 

cerning property are divided into three sets of of ten rules.- The first 
—deals with robes, the second with mats and material used to vdske 

l iheiW, and includes the important Nissaggiyas XVHI and XIX forbid- 
ding trade and the possession of-any “gold or silver,” i. e. money 

Qalttruparqjatatn, Vin III 237.36**), to which-the Suttavibhanga 
gives a farsighted explanation: “or whatever is used (ye vohSram gac -' 
chanti, Vm III 238.3)" thus including even paper money, if not credit 
cards. 

In spite of this rule monks did own the financial means even to 
build monasteries at their own expense (attanodhanena, Vin IV 48. 
21) as it is said in die commentary to Pacittiya XIX. It is not clear 
from the Vinaya-pitaka how this was handled. Probably a layman 
attached to the monasteries managed the finances owned by the 
monks..This rule js one, if not the, earliest reference to “riches” in the 
possession of individual monks. At the time of the SamantapSsddika 
it was usual that monks controlled their financial means. This is 
shown.hy.his liability to pay damages in case any property belonging 
to the order was lost through his negligence.15 

15. Q, v. HinOber, “Ober drei Begriffe der buddhistischen Rcchtsspracbe: 
issaravata, giya und bhandadeyya," IT 7 (1979): 275-279. Property ofmonks 
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The third and last set of ten Nissaggiyas deals With the alms bowl 
and miscellaneous items such as medicine or the forbidden appropria-\ 
tion of things given to the whole satngha (samghika. labha) by an 
individual monk. 

The “pure” Pftciltiyas comprise 92 rules in the Theravada-Pati- 
mokkha and 90 in the Sarvastivada-Praiimoksasfitra. The latter number 
seems to be the original one, for a few Paciltiyas have been split into 
two rules by the TheravSdins or are counted in such a way, giving rise 
to some doubt about their originality. The initial arrangement of the 
rules in groups of ten has thus been obscured somewhat. The groups 
themselves arc named after the first rule in a group.16 

The consequences of transgressing a Pacittiya are not clear. The 
name of this group of offenses, which has been borrowed from Vedic 
ritual language,17 points to some kind of atonement {pr&yafcilta: 
pacittiya), but no further details seem to be given in the legal texts of 
Theravada.1* •' 

It may be sufficient to mention only a few of these offenses as 
examples. Th« very first rule concerns telling lies, and theipfpre is 

t ; .ain one of the universal rules like PSrajika I*IIL Here again the Bud- 
' dhist law is near to concepts of the Veda. For die Vedic DhatmasOtras 

teach the same, e. g. ahimsd satyam astainyam / maithunasya ca 
varjanam. Baudhayana 2.18.2 “non-violence, truth, not stealing, and 

i avoiding sexual intercourse.” Even the formulation of this Pacittiya 
I shows that it ishas been taken over by the Buddhists from some ear- 
* Her source because instead of the typical Buddhist wording,19 for 

is listed in Sp 290-294; I244ff; cf. also G. Schopcn. JIABS 14.2 (1991); 
3121T. 
16. The structure of the Paiimokkha will be discussed in detail in an article 
under preparation. 
17. On the explication of the name pacittiya see O. v. Hintibcr, “Die 
Bcstimmung dear Schul wigchfirigkcit buddhislischer Texte nach sprachlichen 
Kritcricn” Schulzugehdrigkcit... (as above note 1) 64ff„ Cf. H. Matsumura, 
AO SI (1990): 67, note 17; very rarely also the form pScattiya occurs: O. v. 
HinQbcr, The Oldest Pali Manuscript. Four Folios of the Vtnoya-Pitaka from 
the National Archives. Kathmandu. AWL 6 (1991) 22; on Jaina evidence; C. 
Cnillat, Les expiations dans le rituel ancien des religieux jaina. Publications 
de rinstitut do Civilisation Indicnnc, Sdrics ln-8°, Fascicule 25 (Pans: 1965) 

18. On the dassifleation of transgressions: £. Nolot. Rigles de discipline des 
nonnes bouddhistes. Publications de rinstitut de Civilisation Indicnnc, 
Fascicule 60 (Paris: 1991)384-386. . , . . ., 
19. This wording is shared with Jaina legal literature, where rules begin with 
je bhikkhu ... 
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which there is ho correspondence in Vedic literature: "if a monk .. . 
(should do this or that) . .{yo pana bhikkhu . ..a different for¬ 
mula is applied’fiere: “if there is a conscious lie, it fe an offense requir¬ 
ing expiation” (sampajananutsavade pacittiyam, Vin IV 2.14**). 

At the same time this wording is much simpler than the usually 
very careful, if at times somewhat clumsy, formulation of rules in the 
Patimokkha: “Whatever monk should intentionally deprive a being of 
the class ‘human' of life or should seek somebody who biings the 
knife to him (i. e. to the man to be killed), or should praise .death, or 
should incite (someone) to death saying: ‘Hello there, my man, of 
what use to you is this evil, difficult life? Death is better for you than 
life,’ or should deliberately and purposefully in various ways praise 
death or should! incite anyone to death, he is also liable to expulsion 

^and not in communion,” Parijjika III (Vin III 73.10**-16**, transiatinn 
I after I. B. Homer). Obviously this is an attempt to describe all 
I possible conditions leading to a certain offense in Ji.Yery comprehen¬ 
sive way. The Straggle with the language and a certain awkwardness 

of the syntax underline the fact that the authors were not accustomed 
to this kind of legal formulation when they attempted to achieve 
something new and innovative in the history of Indian law. The rules 

j laid down in the Patimokkha seemio.be th@ first attempt at a truly 
i legal description ofihe facts in India. 
| It is only in the Pacittiya that violating living beings (ahimsd) other 
| than man is referred to: Pacittiya XI concerns plants ( bhutagSma, Vin 
* IV 34.33**), and much later in Pacittiya LXI animals {pana, Vin IV 

124.25**) are mentionedQn contrast to murder both these offenses do 
not result in expulsion from the order, not even to a temporary sus- 
pension of the rights of a monk, as does a Samghadisesa offense. 
This underlines the superior position hpid by man, who is considered 
to stand high abovoany other living bang. This remarkable feature of 
Buddhist anthropology is also mirrored by the Dhamma: only men are 
able to become buddhas. 

The last rale to be mentioned of this group is Pacittiya XIX concern¬ 
ing theerection of a monastery ( mahallaka vihSra), already referred to 
above in connection with Samghadisesr VI and VDL This example j 
suggests that rates once included into the Patimokkha can never be l 
dropped. The building described here seems to be a very simple, if 
not primitive, type of monastery. As soon as the monasteries devel¬ 
oped into larger complexes, it became impossible to follow or even 
use this rote any longer. As a consequence the exact meaning seems 
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to have been forgotten very soon, already at the time when the old 
commentary, the Suttavibhanga, was formulated because the explana¬ 
tions given here clearly show that many details were no longer fully * 
understood. The same fact can be deduced from the attempts to create 
a comprehensible text by reformulating the rule, as did some of those 
schools who use Sanskrit in their Prttimolqas&tras. However, the 
exact meaning of this role remains obscure.20 

Although evidently obsolete for a long period, perhaps even for 
more than two millennia, this rule has been kept because it was con-1 
sidered impossible to change or update the Patimokkha promulgated 
by the Buddha himself: suttam hi appathattiyaitf, Sp 23121 “for it is 
impossible to reverse the (Patimokkha)sutta.” This opinion cannot 
have prevailed at all times, because the Patimokkha as we have it 
today, must have been formulated by the order at an early date, and. 
not by the Buddha. Very soon, however, in the history of. Buddhism 
the assembly of monks decided not to touch the text anymore. The 
refusal to change even the “minor rules” (khuddanukhuddakSni sikkha - 
paJdni)21 hinted at in the pertinent discussion at the council of 
RSjagaha (Rajagrha) (Vin II 287.29-288.15, cf. DN H 154.15ff.) could 
indicate the end of the freedom fdr sny changes of the Patimokkha 22 

A set of only four roles follows this large group. As these offenses 
have to be pointed but onlybythe~m6nk^ committed them, 
they are named Patidesaniya “pertaining to confession." - 

The fin»! group ef rarrs ir. t^e Paiftiokkha comprises 75 items and 
relates to appropriate behaviour (which would also apply to any lay¬ 
man) such as walking around properly dressed, avoiding talking while 
eating, etc. They are called Sekkhiya “pertaining to training.” All these : 
rules are formulated in" the same way: “I shall not put my hand into i 

* my mouth while I am eating. This (role) pertaining to training must 
be kept,” Sekkhiya XL1I (Vin IV 195.10**). The contents, arrange¬ 
ment, and number of these rules, which contain an interesting, though 

20. D. Schlingloff, “Zur Interpretation des PratimokjasOtra,” ZDMG 113 
(1963): 538-551, particularly p. 542fll 
21. Although it is not dear, what exactly is meant by these rules, it seems 
that Pacittaya LXXII, Vin IV 143.17* uses this expression inrcferencc to the 
Patintokkhasutta. The Pacittiyas are called khuddaka, Sp 735-7*; 886.2*; 
213.18. Cf. also J. Dhiraiekera, “The Rebels Against the Codified Law in 
Buddhist Monastic Discipline,”.Bukkyd Kenkyu (Buddhist Studies) 1 (1970): 
90-77. * * , 
22. The reason given is quite interesting: changes might confuse the lays: 
Vin 1! 288.17. 
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difficult, and probably popular vocabulary, sometimes vary consider¬ 
ably from one Vinaya school to another. In fact, this set seems to be a 
later addition23 because the Patimokkha is occasionally referred to in 
the canon as “These more then 150 rules, which are recited every half 
month—I cannot keep them” (sadhikain idam bhante diyad-dhasikkhB- 
paddsatam anvaddham&som uddesam Bgacchati nahain bhante etthd 
sakkomi sik-khitunt, AN I 230.17-19 etc., Mp II 346.29). The figure 
150 only makes sense, if the 75 Sekkhiya-rules are excluded: 4 
Parajika + 13 Samgh&disesa + 2 Aniyata + 30 Nissaggiya + 92 
(originally 90) Pacittiya +4 Patidesaniya = 145 (143), to which tife 
seven “methods to settle a dispute” (adhikaranasamatha) are added at 
the very end of the Patimokkha. These seven methods are only enu¬ 
merated without any further explanation and are found in the second 
part of the Vinaya-pitaka, the Khandhaku, divided into twenty chap¬ 
ters called “large section,” Mahavagga, and “small section,” Cn/la- 
vagga respectively. 

the first part of the Vinaya-pitafea, the Patimokkha briefly described 
so far, has been built around the rules for the behaviour of individual 
monks and nuns. This section of the Vinaya-pitaka is called Sutta-' 
wWwnga “explanation cf the (PSiimokldia-)suita.” 24 Each single role 
is embedded in a text of identica! structure tiiroughout the whoje 
Suttavibhanga comprising four parts, the names of which are found in 

, the account of die first council, and again, though slightly different, in 
the much Hater commentary on the Vinaya-pitaka, the Samantapdsd: 
dika. .’/V?". 

According to the Theravada tradition, the first two Pitakas were 
reeijed and thus recognized as canonical at the first council Immedi¬ 
ately after the death cf the Buddha. When Mahikassapa as the leading 

J monk asked Upali the most learned monk in vinaya to recite the texts 
; comprising Buddhist law, he did so by inquiring about the place 
j {hiddna, Vut II 286.27), where a rule was prescribed, about th6 person 
j concerned (puggalc, Vin II 286.27), and about the topic of the rule 

(vatihu, Vin II 286.27),25 These three points, which constitute the 

23. ‘ 1ft contrast to all other groups the number of the Sckkhiyas is not given 
in the introduction to their recitation: Vin IV 185.1; 206.31; 207.15. This 
points to thcfact that’thdnniimb^’ili'i^iiMlc^y fixed as that of all the 
other offenses. \ 
24. The cxistenrr cf ’.he Fdiiiuukkiiasutta also as a separate text is guaranteed 
by Kkh. It is referred to as a separate text at Spk II 203.12; Vibh-a 32.30. 
25. This passage is quoted in Sp 14.5-7. 
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introductory story to a rule, are also designated as a whole as vatthu 
(Sp 29.! 6) “'topic, introductory matter” in the commentary These s!o- 
ries have been invented much later than the roles proper were formu¬ 
lated, for they arc at times based on gross misunderstandings, of the. 
contents of a given prescription.26 

The introduction regularly ends with the sentence: “you should, 
monks, recite this precept (sikk/iapada).” The precepts themselves ate 
called pannatti (Via II 286.28) in the Vinaya-pitaka in contrast to 
matika (So 29.16) in its commentary. Sometimes the content of a pre¬ 
cept as originally formulated is considered incomplete and has to be 
supplemented. After the Buddha had ruled: “if a monk should take 
something away that has not been given, which is considered as theft 
..." certain monks held the view that “refers to inhabited places, not 
to uninhabited places” (... bhagavata sikkhapadam paiihattam tan ca 
kJio game r.o arahRe, Vin III 45.30). Consequently the Buddha had to 

’ specify the rale as “if a monk should take something away that has not 
i been given from an inhabitated or from an uninhabitated place (gama 
j va aranha vd, Vin III 46.16**), which is considered as theft... .” This^ 
I method of expanding a definition is called “secondary prescription”’ 
* (anupaMatti. Vin II 286.28). The commentary further .explains that 

these specifications may be used either to strengthen (dalhataram, 
karonti. Sp 228.S)77 or to loosen (sithibm karonti, Sp 227.34) a rule 
depending on whether a precept is based on what is considered as an 
act or a behavior “to be avoided by all” (lokavajja) such as theft or 
murder, or “to be avoided because of a precept” (pannattivajja, Sp 
228.1) such as Pacittiya XXXIIff. “eating as a group of monks,” which 
is on TQffcr.se only for monks. In this latter ease additional rules miti¬ 
gate thrc original one by giving exceptions, in the case of Pacittiya 
XXXIIff., no less than seven times (!). 

In contrast to this opinion found in the SamantapRsadika, the com¬ 
mentary on the Patimokkha, the Khankh&vitarani, gives a slightly dif¬ 
ferent explanation to anupanRatti. Without referring to “avoided by 
all” and “avoided because of a precept,” the KhankhRvitarani states 
that an additional rule may either “cause an offense” (Rpattikara, Kkh 
24.37) as in Pacittiya XII, or “restrict an offense” (anSpattikara, Kkh 
24.38) such as the addition “if not in sleep" (annatra supinantS, Kkh 

26. This has been discussed in detail by D. Schlingloff in the article men- 
tioned in noic 20 above. . 
27. It was not always clear which of the two catagorics applies, as in the case 
of Sckkhiya 1: Sp 890.10-12. 
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Vin III 112.17**), which restricts the “consciously losing 
.. is a Samghadisesd,” referring to $amghadisesa I, or, as a v 

third, possibility support an offense (apattiupatthambhakara, Kkh 
24.39), for which Parajika II concerning' theft as discussed above is 
quoted. '• 

This difference of opinion on anupanRatti separates both commen¬ 
taries and consequently is an interesting bint at the development of 

\ juridical thinking in Theravsda, a field that still awaits investigation. 
In contrast to the account of the first council, the SamantapSsddikS, 

which does not know anupawaui as-a separate entry in the division 
of the’ Suttavibhahga, next mentions the “commentary explaining 

Puidividual words" (padabhajaniya, Sp 29.16). This is the 
term for the explanation of the Patimokkha found in the Suttavibhahga 
based on a way of legal thinking much more developed than in the 

( Patimokkha proper. Therefore it seems rather significant that no 
mention is made of this part of the Suttavibhahga in the account of 
the first council since this might indicate that this account dates back 
to a time when the padabhajaniya did net yet exist 

Next the offense proper (Spatti, Vin n 286.28: Sp 29.17: so read 
with note 7) is mentioned that is Parajika, Sarnghadisesafetc.. and 
only in the commentary does a further technical term follow, the 
“intermediate offenstn (antarapatti, Sp 29.17)^* This designates a 
somewhat lighter form of the offense than the one contained in theniie 
itself, and it applies when only part of the conditions are met that 
would normally result in committing a certain offense. For example, if 
a monk intends to steal an object, he may secure the help of a second 

j person ([dutiya), fetch a basket to carry the object, etc. In spite of his 
intention to steal, it is only “wrong doing” (dukkata) if he does “not go 
beyond these preparations. Even if he touches the object or starts shak - 

I ing it (phandapeti), it is still one of the stages defined as antarSpatti, 
( but now, if he shakes it, it is already a “grave offense” (ithullaccaya.). 

Only if the monk actually moves the object QhSnS caveti), is the 
offense (Spatti) defined n« theft (adinnadana, Vin III 47J4-48.4).29 

28. The morning given s. v. antarSpatti in me <3*0 is wrong, and corrected 
s. v. Spatti, tic. It has to be kept in mind that mis word has two meanings: 
2. “offawe committed, while bong suspended because of mi offense commit¬ 
ted earlier," for which sec Cullavagga 1,11 and note 36 below. 
29. Cf. I. D. M. Dcrrctt, “AdattadSnam: Valuable Buddhist Casuistry,” IT 7 
(1979): 181-194. 
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At the end of this casuistry a final section is added giving the con—, 
ditions of freedom from punishment (anapatti). The monk, who was V 
the first to commit the relevant offense (Sdikammika "the first commit- 
ter’*),- is never liable to punishment. Thus the Roman rule nullum '< 
crimen sine lege was formulated here at a rather early date in India.30 p 
The same applies for the concept of penal responsibility; mentally- dis¬ 
turbed monks (ummattaka) are not punishable. This is the framework 
for all precepts from Pflrtjika to Sekkhiya with the exception, of 
course, of the “methods to settle a dispute” at the very end of the 
Patimokkba. . ;_ 

_ The individual groups of offenses are separated from each other by ^ 
very short texts, which'are used only for the-recitation of the 
Patimokkha once a fortnight. These texts state, for example, that the j 
30 Nissaggiya rules have been recited, that no monk has violated I 
them, and that the assembly is consequently-pure, which means that j 
no one has committed an offense. 

An oldparagraph shows howthePattimokkhasutta was recited: All 
monks of acertain area {gOmakkketta and not simd!) assemble and ask 
amonk, whoknowsnhetexfbyfie^ (yarsa vattati,iamajjhesdma). 
While the text is recited ^bhatUbun&ne), tin offense committed is dealt 
with according to law {yathS^ha^jnam yathdsattham) (MN III 10.8r 
16). Thus it is the very purposo of the recitation to secure the ritualf 
purity of the order by making sure that all precepts contained in the f; 
Patimokkba have been kept ; ? 

This rather broad-outline of the Suitavibtiahga may be sufficient, 
although only the first part, the “great commentary” ( mahavibhahga) 
hds been taken into consideration sd far. The structure of the much 
shorter second part, the “nuns* commentary” (bhikkhunivibhanga) is 
basically the same. The text is neither read nor studied frequently, 
partly because'the order of nuns ceased to exist long ago, as it is well 
known.31 It^hould be noted, however, that part of the rules for 
monks are also valid for nuns, as “common (sadharaiia) precepts,” 

30. H. Hcckcr, “Allgemeine Rechtsgrundsatzc in der buddhistischcn Ordens- 
verfassung,” Verfassung und Recht in Qbersee 10 (1977) 89-115, particularly 
p. 97; cf. the discussion of Mikammika, Sp 610.6-611.4. 
31. Cf. c. g.: T. Bartholomeusz, “The Female Mendicant in Buddhist Sri 
Lanka,” Buddhism, Sexuality, and Csr.dcr, cd. J. I. Cabezdn (Delhi: 1992) 
37-ot, and P. Skilling, “A Note on the Bhikkhunl-sangha (II): The Order of 
Nuns after the Parinirvana,” Pdll-Sanskrta-Vijakar. Mahamakutaraja 
Vidvalay 2436 (Bangkok: 1993) 208-251. ' > 
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such as the four Parajikas.32 Thus there are altogether eight Pdrajikas \ 
for nuns, although only the four additional rules are actually given in j 
the. Bhikkhuni-Patimokkha. In a more complicated way the 17" 
Sarpghadisesa for nuiis are put together. 10 are specific for nuns, and 
Samghadiscsa V, Vill, IX of the monks are to be inserted after 
Sarpghadisesa VI of the nuns, and Saipgb&disesa X-XIU of the monks 
are inserted between Samghadisesa IX and X of the nuns according to 
the commentary (Sp 915.34-38). • 

As the rules valid for nuns are much stricter than those for the 
monks, there is usually a higher number of precepts to be kept: 8 
Ptirajikas, 17 Samghadiscsas, 30 Nissaggiyas, 176 PScittiyas, and 3 
Patidesaniyas. Together with the number of Nissaggiyas, those of the 
Sekkhiyas and of the Adhikaranasamathas are identical for both monks j 
and nuns; The ruJes.for nuns are no longer recited. The introduction ,! 
to the recitation of the Patimokkha explicitly states: “The instruction 
of nuns docs not take place, as they do not exist any longer;”33 -- 

In the same way the Suttavibhahga is built around the Patimokkha, 
the structure of the, second part of the Vinaya, the “great” and the 
“small sections” (Mahavagga, Cullavagga) is, at hdt to some extent; 
determined by “legal rormulas” {kammavUca). These formulas have to 
bcaecitcd to transact legal business in the order, such as appointing a 1 
certain monk to be in charge of the distributionofcells and beddings ■ 
to monks arriving at a mor.asteiy, or to instruct the nuns, etc.34 The 
admission of new members to the order is also regulated by kamma- ' 
vScas. The wording of these formulas is fixed exactly, down to the - 
correct pronounciation of single sounds; for phonetic mistakes such as 
pronouncing a labial instead of a nasal in scungham versus samgham 

32. Other prcecpts arc “not common” (asadharana) and consequently apply 
either to monks or to nuns. Therefore these offenses, though committed by a 
monk or a nun, disappear in Case of a change of sex: Mahay&nasutralamkara, 
cd. S. Ldvi (Paris: 1907) 55.5; cf. O. v. Hinuber: Vinaya und Abhidhamma, 
as above note 7, at the end. _ _; 
33. The relevant text is found in The Patimokkha, Trans. Nanamoli 
(Bangkok: 1966) 9; the procedure is described at Kkh 12.6-14.2 ar.d Sp 
794^0-798.17. * 
34. A single monk can hold up to 13 functions (Sp 578.28. cf. Sp 1163.16), 
if he is able {vyatta, Sp 578.26 on Vin HI 158.23) to do so. These functions 
arc enumerated at Vin V 204.29-33, cf. Sp 1411.25-28 quoted Sp-t II344.15- 
18 ad Sp 578.28; also Sp 1195.22ff.=1396.6; further on bhandagarika, Sp 
354.21 and on viharacarika, Sp 357.9ff. 
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would result in the invalidity of a legal act.-*5 This dates back to the 
time of early Buddhism and to the days of orality when the spoken 
word was considered valid. No documents weic known either to con¬ 
firm an ordination or to be used as evidence in Buddhist law. 

I While, the Suttavibhahga regulates the behaviour of individual 
■monks, the Khandhaka describes the procedures to be transacted by 

‘ the order. The first and longest chapter recalls the foundation of the 
Buddhist samgha and deals with the rules for the lower (pabbajja) and 
higher ordination (upasampada). The following chapters comprise the 
rules for the recitation of the PStimokkha, for spending the rainy sea¬ 
son, etc. There arc altogether ten Khandhakas, which form the 
Maltavagga. , 

Between these ten and the second set of ten Khandhakas found in 
the Cullax'agga, which are enlarged by the two appendices containing 
the accounts of the first two councils held at Rajagaha (RSjagrha) and 
Vesdli (VaiSall) respectively, there is no clear cut division. The only 

-superficial difference may be seen in the fact that legal matters become 
A increasingly involved in the CuUavagga. Thus far not n^i^i effonf) 
| has been made to investigate and to understand the IcgMisystepJ 
, describedln these parts of the Vinaya. - 

i$b Hiit** 
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I *n CuUavagga II and III relate to certain'special cases men tioned in 
' \J'ullava88a I- Here, five kinds'of misbehavior together t/ith five 

different legal procedures against thernSie named,37 which, strangely„ 
enough, ail result in the same consequences,3* although one of them 
“expulsion (from a place)” {pabbajantyakamma, Vin II 9.29-15.28)39 
results from SamghSdisesa XIII, whileTfhe “suspension because of the 

f wfesal give up a wrong view” (pSpikSya ditthiya appatinissagge 
JV “Wtepaniyakamma, Vin II 25.9-28.17) relates to PScittiya LXVIII. 
V j This, like many other problems in the .yinaya, still requires detailed 

^investigation. ^ - 
A minor point mentioned in this section deserves some attention, 

Jt; although it seems to be rather marginal at a first glance. When the 
Buddha asks SSriputta and Moggall5na to drive away the Assajipun- 
abbasuka monks from the KitSgiri, that &, to execute an “expulsion 
from a place" (pabbajantyakamma), these prominent monks are afraid 

' tpk* 
i 

rpf 

f 

to do so, because those monks are “fierce and violent” ( canda 

The first three chapters of She CuUavagga, the kamma-i 
“section on legal acts,” perivUsa-kkhandhaka “section on probation ” 
and. samuccaya-kkhandhaka "section on miscellaneous matters”: deal 
mainly with procedures resulting from Saipghadisesa offenses. If a 
monk has committed such an offense, he loses certain rights for a cer¬ 
tain period, after which he can become a full member of the order 
again. This matter can get rather complicated if a monk commits a 
second, or third offense while on probation,36 and in addition conceals 
them for a certain period, which in itself results in a particular form of 
punishment. Consequently the rules given in the relevant chapters are 
quite involved, and at times; it is a bit difficult not to get confused 
when reading these texts. 

We are quite well informed about the consequences of a Sainghfi- 
disesa. It is, however, not entirely clear how the procedures described 

\f 

1 
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pharusa, Vin II 1234ff. 183.1ff.).Therefore the Buddha recom¬ 
mends that Sariputta and Moggall&na should net go alone, but take 
with them a large group of monks. This Is one of the very few pas¬ 
sages where the difficulties to enforce a decision are mentioned.4® 

On the whole, the Vinaya-pitaka contains much information on the-' 
; ory, e. g. the very elaborate section on the “settlipg a dispute” 

{samatha-kkhandhaka, Vin II 73.3-104.11, ef. MN I! 247.2-250.2i 
with Ps iV 42.13-46.25), which is a long and extremely detailed 
explanation of the corresponding key words found at the end of the 
Patimokkha as mentioned above. Unfortunately, however, it is not 
explicitly stated, in which particular case which method for settling [the respective dispute is to be applied. Nowhere is an example given 
for the entire procedure, beginning with the committing of an offense 
and describing the complete hearing wiihin the order, with the final 
verdict and the eventual punishment. Even the commentary is not very 

164 32C165 7U,,J'"8 ^ ** f<>Und * ***199,4*8, which “ cxPlaincd at Mp IT 

35. O. v. H'nObcr. “Das buddhistischc Recht <md die Phenctik dcs Pili. Sir. j 
Abschnitt sus dcr SamantapSsadika fiber die Vcrmcidung von Aussprachefeh- 
lcm in kammav&c&s ” StII 13/14 (Festschrift W. Rau) (1987): 101-127. - For - 
more recent times cf.: F. Bizot. Les traditions de la pabbajja en Aste du s 
Sud-Est. AAWG 169(1988). 
36. Such an offense is called antarOpatti. see note 28 above. 

38. These arc described repeatedly in the same wording Vin II 5.5-15 etc.; a 
special case is mentioned Via 1122.12-23.2: Opattiya adassane ukkhipani- 
yakamma. 
39. The definition givci. (or pabbOjaniyakamma in the PED is r.ot correct. 
40. A similar case is the infliction of Brahmadanda, Vin II 290.19-21. It 
needs a minister of king MahSsena (334-361) to defrock (uppabbajesi) a 
monk accused of a parajika (<antimamtthu), Mhv XXXVII 38ff. 
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infonnative in this respect, although a few additional details are pro¬ 
vided, which will be discussed below. 

The tenth and last section of the Cullavagga proper dealing with 
legal matters contains the account of the foundation of the order of 
nuns. Thus the structure of the Khandhaka corresponds in this respect 
to the which is concluded hy the 

The very last and probably latest part of the put of theVinya-pitaka 
is an elaborate and difficult handbook called Parivara on how to han¬ 
dle the material accumulated in Suitavibhahga tad Khandhaka. It is 
quite evident that this text is a compilation of separate, occasionally 
over-lapping short texts, sometimes in verse, mostly in prose. It is 
only in the Parivara that some kind of hearing is introduced and 
briefly discussed in chapter X, the “further summary in verses” 
(aparanx gdthdsamganikam, Vin V I58.2-159.24) and chapter XI, 
“section on reproof’ (codana-katjda. Via V 160.2-162.23). Three par¬ 
ties arc named:’ a codaka “one who puts forward a reproof or accusa¬ 
tion,” a cuditnka “one who is reproofed os accused,” and an anuvijjha - 

fe41 “an investigator,” The latter has to be impartial and should be 
careful not to arouse anger in either party. who, in their tum, have to 
speak die truth etc . Again nothing is said about the contents of such a 
hearing in the "Vinaya-pitaka Itself. It is only the commentary that 

“ offert some information. Forhere the “investigator” (anuvijfiiaka) is 
defined aran ’’expert inlaw’Tv/nayndhnm), whff'sits to decide s case 
{adhikamna)42 that has been brought before the assembly of monks 
(sdmghdnmjfheotinnani, Sp 1360.3ff.). 

Thus only comparatively late legal literature yields some, though 
mostly somewhat vague, information on the actual working1 of Bud¬ 
dhist law in practice. This of course is a problem faced by all students 
of Indian law. For just as the Vinaya-pitaka describes theory rather 
than practice, so do the Dharma&stras. Information about the practical 
application of Hindu law in court is rarely referred to, and mostly 
found in literature outside the realm of Dharma&stra such as Sanskrit 

t . - V • ; • • 

41. This is the correct form of the word: CPt s. v. . - 
42. This, word is used only for ecclesiastical cases (cf. Sp 593.24-595.5), the 
corresponding expression for secular law being atta, derived from Sanskrit 
artha with Dravidian or Sinhaia dcsaspjration: O. v. HinObcr, “Drei Bcgriffc 
. . as in note 15 above, p ?78 note 12. The meaning of Sanskrit 
adhikarana, even in a legal context, is slightly different; cf. PD s. v. 

o 
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drama, where the well known Mrcchakatika may serve as an 
example.43 

Information on Buddhist law as laid down in the Vinaya-pi(aka, on 
the other hand, can be gathered from random references in the com- ' 
mentaries (atthakathd) on the Vinaya-pitaka such as the Samanta- 
pdsadika or the Kankhdvitarani, a commentary on the P&timokkha, or V" 
even in commentaries on other parts cf the Tipitaka. As tire vast v 
commentarial literature has not been made easily accessible by ade- ~ c 
quate indices, the following examples are by no means tire result of a ] £ ' 
systematic search. Although better and clearer evidence still hidden' ' 'r 
somewhere in the AtthakathB may surface in the future, it may be use¬ 
ful to translate some relevant passages for easier reference. 

Resuming what has been stated repeatedly, though briefly in the 
Parivara, the SamantapSsOdikS describes in some detail hew a legal 
expert (vinayadhara, cf. Vin 1169.7) has to act with respect to per¬ 
sons who bring a case before him and with respect to the Vinaya-rules 
he is going to use.44 Once a case (vaithu) is brought before the 

- assembly of monks (samghamajjhe, cf. vinayadltaro sahghamajjhc 
pucchati, Kfch 89.23), plaintiff' (codaka) and accused (cuduaka) hsvt 

■ to be-askedr whether they are gdlng to accept the final'vetdict 
iyimcchayena tisitha bhavissatha, Sp 590. Iff., cf. Vin V 224.16ff.). 
Qrilyjf both agree can the investigation begin.43 In case; however, 

l they answer “if wc like it, we shall accept [the verdict),” they should 
be sent away to worship a stupa, and the whole matter shouldbe’han- 
dled in a dilatory way, until both parties are worn down (nimmada) 
and apply again for a hearing. Only after having sent them away thrice 
should the hearing finally begin (Sp 590.4-10). 

On the other hand, the assembly of monks may be unable to handle 
the case, because their majority is either shameless or incompetent 
(alajji-, bala-ussanna-, Sp 590.10-15, cf. Vin V 224.19-21). to the 

43. P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasdstra Vol. 3 (Poona: 1973) 279, refere 
to act IX of that drama. Information on law suits from a much later time is 
given by J. Duncan M. Dcrrctt, G. D. Sonthcimcr, and G. Smith, Beitrdge zu 
indischem Rcchtsdenken (Wiesbaden: 1979) 61tT. (on Maharashtra), and by R. 
Lariviire, “A Sanskrit Jayapattra from 18th Century Mithila,” Studies in 
Db.armasdstra. ed. R. Larivifcrc (Delhi:, 1?84) 49-80 (onBihar). 
44. - The qualities of a viriayadKdra arc described at length at Sp 871.29- 
875.29. 
45. Monks, who were disenchanted with a decision of king Kamrajinutissa 
(89-92) even tried to murder him, for which they were thrown into a precipice 
(pabbhara): Mhv XXXV 11 cf. note 62 below. 

) 
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first case, a committee has to be formed (ubbdhikSya, Sp 590.11, cf. 
Sp 1197.21-25 on Vin II 95.29).46 In the case of incompetence, legal 
experts have to be invited, who are to be agreed upon by both parties 
(,sabhdga, Sp 5^0.12, cf. Sp ! 354.28-31). These l*uvc to decide 
according to dhamma-vinaya-satthusasana “teaching-discipline-pre¬ 
scription of the teacher (i. e. the Buddha)”(Vin V 22*01 ff.), which 
means following the SamantapasSdikS according to the “true cause” 
(blmtatn vatthu : dhamma, Sp 59G.i5ff.)r to “reproof and remonstra- 
tion” (codana. sarana : vinaya), and finally to a "correct motion and a 
correct proclamation" 47 (nauhampada, anussavanasampadS : satihu- 
sasana, Sp 590,16ff.). Thus the rather general terms “teaching” etc. 
get a very technical and specific meaning in this particular Vinaya 
context. 

When finally a group of monks capable and competent to decide the 
case has been established, the hearing proper can begin with the plain¬ 
tiff (codaka) stating his case, which then has to be examined with all 
'necessary care (upaparikkhitva, Sp 590.19), before a verdict in accor¬ 
dance with the true facts {bhutena vatthunB, Sp 590,19) is reached and 
made known. This has to be done in a rather simple form of a motion 
followed by a single proclamation {mttidutiya, Vin V 220.3, cf. sp 
1395.24-32).4® It is noteworthy that no document such as zjayapattra 
is mentioned to be issued as written proof for the winning party.49 

Further, it is stated that an incompetent and shameless monk cannot 
blame another monk who is acting as a codaka. If he should approach 
the order with such an intention, his complaint has to be, dismissed 
(ayyojetabba, Sp 390.26) without any hearing. On the other hand a 
modest but incompetent monk has to be given guidance (nayo, Sp 
591.1) when he brings histase forward. 

Once the plaintiff and the accused have stated their respective case, 
the legal expert has to decide without rashness ( sahasO avinicchinitva, 
Sp 235.29) and has to take the following six points into considera¬ 
tion: 1. the facts (vatthu), 2. the Patimokkha (mStikd), 3. the commen¬ 
tary on the Patimokkha (padabhsjaniya), 4. “the three sections” 

46. This is one of tkc-adhUMraaasomcihas: “by committee." 
47. On “motion" and “proclamation’' cf. O. v. HmQbcr, Das buddhitUsche 
Rcchl mentioned above in note 35. ... 
48. This verdict is not mentioned in the enumeration of Hattidutiya kamma, 
Sp 1396.1-6. . 
49. This is usual in Hindu law; cf. R. Larivifcrc mentioned in note 43 
above. 

0tikepariccheda),*>'5. the “intermediate offense” (antarSpatti),51 6. the 
i - conditions, under which there is no offense (andpatti) (Sp 235.22- 

236.22). Having considered all this and having taken j»‘H these facts 
and conditions as his guiding principles (suttam, Sp 236.23), his 
verdict is irrefutable as if the Buddhahimrelf had been sitting in court 
as a judgb and had passed the verdict (vinicchayo appativatiiyo. bud- 
dhena sayam nislditva vinicchitascdiso koti, Sp 236.26ff.). For the 
Buddha has decided many disputes himself and has given hints 

j (lakkhanc) how legal experts should decide in future (Sp 2^2.2-7).52 
! Although ail this advice may be of some help for a monk who has 

to decide a case in agreement with the Vinaya, it is still not clear how 
such business was really transacted. The following episode related in 
the Satnantapasddikd gives at least an impression how this could have 
been done: . 

* ' « 

A certain monk in Antarasamudda took a well formed coconut, turned 
it, and made it into a drinking cup polished like mother-of-pearl. Then he 

i; left it behind and went to Cctiyagiri. Another monk went to Antara- 
| samudda, stayed in the very monastery, saw the cup. took U away with the 

intention to steal it, and went to Cctiyagiri, too. Hie monk who originally 
owned the cup saw the other monk drinking ricc-grucl and asked: “Where 
did you get that?”—“I brought it from Antarasamudda." He said This is 
not your property. It has been stolen," and dragged him before die assembly 
of monks. There they did not get a decision and went to die, Manavihara, 
There the drums were beaten (to assemble the monks). An assembly was 
held and the hearing (vimcckayc) began. The Elders, who were experts in 
the Vinaya, decided that it was theft A member of this assembly was the 
Elder Godha, the Abhidhamma expert, who was at the saare time an expert 
in the Vinaya. He spoke thus; “Where has he stolen this ciip7”—'“It was 

’stolen in Antarasamudda."—-“How much is its value there?"—“It is worth 
nothing, because coconuts are split there,*their contents is eaten, and the 
shell is thrown away, being considered as something like wood"— “What 
is the value of the manual labour oftfienRSilrthcrc?*,-J*Apenny (masaka) 
or even less than a penny."—“Indeed the Buddha ins prescribed somewhere 
a ParSjika with regard to a penny ([masaka) or even less than a penny."— 
This being said there was a unanimous approval: “Excellent, excellent, well 
spoken, well decided!” 

50. They are riciincxi as: 1. aiikkmtasam, 2. vematiko, 3. anatikkantasaMi, 
Sv-nt 1135.22-24: The example quoted isNi&saggiya I. Vi* III 197 15-18. 
51. See note 28 above. 
52. Cf. the vinayamahOpadesa, Sp 23033-233.2, where Vin 1250.36-251.6 
(Sp 1103.25-1104.30) is quoted. 
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And at that time when the king Bhatiya left the city to worship the 
stupa, he heard this noise and asked: “What is it?” Having heard everything 
as it had happened, he bad the drum beaten in the city: “As long as I live, a 
case decided for monks, nuns, or householders by the Elder Godha,53 the 
Abhidhanuna expert, is well deckled. I put [persons] who do not abide by 
his decision under the jurisdiction of the king."(Sp 306.29-307.22). 

-• . * / 

The context of this paragraph is a long discussion on many aspects 
of theft, in.this particular instance on the different value of an object at 
different places. This value again is crucial to determine the gravity of 
the respective theftT According to Vin HI 59,14-30 (quoted Vin V 33. 
23) one of the conditions resulting in a Parajika after an object has 
been moved (jhanaedveti) is that the value of that object has to-be at 
least five pennies (padcamdsako vd atireka-pahcamasako vd, Vin III 
54.16). If the value is less than five, but more than one penny (atire- 
kamdsako vd unapancamdsako vd, Vin III 54.22) it is a “grave 
offense" (ihuUaccaya); if it is a penny or even less (mdsako vd mama - 
sako vd, Vin ill 54.27) as in the case quoted from the Samanta- 
pasddikd, it is only “wrong doing" (dukkata). - > ~ - 

. This story is dated by the Sitthalese king mentioned, who may be 
Bhafikabhaya (C. E. 38-^.^ Two points deserve special attention. 
First the case is decided by a monk, who is not primarily an expert in 
the Vi nay a. but in “philosophy," Abhklhamma. His opinion and 
decision is not only appreciated in this paragraph, he is quoted again 
thrrse as an authority in different legal matters such as the following: 

“Somebody decapitates someone else, who is running quickly in a 
liatitc, and the corpse fonrinaes to run. A third person causes the run¬ 
ning corpse to fall by a blow: Who is guilty of a Parajika? Half the 
Elders say the one, who interrupts the walking; the Elder Godhaka, 
however, the expert in Abhidhanuna, says the one who has cut the 
hcad”(Sp478.16*20). - 

It is remarkable that these are monks discussing the possibility of a 
Parajika'in a battle, perhaps not (Ally in theory. For they might have 

* ‘ • 

_•__.--.r. ■ 

53. The exact form of the name of the Elder is noLclear. Thejraditicn has 
Godatta, Godha(ka), Goda, Gotta, aadC63ant£ 
54. E. W. Adikaram, Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon (Colombo: 
1953) 86ff. The date may have fo be postponed by sixty year&; cf. H. Bcchert 
in the introduction to the reprint of W. Geiger, Culture of Ceylon Jn 
Mediaeval Times (Stuttgart:-1986) XX. However doubts about these new 
dales arc raised in the review byRH Gombrich, OLZ (1990): 83ff. 
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had in mind monks in arms such as those mentioned in the 
Sdsanavemsa in much later times.55 

Perhaps it is not a coincidence that monks knowledgeable in Abhi- 
dhamma were particularly apt to decide Vmaya cases, because tbe way 
of thinking in both, Buddhist philosophy and law, shows some simi¬ 
larities: the latter may have served as a model for the former in which ' 
case the Abhidhanuna is based on the application of the methods 
developed in juridical thinking and on material drawn from the 
Suttas.55 

In contrast the Sutta experts do not seem to have enjoyed any paitic - 
ular reputation for their knowledge of the Vinaya,57 as the following 
.episode demonstrates, which at the same time shows, how a quarrel 
could start in the samgha: 
: .; - . s< 
f-‘. At one place an expert in the Vinaya and an expert in the Sutta were •• 
| living together. Once the monk, who was an expert in the Sutta, went to 
j ihe toilet and left some of the water for rinsing ia the rcspcctivepot The ' 
' legal expert went to the toilet later, saw the water, left and the monk: 

V 'Venerable, sir. did.yeM,put, the water th«e7“— “Yes, venerable sir 
“Dont you knew that this is an offense (against Vln llj222il)7*— "No, I 
do nbtknow."— “There is, vcncrablc sir. an offense."— “Ifthercis an 

i jttjfchsc,' then I shall confess it."— “If you acted without knowing and 
R ■ intention, there is no oficnSe.” Consequently he (the Sutta expert) was of 
Vt! the opinion that his offense was no offense. The legal expert, however, told 
' "j his pupils: “Although the Sutta expert has committed an offense, he does 

i not know it.” The pupils said to the pupils of the Sutta expert: “Although 
I your teacher has committed an offense, be does not know that it is an 
j /Offense.” They (the pupils of the Sutta expert) went and informed their 
i teacher. He said: “In the first place the legal expert said it Is no offense, 
1 now he says it is an offense. Obviously^he is telling a lie." They (the 
j pupils of the Sutta expert) went away and said (to the pupils of the legal 

expert): “Your teacher is a liar.” Thus the quarrel grew. Then the legal 
expert got the permission (from the order) and transacted the formal act of 

! suspension {ukkhepaniyakamma) against (the Sutta expert), because he did 
I not rccognize an offense (according to Vin II 21.5-22.11 with Sp 1148.23- 
\ 1149.10). 

55. CJf. note 86 below. 
56. (3^0. v. Hinubcr, “Vinaya und Abhidharama/* quoted above in note 7. 
57. CfT the remarkable observation of Sariputta in ms S&ratthadipani: *TTie 
Ciders who teach the Mahd-atthakathS are ridiculed as ‘Suttanuica^eras,* 
because they are ignorant of the Vinaya (Sp-t II 267.23).** 
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Hera the legal expert (vinayadhara) draws the attention of a monk to 
an offense which he has inadvertently committed. In other instances 
legal experts are approached by monks, who seek their advice, as-did a 
certain monk, .who had joined the order in old age {maiiaUako pabba- 
jjanto). Consequently he was unable to- reach a seniority in tie order^ 
corresponding to his natural age and then suffered several disadvan¬ 
tages when food or other goods were distributed. After having become 
depressed to the point of shedding tears (assuni muficanto), he 
remembered family property (kulasantakam) still in his possession, 
which he had not given up thinking: "Who knows what is going to 
happen?" (ko janati hint bhavissati). Upon inquiry a legal expert quite 
unexpectedly allows the monk to use ibis property he owned as a lay¬ 
man and which he still holds. Then that monk settles down in a vil¬ 
lage and becomes a samana-kutunibika “an ascetic-householder” (Spk 
III 32.25-33. i 7). In spite of the opinion of this anonymous legal 
expert this status does not seem to conform to the Vinaya- rules, 
'though it was accepted in 5th century Ceylon according to the para¬ 
graph quoted.5* 

Other instances, where legal experts are approached for advice are 
less Jnteretf tog, for it is only stated in a very general manner what is 
allowed and what is not (kappiyeikappiya: Sp 872.17ff. * 1375.34ft 
cf. V:bh-a474.1-6), or that they, should decide a jease (Ps II 95.29- 
96.3). It shows, .however, that legal experts were much needed and 
probably enjoyed considerable reputation and respect. 

A . secqnd interesting point is that decisions made by Godhaka 
extend to laypcople, as the anouncement of the king underlines. Evi¬ 
dently monks did also care to pronounce opinions on secular law, for 
the king refers explicitly to householders (gikm). Unfortunately it is 
impossible to guess what kind of legal case the king might have had 
in mind. It is perhaps possible to think of disputes about the owner¬ 
ship of land, which is decided by a monk in I8th century .Bpma, as 
discussed below.59 * 

While the possible interference of monks with secular law .regains 
somewhat obscure at present, the concern of the king with legal-mat¬ 
ters of the order is well known and relatively well documented from 
ancient times. The legal basis for this interference of the king is given 

58. On the problem of a monk's property in modern Siam sec R. Lingat, 
"Vinaya cl droit lolquc. Etudes sur les conflits de la loi rcligieusc et de la loi 
hTquc dans llndocrooc hmayaniste,” BEFEO 37 (1937): 415-477. 
59. Sec note 99 below. 
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in the third chapter of the Mahavagga, which deals with the beginning 
of the retreat of the monks during the rainy season (vassupanayika- 
kklumdnaka, Vin I 137-156). As the exact date of the beginning of the 
rainy season is crucial for certain ceremonies to be held by the order, a 
calendar is needed. As is well known, however, the Buddhist calendar 
and presumably the one in general use at that time in India followed 
the lunar system, which means that the months are too short such that 
the calendar soon gives a date that is far too early for the first day of 
the rainy season. Therefore the date has to be adjusted every third year 
by inserting an intercalary month. This was done by order of the king, 
#ith the purpose to guarantee a modestly uniform calender within the 
borders of his realm. The corresponding wish of king BimbisSra to 
insert a second month asalhu (June / July), and thus to postpone the 
first day of the rainy season is communicated-to the monks.60 On this 
occasion the Buddha rules: “I allow you, monks, to follow kings” 
(Vin 1 138.35). Although referring only to matters concerning the cal¬ 
endar in the given context of this precept, the rule is formulated in 
such a way as to allow a very extensivejnterpretation. Whether or not 
this was intended from the very beginning is a matter of conjecture. In 
any case the commentary certainiy takes this to cover a wide range: “I 
allow you, monks, to follow kings means: Here it is allowed to follow 
(lungs] so that no disadvantage may happen to the monks, if the rainy 
season is postponed. Therefore also in ether matter's, if legal idham- 
mika), one has to follow (kings]. !n illegal matters, however, one „ 
should not follow anybody (Sp 1068.3-7)." It is well known from the i 
history of Buddhism that the general rule allowing the king to 
interfere was badly needed and rather frequently used. Before quoting 
some selected examples, it may be useful to have a look at the lower 
jurisdiction, to. which the order also had to appeal to occasionally. 

The introductory story to the first SarpgMdisesa for nuns (Vin IV 
223.4-224,4) offers an interesting example how the order, in this par¬ 
ticular case, even the one of the nuns, settled disputes with laypcople. 
A certain layman had given some type of building (iuldosita)61 to the 
nans. After his death his two sons inherited his property and divided 
it between them, t hat very building devolved upon the son, who did 
not favor Buddhism. Consequently he tried to take the building away 

60. On BimbisSra and the Vinaya see A. Bateau, “Lc Bouddha et les rois." 
BBEO 80 (1993): 15-39, nrtfcabiriy p, 29ff. 
61. On the meaning of lids word see O. v. Hinflber, "Bemerkungen zum 
Critical Pali Dictionary II," KZ 94 (1980): 25. 
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And at that time when the king Bhatiya left the city to worship the 
stupa, he heard this noise and asked: "What is it?” Having heard everything 
as it had happened, he had the dram beaten in the city: "As long as I live, a 
case decided for monks, nuns, or householders by the Elder Godha,33 the 
Abhidhamma expert, is wen decided. 1 put Ipcrsons] who do not abide by 
his decision under the jurisdiction of the king.“(Sp 306.29-307.22). 

The context of this paragraph is a long discussion on many aspects 
of theft, in. this particular instance on this different value of an object at 
different places. This value again is crucial to determine the gravity of 
the respective theftTAccording to Vin III 59,14-30 (quoted Vin V 33. 
23) one of the conditions resulting in a Parajika after an object has 
been moved (jhdndcdveii) is that the value of that object has to-be at 
least five pennies (paAeamOsako WJ at’.reka-paficamSsako vd, Vin m 
54.16). If the value is less than five, but more than one penny (atire- 
kamasako vd unapadcamasako vd, Vin III 54.22) it is a “grave 
offense" {uudiaccaya); if it is a penny or even less (mSsako vd marna- 
sako vd, Vin III 54.27) as in the case quoted from the Samanta- 
pasadika, it is only “wrong doing” (dukkata). - - 

- This story is datedby dte Sinhalese king mentioned, who may be 
B hatiksbhaya (C: E. 38-66).^ Two points deserve special attention. 
First the case is decided by a monl^who b notpriraarily an expert in 
the Vinaya. but in“phil©sopby,“ Abhidhamma. His opinion and 
decision is not only appreciated in this paragraph, he is quoted again 
thrice as an authority in different legal matters such as the following: 

“Somebody decapitates someone else, who is running quickly in a 
buttic, and the corpse continues to run. A third person causes the run¬ 
ning corpse to fall by a blow: Who b guilty of a PSrajika? Half the 
Elders say the one, who interrupts the walking; the Eider Godhaka, 
however, the expert in Abhidhamma, says the one who has cut the 
hcad"(Sp478.16-20). 

It is remarkable that these are monks discussing the possibility of a 
Parajika'in a battle, perhaps not Only in theory. For they might have 

* ■ " • 

_ V- ■ , 

53. The exact form of the name of the Elder is noLcl,ear. TheJradjticn has 
Godaita, Godha(ka), Goda, Gotta, ahdXjodantau 
54. E. W. Adikaram, Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon (Colombo: 
1953) 86ff. The date may have io be postponed by sixty years; cf. H. Bechert 
in the introduction to the reprint uf W. Geiger, Culture of Ceylon fn 
Mediaeval Times (Stuttgart:!T986) XX. However doubts about these new 
dates arc raised in the review bj^R. Gombrich, OLZ (1990): 83ff. ' 
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had in mind monks in arms such as those mentioned in the 
Sasanavamsa in much later times.33 

Perhaps it is not a coincidence that monks knowledgeable in Abhi¬ 
dhamma woe particularly apt to decide Vinaya cases, because die way 
of thinking in both, Buddhist philosophy and law, shows some simi¬ 
larities: the latter may have served as a model for die former in which ' 
case the Abhidhamma b based on the application of the methods 
developed in juridical thinking and oh material drawn from the 
Suites.36 

In contrast the Sutta experts do not seem to have enjoyed any partic¬ 
ular reputation for their knowledge of the Vinaya,37 as the following 
.epbode demonstrates, which at the same rime shows, how a quarrel 
could start in the samgha: 

p‘At one place an expert in the Vinaya and an expert in the Sutta were /’• 
| living together. Once the monk, who was an expert in the Sutta, went to 
I the toilet and left some of the water for rinsing in the respcctivepot The 
' legal expert went to the loiict later, saw the water, left and asked the monk 

- i “Venerable, sir..did.yo,upurthcw^th«r— “Yes, venerable sir.”— i 
“Dont you know that this is an offense (against Vsnii.22241)?“-—'74o, I 4 

do nbt'know.”— “There is, venerable sir, an offense."—“If there is an ' 
L ^qffense, then I shall confess it.“— “If you acted without knowing and ' 
*T intention; there is no offense.” Consequently he (the Suite expert) was of 
r- ji the opinion that his offense was no offense. The legal expert, however, tpld 

'j his pupils: “Although the Sutta expert has committed an offense, he does 
j not know it” The pupils said to the pupils of tho Sutta expert- “Although 
j your teacher has committed an offense, he does not know that it b an 
j (Offense.” They (the pupils of the Sutu expert) went and informed their 
1 teacher. He said: “In the first place the legal expert said it Is no offense, 
1 now lie says it is an offense. Obviouslyhe is telling a lie." They (the 
/ pupils of the Sutta expert) went away and said (to the pupils of the logyl 
j expert): “Your teacher is a liar.” Thus the quarrel grew. Then the legal 

expert got the permission (from the order) and transacted the formal act of 
| suspension (ukkhepaniyakamma) against (the Sutta expert), because he did 
j not recognize an offense (according to Vin II 21.5-22.11 with Sp 1148.23- 
\ 1-149.10). -,SW£Jsssa*£»H''-.- • — 

a. - - v . 

55. df. note 86 below. 
56. Cf.(0. v. Hinubcr, “Vinaya und Abhidhamma,” quoted above in note 7. 
57. Cfr the remarkable observation of Sfriputta in his S&ratthadipani: "The 
Eldcfs who teach the Maha-atthakathS are ridiculed as *SuttanUKa^eras/ 
because they are ignorant of the Vinaya (Sp-t II 267.23) ” 
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Here the legal expert (vinayadliara) draws the attention of a monk to 
an offense which he has inadvertently committed. In other instances 
legal experts are approached by monks, who seek their advice, as did a 
certain monk, who had joined the order in old age (maitaiiako pabba - 
jjanto). Consequently he was unable to. reach a seniority in the order^.,. 
corresponding to his natural age and then suffered several disadvan¬ 
tages when food or other goods were distributed. After having become 
depressed to the .point of shedding tears (assuni muheanto), he 
remembered family property (kulasantakam) still in his possession, 
which he had not given up thinking: “Who knows what is going to 
happen?" (ko janati kiiti bhavissaii). Upon inquiry a legal expert quite 
unexpectedly allows the monk to use this property he owned as a lay¬ 
man and which he still holds. Then that monk settles down in a vil - 
lage and becomes a samana-kutumbika “an ascetic-householder'’ (Spk 
III 32.25-33.17). In spite of the opinion of this anonymous legal 
expert this status does not seem to conform to the Vinaya rules, 

Though it was accepted in 5th century Ceylon according to the para¬ 
graph quoted.5* 

Other instances, where legal experts are approached for advice are 
iessinteresrtflg, for it is only stated in a very general manner what is 
allowed and what is not (ikappiyOkappiyat Sp 872.i7ff. * 1375.34ff. 
cf. Y:bh-a 474.1-6), or that they should decide ajease (Ps II 95.29- 
963). It shows, .however, that legal experts were much needed and 
probably enjoyed considerable reputation and respect. 

A second interesting point is that decisions made by Godhaka 
extend to laypcople. as tire anounccmcnt of the king underlines. Evi¬ 
dently monks did also care to pronounce opinions on secular law, for 
the king refers explicitly to householders (gikin). Unfortunately it Is 
impossible to guess what kind of legal case the king might have had 
in mind. It U perhaps possible to think of disputes about the owner¬ 
ship of land, which is decided by a monk in 18th century ;Bpma, as 
discussed below." ^ »■ 

While the possible interference of monks with secular law regains 
somewhat obscure at present, the concern of the king with legal-mat¬ 
ters of the order is well known and relatively well documented from 
ancient times. The legal basis for this interference of the king is given 

58. On the problem of a monk’s property in modern Siam sec R. Lingat, 
“Vinaya et droit Istfque. Eludes sur les conflits de la lot rcligicusc cl de la loi 
h’iquc dans llndochtnc hinayanistc,” BEFEO 37 (1937): 415-477. 
59. Sec note 99 below. 
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in the third chapter of the Mahavagga, which deals with the beginning 
of the retreat of the monks during the rainy season (vassupanayiku- 
kkhandhaka, Vin 1 137-156). As the exact date of the beginning of the 
rainy season is crucial for certain ceremonies to be held by the order, a 
calendar is needed. As is well known, however, the Buddhist calendar 
and presumably the one in general use at that time in India followed 
the lunar system, which means that the months are too short such that 
the calendar soon gives a date that is far too early for the first day of 
the rainy season. Therefore the date has to be adjusted eveiy third year 
by inserting an intercalary month. This was done by order of the king, 
"With the purpose to guarantee a modestly uniform calender within the 
borders of his realm. The corresponding wish of king BimbisSra to 
insert a second month asalhu (June / July), and thus to postpone the 
first day of the rainy season is communicated-to the monks.60 On this 
occasion the Buddha rules: “I allow you, monks, to follow kings” 
(Vin 1 138.35). Although referring wily to matters concerning the cal¬ 
endar in the given context of this precept, the rule is formulated in 
such a way as to allow a very extensivejnterpretation. Whether or not 
this was intended from she very beginning is a matter of conjecture. In 
any case the commentary certainty takes this to cover a wide range: “I 
allow you, monks, to follow kings means: Here it is allowed to follow 
[kings] so that no disad vantage may happen to the monks, if the rainy 
season is postponed. Therefore also in other matters, if legal idham- 
mika), one has to follow {kings}. In illegal matters, however, one „ 
should not follow anybody (Sp 1068.3-7).” It is well known from the 1 
history of Buddhism that the general rule allowing the king to 
interfere was badly needed and rather frequently used. Before quoting 
some selected examples, it may be useful to have a look at the lower 
jurisdiction, to. which the order also had to appeal to occasionally. 

The introductory story to the first Samghadisesa for nuns (Vin IV 
223.4-224,4) offers an interesting example how the order, in this par¬ 
ticular case, even the one of the nuns, settled disputes with laypeople. 

• A certain layman had given some type of building (uddosita)** to the 
nans. After his death his two sons inherited his property and divided 
It between them. That very building devolved upon the son, who did 
not favor Buddhism. Consequently he tried to fate the building away 

60- On BimbisSra and the Vinaya see A Bateau, “Le Bouddha et les rois” 
BHEO 80 (1993): 15-39, particubrly p, 29ff. 
61. On the meaning of this word see O. v. HinOber, “Bemerkungen zum 
Critical Pali Dictionary II." KZ 94 (1980): 25. 
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from the nuns, who in turn asked the judges (voharike mahamatte, 

. Vin IV 223.27), whether they owned the building or not. The case is 
decided in favor of the nuns, because the judges are well aware of the 
fact that the deceased layman had donated the building to the nuns. 
The case, however, does not end here, but escalates, for the impious 
son of the pious layman starts molesting and diusing the nuns after he 
lost the case (parajito, Vin IV 224.4). Again the nuns turn to the 
judges. As a result the layman is fined (dandSpesum, Vin IV 224.8), 
but he does not leave it at that, and viciously gives land next to the 
building-donated by his father to a “heretical” sect (ajivika) and asks 

r these Ajivikas to molest4he nuns. For that he is put in jail by the 
Vjjuns. Now Buddhist laypeople start to worry about these litigious 
Lnuns: “First-they-took the building, then they had him fined, thirdly 

they had him put in jail, now they might seeto it that he will be exe¬ 
cuted" (Vin IV 224.13-15). At that point the Buddha is asked and he 
rules that nuns are not allowed to bring a law suit against iaymen (Vin 
IV 224.25**-28**). The technical word for “litigious(?)” used in the 
rule of the Patimokfcha is ussayavBdikH, Vin FV 224^5*^. This seems 
to have become obsolete very soon, and already the old commentary 

~ oirihis rule in the Suttavibkanga explains this word by the common 
term used in secular law for “adversary" in a law suit: auakarika, Vin 
IV 224.30 with Sp 906.23. .a' 

At a much later date the SamantapOsddika enters into a lengthy dis¬ 
cussion on the behaviour of nuns in court, beginning with an interest¬ 
ing remark that a law suit is called attu "case," if it refers to secular 
law in contrast to the ecclesiastical term adhikarana Tne word am is 
defined as “what is decided by judges" (vaharika-vinicchayo, Sp 
905.24).62 The corresponding term used in Buddhist ecclesiastical 
law, on the other hand, is adhikarana “case, dispute” (Sp 906.25). 
Further in contrast to a singular secular term for “adversary” (auaka- 
rcka) the ecclesiastical "plaintiff* (codaka), and “accused” (cuditaka) 
arc wdl,distingu,ished. While a secular “judge" is called -y&harika, an 
ammjjhaka decides in ecclesiastical law.®3- - .*>•' 

62. Cf. note 42 above. The term atfa is also used, when king Kaiiirajanutissa 
(S9-92) decides a case concerning ah uposatha-boine: uposathagdra-atta, 
Mhv XXXV 10 (Mhv-t 640,2Iff,); cf. note 45 above. Moreover atta survives 
as a legal term in South East Asian Dhaima&sfras. 
63. Cf. codaka-cuditoka-anuvijjhaka, Sp 879.28ff., cf. Vin II 248.16-249.28 
quoted Vin V 190.8-16 and AN V 79.9-81.15. There is a long codanadivinic- 
chayakatha in the Palimuttakavinayavinicchayasangaha-Vir.aydlaiikaraijha- 
katlia Be (1960) chap. 31, 309-330. At a very early period the ecclesiastical 
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This shows that both systems of the law, secular and ecclesiastical,1 
had their own terminology, or more precisely, that the Theravfida . ; 
Buddhists created their own system of legal terminology differing 
froin the one common in India and used in the Dharmaiastras. More¬ 
over the Theravada terminology and the whole legal system seems to { 
be the superior one, as far as that can be ascertained given the present X, 
state of research. 

In the same way as the terminology used in secular and Buddhist 
ecclesiastical law respectively is not uniform, the procedure to settle a 
dispute differs considerably. The secular law suit described in the 
commentary on the dispute between the nuns and the impious layman 
is fairly simple. Although it seems impossible at.present to find out 
anything about the legal background to this description in the Sent- 
antapSsadikd, it is not unlikely to think of one of the Dharmaiastras. 

A Hearing in secular law is simply described as: “after the evidence 
(kathB) hdsi been heard, after the judges(vohSrikia) have reached a ver¬ 
dict (vinicchaya) and one party (unakarikd) has been defeated Xpar5~' 
jita), the hearing has come to an end (attapariyotdna, Sp 907.24ff.). 

The commentary then continues that it is.forbiddcn for nuns to start 
a law suit on their own initiative: “if a nun, When she sees the judges 
coming, states her evidence (kasha), this is wrong doing (duktesd) for 

‘that nun” (Sp 907.9). Perhaps this means that judges (vohdrikajcould 
be approached any time, even when met by chance. On the other hand 
judges were sent to villages to administer justice,64 and they could act-' 
on their initiative and bring persons to court (Bkeufc/hati): “if she goes 
into the presence of judges (voharika) being summoned by the bailiffs 
(or “servants of the adversary": aitakarakamanussa), who have come 
either ir. person or sent a messenger saying: ‘Come!’.. .(Sp 908.11 - 
13)” ‘ , - -'• . 

The judges are not obliged to hear the evidence of both parties to 
reach a decision, if the case is known to them: “if the judges (vohd- 
rika) have heard about an ecclesiastical cose (adhikarana), which has 
gone through the correct procedures (gatigata), they may say. after 
they have seen the nun and her advcrsary(attakaraka): ‘You ne^tjLoot 

. _ * ., • T... • ' . . * 

terminology seems to have been slightly different: codaka “plaintiff* contrast* 
with adhikarana apanita (AN I 53.34ft.* mp II 101.13) instead of cuditaka. 
In Sanskrit codaka etc. have a different meaning. 
64. ?^Vn dyuttaka “official (to administer law)” is sent to a village at the re¬ 
quest* of villagers: Spk III 61.1-25; cf. CPD s. v. &yuttaka\ on travelling 
vinayqdharas sec Sp 1354.28-31. 

i 
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give evidence (kathanakicca), we do already know that matter,’ and 
they may give [theirverdict] deciding (vinicchitvQ) by themselves (Sp 

907.27-30).” ’ • ' 
This also shows how secular and ecclesiastical law interlock. The 

evidence given within the order (samgha) can be used immediately 
without further hearing. There seems to have bcenrhowever, one 
restriction: This was possible only, if the “correct procedure’’ 
(gatigata) has been followed by the order. Quite casually some 
important information is included about- the correct procedure to be 
followed when a case was decided in the order. The relevant term 
(gatigata) is mentioned once in the Vinaya itself (Vin II 85.3) without \ 
further explanation, which, most fortunately, is provided by the 
Samantap&sSdikB: “not a correct procedure (Vin II 85.3) means: not 
having been decided (avinicchita) twice at that very place (i. e. in one 
and the same monastery) (Sp 1192.24ff.)." Originally, it seems, gad- * 
gala has been restricted to one particular way of settling disputes ; 
namely “by majority" (yebhuyyasikOya, Vin II 84.20-85.14). At the 
time of the commentary, that is in the 5th century C. E., it was uni - 
versally applied to all kinds of disputes as a kind of safeguard against : 
errors and wrong decisions. This was indeed necessary, as the Vinaya f ■ 
does not know of any possibility of appeal in an ecclesiastical case r 
because this was-technically impossible. Once the order had decided, 
there was no higher authority that could be invoked as the next higher ~ ■ 
legal level. Therefore a wrong decision by a legal expert accepted by 
the Samgha really was a disaster, as vividly described in the Sam- ; 
antapSsSdikS: “for if a legal expert (vinayadhara) thus decides a case j 
in excitement etc.,45 the order in that monastery splits (dvidks bhi - ; 
jjati), and the nuns depending upon the instruction [of the monks in ; 
that monastery] divide into two^fiffer, and so do the laypeople and I 
the donors. Their tutelary deities also split in the same way. Then 
beginning with the deities of the earth (bhummadevata) up to the \ 
Akamtthabrahmas (the gods] split (Sp 1368.19-24).” In short, a wrong i 
decision by a vinayadhara soon reaches “cosmic” dimensions. 

Against this, a second hearing of the same case by the same persons 
seems to be a somewhat weak safeguard against errors and a serious 1 
restriction of the possibilities of the adversaries. In contrast to this the 

65. This is one of the wrong ways of behavior for a vinayadhara: CPD s. v. 
agati, 2. 
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Dharmaiastras usually know of three legal levels,44 though details vary 
of course as the Dharmaiastra texts composed at different places 
and at different times. Interestingly, the legal tradition of TheravSda, 
which has hardly ever been used for tracing the history of law in India 
so far, describes a rtitich more complicated system of legal levels in 
secular iaw in the commentary on the Mahaparinibbanasutta of the 
Dighanikcya:47 “The old laws of the Vajjis (ON II 74.10) means: 
Formerly the kings of the Vajjis did not say: ‘seize that thiffF if 
somebody was brought and shown to them: ‘This is a thief!’ but they 
handed [the case] over to the arbitrators (vinicchayamahamaiUi). If 
these decided that he was not a thief, he could go free; if he was a 
thief, they would not say anything themselves, but hand him over to 
the judges (vohSrika) (Sv 519.10-14).” Then follow the suitadhara 
(Sv 519.15), who according to the subcommentaty is a niiisuttadkara 
“the one, who is an expert in the guidelines for making a decision.” 

The next is the attakulika or atthakulika (Sv 519.16), which seems to 
be an expression similar to the kuia or paiicakula of the Dharma- 
sastras.6* Unfortunately the meaning of this P&i word remains 
obscure. The subcommentary explains: “eight important persons bom 
into eight traditional families and abstaining from wrong procedures” 
(Sv-pt li 161.12-14), which sounds rather fantastic. For the first part 
of the compound seems to be Oita “case” rather than attha “eight.” 

The next higher legal level is the “general’’ (sen&pati, Sv 519.17) 
and the viceroy (uparQja, Sv 519.17), before the accused is presented 
to the king himself. Here the text continues: “if the king deckles that 
he is not a thief, he is rekased. if, however, he is a thief, the ‘book of 
the tradition* (pavenipotthaka) is consulted. There it is written ‘who 

66. J. Jolly, Recht und Situ (Strassburg: 1896) 134, and Kane, History, as 
in note 43, vol. Ill, 280-284. 
67. Already G. Tumour (1799-1843) referred to this text as early as in 1838 
according to R. Fick: DU sockde Gikderung im norddstlichen Indian zu 
Buddha's Zeit (Kid: 1897) 70. note 1 (rev.: S. Konow, Gduingische Gelehrte 
Anzeigen [1898] 325-336). Rck has very carefully collected all the relevant 
material concerning jurisdiction fins the Jatakas, which, of course, do not 
reflect the conditions at the time of the Buddha. Further it has to be kept in 
mind that Fick’s book is based only on Ja I-V; Ja VI was not yet published at 
the time of his writing. 
68. According to Kane, History, as above note 43, vol. Ill, 282fT. 
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does this has to be fined in that way.* The king compares his deed to 
that and fines him accordingly69 (Sv 519.18.21).” 

Thus the king as the last and highest legal level is at the same time 
the seventh in the line, if the passage is to be understood that way. 
The commentary on the AhguttanmikOya also refers to the “old law of 
the Vajjis" and says: “the kings acted according to the old traditions, 
investigated (parikkhitvQ) themselves, surrounded by the attakulika, 
the general (senapati) and the viceroy, consulted the ‘book of tradi¬ 
tion’ (pavenipotthaka,), and punished accordingly (Mp IV 11.23- 
12.1).” Following this text it seems that three of-the “legal levels” 
were councilor? of the king. This is nearer to the evidence of the 
'Dharma&stras and perhaps also nearer to reality. For it is not impos¬ 
sible that the commentary on the PlghanikSya intends to demonstrate 
how during an earlier and, of course, better period law had been 
administered much more carefillly than this was done during the days 
of the commentator.70 , . . .. 

X~third text again gives a slightly different description of a hearing. 
For the commentary to the Majjhithanikdya says: “just as in a country, 

.. where s case (arm) begins, it reaches the village headman (gamabho- 
jaka)?* if he cannotdecide^|w]hiccAer«m, so read), the district officer 
(janspadabhojaka), if be is unable, the ‘great official for arbritation’ 
(niattdvinicchaya-amacca), if he is unable, the gps^ta\(senapaii). if he 
is unable, the viceroy (uparOja), if he is cannot decide, it reaches the 
king. After the king has passed his yetdict (vinicchitakalato) the case 
(alia) docs not go to any other [instance]. For by the word of the king 
[the case] is solved (chijjati)7* (Ps II-252.8-I4)." 
——  - -■» 1 ♦ 

69. The king also can correct wrong decisions: “having sat one day (in court}* 
deciding a wrongly decided case [dubbinicchitam attam vmicehinanto, Thup 
236.10ff.l, he stood up very late *. “ 
70. It should be kept in mind that the commentaries were composed in the 
Mahavihira not long after the time of king Mahascna (334-361), during which 
this monastery suffered much from the injustice of that king; see below, 
71. A. N. Bose, “The Gfcmabhojaka in the BuddhistBirth Stories ” IHQ 13 
(1937): 610-616, and R. Pick, as note 67 above, index s. v. 
72. An older and quite different sequence of legal levels is found in the 
Suttavibhahga on Parajika II dealing with theft: “king of the whole earth. 
Ring of a country (padi sdraja), ruler Of a dislnciimandallka), border chief 
(antarabiiogika). judge (akkhadassa), high official (mahdmatla)"iV\n ill 
47,Iff. with Sp 309.3-15): AH these persons can inflict punishment 
(chcjjabkcjja). It is interesting to note that the word for “judge” akkhadassa 

C corresponds to Sanskrit aksaddrsa{ka)% which according to the PD occurs in 
grammatical literature only, and is not attested in juridical literature: 
Mahabhasya ad Panini 8.4.2, K&ika ad P&nini 8.4.49. A further instance in 
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In contrast to the commentaries the historical texts such as the 
Mahavamsa contain much less information about secular law.73 For 
instance it is said of king Udaya I alias Dappula (812-828): 
“judgments that were just he had entered in books and (these) were 
kept in the royal palace because of the danger of violation of justice” 
(Mhv XLIX 20, trsl. V/.Geiger). These are the “books of tradition” 
(pavenipotthaka) known to the commentaries a few centuries earlier. 
This is an interesting confirmation of the information on jurisdiction 
described in the commentaries, which shows that this evidence at least 
to a certain extent mirrors the actual way law was administered, At 
thd same time this points to the fact that there seem to have been col¬ 
lection? of precedents.74 

The evident interest of the commentaries'in secular law is easy to 
understand. Although members of the order were not entitled to 
accuse laymen, they were nevertheless forced from time to time to seek 
the protection of a court, and they were able to do so. For without 
even naming any culprit, v/hich was forbidden in the Vittaya, they 
could induce a court to issue a statement such as: “wc shall punish • 
anybody committing such and such a crime in such aind such a way.” 
The crime fh question could be stealing property of the order, Which 
was now protected .without going to court if a ihcfrcccured. This 

J would be persecuted at the initiative of the court now, and the 
culprit was punished without further involvement of die order (So 
909.27ff,).75 

Offences committed within the order were no less dangerous than 
threats from the outside, such as theft or the willful destruction of 
property belonging to the order. For within the order the monks had 
no power at all to enforce their decision on dissenting monks. This is 
particularly true when it was necessary to remove a monk from the 

Buddhist literature has escaped the PD Budhasvamin: Brhatkath&floka- 
samgraha XX 194. cf. Vak 4.1954, p. 89; cf. also: kumardka, dharmistha. 
aksadarsa, ganaka, mahamatra, Abhis-Dh 87.9. 
73. Geiger, Culture of Ceylon, as note 54 above, § 139.* * 
74. Similar collections are mentioned by R. Okudaira, “The Burmese 
Dhammathat," Laws of South-East Asia. Volume I: Premodem Texts,, td. M. 
B. Hooker (Singapore: 1983) 35. - . .. - 
75. Although all this is said in reference to nuns this paragraph in the 
Vinaya-pitaka and in the SamantapasSuikS, ii is also valid for monks: yo 
cayam biiikkhuninant vutto bhikkhunam pi es‘ eva nayo, Sp 909.291T.; cf. also 

P&!}?'utt<ikavinayavinicchayasangaha-Vinayalamkaratlka Be 
(*960) 433. 12ff., where this paragraph is quoted from Sp. 908.231?. substi¬ 
tuting the word bhikhu for bliikkhuni in the SamantapasSdik&. 
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order. In this respect only the king and his police can help, who did 
so since the times of Atoka, as is well known from bis insertions.76 
In much later times efforts of Sinhalese kings to restore the order 
within the samgha are rather well documented by thelcatiksvatas sur¬ 
viving from mediaeval times.77 

Earlier interferences of Sinhalese kings are related in Dipavanisa and 
Mahavamsa. One crucial point occurred in the reign of king MabSsena 
(334-361/274-301, Dip XX 66-74, Mhv XXXVII 4ff.), when the 
monks of the AbhayagirivihSra succeded in persuading the king that 
their Vinaya was superior, and that the monks of the MakSvihSra were 
following wrong practices. This resulted in a major crisis of the 
Mah&vihara, during which the monks even had to abandon their 
monastety lempofarilyafter losing royai support. 

The commentary on the Mahavamsa gives some of details on this 
dispute: “the Abhayagiri monks had deviated from the clearly fbrmu - 
lated word of the Buddha in the Vinaya-pitaka, in Khandhaha and 

' ParivSra, by changing the wording and the interpretation (atthantqra- 
pajhamarakaraxavaseza) and split from *l»e Thcruvada.” men fcScw 
a few of the controversial points, some of them of considerable conse¬ 
quence as they refer to4he ordination procedure (upasampadi) (Mhv-t 
U 676.20-677.5). Unfortunately ail this is stated in a very general way 
in this commentary. Therefore it is not possible to get a very clear idea 
how far the Abhayagiri and the MahSvihSsa Vinaya really differed in 
wording or interpretation. Luckily. bowever.tbere is one passage in the 
Samantap&sadika. where the differences in wording in both Vinayas 
are discussed, and where the relevant sentence is quoted in both ver¬ 
sions.78 This is the commentary on Samgh&disesa VIII, which deals 
with unjustified accusations of a Parijika offense (Vin III 163.21**- 

76. Relevant material has been dicusscd in the articles mentioned in note 14 
above. According to Mhv V 270 (cf. Sp 61.4) monks were expelled 
(uppabbaiapayi) from the Sangha by Afoka because of mlccbadittU. 
77. - N. Ratnapala, The Katikivatas. Lam of the Buddhist Order of Ceylon 
from the 12th Century to the 18th Century. Critically Edited Translated and 
Annotated Munchcncr SUidten zur Sprachwisscnschaft Bci-hcft NfMUnchcn 
1971). Regulations for the Siamese order provided byRama l arc pi«ervcd in 
the Kotmoi Tri Sim Duong, chapters 28 ana 29: Y. Ishn, ^hp Thai 
Thammasat.” Laws of South-East Asia, as note 74, p. 147. ■ 
78. This discussion referring to a dispute within the Sinhalese onto only, 
has been omitted from die Chinese translation of the Samantapasadtki: P. V. 
Bapat and A. Hirakawa, Shan-Chien-P'i-P'o-Sha. A Chinese Version by 
Sahghabhadra of SamantapasOdikd. Bhandarkar Oriental Senes 10 (Poona: 
1970)387. 
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26**); The introductory story relates, how the monk Dabba Mallapimu 
is accused by the nun Mettiya of raping her, which is an offense 
against Parajika I. The accusation turns out to be unfounded, and the 
Buddha rules that the nun Mettiya should be expelled (ndsrti).™ 

Now in the commentary the problem is discussed at some length, 
whether the nun was expeiied with the consent {patinriaya) of Dabtja 
Mallaputta or not. If Dabba had consented, he was instrumental in the 
punishment (kzraka), which would have been a fault of hit(sadoso). 
Again at the time of king BhStiya there was a dispute between the 
Abhayagiri and the MafiSviMra monks referring to this very point. As 
both fraternities were unable to settle their dispute, they brought it 
before the king, because no other higher instance was available to 
them: “The king heard {that they were unable to settle their dispute], 
brought the Elders together and appointed an official (an&zcoz) named 
DighakarSyana, who was a brahmin, to hear the case. Tim was 
indeed wise and an expert in foreign languages. He said: "The Elders 
should recite their text.’ Then the Abhayagiri monks recited their text: 
tenet Hi blnkkrttive Mettiyain bhikkhunim sakkSya patiiiiiaya nasetha.' 

The official said: ‘In your opinion (vade), reverend sirs, the Elder :s 
the agent and has committed a fault (sadoso)' Then the MahavihSra 
monks recited their text: ‘ tena hi bhikkhave Mettiyam bhikkhunim 
nasetha (Vin Ill 162.38).’ The official raid: ‘In your opinion, reverend 
sirs, the Elder is not the agent and without fault Here, what has been 
said last, is correct. For the experts, whose views are found in the 
commentaries {atthakatha) had deliberated that,.. (Sp 583.5-15).” 

This is a rare, if not unique instance, because the texts of both 
Vinayas, the one of the Abhayagiri and the Mah&vihara, are quoted. 
Both texts are exactly parallel and differ only by the insertion of two 

79. “Revocation” (nasand) refers to novices (samoneras) according to 
Pacitiiya LXX (Vin IV l39.18**-34**. cf. the definition at Sp 870.35-871.4 
and Sp 1013.1; 1014.10-1015.4) and also to nuns (bhikkhuni). For Mettiya 
commits an offense against Samghadiscsa VIII of the monks, which is also 
valid for nuns (dve dutthadosi, Sp 91534) In contrast to tee SamghSdisesas 
for monks, however, those for nuns include “expulsion" {nissOrimi, Vm IV 
225:7), which refers to the five offenses discussed in Cullavagga 1 (Vin II1- 
28) {pabbijaniyakammidi, Sp 1147.14). These include ukkhepaniyaknmma 
(Vin U 21.5-25.7), which is identical with samvetsa-nOsanS (Sp 582-22ff.). 
Thus it is correct to use the term nisetha here referring to Mettiya. This 
shows that nuns and novices arc equal before Buddhist ecclesiastical lew, at 
least in certain respects. Both are also subject to dandakammer. for novices, 
Vin 1 S4.I4ff.; for nuns. Vin II 262.29ff„ though the punishments called 
avarana arc different for both novices and nuns. 
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words in the Abhayagiri-Vinaya. If any conclusion can be drawn from 
this evidence of a single sentence, both Vinayas may have been largely 
identical, as one would expect anyway. Neverthess the difference, 
however slight, is legally quite significant*0 

This dispute had to be settled by a secular judge, because there is no 
higher authority the monks of two different monasteries could turn to. 
In spite of the secular nature of the court, the ultimate victory of the 
Mahavih&ra—of course, because the Samantapcts&diki after all is a 
MahSvihara text—is due to the opinion expressed in earlier commen- 
tariesT Therefore it has to be. supposed that the said brahmin, altough 
he should have been an expert in the Sanskrit Dharma&stras rather, 
was also versed jn Buddhist law. This could be the reason for the 
remark that he knew foreign languages.*1 For, if he was able to decide 
a case 'according to Buddhist law, lie should have at least some . 
training in Pali, if not in Sinhalese Prakrit as well, because the com¬ 
mentaries were not yet translated into Pali during the reign of king 
Bhatiya according to the Buddhist tradition. 

Problems of this kind arose time and again within the samgha in 
Ceylon. The reformsof king Parakkamabahu L (1153-1168) trying to 
put an end to these confrontations by uniting the samgha are well 
known. Still conflicts involving ecclesiastical and secular did not ^ 
'cease to exist in Ceylon or in other parts, of the Theravada world. 
Thus far the relevant material found in printed texts, specifically the 
commentaries to the Vinaya,.has never been.collected systematically.^ 
This is true also for Vinaya texts existing only in manuscript form so 
far, or for inscription and documents. 

Leaving aside the efforts by kings or by modem secular govern¬ 
ments82 to guarantee the purity of the samgha by removing monks not 

80. Adikarem, as in note 54 above, p. 88, quotes this text in a rather impre- 
cisc way. 
81. O/i an. actual language problem in the hearing of a case concerning a fire, 
which started in a monastery, where monks from different parts of South East 

' Asia were living: Royal order of May 22, 1642, in The Royal Orders of 
Burma. A.D. 1598-1885, ed. Than Tun Vol.! (1983) 124. Kyoto 1583-1986, 
Vois. 1-V: Order of May 22.1642UU983), p.124, cf. 1(1983), p. 119: April 
29, 1641. All references to this collection given here refer to the English sum¬ 
mary. This case is also of interest as it shows that monks were subject Id sec¬ 
ular Jaw; cf. R. Okudaira as in note 74 above, p. 28. 
82. Cf. c. g. H. Bcchcrt, “Ncue buddhistische Orthodoxic: Ei.ungen xur. 
Giicdcrung und zur Reform des Sangha in Birma,” Numen 35 (1988): 24-56, 
where the text of the law for ecclesiastical jurisdiction of 1?80 can be found 
on p. 51-56. The laws for the order in Thailand arc found in Acts on the 
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complying with Vinaya rules, or by having them reordained, a few 
concluding remarks may be made on a very famous dispute, which 
kept the kings of Burma busy for about a century. This is the so 
called ekamsika-parupana-conttoyetsy, which extends over the better 
part of the 18th century in Burma. It is described at some length in 
Pafift&samin's SSsanavamsa, which was adapted into Pali in C E. 
1851 from a slightly earlier Burmese version of C. E. 1831*3 (Sas 
118-142 / SSs-trsl. 123-144), and resumed by M. Bode and again at 
greasy length by N. Ray*4: In C. E. 1698 a monk named 
Gtipabhilankara ordered his disciples to cover only the left shoulder 
when entering a village. This was thought to be an offense against the 
“correct behavior while collecting aims’* (pindaedrika-vatta, Vin II 
215.6-217.35), where it is said that a monk should enter a village well 
covered (Vin II 2l5.33ff.).*s The party of Gug&bhilankSra became 
known ss the “group that covers one shoulder" (ekamsikagana), and 
the traditionalists as the “well dressed (or: .well covered) group” 
(pHrupmagapa) (Sas 118ff. / Sas-trsl. 124). After a bitter &ud, which 

- at times was intensified, by 
(aramavasin) and village d'wikKxgdmavBsin}, during.which the vil- 
lage dwellers even took up arms (samnahitvdt Sas lj ? / Sas-trsl. 125) 

f,'to drive the forest dweiisrs away from the villages back into the for- 
• / «t,*° the matter was finally settled in C. E. 1784 by king Bodawpaya 

(1782-1819) in favor of the traditionalists (pdrupanagana). Hispre- 
.. decessors had vacillated between both parties and consequently con¬ 

flicting decrees had been issued in course of the 18th century. These 
royal 'orders, which arc preserved at least in part, underline the 

Administration of the Buddhist Order of Sahgha (sic] B.E 2445 (1902), B.E 
2484 (1941), B.E. 2505 (1962) (Bangkok: 1989). In accordance with articles 
18-and 25 the “council of Elders" (mahatherasamiigama) has filled the frame 
described by the law of 1962 .with regulations for the older: Kath mahathera- 
samagam chapap di111 (B. S. 2521: A.D. 1978) (Bangkok 25^2:1979). 
83. V. B. Licbcrtnann, “A New Look at the SSsanavamsa,” BSOAS 39 
(1976): 137-149. 
84. M. Bode, The Pali Literature of Burma (London: 1909) 65-76; N. Ray, 
1946)211*236^ ^ Slu^y °/Thelavdda Buddhism in Burma (Calcutta: 

35. The .correct way of wearing the robe is also included in rules for a 
monastery in 10th century Ceylon: ‘Tablets of Mahinda IV at Mihintale,” 
Epigrdphia Zeylanica 1 (1904-1912) 99, lines9-I5.Thc inscription refers to 
the Sikakarani, the text of which is given ioc. cit lit note 5; 
86. Sec note 55 above. ... • •, ? r> - 

' '• ‘ v ' ' .. ' “ 
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importance of the Vinaya dispute, which seems to have been a rather 
important topic otpolitics at times.87 

Though the dispute »s interertirg in itself. It may be sufficient here 
to concentrate on its end, because some royal orders extant supplement, 
theevidence found inlhe S&sanavamsa.u Early in C. E. 1784 King 
Bodawpaya summoned both parties to present their views, after the 
leader of the “one shoulder group,” at that time Atulayasaddftamma- 
rajaguru, who had been the preceptor of King Mahadhammayaza 
(1733-1752), had written to the king from his exile and stated his 
views he thought were supported by the Culaganthipada: ‘“a fold cf 
the robe (cIvara) has to be bound as a chest cover above the outer robe 
(samghdtl).’ Novices should put their upper robe (uttarasaiiga) on one 
shoulder when entering a village and bind a chest-cover” (Sas 135 / 
S&s-trsl. 138). Thus the “one shoulder group” finally found some tex- * 
tual evidence supporting their view, what they had needed badly dur¬ 
ing an earlier bearing under King Singu (1776-1781) (Sas 129if. / Sas- 
trsi. 133) without finding it,89 Here suddeniy a new Vinaya text is 
mentioned, and Paftfiastmin a bit viciously implies that it had been 
forged un&rkingSane (1698-1714) by a layman bribed by monks of 
the “one shoulder group" (Sas 119/ Sas-trsi. 124). 

Of course Atula’s claim is challenged at once and upon examination 
. it turns out that he had—intentionally (?>—mixed up the old* 

Vinayaganthipada with .Culaganthipada (SSs 136 / Sas-trsi. 
139). Consequently the king ruled that the parupar.agana, led at that 
time by RanavaasasaddhsuWarajadhirajaguro,90 who had been made 
head of the samgha on June 3, 1782,91 was correct, and thus the 
ekamsikagana was suppressed-once for all. This-was made public by 
the proclamation of a series of royal orders.92 It can be inferred from 
the evidence contained in these orders that Atula had been in exile 

87. Royal Orders of Burma, as mentioned above in noic 81. 
88. This is particularly important for the Pali Sasanavamsa, which, according 
to Licbcrmann p. 148 omits a "key sentence” from its source of 183! relating 
the end of this conflict. This sentence, most unfortunately, is not 
catcd in that article. ■ , . 
89. Cf. the scries of royal orders issued between February 24. 1780, and 
November 23. 1780, on the lacking scriptural evidence. Royal Orders III 
(1985)82-84. . . . . ' 
90. The Sasanavamsa gives his name as Nanabhis4sanadhajamahadhainma- 
rajaguru, Sas 134/Sas-trsi. 135. 
91. Royal Orders IV (1986) 11. 
92. Royal Orders IV {1986) 47-52: April 21-26,1784. 

since the reign of king Hsinbushin (1773-1786), when he was sum¬ 
moned to court on April 21, 1784. The next .document of April 25, 
1784, confirms that he had based his views on the Culaganai (sic) 
a^cady during the reign-of Alaung-payr(1752-1760), and the docu¬ 
ment continues that Atula and his followers were supposed to be sent 
into exile again in 1784, but before that he was sentenced to collect 
fodder for elephants in the woods together with his followers.93 In a 
iast document dated April 24, 1784, the king revokes all these pun¬ 
ishments at the request of high ranking monks. 

It is not entirely clear which Vinaya texts exactly Atula used to sup - 
port his opinion. Of course an old Culaganthipada is referred to 
together with a Majjhima- and a MahSganthipada by Sariputta in the 

, introduction to his Saratthadipani, a i2th century commentary to 
Budd'naghosa’s Samantapdsadika 94 However, all these Ganthipadas 
were written in Sinhalese, and Sariputta mentions only one in Pali, 
the Vinayaganthipada. ... 

According to the Sdsanavamsa Atula was asked about his Cufa- 
ganih.i by his adversaries: "Is your Culagmtkipada quoted as a sup- 

1 • port (tor certain views] in the great Vinaya subcommentaries (i.e. 
j, VajirabuddhitlkS, Saratthadipani, Vimativinodanl)?"—'‘It is quoted 
; in the three great Vinaya subcommentaries as a support.’—“If this is 
l so, how then can it be said in the Cufagaqthipada: This has been 

said in the Saratthadipani; this bad beat said in the VmadvinodafdT 
; For [the Cuiaganthi] being later titan the three great subcommentaries, 
\ the three great subcommentaries are quoted as a support [in the 
[ Cuiaganthi] (Sas 138 / misunderstood Sas-trsi. 141).” Consequently 
f. Alula is defeated on the grounds of chronology: An earlier text cannot 

possibly quote from a book composed at a later date. 
: Thus the Cuiaganthi, of which Atula produced a copy during the 
| hearing of his.easc, belongs to the late Vinaya literature, and cannot be 
£ identical with the much earlier Sinhalese Culaganthipada. Which text 
« is it then? So far this was not known, until F. Bizot, EFEO ChSang 

Mai, drew my attention to the manuscript Or 9238 of the British 
\ Library, which comprises 17 fascicles iphuk) copied in Khmer script in 

C. E. 1793 and bearing the title Guyhatthadipanl C&laganthisahkhepa 

93. This kind of punishment is mentioned much earlier as udaka-daru- 
vdlikadinam dharapanam, Sp 101322. 
94. W. B. Bolide, “Die Stellung der Vinaya-Tikis in dcr PSli-Literatur,” 
XVII. Oeutscher Orientalistentag. July 21-27, 1968, in Wttrzburg. ZDMG 
Supplement.! I, 3. Wiesbaden 1969. p. 833, and CPD: Epilcgomcna 1.2.10. 
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“the abbreviated version of the small text on knotty points [in the 
Vinaya] called lamp [elucidating] the. hidden meaning.” This 
manuscript, which quotes from the Majjhima- and Culaganthipada, is 
incomplete. Fascicles 1,2, and 12 are lost and even fascicle 17 does 
not contain the end of the text. Luckily the continuation is found in 
the Culaganthipadamahavagga copied in C. E. 1836 and preserved at 
Vat Sung Men in Phrae (North Thailand).w This manuscript com¬ 
prises another sixteen fascicles without reaching the end of the text. In 
addition to this large Vinaya text there is further a Mahaganthipada- 
imhdvagga in the same monastery in fifteen fascicles and also copied 
Tn C. E. 1836,96 which obviously contains only a fraction of the 
complete text, perhaps less than 10%, for it ends'with the Uruveia- 
Kassapa episode right at the beginning, of the Mahavagga. The 
enormous length of these text seems to be due to extensive quotations 
borrowed from well known earlier Vinaya literature. However, now 
and then r.ev/ opinions seem to have beep inserted, which show that 
these texts in fact very interesting material 
for the late history of Buddhist law. As the SSsanavamsa quotes one 
sentence verbatim from ihtdulaganthi, it is not ,impossible to verify 

- if \YizCufaganthipadaplt the^ British Libraryand Vat. Sung Men are 
identical to Atnla's text. • 

indeed the relevance Of MahQ? and Culaganthipada seems to be con - 
sidcrable for Buddhist law in Burma in the recent past. For, as Shway 
Yoc (alias Sir James George Scott: 1851-1935) writes, there were rival 
panics following the “Mahagandi” and “Sulagandi” respectively during 
the second half cf the last century. This dispute centered on a contro¬ 
versy over simple or luxurious life styles of monks: “faction feeling 
runs so high that street fights between scholars of these two sects are 
very common, and often so embittered that the English authorities 
have to interfere to restore peace in the town, for the laity takes sides 
with equally bitter aiumbsity.*?7 ] : * 

Thus there will never be an end to Vinaya controversies as long as 
the sasana continues to exist. Research in these matter is still quite in 
its infancy and has hardly really started. Rich material is buried in 
printed editions and probably also in manuscripts. Inscriptions, from 
__:___ ■ 
95. The reference number b 01-04-028-00, roll no:49. 
96. Tiw reference number is 01-04-027-00, roll no. 49. 
97. Shway Yoe, The Human. His Life and Notions (London: 1910) 149 
(reprinted with a biographical sketch of the author by i. Falconer [Arran: 
19891). 
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TheravUda countries and royal orders from Burma have not been used 
so far. The latter contain many interesting details on the possible 
interrelation of ecclesiastical and secular law evident already in older 
literature. For although judges arc advised to use a dhammathat and 
are evemprovided with copies,91 a Buddhist legal expert (vinaya- 
dhara) decides about the real estate of two monasteries on May 14, 
1720,99 by referring to documcnts(?), in this particular case most pro¬ 
bably to laikigrants dated C. E. 1654 and C. E. 1444 (!) repsectively. 
The royal order confirms his decision. - . 

Thus die working principles of legal procedures seem to have been 
fairly_stable over a long time. And if a royal order of June 17J784, 

' proclaims Shat the rainy season (vassa) in that year had begun oh July 
1,100 this brings us back right to the Mahavagga of the Vinaya-ptgaka. 

All this rich, hardly, explored history of law quite different and iade - 
pendent from Hindu Dharma&stras is at the same time a considerable 

■ intellectual achievement of Indian culture. Only in the very recent past 
the first steps to understand or even, to discover the elaborate, system 
that seems to undcrly Buddhist legal lexis have been taken.801 This 

! aspect has not been touched in the present discussion, which tried to 
■ concentrate only or. the Theravada legal tradition leaving aside the 

Vinaya of other schools, which at least as far as the MQiasarvSsti- 
5* vadins arb.concerned, have ar. equally rich heritage of texts mainly 
{ preserved iq Tibetan.Once all this .will have, been thoroughly 
1 researched, Buddhist, and perhaps particularly Theravada law103 might 

98. Royal Orders I (1983) 24: June 23,1607. 
; • 99; Royal Orders it ( 1985) 73. 

100. Royal Orders IV (1986) 62. 
i 101- H. Bechert, “Laws of the Buddhist Sangha: An Early Juridical System 

< in Indian Tradition,” lecture given at the symposion on Recht, Staat und 
\ Varwaltung im klassischcn Indicn, Munich, J«ly, 1992; O. v. Hiniibcr, “The 
i ’Arising of an Offence: apattisamuttkana. A Note on the Structure’and 
V History of the Theravadayinaya,” JPTS 16 (1992): 55-69. ‘ 
i . .1^ p* Schopcn’s “Doing Business for the Lord: Lending on Interest and 
<: Loan in the MOlasarv&tivMa-vmqya” has succeeded in finding influences of 
| DhannaSastra on a Vinaya, which sheds new and quite unexpected light on 

the history of Buddhist law. Dharmasasira influence can be felt perhaps in 
Vibh-a 382.29-383.32, where it is said that there is a difference in offenses 

S such as muWeror theft depending on the person against whom it is directed, 
f 103. Theravada law seems to have been he'd in high esteem among 
j: Buddhists, as can be deduced from the fact that the Sanu.ntapOsad.ika was 
f translated intp.Chincse and taken over by the Dharmaguptaka school; cf. note 
T 78 above, 
t'r < i.’( • 1 • ■ 
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stand as a major Indian contribution to culture in general.504 Today 
usually Indian indigenous grammar is cited and Panini quoted, or 
Brahmagupta is named in the field of mathematics.105 Law, leg''1 
literature, and juridical thinking of the Buddhists are passed over in 
quite unjustified silence in this context, even in a purely Indian 
context; for in the slim, but highly stimulating volumes contributed 
by j. D. M. Derrett to the History of Indian Literature ot to the Hand- 
buch dcr Orientalistik106 Buddhist law is omitted, and the Vinaya as a 
law book is well hidden in the volume of the History of Indian 
Literature on Pali literature. This will certainly change once the sys¬ 
tem of Buddhist law is understood, and it can be achieved only by a 
comprehensive investigation first of all into the legal terminology,107 
which is the key to understand the development and history of 

Buddhist law. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

A AVv'H 

Ab'nis-Dh" 

AN 
AO 

—Abhandiungen der Akadcmic dcr Wisscnsch&jtcn in f 
G&ttingen. Philologtsch-historische Kiasse. Dritte 

Folge 
Abhisomaenrika Dharmah cd. BJinanada. Patna " 
1969 
Anguttara-n ikdya 

Acta Oricntalia 

104. Cf. W./Rau, "Indicns Bcitrag zur Kultur dcr Mcnsehheit,” Sitzungs- 
be rich tc dcr Wissenschaftlichcn Gcsellschaft an dcr Johann Wolfgang 
Goethe-Universitttt Frankfurt am Main. Band XIII, No. 2. (Wiesbaden: 
1975). 
105. Cf. D. Pingrcc, "History of Mathematical Astronomy in India/’ Dic¬ 
tionary of Scientific Biography. Vol. 15 (New York: 1978) 533-633. 
106. Dharmasdstra and Juridical Literature (Wiesbaden: 1973); History of 
Indian Law (Dharmai&stra) (Leiden: 1973). Later 1. D. M. Dcrrct has 
devoted some studies to Buddhist, though not to Theravada law, c. g.: A 
Textbook for Novices. Jayaraksija's « Perspicuous Commentary on the 
Compendium of Conduct by SrtghanaPubUeazsGxil dl Indologica 
Taurincnsia XV (Torino: 1983). 
107. Here a recent Ph. D. thesis from Gdttitigen deserves to be mentioned: 
P. Kicffcr-PCilz, Die Simd. Vorschrifien zur Regelung der buddhistischen Ge- 
memdeg rente in tiheren buddhistischen Tcxten (Berlin: 1992). 
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the original hypothesis of this article. Gustav Roth’s extensive work with 
the texts of this nikdya leads him to conclude (in 1966): “1 would call 
this language the Pr^krit^um-quasi-Sanskrit of the Arya MahSs&ipghika- 
Lokottaravadins.... The regular recurrence of Prakrit forms shows that 
they cannot be taken for grammatical mistakes. They belong to the stock 
of the language.... This coexistence of Prakrit and Sanskrit forms side 
by side has to be acknowledged a* the new type of a language through 
and through composite in its nature^32 By 1970, when Roth’s edition of 
the Bik$uni-Vinaya of the Mahasaipghika-LokottaravSdins appeared, his 
position on the language and grammar of this nikhya remained funda¬ 
mentally consistent with his earlier conclusions.33 My grammatical notes 
in Buddhist Monastic Discipline tend to confirm Roth's judgment. That ~ 
the language of the MahSsimghikq-LokottaravSdin text appears to be dis¬ 
tinct unto itself, coupled with a number of £aik$a-dharmas that appear 
in no other Pratimok§a texts of the various nikdyas, lends credence to the - 
supposition, noted above, that this text was extremely ancient. In light of 
the other materials presented, it is not unreasonable to assume that this 
may well have been the root Vinaya text expanded upon by the future— 

~ Sthavirans* Since the Mahasamghika trunk schools developed in a lin¬ 
eage scparatc from that bf ^he Sthavira mkdyfls, it is imperative to sec 
how, if at all, the Sthavira n/J^as may have expanded the root Vinaya 
text. While the Theravadins are certainly less ancfent historicailylhan the 
MahlsSmghikas, their complete Vinaya is no dpubfdioeariiest of all the 
preserved versions of the Sthavira schools. As such, its additional Sekhiya- 
dhammas (in Sanskrit. Saiksa-dharmas) are exceedingly important; 

No iess than twelve rules in the Pali Patimokkha have no counterpart 
in the Sanskrit Mahasamghika-Lokottaravadin text These include num¬ 
bers 3,4, 16, 18, 20, 30, 31, 33, 40,42, 54, and 6$* 
Rule 3 reads: 

sunaticchanno antaraghare gamissSmiti sikkh$ karaijIyS / 

shall go well covered amongst, the houses,^ is a precept that should be 
observed.] * . ; ;';v 

Rule 4 reads: ’• 

supapcchanno antaraghare nisidissamU: sikkhakaranlya/ 

shall sit down well covered amongst the houses,” is a precept that should be 
observed.] ; i 

32 Gustav Roth. “Bhik$univinaya and Bhik§u-PrakirnakA and Holes on tiic Language.” 

Journal of the Bihar Research Society 52, nos. 1-4 (January-December 1966): 38-39. 

33 Roth. Bhik$unl- Vinaya. pp. Iv-lxi. 

k 34 The Pali text is adapted from the Venerable ftSnaraoU Thcrt, etf. and trans.. The Pd- 

nmokkha: 227 Fundamental Rules of a Bhikkhu (Bangkok: Social Science Association of 
Thailand. 1966). The translations arc mine. 
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Rule 16 reads: 

na kuyappaculakam antaraghare nisldissamiti sikkha karanlya / 

H will not sit down amongst the houses shaking the body,” is a precept that 
should be observed, j 

Rule 18 reads: 

na bahuppacalakam antaraghare nisldissamiti sikkha karanlya/ 

[MI will not sit down amongst the houses shaking the arms” is a precept that 
should bc-obsfcrved.] 

• . ■ w 

Rule 20.reatev 

na sisappacSIakam antaraghare nisldissamiti sikkha karanlya / 

[MI will not sit down amongst the houses shaking the head;’ is a precept that 
should be observed.) 

Rule 30 reads: 

samatittikai]tgig<japjl*am paliggahessSmlu sikkha karanlya / 

[M! shall accept aims food up to the brim (of the bowl);* is a precept that 
;.shoul£ be observed.) . --~ - - 

Rule 31 reads: 

Sakkaccaiji pindapatam bhuiljissamiti sikkha karanlya / 

[ I shall cat alms food respectfully” is a precept that should' be observed.] 

Rule 33 reads: 

sapadanaSTpinpapatam bhurljissamiti sikkha karanlya / 

I”1 shall eat aims food uninterruptedly” is a precept that should be observed.] 

Rule 40 reads: 

parimandakpifcalopam karissamiti sikkha karanlya /. 

[4‘I shall Separate the morsels into (little) balls,” is a precept that should be 
observed.] 

42 reads: 

na bhuiljamano sabbam hattham mukhe pakkhipissamlti sikkha karanlya / 

( I shall n^t put the whole hand in the mouth when eating” is a precept tha» 
should he observed. 1 
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laxity on the basis of the mention of only one of the ten points (i.e., the5 f 
possession of gold and silver) in their council record. He writes, “Con- l 
scquently, even on the single point of discipline which the Mahas5m- \ 
ghikas mention in their recitation of the council of Vai&H, their Vinaya, ' ; 
turns out to be infinitely more lax than the Pali Vinaya.”6 However* even , 
a cursory study of the Mahasamghika Vinaya reveals that all ten points 
are included therein, and Bareau documents this carefully using the Chi' 
nese version of the text (Taishd 1425). He concludes about the Maha- 
saipghikas: “If they do not speak of the 9 other customs, this is not 
because they approved of them, since they implicitly condemn them 
elsewhere.... The 9 customs of the monks of Vai&UI, therefore, could not 
have been one of the causes of the schism which separated the Maha- 
sSipghikas from the Sthaviras, as the Sinhalese chronicles affirm and, 
following them, certain historians of Buddhism. In fact, the two sects 
were in accord on this point, as M. Hofinger has well shown”7 A study * 
of the Mahisaxpghika'Lokmtaravidin texts preserved in Sanskrit yields 
a similar result* In addition, the Mdifi^aghatas ccmld not be consid¬ 
ered $0 he eastern dwellers ^ . 
the Vfjiputrakas), as Hofmger would like to matetain (by adjusting the f 
geographical tension theory of Przylusld9 sc as to categorize the Stha« 
v^ MahlfSsaka, Dharmaguptaka, and SarvSstivIdin nikdyas as western 
dwellers). On this point, Bateau as|erts, “It is wUhout doubt imprudent 
to draw conclusions on the primitive geographical redress of the sects 
from indications as fragmentary as those furnished by our recitations ”10 
Although Dcmidvillc has serious doubts about the historicity of the Vaisalt 
council, he makes the following suggestions: “For my part, 1 cannot 
refrain from seeing in the tradition relative to the council of Vaisali, 
above all, a reflection of this conflict between rigorism and laxism, be- 
tween monasticism and laicism, between ‘sacred* and ‘profane’, which tra¬ 
verses all the history of Buddhism and which, after having provoked the 

schism between the Sthaviras and Mah&s&mghikas, is expressed later 
by the opposition between Hinayftoa and MabSy5nk.n Despite Dem- 
i6 ville’ls aggressive claim to the contrary, there is nothing in any of the Vi- 
naya council accounts of the various nik&yas that attests to the separation 
of Sthaviras and MahSsarnghikas at this point Bateau confirms, the ab- » 
seem at sectarianism quite assertively when he proclaims: “The primj- * 
- r • 
... .'••^4. . • .i 

• •DwriMUe.p.275. . ‘ 
* ■.** Bam, Les premiers candles bouddhiques; p. 7$. 

• 1 $t€ Charles S. Prcb’sh. Buddhist Monastic Discipline: The Sanskrit Pr&timokfp 
StUmM af Ike Mah&s&mghikas and Mu las a rv&sti vddins (University Park: Pennsylvania 
Slaw University Press, 1975). pp. 70,80, 88, and 90. 

9 See Jean Przyluski, Le Concile dc Rdjagfha (Parts: Paul Gculhocr, 1926-1928), 
pp. 309-14. 

10 Bareau, Les premiers candles bouddhiques. pp. 82-83. 
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live vision is, as M. Hofinper has well shown, anterior to the first 

schism which separated the Mahasamchikas from the Sthaviras”12 

Although the famous dafa-vastuni (or ‘‘ten points”) and the council of 

Vaislilt seem effectively eliminated from the historical actuality of the ini¬ 
tial schism in Indian Buddhist history, the notorious five theses of Maha- 

deva remained a primary causal factor in scholarly arguments. Convinced 

that the first samghabheda was historically removed from the VaisalT coun¬ 

cil, Bareau developed a new theory, one that turned on (I) the notiofi that 

laxity on the part of the future MahasSmghikas developed after the Vai- 

falt council (although it is not precisely clear just how this laxity devel¬ 

ops), and (2) the five theses of Mahadeva. Moreover, it postulated a 
noncanonical council held at Pataliputra in the year 137 a n., from which 

the schism emerged. Bareau’s theory is presented in full on pages 88- i 1 i 
of Les premiers conciles bouddhiques and, until 1977, was rather widely 

accepted as a brilliant and ingenious solution to a knotty Buddhological 

problem. In 1977. Janice I. Nattier 2nd I criticized Bareau’s theory, sug- 
gesting in its place first, that 

MahSdeva lias nothing to do With the primary schism between MahSsSqi- 
ghikas and Sthaviras, emerging in a historical period consideramy »«er than 
previously supposed, and taking his place in the sectarian movement by Inst: 
gating an internal schism within the already existing tManasamgmka school. 
Second, that rise sole cause oflhe initial schism in Buddhist history pertained 
to matters of Vinaya* but rather than representing a reaction cf r^hedox Bud¬ 
dhists to MahSsaipghikas laxity, as maiittaincdby both Dcmi£v:Uc and Bareau, 
represents a reaction on die part of the future MahSs&mghikas to unwarranted 
expansion of the root Vinaya text on the part of the future Sthaviras.13 

The argument concerning Mah5deva*sfive theses is complex14 and, 
until quite recently, has not received much additional attention. Dance 1 

’ Cousins, however, has published a fresh, new discussion of the five I 

points; dividing their historical development into three phases,15 jand f 
confirming our hypothesis that the five points of MaMdcva were not in- j 

.wolved in the first schism. Cousins’s article additionally utilizes impor* 
tant material on the Pudgalavidins, published by Thich Thien Chau16 and 
Peter Skilling,17 not available to earlier researchers. 

ings of * 
U Bareau. Let premiers cotcilfi bouddhiauc f, p. 86. 
13 Charles S. Prcbish and {cake 3. Nattier, “Mahirfipghika Origins: The Beginnings of * 

Buddhist Sectarianism," History of Religions 16, no. 3 (February 1977): 238-39. 
14 See Prebtsh and Nattier, pp. 250-65, for a full exegesis of the argument. 
15 Cousins, pp. 27-60. 
lt thich Thien Chau, ‘‘The Literature of the Podgalavadin Journal of the International t 

Association of Buddhist Studies 7, no. I (1984): 7-16, and “Les Rdponscs dcs Pudgalaya- * 
din aux Critiques dcs ficolcs Bouddhk|ucC Journal of the International Association of 

Buddhist Studies 10, no. I (1987): 33-53. 
17 Peter Skilling. “The SaipskftSsafpskrta-Vinisaya of DasabalainmitraT Buddhist Stu- 
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CONSIDERATIONS OF 

MAHASAMGHIKA 

ORIGINS 

1/06 ir 

Ir. current Buddho'ogy, there are two primary °P?CS^S hypotheses 
i6 explain the beginnings of Indian Buddhist sectarianism. The »rst, advo¬ 

cated by A*»dr6 Bareau, presumes the schism that separate- i*.c Mans 
simghikas andSthaviras to have resulted from disciplinary laxity on the 

pari of the future MuhSsiqighilTas, coupled with concerns over five the¬ 
ses predicated by the monk f/Iahfidevu. The second hypothesis, more 

recently oromuleatetLhy Janice J. Nattier and myself, suggests that the 

initial schism resulted not from disciplinary laxity but solely flora un¬ 

warranted expansion of the root Vinaya text by the future Sthaviras. 
One of the major'fcaturcs of the second thesis revolves around the 

degree to which it can be demonstrated that the Sthaviras may have ex¬ 
panded the root Vinayatext. A comparison of two very early Vmayas, by 
the MahasSmghika-LokoUaravSdins (in Sanskrit) and by the Thsravadms 

(in paii), amply shows that the two texts bear remarkable coincidence in 

ail but one category: the Saiksa-ohannas. In that category, e a 
samgnika text posits sixty-seven items, while the TheravSda text post 

To hate, no scholars have addressed this circumstance with specific¬ 

ity. Consequently, in this article, I examine the Saiksa-dharmas of e 

Pratimok$a-sutra of each nikaya, isolating the divergent rules and relating 

them to the significant, major concerns expressed at the second council 

of Vaisali, an arguably historical event tfiatpre-dated the actual sectarian 

split in early Indian Buddhism by no more than a few decades. I argue 

f that the divergent rules in the two^nttdjws.deinonstnite an attempt on 

the part of the future Sthaviras to circumvent a potential satnghabheda 
(split in the community) by making more explicit the general areas of 

' .-..o . .. yjk: 2 ^ ; • 
O *.W6 by The University of Chicnjo. All rights reserve*. 
O0IR-27Utf%J)503*0003SOl.C0 
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disagreement that precipitated the second council. In so doing, they inad¬ 
vertently provoked the split they were so diligently trying to avoid. 

Prior to Marcel Hofinger’s tttude sur le concile de VaifSll (published in 

1946), it was rather ordinary to assign the beginnings of Buddhist sec¬ 
tarianism to the events surrounding the council of Vai&l! and to con- 

elude that the initial schism that separated the Mah3s3ipghikas from the 

Sthaviras in early Indian Buddhism resulted from the dual problematic of 
disciplinary laxity on the part of the future Mahas2tpghikas and the fa¬ 
mous (ive theses of the monk MahSdeva focusing on the nature of the 

araharit. This council has received a substantial amount of consideration 

in the scholarly literature,' and the bulk of it does not need to be re¬ 

hearsed here. Nor is it necessary to consider new information regarding 
the date of the historical Buddha that casts fresh light on the specific date 
of the VaiiSH council.2 What docs need to be considered is a review of 
the most recent general conclusions regarding the VaisSli council. • 

With the possible exception of R. O. Franks and Paul Demidvilie,* 

virtually all scholars agree that the Vai&ii council was a historical event. 
While Hofinger states it quite directly: “The council of Vai&ii is not a 
fictios)," Bareau is indirect: “We sec, therefore, that the hypothesis of the 

historicity of the council of VaiSall appears as much more defensible than 
the contrary hypothesis.”4 Several Vinayas (namely, the MahSsgmghika, 

SarvSstivSdin,, ThcravSdin, and Dharmaguptaka texts) even identify the 

/ site of the council as the VSluk5r5ma monastery, although this may be a 

later addition. Further, alt sources agree that the primary focus of the 
event was the now well known issue of the ten illicit practices of the' 

Vrjiputraka bhikfus who dwelled in VaiSSlI. Nonetheless, there is serious 

disagreement on the interpretation of the council proceedings. While Ho¬ 

gget has admirably traced the rejection of^lken-pointsin the Pali Pati- 
mokkha,5 Dcmidvillc aggressively pursues the thesis of Mah5s5mghika 

Sec especially Marcel Hofinger, £tude sur le concile de VaiSall (Louvain: Bureaux 

au Motion, 1946); Andrd Bateau, Us premiers conciles bouddltiques (Pam; Presses CUnivcrsilaircs dc France, 1935); Paul Dcmidvillc, “A propos du concile dc Vaisiil, "Toung 

Puo 40 (1951): 239-%; and Charles S. Prebish, “A Review of Scholarship on the Buddhist 
Councils,” Journal of Asian Studies 33, no. 2 (February 1974): 239-54. 

A summary of the basic argument regarding the new approach to Buddha’s historical 

dating is best revealed by Richard Gombricns article "Dating the Buddha: A Red Karine 

Revealed,” in Die Datirrung des hiaorischtn Buddha, pi. 2. ed. Heinz Bechert (Gottingen: 

Vandenboeek & Ruprccht. 1992). pp. 239-59. in which Gombrich dates the death of the 

_ Buddha to around 405 B.C.B. (actually between 411 and 399). A concise statement of the 

j position on the Vaiiill council, dating the council to 70-8o years after Buddhas death, is 

I Lance S. Cousin?1* “The ‘Five Polm*' and uic ungms of the Buddhist Schools,** The 

\ Buddhist Forum, vol. 2. ed. Tadeusz Skorupski (New Deli: Heritage, 1992). pp. 27-31 and 
34-uO. 
_ 3 Rci<5f ***11. & Frankc, “The Buddhist Councils at fcajagaha and Vesill as Alleged in 

v Cullavagga XI, XHT Journal of the Pali Text Society (1908), p. 70; and DemtevilJe. p. 258. 

See Hofinger, p. 249, and Bareau, Les premiers conciles bouddltiques, p. 87. 
9 Hofinger, pp. 216 (and nn. 1-3) and 217 (and nn. i-7). 
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Rahula* s first vist to India was for two months in 1925-6, an abortive attempt to,, 
pursue his education there. He returned when he led a party on pilgrimage in 1934-5. \ 
When they visited Kusinara, the site of the Buddha's passing away, he had a brief vision 
of the Buddha. He returned again, in 1941-2, to study at Calcutta University under J 
Professors B M Bam a and Surendranath Das Gupta, but after six months this too was 
aborted when the war forced the university to close. 

Before this he had resumed h s formal education by entering the University College 
of Colombo in i 935. the first monk to do so. He read for a BA in Indo-Aryan languages 
- the degree was in those days awarded by London University. His subsequent doctorate 
has been mentioned above. 

Rahula’s radicalism led him in the 1930s into association with socialists and increas- 
ing involvement with politics. Though he never joined a political party, he was associat¬ 

ed in 1935 with the founding of the Lanka Sama Samaja Pak$a, which was to be the 
main socialist force (nominally, indeed. Trotskyist) in Sri Lanka for the next half-centu- I 
ry: and it was he who invented die party’s name, which means Ceylon’s Party for an t 
Equal Society. 

Throughout the 194.0s Rahula’s life centred on the monastic university (pirivvaa) - 
■ Vidyalard;am. where he was appointed to a teaching position in 1942. A group of the 
monks who taught there was extremely active in public affairs and Rahula was so ^ 
eminent among them that his name became a household word among the Sinhalese. The j 

; conservative politicians who led the country, notably D S Senanayake (who in 1948 I 
| became the first prime minister of independent Ceylon), argued that monks should keep 1 
l out of politics. This Rahula and his friends vigorously contested. He was a leading spirit j 

i behind what has become known as the ‘Vidyalankara Declaration* (1946), a statement, j I unanimously approved by the teaching staff, in which politics is equaled with public -* 
w elfare and monxs arc said to have not merely a right but a duty to become involved In 

the same year he published' Bhiksuvzge Vmmaya {The Heritage of the BhikkJiu), a book 
originally ba>cu on a public speech, in which he put the same argument at length, with 
much historical evidence that monks had taken a leading part in public life in pre-colo- 
r.i a. Ceylon.- The first sentence in the book is ’Buddhism is based on service to others.* 

In 1947 a genera! election preceded Independence. Rahula was active in the cam- J 
paign or: behalf of the LSSP. He was.bricfly arrested for picketing during a general ! 
strike. On hi* way to a meeting where he was to speak against the future President, J R J 

JlJayewardcnc. he was beaten up by drunken thugs. Much later in life he became friendly j 
Svvirii Jayewardenc and responsibility for the assault was never finally determined. 
■ Soon after independence Rahula became disaffected from the Marxist parties. He 
Sfound them too much under foreign influence and he accepted neither their opposition to 
■religion nor their insistence on the need for violent revolution. He joined a group of peo¬ 
ple who were looking for a ‘middle way' in politics between capitalism and communism 
■aid was a founder (Joint Secretary) of the Mahajana Peramuna (Popular Front), which 
■vas the precursor of the SLFP, the ‘democratic socialist* party founded by S \V R D 
^^feandaranaike in 1951. Indeed, its first manifesto is in his handwriting, though it is 
^Bnclcar whether he alone was responsible for its wording. „ , . , n 
■ in later life he never renounced or regretted his socialist associations. He considered 
■pat his erstwhile ‘progressive’ friends had been corrupted by power and had betrayed 
Sc cause. In 1971, when the SLFP and LSSP ruled m coalition, there was a partly vio- ^ 
■< revolution by the younger generation which was suppressed with great brutality and 
■p$s of hie* Rahula put his sympathies on record when in 1974 he dedicated the English 
^Rlition of The Heritage of the Bhikklm ‘To the memory of those thousands, bhikkhus 
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and others, who sacrificed their lives in the political struggle in Ceylon in 1971*. 
When in 1950 he was given a French government scholarship to study in Paris, 

Rahula in effect left politics, but he returned later to play a part in public life. He was so 
happy studying in Paris that he did not revisit Sri Lanka for 15 years, returning in 1965 

for his higher ordination into the KalyanI section of the Siyam Nikaya. (On this occasion 
he was also accorded the title Supreme Master of Buddhist Scriptures 
{Tripi:akavagisvaracaryu\ with the entitlement to prefix his name with Sri) In 1966 he 
accepted appointment as Vice-Chancellor of Vidyodaya. This had until recently beat a 
monastic university. Rahula opened it to women and was proud of making this contro¬ 
versial move a success. He resigned and returned to Paris in 1969. He only gave up his 
flat there in 1974, when he moved to London, where he was based till 1985. In 1981 the 
Sri Lankan government asked him to establish a new institution of graduate studies in 
Buddhism, the Pali and Buddhist University. Soon afterwards he began to set up in 
Kottc, on land near the Sri Lankan parliament given to him by the government, what 
was at the same time a home for himself and a research institute based on his library. 

In ihc last thirty years of his life, Rahula was loaded with international honours. At 
home in Sri Lanka, he saw himself as a kind of rajguru, entitled to advise the govern¬ 
ment in public as well as in private. Unfortunately, despite his wisdom and sincerity, he 
was politically naive, for he stuck to the advice of the ancient texts and equated good j 
politics with virtue. Thus, having a clear conscience that he was anything but a racist, he ^ ■ 
could not see that a Sinhata Buddhist patriotism which had been courageous and appro- I 0 
priatc in the i940s would be differently construed in the civil war of the 1980s and ; 
1990s. However, his sympathy for the weak and oppressed never failed. ^ 

He was, as he intended, a hue son of the Buddha. 

* Maurice Walshe i9ii-i9981 
George Sharp 

Maurice Walsue’s funeral look place in the Amaravati temple at 2 o'clock in the after¬ 
noon of Monday 4 May. Many of liis old friends were there, perhaps seeing this aspect 
of his life for the firs: time, and the abbot Ajahn Viradhammo invited a number of them 
to speak. Without exception everyone took pleasure in reminding us of Maurice’s dry 
wit and fondness for puns and limericks. Garry Thomson, Honorary Vice President of 
the Buddhist Society and English Sangha Trust member, aired a philosophical specula¬ 
tion Maurice would very much have enjoyed; ‘Maurice Walshe does not exist*, and by 
this humour, for a brief time he was brought back to life in fond memory. But perhaps 
the most memorable moment took place ten days earlier when the body was carried into 
the chapel and laid down with face exposed. Seeing our eld friend's corpse was a shock. 
We were contemplating a thing once animated, once a person, now dead, once the 
Maurice Walshe we knew now utterly gone. And to touch dial cold, putty-like flesh was 
all the confirmation of the fact one could ever need. But my own emotional response 
was one of joy to sec his body there, in that beautiful little chapel, at the end of a long . 
and fruitful life, surrounded by monks and nuns of the Order he had, fui so long, sought 
to establish in this country. 

They stood in silent respect regarding the truth of the death against the backdrop of 
the glass sleeping Buddha, and 1 thought the scene quite beautiful, and it seemed to me 

' See Obituaries, The Middle Way 73:1 (May 1998), p. 57. 
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nearly 400 pages, his Ph.D. thesis for the University of Ceylon, was based on Pali and 
Sinhala sources, of which veiy few had been translated (nor have many been translated 
since). Although his acceptance cf his sources* point of view may strike one now as 
rather uncritical, especially with regard to the earliest period, as a source of information 
the book has hardly been superseded. It is a landmark in Buddhist historiography.' 

Rahula lived in Paris for over 20 years, and for most of that time he worked Unuc; 
the supervision of Professor Demid vi Me to produce an annotated French translation, the 
first into any modem language, of Asanga's Abhidharmasamuccaya (Paris, 1971; 2nd 
edn, 1980). This work involved the use of Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese, and Rahula 
acknowledged considerable help from French scholars with the latter languages. 
Unfortunately, his intention to produce an English version never materialized. Most of 
his Oliver strictly academic writing (the other kind will be noticed below) was collected 
in Zen and the Taming of the Bull (London. 1978). 

Just as Rahula lived large parts of his iife outside the study, his influence as a scholar 
extended far beyond his own books. In 1964-5, on the initiative of Professor Edmund 
Perry, Rahula spent an academic year teaching at Northwestern University, near 
Chicago, and he returned there often over the next decade. Perry has written: ‘Rahula, 
merely by his occasional presence at learned society meetings and his leadership of 
seminars at other universities, has exemplified a standard and introduced a conscience 
into America's competitive market of books on Buddhism.’ 

His knowledge of the classical Buddhist literature, which tee began to acquire at a 
very early age, was justly described by Dcmicviilc as incomparable: Professor Lamcllc 
held him in similar esteem. (Not only for his learning: he once showed me a charming 
letter from Lammte. I cannot quote it verbatim but in effect that great scholar wrote jo 
him that while I may read many text*, it i^youwhc have understood what I am after, the 
essence of Buddhism.) In London he became a dose friend of Miss ! B Homer, then 

-President of the Pali Text Society, and spent many hours a; work with her on some of 
her later publications. He accepted her invitation to become a vice-president of the 
Society ami served in that capacity until his death, attending at least one meeting of its 

^Council each year even after fee had moved back to Sri Lanica. in the finest academic 
tradition both Eastern and Western, he never begrudged rime to a sincere student. 
Uuring the period when he lived in London, he gave me countless hours, reading Pali 
with me and answering innumerable questions. He was punctilious without pedantry, 
critical without harshness, constantly interesting and always hi 11 ofgcmle^^moujy ~ 

Rahula was bom on 9 May l907 in the village of Walpola - Sri Lankan monks are 
always known by the name of their natal village, besides their Pali Buddhist name 
conferred at ordination - in the Gallc District in south-eastern Ceylon (as the country 
was then known).*' He was the youngest of ten children and his father was approaching 
60 when he was bom. His father’s name was Hettigoda Gamage Don Karolis dc Silva 
and his mother’s name was Haththotuva Gamage Siltnduhami. His father was a wclMo- 
do farmer, probably the largest landowner in the village, high-caste (goyigama) but not 
aristocratic. Rahuia’s eldest brother became the village headman (as possibly his father 

had been before him). The father was educated and practised dyurveda. astrology and 

exorcism. Two of Rahuia’s brothers also became exorcists (\akddurd): another became 

: 1 owe many of the facts in the rest of this article to Rahuia’s biography by Gunadasa 
Liyanage. The Sinhala version. Valpola Rahula liamudunax*. s published in Colombo in 
1994. 'be English version, entitled On the Path, la Colombo in 1995. 1 have used the latter. 
The tone of the book is rather hagiographic. Such words as ‘probably’ in my account reflect 
uncertainties in my reading of this biography, which is sometimes vague. 

x 
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famous as a doctor of ayurveda and as 
president of the Astrologers* Association 
of Ceylon. 

Rahuia’s name at birth was Hettigoda 
Gamage Don Hendrick de Silva. When 
first ordained, he was given the name 
Dhammadassi, He took the name Rahula 
ca his own initiative in 1928 because he 
felt that he loved the Buddha iifce a son. 

Rahula attended school for only three 
years. He refused to return to the village 
school after the headmaster tried to cane 
him unjustly. He received his education at 
home from his father and. both before and 
after ordination, at the village temple. 

He u.as ordained in 1920. at the age of 
13. Soon after oruination, he made an 
attempt to leave but then settled into 
monastic life -However, he moved from* 
the village temple of Walpoia to the chief 
temple in the. arc- pagoda. There lived 
the Venerable Paragoda Sumanasara, who, 
he later said, ‘laid the foundation* of fife. Sumanasara was a leanted asst-also 
an activist concerned to promote social welfare. Rahula did not follow h:m only in these 
two callings. In 1925 Sum ana .o m decided 1 hat circa mslanccs nuiuc irlinpo^itHc ht?n 
wholly to follow the rules tor fully ordained monks ns he understood them. »u he 
cd lo the status of novice. Later in life he took this further and reverted to lay stasis, 
which suggests mat he anight have been excessi vely i0l,s ut «>:a: ~ i; nw>; u 
could well explain why Rahula chose to remain technically a novice nnt«rh? 5S. 

Some time alter Rahula became his pupil, Sumanasara deckled to t?ke a group of 
pupils, inctudmg Rahula, and follow the ascetic lifestyle of ‘forest hermits’. This meant, 
for example, that the group ate only food they had collected by begging. Once, Rahula 
accompanied his teacher on a long pilgrimage on tool. He thus had experience of the 
‘austere practices’ (dhutanga) now relatively rare in the Sri Lankan Sangha. 

Sumanasara had contacts with the Sinhala press, and these led Rahula in the same 
direction. While still in his teens he contributed articles on monastic discipline to a paper 

called Simhala Jatiya. and this in turn J£d to his first visit to Colombo, in 1925. Over the 
next ten years Rahula was amazingly active publicist. In 1927, for example, he deliv¬ 
ered 750 sermons. He also produced a large number of articles about Buddhism, many 
of which appeared as pamphlets. These were extremely radical and unpopular with the 

I conservative majority in the Sangha. He took a purist line, arguing against many current 

Buddhist practices, including Buddha puja and other activities to ‘make merit*. In this 
purism he was following the ‘forest hermit’ tradition and perhaps was influenced too by 

: Protestin' criticisms o? Buddhism. He also preached against caste and accepted food 
f rom rodi, the nearest equivalent in Sinhala society to Hindu untouchables. He was well 

"* aware of Gandhi and associated with his Sri Lankan admirers. 
In 1927 he settled in Colombo and did mission work in the slums. This was soon fol¬ 

lowed by a spell of similar activity up in Nuwara Eliya, in the central highlands. But 
after this, Rahuia’s base in Sri Lanka for the rest of his life wr.s always in or near 

Colombo. 
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45 years ago and the John Crook who now holds the Lin Chi lineage and leads Ch*an 
* retreats. What unites the two men? is it memory? Perhaps, but first we have to resolve 
the koan of memory itself. Is it cause and effect, a relentless knock-on from one action 
to the next? Perhaps, but the answer seems, strangely inadequate. Ultimately, the book 
thus presents us with a new koan: a man standing in the present yet taking photographs 
of himself 45 years ago, and doing so against a background of long-vanished people and 
places. Nothing remains - and yet nothing has departed. Where could it go? The images 
arc still there, sharp and dear as the Hong Kong moon. Let us mare them and be grate¬ 
ful. i 

DAVID FONTANA 

SHORT NOTICES 

THE WAY IS WITHOUT FLAW: 
Teachings of John Carrie Roshi, Sati 
Press, 1998, im. 155. ^X1.50 (Inc. pest). 
Obtainable from: Kemps Cottage, Wimfsrd, 
Minchcad. Somerset TA 24 7HT. 

r.rV<TURES O£ TKE JiUDDHA^byJC I 
AinV»cs. Chuiaicngksrn University Press; 

iSiiN 9** 435 068 4, pp. 295* 
€? (Inc.pest). Obtainable from: Hamley 

•Ccm-ultoncic*. 52 ctySewuod Hoad* London 
Si*27 9LZ, 

BUDDHA OF INFINITE LIGHT; The 
Teachings or Shin Buddhism, The 
Japanese Way of Wisdom and 
Coifioassion. fey r% Sazxkl, 

Shs.T.kSa!a,i59S, IauN 1 57062 301 5, 
M». S3. £13.99. 

The Way is Without Flaw is a collection of 
’cachings end homilies. There is a short bio¬ 
graphical note on the Author, Jdb^JSarric, 
now an elderly man, whose training had its 
roots in Thcravada as well as in Zen. A 

Taoist influence is also sometimes evident 
It is easy to see why some of those who 

heard these teachings wanted to give them a 
permanent recotti. Their good qualities are 
manifest, as is the odd touch of eccentricity. 
This book would be helpful to anyone trying 
to sustain & practice without direct access to 
a teacher. * 
Gestures of the Buddha is 2 study in 
Thcravada konos»fphy. It offers a full neat- 
men: pi the ways in which the Buddha is 
represented, dealing with differentiation by 
posture and gesture. The book should be 
useful to visitors to galleries and temples 
who want, .to learn how to ‘read* the 
Buddha-images they find there. It is nicely 
produced and illustrated and good value for 
money. 
Buddha of Infinite Light is a revised edi¬ 
tion of Suzuki *s Skin Buddhism published 
in 1970. It claims to be a much more accu- 

%rate rendering of the text, originally derived 
from poor tape-recordings. It will be of 
interest to students of Fure Land. It is hand¬ 
somely produced. 

RWF 
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Venerable Dr Walpola Rahula 
Professor R F Gombrich 

The Venerable Dr Walpola Rahula,1 who died in Colombo on 19 September 1997, 
was one of the outstanding Buddhist monks and personalities of this century. Both his 
public and his private life were rich, zestful and generally of great benefit to others. He 
achieved eminence in both scholarship and politics as a preacher and as a teacher. His 
vast range of friends and admirers excluded no category of humanity, and he was as 
much at ease with the humblest as with the famous. Sociable by temperament and 
committed to philanthropy, he spent much time in solitude and lived alone for half his 
life. He could enjoy life’s comforts and pleasures but did not need them. He was 
extraordinarily intelligent ami extraordinarily kind. 

Outside Sri Lanka he was best known, and will be long remembered, for his 
scholarly and academic activities. His little introduction to Buddhism, What the Buddha 

Taught (Bedford, 1959; 2nd edit, with selected texts, 1967), originally written in 
English and since translated into more than a dozen languages (including Sinhala), has 
been one of the most successful introductions to the Dhamnsa ever written, arid may well 
be the best. Naturally, its exposition is entirely in line with the Thcravada tradition, and 
its emphases meet modern expectations of a raijonaJ aad egalitarian appuiach to 

< religion. However, Rahula was no sectarian, in 1967, at the request of its Secretary- 
General, he presented to a meeting of the World Buddhist Sangha Council in Colombo a 
statement of muc *BaSic Points umlying the Thcravada and the Mahayana*, which was ' 
accepted unanimously - a more modest and far better successor to OlcoU*s ’Buddhist 
Catechism*. In his later years, as a symbol of his Buddhist inclusivity, he normally Wore 
in private life the robe of a Chinese monk. 

It is, however, the style of the book, even more than its content, that has made it 
pre-eminent. Rhhula did really believe that the Dhamma was ehipassiko, something 
everyone was invited to inspect for themselves. As a young man (and before he had 
received any Western-style education), he broke with tradition by inviting questions at 
the end of his sermons. When he came to teach abroad, he made good his claim that in 
order to explain Buddhism it is neither necessary nor desirable to use foreign words. The 
very title of the book is, after all, a rendering (in my view, the best rendering) of the 
word ’Dhamma'. This illustrates both Rahula’s readiness to innovate and his scorn for 
pretentiousness and pomposity. 

Communicating Buddhist ideas to as many people as possible was certainly at the 1 
centre of Rahula’s concerns. But as an author he was no mere popularizer of established j 
truths. Perhaps his most enduring contribution to scholarship wns hi- History of 

Buddhism in Ceylon: the Anuradhapura Period (Colombo, 1956), This pioneer work of 

* His full title in English, as recorded on the title page of his biography (see fit 2), was the 
Venerable Aggamahapandiia Professor Dr Walpola Sri Rahula, Chancellor of Kelaniya 
University, Supreme Master of Buddhist Scriptures. However, for most of his life he was 
happy to be knovyn as plain Rahula, the style 1 have adopted in the rest of this article. 
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techniques and forms from British legislative practice but, even with¬ 
out the British example, I think the 19th century kings wouid have 
developed as much legislative power as their Siamese contemporaries. 
But in both countries it was IefS a constitutional entitlement of 
royalty than a status which they had to earn. Thalun’s legislation 
achieved posthumous recognition because history remembered him as 
a purveyor of peace and plenty. The 19th century kings were hard put 
to emulate his reputation, when their kingdom was disappearing in 
slow motion to the British. The last king to rule over the whole of 
“Burma proper" and the last king who could claim to be a cakkavattin 

without provoking guffaws was Badon. My analysis of Badon’s leg¬ 
islative practice is a convenient place to end this account of Burmese 
institutional rivalry over law and its legitimacy. Shortly after his suc¬ 
cession Badon promulgated a short Royal Order on legal matters 
[ROB 3-3-1782]. All but one of the twelve sections confirm 
“business as usual”—the popular maxims that relieve' indebtedness 
continue to apply, fees forjudges and lawyers should be fixed, and the 
hereditary succession of village chiefs should continue. The twelfth 
section, where the king allows property to be inherited by the parents 
and grandparents before it escheats to the crown, may involve a change 
in the existing law but it is a concession against the royal interests—a 
generous gesture by a newly enthroned king. This business-like Order 
is typical of the rajathats produced by earlier kings. But 13 years 
later, after Badon had purified the sangha and revamped its disci¬ 
plinary structure, he promulgated a unique rajathat that is his own 
contribution to the long debate over control of the law texts. ROB 
28-1-1793 was widely circulated during and after his reign, and drawn 
to the attention of judges and ministers by several later Orders. Mod¬ 
em scholars have long been aware of its importance, and two full 
translations of it exist.84 In legal content it adds nothing to his acces¬ 
sion order 13 years earlier, but in presentation it is something else. It 
is a irjonument of Buddhist scholarship, a compilation of legal lists 
from canonical sources, Jataka stories with some legal or ethical bear¬ 
ing and provisions from the Vinaya which the laity should emulate. It 
is the king’s response to the claim that Burmese law should be obeyed 

84. Kyin Swi, 1965, “The Judicial System in the Kingdom of Burma,” 
diss., SOAS (thesis #22 held at the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies 
Library); Than Tun, 1983, “The Royal Order (Wednesday 28 January 1795) of 
King Badon," Ajia Afurika Cengotenyo Bunkyo 26: 153-201. 
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because. it is Buddhist. His implied message i$:Yes—Burmese law is 
Buddhist, but this docs not mean that only learned monks like 
Khcmacara can justify law in terms of Buddhism. Nor does it imply 
the Committee view that Buddhist law must be written in Pali. I, 
your king, am fully capable myself of linking the Buddha-dhamma to 
dhammathni «nd rajathat. Was he capable? Was he sufficiently well - 
versed in the scriptures to make the Royal Order’s allusions to 21 dif¬ 
ferent canonical jataka or to take passages from all over the Sutta 
pitaka and the commentaries? It gives every impression of having 
been drafted by a monk, and I strongly suspect the hand of the 
Maungdaung sayadaw, who among his other duties was a sort of Poet 
Laureate to Badon. But if it was ghost-written on Badon’s behalf, this 
was kept uncharacteristically quiet. Evidently it was-important to 
portray the order as the king’s own work. 

There are no clear victors in the institutional rivalry which I have 
been discussing. The lawyers succeeded against Thalun in one 
sense— D7 and D8 never became uniquely official sources of law— 
but lost to him in another—the 18th century lawyers recognised the 
posthumous legitimacy of Thalun’s legislation. The monks succeeded 
in one sense—Khemacara put the Buddhist legitimacy of the law at 
the center of 18th century debate—but lost in another—Badon success¬ 
fully challenged the sangha’s claims to be the sole judge of whether 
law was sufficiently Buddhist. The kings succeeded in establishing a 
right to posthumous legislative competence, but the right was only 
available to kings posthumously judged to have been successful. 
Such muddled compromise is typical of any country’s constitutional 
history. The U. K. and U. S. A. have a tradition of enshrining the 
compromise in a Bill of Rights or Constitution—a binding document 
which is then interpreted legalistically. In Burma this did not happen. 
Instead of a single constitutional convention they had an ongoing 
constitutional conversation. To contribute to the “dhammathat and 
rajathat’’ genre was to join in that conversation. Its ostensible topic 
was the relationship between Buddhism and law. 
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LAW AS ART 

18th Cc ntury Dhammathats showing the influence of 
the “Committee for the Promotion of Pali Dhammathats" 

Names of committee members appear in bold type. 

Regnal Years King Head of Sangha 
dhammathat author genre 

1733-52 Rajadhipati Kytiw A ungsartta Say ad aw 

D18 Khcrmcara Buimise prose 
DIO Buedhinkura Burmese prose 

1752-60 ( Alattngpiiya Shin Atula 

dh 
1 ; ( ; 

Lclwc Nar.dasithu . Burmese prose 
DI2 Bhumnmjcya Burmese prose 
DI3 Twinthlnwun Burmese verse 

1760-3 Naungdtiwgyi Taungdwin Sayaduw 

D14 Tejosara i pali ; ‘ f’ 

. . 

1763-76 Sinbyuskin Candovara 

D16 Twinlhinwun Burmese verse 
D17 Twinthinwun Burmese verse 
D15 Myat Aung Pali verse 
D19 Myat Aung Pali verse 
D20 Myat Aung f Pali verse 
D::4 Sonda Sayadaw Pali verse 

1776-81 Stngu !. Manle Sayadaw 

D21 Letwethondara Burmese verse 
D22 Chaunggauk Sayadaw Pali verse 

023 - . Chaun^gauk Sayadaw Pali 
K44. 1st Mony weSay adaw Pali 

1781-1819 Badon < . : 1st Manngdaung Sayadaw 

D25 Ketuja Pali 
D26 Panam Wungvi Burmese verse * 
D28 PeThi Burmese verse 
D29 Candasu Burmese verse 
D30 * ShwePo 1 Burmese verse 
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did it have? For fifty years dhammathat production was shifted dra¬ 
matically from plain Burmese prose into the exotic channels of Pali 
prose, Pali verse and Burmese verse. Between 1733 and 1758 all four 
dhammathats produced were in Burmese prose: .between 1758 and 
1819 only one of the fifteen dhammathats produced was in Burmese 
prose. It is all too easy to be seduced by conspiracy theories and to 
see the inspiration of the committee behind each of these works. But 
by Badon’s accession in 1781 the movement had probably developed 
its own momentum. By then each of the authors associated with the 
Committee had advanced their career in the Order or in public service. 
"If you want to get ahead, write an antiquarian dhammathat” must by 
then have seemed like plain common sense. I give details of these 
authors and their works in the form of a table, which fails to highlight 
.the striking role played in the politics and literature of the period by 
high ranking monks who disrobed in middle age at the king’s invita¬ 
tion in order to serve him as minister. Myat Aung had not risen far 
within the Sangha before disrobing and producing his three Pali 
dhammathats. But the Chaunggauk sayadaw,80 author of D22 and 
D23, and the Maungdaung sayadaw81 are good examples of this 
startling phenomenon. The latter was King Badon’.s MDRG when in 
April 1784 he brought a century of dispute and intrigue to an end by 
purging the sangha of the one-shoulder tendency. Alula was sentenced 
to death by exposure in the northern forests, but reprieved the next 
day . Instead he and his sizable band of followers were forcibly'dis¬ 
robed and thereupon disappear from history.82 

What did the,T4ungdwin sayadaw’s committee achieve? Ultimately 
their side won and the one-shoulder faction was eliminated, but the 

80. Shin Saddhamanandi 1736-93. Disrobed in 1775 and subsequently was 
awarded *tbe military (!) title “Balaraja” and the administrative title 
"Atwinwun.” In addition to the dhammathats he wrote poetry in Burmese, 
includingrOn the Characteristics of Great Men,” and the Suttavaddha Nili, a 
collection of edifying'ethical and legal material from the Pali Canon. 
81. Myat San 1753-1833. Monastic name Nanabhivdmsa. MDRG under 
Badon and master mind of the resolution of the shoulder dispute, until he 
disrobed in 1812 at the king’s invitation. Under his lay title, Mahadhamma 
Thingyan, he wrote or co-wrote more than 40 works, including the three most 
crucial sources for 18th century history: The Class Palace Chronicle, the 
Literary History of1820 and the Thatthana Wuntho Sadan, the source of the 
later and better known Sasanavamsa. Hr perfectly exemplifies the maxim 
that history is written by its winners. 
82. ROB 25-4-1784; ROB 27-4-1784 describes the cunning ruse which 
Badon adopted to supply them all with lay clothing at no expense to himselt. 
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credit for this belongs entirely to Badon, a king strong and determined 
enough to intervene. The dangers of relying on the king to purify the 
sangha were underlined when Badon later pressed his own unique 
Buddhist theology on the sangha. The Committee did not affect the 
practice of the legal profession. No matter how many elegant works of 
antiquarian legal scholarship they produced, they were not going to' 
persuade the Burmese lawyers to exchange courtroom badinage in Pali 
or address the judge in perfect Burmese verse. The immediate effect of 
their campaign was to draw a distinction between "working dhamma¬ 
thats” in Burmese prose and "antiquarian dhammathats” in verse or 

' Pali. The only dhammathat to be produced in Burmese prose between 
1758 and 1800 is intended as a working lawyers’ reference book on 
inheritance “to enable one to grasp the subject at a glance, just like a 
bee who gathers pollen to convert to honey.’’83 110 of1 its 134 sec¬ 
tions are taken straight from Di 1 and D12, which shows that authors 
concerned with practical legal purposes ignored the recent antiquarian 
material and went back to consult the Burmese prose dhammathats of 
the early 18th century. The Committee did, however, produce an 
unintended longer term effect. Their activities were eventually to per¬ 
suade the British that Burmese law texts were arcane, obscure and 
impractical. When the colonial government arranged for some dham- 
maxhats to be printed in the early 1880s, the four works chosen were 
all Committee productions: Myat Aung’s three Pali dhammathats and 
one of Lankasara’s Burmese verse texts. Exposure to these four works 
went a long way to persuade the British that Burmese pre-colonial law 
had been unchanging, backward looking and.obscure. It deepened the 
contempt which the British felt for the institutions of Mandalay and 
therefore encouraged them in the wanton destruction of the social sys¬ 
tem in which Burmese Buddhist Law had flourished. However this 
story, which explains much of Burma’s present anomie, falls outside 
the scope of this paper. 

How did the Committee fare in their campaign against legislation? 
Inevitably, as the Konbaung dynasty developed a stronger bureaucracy, 
it came to exercise something nearer and nearer to legislative power. 
In the second half of the 19th century King MindOn clearly borrowed 

83. This simile is more usually applied to the behavior of monks on their 
early morning alms round. Perhaps a hidden metaphor is intended: as lay 
donors have cooked rice ready to give to the monks, so this book has legal 
information prc-cookcd for all who need it. - 
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died, and been replaced on the committee by the Sinde sayadaw,7* 
who was twenty years younger and an equally fervent twd^jfculder 
protagonist.79 Tejosara was the first to complete his assignment: ^his 
Shin Tejosara Shwe Myin in Pali |D14] was completed in 1760 
“having,” as the preface boasts, “been solicited by the Prime Minis¬ 
ter.” The next three committee works came out under the name of 
Myat'Aung: Vannadhamma Siwe Myin in Pali [D15] in 1768, Vinic-: 

chaya Pakasani in Pali [D19] in 1771 and Manuvannana in Pali 
[D20J in 1772. It is the second of these works in particular which 
clarify the aims and objectives of the committee: 

This is in accordance with what the ancient dhammathats say on the sub¬ 
ject, These ancient authorities are taken exception to by the compilers of 
[07 and DS] as being inconsistent with the Vinaya. The present compiler 
has, to avoid adverse criticism, merely mentioned what the ancient jurists 
have laid down. Monks have, in the Vinaya, their own rules to go by, and 
these 

: . .. .. f 
Dhammauiab like [07] and others qualify the statement that a lay pupil 
shall not inherit from a rahan. This rule is inconsistcfit with the Vinaya 
and ! have attempted to reconcile them. Readers must use their own discre¬ 
tion in the appUcaiionof these nAc$. (0:1.406 [D!9]) 

The Committee is in general concerned about the interface between 
Vinaya and dhammathat and in particular has a quarrel with Xalngfca’d 
two legal works. The Committee shared with the 17th century legal 
profession a hostility towards 4he legislative ambitions of Thalun, 
Kaingza and the Taungpila sayadaw. But they had different reasons , 
for their hostility. The lawyers and the king were engaged in rivalry 
over who should control law. Unlike the similar rivalry hi 17th cen¬ 
tury England, there were no constitutional implications. The lawyers 
did not want a constitutional monarchy but simply a wide selection of 
texts from which to argue. Manugye gave them the kind of dhamma- 
that they needed, and thereafter they conceded Tha!un*s right to legis¬ 
late. His posthumous reputation was his winning card: his reign was 

78. See D20 s.II and Ill; translated in Browne, 1879, preface. The Manoo 
Thara Shwe Myeen (Rangoon) 2. 
79. Shin Nanasadhamma, the Sinde sayadaw (1744-1816). He w£s one of 
nine ciders honored after Badon's final resolution of the shoulder di^xitd, and 
served on Badon’s twelve man Committee of Monastic Discipline. ij 
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remembered as a period of firm government at home and peace abroad. 
The Committee’s objection is more principled: ancient texts are al¬ 
ways to be preferred to modem texts, and the issue of legitimacy is to 
be decided on grounds of textual authenticity, rather than legislative 
competence. They can avoid criticizing King Thalun outright: the 
claim to legislate is obviously a misunderstanding caused by the 
unfortunate use of the Burmese vernacular in Kaingza’s Maharajathat 
CDS]: - - ♦ . 

Kaingza’s [D8] ha; bees misunderstood and applied to cases in a manner 

never contemplated by him, because it was written in Burmese. Unless a- 
dhammathat is written in Pali, it cannot retain its original meaning. The 
rules of law are the contents, and the Pali language the. proper container. 
[D19, Exordium] 

King Thalun attempted a new style of legitimating argurricm. “Obey 
law because I, the king, say so.” The 18th century lawyers appear to be 
saying “Our professional practice s century .after Thahra is to rcccgmzc 
his reforms as valid.” The Committee, righting a rear-guard action, 
says “Obey law because it is old. Obey law because it is in Paii. 
Obey law because expert monks certify it as being authentic.” The. 
Committee, in short, wants iaw to bc-fegitimated for exactly the same 
reasons that Buddhism is legitimated as the tree religion and the 
Mahavihara traditions of Sri Lanka ns the true form of Buddhism. Bat 
if law is to be obeyed because it is Buddhist, what is to be done with 
well-established Burmese rules which have no Canonical origin? 
Khcmacara hoped such cases did not exist: if you kepi on looking 
through the Buddhist literature you would eventually find a scriptural 
model. Forty years later, in Rajabala, one of the Pali dhammathats 
influenced by the Committee, the distinction js drawn between law 
(presumably originating in the Buddhist scriptures) and local custom 
(which refers here to-a rale applicable all over Burma): 

It is only in compliance with local custom that the son-in law is required to 
serve his parents-in-law three years before he may leave them. <TV>,319 
(D23J) • 

The Taungdwin sayadaw’s campaign to promote the dhammathat as 
work of art and monument to classical scholarship was certainly 
responsible for the five works I have mentioned. What other effects 
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scholarship (the citation of earlier dbammathats) with the conventions 
of religious scholarship (the appeal to the Pali canon and its 
commentaries). Its implied message is dial Burmese law is, after all, 
Buddhist law, and the sangha must therefore be the ultimate'judge of 
what is proper - - . 

In 1752 begins a new reign, a new dynasty and a new approach to 
monastic discipline. King Alaungpaya, the founder of the Konbaung 
dynasty, appointed Atula, a prominent one-shoulder monk, as his 
MDRG. The appointment led to the production of an important law 
text, the Atula pyatton. This is a case-book, a collection of law 
reports "compiled from the pleadings of fifty lawyers'and twenty five 
judges,” the common denominator of which is that a monk, or group 
of monks, appears as plaintiff or defendant As MDRG, Atula was the 
conduit through which monks were summoned to appear in court,74 
and he must have arranged to be sent written reports of all the cases 
which crossed his desk. Sometime after the incoming king replaced 
him in 1760. Atula edited these records into a single manuscript. 

-This worker some other aspect of Atula’s tenure in office, stimulated 
an energetic counter-reaction bythe two-shoulder monks which mani¬ 
fested itself in the production of several new dhammathats inPali and 
Burmese verse. I shall examine these "antiquarian” legal works 
shortly. First we must consider why Atula was regarded as a tegai 
threat, and why the battle should be fought around legal literature. 
The important dhammathal produced in Alaungpaya’s reign was 
Manugye [D12], the best-known and most accessible of all the 

- Burmcsfrdhammathats. To know Manugye is, in a sense, to know the 
whole genre, since it is as much an encyclopedia of legal argument as 
a through-composed textbook. Whether its author was a lawyer before 
being appointed minister in charge of the capital city moat is 
unknown. But in true legal fashion he prefers the virtue of all-indu- 
sivencss to the principle of non-contradiction. It offers in Burmese 
prose a storehouse of different rules on each issue without expressing a 
preference between them. And yet, on the important points where 
Thalun attempted to legislate, it does not cite material that opntradicis 
Thalun's approach. If Manugye represents what lawyers thought in the 

Jataka, Sujata Jataka. Sambhula Ja taka. Garudhamma Jat aka and Buddha’s 
sermon to Uggaha. These references typically end with a phrase like this: 
“Therefore the rule laid down in the dhanunathat is in perfect concord with 

, the doctrine contained in the sacred writings" [D2J307]. 
74. ROB 5-9-1757. < 1 
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1750s, it is evidence that they had changed their practice in accordance 
with Thalun’s wishes. Retrospectively, Thalun’s assertion of a power 
to legislate was proving successful. The Kitti dhanunathat kyaw was 
evidently a last ditch and unsuccessful attempt to set the clock back to 
thet 16th century. But if Thalun’s assertion of a power to legislate was 
now proving successful, this could have sinister implications for those 
mohks who were out of favor in palace circles. If previous kings suc¬ 
cessfully asserted a right to change secular law by legislation, why 
should they not assert a right to change the text of the Vinaya, or at 
least the interpretation of the text of the Vinaya, by legislation? No 
one minds a royal purification of the sangha as long as the king 
enforces your version of orthodoxy. What frightened the two-shoulder 
monks under Alaungpaya was the prospect of a purification with the 
wrong guys in charge. 

This is the background to the formation of the group of two-shoul- 
der monks whom I shall call "the Committee for the Promotion of 
Pali Dbammathats.” The senior monk and leading light of this group 
was the Taiingdwin Sayadaw.75 During the last years of Alaungpaya’s 
reign, he encouraged Lankasara,76 one of his pupils who showed talent 
as a poet in the Burmese language, to apply it to versifying the old 
dhammathat traditions. The resulting work, Kandawpakeinmka linga 
DD13], appeared two years before Alaungpaya’s death. Lankasara went 
On to be a one-man “Committee for the Production of Dbammathats in 
Burmese Verse”: eight of his verse dbammathats arc listed in the' 
Burmese literary history written in the 1830s. Alaungpaya’s son and 

^successor appointed the Taungdwin sayadaw as MDRG but would not 
sponsor a. purge on the one-shoulder monks. It was at this stage, I 
surmise, that the Taungdwin sayadaw set up his committee. Its initial 
membership comprised Candapanna and Tejosara from the sangha and 
Myat Aung, who had recently left the sangha for a career in govern¬ 
ment service.77 Candapanna is mentioned by the Sasanavamsa as a 
bulwark of two-shoulder orthodoxy while Myat Aung trained under 
Shin Candayara, a two-shoulder luminary who was to succeed the 
Taungdwin sayadaw as MDRG. By 1772 die Taungdwin sayadaw had 

75. Mon Pkyo 1724-1762. Monastic name -Shin .Nana. , Title as Head of 
Order “NanMudhamma lankara MDRDRG.” 
76. ,'Tun Nyo 1726-1809. Monastic name Lankasara. Tides after leaving the 
Order. “MaheCannsu” and “Twinthintaik Wun.” 
77. Listed in sJUEof Vannadhammh Shwe Myin [D15j. 
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f. 
Hi. 

not being a Buddhist scholar is like blaming the Old Testament 
prophets for not being Christian: Manu the hermit is a contemporary 
of Mahasammata the first king who lived several eons before Gautama 
Buddha turned the wheel of the lawi “Hermits" could mean anything, 
from forest monks at the near end of orthodoxy to Brahmans, 
alchemists andanimists at the far end. But 1 take it that in this con¬ 
text "the hermits” represent the lawyers with their appeal to the author¬ 
ity of Manu the hermit. The implied contrast is between lawyers say¬ 
ing "obey law because it is old” and monks saying "obey law because 
it is religious." By now the sangha were experts in textual history. 
Within a century the question of whether Cuiaganthipada was written 
in !3th century Ceylon or 5th century B. C. India would be, literally, 
a matter of life or death. To scholars who could confidently settle that 
question, the absence of evidence that 5 th century Sri Lanka knew any 
d'nammathnt was becoming embarrassing. The subtext of Shin 
Uttamasikkha’s message might be paraphrased thus: 

.Viz admit drat the original dhammathat is not a Thcravada document in tlic 
grand tradition: its textual history does not go through first millennium^ 
Sri Lanka. But the commentaries sn it are in the grand Thcravada tradi¬ 
tion, so we monks ate the ultimate iegai authorities as long as we can 
ground its content in canonical literature. 

Why is it worth mentioning that Kaingza et al. did not use Kyeminl 

Because, I surmise, Kyemin was typical of the newly discovered 
dhammathats which the lawyers were busily citing in court. The sen¬ 
tence stands for the purification of the dhammathats, the expulsion 
from legal discourse of certain works popularized by lawyers in the 
previous century. Pronouncing an anathema on texts is one thing: 
making it stick is quite another. The only way to test whether Thalun 
in fact had the power which he asserted, to control lawyer’s discourse 
was to wait a century and see whether lawyers are still doing as Thalun 
had bid them. 

A ccntuty after Thalun, his great-great-great grandson, the last of the 
Toungoo dynasty kings, occupied the throne. Two dhammathats, 
both written by monks but otherwise very different, were produced in 
his reign (1733-52). Firstly Shin Maha Buddhingura. sayadaw of the 
Heir Apparent’s monastery, ccmpiled the Kitti dhammathat kyaw 

[DIO] which completely ignores the legal innovations of Thalun’s 
reign. Analysis of the sections on Inheritance in the Digest reveals 

i 

neither references to nor parallels with D7 and DS, King Thalun’s 
official dhammathats. The largest bunch of parallelisms are with 
Dltammavilasa [D4], but exactly half of the sections quoted are unpar¬ 
alleled in the surviving old dhammathats. JThis indicates that it pre- 

. serves an old textual tradition otherwise lost to us; the various literary 
histories identify this source as dhammathat kyaw or kitti di'iammathat 

written by eight judges between 1581 and 1599. In the 1740s 
Buddhingura is ignoring the reformed royal dhammathats of the previ¬ 
ous century in order to reproduce textual traditions from 150 years 
before. Kitti is connected with the lawyers’ dhammathats of the 16th 
century, so in practice, if not in intent, he was preferring the lawyers’ 
claim to Thalun’s claim. I have looked hard for evidence of 
Buddhingura’s motives. If we can identify him with the Sasana- 

vamsa's “Buddhankura’ ot the reigns 1698-1733, then he was one of 
the four leading one-shoulder monks of the period, and we can specu¬ 
late about an alliance between lawyers and tire one-shoulder tendency. 
But identifying monks from a single literary reference is a mug’s 
game. Mabel Bode warns: 

These small bibliographical puzzles, which we are not willing to leave 
unsolved but must waste much time in solving, result sometimes from the 
choice of well-known or well-sounding Pali names by therss of different 
epochs and their pupils, commentators and copyists, sometimes frc<>( the 
renaming of distinguished teachers by ifacir royal admirers.72 

Hie second dhammathat produced in this reign was Vmnickayarasi 

1018} by Shin Khemacara, a pupil of the king’s MDRG. This is my 
personal favorite among the Burmese law texts. While the Pali 
dhammathats written later in the century give off an odor of scholasti¬ 
cism, Khemacara, writing in simple Burmese prose, gives us an idea 
of what a good popular sermon of the period might have sounded like. 
He cites some older dhammathats—Manuyin, Manosara, Manusara, 
Manussika and Dhammavilasa—by name, but he wants to ground 
every rule in scriptural authority. When he can, therefore, he illus¬ 
trates each rule with extensive and learned quotations from the Pali 
canon.^ vinmchayarasi combines the conventions of legal 

72. Bode, 1909, The Pali Literature of Burma (London) 28-9. 
73. In the Digest excerpts, wc find quotations from the following: the 
Dhammadayada Sutta. the Dhammapada, die Vmaya, Vessantam Jaiaka, 
Mahosodha Jataka% Mahakunala Ja taka, Katthaharika Jat aka, Vinaguna 
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pons and yazathats” must be understood as meaning that he had access 
to a Law Library. . .. kti 

King Thalun’s attempt to purify die dhammathats in the 1630’s led 
to the writing of two of Burma’s'most important law books, 
Manosara Shwe Myin |D7} and hiahamjalhat [D8j. The first named 
work is a Pali language dhammathat, closely based on an earlier sur¬ 
viving work called Manosara [Dl]. D7 was the joint work of 
Thalun’s favorite monk, the Taungpila sayadaw, and Thalun’s favorite 
lawyer, Kaingza, demonstrating how far things had changed since 
Dhammavilasa was composed at the end of the 'l2th century. It is no 
longer enough for the king to collaborate with a prestigious monk on a 
dhammathat: he must bring in a representative of the legal profession 
aswelL Furthermore, the concept of “royal favorite” was by the 17th 
century becoming more bureaucratic. The Taungpila sayadaw held a 
distinct office, usually translated as "Royal Preceptor” or "Head of the 
Order,” The term most often used in the 18th century was maha 
clhunvna raja gum, which 1 shall abbreviate to “MDRG." Thalun 
may have intended to set up Kaingza as the legal equivalent: when he 
honored Kaingza with the title Manuraja he may have meant him to 
actasroyai ambassador to the lawyers, as the MDRG was royal 
ambassador to the sangha. Maharajathai [D8] appeared under 
Kaingza’s name alone, but tber introduction is almost em&arassingly 
fervent in its invocation of the MDRG's authority: 

i answered the questions relying on the guidance of the Taungpila sayadaw 
... He is like the mango tree that thrives in the verdant vale hard by the 
emerald cave. . ' 

In genre terms D8 is unique. Each chapter consists of about a dozen 
questions sent to Kaingza by the king, along with Kaingza’s consid¬ 
ered repiies. The king cites popular legal maxims and enquires if they 
are good law.’ Or the king asks about reforms which have been ihtror 
duced'in D7 and, in effect, invites Kaingza. to explain the policy, 
behind the reform. It is partly a commentary on D7, and partly a dis¬ 
course on what counts as norihal legal practice and acceptable legal 
argument. If we translate Manuraja as “Attorney General” and think 
of Kaingza as a politician who is simultaneously head of the legal pro - 
fession. then we get a clearer idea of his intentions. Note that between 
them Thalun, Kaingza and il^iraungpik sayadaw challenged the pre-, 

.vailing fiction that the dhammathats could*'only be changed by 
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restoration to their original purity. They boldly state that some rules 
in the ancient dhammathats needed reform in current conditions, and 
proceeded to change them by what amounted to royal legislation. Otoe 
such change concerned the effects of sworn evidence: the judge's deci¬ 
sion could no longer be annulled if the witness suffered a catastrophe 
within weeks of testifying.6* Another change abolished the right to 
mike a will.69 

Forty years on, these events were described in the earliest of 
Butina's surviving literary histories, Shin Uttamasikkha’s Ptiakat 
Theming.10 The following passage from this under-used manuscript 
is my.'prime piece of contemporary evidence for the rivalry between 
lawyers and kings: 

Scholars in the reign of Hsinbyushin produced the Dhammathat-kyaw. The 
Manosara-kye, written in Pyumin’s reign, was translated into Burmese in 
Hanthawaddy during the reign of “second king.” During(Tbahm’sj reign, 
Manosara kye was re-edited into alphabetical order, and renamed Dhamtna- 
that Shwe Kyam by [the Taungpila sayadaw) and [Kaingza Manuraja). 

> They did not use die Kyemin dhahunathai kye. These dhammathats, bedin, 
icalap. panel, vitak, danti and lokaniti texts are secular works which endan¬ 
ger the path to nirvana. Among them, Ihrec dhammathats and (somel 

j dietary medical treatises were written by hermits, but the commentaries on 
1 them were written by scholars. Please note this fact! It is only proper and 

correct that these matters be laid before successive kings.71 

What docs this interesting distinction between trustworthy “scholars” 
a and untrustworthy “hermits” signify? Blaming Mann the hermit for 

68. Okudaira, 1984, “The Role of Kaingza” Ajia Afurika Cengo Bunka 
Kenkyu 27: 183. 
69. See Huxley, 1990b, “Wilis in Thcravada Buddhist S. E. Asia,” Receuils 
de la Socidte Jean Bodln 62: 66. Evidence that this change happened during 
Thalun’s reign is only circumstantial. 
70. This passage is part of the last page of the manuscript printed in 
Burmese in Bcchcrh Khin Khin Su and Tin Tin Myint, 1979, Burmese 
Manuscripts. VoL l (Wiesbaden) 172. I am very grateful to ray colleague 
John Okcll for the English translation, and to Dr. Lobo of the Museum fOr 
Indischc Kunst, Bedin. for sending me photogra^ oflhc whole nuuauscript, 
which is catalogued under the number M1K14194. 
71. Comparing this with a tabular dhammathat history in English, which I 
think represents the literary history also called Pitakat Thamaing written in 
the 41820's by the 1st Maungdaung sayadaw* “HsinbyushuT would be 
Baymnaung (1551-81), and “second king” would also be Bayinnaung 
(meaning the second king of Greater Toungoo?). 
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no control over future kings and future generations of lawyers. If his 
dhammathat is to succeed in replacing its rivals, it must do so on its 
own merits. In the early 18th century the sangha entered the competi¬ 
tion by writing a dhammathat that puts the woH “Buddhist” back into 
the expression "Burmese Buddhist iaw.”The Vinnichayarasi [D18] is 
scholarly, pious and positivelylllippllig with tfieTatest in classical 
Pali scholarship. By reasserting the claim that the dhammathats are 
legitimated in terms of religion, it set a standard that had to be met by 
both 18th century lawyers and kings. But the sangha’s dignified con¬ 
tribution degenerated into farce: the monastic community split 
between those who wore their robe across both shoulders, and those 
who left a shoulder bare. Hie resulting battle was fought partly over 
the production and control of law texts. As a result members of the 
sangha competed to produce the most obscure, archaic and practically 
useless dhammathat text. 

Let us return to the late 16th century. We can identify certain 
dhammathats of the period, such as Kungya [D6], Dhammaihatkyaw 
[D10J and Kozamgkyck as being produced by the Burmese lawyers. 
These works combine a fondness for legal technicalities with a conccrp 
for practicalities-Lct . me ijtestf&te this with Kungya, which eschew!, 
any attempt at classical learning, giving us only one judgment tale 
derived from the Jataka and none of the lists of sons, wives, degrees of 
marriage etc., which clutter up the other dhammathats. The rules me 
stated so as to be of maximum use in settling village disputes. 
Kungya tells us that a girl who has slept with several men can chose 
which of them to many; and can demand 30 deals of silver in the 
event of a refusal. I assume, with the greatest respect to all concerned, 
that this would be more useful at village level than the learned discus¬ 
sion of the five types of virgin offered by the other dhammathats. 
Kungya gives us one rule (otherwise found only in a late 18th century 
work) which also seems typical of village life, rather than palace 
decorum: ’ 

■ft 

If a woman has illicit intercourse with the husband of another woman, die 
latter has the right to pull the ears or the lop-knot of the former. If such 
treatment results in the loss of an car or of the top-knot, die loser is entitled 
to claim the man as her husband; and if he refuses to take her to wife, be 
shall pay 60 deals of silver as compensation. But if no such loss is sus¬ 
tained, he shall pay her 30 viss of copper. The above is the rule laid down 
in the dhammathats. {D:2.413J 

L--v' 
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The author, Min Pyanchi, boasts that the varied sources on which his 
work ia based include “pyattons, pyatpons, rajathats, and the Kyemin, , v” 
Zalimin and Manussapeta dhammathats”[D:1.5]. U Gaung’s Digest _ 
paraphrases Kungya's preface: 

It was written in 4 volumes ... having for its basis an old dhammathat 
which contained more rules than the Manu, Mano, Dhammavilasa and 
Manussika dhammathats, and which was written as far back as IbB. E. / 
659 A. D. The old dhammathat was in the possession of Sadaw 
Mahasangharajadhamma, who resided at Pagan in the gilt monastery- built 
by Mohnyin Mintaya, who ascended the throne of Ava in 788 B. E. / 1426 
A.D. 

This story of the rediscovery of an old dhammathat text kept in a 
Pagan monastic book chest is partially confirmed by epigraphy. An 
inscription of 1442 written by die Governor of Taungdwir. to enumer¬ 
ate his pious donations confians that a dhammathat text was held in a 
Pagan monastic book chest Alas, th® Governor ©fTattagdwin, 
though a nephew of Mohnyin Mintaya and married to one of Mohnyin 
Mintava’s daughters, founded a separate monastery from that donated 
oy Mohnyin Mintaya himself. But I hope that I am not being over¬ 
romantic when I suggest that tho 1442 Pali dhammathat movedjt few 
miles from one Paguu monastery to another, to form the basis of 
Kungya. When I speculate that this anonymous work was the first of 
the sources listed above by Min Pyanchi, in other words that it was 
called the Kyemin dhammathat, I probably am going too far into the 
fictional. Bui whatever sources Kungya drew on, they included the. 
conversation and libraries of lawyers. When a married man becomes a 
monk and his wife remarries, the new husbarid must give way if the 
original husband leaves the,sangha and returns to his wife. 'In the 
event of litigation, the new husband must pay the costs, but not any 
compensation for adultery (D:2.4i 1J. This section reads as if it could 
have been extracted from a pyatton, a report of a real life case, since 
discussion of costs is ccr«;.v,ou in pyattons bur very rare in dhamma¬ 
thats. Other sections show a fondness for distinctions depending on 
lawyer’s abstractions. The claim to compensation for adultery, for 
example, is lost with the wife’s death “since a claim for compensation 
is not a debt” [D:2.454J. Either Min Pyanchi moved among profes¬ 
sional lawyers, or his reference to “the authority of the pyattons, pyat- 
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matter of controversy until the end of the Burmese monarchy,67 when 
it was superseded by the even more feudal notion of the British 
Crown’s eminent domain. Dhammavilasa’s statement is the culmina¬ 
tion of the long, tentative process of state formation from the ctart of 
irrigation to the imperial conquests of Pagans Whenever a local big 
man extended the area of his political control, whenever a channel was 
dug to link two separate village irrigation .systems, the act was justi¬ 
fied by some such claim as ”1 deserve more power over land because I 
am better than you." The introduction of Indian ideologies of king¬ 
ship allowed this (o be put in more interesting ways but, as long as 
the claim was made oraUy, it remained a slogan rather than a legal 
doctrine. .Oral rules on land use can get quite complex, but lack 
enough detail to make an intellectually coherent legal package. An 
official dhammathat, legitimated by the prestige of the king and his 
most meritorious monk, is motivated to tackle these issues and to 
convert thc-king’s windy rhetoric into more precisely calibrated written 
claims. 

In Mshcyday PagSR Sucked the earlydaw texts^in from surrounding 
cities. At its collapse Pagan blew its blended law texts out to its suc¬ 
cessor kingdoras-and their neighbors. Between 1275 arid1317 we hear 
of five Thai kings who sponsor or use written law texts. To Thai■ 
kings such as these ruling over ethnically mixed populations, an offi¬ 
cial dhammathat seems to have been a necessity. Between the 14th 
and the 17th centuries it was these Thai kings who made all the run ¬ 
ning in S. E. Asian legal history: Mangrai’s dynasty in Chiangmai 
produced the profusion of Lanna legal literature that has been rediscov ¬ 
ered in the last twenty years while the Ayuthayan kings wrote much of 
the legislation preserved in the Three Seals Code. In Burma nothing 
much happened until the 16th century, when a father and son team 
from the obscure centra! Burmese city of Toungoo took it in their 
heads to conquer the known world. They conquered Martaban in 
1541, Pagan <in 1545, southern Arakan in 1546, Ava in 1555, Lanna • 
in 1556, Ayuthaya in 1563 and Luang Prabang in 1564. Laos and 
Siam did not remain under Burmese control for long, but the cam¬ 
paigns had the effect of bringing national legal literatures back, in 
touch with each other. The wars were ibugbLfor manpower and booty," 
and manuscripts, particularly those from the royal libraries of con¬ 
quered kings, were fair booty. Certainly the Burmese acquired copies 

67. Compare ROB 27-7-1785 and Maharajathat, 216. . ! 
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of Mon and Lanna legal literature during these campaigns: I guess 
that they also acquired law texts from Laos and Siam. But how were 
such texts to be regarded? Was the law they contained to be defined in 
ethnic terms as Thai law (and therefore inapplicable in Burma) or in 
Buddhist terms as universal law (and therefore to be cited in the' 
Burmese courts)? The lawyers'favored the latter approach, the king 
favored the former approach, and the sangha eventually adopted their 
own definition of legal orthodoxy. The resulting claims and counter¬ 
claims set off an explosion of dhammathat activity. 

The earliest well-dated references to a legal profession appear in 
rajathats of 1597 and 1607. These Royal Orders regulate an existing 
profession,jso the lawyers must have established themselves by 1500 
at the latest Where lawyers flourish, legal texts proliferate. A trainee' 
lawyer has to acquire his own library by copying out his guru’s collec¬ 
tion of dhamrnathats. The mere such quotable texts, the better. If 
written authority can be found for alternate and mutually contradictory 
rules, then'clients whose case was hopeless acquire a text on which 
they can'rejy. They must have welcomedthe “foreign” legal literature 
with open ahns: they were plainly within the Theravada orthodoxy 
and plainly textuaiiy related to the dhammathats in use in Toungoo 
(thanki to the common origin in Pagan). Yet they added to the 
lawyers’ storehouse of paths of justification with written rules hitherto 
unknown in Burma. The attitude of the legal profession between 1550 
and 1620 can be summed up tike this: We are going to use this Inter¬ 
esting new material by quoting it in our courtroom arguments, and by 
incorporatihg it into our own personal dhammathats. Our normal 
legal practice involves treating dhammathat and rajathat as normative, 
and it is we, the legal professionals, who judge what shall count as 
dhammathat and rajathat. The royal response to this alarming call for 
legal autonomy was to reimpose some kind of unity on the vast vari¬ 
ety of law texts that had flooded into Burma since 1541. The king 
claimed, that this was his duty by analogy with his duty to impose 
unity on the monks when their disciplinary disputes lead to excessive 
fragmentation (“purification of the sangha*^ his duty to present a uni¬ 
fied account of history (“re-editing of the chronicles”) and his duty to" 
repair the ravages which time had wrought on the veiy words of the 
Buddha-dfcamma (“purification of the Tipftika”). Between 1629 and 
1648 KirrgThalun presented the world with both a purified dhamma¬ 
that and ait instant commentary on it. He could, and did, ensure that 
the new work got a wide circulation during his lifetime. But he had 
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More powerful than any of these, however, is the association of writ¬ 
ing with Buddhism. The Burmese superstition that one should avoid 
stepping across anything written on the ground survived into the late 
19th century. It was explained by saying that “Each letter is the image 
of a Buddha.”6* The earliest dhammathats display a delight in the 
technology of weaving letters into words, sentences, paragraphs and 
books: 

Listen, all good men, to the Dhammathat kyan which I am now making in 
icttcis, even like a garland made out of flowers. [Dl, exordium] 

and a touching faith in the certainty that writing brings into a dubious 
and disordered world: 

Recording a debt in Writing is like inscribing it on a rock on the face of the 
earth. It is never effaced and it is against nature that such debt be forgotten. 
[Dl. 121]61 

When did this novelty wear off, so that written law needed some fqjrm 
of legitimation over'and above, the. fact thptit was in writing? When 
writing was sufficien? leg!tirr.2t:cr., tcxts could be written anony¬ 
mously. Convent, identified by the name 
of its author, this suggests that the authors name has been remem¬ 
bered because h is necessary toJegifimate his text. The earliest sur-' 
viving dhammathat to bear the name of a credible human author is the 
eponymous Dhammaviiasa [D4j, written between 1174 and 1211 by a 
famous monk. In the preceding section I described how Pagan sucked 
in literature from the surrounding older literate cities. For law note¬ 
books, I guess that those entering Pagan from Monland were identified 
as “Mano” texts while those coming from Pyu and. north Burman 
cities and from Arakan were identified as “Manu."62 King 

60. Gray 1886, “Lokaniti” footnote to s388. 
61. The loss of innocence is recorded in the 18th century Manugye [D12] III 
19-20 which lists “the 12 ways in which debtors and creditors can cheat each 
other over a written debt agreement.” 
62. For another example of the vowel shift between Mon and Burmese, 
compare the names of the king of Thaton defeated by the king of Pagan in 
1057: in Mon he is known as "Manohari” and in Burmese he is “Manuha.” 
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Narapatisithu commissioned63 one of his most trusted monks to pro¬ 
duce an official dhammathat combining thebest of these earlier texts. 
The monk’s name is Dhammaviiasa, the official nature of his work is 
signified by calling it shwemyin (golden) and its incorporation of 
both streams of pre-Pagan text is signified by identifying it as **Manu- 
Mano.” Hence the earliest surviving manuscript of the work is enti¬ 
tled Manu Mano Dhammaviiasa shwe myin dhammathat.6* Presum¬ 
ably the learned monk, who was also commissioned by the king to 
purify religion in Monland, wrote the work in Pali, but the* palace 
translators must have set to work immediately. Dhammaviiasa texts 
survive in the Burmese [D4], Arakanese [D35J and Mon [M3] lan¬ 
guages: was there once a Pyu, or even a Chin or Tai-Shan, version? I 
am suggesting that this important work replaced the fading effective¬ 
ness of legitimation through writing alone by an appeal to the joint 
prestige of the king and his most famous monk.65 Contrary to Hla 
Aung, who says that The idea of a B urmese king exacting a dhamma- 
that was uhthihkable.*^6 I would call Dhammaviiasa a royally spon¬ 
sored dhammathat. The interesting question & whether the authoi was 
per-suadedby his royal patron to endorse any of the more controversial 
royal claims to power and influence. Would an official dhammathat 
differ in content from an unofficial one? Consider this passage: 

This earth has an area of 2,400,000 yojanas. But any deviation from right¬ 
ful ownership, even by a hairsbicadth, iswicked* Therefor? fcisggs take pos¬ 
session of all the lands in die kingdom and distribute them among their 
people in fair shares, thus obviating strife and discord. [D4 V2H101 

This aspect of royal power is referred to by later Burmese lawyers as 
the “Lordship of Land and Water.” Its precise implications remained a 

63. That Dhammaviiasa was commissioned by the king is only an inference 
from the wide spread of the manuscript. Pace Forchhammer, die Kalyani 
Inscriptions do not state dial the king commissioned the monk. 
54. T»e British library ms. copied in 1749. Rangoon National Library has 
a later manuscript entitled Dhammaviiasa Manu Mano dhammathat 
thamaing. 
65. Dh&mmaviiasa’s fame was guaranteed in 1475 by the description of him 
in the Kalyani Inscriptions. Even during his lifetime, however, ms reputation 
was k nown as far off as Sri Lanka: sec Barnett, 1905, The Manavuiu- 
Sandesaya,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society: 265. 
66. Hla Aung, 1969, ‘The Burmese Concept of Law ” Journal of the Burma 
Research Society 52: 27. 

i 
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became the normal legal genre, while in Lanna and Laos the mdnks1 
got the better of the argument, and the sangha won effective control of 
written law. But in Burma the emergence of a third competitor'made 
the plot more complex. Sometime between the 12th and the 16th cen¬ 
tury the legal profession established itself, equipped with its own slo¬ 
gan summarizing legal legitimacy: “Obey law because it is Burmese.” 
The three cornered rivalry between king, sangha and lawyers gives the 
legal history of the 17th and 18th century a p*i5cu!ar interest. But 
this did not just concern the legitimacy of law: theories of legitima¬ 
tion complement each other rather than rivaling each other, since the 
man in the paddy field is quite capable of obeying’la.w for mutually 
incompatible reasons. The real point at issue in the elite world of 
monks, lawyers and courtiers was constitutional, or, in Hart’s lan¬ 
guage. concerned with secondary rules of recognition and change.59 
Who was in charge of the legal literature? Who could authenticate s 
particular text as being authoritative on Burmese law? If the king 
ultimately exercises this power, he will be able to legislate, to engage 
in social engineering, by authenticating only the texts which decide as 
he wants. If the monks have final say, then Burmese law texts will be 
viewed as sacred and inerrant: the characteristics of such strongly reli¬ 
gious iaws as the Jewish Torah and the Muslim Shari’ah. If the 
lawyers can control which books are authoritative, then they have 
become the ultimate arbiters of power within a constitutional rule of 
law state, r/ 

Identifying such issues as matters of constitutional law is currently 
unfashionable. The usual approach is to mutter darkly about oriental 
despots while enumerating the Sanskrit and Pali themes which S. E. 
Asian mcmarchs used: to justify their absolute power. I agree that, 
when center-stage in. the theater-state, the king milked such themes for' 
all they were worth: he emphasized his membership of the solar 
dynasty, his eleven kinds of royal umbrella, and his ownership of the 
seven treasures of (he cakkavaiti monarch. But when addressing a 
legal audience the king could sound reasonable and restrained, the very 
model of a constitutional oriental despot. Kaingza’s Maharajathat 
states King Thalun’s claims to legal preeminence in about 1640. The 
king has asked Kaingza to comment on the popular maxim “that 
rajathat overrides dhammathat, and mutual consent overrides rajathat": 

59. Hart, 1961, The Concept of Law (Oxford). ! * if Ui 
- •• i i . 
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I, Manuraja, submit the following answer based on learned works and 
authoritative precedents: Irrespective of what the dhanunalhats provide, 
what the king ordains is law and must be followed in disputes relating to 
property, life and injury to the human body. In these three matters-what 
the king commands must prevail... Thus the rajathat should be followed 
if they conflict with dhammathat or other learned works. [D8 Xth Question, 
s. 18] 

This is a modest enough claim, is it not? The king claims the consti¬ 
tutional power to legislate in three areas: “property,” which primarily 
means agricultural land but widens out to include the economy ir. 
general, “life,” meaning his ultimate power of capital punishment as a 
synecdoche for punishment and criminal law, and ”injury to the 
human body” referring to the King’s Peace, his duty to put down rob¬ 
bers and dacoits. Why is this document not regarded as the Burmese 
Magna Carta or Bill of Rights 1 Mainly because these constitutional 
settlements ended a genuine political rivalry which never existed in 
Burma^s long as the monarchy was unchallenged by any institutional 
corppe^itor for power. The Peacock Throne remained the sole locus of 
Burmese power right up’unlit 'the British consigned it to a museum. 
But also because it reflects a truth about the Burmese attitude to writ¬ 
ten law. Burma did not have a coristitudon (in the sense that contes¬ 
tants for power argue about the precise interpretation of clause 4 or 
Amendment 5) because written law was' seen not as something to be 
enforced to the last letter, but as instructions giving a general indica¬ 
tion of policy and direction. As the king himself put it; 

All officers in charge must learn from experience because custom is differ¬ 
ent from practice, practice different from the shape of things that would be 
brought about, the shape is different, from the idea and the idea is dif¬ 
ferent from the consequences. {ROB 24-9-1598] 

Between the 9th and the 12th centuries, when the move from oral to 
written law was underway, written law created its own legitimacy. A 
written text derives authority from the novel characteristics inherent in 
writing. It has a permanence which human experts in oral law cannot 
hope to achieve. As an inhuman source of law, it can claim to rise 
above the various forms of bias and selective statement of which 
human law experts can be accused. If literacy is confined to a govern¬ 
ing elitq, then it will also get some authority from thislconnection. 
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The ancient Teachers say: This matter of the second Parajika [the tew 
against theft] is very difficult to understand. Therefore one cannot but haVe 
tortuous and fragmentary explanations. Therefore 1 must now say these 25 
expressions which you must carefully examine.54 ' 

The text proceeds to shoe-hom a great deal of monastic legalism on 
theft into a 5 x 5 matrix. An early Men dhammathat mentions the 25 
kinds of theft as do some later Burmese law texts, and Manugye [D12] 
manfully struggles to make sense of all of Samantapasadika's Pali 
classifications,55 but it is the Larina law texts which really develop 
this theme. “Twenty Five Kinds of Theft” becomes one of the stan¬ 
dard titles for a legal compendium. Sommai Premchit’s catalogue 
lists 19 surviving manuscripts bearing this title, though he adds “They 
should present the standard group of 25 types of theft, with stories 
illustrating the different penalties for monk and for layman who com¬ 
mit the same offense. Tbi? sampling of the topic gives, altogether, 16 
topics."56 - 
' The strongest proof of Buddhist influence on the law texts is almost 
too obvious to mention. The only two legal literatures in the wotjd 
VVailCii illustrate norms in terms of stories, parables and judgment tales 
are the Vinaya and the1»w texts of Buddhist S. E. Asia. In particular 
neither the Hindu sastric material nor the Chinese codes .nor the laws 
of Java and Malacca share this peculiarity . You need only dip into S. 
E. Asian Buddhist law texts for a page or two before encountering 
those tel! tale words: "There was once a certain king in Benares .. .** 
Buddhism is half way to solving a problem that has baffled every 
other literate culture—how to make tew books interesting. 

If I have spent too long making the simple point that Hindu influ¬ 
ence on the dhammathats has been overrated and Buddhist influence 
underrated, this is due to exasperation. The same point has been 
argued by Burmese and Indian scholars 57 for over forty years, but the 
myth of Hindu origins will not lie down and die. It is worth ponder¬ 
ing why the misjudgment has become so firmly entrenched. The dis- 

54. Bapat and Hirakawa 1970.232. 
55. Mon Dhammavilasa (M3]s3; ROB 28-1-1795 s5; Manugye {DI2J110- 
3. 
56. Sommai Prcmchit, el at.. 1986, Urn Na Literature: a Catalogue of 954 
Secular Titles on Microfilm (Chiang Mai). 
57. See E Maung, 1951, The Expansion of Buddhist Law (Rangoon), Shwc 
Baw 1955, and Dev Raj Chanana, 1966, “Social Implications of Reason and 
Authority in Buddhism,” Indian Economic and Social History Revue 3: 295. 
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covery that “dhammathat and rajathat” contains some provisions of 
Hindu law was publicized during the first decades of British colonial¬ 
ist" .in Suuua, It coincided with and mutually reinforced the 
“discovery” that Buddhism was an anti-social religion uninterested in 
the events of this world. Both discoveries were convenient for the 
colonists: I would enjoy demonstrating that both were entailed by the 
imperatives of imperialism, but things were not quite that simple: it 
wa^King Badon (1781-1819) the last of the real old Burmese kings, 
who first expounded the Hindu origin of the dhammathats in writing, 
and the three scholars most responsible for spreading the idea world¬ 
wide were French, Swiss and Japanese. Furthermore, as a very first 
approximation to the truth, both discoveries have merit: the dhamma¬ 
thats do contain patent Hindu borrowings, and Buddhism does indeed 
urge a withdrawal from the worldly pursuit of wealth and sex. The 
pioneer legal historians qualified these original discoveries with pas¬ 
sages flut vehemently argue for (he opposite.58 but naturally such 
subtleties escaped the vulgar. Max Weber happened to be the most 
effective vulgariser of both ideas, and it is thanks to his inflawme that 
they continue to pi op each other up to this day' ^ 

The political aspects of law: Why obey it? Who controls it? 
In the last section I used literary history' to demonstrate that the early 
Burmese legal literature draws more on Buddhist than on Hindu 
sources. In this section I turn io political history: what role did Bud¬ 
dhism play in the operation of the Burmese legal system? I shaft 
tackle two inter-linked questions, the first of which is the Weberian 
topic of legitimacy. What reasons were advanced to persuade the ordi¬ 
nary citizen, the man in the paddy field, to obey o hammathat and 
rajathat? My starting position is that, though the rhetoric employed 
by kings and monks often overlapped, wc can'distinguish two charac¬ 
teristic arguments. Kings ’would tend to say “Obey law because I say 
so” while monks would tend to say “Obey law because it is Bud¬ 
dhist.” This distinction yields quite a useful bird’s-eye-view of the 
last eight centuries of S. E. Athr. legal history. In Siam and 
Cambodia the royal view prevailed, and legislation by the king 

58. Forchhammer 1885 is the earliest and most detailed of the three scholars 
But on page 44 Ire likens Burmese law and Hindu law to “the sister lan¬ 
guages Sanskrit and Pali, which have a common parent but are not derived 
from each other.” 
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arc caricatured in the Vinaya as the Chabbagiyyas, “the Group of Six 
Monks," whose mission is to boldly roam North India breaking the 
rules in new ways or offering new excuses for old offenses. "The 
monastic milieu threw up imaginative new defenses whose strength 
was discussed and assessed. Some of these monastic legalisms coa¬ 
lesced early enough to enter the Vinaya pitaka as the stones which fol¬ 
low the Old Commentary in the Suilavibhanga. Others just missed 
the cut and must be sought in Buddhaghosa’s Samaniapasadika or in 
Jayaraksita’s hybrid Sanskrit commentary of the Mahasanghika School. 
That these two Sth century A. D. sources contain identical monastic 
legalisms, though they come from opposite*ends of S'Asia and from 
brands of Buddhism tharhad separated centuries earlier, indicates how 
early the non-canonical material is. It must date from the-reign of 
King Asokaor his immediate successors. Would there be any similar¬ 
ity between the barrack room lawyering of monks .and the law admin¬ 
istered in the king's courts? The sangha included people who were 
well informed about Mauryan legal practice: 

Now at lhat-fhne a' certain fonner minister of justice wl^ had gone forth 
among the monks was sitting near the lord. And the lord spoke thus to the 
monk:.“For theft of whatamount does King Bimbisara of Magadha impose 
floggings, imprisonment or banishment?” “For a pada’% worth, lord." IV 
iu44] v.: T";-■ y--. 

• — . ...... . .. *. * » I _ ■ 

It is ironical that the $cripturerof“unworldly”“noA’:l£gilislic” Bud¬ 
dhism might be our only source describing Indian law in the last cen¬ 
turies B. C.l 

S. E. Asia treated these-monastic legalisms'as texts on which to 
elaborate sermons, as themes on which to play variations and as topoi 
in Aristotle's sense of “bases from which one argues." While the 
Hindu borrowings merge into the textual background, some of these 
Buddhist borrowings are elaborated into prominence. Take the 4 agati 
(the 4 courses not to be taken) which are the Buddha’s equivalent of ■ 
the two western rules of natural justice. All attempts to portray Bud- ‘ 
dhist legal procedure as fair must elaborate this, text The early 
Burmese dhammathats were content merely to mention the list but 
17th and 18th century works incorporate the agati into longer lists of 
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bad judicial behavior.47 Lanna legal literature expands the list to five 
and tells a rather charming judgment tale "the Rishi and the Tiger" in 
which different animals give practical examples of each of the possible 
wrong judgments.4’ Siamese and Khmer dhammathats elaborate the 
theme into “the Words of Incira," a beautiful and moving sermon. The 
cure for bribery, anger and fear of high rank is "to judge in conformity 
wiui dhammathat and rajathat." The cure for ignorance is to consult 
the wise men, the monks and the former judges who know the law and 
traditions, and to study dhammathat, rajathat and niti.49 Or take, as a 
prime example of monastic legalism, what the Burmese called "the 4 
padesa” a check-list for analysis of the price of a thing which 
Forchhdmmer describes as in general use in Burmese commerce.50 
This has been adapted from a long discussion in Samaniapasadika of 
an ancient but non-canonical verse listing 5 padesa.51 These tells the 
Vinaya master how to value the item stolen to see whether the theft 
has triggered the highest penalty. Buddhaghosa’s discussion of the 
concept of market-value is probably of more interest to economists 
than Sawyers, but the S. E. Asian legal authors loved it. The Lanna' 
ailtfates keep the number 5 (which Samaniapasadika almost reduces to 
4) but 4 ijic cost of clarity and sense.5’ The Burmese authors whit¬ 
tled the padesa down to 4, but then elaborated innumerable sub-divi¬ 
sions of time, place, price and thing.53 From a couple of pages away 
in Samania pasadika comes the analysis of “25 kinds of theft” which 
is introduced as part of the ancient teachings: 

» • 

47. Wageru [D5] sl94; Maharajathat [D8J p218 has them as the fust four 
items in a list of 12; Mdnugye [DI2] pI56 has them in a list of “7 men who 
should not be judges.” 
48. Mangraisai s82 and s88 of Aroonrut Wichicnkcco and Gchan 
Wijcycwardanc, cds., 1986, The Laws of King Mangrai (Canberra). 
49. I am summarizing the khmer version: Lcct&re, 1898, Codes Cambod- 
giens (Hanoi). I understand that the Thai version in the Three Seals Code is 
identical. 
50. Jardlnc 1882-3. Note to Manuwotmana s107. 
51. In Bapat’s English translation of the Chinese translation, which I am 
usings is on page 234-8. Bhapai and Hirakawa, 1970, Shan-Chien-P'i-P'o- 
sha (Poona). 
52. Afang raise t: s73 of the 1986 version published in Ca;*lvi*a, s 19 of die 
1977 version published in Journal of the Siam Society. 
53. fyfanjtgye [D12] p. 13-15. The discussion is interpolated into the tale of 
Manu s judgment of the Squirrel v Rat case. 
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the doctrine of “ 18 heads of litigation," the S. E. Asian law textssoon 
discarded it. Jhey organized their legal material on a different b&is, 
but there is evidence that in later centuries they thought the number of 
heads of litigation (“branches of law”) lay between 29 and 32. 

Thus far. I have been arguing that Hindu influence on the early 
dhammathats is less than is usually credited. I now turn to the pro¬ 
position that Buddhist influence on the early dhammathats is greater 
than is usually credited. My quarrel is not with Forchhammer, who 
has made some very perceptive comments on this question,38 but with 
Lingat, who has reduced Forchhammer's wisdom to the level of vulgar 
generalization. Robert Lingat was an expert on the Thai dhammathats 
who made himself into an expert on the Hindu dharmasastric 
literature. In some circles he is hailed as one of this century’s leading 
com-parative legal historians,39 but he had no claim to expertise about 
the Burmese dhammathats. Consider this: 

No provision in Wageru is founded upon 2 Buddha dictum or claims 
-authority from the Buddhist dharma.. .40 

Let us charitably assume that the opening and closing portions of the 
text (which contain the Adoration of the Three Jewels, the Mahasam- 
mata story and the authors’ wish to promote the interests of religion 
and achieve favorable rebirths) are not "provisions” in Lingat’s sense. 
Perhaps we can discount sJ (oath-taking in front of a Buddha image 
which possesses great supernatural powers), s.65 (monks giving 
instruction in the Tipitika are treated favorably compared with other 
educators) and s. 156 (monks and Brahmans are immune to a charge of 
murder): perhaps these are too worldly. But surely s.170 claims its 
authority from the Buddha-dhamma? It tells the king how to decide 
which of two fly patrons made a particular religious donation and 
therefore deserves its merit. Though this in effect concerns a declara- 

38. His most helpful remarks arc not in the “Prize Essay” but hidden away in 
Jardine'x Notes on Buddhist Lew (1882-3)(Rangoon): In his note to *145 of 
Mnntfwonnana he says “The Samanta Pasadika and Buddhaghosa’s 
Visuddhmaggo form the chid1 source of the purely Buddhistic portion of die 

.Burmese dhammathats. 
yj/ 39. Jackson 1975, “From Dharma to Law,” American Journal of 
v Comparative Law. 490. 
/ 40. Lingat 1949, 'The Buddhist Manu or the Propagation of Hindu Law in 

V Hinayamsi Indochina,” Annals of Bhandaka Ot.ental Research Institute 30: 
290. 
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tory judgment, since the king as judge cannot physically transfer an 
amount of merit from one party to the other, there is every sign that 
thus W4b a real legal provision, in the sense that such disputes did 
actually come under the king’s jurisdiction. Sub-section 1 gives off 
the whiff of authenticity: 

if both parties founded the endowment at the same time, 2nd if they be the 

king and his ministers, the king’s claim shall gcl the preference, as he is 
the lord in the land. * 

Most fatal to Lingat’s over generalization are those sections of Wageru 
taken straight from the Pali canon: “the 5 special duties owed between 
spouses,”41 “the 7 kinds of wives,”42 and the 4 agatis or wrong ways 
of judgment43 areal! “founded upon Buddhist dicta." a great deal 
more of such Buddhist material appears in other early dhammathats, 
for example “the 4 kinds of marriage” (depending on whether husband 
or wife is closer to an angel or beast).44 the rule that whoever looks 
after you in your final illness can succeed to your goods45 and “the- 10 
kinds of family protection which a young woman may have.”46 

How did this legal material get into the Buddhist canon? Some of 
it, though it may be presented in the Dhammapada as verses spoken 
by the Buddha, or in the Jataka as a sermon preached by the Buddha 
in an earlier incarnation, is presumably not specifically Buddha- 
dhamma so much as general Indian wisdom current at the time. But a 
large body of legal material—that which occurs in the Vinaya and the 
Vinaya commentaries—is uniquely Buddhist, in. that it reflects the 
idle speculations of the early sangha, The boredom and tension of 
army life combine to produce “the barrack-room lawyer,” the regular 
soldier who develops an expertise in legal tricks and dodges. The 
sangha, another all-male institution, under rigid discipline, apparently 
produced the same breed .of logic choppers and artful dodgers. They 

41. s33 Wageru; cf Uggaha sutta: A HI 36. 
42. s.38-40 Wageru; cf Zuj^ jutaker, AIV 91; JII 347. 
43. s. 194 Wageru, cf J1260, V1339; JII1. 
44. Found, in Manussika rD2] and in the Burmese, Mon a«u Arakancse 
Uhammavilasa [D4, M3, P35J at D2.-215. cf AII57-9 
45. Found applied to the laity in Manussika [D2], P yum in [D3], 
Dhammavilasa (D4] etc. As a rule applying to monks and novices, it is in 
Mahavagga VIII.27. 
46. This list, found in V IH 139, must be the inspiration behind Pyumin’s 
[D3] list of 12 and Manussika s [D2] list of 14 such protectors in D2:28. 
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homeland of a mythic hero retain intellectual property rights in foreign 
spin-offs? The Islamic cultures of S.E. Asia tell epics about Alexander 
the Great The Tan trie cultures of Tibet have “Caesar of Rome” as 
hero of their national epic. Children all over the world right now are 
buying merchandise associated with Aladdin. I prefer to think of these 
as examples of local tale-telling (from Sumatra, Kham and Hollywood 
respectively) on borrowed themes. By analogy, the Manu of the drain- 
mathats is a Burmese Buddhist story on a borrowed Indian theme. 

As to the internal organization of the dhammathats and the influence 
of Mmusmrti-s 18 heads of vyavahara litigation, Shwe Baw has made 
a detailed examination of the topic.36 He finds that only two of the 
Burmese dhammathats make any serious attempt to use the 18 heads 
as an organizing principle. Dhammavilasa [D4] uses the. heads .as 
chapter headings: its order of topics is quite close to Manusmrti, but it 
uses only IS heads. Wageru [D5] uses 17 heads as chapter headings, 
but they differ quite substantially from the Indian list. About half of 
the earlier dhammathats mention the 18 heads, and some of them even 
enumerate them, but these works are organized on a different principle 
which I caltlhe “list of lists.’L In the middle and later period dhfnuma- 
thats it is the “list of lists" which governs what little organization they 
exhibit. This approach derives from, and can be illustrated by- the 
Pali canon: -- -.1. ~ v.., • 

Thus ihc Buddha spoke: “Young man, inasmuch as the holy disciple has 
forsaken the 4 polluting actions, inasmuch as he is uninfluenced by 4 evil 
states to-commit sin, inasmuch asbe eschews the 6 means of dissipating 
wealth, therefore freed from 14 evils and guarding the 6 quarters, he walla 
victorious over both worlds.” (DIO 190] • • 

As Pope pigs it: “I lisped in numbers, for the numbers came.” Read¬ 
ing on, we would find that'rach of the “6 means of dissipating wealth” 
has its owiy list of 6 attendant evils and each of the “4 young men who 
seem to be friends” invoked on the next page turn out to be false 
friends in 4 separate ways. .This 6 x 6 and 4x4 structure has an 
obvious mnemonic purpose. An even older example of the “list of 
lists" approach can be found in the Patimokkha , the bi-monthly public 

• • '*• . : • >, x' 

: \ ' _ • *;-v- 

36. Shwc Baw, 1955, ‘The Origin and Development of Burmese Legal ; 
Literature,** diss.. School of Oriental and African Studies (thesis #41 held at 
the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies Library). o 
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recital of the 227 rules of monastic discipline. At the end of the 
recital the monk states: 

Venerable sirs. I have recited the introduction, 4 cases of defeat, 13 cases 
entailing a meeting of the sangha. 2 indeterminate cases, 30 cases entailing 
expulsion, 92 cases entailing expiation, 4 cases' that must be confessed, 75 
rules of conduct, 7 ways of settling litigation. 

Here the number 227 is what computer programmers would call a 
“checksum”: if a novice has remembered the list of lists correctly, the 
totals of the constituent lists (as ticked off on rosary beads during the 
recitation, perhaps) will total 227. The Burmese and Mon dhamma¬ 
thats borrow this approach, but usually place the list of lists at the 
start of the text where it functions as a list of contents. Mon Original 
(M4] contrasts the Indian with the Burmese mode of organization in 
terms of roots (mula) and brandies, a metaphor that is itself borrowed 
from the Vinaya: 

There arc 18 origius or roots of law, 32 branches of law and 39 digests of 
law. There are 3 kinds of bribery, 4 agati, 3 kinds of giving, 4 kinds of 
wives,' 7 kinds of slaves, 7 kinds of minor cases, 4 kinds of questioning 
cajes, 1 kind of fair case. [M4, s.6,8S] 

•►’jt •!. .. 

AgHirf; the number 32 is a checksum for the list that follows, though' 
sohfetfftn^ has gone wrong with the copyist’s (or my) arithmetic.37 
By the’18th century. Burmese authors bad created all Irinds of numero- 
lcgical: variants on this approach. Manuyin [D17] talks of “18 roots, 
30 major branches and 174 minor branches,” which allows for yet 
more lists to be added to the traditional core. Note the sophisticated 
“checksum of checksums” concealed within this statement: 18 + 30 + 
174 = 222, an easily memorable number. The Siamese and Khmer 
lawltcxts talk of ten root matters (or books of law copied from the 
wail at the. end of the universe) which contain “the 29 heads of dispute 
which'antiquity has handed down in the Holy dhammathat” The 

. number 18 and its place value cognates 108,180,1080 etc. are auspi¬ 
cious In India. There arc 18 puranas, 18 chapters of thc Mahabharata 

1 and the Bhagavad gita and 18 traditional areas of knowiwt<»> fa S. E 
Asia 18 has no such intrinsic significance. Having initially borrowed 

37. In the above example, which totals 33,1 presume we arc meant to leave 
out the “one kind of fair case.” 
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public debate in order to build a consensus of the faithful behind the 
written law. It was at this stage, and through this assertion of cultural 
independence, this popular enthusiasm for written law. that Islam 
became a “legalistic religion.” The inhabitants of Burma, who bought 
the whofelodian'tak^ Wits, from script to religion, 
missed this legitimizing stage. Despite these differences, the “note¬ 
book model” explains a great deal about the development of written 
law in S. E. Asia. It explains the plurality of the dhammathat genre— 
the puzzling fact that no single dhammathat text claims to be the 
oldest or the most authoritative. And it explains the wide diffusion of 

Indian material: segment :xt have beer, moved around through 

transmission of notebook material and by passing into oral wisdom as 
legal maxims and proverbs. Hence a paragraph originating in the 
Manusmrti or the Safivantapasadikc! can find its way into the law text 
of a community that was unfamiliar with either book. 

The earliest written la*v texts would have been individual notebooks 
compiled by-bureaucrats who wanted to sound impressive when judg- 
' ing, by monks who needed notes on the legal status of donated prop¬ 
erty in ease the king should try to confiscate tt ancf by. local regional1 
patrons who would have to lend money’s worth to their clients'and 
settle any local disputes over debts and manpower. The source of the 
Sanskrit verses they translated into Pali or the vernacular may have- 
been the Manusmrti itself, as brought from India by Pasupata 
ascetics.31 but was more likely to have been the Suhkatita anthologies 
of epigrams, aphorisms and maxims. These Sanskrit anthologies, 
usually attributed to Canakya or Brhaspati, contain large quantities of 
material from Manusmrti, Kautilya’s Arthasastra and other legal 
texts. Most, though not all. of the Sanskrit sources of the dham.na- 
thats can be found in one or another of these anthologies. If such San ¬ 
skrit anthologies were translated into Pali and if quotations from the 
Pali scriptures were added to the mix, we would get something very 
like a 9th century Burmese notebook. But we would also get some¬ 
thing very like the existing Burmese niti literature, the three surviving 
Pali collections which are unknown in India but have influenced the 

"31. The Pasuoatas were an aniinomiaa sect of Brahmans who deliberately 
courted pollution by travel’ng abroad to dwell among the barbarians. Their 
involvement in the notebook period is demonstrated by the inclusion of the 
kapilakavrata rites of penance (which was their social charter] in three of the 
early dhammathats: Pyutnin (D3], Kyetyo (D35] and Mon Dhammavilasa 
IM3J. 

rest of Buddhist S. E. Asia.32 I would not go quite so far as to claim 
that the Burm^'* ni*s ?re examples of the notebook surge of dhamma¬ 
that development. A more reasonable claim is that the notebooks of 
the 9th and 10th centuries were the ancestors of both niti and dhamma¬ 
that texts. They used a common core of material to different ends.33 
Use dhammathats are aimed at an adult readership with practical prob¬ 
lems to solve, while the niti are aimed at the schoolboy in need of 
short pieces of Pali verse to construe and an education in civics. 
Estimates of when Burma produced the Pali niti vary from the $th to 
the !5th century.34 My guess is that the notebooks crystallized ksto 
fixed texts of niti and dhammathat in the 13th and 14th centuries. 

I have made the quantitative estimate that Hindu influence on the 
early dhammathats amounts to 4% of the whole. I must iiow meet the 
qualitative argument used by the finde siecle scholars. Even if San¬ 
skrit learning only influenced a small amount Of the text, they said, it 
was significant because it touched on matters of legitimacy and inter¬ 
nal organization. The dhammathats were legitimized by appealing to 
the name of Manu (resonant iis Hindumythology but unknown to 
canonical Buddhism) and were internally organized in terms of the 
sastric 18 heads of law. This is a case worth answering, even if some 
of the 19th century diffusionists pushed the argument beyond parody: 

Turning from the Canges to the Nile, it will be found that the description 
given by Diodorus of the Egyptian Mnues answers exactly to the account 
given in Burmese mythology of the ascetic Manu.. 35 

I have summarized the Burmese version of the Manu story in section 
one above. The Burmese have taken a Hindu hero and grafted him into 
a Buddhist myth. Is the result Hindu or Buddhist? Does the original 

32. Gray, 1886, Ancient Proverbs or Maxims from Burmese Sources, or The 
Niti Literature of Burma (London) translates these three old works and adds 
an I8lh century collection. 
33. Dhammaniti, for example, quotes a verse from Manusmrti on the king 
getting one sixth of his subjects' merit and a verse from the Vinaya listing 
the four kinds of slave. [Dhammaniti s281 = Manu VHI.304; Dhammaniti 
sl77 = V IV 224] Both these texts, as we have seer., arc also found in the 
dhammathats. 

/34. Sternbach, 1963, "The Pali Lokaniti and die Burmese Niti Kyan and 
their Sources,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 26: 

35. Browne, 1878, Introduction to Mtmuwonnana dhammathat (Rangoon) 

L 
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must have been the same: local leaders of the various rice plains chose 
various bits of Indian culture to adapt to their own purposes. These 
leaders were in competition with each other, and also had tp defend 
their rice plain against raids from hungry non-rice growers. The defen - 
sive walls which surround the center^ each of the early irrigation sys¬ 
tems tell us that this competition was anything but peaceful. At first, 
local leaders were attracted to one of the Indian religions, which offer 
new techniques for legitimizing secular power. Then, because Indian 
religions are based on written texts, they chose one of the Indian 
alphabets, and were exposed to as much Indian classical literature as 
they^could acquire. Finally, after several .centuries had elapsed, the 
oral “law of the rice plain” was written down, and law began to be 
seen as a semi-autonomous field, a written discipline which requires 
its own experts and practitioners. This is “Indianization” in the ,nar- 

- row legal sense or, if you prefer, the second Burmese legal revolution. 
Why did it not take place until several centuries after the introduction 
of Indian script and religion? Because a variant Of Occam’s Razor 
operates in legal history: actual legal systems never get more compli¬ 
cated than they need to be. During the 5th century A. D. patrimonial 
dispute settlement by the local chief was enough to get the jdb done. 

' But from the ^theenturyonwards, land use was becoming iftore irnen - 
sive, kingdoms were larger andiiteracy more widespread; the need for 

~ a more elaborate, legalistic dispute settlement was growing. 
The first legal revolution requites some kind of Marxist analysis: 

- how do changes in agricultural production bring about changes in the 
legal organization of society? It is a pre-state phenomenon, which 
mustoecur at the village level: even today there are large swathes of 

* Burma giver, over to slash and bum cultivation where the first legal 
revolution has not taken place. The second legal revolution is usually 
analyzed in terms of state fortnation and cultural diffusion: does writ¬ 
ten law increase the power of kings? Did the rice growing village pay 
any attention to the royal law? How did Indian religion and script 
spread aabss the Bay of Bengal? I have discussed these questions 
elsewhere. Let us take a different angle of approach and consider the 
second legal revolution not as the process-by which-Burmese king¬ 
doms were formed or Indian ideas diffused; but as the process by 
which Burmese law was reduced to writing. Calder has just published 
an analysis of the early history of Islamic law describing the develop- 
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mentof the classic Islamic legal texts.30 Up to about 816 A. D., he 
says, legal discussion was purely oral. For the next fifty years the 
private notebook (the commonplace book or scrapbook whose contents 
have been accumulated over the owner’s ifetime) played a crucial 
intermediary role. In a milieu where "a man writes down the best that 
he hears and memorizes the best that he writes down” it is the para¬ 
graph or segment—the single entry into a private notebook—rather 
than the whole text which migrates. An entry which has appealed to 
notebook makers in Cordoba, Qayrawan, Cairo, Baghdad and Bukhara 
stands more chance of survival than one that is only known to the 

- legal enthusiasts of Cordoba. Segments of text were moved from city 
to city by traveling traders: it was the caravans which gave Islamic law 
its unity. Without these travelers the notebooks of each city would 
have become increasingly divergent. Even with them, local city tradi¬ 
tions eventually solidified into the four schools of Sunni Islamic law. 
From about 860 A. D. some of the city archives of notebooks were 
edited down into through-composed full length texts—-the first books 
of Islamic law. The transition to written law was complete when the. 
text of these books became fixed and a consensus on legal methodol¬ 
ogy had been achieved. Thereafter legal composition took the form of 
commentary writing on the early books. ' 

How much of Calder’s analysis-might apply to Buddhist S. E. 
Asia? For the period between 700 and 1300 A. D. we can, I think, 
treat the cities between Nakhon Si Thuniinarat in the Malay peninsula 
and Mrohaung on the borders of Bangladesh as forming a culture area 
comparable with the Arab Empire. There was no Caliph in S. E. Asia 
to impose political unity, but manuscripts could be carried from city 
to city by Buddhist monks, maritime traders and wandering Brahman 

ascetics. There are, however, significant differences. The Islamic 
transition was done extremely quickly, achieving a written canon in 
Arabic within a century whereas the S. E. Asian transition took four or 
five centuries before any legal texts were produced, and never reached a 
closure of the early legal canon: Burma kept on producing new dbam- 
mathats until late in the 19th century. The Arabs developed their own 
script and successfully fought off coca colaization by the older 
Mcditcirancmj cullures. Reducing their oraf custom to"writin^*ttrW 
part of the wholesale rcinvention of “Arab oral culture” as "Islamic 
written culture.” The 9th century Arabs needed to do this through 

30. Calder, 1993, Studies in Early Muslim Jurisprudence (Oxford). 
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caste, pollution, ritual and penance that are meaningless in a society 
unconcerned with casfe and uninterested in pollution. Where S. E. 
Asian Buddhists have borrowed from the remaining 10% of the text, 
they more often than not adapt the material to their own ends. Look¬ 
ing at the early Burmese dhammathats, I find only four cases where 
the dhammathats reproduce provisions of Sanskrit law unaltered. 
They are the substituted sister20 and the dead bride-groom,21 the rule 
that a king who protects his subjects receives a 6th part of all their 
merit22 and the advice on how different vamas should take the oath in 
court.23 There are five more examples where a Sanskrit legal list 
inspires a Burmese adaptation of it: the six evil practices of women,24 
the eight forms of marriage,25 the six types of son who can inherit'4nd 
the six who cannot,25 the man with a wife from each vamri27 and the 
periods a deserted wife must wait for iier husband.28 Since the average 

20. ManuVIlL284. Found in Pyumin (D3], Dhammavilasa JD4], Wageru 
IDS] and thrice m Manussika (DZ}. 
21. MaftuiX,69. Found in Manosara (Dl],Af102], Pyumin [D3L 
WageiM \DS], Long Mon Sangermano ~(M ij and Short Mon Songennana 
(M2|. . - ... 
22. Manu VIII.304. Found at D2:10 is, Manussika {D2j and m Mqn 
Du:tGbaung {M6]. However, Ghicklichsuggcsts that Buddhist notions on 
karma had a strong influence on the writers of the Manusmrti. Possibly, 
then, there is a Buddhist source for this rule which fed both Manusmrti and 
Manussikal Sec Glucklich, 1982. "Karmaand Social Justice in the criminal 
code of Manu." Contributions to Indian Sociology 16:59. 
23. Kautilya's Aflhasastra 3.11.34-7. A less detailed version ;s in Manu 
VIII.8S. Found in Long Mon Sangermano $21, and garbled in Short Mon 
Sangermano s3. 
24. Mar.u IX, 13. Found as a slightly different list of six in three Mon 
dhammathats: Wageru JD5J. Long Mon Sangermano (Ml] and Mon 
Dhammavilasa (M3]. The Burmese Manosara [Dl] has a list of five. 
25. Manu Ill 20-42. A list of eight is in Dhammavilasa |D4). Both-givc 
eight technical names fot each form of marriage, but even allowing for the 
translation from Sanskrit to Pali, only two of these are similar. 
26. Manu IX.158-168; Vishnu Samhita ch. XV. Wageru {D5] and Manosara 
(Dl) share a version of the 12 sons. A different list is shared by Pyumin (D3J 
and Kyannet (D36]. Mon Dhammavilasa [M3] expands the list into 16 types 
of son. So docs Dhammavilasa {D4J, adding that “the list comes from the 
Piiakat." i. c. the Pali Canon! 
27. Manu XI50-155 offers two schemes of division. Either the Brahman 
wife’s son gets a special portion and the inheritance divides 3:2:1V2:1 or the 
special portion is omitted and the inheritance divided 4:3:2:1- None of the 
early dhammathats mimic the first form of division. They all start from the 
4:3:2:1 division, though there is considerable variation. I give fuller details of 
the Mon and Burmese texts in Huxley 1993.20-21. 
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early dhammathat contains about 200 such rules and lists, I can offer a 
very rough quantitrtivc estimate of Sanskrit influence at between 4% 
and 5% of the whole. This is hardly the “stricter adherence to the 
original text” postulated by the “photocopier model." 

I propose an alternative picture of the move to written law which I 
call, borrowing from a recent study of early Islamic law, the “notebook 
model.” .But, before I expound this, some deep background is 
required. Before the arrival of Indian scripts in Burma there were 
already two kinds of viiiage society using two kinds of oral law. 
Most of the population supported themselves by slash and burh agri¬ 
culture, their legal needs fulfilled by the kind of custom that Savigny 
and Maine describe in the villages of mediaeval northern Europe, But 
by the 3rd century B. C., in favored places .where the mountains met 
the dry plains, some villages had turned ur irrigated rice agriculture. 
In legal teens this step is highly significant: it is as important as the 
different between city and village in mediaeval northern Europe. Irri¬ 
gation societies need more law than hunter-gatherer and slash-and-burr. 
societies. A new range of social problems, such as organization o? 
labor for huge scale construction, differential access to irrigated tend 
and agricultural credit (loans of Seed-rice) has to be solved. Kinship 
relations become less important while relations with neighbors are 
enhanced. 1 think of this first Burmese legal revolution as the change 
from oral custom to “oral law dfthe rise plains.” We know of at least 
two cultures the! underwent this shift: the Fyu of Burma's central dry 
zone and die Mon of Burma’s southern coast. Recent archaeology has 
revealed that, among the Pyu at least, the first legal revolution (and 
the first permanent settlements large enough to deserve the description 
of “cities'”) occurred two centuries or more before they had any sub¬ 
stantial exposure to Indian religion and Indian techniques of literacy.29 
The earliest evidence of Buddhism among the Pyu comes from the 
early 4th centnry. The edriiest evidence of the adaptation of Indian 
scripts cranes from the 5th century. “Indianization” in the wider sense 
lasted from that until the 10th century. The details of “Indianization” 
differed as between different irrigation cultures, but the general process 

28. Manu 1X76 has 8 years if husband absent on a sacred duty, 6 years if in 
pursuit of kaowtedee, 3 years if in pursuit of pleasure. D1-D5 all mimic the 
text, but give different periods and different reasons for the husband's 
absence. 
29. Stargardt. 1990, The Ancient Pyu of Burma (Cambridge); Higham, 
1989, The Archaeology of Mainland S. £. Asia (Cambridge). 
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inconvenience and uncertainty that such interpolations cause. As 
Dcrrctt puts it in the context of India: 

In crpolation could be another word far a general process, akin to fermenta¬ 
tion, signifying that a sastra was alive.131 

interpolation demonstrates that the dhammalhats are being preserved as 
legal documents for the present, not historical documents about the 
past. - ■ - - .-.1 „.j_ • ■ 

Based on internal evidence combined with the accounts of Burmese 
literary histories, I treat the following as early dhammathats.16 We 
have one dhammathat, Dhammavilasa [D4], which epigraphy confirms 
as being written in 12th century Pagan.17 We have a group of works 
which claim to have been written before the rise of Pagan in the 11th 
century, such as Manussika [D2], Pyumin [D3], Kyannet [D361. 
monosara [Di], Mon Original [M4] and Mon Duttahnung [M6].18 
Some elemenu of these works may indeed by older than the 11th cen¬ 
tury, particularly the tiUes and exordiums. But in the form in which 
they survive, they have been subjected not only to 7Q0Tyears of post- 
Pagan ‘’fermeistationbut to the homogenizing filter Of Pagan itself. 
Such was the prestige of !3th century Pagan with its 2,000 stupas, 
•crnpks and mcnastenes thafirstjcked in.all Pali scholarship from the 
region, refa^tioned it in its own image, and spat it out again, We 
leam of five Tai kings producing or using law texts between 1275 and 
1317, the years of the Mongol invasion and the fall of Pagan. Three of 
them ruled over mlxdd populations in areas where Pagan’s writ had 

- n-r . ' 

15. Dcrrctt 1973. 
16. For details of this procedure, see Huxley, 1993, "Thai, Mon and 
Burmese Dhammalhats—Who influenced whom?” 5th International Con¬ 
ference on Thai Studies, London 1993. It will appear in New Light on Old 
Thai Law Tekts, Kiscadalc Asia Research Series, ed. Huxley. 
17. In fact we have several Dhammavilasa manuscripts in Burmese, the dif- - 
fcrcnccs between which bear mute witness to "fermentation.” Furthermore, 
two radically different versions of Dhammavilasa have survived in the Mon 
and Arakancsc languages: Mon Dhammavilasa {M3] and Kyetyo [D35J. If 
anyone ever has the ambition.to produce critical editions of the Burmese law 
texts, they could start with this group of manuscripts, all of which provide 
variations on the same 12th century original. •' ?' \ 1 
18. Numbers with m M prefix refer ui ihe Mon dhammalhats published in 
Nai Pan Hla, 1992, "Eleven Mon Dhammathat Texts,” Bibliotheca Codicum 
Asiaticomm Vol. 6. I have given details of the numbering scheme in Huxley 
1993. ... • JWJ4IC - ■ ' , 5 ■ 
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once run, while the other two ruled mixed populations in what is now 
Thailand. To the extent that our surviving Wageru [D5] manuscript is 
unaltered by “fermentation,” it is one of this group: along with The 
Laws of King Mangrai it represents the spread of Buddhist law texts 
from Pagan to the new ! 4th century milieu of Thai Buddhist monar- 
chs. In their present form these ten or so early dhammalhats are writ¬ 
ten in Pali, Mon, Burmese and Arakanese. The conventional assump¬ 
tion that in the early 14th century they would all have been written in 
Pali is questionable: if King Klacwa wrote laws for his subjects in 
Burmese, why should the dhammathat authors not do the same? 

Allowing for subsequent “fermentation,” these ten early dhatnma- 
thats had reached their present state by the end of the 13th century. 
We can think of them as standing at the beginning of five centuries of 
post-classical dhammathat development, or we can think of them as 
standing at the end of a five century long shift from ora! to written 
law. Let us take the latter perspective for a moment Getting a clear 
judgment on the relative importance of Buddhist and Hindu inputs on 
Burmese written law entails getting a clear picture of how the shift * 
from oral to writ ten law took place. Consider this brief account from 
the JatestTwestem history ofS.E.Asia: 

The Indian law books, especially the Code of Manu (Manava-Dharma- 
sastra), were greatly honored in Burma, Siam, Cambodia and Java-Bali as 

. the defining documents of the natural order, which kings were obliged to 
Uphold. They were copied, translated and incorporated into local law 
codes, with stricter adherence to the original text in Burma and Siam and a 
stronger tendency tc adapt to local needs in Java.. 

This implies the "photocopier model” of acquiring written law: the 
Credulous Burmese yokel is impressed by the Indian trader’s Copy of 
Manusmrti; pausing only to learn the alphabet, he pops the text in a 
convenient photocopier, pencils in a few alterations to reflect local cus¬ 
tom, and triumphantly proclaims the resulting document as the law of 

Shifting a whole society from oral to written law does net 
workjhhtway. At the very fastest the process lasts a century;' por- 
mally itVill take several centuries. The "photocopier model” grossly 
overestimates the degiee to which Burma and Siam have borrowed 
fromuhe Manusmrti. 90% of this Sanskrit text concerns matters of 

19. Reid, 1988, The Land bcivw the Winds (London) 137. 
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be wrong, but the interaction of Buddhism and Law at the most gen¬ 
eral level is such a new field that we do not yet know what kind of 
maps will prove appropriate. My thanks to the Numata Foundation, 
tc the University of Chicago and >o this Journal for sponsoring' our 
expedition into terra incognita. —,/ 

The Origins of the Burmese Buddhist Law Texts 
Fin de siicle scholarship7 judged that S. E. Asian Buddhist law.had a 
veneer of Buddhism tacked onto a solid core of Sanskrit sastric mate¬ 
rial. General reference works still reflect this original judgment with 
their descriptions of “the Buddhist-Hindu branch of the Hindu legal 
system,*’8 or “a law of Hindu origin modified in the direction of 
Buddhism”9 or “the Burmese dhammathat, based on the Laws of 
Manu.”10 One of my Departmental colleagues (now retired) forecloses 
any discussion-of Buddhism and Law “since Burma and Sri Lanka 
between them provide no literary evidence of a distinct Buddhist 
jurisprudence.”11 In this section I reevaluate these sweeping judg¬ 
ments in the light of a century's further research on Burma.12 ■ 

We arc interested in essential influence, which a recent conference13 
calledJThc RecftiJtion of Legal Systems,’' rather than in cosmetic 

7. Forchhammcr, 1885, “The Jardine Price: An Essay” (Rangoon); Lec-l&re. 
1898, “Rccherchcs sur les Origincs Brahmaniqucs des Los Cambodgicnncs." 
!889-9 Nouvetle Revue Historinue de Droit fmhftus et etranger 1 (N. p.); 
Masao, 1905, “Researches in the indigenous laws of Siam as a study of 
Comparative Jurisprudence,” Journal of the Siam Society 2: 14, and Yale 
Law Journo! 15:28. 

8. Wigmore, 1928, A Panorama of the World's Legal Systems 
(Washington) 224. 

9. Weber, 1954, Law in Economy and Society, cd. Rhcinstcin (London) 
236. 
10. Hall, 1981, /t History ofS. E. Asia (London) 292. 
11. Dennett, 1973, “Dharmasastra and Juridical Literature,” A History of 
Indian Literature, cd. Gonda (Wiesbaden). 
12. Since Forchhammcr wrote on Burma, the following basic research has 
been published: U Gaung’s Digest of Burmese dhammathats, Than Tun’s full 
collection of rajathais. Nai Pan H!a*s eleven Mon dhammathats and (most 
importantly for the study of Burmese origins) the complete Pagan inscrip¬ 
tions. 

.13. Colloque International sur la reception dcs syslcmcs juridiques, 
Moncton. N. B, September 1992. In the next two pages I am summarizing 
arguments which I made in wearisome detail in my presentation to that con¬ 
ference: Huxley, 1994a. “The Reception of Buddhist Law in S. E. Aria,” La 
Reception des systimes Juridiquc: implantation et destin, cds. Doucct and 
Vandcrlindcn (Bruxelles) 139-237. 
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influence. Intellectual and palace circles in 18th century Burma wel - 
corned the cosmetic salesmen of India. Sixty assorted Sanskrit works 
on gramm'ar, astrology, erotics and palmistry were translated in mid¬ 
century arid known collectively as the Byakarein: some of this material 
(a list of 21types of virgin, for example) entered the later dhamma¬ 
thats. And in the 1790s eight Indian dharmasastras including the 
Manusmrti were brought into the royal library from Ceylon, Calcutta 
and Benares. They encouraged KingBadon to make certain compara¬ 
tive conclusions, blit did not influence the Burmese dhammathats. At 
the same time, for reasons I shall discuss hi the next sectioh, 18th cen¬ 
tury dhammathat authors competed to insert yet more obscure Bud¬ 
dhist knowledge into their dhammathats. The hilarious lists of “40 
kinds of female flirtings” were borrowed from the Jatakas and 
Dhammapada in the 1740s and inserted in a dhammathat text for the 
first time (D2*8 [DI8]). All this 18th centuty activity is unessential— 
the equivalent of the contemporary European fascination with Chinois- 
erie—but to avoid Ms contaminating influence I must concentrate on 
the earliest surviving texts. There is, alas, only otic weil-datcd early 
Burmese law text: King Klacws’s edict on theft, promulgated.cn 5tli 
May, 1249, is preserved in several different inscriptions and is there¬ 
fore about as genuine as anything can be in this imperfect world. By 
offering incontrovertible proof that the Kings of Pagan drew on can¬ 
onical Buddhist sources when drafting their laws, it destroys 
Forcl.hammer's theory that Buddhist influence did not manifest itself 
untii the 17th century.*4 But it also casts doubt on modem accounts 
of Burma’s literary history: if the edict can be labeled as a work of 
literature (as its contents, length and argument demand), then it pre-. 
dates other Burmese language documents by three centuries aid sug¬ 
gests that literacy in die Burmese language led to literature in the 
Burmese language rauchearlier than is presently thought. This is a 
helpful possibility to-bear in mind as I turn from legal epigraphy to 
legal manuscripts. The problems of dating surviving dhammathat 
texts will never be fully solved. Each copyist introduces interpola¬ 
tions, and the point at which we decide mi old text has become a new 
text cannot be scientifically determined. We must try to forgive the 

14. The whole inscription, with its discussion of kamma, punishment and 
their inter-relationship, is Buddhist through and through. For a specific bor¬ 
rowing from the Pali canon, note the “12 royal punishments” from any one of 
these three sources: AH UM ffl 17; Mil IV.4.15. 
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ihc spiritual than the temporal heritage... Every one who is firmly estab¬ 
lished in the Buddha's teachings is entitled to become his heir and to 
inherit his two heritages, first the temporal by being bom always a ruler in 
any of the three worlds, and secondly the spiritual, by the attainment of 
nirvana. .., The subject of the two kinds of heritage is treated of in the 
Dhatrnxadayada sutia of the Suita Pitaka. (Dl:5 [D18])3 

Following the Buddha’s temporal heritage, as elucidated in dham- 
mathat and rajathat, is a meritorious way of life which will lead to a 
favorable rebirth. Hollowing the Buddha’s spiritual heritage, as eluci¬ 
dated in the vinaya, is for celibates only but it leads towards the 
greater reward. Khcmacara whs not always successful in his search for 
canonical authority: _ ~ 

The 16 classes of son arc seldom mentioned in the Tipitika, but it is as 
boundless as the ocean, and search should be made in the old writings for 
what is mentioned in the dhammSthat.i(Dl:19 fD18)) 

And in at least one ease he finds a contradiction between dhammathat 
and scripture:- -- - 

-That wiiis.arc invalid is the rule of the dhammathats. But, according to 
religious teaching, children should follow the dying injunctions o: their 
parents. (D1:Z1 [D131) ■■■■- 

I suggest in later pages that Khemacara’s innovations were a response 
to increased Burmese sophistication in bibliography and literary his¬ 
tory. By the 18th century jt was apparent from the silence of 
Buddbaghosa, of the Mahavamsa and of the . texts sponsored by 
Paraki'amabahu I that Sri Lanka had never had an equivalent of the 
dhammathqt literature. That Burma should be in possession of a key 
Buddhist text which was unknown to the Mahavihara required some 
quick thinking. Since the dhammathat cannot share in the unbroken 

5.. References in this form are to U Gaung, 1902, Digest of the Burmese Law 
being a Collection of Texts from Thirty Six Dhammathats (Rangoon). D1:5 
indicates s.5 of the first volume; [D18] indicates the quotation in that section 
from the dhammathat numbered 18 in the list at pages 5 to 13. D18 is Shin 
Khcmacara’s Vinicchayarasi. I must apologies to readers who an- by 
the lack of diacritics in my transliteration of Burmese Pali. Since they arc 
not used when transliterating the Burmese language, I have cpme to regard 
them as visual distractions. 
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lineage from Upali via the Mahavihara to Burma which authenticates 
the virtayai Khcmacara tries to ground it in the canon as a whole. 

Several bobks have been written about Shakespeare’s attitude to law, 
but it docs not follow that Shakespeare was a legalistic author. Like¬ 
wise the fact that the Burmese found legalism in the Pali Canon does 
not prove that Pali Buddhism is a legalistic religion. I believe that 
the Pali Canon contains seeds which can, under appropriate condi¬ 
tions, sprout into legalistic state or royal law. But only once, in 
Burma between the 6th and the 13th centuries, has the Pali canon been 
planted in appropriate conditions at the right time. To explain all the 
negative cases, all the instances where the seeds of Buddhist legalism 
fell on stony ground, would require more than one lifetime. But the 
outline of a shadow of a hint of a sketch of such an explanation might 
Iookrlike this: In India during the 5th and 4th centuries B, C. the 
seeds of Buddhist legalism sprouted and grew tall among Buddhist- 
kings and traders and in big ciiies. The Hindu authors of Manusnjii 
and Arthasastra in the 1st century A. D. redefined this early Indian 
law in terms of Brahmanic orthodoxy, since when the Buddhist con¬ 
tribution to Indian law has been obscured. In Sri !-anira caste won its 
competition with law to fill the niche of dispute settlement and soda! 
organization. In Thai and Khmer traditions (which paid lip service to 
Brahmins without having many proper Brahmins) law came trader die 
king’s: control from the "start. In China a highly sophisticated set of 
ideas for and against law were in circulation long before the arrival of 
Buddhism. Buddhism could affect Chinese law on the margins, but 
could not shape the direction of Chinese debate. But why is Tibetan 
law not more Buddhist than it is? Why does it not borrow more from 
the vinaya or from the Sutta pitaka’s quasi-legal lists? Publication 
and analysis of the Tibetan law texts lags thirty or forty years hrfiinrf 
5. E. Asia6 and until the basic work has been done it is unwise to 
speculate. But here is a very tentative suggestion. If the legal texts 
found at Tun Huang represent the earliest period of Tibetan legal writ¬ 
ing, then perhaps they were written by scribes who were not particu - 
larty Buddhist in orientation. Perhaps Tibet took its law from the 
north, from the jumble of cultures trading along the Silk Route, trad 
its, religjfia...faint the south, from the Buddhist monasteries of 
Kashmir. These broad speculations of mine will probably turn out to 

6. Before Professor French started publishing, I would have said “lags two or 
three centuries behind.” 
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s30 Premier, Judge, Assistant Minister and City Officer enter the stage 

from left and march across it with all solemnity. 
s3! Before the intermission begins, the ministers discuss with all serious¬ 
ness dhammathat—customary law, rajethat—King’s decisions, and pyat- 

* lon~Ot'W'Cburl Decisions. 
s32 Music of Exit and Drums of appearance arc played and as soon as the 
music is over, the king appears on the throne. (ROB 1-3-1822)4 

Once ascetics, ministers, the legal iexts and the King himself^iave , 

made their appearance, the intermission begins, followed soon after¬ 

wards by the first play of the night. The point I emphasize is that in 

the conventions of the puppet play the serious discussion of written 

law is used as a synecdoche for government in general. The puppets, 

as well as the intellectual elite, are legalistic. 

Was Burmese legalism inspired.by Buddhism? Burmese intellec¬ 

tuals could not have conceived any alternative. The Pali Canon, along 

with such quasi-canonical works as the Sri Lankan chronicles, 

Buddhaghosa’s commentaries and the Questions of King Milindai 
offered all the science, history, epistemology and sociology that 

Burma had. It would have been as difficult for Burma to think of law 

in non-Buddhist terms as for Aquinas or Kant to think of philosophy ^ 

in non-Greek terms.. The early kings of Pagan took a legal decision 

which intensified j-hisJBuddhi$t influence. The Tai Rings who 

founded the cities of Vientiane and Chiang Mai promulgated snort 

legal codes to attract population to their new cities in an early example 

of what we now call “Law and Development.” As a result, Laotian 

and Lanoa law Js conceived as starting with Fa Ngum and Mangrai, 

these city-founding kings. Legal historians, analyzing these codes 

from outside, may find that they draw extensively on sources older 

than the kings who wrote them. But from inside the cultures, the 

codes are perceived as new law for a new kingdom. The early kings of 

Pagan took the opposite approach. Their recognition of dhammathat 

as the prime source of Pagan law amounted to a promulgation of old 
law for a new kingdom. The dhammathats, though they are written 

by named authors, are conceived as editions of the age-old law text 

which is written on the walls at ihe boundary of the universe. Many 

4. Than Tun warns that this rajathat may have been written later in die cen¬ 
tury than the date it bears. Citations in the form “ROB date*’ arc to Than 
Tun, 1984-90, The Royal Orders of Burma A. & 1598*1885■ Vols. MO 
(Tokyo). 
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of the dhammathats arc introduced by the tale of Mahasammata and 

his clever judge Manu whose fallibility leads him to become a recluse, 

to travel to the boundary of the universe, and to bring back to the king 

the text of the dhammathat A rich stew of influences has cooked up 

'.his story . The canonical account of Mahasammata in Agganna sutta 
(D III 80-98] >s the most obvious ingredient: we can also taste hints of 

the Arthasastra, of early Burmese (and probably pre-Buddhist) her¬ 

mits and shamen, and of the king’s role as epistemological validator 

(what the king does not know is not worth knowing). Presenting the 

dhammathats as new editions of old texts enabled a ready made 

hermeneutic to be applied to them. Vinaya dharas had spent well over 

a millennium developing techniques to understand ihe vinaya pitaka as 

an old text. These techniques could be immediately applied to die 

elucidation of the dhammathats. The passage from oral to written law 

usuaily poses massive problems as a culture struggles to evolve tech¬ 

niques for interpreting the new-fangled law texts; Just such problems 

had to be faced iss Chiasg Mai and Vientiane. But in Pagan, the 

vinaya dharas had already developed techniques for written law which 

could easily be applied to the “old law" of the dhammathats. Writers 

of new dhammathat editions and sub-commentaries on the vinaya 

shared the same tools. By the 17th century wocart identify authors 

who worked in both genres. Here is another sense is which law foe 

the laity in Burma is more Buddhist than in Siam, Laos or Cambodia. 

In the early 18th century a fascinating work appeared which pio¬ 

neered an alternative treatment of the relationship between the dham¬ 

mathats and Buddhism. Shin Khemacara in his monumental Vint- 
ccltayarasi dhammathat attempted to demonstrate that every rule in the 

dhammathats could be traced to a source in the Pali canon. His theo¬ 

logical justification was as follows: 
i .. . .* - 

The taw of inheritance is alto mentioned in the sacred books: hence infer¬ 

ences may be drawn as to what die law -would be according to the sacred 
writings by comparison with the dhammathats and vice versa. The Buddha 
... has two kinds of heritage to bestow on his children, the temporal and 

the spiritual. Such temporal happiness as is enjoyed by the rulers of the 

brahma, deva or mundane worlds... are obtained by them only through 
observance of the rules he has hud down; hence indirectly the temporal wel¬ 
fare of every inhabitant of the three worlds is a heritage bestowed on him 
by the Buddha. The spiritual heritage is the spiritual bliss, secured by the 
attainment of arhatship and nirvana. The Buddha spoke more in praise of 
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legalism, but also pushed the process further than its S. E. Asian 
neighbors. By the early 19th centuty, just before the start of colonial 
encroachment. Burma was more legalistic than its Buddhist neighbors. 
Since this claim is certain to annoy Thai and Khmer scholars, I must 
carefully define what I mean by it. < ' 

Contemporary legal philosophers get very excited about the 
adjective “autonomous”: a society is more legalistic (is nearer to the 
ideal of a rechtsstaat) the more its legal system can be described as 
autonomous. “Autonomy” in this usage combines two different 
arguments. On the one hand autonomous law has prevailed over such 
competing techniques for organizing society as caste, feudalism, 
bribery and bureaucracy. Oi\.the other hand by ceasing to be one of 
the contestants in society it has become the prize to be contested. 
“Autonomous law” is seen as the battleground on which different 
social groups can contest their different visions oT society. The U. S. 
Supreme Court, for example, has the function of recasting political 
and ethical disagreements over racism or abortion into-law suits that 
may be disposed of legalistically; Burma did not have the precise 
equivalent of the Supreme Court, nor did it have a written 
constitution, but in the thirdsectidrrof this paper I argue that Burmese 
law became the battleground on. which the king, the sangha and the 
legal profession could contest their respective clain^s. To mention the 
Burmese legal profession is to introduce another sense in which 
Burmese legalism outstripped its Thai* Khmer and Indian neighbors: 
Burma was the only country in South or South East Asia to develop a 
legal profession independently of European influence. This is an 
important measure of legalism, since a society will only invent 
lawyers when there are en&gh law jobs to be done. Though this may 
-sound like a troism, it took the genius of Max Weber to point it out 
In the pages th^t follow I am critical of Weber’s sociology ,cf 
Buddhism: his sociology of law, however, remains my constant 
inspiration.* In Burma in Uwryear 1800 “law” was considered essential 
for any society operating at a te^el higher than the. villages. It is “law” 
which defines the balance of power between the village and the cityi 
“law” which regulates all important economic matters through its roles 
on debt and access to agricultural land and thus “law” which dictates 
the patterns of stratification and patron—client politics. The king was 
the power in the land, but to bring a matter before the king for 
decision entailed presenting ^ as a law-suit with the assistance of lay 
lawyers (the she-ne) or monk-lawyers (the vinaya-dlmra).. The pithy 

| 'r" ^ V,,i' : ’ ' " ^ '• 
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phras^ f want to use, such as “legalistic oriental despotism” or 
“constitutional absolute monarchy" or “dictatorial rechtsstaat,” sound 
paradoxical. But they embody the troth that Burma, which could not 
imagine any alternative to absolute monarchy, nonetheless went much 
further than its neighbors in solving “the problem of total power.”3 

The sources i use reflect the views of Burma’s intellectual elites. It 
is now almost impossible to reconstruct the mentaliti of the pre-colo¬ 
nial villager in the paddy field. There are hints that Burma’s popular 
culture was equally legalistic. Judgment tales (stories of clever vil¬ 
lagers who won fame and fortune by their skill in dispute settlement) 
were the second most popular theme of stories and puppet shows. 
These puppet shows, the carriers of popular Burmese culture, were 
closer UTWagner’s Ring-cycle than to Punch aid Judy. Each puppet 
show lasted for three days and was preceded by an overture telling of 
First Things, of how the world, humanity and civil society were cre¬ 
ated. A Royal Order survives which stipulates the contents of the 
overture iu some detail. In the hope that it reflects the view from the 
village as well as that from the king, I summarize it here. “On ti»e 
premier show the music begins with odes to air, fire and rain before 
the lady spirit medium makes, her appearance.” After she has sung 
some of the 37 Major Choruses (a number associated with the cult of 
the fiats or indigenous spirits of the locality), three potted shrubs are 
brqpghfdn stage to represent the hedge That marks the boundaries of 
the universe. We see tableaux, of supernatural beings—the Naga 
“serpent” and the Ganida “bird;” followed by a pair of ogres. Next 
comes wild life—a frightened monkey looks down from a tree top, an 
elephant enters stage left, a tiger stage right, and then a horse stands 
up, trots, and gallops past a palace that has appeared stage right. Enter 
the first human puppet—he is a wizard seen mixing herbs and roots 
into a paste. Soon he is dancing faster and faster until he levitates out 
of view through a “neck hole” above the stage. In his wake he leaves 
civil society: - 

s28 The palace, or throne, is on the right of the stage: when there are two 

kings in a story, another throne is placed on the left of the stage. 
s29 A hermitage, when necessary, appears near the second palace. 

2. I iiayttf taken this phrase from Ghokale, 1966, “Early Buddhist Kingship,” 
Journal of Asian Studies 26: 20. 
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texts of tbe shari’a (al-Shafi’i’s Risala and al-Shavbani’s Asl, for 
instance) are related, to the Qu'ran, then pre-colonial Burmese Bud¬ 
dhism and pre-19th century middle eastern Islam can be counted as 
equally legalistic. This conclusion would be directly opposed to Max 
Weber’s views on Buddhism, which have become conventional wis - 
dom, but that does not cause me undue dismay. We are all iconoclasts 
now. Most of my contemporaries in S. E. Asian studies seem to 
spend most of.thcir time complaining that the standard textbookshavc 
got it wrong. We are midgets standing on the shoulders of giants, but 
we persist in believing that by kicking the giant hard enough in the 
neck we can persuade it to face the other way. 

My source material is the legal literature of Burma, a surprisingly 
large amount of which survived in manuscript form into the 20th cen¬ 
tury. The great majority of the texts were written between the 16th 
and the 19*h centuries, but under normal conditions Burmese 
manuscripts perish after about I SO years. The older the text, the more 
copyings it has passed through: we possess three radically different 
manuscripts of a popular dhammathat written as late as the 1750s. 
About U quarter of the material has been printed, and about a tenth of ^ 
it h»s been translated into English. The manuscripts arc to be found1 
in libraries and private collections across Burma, and also in the 
libraries of London, Berlin and Japan: no systematic comparison and 
analysis of them has yet been carried out. The two more important 
genres of legal literature were rajathat (written in the vernacular Ian - 
guages of Burmese, Mon, Arakanese and Tai-Shar.) and dhammathat 
(written in both Pali and the vernaculars). Rajathat emanated from the 
palaces and ministries of the caoital city: they were the less ephemeral 
of the commands issued by ihe-king. It would be misleading to think 
of them as legislation in our modem sense, but one or two of them 
circulated widely and retained some authority after their author’s death. 
Dhammathat could be written by anyone—we have biographical 
information on about forty dhammathat authors: monks lead the field, 
followed by laymen holding royal appointments, from the Prime Min - 
ister through the Cleric-in-charge-of-the-Royal-Boats down to minor 
officials in obscure provincial towns. -rw» members of Burma’s legal 
profession, the she-rte, also contributed, as did more than one retired 
general. At least twenty dhammathats were written in verse. Burma’s 
two most famous 18th century poeis composed dhammathats in the 
vernacular, while some of the authors who wrote in Pali verse form 
had country-wide reputations for their learning. The less important 
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genres of legal literature were pyatton meaning jataka-type stories of 
clever judges and their tricks of the trade, pyatton in its other cense of 
a collection of actual law reports which were sometimes “vaiiily pub¬ 
lished” by the judge involved, niti literature made up of Indian wis¬ 

dom verses in Pali which were translated into Burmese from the 18th 
century on, and rajadhamma literature which listed the duties of 
kings, the details of coronation ritual, the proper care of a white ele¬ 
phant and kindred topics. When combined with some inscriptions 
from 13th century Pagan and a few items of evidence from the Bud¬ 
dhist cities of first millennium Burma, this legal literature allows us 
to reconstruct Burmese legal history from the time of the first fixed 
irrigation systems in the last few centuries B. C. to the present day. 

Legal anthropologists propose the genera! rule that irrigated rice 
growers are mere legalistic than wheat or maize farmers.1 The con¬ 
struction of dams and tanks creates problems of regulating access to 
water which tend to be solved through law rather than through kinship 
or caste. Evidence from all over mainland S. E. Asia confirms this 
hypothesis: the irrigators down in the vaHey. whelher Khmer. Thai, - 
Vietnamese' cr Burmese, have produced an elaborate legal literature 
while the slash and bum cultivators up in the hills have not. lench 
tells us of u parallel dynamic in which the irrigators are Buddhist 
while the hill people are “animtst" or "shamanic.”2 This coincidence 
suggests a link between Buddhism and legalism, but does not prove 
it: entirely different factors may simultaneously have pushed tbe rice * 
growers towards law and towards Buddhism. However, once Bud¬ 
dhism had been adopted by the S. E. Asian elite and once they had 
chosen to adopt a S. Indian alphabet already used as a medium for 
Buddhist literature, the trends towards Buddhism and-legalism mutu¬ 
ally reinforced each other. Burma, which.epted for Buddhism much 
earlier than Cambodia-or Thailand, was the center of these develop¬ 
ments. It has long been recognised that the law texts of Bangkok and 
Phnom Penh draw on a source written in 13th century Pagan. It now 
seems likely that the same is true of the law texts of Ckiang Mai, 
Vientiane and Luang Prabang, though they nay also have drawn on 
Tai codes composed before the Tai crossed die Mekong on their jour¬ 
ney south. Burma not only led the way is combining Buddhism and 

1. Hoebel, 1954, The Law of Primitive Man, (Harvard) 291; Newman, 1983, 
Law and Economic Organization, (Cambridge) 187. 
2. Leach, 1954, Political Systems of Highland Burma (London) 56. 
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Buddhism and Law—a new problem 
In his contribution to this volume Professor v. HinQber elegantly 
demonstrates that Pali Buddhism is a. legalistic enterprise. The 
vinaya-dhara (the monks who had been trained in vinaya expertise) 
wrote for and argued with each other in an idiom that most closely 
resembles the glossators on the Digest of 13th century Europe and the 
early jurists of 10th century Islam. They talk and think like lawyers, 
even if the vinaya in action lacks some of the features which we nowa¬ 
days expect from a legal system. The vinaya-dhara were experts in 
interpreting the sangha’s collective intention and possessed a 
monopoly on the ordination of new recruits into the sangha. Thus, if 
we think of the sangha anthropomorphically, they are its super-ego and 
its reproductive organs, while the abidhammist meditators are its bean 
and soul. The conclusion I draw from v. Hiniiber’s article is that the 
vinaya li nearly as central to the Buddhist religion as the shari’a is to 
Islahn If wc were to rank religions in order of legalism, Theravada 
would come at the legalistic end of the scale, near to Islam and far 
from, for .example, Taoism. But on a direct comparison, Islam 
appears more legalistic, more concerned with regulating the day to day 
activities of its adherents, than the Theravada: it is possible to be a 
Buddhist without adhering to the vinaya but it is impossible to be a 
Muslim without following the shari’a. Burma pjrcsents a challenge to 
these generalizations about legalism and .Buddhism. In Burma this 
gap between Islam and Theravada has narrowed—perhaps even to the 
point of disappearance. In pre-colonial Burma the monks adhered to 
the vinaya while the laity adhered to its own distinctive legal litera¬ 
ture, known to the Burmese as “dhammatha: and[ rajathat” and to the 
British as “Burmese Buddhist iaw.- My main aim in this article is to 
persuade you that this law for the laity is, in a deep sense, Buddhist. 
If, J <pn establish that dhammathat and rajathat are related to the 
dha”m'marvinaya of the Pali canon in much the same way as the classic 
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stand as a major Indian contribution to culture in general.104 Today 

.usually Indian indigenous grammar is cited and Panini quoted, or 

Brahmagupta is named in the field of mathematics.105 Taw, legal 

literature, and juridical thinking of the Buddhists are passed over in 

quite "tmjustifret^itence in this context, even in aTpurely Indian 

context; for in the slim, but highly stimulating volumes contributed 

by J. D. M Derreit to the History of Indian Literature or to the Hand- 

buch derOrienialistik106 Buddhist law is omitted, and the Vinayaas a 

law book is well hidden in the volume of the History of Indian 

Literature on Pali literature. This will certainly change once the sys¬ 

tem of Buddhist law is understood, and it can be achieved only by a 

comprehensive investigation first of all into the legal terminology,107 

which is the key to understand the development and history of 

Buddhist iaw. J 
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104. Cf. W. Rau, ‘indiens Bcitrag zur KuJtur dcr Mcnschheit,” SUzungs- 
berichte der Wissenschafiiichen CestUschaft an der Johann Wolfgang 
Goethe~Unb>ersiWt Frankfurt am Main. Band XIII, No. 2. (Wiesbaden; 
1975). 
105. Cf. D. Pingrcc, "History of Mathematical Astronomy in India,** Dic¬ 
tionary of Scientific Biography, Vol. 15 (New York: 1978) 533-633. 
106. Dharmaiastra and Juridical Literature (Wiesbaden: 1973); History of 
Indian Law (Dharmaf&stra) (Leiden: 1973). Later L D. M. Derret has 
devoted some studies to Buddhist, though not to Thcravfida law, e. g.: A 
Textbook for Novices, Jayarakfija ‘s ^Perspicuous Commentary on the 
Compendium of Conduct by Srighana*, Publicazioni dt Indologica 
Taurincnsia XV (Torino: 1983). 
107. Here a recent Ph. D. diesis from Gdttsngen deserves to be mentioned: 
P. Kicffcr-Pulz, Die SimdL Vorschriftcn zurRcgeluag der buddhistischen Ge- 
meindegrenze in tilteren buddhistischen Texten (Berlin: 1992). 
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“the abbreviated version of the smalt text on knotty points [in the 
Vinaya] called lamp [elucidating] the hidden meaning.” This 
manuscript, which quotes from the Majjkinta- and Cufaganthipada, is 
incomplete. Fascicles 1,2, and 12 are lost and even fascicle 17 does 
not contain the end of the text Luckily the continuation is in 
the Cufaganthipadamahavagga copied in C. E. 1836 and preserved at 
Vat Sung Men in Phrae (North Thailand).95 This manuscript com¬ 
prises another sixteen fascicles without reaching the end of the text. In 
addition to this Iarge^Vinaya texrthere is further a Mahaganthipada- 
mahdvagga in the same monastery in fifteen fascicles ami also copied 
in C.~E. 1S36,96 which obviously contains only a fraction of the 
complete text, perhaps less than 10%, for it ends‘with the Uni vela- 
Kassapa episode right aj the beginning of the Mahavagga. The 
enormous length of these text seems to be due to extensive quotations 
borrowed from well known earlier Vinaya literature. However, now 
and then new opinions seem to have been inserted, which show that 
these texts in fact provide new and potentially very interesting material 
for the late history of Buddhist law. As Ibc S&scnavamsa quotes one • 
sentence verbatim from the Cu(aganthi,it is not impossibleto verify 
if ther Cufaganthipada of the British Library and Vat Sung Men are 
identical to Alula's text 

indeed the relevance of Mah&- and Cufaganthipada seems to be con¬ 
siderable for Buddhist law in Burma in the recent past. For, as Shway 
Yoc (alias Sir James George Scott: 1851-1935) writes, there were rival 
parties following the "Mahagandi" and “Sulagandi” respectively during 
the second half of the last century. This dispute centered on a contro¬ 
versy over simple or luxurious life styles of monks: “faction feeling 
runs so high that street fights between scholars of these two sects are 
very common, and often so embittered that the English authorities 
have to interfere to restore peace in the town, for the laity takes sides 
with equally bitter animosity.”97 

Thus there will never be an end to Vinaya controversies as long as 
the sasana continues to exist. Research in these matter is still quite in 
its infancy and has hardly really started. Rich material is buried in 
printed editions and; probably also in manuscripts. Inscriptions, from 

95. The reference number is 03-04-028-0% roll no. 49. 
56. The reference number is 01-04-027-00. roll no. 49. 
97. Shway Yoc, The Burmcuu His Life and Notions (London: 1910) 149 
(reprinted wiih a biographical sketch of the author by J. Falconer [Arran: - 
19X9]). 
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Theravada countries and royal orders from Burma have not been used 
so far. The latter contain many interesting details on the possible 
interrelation of ecclesiastical and secular law evident already in older 
literature. For although judges arc advised to use a dhammathat and 
are evcjitprovidcd with copies,9* a Buddhist legal expert (vinaya- 
dhara) decjdcs about the real estate of two monasteries on May 14, 
1720,99 by referring to documents(?), in this particular case most pro¬ 
bably to laridgrants dated C. E. 1654 and G. E. 1444 (!) repsectively. 
The royal order confirms his decision. 

Thus the working principles of legal procedures seem to have beat 
fairly stable over a long time. And if a royal order of June 17,1784, 
proclaims that the rainy season (vassa) in that year had begun on July 
1,100 this brings us back right to the MahSvagga of the Vinaya-pitaka. 

AH this rich, hardly explored history of law quite different and inde¬ 
pendent from Hindu Dharma&stras is at the same time a considerable 
intellectual achievement of Indian culture. Only in the very recent past 
(he first steps to understand or even to discover the elaborate system 
that seems to uuderty Buddhist legal texts have been laken.,8, This 
aspect has not been touched in the present discussion, which tried to 
concentrate only on the Theravada legal tradition leaving aside the 
Vinaya of other schools, which at least as far as the Moiasarvasti- 
vadins are concerned, have an equally rich heritage of texts mainly 

preserved in Tibetan.102 Once all this will have been thoroughly 
researched, Buddhist, and perhaps particularly Theravada law103 might 

98. Royal Orders l (1983) 24: June 23, 1607. 
99. Royal Orders II ( 1985) 73. 

100. Royal Orders IV (1986) 62. 1 / 
101. H. Bechert, “Laws of the Buddhist Sahgha: An Early Juridical System lv/y 
in Indian Tradition, lecture given at the symposion on Recht, Staat und I ^ 
Vcrwaltung im klassischen Indicn, Munich, July, 1992; O. v. HinObcr, "The"1 
Arising pf an Offence: apattisamutthana. A Note on the Structure and 
History of the ThcravSdavinaya,” JFK 16 (1992): 5S-69. 
102. G. Schopcn’s “Doing Business for the Lord: Lending on Interest and 
Loan in the MQlasarvastivada-vuKpu” has succeeded in finding influences of 
Dharma&stra on a Vinaya, which sheds new and quite unexpected light on 
the history of Buddhist law. Dharmafastra influence can be felt perhaps in 
Vibh-a 382.29 383.32, wiiere it is said that there Is a difference in offenses 
such as murder or theft depending on the person against whom it is directed. 
103. Theravada law seems to have been held in high esteem among 
Buddhists, as can be deduced from the fact that the Samaniapasadikd was 
translated into.Chincse and taken over by the Dharmaguptaka school; cf. note 
78 above. . - 
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Alayavijnana 
(Store-Consciousness) ft liJ 

Original Conception found in TheravSda Pali Canon VOt» } 

By The Venerable Dr. WALPOLA RAHULA 

In the Yogdcdra (- Vijndnavdda) School of Buddhism, diayavijildna is 
oneofthe most important doctrines developed by Asanga (4th centuryAX.) 
He divides the vijildnaskattdha (Aggregate of Consciousness), the fifth of 
the five skandhas, into three different aspects or layers, namely, cilia, 
tnanas and vijildna. In the Theravdda Tipi (aka as well as in the Pali 
Commentaries, these three terms—cilia, manas, vijildna—arc considered 
as synonyms denoting the same thing.1 The Sarvastiy&da also takes 
them as synonyms.* Even the LaHkdvatdrasnirat which is purely a 
Mahayanatext, calls them synonyms* although their separate functions 
are mentioned elsewhere in the same siUra.1 Vasubandhu too in his 
V imialikd-vijnaptimdlraldsiddhi considers them as synonym^.1 Since 
any one of these three terms-—ettta, manas, vijildna—represents some aspect, 
even though not all aspects, of the fifth Aggregate vijildnaskandka, they 
may roughly be considered as synonyms. 

However, for Asanga, ciUa9 manas and vijildna arc three different and 
distinct aspects of the vtjildnaskhanda. He defines this Aggregate as 
follows: 

M What is the definition of the Aggregate of Consciousness (vijildna. 
skandha)} It is mind (cilia), mental organ (ma»os)and also consciousness 
(vijMw). ^ A [ r ' 

And there what is mind {cilia) ? It is dlayavijhdna (Store* 
Consciousness) containing all seeds (sarvabtjaka), impregnated with the 
traces (impressious) (vdsandparibhdvila) of Aggregates {skandha). Elements 
(dhdiu) and Spheres {dyalana). ... 

"What is mental organ {manas) ? It is the object of alayavijnana, 
always: having the nature of self-notion (self-conceit) [tnanyandlnuika) 
associated, with four defilements, viz., the false idea of self (atmadrsfi), 
sclf-loven(efwwsntf/ia), the conceit of ‘T am” (asmimdna) and ignorance 
{avidyfy, 1% ^ 

^ consciousness (vijildna) ? It consists of the six groups of 
consciousness (sarf vijiianakdydh), viz., visual consciousness {caksurvijMna) 

1 In the Vibdngha (PTS) p. 403, to the question hatamani satla cUtdni * 'What are the 
seven minds ?” the answer is: cakkhu-vinild^ai^t, soia-ghdna-jivhd-hdyavidddttaiji, 
manodkdlu, manoviiiildpadhdtu. So cilia, mono and viilddtia are synonymous. 
Dhs. also (p. 209, § 1187) to the question katame dkammd ciltd ? gives the same 
answer as the above in Vibhanga. Visuddhimaga p. 452 says : viiMdipyp cittatp 
manoti aUhato ekam. also Digha Uikdya I, p. 21; £«*»•/«« lUhdya II, 
pp. 94-9^; Vibhanga p. 87. 

J Ciltain mano’lha vijUdndm ekdrtham. Koia, II, 34. 
2 Ciitarji vikalpo vijilaptir tnano vijildnam eva ca dlayaqi iribhavaictf Id cle ciUasya 

payay&g. Lanka, p. 322. 
4 Ibid. p. 481 Ciitena ciyalc karma, manasd ca victyalc, viin&nena vijdndH, driyam 

haipeli fancabhik. 
? Cittam mano vijUdnarjx vijnaptii cell p ary ay ah. Vimiatika, p. 3. 

f> H;m> ws* 

a) 
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and mental consciousness (manovijiiuna). ,, 
Thus we can see that vijiiana represents the simple reaction or 

response of the sense-organs when they come in contact with the external 
objects. This is the uppermost or superficial aspect or layer of the 
vijMnaskandha. Manas represents the aspect of its mental functioning, 
thinking, reasoning, concaving ideas, etc. Cilia, which is here called 
Mayavijndna, represents the deepest, finest and subtlest aspect or layer 
of the Aggregate of Consciousness. It contains all the traces or impres- 
sions of the past actions and all good and bad future potentialities. The 
Sandhinirmocana~s&tra also says that dlaymijndna is called cilia (Tibetan 
sems)* 

It is generally believed that alayavijndna is purely a MahaySna 
doctrine and that nothing about it is found in the "Hinavana" But 
in the Mah dyunasahgrahcP Asanga himself says that in the §ravakayana 
{=Hiii ay ana) it is mentioned by synonyms (farydya) and refers to a 
passage in the Ekottardgama which reads: "People (praja\ like the Maya 
(dlayarata), are fond of the dlaya {dlaydrd2na)f are delighted in the 
Slaya (Mayasammu&ita), are attached to the Maya {Maydbhirata). When 
the Diiarma is prcadied for the destruction of the Maya, they wish to 
listen (&tifw?afs) and fend thorears (irolramaradadhali), theyiput foi th 
a will for the perfect knowledge {djndcillam upasthapayati) anil follow the 
path of Truth {dharmdnudharmapmlipanna). When the TaUiagata 
appears in tlic world (prddurbhdva), this marvcllous [dscarya) aiujextra- 
ordinaiy the .world/* ‘ - J 

Lamotte Identified this EkoUardgama passage with the following 
passage in tire Pali Angullaranikdya (A Jt, p. 131}: Alayardmd bhikkhave 
pzjd Mayarald dlayasammuditd, sd Talhagatcna andlayc Jkamme desiya- 
tndne stfsstlydU soiam odaJiali afciidciilm*! upaflkdpcli, Tatkagalasm 
bhikkhave arakato sdmmdsambuddhassa pdlubhdvd «y«*n pafUianut 
acchariyo abbhuto dhammo pdlubh avail. (Mankind arc fond of the Maya, 
O biiikknus, like the Maya, rejoice in the Maya ; with the TaihdgMa they 
pay tumour to the Dhamtna, they listen and lend an attentive car to 
perfect knowledge. When, Q bhikkhus, a Fully Enlightened Liberated 
Tzthdgzta appears hr the world this marvellous and extraordinary 
Dhamtna appears in the world). 

Besides this Anguilara passage, the term Maya in the same sense is 
found in several other places of the Pali Canon.4 The Pali Commentaries 
explain this term as "attachment to the five sense-pleasures"* and do 
not go deeper than that. But this also is an aspect of the dlayamjfldnb. 

In the LankdvaldrasUlra the term Iaihdgalagarbha is used as a 

par Eticono T 

1 Abhidkarmasamuccaya (Pradhan ed. Visva-Sharafc;, 1050) pp. 11-12. The 
taxatt definitions of dtto, mono* and oijft&na axe given briefly in the Mahdy&na- 
siUr&Unkk&ra p. 174 (XIX, 76) :■ * Cittam dUtyamjH&nam, nmnas iaddlambanam 

vUddnom fa 4 pij&dnakdy&h* 
• SandkimrmocanasOlrc. texto tib6tain, 6dlt6 et traduR 

Loavah et Phil*, 103$, pp. 55, 105. 
• MakMyMnmsakgraka, txadoction Lamotte. p. 26. 
4 E.g. Majjhima Nikdya I, p. 167 : Samyutta NMya I, p.136; Vinaya I,p. 4. 
4 Alayardmdti solid paiUasu k&magupssu diayaniijdajjhima Nikdya Commentary11/ 

p.174. Alayar&mdti satid paAcakdmagupe aliiyanii (So w anlapdsddikd, Makdvagga 
vappand, Colombo, 1900, p. 153). pafUakdmagnpdlaya, Visuddhimagga p. 293. 
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s\<?. Synonym tor iUayavijhanap ana is aescnocu as iunnuuus by luvumT 
(prakfliprahhdsvara) and "pure by nature" (prak(liparLiuddha) but 
appearing as impure "because it is sullied by adventitious defilements" 
(dgantukUiopaklii (alayd) .* In the A nguUarunikdya? cilia is described 
sis "luminous" (pabhassara), but it is "sullied by adventitious minor 
defilements" (dganlukehi upakkiUsehi upakkilittham).4 One may notice 
hero that luayavijndna (or Iaihdgalagarbha) and cilia arc described^almost 
by the same 'tOTns.- We:have seen earlier that the Sandkinirmocana- 
sulra says that dlayavijMna is also called cilia, Asanga too mentions 
that it is named ciUaP ^ 

It is this dlayavijildfU or villa that is considered by men as their 
"Soul," "Self," "Ego" or Alman* Here we may remember, as a concrete 
example, that Soli, one of the Buddha's disciples, took vinnana {vijiiana)1 
in this sense and that the Buddha reprimanded him for Ibis wrong view.® 

The attainment of Nirvana is achieved by "the revolution of Mayavij 
nano?' which is called diroyapardvfUi or dlayapardvrUi? The same idea 
is conveyed by the expression dlayasamugghdia "uprooting of Maya” 
which is used in the Pali Canon as a synonym for Nirvana.10 we 

is anouici synonym lor Miould rcnK'mbcr also that and! ay a "no*i 
Nirvana.11 

The MaymajMnapG?jtvfiU is sometimes ca&xxi biiapardvfHi "revolu- 
tm% q( tlie seeds" as vveHL** hoe signifies the <f3ccds" of defilements 
(sdmfdc. sikadharmabija) which cause the continuity of sdntsdra. By the 
"revolution of these seeds" one attains Nirvf;;.* Again the Pah term 
kklnubija, ** wind i is used to denote an arahan t whose * "seeds of defilements 
are destroyed," expresses the same idea. 

Titus, one may see that, although not developed as in tire ruanayana. 
the uiiginai idea of diayavijndna was already there in the Pali Canon of 
the Theravada. 

Ibid. pp. 77, 222. 
“ . . . The f 

Suzuki in the Lankdvai&ra~s utra, p. 1S2) says : 
Lankdvaidt x differs from the Yoga^tra in one important point, i.e.. 

ti*at while the latter maintains that the A!&ya ^’absolutely pure and nas nothing 
to do with dcfflemen'.s and evil passions, the Lankdvaidt a and A^vaghosha main* 
lain the viow that tho Tathftgata-garbha or the Alaya U the storage of the impuro 
as* well as the pore.. /* But this is not so. The YogdcSra also considers that the 

. A lay a. is tlio storago of dofllements. Cf. Sarvasaiftkleiikadharmabijasthdtuiludd 
- dlayah ’Tt is called AJaya because it Is the place for the seeds of all the defile- 
menu". TrUpUkd, p. 18. Cf. also dUyavijiidndiriiadauf {hulya, ibid. pp. 22. 

9 A I p. 10. * 
4 The Commentary says that hers “atta means bkavangacitta" citlanii bhavakgacUiam. 
** Mah&vdsanrrakm. o. 15. 
• fbid%?uFTr:>&&d. pp. 16, 22; Digkm Nikdya 1. p. 21. 
1 Here it should be remembered that dlaymaijfldna is one of the eight vijX&nxs. 
9 iylajjnima NihSya I, p. 25b if. Mahdiaphdsatpkkaya-sutta. 
* airayasya pardvrttir iH : dbayvtm UtvMjakam dlayatrij Han a m. (Trimiik*, p. 44). 

Saiva ca arkad P ^ 7 ydvfUmfL 
... vijddndndm pardvfttib andsraae dkOUtr vimuktik. {S&ird-laiikdra. XI, 44). 
dirayasya pardvHtim amUpddmp midmy akam. (Lankd. p. 202). 

14 B.g. A II# p. 34; III, p. 35:. . • wmimmmmdana plpdiavinayo dlayasamuggkdtc 
vattupacchtdo fapkakhhayo virago tUrodho nibbdnam. 

u S IV, p. 372; also : yo tass&ytva tep&dps asesaxirdganirodho pafinissaggo mutti 
andfayo, S V, p. 421 and passim. 

12 Suirdlatikdra, XI, 44 ; bijapardpfUtr Uy Mlayavij^dnapar&vrtiita h. 
u Tt kki&abijd avirOlkicehandd nibbanti dkiri... in the JRalanasuUa, Sn : p. 41. 

The bija theory of the Yog&c$ra should be compared with the abhisamkhdra- 
viniidna (^bija) of the Thcravida. 
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: Vvtncn Uftammapaoa/ 
1 Colin Dale MvO fti) 

, . hi H ftu Our Pali Dhammapada (Dhp) is only one of several existing versions. 7 
These are briefly but expertly surveyed by Professor Norman in his 

book on Pali literature.1 2 It is not even clear that Dhp is the detest of these 
texts, though it conceivably may be. Let us just list the others. There is 1. 
the Udanavargd* (Uv) in a near-Sanskrit version found in Turkestan, and 
comprising some 1050 stanzas (as against 423 in Dhp). A Tibetan rendering 
of this has twice been translated into English,3 There is 2. the so-called 
Gandhari Dharmapada (GDhp)-4 5 which was found in Khotan in two parts (a 
third part is missing), and 3. there are four Chinese versions.3 4. The most 
recent discovery, known as the Patna Dharmpada (PDhp), has been edited 
no fewer than three times.6 7 A vinaya text, the Mahdvastu,7 also contains 
some^elevant material. 

Professor Norman says there are differences of opinion about the poetic . 
quality of the verses of Dhp, and certainly Professor Brough is pretty 
scathing on the'subject - and he is quoted with obvious approval bv 
Bernhard, the editor of Uv., which certainly has a lot of padding. But 
Brough's words can be taken as referring at least principally to the “extra” 
verses in GDhp, and so not necessarily to Dhp. Though some lovers of our 
text may have sung its praises too uncriticailyv it certainly docs not in gener¬ 
al seem tadeserve Brough’s strictures: indeed the author of the witty word¬ 
play pi Dhp.97 (to take a single example) was, l think, no meanpoet But 
poctfc merit apart, the various versions differ considerably, and when the 
Same or similar stanzas occur in different redactions, they are often in quite 
a different order. There is no conclusive evidence as to priority, but Dhp and 
PDhp seem to be closest to whatever was the original version. As to the 
sources of the material. Professor Norman points out that more than half of 

1. K. R. Norman, Pali Literature (vol.VlI, fasc. 2 of A History cf Indian Literature, ed. J. 
Gonda), Wiesbaden 1983, pp. 58-60. 
2. Ed. F. Bernhard, 2-vote; Gottingen 1965-8. 
3. «W. W. Rockhill, Uddnawrga. A Collection of Verses from the Buddhist Canon. London 
1892: (rep. Delhi 1982):- The Tibetan Dhammapada. Translated and edited by Gareth 
Sparham, Delhi 1982. 
4. The Gandhari Dharmapada. cd. J. Brough, London 1962. An enterprising local charac¬ 
ter seems to have split the MS into three parts. One pan lie sold to tlie Russian vice-consul, 
and one to the French explorer DulrcuiLde Rhins. Tlic fate of the third part is unknown. As 
early as 1897 it had been recognised that the portions preserved in St. Petersburg and Paris 
were parts of thfe same MS, but wars and revolutions delayed complete publication of the 
available material till 1962. Sec Brough's introduction. There is a remote chance that the 
missing part may turn un. 
5. See Samuel Beal. Dhammapada, translated from the Chinese, 1878 (tep. Calcutta 

1952). It is curious that both Beal and Sparham (n. 3) use the Pali name Dhammapada 
(instead of SkL Dharmapada) in the titles of their versions. 
6. By N. S. Shukla, Patna 1979; by G. Roth in H. Bechert (cd.). The Language of the 

Earliest Buddhist Tradition (Gollingen 1980), pp. 97-135; by Margaret Cone in Journal of the 
Pali Text Society, vol. xiii, pp. 101 ff. Neither this nor GDhp has been translated into English. 
7. Norman (n. 1), p. 60. 
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the verses in DKp occur elsewhere in the canon, while some seem to come 
from non-Buddhist (Brahmin or Jain) sources. The suggestion that each and > 
every stanza was uttered by the Buddha on a particular occasion is thus a' 
fantasy of the (unknown) commentator. But in any case, the .idea that, e-g., 
each of the clearly parallel verses i and 2 was addressed by the Buddha to a 
different person on a different occasion would be hard to believe! 

The stories attached to the different stanzas of Dhp - however they got 
there - arc very interesting and instructive, and it is noteworthy that they 
were translated into English' many years before the actual, exegetic material 
of the commentary in which they arc incorporated.’ This fact had an advan¬ 
tage in so far as the translators of this were able to draw on all the other 
known versions, including PDhp, for their very valuable notes, 

A word must be said about translations of Dhp. There arc at least 40 so- 
called translations mto English of this work, but it must be said that more 
than half of these are rehashes of existing versions, often cobbled together 
by people with little or no knowledge of Pali! H is curious to see how many 
of them open with the words, sometimes as they stand, sometimes slightly 
adapted, with which Max Mttller’s rendering of 1881 begins: “All dial we 
are is the result of what wc have thought ”, which is perhaps not a bad para¬ 
phrase, but scarcely a translation of the original: hdanopubbangamd dham- 
ma ”*110 dhmtatas (slates, conditions) are preceded by mind”. A number of 
these versions also suffer from another defect: that of trying to assimilate 
Buddhist thought to that of Vedanta or the like. A particular offender here, 
alas, is the Penguin version by J. Mascard, and another well-known version, 
by Radhakrishnan, is similarly at fault. The most reliable version is still that 
of NSrada Thera, of which there are various editions, or that of 
Buddharakknita Thera.” These translations make no mention of die other 
recensions we have mentioned. For these we must turn to thejvork of 
Cuter and Paiihawadana (see n. 9), which includes a verse-translation of the 
text. This is generally sound, though it opens rather oddly: "Preceded by 
perception (my italics) are the mental states” - with absolutely no explana¬ 
tion of this unusual rendering of mono-. If they wanted at all costs - but 
why? - to avoid writing “mind” here, “volition” would peril aj>s have made 
better sense (not that I am proposing this). 

I certainly agree wholeheartedly with Titus Gomes about the value of 
studying the Dhammapada. And perhaps we can consider it to some extent 
a- miniature “Buddhist Bible" if we want such a thing, as it certainly 
includes, in some shape or form, most of the essentials pf the Buddhist 

8. E. W. Burlingame. Buddhist Legends, translated from the original Pali Text of the 
Dhammapada Commentary (Cambridge. Mass 1921). rep. London 1969. 
9. The Dhammapatla. A New English Translation with the Pali Text and rite First English 
Translation of the Commentary's Explanation of the Verses .... by John Ross Caster and 
Mahinda PaJihawardana. New York. Oxford, 1987. 
10. Trans. Buddtorakkhita Thera, Bangalore 1965. NSrarfc’s and Radhakrishnan’s versions 
include the original Pali. 
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teaching, at least in the Theravada form." It is not quite true, it least out¬ 
side of Sri Lanka, that all Bhikkhus have to learn it by heart before their 
ordination - but it might be a good idea if they did! 

11. Brough (n. 4), p. 243, suggests that manomaya in Dhp {, 2 might represent a 
Vijnanavada point of view (“mind-made”). GDhp.and other versions have forms correspond¬ 
ing to Pali manojava “swift as thought", which is not quite parallel with the first two terms 
and gives a dubious sense. The true reading is uncertain. > 

OBITUARY 

Venerable Songch’ol, 
An Inspiration for Millions 

Ven Mujin Sunim 

Venerable Songch’ol, the Patriarch of tire Korean Buddhist Chogy 
Order, passed away on the 4th November at 7 * 30 am. To this spiritu: 

head of Korea’s largest Buddhist Order, some 12,000 monks and nuns at. 
about 15 million lay people have looked for guktencc for the past 13 years. 

Bern in Sanch’ong in Southern Kyongsang-do Province, Songch’< 
Sunim was an exceptionally intelligent child. He wrote his first poem at tl 



Patience 
Tenzin Gyatso 

m. n3if» 

The Fourteenth Dalai Lama 

Serialized from A FLASH OF LIGHTNING IN THE DARK OF NIGHT: A Guide to ibe 
Bodhisattva's Way of Life, fry Tenzin Gyatso. The Fourteenth Dalai Lama. (Printed fry 
arrangement with Shambhala Publications. Inc.) 

This concludes the chapter of HL Holiness’ commentary on ’Patience’ 
from the BodhicarydvatSra by Ssntideva. Patience, together with 

meditative concentration, constitute the key aspects of the training in 
bodhicitta. The instructions in this chapter are very powerful aids to 
practice. ^ ' ‘ 

62 If when others slander you, you claim 
-Youtanger is because tbey harm themselves. 
How is.it that you do not resent . .. 
The slander of which others are the victim? 

When people say unpleasant things about us, if it is the nasty things in 
themselves that angry also when nasty 
things arc said about others; .For the case is the-same as far as these unplcas* . 

4mt things.are„concemed. But when unpleasant-things are said about other 
people, what usuaHyJtappens klhatwe.attribute.the criticism to causes that 1 
do not concern us-and- KmaiiUhdittgpitt.. Why do .we not apply the same : 
argument when we ourselves arc the object of .criticism?" When someone | 
influenced by negative emotions says nasty things about us, why do we j 
allow ourselves to get angry? It is. after all, negative emotions, not people, 
that are responsible for the auaefc. -And-again* if we are not angry when other 
people are criticized, it follows that we should also tolerate people insulting 
the Buddha, breaking statues, burning down monasteries, slandering great. 
teachers and so on. 

64 Even those who vilify and undermine 
The sacred Doctrine, stupas, images of holy beings 
Are not the proper objects of my anger 
The Buddhas are not banned thereby. 

74 For the sake of my desired aims, 
A thousand times I have endured the fires 
And other pains of hell. 
Achieving nothing for myself and others. 

75 The present pains are nothing to compare with those. 
And yet great benefits accrue from them. 
These afflictions, which dispel the troubles of all 

wandering beings - 
•' I should only take delight in them. 

If, for example, a person condemned to death were to have his life spared 
in exchange for having his hands cut off, be would feel very relieved. 
Similarly, when we have the chance to purify a great suffering by enduring a 
slight injury, we should accept it. If, unable to bear insults, we get angry, we 
are only creating worse suffering for the future. Difficult though it may be, 
we should try instead to broaden our perspective and not retaliate. 

We have been and are still going through endless suffering without 
deriving any benefit whatsoever from it. Now that we have promised to be 
good-hearted, we should try not to get angry when others insult us. Being 
patient might not be easy. It requires considerable concentration. But the 
result we achieve by enduring these difficulties will be sublime. That is 
something to be happy about! .. 

79 When compliments are heaped upon my merits, 
I want others to rejoice in them; 
When, however, someone else is praised. 
My happiness is slow and grudging. 

When people we do not like are praised, we normally become jealous. 
This is a mistake. When good things are said of others, we should try to join 
in. Then we too may get a little happiness. So why not rejoice? If we can 
rejoice and feel a sense of satisfaction when those we dislike are praised, the 
happiness we have is truly positive and approved by the Buddhas^When we 
practise like this, even our enemies come to appreciate us. This is one of the 
best ways of gaining others’respect 

80 Since ! want the happiness of beings, 
I have wished to be enlightened for their sake. 
Why then should others irk me 
When they find some pleasure for themselves? 

If we cannot appreciate and rejoice in the happiness someone else might 
have in praising other people, in the end we will be unable to tolerate even 
J.c slightest joy in anyone eise. If that is the case, we might just as well give 
up anything that helps others and never even make gifts, refusing to accept 
anything that might please them. If we enjoy being praised, it is wrong for 
us to be irritated when someone else is praising others and deriving pleasure 
from doing so. 
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83 If even this I do not want for beings. 
How could I want Buddhahood for them? 
How can anyone have bodhicina 
Who is irritated by the good that others have? 

..... 

As we-have taken the vow to attaitnyifflfiseiiehcie for the sake of ail 
beings, when these same beings have a little happiness on their own 
account, it make< sense to rejoice rather than to be irritated. We have made 
ourselves responsible for dispelling all suffering and accomplishing all 
happiness, so when others are happy, our responsibility' actually becomes 
lighter. But if we cannot bear others being happy, how can we pretend to be 
seeking Buddhahood? 

When things are not going well for someone we dislike, what is the point 
in rejoicing? It does not make his present suffering any worse, and even if it 

- did, iiow sad it wouid be that we should wish such a thing. 

90 The rigmarole of prai* and reputation 
Serves not to increase merit or the span of life; 
Bestowing neither health nor strength of body, 
it contributes nothing to die body's ease. 

Simply being praised is of no substantial help at all: it does not increase 
• people** good fortune, nor does it make them live any longer, if temporary 
nmasiirc is a!! you want, you might as well take drugs. Yet many people 
invest much money and even deceive their friends so as to win status. This 
is quite stupid. Their status and fame do not really help much in this life and 
do nothing for future lives. There is no point in being happy if we are 
famous or unhappy because people speak ill of us. 

93 Children can’t help cry ing 
When their sand castles come crumbling down. 
Our minds are so like them 
When praise and reputation start to fail. 

94 Shcrt-!:v:d sound, devoid cf intellect, , 
Can never in itself intend to praise us. 
‘But it’s the joy that others take in me’, you say. 
Are these the poor causes of your pleasure? 

95 What is k to me if others should delight 
In someone else or even in myself? 
Their joy is theirs alone: 
What part of it could be for my enjoyment? 

Patience 

Nice words of praise are devoid of mind: they have no wish to say good 
things about us. The good intentions other people have of praising us asc 
their good intentions, not curs! If we are happy because others have p!eap * 
things to say about us, then we should also be happy when they say the same 
about our enemies. We should treat everyone equally. ~ ••*-*•-*•**• -- “ 

98 Praise and compliments disturb me. 
They soften myrevulsion with samsara. 
I begin to covet others’qualities, and # 
Every excellence is thereby spoiled. 

Praise, if you think about it, is actually a distraction. For example, in th 
beginning one may be a simple, humble monk, content with little. Later -v 
people may say flattering things like ‘He’s a iama’ and one tvgins to fee: 
bit more proud and to become self-conscious about how one looks and 
behaves. Then the eight worldly preoccupations become stronger, do they 

Again, at first when wc have little, we do not have much reason for :t 
sense of competition with others. Set later, wiaa the immblcmunk <•.* 
grow some hair*, he becomes conceited, and as he becomes more 
tiai. he vies with ethers for important positions. We feel jealous ■>• *vyonc 
who has good qualities, and this in the mid destroys whatever rood u..*:;- 
we ourselves have. Being praised is not really 2 goodth 
source of negative actions. u 

i 

99 Those who stay dose by me^ then. 
To ruin my good name and cut me down to oi^e - 
Are they notlhe-guardians who protect me 
From perdition in the refinis of sorrow? ,, ■ • . ■ 

As our real goal is enlightenment, we should not be : > 
enemies, who in fact dispel all the obstacles to our attaining e.* ■. 

cu 
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101 They, like Buddha's very blessing. 
Bar my way, determined as I am 
To pbisge myself in suffering. 
How could I be angry with them? 

102 We should not be angry, saying. 
They are obstacles to virtue.’ 
Patience is the peerless austerity. 
And is this not my chosen path? 
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It is no use excusing ourselves, saying that our enemies are preventing us 
rom practising and that that is why we get angry. If we truly wish to 
progress, there is no practice more important than patience. We cannot pre- 
end to be practitioners if we have no patience. 

If we cannot bear the harm our enemies do to us and instead get angry. 
Me are ourselves the obstacle to achieving an immensely positive action. 
Nothing can exist without s cause, and there can be no practice of patience 
Without there being people who wrong us. How, then, can we call such peo¬ 
ple obstacles to our practice of patience, which is fundamental to the 
Mahsyana path? We can hardly call a beggar an obstacle to generosity. 

There are many reasons for charity; the world is lull of people in need. 
On the oilier hand, those who make us angry and test cur patience are rela¬ 
tively few, especially if. we avoid harming others. So when we encounter 
these rare enemies we should appreciate them. 

!Q? Like a treasure found at home, 
Enriching me without fatigue. 
Enemies are helpers in the bodhisattva life. 
They should be a pleasure and a joy to me. 

. When we have been patient towards enemies, we should dedicate the 
fruit of this practice .to them, because they are the dauses of in They have 
been very kind to us. We might ask; ‘Why should they deserve this 
dedication when they had no intention of making us practise patience?’ But 
do objects need to have an intention before they are worthy of our respect? 
The Dhanrsa itself, which points out the cessation of suffering and is the 
cause of happiness, has no intention of helping us, yet it is sureiy worthy of 
respect. , 

We might think, then, that our enemies are undeserving because they 
actively wish to harm us. But if everyone were as kind and well-intentioned 
as a doctor, how could we ever practise patience? And when a doctor, 
intending to cure us. nulls us by amputating a limb, cutting us open or prick¬ 
ing us with needles, we do not think of him as an enemy and get angry with 
him. Thus, we cannot practise patience towards him. But enemies are those 
who intend to harm us, and it is for this reason that we are able to practise 
patience towards them. 

.Ill Thankstoattitudes of bitter hatred, 
I engender patience in myself. v 
They are thus the very cause of patience. 
Fit for veneration like the Doctrine. 

10 
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'112 i Beings and the Buddhas are thus equal 
. ,!, Fields of merit, said the Blessed Lord. 

,< Many who have sought the happiness of others 
Have transcended all perfection. 

There are two fields through which we can accumulate merit: beings and 
Buddhas. It is with the aid of beings, wretched though they are, that we can 
accumulate positive <actions, develop bodhfeitta, practise the six p>*rfect!on$, 
and attain the qualities of nirvana. Without beings we cannot have 
compassion we cannot achieve supreme enlightenment but rather shall fall 
into the extreme of nirvana. So the attainment of supreme enlightenment and 
the understanding we gain on the path are dependent on beings, just as much 
as on the Buddhas. It is a mistake to separate them, saying the Buddhas jre 
superior and- beings are inferior. As they are both equally necessary for our 
enlightenment, why do we not respect beings as much as the Buddhas? 

114 Their aims are not, of course, alike. 
But it is by their fruit that they must be compared. 
This, then, is the excellence of living beings’ qualities. 
Beings and the Buddhas are indeed the same! 

Of course, they are not equal in their qualities. But in the sense that 
beings have the potential to assist in our accumulating merit and gaining 
cnlightcnrncnt. we can say that theytarc equal. 

119 As the Buddhas are my constant friends. 
Boundless in the benefits they bring me, 
How else may I repay their goodness, ^ 
But by making living beings happy? 

. 122 Buddhas are made happy by the joy of beings; 
They sorrow and lament when beings suffer. 
Making beings happy. I please the Buddhas also; 
Offending them, the Buddhas also I offend. 

If we really take refuge in the Buddhas, then we should respect their 
wishes. After all, in ordinary lifeitis normal to adapt in some way to one’s 
friends mid respect their wishes. The ability to do so is considered a good 
quality. It’ is ‘truly sad if, on the one hand, we say that we take refuge with 
heartfelt.deVdtfon in the Buddha. Dharma and Sangha but, on the other 
hand, in our* actions, we contemptuously ignore what displeases them. We 
are prepared to conform to the standards of ordinary people but not to those 

11 
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of the Buddhas and bodhisattvas. How miserable!;If, for,example, a 
Christian truly loves God, then be should practise love for sdl, his fellow 
human beings. Otherwise, he is failing to follow his religion: his words and 
deeds are in contradiction. 

... ... T.\ ^ ^ • 

. 127 Reverence for beings will rejoice the Buddhas, 
’ Excellently bringing welfare for myself; 

It will likewise drive away the sorrows of die world. 
And will therefore be my constant practice. 

The ambassadors of a king or president, for example, have;to be 
respected, however unimpressive they may look, because they represent a 
whole country. Similarly, all beings, wretched as they may be, are under the 
protection of the Buddhas and bodhisattvas. So, by directly harming beings, 
we indirectly pain the Buddhas and bodhisattvas. This is something we 

I should be very careful about. 
! ‘ If we can piease beings, it goes without saying that this will contribute 
j toward our attaining omniscience. Even in this life, we shall be happy and 
i relaxed, well thought of. and have many friends. In future lives we shall be 

good-looking, strong and healthy, and shall be reborn in the higher realms, 

with the eight qualities that sue the result of positive actions. Under such 
favourable conditions we shall eventually attain enlightenment. Sc. helping 
others is fundamental on the path to Buddhahcod. 

• This very important chapter on patience is the foundation for the next 
&aptcr. which shows how we can benefit others through understanding the 

I qualities of altruism and the disadvantages of egotism. 
In general it is the very notion of enemies that is the main obstacle to 

bodhicitta. If we can transform an enemy into someone for whom we fee! 
respect and gratitude, then our practice will naturally progress, like water 

| following a channel cut in the earth. 
To be patient means not to get angiy with those who harm us aid instead 

to have compassion for them. This is not to say that we should let them do 
i what they like. We Tibetans, for example, have undergone great difficulties 

at the hands of others. But if we get angry with them, we can only be the 
losers. This is why we are practising patience. But we are not going to let 

| injustice and oppression go unnoticed. 

! In ibe next issue of The .Middle Wav we continue this serialization with ‘End-avour’. 

i . ^ 
Shambhala Publications, Inc. 300 Massachusetts Avenue. Boston. Mass. C21 IS. Available at 
£8.99 from Airlift Books. 8 The Arena. Mollison Avenue. Enfield. Middlesex EN3 7NJ 
(lei: 0181 8040400). 
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The Cosmogonic Sword 

Do you recall, above all else, 
what was the origin of the primordial mass? 

[Saitair na Ram (Psalter of quatrains)]44 

Council of Ontario Universities 

* Mac E6in (n. 18 above), 132.111.7865-68. Despite the fully Christian orientation, 
note the similarity to the phraseology employed ip the Germanic “earth and heaven". 
formula: “Tell me that fust, if your wit allows and you know it* Vafbrudnir: from: 
where did the earth and heaven above first come, wise giant?" (quoted in Lars Ldnnroth, 
"Iqrfl fannz aeva n£ upphiminn: A Formula Analysis," in Spicvtvm Norroenum: Norse 
Studies in Memory of Gabriel Turville-Petre, ed. Ursula Dronke eta). [Odense: Odense 
University Press, 1981], pp. 340-27). 
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Malcolm David Eckel GR AT 1TUDE TO AN 

EMPTY SAVIOR: A 

STUDY OFTHE 

CONCEPT OF 

GRATITUDE IN 

MAHAYANA BUDDHIST 
PHILOSOPHY 

ithe beginning of a study of gratitude or thanksgiving in the Buddhist 
it ion it is important to acknowledge the presence of cultural images 

t can distort our understanding of the way such concepts function 
a Buddhist environment. This is particularly true of a concept like 
titude that bears such a ihcistic aura. Merely to mention the term in 

Western religious context is to invite the mind to leap to a thcistic 
ndusion: “gratitude to God.** But Buddhists do not affirm the 

tcnce of an ultimate, personal God, and from that one fundamental 
ercncc radiate many other subtle differences that influence the 
ning of what otljc^wise would be very familiar concepts. Gratitude 
other such concepts can be found in the tradition and will often 

; very familiar, but they can be located very differently in the 
ure of the religious discourse and religious action that make up 

Buddhist tradition. - 
What 1 propose to do in this essay is simply to make a virtue of 

ity. 1 will take-the theistic images that most often lead to mis- 
erstanning ot the Buddhist tradition and use them to generate 

M5 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved. 
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58 The Concept of Gratitude^ 

: ' . 
questions about the tradition that Buddhists themselves might at first| 
find unusual. 1 will do this in the hope that the questions will let us sell 
the Buddhist tradition in a new way and also in the hope that aq| 
attentive look at the differences in the Buddhist answers will give a newt 
perspective on structures of religious thought that arc closer to homeijl 
To keep the investigation within controllable limits, ! will pose the! 
questions only to a certain body of material: the speculation about! 
Buddhahood and the relationship between the Buddha and his disciples® 
in the philosophical literature of the Indian MahaySna tradition andj 
particularly in the works of the MSdfcysmika philosophers from^ 
BhSvaviveka to Santideva. £ J9 

To help pose the questions let us start with an image of gratitudeaj 
that is frankly thcistic. This is tlie prayer of general thanksgiving froralS 
the Episcopal Book of Common Prayer, a prayer that is engraved, i(|S 
not consciously, at least subluninally, on the mind of anyone raised iaJH 
the Anglican communion: “Almighty God, Father of all mercies, v<aJS 
thine unworthy servants do give thee most humble and hearty thanki§| 
for all thy goodness and loving-kindness to us and to ail men. We bies^§B 
thee for our creation, preservation, and all the blessings of this life; bmfg 
above al! for thine inestimable love in the redemption of the world bjfj| 
our Lord Jesus Christ, for the means of grace, and for the hope afftf 
glory.”1 The image is a familiar one, an image of response to a beinraa 
who is conceived in personal form, for blessings that reflect at one® 
both cosmic events (“creation," “preservation," “redemption”) >nra| 
relations of a more personal sort (“thine inestimable love"). But wh^jO 
gives this expression of gratitude a peculiarly religious character is thejg 
element of ultimacy. It is not an expression of gratitude that wouidiM 
take place just between two human beings but an expression of gratia 
tude toward the ultimate source of one^s existence. The images in IMS 
prayer, from the expressions of hu>nllity in the first line to the references 
to salvation in the last, all conspire to indicate gratitude toward a bciagjB 
who is truly ultimate. ^9 

It is the element of ultimacy that makes gratitude in the Buddhism 
tradition such a difficult problem. Concepts that fall within the rangejfl 
of the term "gratitude” are not difficult to find. There is the concept Crag 
anumodand. for example, which indicates a joyous acquiescence am 
another person's good fortune and is used throughout the tradition tjSj 
undermine a slavish preoccupation with one's own individual welfare ;|| 
But the element of gratitude in Ladd hist thought goes beyond • ar4B 
tktilar concepts to suggest a certain meditative or recollected attitudes 

1 The Book of Common Prayer (New York: Church Hymnat Corporation, I9T 
p. 58. 
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Inward the vicissitudes of life. The pre^nt Dalai 1 ^ma is fond of 
inieating to hts%estem audiences how “grateful” he is to the Com- 
§mnist regime in China for giving him the opportunity to practice love 
ffor his enemies. To some ears the sentiment may sound contrived But 
[ithas roots deep in the MahSyina ascctical tradition, in the meditation 
|m the “exchange :of self and other" in the eighth chapter of the 
$Bodhicaryavatdra and more fundamentally In the “joyfuiness” that 
Mtiiaracierizcs entry into the first stages of dhyana or “meditation" in . 
^traditional Buddhist discipline.1 What is problematic for Buddhists is 
JpM that there should be gratitude in this familiar sense, as an expe- . ipence of relations between equal human beings, but that this gratitude 
Should be dii ected to a divine being who ultimately is the source of the 
fteaefils of this life. Indian Buddhist philosophers admitted no ultimate 
Kfivinc source. In fact they carried on a running battle with their H indu 
Kcaileagues for more than a millennium on precisely this-point.* Even 
g-ster. the Buddhist tradition wasnearing extinction in India. Buddhist 
Ed&ilosophers showed no «gn of abandoning their position. 
E^One nossible response to the absence of ultimate divine persenhood 

list thought would be to look at the relations between human 
s the primary locus of Buddhist gratitude. There is much to 
d this approach. It avoids the pitfall of suggesting, as much 
. scholarship in the last century lias done, that behind the 
s that characterize many Buddhist expressions of ultimate 
es a veiled affirmation/ But to focus simply on ordinary 

exchange of self and Other, see BadhicarySvatara 8.129- 31: “AH who suffer 
r'.d teste their own ptearure; all who have pleasure in this world seek the 
f others" (8. 129). “What more is there to say! Consider the difference between 
ho 'seeks his own welfare and the sage who acts for the welfare others" 
lo one will attain Buddhahood. let alone pleasure In transmigmtory (existence, 
not exchange the suffering of others for his own pleasure" (8.131). The 

ext of these verses is found in BoMkarySvatOn of Shuiilcva uiih the Com- 
»ahjikd of PrajhSkaramail. ed. P. l~ Vaidya. Buddhist Sanskrit Texts no. 12 
ja: Mithila Institute, I960),p. 163. A useful modem Tibetan commentary that 
irrent Tibetan understanding of the concept is Geshc Kclsang Gyatso. Mean- 
Behold (Uhrerston. England: Wisdom Publications, 1980). On the element oi 
is" in the introductory stages of dhyana (PSli JhBna) sec Visuddhimagya of 
tosacariya. ed. Henry Clarke Warren, rev. Dharmananda Kosamo. (Cam- 
ass.: Harvard University Press, 1950), pp. 112 (T. 
nusing reference to the controversy between Buddhists and Hindus over the 
of God (tivare) is found in a Uoka attributed to the Hindi philosopher 

: addressing God. the philosopher says: “Drunk with the wine of your own 
4y. you ignore me; but when the Buddhists are here, your very existence de- 
me": “aiSvaryamadamatlo V mBm avaJrUya yarlase / upasthittfu hauddheyu 

nS tava rrWrtt." The verse is quoted in George Chcmparathy. An Indian 
Theology: Introduction to Vdayanc’s NyHyakusumanja’i (Vienna: Mstcpl 

1972), p. 2fc- ... 
dhist scholarship" is meant to refer primarily to Western studies of the 
tradition. But it should be remembered (hat scholars who themselves are 
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human relationships, as on a relationship between equals, misses the 
force of the comparative question* The prayer of general thanksgiving 
would have us ask not just whether there is gratitude in the Buddhist; 
tradition, but whether there are features in the relationship to ultimate 
reality (or its surrogates or embodiments) that naturally express them¬ 
selves in a response of gratitude* The question is a dangerous one inq 
Buddhist thought. It can easily slip into tfi theistic patterns of thought 
that so obscure the Understanding of Buddhist sources. But it must be 
asked, if wc arc to do justice to the element of ultimacy in the Budding ^ 
sources themselves. « 

The difficulty of the”question can be seen in one of. the linage of. J 
Buddha hood that constantly recurs in the MSdhyamika literature. Itis 

his mind in a state of perfect concentration. His mind is perfectly 
emptied: there is not a flicker of thought to distract his concentration^ 
Yet around him his disciplesJtave gathered to hear his teaching. The 
Buddha says nothing; his concentration is never broken. But through | 
an interaction of The disciples* preparation and expectations with the: 
“vows” that the future Buddha took in the carher that led him 
enlightenment. The disciples hear what is necessary for their own^ 
progress to eniighteniiiemr The classm^^ exjprmtoiFof this image 
Buddhahood in thasQUa literature is a passage in the Tatidgataguhptl 
Sutra quoted by CandrakTrti in the PresannapadH: 

O Santamati, between the night in which he attained perfect Buddhahood andrs 
the night in which he was to attain parinirvdQa with no remainder, the|* 
Tathagata did not utter asound.Hc did not speak, he does not speak, and he 
not going to speak. But all sentient beings, with their various dispositions 2 

interests and in accordance with their aspirations, perceive as issuing forth I 
TathSgata's diverse teaching. And each of them thinks: ‘The Lord is teachia 
the Dharma to us and we are hearing theTadAgaUt^s Dharma-teaching.” 0 
that point ahe TathSgata has no conception and makes no distinction. < 
Santama ti, this is because the TathSgata is free from aU the conceptual div 
that consists of the traces of the network of concepts and distinctions.4 

Buddhists have contributed to the notion that there is a "Supreme Being" in B 
metaphysics. D. T. Suzuki, e.g., has said: "The process of.deification thus constantly 
went on until, some centuries after the death of the Master, he became a direct mar* 
festation of the Supreme Being himself—in fact, ha was the Highest One in thofiesfc 
him there was a divine humanity in pcrfeet^feaBzation* {William Barrett, ed.. 
Buddhism: Selected Writings of D* T. Suzuki fNew York: Doubleday & Co., *lf 
p. 31). - 

5 The Sanskrit is found in Mulamadhyomakakdrik&s (MBdhyamikasutras) 
Nagdrjuna avec ia PrasannapadS commentator* de CandrakTrti.ed. Louts de La Va 
Poussin. Bibliotheca Buddhica 4 (St. Petersburg, !903r!3), p. 539. A somewhat 
ferent version is quoted by Prajifekaramaii in the Bodhkarydvaidra-pafijikQ: "Between' 

Lin this image of Buddhahood the disciples come face to face with the 
I ultimate, and the confrontation is salvific. But in a crucial sense, the 
t meeting is ah encounter with nothing. The Buddha says nothing and 
[the disciples, in reality, hear nothing- The “reality” of the salvific expe- 
lirience is based only on a combination of the disciples’ preparation and 
tithe actions taken by the future Buddha before he became fully 
^enlightened. 
it': The dileinmas associated with this image give rise to a series of stock 

^philosophical questions about the nature of the encounter with the 
^ultimate that takes place in the Buddha’s presence. First, what is “the 
^ultimate”? Does the term have any discernible referent? In their 
Jtcxegetical literature the Madhyamikas commonly used two ways of 
^•analyzing the term “ultimate” (paramartha). It could be taken as a 

compound referring to the cognitive datum (artha) that is ultimate 
^(parama) or to the cognitive datum (artha) that belongs to ultimate 
^cognition (parama-jnana). The second option was to take the term 
pas referring to a cognition (jndna) whose content (artha) it ulti- 
|mate (paramo)? The members of the Svitantrika branch of the 
^Midhyamika tradition uniformly preferred the second explanation 
|dver the first, for reasons that are easy to see. In a sense the second 
\explanation brings the ultimate down to earth. It treats the ultimate 

«bemri»tTn which the TathSgata was enlightened and (the night] in which he attained 
parinirvdna, hc| did not utter a single syllable. Why? The Lord was. in constant con¬ 
centration. Those who needed to be taught by syllables, sounds, and cries heard a 
-“*ce coming from the TathSgata *s mouth, from the point between his eves, from 

protuberance on his head." The Sanskrit is found in Bodhicaryttvaidra of Sfouideya. 
199. This radical interpretation of the Buddha's silence can be found in Madhyamika 
vet from the time of NSgSijun* up to the final stages of the development of 
tradition in India. Sec, e.g., Matthyamaka~kdrik8 25.24cd or verse 7 of the 
upanfyastaya: "O Lord, you have not uttered even a single syllable, yet all those 
are to he taught aye sprinkled by the rain of Dharma." The Sanskrit is found in 

ic Tucci, "Two Hymns of the Catufy-stava of NSgSrjuna," Journal of the Royal 
Society (1932), p, 314. Ssntarakfita refers to the Tathdgataguhya SQtra in his 
iliori of the term muni ("sage") in the SatyadvayavibhahgapaHjikS: "The Lord is 

greatest of these [sages] because he is uniquely silent in body, speech, and mind, 
is [silence] is explained by the account of The secret of the body* {kdya-guhya), and 
forth, in the ttohtigataguhya Sutra”: bcom Man ’das ni lus dang ngag dang yid thub 
thun mong ma yin pa dang Idan pal phyir de dag gi.dbang po yin te / de ni de 

gshegs paT gsang bal mdo las / skul gsang ba la sogs pa smew pas bslan te 
Tibetan Tripifaka. Harvard Yenchtng Library, T5hoku 3883, Sa 16a/1-2). 
Lam’ottc points out that thuumage otthe Buddha’s silence is a radical extension 

llhe view that the Buddha taught by uttering only a single sound {ekasvara) (see The 
torching of VimalakXrti [London: Pali Text Society, 19761 pp. 17-131 
" These two explanations of the term ftaramdrtha occur often in MSuity<unika litem* 

See, e.g.. the MadhyamakaratnapfadTpa quoted by Chr. Lindtner in “Atifa's 
Auction to the Two Truths, and Its Sources," Journal of Indian Philosophy 9 

II'172, The, locus ctassicus is BhSvavivekaY Tarkaft SIS, trails. Shotaro Iida, Reason 
Bnptiness: A Study in Logic and Mysticism (Tokyo: Hokusetdo Press, 1980), pp. 82-83. 
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not as an abstract entity but as a form of awareness that someone 
might actually demonstrate or embody. It also treats it as an awareness 
that someone who does not already have it might be able to cultivate or 

_ cP-Pfc9,nt firsthand, in the presence of someone else. — w. 
The explanation of the tern* “ultimate’* was also applied to the term 

“emptiness” {sunyaia), particularly in verses that attribute direct saivific 
efficacy to emptiness. We read, for example, in Madhyamaka-karika 

18.5d: “Conceptual diversity ([prapanca) is stopped by [the understand 
ing of] emptiness.” The commentator Bhavaviveka explains: “The 
term ’understanding* (adhigama) should be applied. [Conceptual diver 
sity] is stopped by understanding that dkarmes have no self. [The term] 
‘emptiness* in [the phrase] ‘stopped by emptiness* a Iso may refer to the 
cognition {jndna) of emptiness, [in that case the verse] would '.mean 
tnai tconceptual diversity] is stopped when the cognition of emptiness 
arises.”7 If emptiness were merely the abstract condition of “having jio 
own-being” {nihsvabhdvata)% the saivific power of emptiness would be 
difficult to explain. But the commentator explains that the term 
“bmpti ness” refers to the cognition of emptiness. Soemptincss, like the 
Ultimate, *s an awareness that be mack present in the experience of 
an individual and can have saivific impact not oaiy on the individual 
who has k but also on others who confront it through that individual's 
preseacev * -• •• 

t o say that the awareness of emptiness can have saivific impact on 
someone other than the one who has the awareness raises other, more 
troubling questions. The awareness of emptiness is free from all con¬ 
ceptual discrimination iyikalpa). If a Buddha says nothing and con¬ 
ceives of nothing, in what sense can he “act”? Andjf hc cannot act, 
how can he have any effect on the disciples who cometo him expecting 
that he will have something to teach? A typical Madhyamika reply to 
this question opens up the complex theory of the Buddha's “bodies” 
(kSya): 

[An opponent objects:] A Buddha who has no concepts (nirvikaipa) cannot 
have any Mahfiytna, because such a Buddha ultimately teaches no Dharma... , 

[Bhavaviveka replies:] Hie Tath&gata Body is nonconceptua! {nirvikalpa\> 

but because of a promise to seck the welfare and happiness of others and 
because of a previous vow, a Manifested Body {nirmdna-kaya) arises from it 

Spros pa ni stong pa nyid kyis ’gag par *gyur ihcs bya ba gsung5 tc / itog pas zhes 
bya bal uhtg gi I hag ma*o / / dies bdag med pa nyid kyi muhan nyid nogs pas *gag 
par *gyur ro / / yang na stong pa nyid kyis *gag *gyur zhes bya ba la / siongpa nyid m 
stong pa nyid ccs pas sic / stong pa nyid shes pa skyes na *gag par 'gyur ro / / zhes bya 
ba*i iha tshig go / / {The Tibetan Trip!taka; Ptkmg Edition [Tokyo-Kyoto: Tibetan 
Tripttaka Research Institute. 1957], vot. 95. Tsha 231a). / 

«i\S, : 
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that is capable of assisting everyone. On the basis of this [Manifested Body] a 
teaching is produced that conforms to syllables.^words, and sentences. This 
[teaching] reveals to the followers of the Mahayana the selflessness of both 
dharmas and persons (pudgala)—[a'doctriKie that is] not shared by heretics 
(finhika). Disciples (srOvaka) and Solitary Buddhas {pratyeka-buddha)—so 
that the perfections (paramitS) may be accomplished. This [teaching] is called 
“Mahayana." The teaching arises in spoken form when the Ultimate Buddha is 
present. This is why we consider the Teacher to be the agent of the teaching.* 

. ■■■ ;y.-’ * 

Bhavaviveka* reply distinguishes two forms of the Buddha. Fsrst, 
there is the Tathagata Body, which corresponds 10 the Ultimate Buddha 
and in other contexts to the Dharma Body. TVs body has no concepts, 
no motive, and, strictly speaking, no “action.” From the TathSgata 
Body appears a Manifested Body that makes it possible for the Buddha 
to act. The Manifested Body is active hut not ultimate; the Tathlgata 
Body ultimate but not active. ' 

The distinction between-the Tathigats Body and the Manifested 
Body allows Bhavaviveka to claim that the Buddha “acts” without vio¬ 
lating the nonconceptua! daraeter of emptiness The actual bearer of 
the Buddha’s action is the Manifested Body rather than the TstfeSgata 
Body. The Tathagata Body retrains pure in its nonconceptuality. But 
the distinction raises eves more questions. If the Buddha's "action*’ is 

to an aspect of Buddhahood that is less than ultimate, how 
can it have its intended saivific effect? The Buddha* ultimate aware¬ 
ness, is the source of salvation and. even if the Manifested Body acts, 
would still be shrouded by sifence. So the next question is whether 
the action of the Manifested Body can in some sense be attributed to 
the Tathagata Body, is the voice of the Manifested Body associated 
in some way with the silence of the Tathagata Body? To answer this 
question Bhavaviveka makes use of a brief but crucial formula drawn 
from much earlier levels of Buddhist speculation: This teaching arises 

* . • — - 

f \ • Sangirgyaa ream rtog raed pay! / / 
theg pa cheapo mining sic// 

K. gang pfayirdoa dai« kyi* / / 
£-• chccoibctaopamabyasphyir// 
” De bzhin gshegs pa'i sku mam par mi nog pa las kyaag /spnd pal skus thamscad ta 

f pban'dogsparbzodpagzhanlaphanp. dang / bde ba**n«bpalthugsdamgjnyongi l Sfag^JTyiddang/»ngoagyitmonlamgyiriiagakyidbaag^trnam|»»hams 
cad du -byung sic / de la brten aas yi ge dang ngag dang Uhig rjet ni mthun pa'i 

i\ muhan nyid kyi gsung cho» dang / gang zag bdag medj-ar am 
'S . (hot dang tangs rgyat (hams cad AattbaaaioBgmaytapa ^rtbarBidi^pa/pha 
r ral tu phyln pa mams yang dag par *n* pa’i phyk thcgpa octet 8“ *» * 
r nyc bar"byung ste / dc ni ibeg pa chen po zhes bya* / / don to pal sangs rgyas yod 
■: aa bstan pa bqod pal gsung ’byong bal phyir slonpayaag b«Ua pa dag p mdzad pa 
t po nyid 4a P* kbo o* yin pw (ibid.. Tsha 30tb-302ft). 
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in spoken form when the Ultimate Buddha is present,” The phrase is 
a direct reflection of the early Buddhist formula of dependent arising: 

When this is present, that comes to be; 
from the arising of this, that arises. 
When this is absent, that does not come to be; 
on the Cw^tiuit of this, that ceases.9 

David Kalupahana has rightly drawn attention to the,pragmatic qual¬ 
ity of this archaic formula,10 The formula indicates only that two 
phenomena arc associated empirically. To say that one causes or has 
a rigid connection with the other would be to say too much. To deny 
any association at all would be to say. too little. Instead of a formal 
causal relationship there is merely the pragmatic observation that the 
occurrence of one phenomenon is associated with the occurrence of 
another. For Bhavavivcka the formula allows an empirical associa¬ 
tion of “action” with the presence of the TathSgata Body, without 
attributing to it the formal role of cause. 

It is worth noting that, while BhSvaviveka does not mention the 
distinction betweenr the two truths {satya-dvaya)> his argument would 
be lost without it. He is trying to argue that the Tathagata Body does 
not act but nevertheless is associated empiricaUy with action. To 
make this position convincing he would have to bring to the surface 
his assumption about*a duality of perspectives: one perspective from 
which the Buddha appears not to act and another from which he 
seems to be associated with action. The possibility of multiple perspec¬ 
tives troubled some Mahay3na philosophers. But the Madhyamikas 
saw no inconsistency in holding that two.different perspectives on an 
object could yield two different results, as JBanagarbha indicates in 
his discussion of the two* truths: “What is ultimate for one is relative 
for another, just as one person’s mother is considered another per¬ 
son s wife.*’ 1 If he were forced to be explicit, Bhavaviveka would say 
that ultimately (paramarthena) the Buddha does not act, but conven¬ 
tionally {vyavaharerta) he is associated with action. The systematic 

hoiu inuuso nirodhs idarp nirujjhatL The formula is found in The Matfhima-nikdya, 
cd V Trcnckncr and R. Chalmers (London: Pali Text Society, 1888-99), 1:262-64 
and elsewhere in the PSIi suites. The translation looted from David Kaiupal 
Buddhist Philosophy: A Historical Analysis (Honolulu: University Press of Hawaii, 
1976), pp. 28-29. . .. 

10 Kalupahana, chap. 3. 
11 Gzhan gyi don dam byas gang yin / / de ni gzhan gyi kufi rdzob stc / / gzhan gyi 

mar dod gang yin dc / / gzhan gyi chung mar ’dod pa bzhin (Derge Tibetan Tripifaka, 
T6hoku 3882, Sa 10a). 
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use of these two perspectives is what makes Madhyamika thought so 
relentlessly paradoxical. But the contradictions are much less troubling 
if the differences between the two perspectives arc kept clear. 

So far. the Madhyamikas have given us two aspects of Buddhahood 
that can serve as a focus of gratitude. There is a Buddha who 
embodies uitimacy in the form of an awareness of emptiness and a 
Buddha who can act out of this awareness of emptiness to save living 
beings. Other aspects of Buddhahood can be brought to the surface 
as well, if we arc prepared to ask the right questions. We have used a 
passage* that- describes the Manifested Body as “arising from the 
Tathagata Body. When it had arisen it was capable of manifesting the 
•‘action’* of the TathSgata Body in BhSvaviyeka’s carefully circum¬ 
scribed sense. But the “arising” of the Manifested Body raises. an 
entirely new series of questions. For example, what causes it to arise? 
If its cause is the Tathagata Body, wc fall again into the same kind of 
questions that surrounded the Buddha^s action. If the TathSgata Body 
is nonconceptual, how can it cause something to arise at one time 
rather, than another, or in one form rather than another? And if it 
causes onb thing to arise rather than another, how can it still be 
nonconceptual? To answer these questions the MSdhyamikas shifted 
their attention away from the moment of the Buddha’s enlightenment 
to th^j actions he performed while he was still a bodhisattva (a Buddha ~ 
in the making) preparing the way for eventual Buddhahood. 

In the passage on the Buddha’s action BhSvaviveka said: “The 
Tathagata Body is non-conccptual, but because of a promise to seek 
the welfare and happiness of others and because of a previous vow, a 
Manifested Body arises from it that is capable of assisting everyone.” 
The fo&c of this sentence can easily be lost in what otherwise seems 
to be an array of conventional formulas. But the terms “promise” and 
“vow” are, meant to have great theoretical significance. They refer 
to the .lingering traces of past decisions and actions that continue 
to have effect even when the bodhisattva who was the agent of 

^thc actions has been completely extinguished. The image is of a 
bodhisattva who acts like a rock dropped into a karmic pond. The 
bodhisattva is gone, but the ripples continue to radiate outward from 
the point where he disappeared. Or it might be better to think of the 
extinguished bodhisattva ar* black hole in the karmic universe, an 
invisible and impenetrable singularity that can be seen only by the 
clouds of white-hot matter spiraling around and into it. Ssntidcva 
used more conventional images to make the same point in the 
Boclhicaryavalara: 

When neither being nor non-being arc present to the mind, then, since there 

is no other option, [cognition] has no object and is laid to rest. [9.35]- 
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The Buddha's body appears because of [the achievements of his] disciples 
and [his previous] vows, like a wishing-jcwcl or a wishing tree that fulfills 

.x^^ucsijcs. 36] 

* It is as if a snake-charmer dishppeared after consecrating a pifiar that quells 
poison long after he has passed away. [9.37] 

The pillar of the Buddha is consecrated by the [bodhisattva] practice that led 

to enlightenment, and it accomplishes everything that needs to be accom¬ 

plished. even though the bodhisattva has been extinguished- f9 38]12 

The prototype for these comparisons is the Buddhi* relic enshrined in 

the reliquary mound (stupa) that serves as the focus of Buddhist wor¬ 
ship. The early Pali tradition gives us the picture of a Buddha who at 

his death is completely extinguished, fie does not continue in a per¬ 
sonal sense to guide his disciples. Instead he leaves behind a powerful 
double legacy. His teaching (dhamma) guides those who ate able to 

follow his example and seek an end .to the cycle of transmigration, 

and his physical relies (sarfra) serve as a focus of meditation and 
veneration for those who need to depend on an external object of j 
^orrhip to gain spiritoat benefit.11 / 

These two legacies, the teaching a nd the relic , or the Dharma Body 
ydhamma-kuya) and the Form.Body (rupa-kSya), correspond to (he 

. TatMgata Body and Minifcsicd Body in BhlvaviveltaV account of 
the Buddha's activity, but with a shift in meaning.'4 The TathSgata 
Body is not the body of the Buddha's teaching, but the pure, noncon- 
ceptuat awareness that in the MahSySna is the essence of his teaching, 
and the Manifested Body is not the physical relic, but the form of the 
Buddha that lingers in active, conceptual form. The change in mean¬ 
ing is due in part to a more radical application of the concept of 
Buddha bodies. In the Pali canon the distinction between the Oharma 
Body and Form Body represented an attempt to deal with the absence 
of the Buddha after his death. In MSdhyamika literature the distinc¬ 
tion was applied to all events in the Buddha's life after his enlighten¬ 
ment. Events that in the Pfili tradition were considered actual acts of 
the Buddha, from the instruction of his first disciples in the Deer 

« BodhicaryUvatira of Sinttdrvo. pp. 199-200. Sec also BhSvaviveica’s account of 
the Buddha's silence in n. S above. 

n On the establishment of the stupa cult, see “The Book of the Great Decease" 
(Maha-parinibbUna-suttanta) in Buddhist SutiSs, tram. T. W, Rhys Davids, The Sacred 
Books of the East. veL 11 (1881; reprint. New York: Dover Publications. 1969). 

Frank Reynold* gives a dear account of die dbwwwdlje and rupa~kaya in the 
Theravida and comments on the connection between the r0pa~k8ya and the snjpa cult 
in “The Several Bodice of Buddha: Reflections on a Neglected Aspect of Theravada 
Tradition.* History of Religions 6 (1977): 374-89. 
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Park at Benares to the Buddha's dying words, were considered by the ; 
Madhyanrkas to be nothing more than the lingering effect of actions 
performed before the enlightenment.' t . 

Bhavavivcka’s brief account of the two bodies does not specify in 
great detail what these previous actions were, but it does indicate the 
type of action BhSvavivcka had in mind: he refers to a “promise to 
seek the welfare and happiness of others and a previous vow." The 
concept of the “vow" (pranidhana), in particular, played a dominant 
role in the form of the Mahayana tradition that emphasized a person’ll 
dependence on the Buddha's salvific activity. The example that comes 
most easily to. mind is the tradition of salvation, described in the 
SukhavatT-vyOha, the mode! for the Pure Land tradition in much of 
China and Japan.15 This sutra explains that, if a person.chants the 
name of the Buddha'AmitSbha with a serene mind, it is possible to be 
reborn in AmitSbha's Buddha field, the Pure Lartd. What makes the 
salvation possible is not Amiiabha’s present action but the vow that 
was taken when AmitSbha was still a bodhisattva. The vow lingers 
and works its effect, even when the bodhisattva has been extinguished. 

If we add the element of the bodhisattva s preparatory action to the 
other aspects of Buddhahood discussed earlier, we begin to get a 
sense of the complex religious structure within which an adherent of 
the MahSyana might express “gratitude to the Buddha." The Buddha 
it an embodiment of emptiness: so we can say with some justification 
that gratitude is to the ultimate. The Buddha also "acts" fin i very 
circumscribed sense), so we can ray that gratitude it far the Buddha's 
saving activity. But the stress falls less on the Buddha’s present activity 
than on actions he took when he was still a bodhisattva. Gratitude is 
above all for the conditions of salvation set in motion by the future 
Buddha as part of his preparation for enlightenment. 

Only one part of the concept of Buddhahood still remains to be 
explored for us to complete the picture. The verses from the ninth 
chapter of the' BodhicarySvathra quoted earlier contained • double 
formula to explain how the Buddha's body arises: “£1tJ appears 
because of [the achievements of his] disciples and [his ptevHtus] 
vows."1* The role of the vow is now clear, but what of the diacip'.cs 
themselves? MSdhyamika literature describes their importance in 
different ways. The TathSgataguhyu Sutra, quoted by CandraHrti and 
cited differently by a number of other MSdhyamikas, says lint “all 

’ sentient beings, with their various dispositions and interests [hear the 

i?: ■ * ■ ■ ■ " , . 

15 Buddhist Maktyino Texts, tram. F. Max Metier et at.. The Sacred Books of the 
East, vol. 49 (1894; reprint. New York Dover Publication*, 1969). 

* Seen. 12 atom. » 
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Buddha's voice] in accordance with their aspirations [adhimukti]"1 
Bhavaviveka’s account of the two bodies of the Buddha attributes no 
role to the disciples, but he corrects the omission in his commentary 
on Madhyamaka-karikd 25.24cd:. 

“The Buddha taught no Dharma anywhere to anyone” means that a voice 
called “the Dharma Teaching,” which is based on [the Perfections] that begin 
with generosity (<dana)% has sixty parts, and satisfies all sentient beings, arises 
as if from the TathSgata’s action, in accordance with the inclinations, faculties, 
and dispositions [of his listeners], through the influence of his previous vow 
(prartidfwia) and through the causal agency of t!\e roots of virtue (kusata- 
mula) that were produced, accumulated, and developed by sentient beings 
who were gathered by the four articles of attraction (sarpgrahavastu) when he 
practiced the bodhisattva practice.11 ^ * * 

With an acute sense of the irony involved in ascribing any active role 
to the person who is being saved, he attributes even the disciples’ own 
virtues to encounters with the bodhisattva in previous lives. 

Whetherwe acceptBhavaviveka’s modest statement of the disciples’ 
role or the more traditional statement in theTathdgataguhya Sutra. 
the sources force us to acknowledge some role for the disciples in 
generating their own salvation. Without the disciples the Buddha 
would not have spoken, and their, statements shape the, very nature of 
the encounter. The Tathagataguhya Sutra and thp quotations from 
Bhavaviveka give us only fragmentary hints of what these attainments 
might be. “The roots of virtues^fArwia/fl-mu/aJ indicate the importance 
of merit, “Aspiration” (adhimukti) stresses a combination of commit¬ 
ment and a certain cognitive predisposition to enlightenment. A more 
complete study of the fopicwould have to look more carefully at the 
role of both of these concepts in the preliminary stages of the 
bodhisattva path, especially the path of acquisition (sarpbhZra-marga) 

and the stage of the practice of aspiration (adhimukti-carya-bhumi))* 

17 See n. $ above. ■’rV'V'SV 
I* Sangs rgyas kyis ni gang du yang / / su labng cbos *ga* ma bstan to / /zhes by* 

ba ni sngon gyi smon lam gyi shugs gyi dbang dang / byxng chub sems dpal spyad pa , 
spyod pa na bsdu ba*» dngos pobzhis bad us p»*t sems can dge bal rtsab bskyed ps! 
dang / nyc bar bsags pa dang yongs su smin par gyur pa mams kyi rgyul mthu nyid^ 
gvis mos pa dang / dbang po dang beam* pal dbang gis chos stop pa zhes bya bal 
gsung sbyin pa la sogs pa*t gzhir gyur pa / yan lag drug cu dang ldan pa / sems can 
thams cad yang dag par mgu bar mdzad pa / debzhin gshegs pal phrin las ita bur 
*byung gis (77k* Tibetan Tripitaka [n. 7 above], 301a). - 1 

19 The two terms name stages in the outline of the bodhisattva path found in the 
Abhisamay&iatfikSra. Sec Eugene Obermiller, The Doctrine of, the PrajWpiramitS as , 
Exposed in the Abhisarnay51aipkSra of Maitrcya,” Acta OrientaUd 11 (1932): 1-133, 
334-54. i '*• 1 ‘ 
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But these quotations show, at the very least, that the disciples them¬ 
selves play an essential role in the salviflc encounter, both through 
their merit and through their preliminary understanding. In a certain 
sense the encounter with the empty Buddha is nothing more than a 
chance for them to see reflected back at themselves the reaction their 
own study and practice have prepared them to see. 

The combination of dependence on the Budjdhas and bodhisattvas 
with a sense of scif-rcliancc gives a certain ironical tone to the more 
sophisticated forms of Mahayana devotional literature* The patterns 
of dependence arc present in familiar form in the poets* expressions 
of thanks to the Buddhas and bodhisattvas for the benefit their actions 
have brought to living beings. But the poets also express their own 
ability to embody the aspiration'and the insight that distinguish the 
great saviors of the Mahayana tradition. The verses interweave the 
themes of dependence and autonomy, or humility and self-exaltation, * 
in a way that makes both good poetry and good philosophy. A few 
verses from the opening chapters of the Bodhkaryavatdra will illus¬ 
trate what I mean. 

To grasp the jewel of the mind (citta) I worship (pujdtp karonu) the 
Tath&gatas, the pure jewel of the Good Dharma, and the offspring of the 
Buddhas [i.e., the bodhisattvas] who possess an ocean of virtues* [2.1] 

Ailth£ flowers, fruit, and medicinal herbs, ail the jewels in the world, and ail 
die clear and pleasant water; [2.2] 

Jewel-bearing mountains, forests delightful for solitude, vines resplendent 
with ornaments of flowers, and trees whose branches are bent with good 
fruit... [2.3] 

l bear with my mind (budd/u) and otter to the Great Sages and their offspring. 
May thejr iyho arc most worthy of honor accept them from me and with great 
compassion take pity on me. [2.6]20 

The poet stresses his own humility by saying that he has nothing to. 
ofler as worship to the Buddhas but the imaginative creations of his 

.own mind. But the term “mind” (citta and the related terms buddhi 

^and matt) always recalls the “mind of enlightenment” {hodhicitta), 
which is precisely the quality that makes Buddhas and bodhisattvas 
sw* exalted beings. “I bow tothebodies (ianr^) of those in whom- 
the precious mind (citta) has arisen, and take refuge in those who are^ 
the source of happiness and bring pleasure even to those who souse 

* *The Sanskrit of these and the subsequent verses is found in SodhicarySvaiSra of 
{fantideva. v 
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harm” (1.36). The poet acknowledges the great gap between himself 
? those Buddhas and bodhisattvas who have generated t!.^ *»*I**J of 
enlightenment. But merely by aspiring to such an awareness and doing 
honor to those who have achieved it, the poet himself -begins to 
embody the mind he is praising. The full description of the poet s own 
•arising of the mind” (cittopdda) does net come for another chapter, 
but by praising the Buddha and expressing his abject dependence on 
those who have gone before, he begins by implication to experience 

. the mind of Buddhahood himself. 
The subtle movement from dependence on the mind of others to 

t*i€ embodiment of the mind within himself is expressed beautifully in 
the beginning of the third chapter. 

I rejoice with faith in thesacritalf beings have acquired to fetieve the suffering 
of unhappy states. May those who suffer dwell in happiness. {3.1 ] 

l rejoice in the liberation of beings from the suffering of tra ns migratory 
existence, ana i rejoice in the bodhisaltvahood snd Buddhahood of the saviors 

(3.2]" 

1 rejoice in the oceans of the teachers* arising mind {cilictpSda) which brings 
pleasure and confcrs bcncfit on all brings. {3-3} 

V/uh-foiucd hands ! beseech the Buddhas in every direction May they 
make the Oharma alamp for those who out oi ignorancefallen into 
sufferi n«. [3,^ 

With folded hands I beseech the Buddhas who seek nirvana.- May ;Jwy slay 
Tor end icss ages and may this world not be blind. £3.5] 

And with the merit I have Required by saying alt this, may I act to calm the 
suffering of all beings. [3.61 _ . 

Just as the ancient Buddhas grasped the mind of enlightenment (hodhiciua) 
and persevered in the bodhisattva practice, [3.22] 

l also generate the mind of enlightenment (bodhicitta) for the welfare of the 
world and eventually will practice these practices. [3.23] 

When a wise person (matiman) has faithfully grasped the aspiration for en¬ 
lightenment, he should rejoice (praharfayet) for it to increase in the thought 
(cilia) that: [3,24] 

Today my birth has become fruitful. My human condition is appropriate. 
Today l have been born in the Buddha's family. 1 am now a child of the 
Buddha. [3.25] 

In this passage the praise for the Buddhas and bodhisattvas gives way 
slowly to a joyous recognition that the poet himself embodies the 
qualities of a bodhisattva. The poet moves from the recognition of 
others’ good fortune in the first three verses (a “joyful acquiescence" 
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or anuntodana that indicates the quality of gratitude among ordinary 
beings) to joy in his own accomplishments in verse 24. Tjjie Joy of 
each section is an aspect of gratitude, buii 
The first section reflects gratitude to Buddhas and1 bodhisattvas for 
their acts on behalf of others. Verses 24 and 25 reflect joy In the un¬ 
folding of the poet’s own potentialities. What tics them together is the 
connection in verse 6, The poet cannot aspire to act as a bodhisattva 
acts unless he acknowledges his dependence on others and dedicates 
the results to others as well,;, - - 

In summary, we can see that the theistic expectations surrounding 
the image of gratitude, in Western religious thought pose a series of 
questions to the; Buddhist sources. Can graUtude to the Buddha be 
understood as an expression of gratitude toward ultimate reality? 
And docs gratitude focus hugely on the present salviflc actions of the 
Buddha or on the past? In the end we have a concept of Buddhahood 
that allows many important points of contact with theistic systems, 
but with crucial-differences. The MSdhyamika tradition allows us to 
conceive of the Buddha as a point in which a human being can con¬ 
front the ultimate. We also can conceive of the Buddha as the focal 
point of a history of salviflc action. So It is possible to say without 
grievous distortion that a Buddhist ran be grateful to emptiness in the 
form of the Buddha for a history of saving activities. But these state¬ 
ments have to be qualified to be fully acceptable. Emptiness is not a. 
divine or supernatural reality. Indeed in Mfdhyamika thought it 
ultimately is oot a reality at all. And it is wrong to say that fire 
Buddha ultimately acts. Finally we have to recognize that. In a sig¬ 
nificant confrontation with the emptiness embodied, in a Buddha, 
Buddhists are grateful as much for the unfolding of their own 
autonomous potentialities as they are for the saving activities of the 
Buddhas and bodhisattvas. 

Let me finish with an anecdote that helps put thg elements of grati¬ 
tude in the MabSySna tradition in proper perspective. The living 
quarters of a Tibetan monk often have elaborate altars that serve as 
the center of a private cult, with small Buddha images arranged next 
to'images of the founders erf the lineages. Often a photo¬ 
graph of the monk’s teacher is displayed prominently among these 
figures, as if he too were an object of devotion. Yet the elaborate, 
formal expressions of respect ami even of dependence on n lowlier 
seem puzzling, esperiafly in a tradition that puts so much rraphaiit 
on autonomy and critical thought. On a recent visit to a Tibetan 
monastic college, I pressed one of the monks to explain what he 
pwapt by “the method of dependence on the teacher" (bshes-gnyen- 
rten-tshul) that characterized his tradition. I asked in particular 
whether dependence on a teacher could be compared to dependence 
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on one's own parents, a relationship that was outgrown when a person 
came to maturity. He laughed and said that the relationship was not 
the same at all.' People could outgrow dependence on a mother or 
father, but the more people developed the depth of insight that, led 
eventually to Buddhahood, the more they'realized the extent of their 
dependence on their teachers. A sense of autonomy and a sense of 
dependence grew side by side. In the MahSySna tradition gratitude 
coexists with the autonomous development of a person's own po¬ 
tential for Buddhahood. To be truly independent is to realize the 
depth of one’s dependence on others. 

* 

♦ . * * 

At the beginning of this essay 1 indicated that a close look at the 
concept of gratitude in Buddhist philosophical literature could give us 
a new perspective on structures of religious thought that are closer to 
home. To understand the reason for a new perspective one need only 
be reminded of the anomalous place Buddhist philosophy occupies in 
the theory of the study of religion. Buddhist philosophers seem to 
stretch the obvious interpretive categories to the breaking point. For 
Western historians of religion who are theologically based, the prob¬ 
lem focuses on the existence of God. The Buddhist intellectual tradi¬ 
tion in India made a clear point of denying the existence of God 
(Fivarc) as part of a polemic against the brahmanical tradition as a 
whole. For historians of religion who see religion through images of 
the “divine," “supernatural," or “transcendent," this leads to awkward 
problems of interpretation. Either Buddhist philosophers are viewed 
as nonrcligious, or other categories have to be interpreted so that they 
function as surrogates for God. Wilfred Cantwell Smith’s treatment 
of Buddhist faith in Faith and Belief is a classic example of the latter 
approach. Smith argues that the Buddhist orientation toward Dharma 
is fundamentally similar to the Western religious orientation toward 
God, and i#t is this similarity in orientation that makes the Buddhist 
tradition religious: “The movement is religious because through it 
men and women’s lives were lived in what the Western world has 
traditionally called the presence of God."21 Smith’s argument is not 
“wrong" in an obvious sense. As a form of imaginative transposition, 
meant to stimulate a new understanding of both “God” and “Dharma." 
it has much to commend it. But as an interpretive formula, it runs 

21 Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Faith and Belief (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton University 
Press, 1979), p. 32., ^ 
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into 1,500 years of Buddhist arguments to the contrary. On this point 
the Buddhist tradition is not easily moved. 

Even the more neutral categories of the phenomenologists suffer 
comparable problems, in spite of the jflfort to start with categories 
that are as open-ended as possible. Van der Lecuw, for example opens 
his phenomenology with a definition that is scrupulously neutral in 
theological content: “Thus the first affirmation We can make about 
the Object of Religion is that it is a highly exceptional and extremely 
impressive%Other*.... As yet, it must further be observed, we are in 
no way concerned with the supernatural or the transcendent: we can 
speak of ‘God’ in a merely figurative sense; but there arises and per¬ 
sists an experience which connects or unites itself to the ‘Other’ that 
thus obtrudes."22 Here the definition of religion is freed from specific 
ideas jof God or the supernatural and tied instead to a structural 
principle: religion has to do with what is fundamentally different, 
from the ordinary. A structural principle such as “otherness” makes it 
easier, to approach the phenomena of Buddhist religiosity without 
prejudging the nature of the “object" that underlies them. The stupa, 
for example, is set apart in certain formal ways as a focus of worship 
and can be treated as a religious structure, quite apart from What it 
is that is being worshiped. But even the principle of otherness seems 
to break down at the level of emptiness. Nagarjuna’s claim that 
“there ps mo difference between ordinary existence (saipsara) and 
nirvana" is but one. well-known example of the protest against dualism 
in Madhyamika literature.23 There arc many more examples that could 
be quoted from both sophisticated and unsophisticated Mahayana 
literature to show this uneasiness with dualistic categories, especially 
when the process of philosophical analysis or religious questioning 
is pushed to its ultimate conclusion. The problem these passages 
pose to the theoretical study of religion is clear: if dualities are 

|p given only peripheral or penultimate status, the “otherness” that to 
Van der Lecuw was the distinguishing feature of religious phenomena 
does not have ultimate significance. Religious categories can only be 

' considered peripheral to Buddhist thought. 
. Problems such as these are familiar to anyone who works with 
Indian Buddhist sources and would not deserve to be rehearsed again 

: if they did not reflect so sharply on the image of the Buddha as the 
empty savior. In that single image of the Buddha, who is free from all 
conceptuality and docs not truly act, yet whose power and presence 

22 G. Van der Lecuw, Religion in Essence ami Manifestation (New York: Harper & 
Row, 1963). p. 23. 

> 22 Mutamadhyamakukarika 25.19. 
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bring about the salvation of his disciples, we can see the. Madhyamika 
philosophers struggling with the religious aspect of their own thought. j 
The works of the philosophers of the Indian Mahlyina have been' 
thoroughly explored from the philosophical point of view; the distinc¬ 
tive features of their ontology and their epistemology have .been:; 
sketched out in great detail. But apart from Frederick Streng’s now 
classic work. Emptiness: A Study in Religious Meaning, there have 
been very few studies that treat these philosophers seriously as philos- ; 
ophers of religion.2* Yet a glance at the contents of one of the 
encyclopedic works of MahSySna thought, such as CandrakTrti’s'? 
MadhysmakSvstSra. shows mere than just a few isolated images of ‘ 
Buddhahood in a sea of epistemology and metaphysics. Candraklrti, 
Bhivaviveka, Ssntideva, and the other great philosophers' of sthe ? 
MSdhyamika tradition-framed their philosophy within a discussion 
of Buddhahood. The quest for Buddhahood was presented both: as' 
the reason for Matting philosophical study and the goal the philosophy 
was meant to seek. And the texts in the tradition that have had the 
greatest enduring value, such as CandraklrtiY MadhyamakSvatSra: 
and SsatidsvaY BodhiearyUvatdra, were the ones that wove philojf 
sophical themes together with problems, such as merit making,; faith^ 
and devotion, that gave the tradition a distinctively religious flavor,. " 

The image of the Buddha as the empty savior is helpful precisely ? 
because ii pictures the religious situation for the philosophers without j 
imposing the complicated superstructure of Buddhist metaphysics and 
epistemology. It pictures the Buddha as someone who embodies the '• 
ultimate and makes it present. Crystallized in his presence, the ulti¬ 
mate has the power to transform those who encounter it and become 
the object of devotion and gratitude. All these characteristics can be 
associated with a religious phenomenology, since the ultimate is mani¬ 
fested as something that is out of the ordinary and becomes a locus of 
power. But the philosophers’ interpretation of the image also shorn 
how this simple image can be turned to a distinctively Buddhist end. 
The Buddha acquires his power by embodying a nonconceptual ideal. 
It is only the interaction of the Buddha’s previous career and the: 
potentiality of the worshiper that brings the transforming power of 
the BuddhaY presence to bear in the life of the worshiper. Ultimately 
the gap between the worshiper and the Buddha who is worshiped is 

*• Frederick St retig. Emptiness: A Study in Religious Meaning (Nashville, Tea: 
Abingdoa Press. 1967). An interesting exception to the general disregard of issues that 
might he interpreted as haring a religious dimension is Masaloshi Nagstomi's “The 
Framework Of the PramSnavarttika. Book l,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 
79(1959): 265-66. 
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broken down as the worshiper discovers the power of transformation 
that lies within. Here images of duality and nonduality coincide with¬ 
out a crude system of ranking,that insists on placing one higher than 

.the other. Of course, nonduality is ultimate, but it is inseparable from 

its dualistic context, just as the autonomy of a Tibetan monk is 

inseparable from dependence on a teacher. 

Harvard University 
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In, the last;few decades, the study of Ch’an or Zen Buddhism has 
progresseag^eqtly due essentially to the rediscovery of the Tun-huang 
mdnuscriptvapd to the role of Chinese and Japanese scholars such as 
HuShih,Ui Hakuju, Sekiguchi Shindai, and Yanagida Seizan.These 
scholars have attempted to detach themselves from the sectarian 
affiliations that once dominated the field of Ch’an studies and to 
approach the history of this tradition frorfi an objective point of view. 
We owe to them an understanding of Ch’an/Zen that is sometimes 
quite different from the traditional account exported to the West by 
D. T. Suzuki, which unfortunately too often still prevails. Despite 
Suzuki’s lasting influence, the situation of Ch’an studies in the West is 
gradually Changing, and the early Ch’an tradition in particular is 
being placed by some scholars in its proper historical context.1 This 
historical approach is certainly necessary and needs to be encouraged. 
But it also raises various problems, particularly in the case of the 
so-called founders of Ch’an schools. I would like to consider seme cf 
those problems here. Generally speaking, there are two alternatives 
to the historical approach: philosophical hermeneutics and structural 
criticism. 1 limit myself here to the structural approach and take 

• Sec, c.g.. Philip 3. Yumpolsky, Tne Piai/ornt Suiiu of the Sixth Patriarch (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1966). 

• 1986 by Tlie University of Chicago. AH right* tncrval. 
0O1M710/86/25OJ-00WSOI .00 
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as an example the legendary founder of Ch’aiythe Indian monk 

Bodhidharma. / 

_ V, v. ?'^C/ • / 
POSITION OF THE PROBLEM: THE “bIOGRAPh(cAL" ILLUSION 

Bodhid hariWTbfdgfaphy is very obscurevyet his life is rclativdy^well 

known. This is less paradoxical than it jnay sound, i shall argue that 

hagiography flourishes precisely owitfg to the scarcity of historical ,> 

j materials. The main task of historians, usually, is to try to uncover 

the facts behind the legend. The texts concerning Bodhidharma are 

considered bj historiansdocuments that need to be interpreted 4 

_ using the histnrica 1 methodWas to bring to light their hidden truths. 

> Often enough, after this mortuary washing, only a skeieton remains, J 

and it is this skeleton that will enter the museum of history, in fact, 

i some missing bones may have te be taken from another skeleton to 

j complete the exhibit. Indeed, though some may consider biography 

the opposite of hagiography, the biographical process is in most cases 

only an unconscious duplication of the hagiographicai process. Both 4 
are characterized by an attitude that I would call ^substantiaUst,” in J 

that they consider a personage as some kind of individual entity -j 
swhosc essence is reflected if* specific texts—biographical or doctrinal J 

Thus, we have many biographical wnpwillng- 

and several works attribu^d to him. Sekiguchi Shindai has shown "M 
, that most of these Treatises of Bodhidharma were apocryphal/ Only JJ 

oiie of them, the so-called Treatise on ike Two Entrances and F0«r||j 

Practices, Is presently considered to be Bodhidharma’s teaching as 

rccotded by Uis disciple Tan-lin-1 In thus work is also found theiirst^ 

biographical notice concerning Bodhidharma. According to this|P 
; account, he was a South Indian monk who came to China to J 

the essence of Mah&ySna teachings. After his arrival in Canton, he ^ 

went to Lo-yang, then the capital of the Northern Wei TheseJ| 
biographical elements reappear in Tao-hsUan’s Continued Biographies^ 

of Eminent Monks, written in 645 (and revised down to 664) moiei 
, than one century after Bodhidharma’* mysterious death.4 Accordii^ J 

; to Tao-hsQan, Bodhidharma’s type of practice, the so-called waS|| 

| contemplation, was considerably different item and much more diffi-S* 
j cult to understand than the classical Indian dhyZna then prevalent iffl 

7 Sekiguchi Shindai. Ouruma datshi no kenkyQ (A study of the great master | 
Bodhidharma] (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1957). ^ 

^ Sec J. A. Jorgensen. “The Earliest Teat of Qtai Buddhism: The Long SerdfM 
(M.A. thesis. Australian National University. Canberra, 1979). 

4 Sec Taisho shinshu daizokyd [Taishft edition of the Buddhist canon), ed. Takakusu^ 
Junjkft ct at (Tokyo: 1924-37), 50, 7060. 55tc (hereafter abbreviated as 7*.; tbe:^ 
references give the volume number, the caulog number, and the page and column). 
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Northern China.5 He therefore Sttractcd only a few followers. Antdng - 

them was H ui-k’o, who later became the second patriarch of Ch’hn. A 

passage'in Hui-k’o’s notice tells us that Bodhidharma transmitted to r^\ 

him a Buddhist scripture, the Lahkavatara-sQtra, as the essence of his 
teaching;6 hence the Chhn school was first knowa-as4he“L*hieavatEra 

School.” Another earlier mention of Bodhidharma is to be found in : 

the Record of the Buddhist Monasteries of Lo-yang.1 In this text, 

Bodhidharma is presented as a very old Central Asian monk who 

spent several days singing in praise of the great stupa in the Yung-ning 

monastery. * 
After endless''discussions, historians have harmonized these con¬ 

flicting images of Bodhidharma—as a devout and somewhat senile 

monk, as an austere practitioner of seme esoteric type of meditation, 

and as a transmitter of Buddhist scriptures—to give a coherent account 

of his personality that differs greatly from that of the legendary figure 

of the Ch’an tradition. Yet all these discussions and the subsequent 

conclusions may have missed the point. As 1 mentioned earlier, the 

historiographical process that leads to the elaboration of this biog¬ 
raphy bears important resemblances to the hagiographical process on < 

, which it relies. Both share the same obsession with filling the cfcro- • 

nological gaps by borrowing from various sources, and both are there-1 

* fore ideological product*. By considering the texts as documents that j .. \ 

f will yield valuable information, historiography completely ignores | \J\ 

f- their worklike nature.* Such ah easy division between “historical* and (>. *v ., 
t “hagicgraphical* components does violence to the texts and deprives,1 f ' 
L the historian of valuable information about the evolution of Ch*an 
f thought. Historiographical discourse often assumes that the earliest 

sources are the most authentic without questioning that assumption. 
t *{ji other words it is a rather arbitrary reconstruction that ignores orl 

| ■ hides its .ideological motivations and simply “submits a literary genre! 

I to the .laws of another—historiography.”* In the case of Ch’an j 
historiography, a teleological conception of history appears to hold 

| sway, one which takes classical Japanese Zen as the logical end of 
F; the Ch’an tradition, which in turn makes the “search for the teal 

*T. 50.2060.596c 
*T. SO, 2060.552b. 
5 See A. C. Soper, literary SAJtnssfor Early Buddhist An in China, Anttrns Attar. 

sappL 19 (Ascom. Swiuredand: Aitibus Asiac Publishcrs.n.d.), p. 111; see aho Paul 
Ffcfikx. “Note* tat qackpa iite he* Six Dynasties el dcs Tang." Tout* hao 22 
(1*23): 253-61. 

*On the distinction between the documentary and “worklike" aspects of a sent, see 
Demi nick Lacapra, MtUttng Mhrtuat History: Texts. Contexts. Language (Ithaca. 
H.Y.: ComeM Unhretdty Press, HO), p. 30. -a 

• MicheldeCcttela.Lifrrhwrdefhixtoire(Paris: Gatlimanl. I975).p.275. 
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Bodhidharma" meaningful only as a legitimation of the Zen tradition. 
If Bodhidharma was no more than an ordinary Central Asian monk, 
we may as well dismiss him as irrelevant to an understanding of 
the Cb'an and later* Zen traditions; Bodhidharma does not, then, 
deserve attention as a historical person; and Buddhist historiographers 
should perhaps stop searching for “eminent monks" and writing their ' 
"biographies." The biographies that exist already have literary but 
not historical value; Bodhidharma should be interpreted as a textual 
and religious paradigm and not be reconstructed as a historical figure 
or a psychological essence. 

But one may object that we possess works attributed to Bodhidharma 
and that his thought, at leist, is relatively well known to us. Here 
again, we may be misled by thinking that is too "substantialist." As a 
working-hypothesis Michel Foucault’s definition of the author might 
yield much better results. According to Foucault* "The author is the 
principle of thrift in the .proliferation of meaning.... [He] is not an 
indefinite source of significations which fill the work; he is a certain 
functional principle by which, jn our culture, one limits, excludes and 
chooses; in short, by which' one impedes the tree circulatio.n, the free 
manipulation, the free composition, decompositionand recomposition 
of fictions."1® ; v'-; ;■ ■ ; * . 

Such a redefinition of the author may help us avoid the type of : 
historicist reductionism that can still be found in very recent Ch’an 
studies, in one such study, for example, we find an attempt at re¬ 
constructing the-thought of the dhySna master Seng-ch’ou (480-560), 
the contemporary and successful rival, of Bodhidharma (according to 
Tao-hsilan’s Continued Biographies).“ Seng-ch’ou is credited with a 
number of works that are clearly the products of a much later period 
and reflect the point of view of the so-called Northern School of 
Ch’an.u The same type of reductionism is found in the study of 
eminent Ch\ui monks such as Wo-lun/* 3hen-hsiu, or Hui-neng.w 
This traditioilal discussion of authorship \% reminiscent of Borges’s 
fiction.abput the world of T18n, in which all books are considered 

•0 See Michel Foucault. “What U an Authort" in Textual Strategies: Perspectives in 
Post-structuralist Criticism, cd. Josue V. Harari (Ithaca. N.Y.: Cornell University Press. 
1979). p. 159. 

11 r. 50.2060.553b. f ~ . 

• J See Jan YOn-hua, “Scng-chW* Method of Dhyina." in Early Ch ’an in China and 
Jjhet. ed. Lewis Lancaster and Whalen Lai (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press. 1983), pp. 54-63. 

,J Sec Wu Chi-yU, “Wo-lun ch’an-shih i-yO Tun-huang T*u-fan-wen (Pelliol 116 
hao) t-per. kho-shiu," i ung-ituang hsOth 4 (1979): 33-46. 

14 This may be equally true in the case of Bodhidharma's Treatise on the Two 
Entrances, which is strongly reminiscent of Scng-ch*ou*s Hsin-hsing lun [Treatise on 
mental practice]. 
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the work of a single author: “The critics often invent authors: they 
select two dissimilar works—the Tao-te ching and the 1001 Nights, 
say—attribute them to the same writer and then determine most 
scrupulously the psychology of this interesting homme de lettres." 
As the literary critic G6rard Genette points out. “Fundamentally, 
Tlbnian*criticism is not the contrary of our positivist criticism, it is 

rather its hyperbole.”1* 

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

I would therefore like to treat Bodhidharma's “life” as a literary piece 
belonging to the genre of hagiography. The first step toward under¬ 
standing its meaning, then, is to ask what this genre is and by what 
rules it is governed. In other words, what is its^ntagmatic structure? 
(I.6., “the actual link between various functions in a given text”)? 
Michel dc Certcau has proposed an answer worth considering, namely, 
that “hagiography is characterized by a predominance of precisions 
concerning places over precisions concerning time,.The life of a 
saint is aeomposition of places.”11 

The second step is to examine the paradigmatic structure of the 
hagtographical text (i.e., “the virtual relations between analogous or 
opposed functions, from one uxt to the other, in the whole corpus 
ondlrConsideration”). This leads me to ask Whether the meaning of 
the fm^ographicahtext iuelf hsu ever been fixed once for all. Accord¬ 
ing toLTerdinand de Saussure: “To imagine that a legend begins with 
a meaning, has had since its first originThe meaning that it now has, 
is an operation beyond my understanding. It seems to suppose really 
that there.have never been any material elements transmitted on this 
legend through centuries.”*9 

De Saussure contends that in any particular legend each of the 
characters “is a symbol for which one can observe variations of: 
(a) name, (b) position vis-4-vis others, (c) character, and (d) function 
and actions. If a name is transposed,.it could follow that part of the 
action is reciprocally transposed or that the whole drama is entirely 
changed by an accident of this kind.”20 

This, I believe, can provide a good starting point from which to 
examine Bodhidharma’s life as a narrative. It is, in a sense, more 

15 Jorge Luis Borges, Labyrinths (New York: New Directions, 1964), p. 13. N 
16 Gtrard Genetic, Figures !(??.&’ ■5ka2, *96'}, p. *29. 
17 Ibid., p. 154. 
18 Ccrteau, p. 286i 
19 See Jean Starobinski, Words upon Words: The Anagrams of Ferdinand de 

Saussure (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1979), p. 8. . 
20 Ibid., pp% 5-6. 
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flexible than Vladimir. Propp’s theories .concerning the folktale,-';* 
which do not take into consideration the semantic value of the hero’s k 
name and are somewhat too systematic for our purpose. The same 
may be said of Roland Barthes’s and Claude Brcmond’s attempts at 
analyzing the logic of .the narrative, not to mention Ij6vi-Strauss*s> 

l study of mythology." Hagiography;is a hybrid type of narrative that ■$ 
\ offers more resistance to structural analysis than the folktale or the .-til 
| myth; yet recent developments in the field of textual analysis may still .0 
| yield significant results. 

l other. They institute'a narrative “actor,’’ to use Terence Turner’s ' 
I*., terminology. According toTurner, “An‘actor* mav bourne polarized I 
k Vs, into two contrasting figures, sharing one attribute but.opposed upon j 
i-,. 5“ one or more others."15 The text is a whole, and the Hterarydcvicep 
ik* fused clearly affects the account of the life of each protagonist. It may; 

I therefore be artificial to dissect this kind of “biography’’ and'to keep 
nly what concerns Bodhidharma or Scng-ch’ou. Furthermore, the 
filatiiaiion between thekwo figures^ might be more than a simple 

Let us reconsider Bodhidharma’s life in the light of de Saussure’s 
definition by focusing on two of its elements, the function and the 
name. In the Continued Biographies of Eminent Monks, Bodhidharma 
is contrasted with the dhySne master Seng-ch'ou, whose method of 
meditation, although deemed of a rather inferior type, was quite 
popular. To quote Tao-hsttan: “Thus, when we look at there two 
tenets {of Seng-ch’ou and Bodhidharma, it is dear that] they are like 
the two wheels of the same cart. [Seng-] ch’ou embraced the [practice 
called] the ‘foundations of mindfulness’, a model of purity to be 
venerated, Bodhidharma relied on the teaching of emptiness, whose 
purport is obscure _and deep. Doe to this fact, his principle was 

^intrinsically difficult to comprehend, whiie Seng-ch’ea’s mode! was 
■i. .easily accessible.”15 

Tins contrast is a typical literary device.and the opposition between; • 
l_ the two men was probably not so dear cut It is reminiscent -of-:, 

another famous antagonism, that of the respective founders of the-i 
sb-callcd Northern and Southern schools of Ch’an, Shcn-hsiu and’ 
Hui-neng,J‘ who became paradigms of the two main types of Ch^an * 

■ practitioners. Any later Cb’aa monk was, in a way, a Hui-neng or r 
.j Shcn-hsiu. Again, it is clear that the contrast between the two has 

been exaggerated for hagiographical purposes. -1: < 

But, more than the contrast itself, what 1 would like to strest>» 
that, in the early Ch’an tradition, both Bodhidharma and Seng-ch'ot& 
or Hui-neng and Shcr.-Hsiu, arc symmetrical figures that imply each; 

•.re4«^ifCk'^U« csxcG'p'f 
* Vladimir Propp. Morphology of the Fotkltir (Bteon-.ir.^.on: lr-^MiKt univerwy 

Research Center in Anthropology, FoSdoiw m6 IJagdstks. 1968). a 
a Roland Barthes, "Introduction to the Structural Analysis of Narratives." in Imggi^z 

Music-Text (New York: Hill A Wang, W77fc Claude Bmao>'d. Logique Ju ricit (Parish 
Scuil, 1973); Claude Livi-Stranss. Structural Anthropology. 2 vols. (New York: Basic, 
Books. I96J-76). ■ V', 

JJ T. SO, 2060.596c. • ./ >li. 
24 Yampoliky(n. I above), pp. 130-32. 

literary device and might reflect instead a preexistent connection at j * 
the level of popular consciousness^! ~~---- 
’" AnofhcF possible model ^provided by Barthes’s hypothesis -that 
many narratives “set two adversaries in conflict over some stake; the 
subject is then truly double, not reducible further by substitution; 
indeed, this is even perhaps a common archaic form, as though narra¬ 
tive, after the fashion of certain languages, had also known a dual of 
persons.’*” (Note flat the French word duel has both meanings of 
“duel" or contest, and *dusS"tfoe category in Greek grammar inter¬ 
mediate between singular and pfural].) One of the protagonists of the 
dud (contrast or confBctV asay change, but the duel Had 

m 

r, 

reUfi^ 

| Thus, the contrast between Bodhidharma and Scng-ch’ou isstruc- j 
f: tsrally analogous to 'the rivalry between Hui-neng and Shcn-hsiu, ! v^A 
I which is: its sectarian hyperbole. It reflects the opposition and com-.j 
| plementarity between foe two levels of truth (absolute and cor.vcn- *. 

tiofiai) or, in Zen terminology, between the theories of fedfer betsuden \ Y 
L. (special transmission outside of the Scriptures) and kyozen itehi 

(harmony between Zen and the Scriptures), that is, between purity 

§•' Th^w^a^Uw^feontrast between Bodhidharma and Seng-ch’ou is \ g, 1” kobviotw from Tao-hsOan’s notice. The paradigmatic equivalence (it ■ 
i between them can be found in the fact that to both are attributed 
I parallel theories concerning foe “two entrances" and that both were 
Considered candidates for the position of “first patriarch" by foe early 1 
|/ Ch’an school Both, in de Saassurc’s terms, have foe same function in | 

i/-Ch’an discourse andlegend, where they are represented as Taoist 
if 1 immortals, BodUdharma adwving immortality through the so-^al*^ 

m j - • v- . ' " : \* 
w 1 »T«iwiee Toner*Sisactsrc.sr^ Mythopofcsa,” Amkum 10, oo. I » 

li&IDiW* n 
3* Wc my think hot ofwhat Reaf Girard, in his book on VhkmemdlkeSm*l 

M: (Baltimore; JohasHdpkias Uwvmky Press. 1977), has said abort -artfoaiitk ^ 
k* and the aray rpfalnrf |woce» leading to the eviction of (he doable, later IX 

gionfkd as a *fo«nder.** Bodbidharnaa’* death rcm*insuty#crioa$.mi*M>mcJap*BC* - 
scholars have suggested that he way e*s« have been executed. The legend teSs os that ( 

the was poisoned by jealous rivals. —* 
I * Barthes, p.108. 

- O Is (\/ ^ K I i e c-o vdl 

8,b- 
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deliverance from the corpse, Scng-ch’ou manifesting his supernatural 
powers by taming two tigers and causing the welling up of a “divine 
source."2* Thus, Scng-ch’ou appears as the main double of Bodhi¬ 
dharma: on the syntagmatic axis of the hagiographical narrative, he is 

ja rival, on its paradigmatic axis, he is a substitute.2* Both Seng-ch’ou 
and Bodhidharma were apparently regarded bv Ching-chUeh, the 
author of the Leng-ch'ieh shih-tzu chi, as the patriarchs of the two 
main trends of early Ch’an.10 The amalgam between the two figures 
was achieved around the same time, as we can infer from a poem by 
Ts’en Chen (715-70) about a foreign monk who concentrated on the 
Lank&vatSra-sQtra and who-had subdued two tigers and a dragon (an 
allusion to the “divine source" kept by a dragon).11 

On the paradigmatic axis of Bodhidharma’s hagiography, we find 
legends related to other thaumaturges such as Pao-chih and Fu “the 
Mahasattva" (alias Fu Hsi). Both characters served as models for a 
certain trend in Buddhism that considered dhySna as. a way to acquire 
supernatural powers. Fu Hsi (497-569), the “Chinese VimalakJrti," is 
also considered as the precursor of the Tien-t’ai school (as is Seng- 
ch’ou). The famous meeting between Bodhidharma and the Liang 
emperor Wu (.another typical example of “duel")12 is a variant of the 
encounter between Fu Hsi and this emperor.11 in both cases, Pao- 
chih plays the role of a clairvoyant witness who reveals to the per¬ 
plexed emperor the real identity of his interlocutor (Fu Hsi being a 
manifestation of the future Buddha Maitreya, Bodhidharma an avatar 
of the Bodhisattva AvalokiteSvara [Chinese Kuan-yin]). 

The similar function played by Fu Hsi and Bodhidharma is reflected 
in the comment by the T’ien-t’ai monk Chan-jan that the “Incarnation 
from Tu$ita Heaven" (Fu Hsi as Maitreya) surpasses the “coming of 
the Indian saint,”14 which is to say, T’ien-t’ai teaching is superior to 

“Sec Yanagida Scizan. Shoki Zetuhu sliisho no kenkyO (A study of the histo- J: 
riographieal works of the early Ch’an school) (Kyoto: HSzfikan, 1967), p. 597. The 
names of BodhidHarma and Mui-neng are also related to similar “divine sources,” and 
the latter is known in the legend as a “dragon-subduer.” See Michel Soymii, “Sources 
ersourcicfs cn Chine.” Bulletin <Je la Maison franeq-japonaise. nx. 7, no. I (1952): - 

“7 he same could be said in the case of Hui-neng and Seng-ch’ou, who are at the 
same time rivals in the narrative (syntagmatic axis) and functional equivalents (para¬ 
digmatic axis) as “sixth patriarch” of the early Ch’an tradition. . 

» T. 85.2837, 1284c; and Yanagida, p. 518. 
11S** “Tai-po hu-seng ko" [Song of the barbarian monk of Tai-po). la Chliai 

Tang shih. chUan 199, cd. Sheng Tsu (Taipei: Hung-ye shu chO, 1977), 1:2057 ff. 
11 See Pi-yen lu [The record of the blue cliff), “case” 1 (T. 48,2003, f40a). 
u Ibid.. “case”67 (T. 48.2003. 197a). 
14 See Chih-kuan i-li(T. 46. 1913,452c). ^ 
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Ch’an.11 The logic at work here is clearly a sectarian one. But the 
sectarian interpretation does not do justice to the dynamism and 

complexity of the legend. 

If we consider now the role played by the name of Bodhidharma in 1 
the evolution of his legend, we come to an even more complex situa¬ 
tion. The-substitution of names is, according to de Saussurc, one of 
the “two types of historic modification of legend which might well be 
considered the most difficult to. accept.”14 

The most obvious confusion is the one between Bodhidharma and 
the Kashmirian monk DharmatrSta (who flourished in the beginning 
of the hfth century), to whom was (unduly) attributed a dhyana-sQtra 
(Ta-mo-to-io ch'an ching). Not only has DharmatrSta’s lineage 
become Bodhidharma’s lineage, and the'basis of the later Ch’an 
paTriarchal tradition, but Bodhidharma himself has become known in 
Tibet as Bodhidharmatilta.” Note that, in the Tibetan tradition, he 
haa become, with the Northern Ch’an master MahaySna, one of the 
two characters added to the list of the eighteen artists.11 Not too; 
surprisingly, Mahay ana himself is represented as accompanied by a 
tiger, a possible resurgence of the Seng-ch’ou figure.1^ * 

»Thi$ polemical attitude is the product of a later period, but the relationships 
between Vicn-t’ai and Ch’an schools have also given binh to the legend of the 
encounter between Bodhidharma and Nan-yOeh Hui-ssu (the first patriarch of Tien- 
i*ai). Hui-ssu becomes a disciple cf the Indian monk, who tells him that both will be 
later reincarnated in Japan (sec KOja's fsshinkaimon, T. 74,2379,653b). This legend 
eventually merges with the story of the Japanese prince ShGtoku (himself considered as 
a reincarnation of Hui-ssu) meeting a starving beggar on the roadside and exchanging 
poems with this strange apparition in which he has recognized his former master 
Bodhidharma (T. 74, 2379, 653c), Another legendary encounter is the one between 
Bodhidharma and Chih-i, the actual founder of the Ticn-tai school The story is found 
in a fourteenth-century Tendai encyclopedia, the Keiran shuydshQ (T. 76, 2410, 532b) 
and reveals the same opposition between ky&ge betsuden and ky&zen itchi. 

*Thc other is "a change of motive or aim for an action which remains unchanged" 
(see Starobinski [n. 19 above], p. 7). 

& See Paul Dcmitvillc, “Appcndicc sur ‘Damoduolo* (DharmatrS[ta])," in Jao 
Tsong-yi ct al, Peiniurcs monochromes de Tun-huang (Dunhuang baihua), Mimoircs 
arch6ologiqucs, vol. 13, no. I (Paris: Ecole Franpaise d’Extrftme-Orient, 1978), 
pp, 43-49. ^ 

» On the question of the sixteen or eighteen disciples of Buddha, sec Sylvain Uvi 
and Edouard Chavannes, MLcs seize arhats protecteurs de la Lot," Journal Asiatique 8 
(!?I6): 5-50, ;£9-304; M. W. dc Visscr, The Arhats in China and Japan (Berlin: 
Ocstcrhcld, 1923). 

*9 There is also some confusion in the iconography with the Chinese translator 
Hsflan-tsang and Seng-ch'ou. See Yamaguchi ZuihO, "Tora wo tomonau daijQhachi 
rakanzu no raircki” [On the origins of the eighteenth arhat), Indd koten kenkyii 6 
(May 1$84): 392-422. 
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Bodhidharma’s name appears sometimes truncated as 3odhi, or. 
more often as Dharma (Ta-mo). In the first case, it may be confused 
with another of his rivals, Bodhiruci. Incidentally, Bodhiruci (d. 527) 
was a translator .of the LankSvatara-sutra, in a recension different 
from the one supposedly transmitted by Bodhidharma to his disciple 
Hui-k’o. According to the legend, Bodhiruci and another monk, 
Kuang-t’ung, jealous of Bodhidharma's fame, tried to poison him 
several times and eventually succeeded.40 Kuang-t’ung (alias Hui- 
kuang, 468-537) was himself a disciple of Seng-ch’ou and had also 
studied on Mount Sung at the famous Shao-lin monastery. This 
monastery had been built by the emperor Hstao-wen of the Northern 
Wei for another Central Asian monk named Fo-t’o or Pa-t’o (Chinese 
transcription for Buddha or Bhadra).41 It is only much later, due to 
specific historical circumstances into which I cannot enter now, that 
Bodhidharma's name came to be associated with the Shao-iin monas-. 
tery, leading him to become the posthumous founder of the martial art 
known as “Shao-iin boxing" (Shdrmji kernpp). from the Sung-shan 
gazetteers,42 we can assume that there was an apparent amalgamation 
of the lineages of Fo-t’o/Ssng-ch’ou and of Bodhidharma/ Kui-k’o. 
Bodhidharma comes to play the same rote as Buddha (or Bhadra) as 
the patriarch of the Shao-lin ssu. 

Pa-t‘c is also the abbreviated transcription used for Gunabhadra 
(394-468), the first translator of the Lankivat&ra-sQtra. Gunahhadra’s 
translation is precisely the recension transmitted by Bodhidharma to 
Hui-k’o. In the Leng-ch’ieh shih-tzu cki,*> Gunabhadra is presented 
as the master of Bodhidharma, and this biographical interpolation 
may result from his role as transmitter of the LahkSvatSra-sfltra or 
from a confusion among the founder of the Shao-lin monastery, the 
dhySna master Pa-t’o, and Bodhidharma's hypothetical nine years’ 
practice near this monastery. In a later work of the LahkavatSra 
tradition,44 the relationship between Gunabhadra and Bodhidharma 
is inverted, and Bodhidharma becomes the master of Gunabhadra. In 
any case, the dual/duel structure remains. 

Thus the different elements of the legend discerned by de Saussure 
reinforce each other ami are 1>» fuvs rather difficult to distinguish. 

«• The story first Appear* in to eijhih-cerUury work, the Li-tai fa-pao chi {T. 51, 
2075.180c), 

41 Concerning this monk, see Pciltot(fi. 7 Above), pp. 262-64. 
**S«e. e.g„ Tong Kao, ChVeti rant ***. chflan 514 (Taipei: Hua-wen shu cha, 

1965), 11:6619. 
2837,1284c, 

44 See the Lenx-chleh chin# ch'an-men hri-tan chang(T. 85, 2779. 536a); and Paul 
Dcm&vilk and Jao Tioug*yi, Airs dr Toucn-houanx (Touen-houanf* k'iu): Airs a 
chanter des VWe-Xe sticks (Paris: CNRS, 1971), pp. 8 V-87. 
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However inconclusive or impressionistic this argument may seem, ail 
these clues point toward the same conclusion: Bodhidharma’s life as 
a hybrid textual construction, and it is only a part of a larger struc¬ 
ture that is also at work in the lives of masters apparently as different' j — - 
as Seng-cb.’ou, Pao-chih, Fu Hsi, Fo-t’o (Pa-t’o), Gunabhadra, 
Bodhiruci, et cetera. All these characters, before being historical 
figures, are textual paradigms. Their meaning is not primarily in their 
historicity but in the significant modifications achieved by^their 
legends. 

But biographies, however hagiographic they may be, are not simply 
legends or myths and are more resistant to a structural analysis thao 
the latter genre. The‘approach we have taken here cannot'be applied 

j indiscriminately. It will prove most useful with certain categories of 
,-sJ traditional figures, the so-called founders of a school or the representa- 
y tives of certain trends. Significantly, most founders have a veiy dim 

j historical existence. Most of the Buddhist schools Mart in relative .. . ,xr-' 
-obscurity and are organized by a second- or third-generation suo- ' s, 
cessor, who, I would argue, is in most cases the real founder. Thefiufe? 4-^ 1 
patriarch is retrospectively promoted to his honorific rank in order to j 4.. 
give more legitimacy to the new school. He serves as a blank space on ].&■* 
which one may project all the necessary “biographical" riements. lo f v: 

T-othcr words, there is no real origin to the patriarchal tradition, no i * ' , 
i real “founder.** The character who plays that role is, to use L6vi- 

Strauss’s expression concerning myth, a “virtual focus,” a ‘virtual 
j ^object whose shadow alone is real.4* H» “biography" trill proliferate 
S I around this obscure source, and historical details trill soon turn into 

j legend. 
f~SX' Besides that.of Bodhidharma, other well-known embellished Mag? 

raphies are the lives of the so-called third and sixth patriarchs of the 

* Ch’an tradition,' Seng-ts’an and Hui-nsng. In fact, they may have 
£ F provided the missing links in the patriarchal lineage. The main pur- 
un pose of-this lineage itself was to link artificially several different 
I Cj schools. The first school, callcdthe “School of Bodhidharma," orig- S -mated probably with Hui-k’o or with a later LankSvattia wdw 

named Fa-ch*ung (587-6657). The second school, the so-called Tunr 
shan or Eastern Mountain School, was founded by the "fourth pa- 

| triarch” Tao-hrin (580-651) and drew its legitimacy from the obscure 
F figure of Sehg-tshn. The first detailed biographical account coaoem- 
I big the future "thin) patriarch’’ is to be found In the Leng-eh'iektUh 
I; tzu chi. The third school, the so-called Southern School, originated 

Claude livt-Stnots, The Raw and the Cooked (New York: Harper A Row* 1908). 
p-5. 
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with Shen-hui (684-758) and not, as the tradition would have us. 
believe, with Hui-neng, whose chief merit was to be relatively un¬ 
known. The lives of these three Ch’an masters (Bodhidharma, Seng- 
ts’an, and Hui-neng) are reconstructions dating from the eighth 
century, at a time when sectarianism was intense.4* Their purpose is 
largely ideological. In the same way, the “classical" Ch’an of the ninth 
century traces its source back to two unknown disciples of Hui-neng, 
Nan-yOeh Huai-jang and Ch’ing-ytlan Hsing-ssu. Being fundamen¬ 
tally paradigms for orthodox practice, these Ch’am masters should be 
treated as such, and not given a false psychological fdentity through/ 
misguided erudition. This means that all variants of a hagiographical 
topos should first be considered in a synchronic perspective, without - 
trying to sort out the historical kernel from the shell of legend. This ^ 
metaphor of shell and kernel, implicit in the work of most historians, 
should itself be questioned. By thus widening the scope of our study 
and abandoning—at least for the founding figures—the obsolete con- j 
cept of historical individuality, we might get closer to the global j 

structure that regulates the transformations of actual biographies. 1 
But this may not suffice io explain why we get, for example, the 

type called Bodhidharma as the first patriarch of Ch’an, instead of 
other possible types such as Seng-ch’ou or Fu Hsi. It seems that we 
have to reintroduce the historical or diachronic dimension in the last 
resort in order to make sense of these apparent contingencies. To 
interpret hybrid texts, our method must be itself hybrid. Although it 
will stress a kind of structural analysis, it must be aware of the failure 
of all systems that claim in their perfection to transcend history. Only 
by rejecting all methodological extremes, in a typical Buddhist fashion, 
may we reach a new, although limited, understanding of “the meaning 
of Eodhidharma’s coming from the West." 

Cornell University 

46 On ihc formation of those legends, sec Yampolsky (n. 1 above), i, pp. 3-88. j ^ 
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; Transcript of a talk given at the 1964 Summer School 

I find it difficult to condense so vast a subject into so small a scope, but 
jn spite of that I feel that before I come to the actual practice of Chinese 
%uddhisra|which I feel is the most important part of it, I would just like 
to say a few words about the history of Buddhism in China, just to put 
it in its place, so to speak. The importance of Chinese Buddhism is as 
follows: as you know, the Buddhist scriptures fall into two main categ¬ 
ories, the Pali, which is used in the Theravada countries, and the Sanskrit 
used in the Mahayana countries. Unfortunately, most of the Sanskrit 
originals have been lost. However, very detailed and careful translations 
of the Sanskrit scriptures exist in two languages, Tibetan and Chinese. 
It can therefore be said that in the world today, original Buddhist scriptures 
or close to original Buddhist scriptures exist in the form of Pali, Tibetan 
and Chinese. Japan, Korea and Vietnam, etc*, depend on Chinese 
scriptures.; Thus Chinese Buddhism is not only of concern to China, but 
to the whole of what might be called the very Far East. There is some 
evidence to suggest that Buddhism actually reached the coast of China 
about the year B.C. 200, for certain things have,been found in the province 
of Shan-tung that suggest that, but not much is known about it. In 
the year 61 A.D., the Emperor Ming-Ti is supposed to have had a dream, 
in which a golden figure appeared to him and when his ministers were 
asked what to do about this dream they said, “well, send to India and 
find out'-. The fact that he dreamt of a golden figure and that this was 
interpreted by his ministers as being connected with something in India, 
Suggests that there must have been some knowledge of Buddhism already 
when he had this dream. Anyway, from that time on Chinese pilgrims 
bega^ making the very difficult journey to India which involved going 
through high mountains and frightful deserts, and it took many years, 
and great hardships were experienced, but they went to India principally 
ta obtain teachers and sutras and these they gradually brought back 
over a period of several hundred years. Then came the business of 
translating the sutras into Chinese which was done very carefully indeed, 
never by an individual man, usually by a committee, who would have, 
say* one great Indian teacher who knew only Sanskrit and perhaps one 
great Chinese scholar, who knew only Chinese. In between the two 
thiab would be Indians who knew Chinese and Chinese who knew Sanskrit, 
aiidrthen the work would be passed backwards and forwards among these 
people until it received the approval of all concerned, the language, 
experts, the religious experts, all had to agree, this is the correct transla¬ 
tion of those sutras. Working in this marvellous way they produced 
translations which are so good that it might be possible for a man with a 
v<^f good knowledge of Sanskrit and of Chinese to reconstruct the 
Sanskrit originals almost exactly from the Chinese translations. 

When Buddhism first entered China it had already divided into a 
considerable number of sects in India itself. Therefore, the people 
who brought it to China, whether Chinese pilgrims or Indian scholars and 
teachers were naturally taught principally the teachings of their own 
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jiarticular sect, so quite a number of sects arose, but there was never the 
sharp difference between the sects which you find in the Western world, 
say in the Christian church. The sects all overlapped one another. 
There was never any feeling that "my sect is right and your sect is less 
right and positively wrong", but when a man said that he belonged to a 
particular sect he usually meant only that he personally emphasised the 
teachings in a particular book or series of books, so we have sects such as 
the Hwa-ja-ycn sect. There used to be sects of that kind that are simply 
named after particular scriptures. All the Chinese sects with one possible 
exception are continuations of sects that arose originally in India. The 
possible exception is the Ch'an sect which is called Zen in Japanese. 
Some people say that this is a purely Chinese invention, and that it is the 
result of Buddhism being studied by people with a Taoist background, 
and in this way we could say that Buddhism is the father, and Taoism 
is the mother of Ch'an or Zen. However, the Chinese themselves would 
strongly deny that, and would say that Zen was introduced by Bodbi- 
dharma from India and he was in a direct line of succession of Patriarchs 
who go right back to Maha Kassapa. 

From the point of view of the Western world I suppose that this 
Ch'an or Zen sect is of the greatest interest because of its flowering in 
Japan and because of the present great interest in Zen which we find in 
the Western world. It is called a doctrine without words, but in fact 
some compromises have to be made and there are a few Zen scriptures 
which are almost indispensable. One of them is the smaller Heart Sutra ) 
which tries to show the identity of subject and object, the identity, say, 
of the smeller, the organ of smell and the act of smelling, and the thing 
which is smelt. Then came a wonderful book written by a Chinese 
which many of you know as The Sutra of Wei Lang which is the only 
book written by a Chinese to receive the title of “sutra", because "sutra" 
is always used for the teaching of the Buddha himself, but this one book 
is considered to be so remarkable and so closely in spirit with the teaching 
of the Buddha, that it received the name of “sutra". Then after that, 
of course, there were various Chinese scholars who after experiencing, 
deeply experiencing, in their own minds the fruits of meditation, either 
themselves or their disciples produced books such as those by Huang Po 
and Hui Hai, of which I have attempted to make translations. As time 
went on the different sects in China began to merge until today it hardly 
makes any sense to talk about sects at all, because in a typical Chinese 
temple you can find certain practices, certain types of meditation, and 
so forth which derived from almost every sect. The main constituents 
of modem Chinese Buddhism, I should say, are what used to be the 
Vinaya sect, because the Vinaya is very important in China, and the 
number of rules followed by the monks there is slightly larger even than 
the 200 odd rules followed by the Theravadin monks, and to them is 
added the very strict rule of complete vegetarianism, even eggs and milk 
arc not allowed. In China there is nothing comparable to that kind of 
person in Japan who dresses like a monk, but may be married. I don't 
know what the Japanese term for these people is. I don't know whether 
the characters used to refer to them are the characters used for the word 
"monk", for, of course, a married monk is a contradiction in terras. 
In Japan it seems to me that that kind of priest, shall we say, corresponds 
rathei- to a Church of England clergyman with his wife and children. 
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but this/ does not exist in China at all. Either you arc 100 per cent 
layman or you arc a monk, and if you are a monk you^are 100 ‘per cent 
vegetarian and 100 per cent chaste. As I say, as time went on ^the . 
various ideas of the different sects all became joined into one, so that in 
addition totlie Vinaya, which was common to all of them, you get medita¬ 
tion which in all ^branches of Chinese Buddhism is strongly influenced by 
the Ch^n or Zep sect. You also, get a devotional form of Buddhism 
which we in England call Amidism. I think in the West many people 
suppose that if you are a Zen follower you cannot possibly be an Amidist 
and vice versa. |As I will try to show you later, however, there is really 
no contradiction, whatsoever between the two. Amidism is the 
repetition of the name of Amida Buddha, reliance upon a force external 
to yourself, coming quite close, I think, to the Christian's reliance upon 
God aftd this on the surface seems to be a direct contradiction to Zen 
Buddhism and other forms of Buddhism which tell you to rely on yourself, 
but I hope to show you later that they are exactly the same. Tibetan 
Buddhism has also had a considerable influence on Chinese Buddhism 
and yoU will find certain parts of the temple rites and so on are directly 
attributable to that. Now in the last few hundred years the divisions 
between these sects have practically died out, but before I come on to 
describe; the main thing which is Chinese Buddhist practice today, I 

[ would jtfst like ^mention a few small points. First, there is no Buddhist 
hierarchy jn China, unlike Tibet or Siam. In China almost every 

“temple isi an independent unit and there is no control from the top. 
This hf$ iohe good results, you get something like the equivalent of 
academic freedom and each temple is free to perform in its own way. 
It also has bad results because if you have a particular community of 
monkMw|io are not behaving as monks should behave, there is really 
no one|td stop them horn doing so. Second point, in recent years almost 
80 per cent or 90 per cent of the most important Chinese teachers and 

j scho&i&o^ Buddhism have been found among the lay Buddhist Associa¬ 
tions rather than in the temples, but that, 1 think, is an accident of history 
because^when the Manchu dynasty was overthrown and Imperial patron- 

■ age withdrawn from the temples, they fell into very pitiful conditions 
"and then the country became disorganised politically. There were all 

sorts of people running away from conscription or bandits going, into 
hiding,, and all sorts of people who quickly put on the yellow robe and 
entered the temples and, of course, this had rather a bad result and also 
for sog$e reason in many temples for a long time only a few great teachers 
have arisen and so it happened that more and more the monks there were 
just repeating by heart things that they didn't really understand them- 

_ selves, so all the formal side of Buddhism remained, but the inner, the vital 
side, the mystical side, reached a rather low ebb in the temples at the 

^ time of the Communist invasion. On the other hand in most cities of 
Chinawere associations of laymen who lived very strict Buddhist 
lives Up&sakas and who had a great knowledge of Chinese literature 
in general and Buddhist literature and practice in particular. ; |t is 
really to these people that we owe the fact that Chinese Buddhisip is 
still vety much a living tradition. Buddhism has always been a minority 

[ reUgum ih^Ounsu^ 
In recent years owing to improved communications (1920-50) a 

good many highpowered Tibetan Lamas found their way to China. 
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Some of them stayed a long time and very often they drew round them 
whole groups of people, principally from these lay associations, and 
therefore, at the time when the Communists came in there was a very 
grcht revival of interest in the Tibetan form of Buddhism, and had the 
Communists not come, I think that this would have gone on and on, 
and there would have been an even greater, continually increasing, 
demand for learned lamas from Tibet. I think the reason for that 
demand is that Tibetans, particularly from geographical and political 
reasons have been so cut off from the rest of the world, that they were 
able to. preserve intact so many aspects of Buddhism which could not be 
preserved so well in communities where life was more modem, and 
people were more busy, and where there were so many different influences 
outside and foreign influences at work. 

Now I come to what I would like to think of as the main part of this 
talk which is the practice of Chinese Buddhism today. As I said the 
sects have more or less amalgamated into one, so it is possible now to 
talk of a Chinese Buddhism which more or less covers the whole. The 
chief pillars on which it is based, as I suppose in all forms of Buddhism, 
arc Wisdom and Compassion. These two are always stressed as the 
means and the object of Buddhism. Compassion, the means, pure 

\ Wisdom the object. This Wisdom should be approached by three means 
simultaneously. One of them is Vinaya, leading moral lives, follow¬ 
ing certain rules; then the practice and study of sutras, listening to 
teachers and so on, for which, I think, one could use the word study to 
cover all of that; and then intuitive knowledge which comes only through 
meditation, from turning the mind inwards upon itself. Almost any 
Chinese Buddhist will say that not much progress can be made if you 

. omit any one of those three, so correct behaviour or shall we say 
self-discipline, plus learning, plus intuitive knowledge, is the way to 
Enlightenment. Now many Westerners when they go to China are 
extremely surprised to find that in almost every Monastery, though 
there is a Zendo, in which the rules of Zen are strictly adhered to, in the 
main shrine room of the temple, the principal rites which are performed 
are in connection with what we call Amidism, the throwing ourselves 
upon the mercy of a Buddha who, to all appearances, is external to our¬ 
selves. So it seems astonishing at first and I was very surprised to find 
these two things going hand in hand. I had many discussions with 
Chinese Abbots and holy men about this. I said "how is it possible to 
practise two forms ‘of Buddhism which seem so opposite" and it was 
always very difficult to make them see the point. At first they couldn't 
see that these were opposite to each other and indeed, of course, they 
are not. Now the main practice of the Amidists is to repeat the name of 
Amida Buddha a great number of times, but this repetition alone, of 
course, would be completely useless. It has to be accompanied by 
something in the mind, a mental practice. Even at the simplest level, 
even supposing you take a man who is uneducated in the ordinary sense, 
and also knows very little about Buddhism, if he practises this, with 
his mind concentrating at the same time, he very easily by this means 
attains a kind of one-pointedness of mind, which is the first step in 
meditation, and Dr. Suzuki, the great Zen expert from Japan, says in 
one of his books quite plainly that far more people have attained En¬ 
lightenment by “Namu Amida Butsu, Namu Amida Butsu", than through 



w*v ^iacucc 01 6cnt because it is a very simple way for people to concen¬ 
trate. People who have not been taught the rather difficult way of Zen 
find it very easy, but mere concentration in itself would not be enough 
because you might be concentrating on tlfe wrong thing, and as 
far as we have got in this argument most people who go in for other 
forms of Buddhism will say, “well, you are concentrating on the wrong ; 
thing if you are concentrating on a force outside yourself*1. Some of j 
you who have read translations of Japanese books and so on Jaiow that i 

1 the Chinese or Japanese terms for these—iariki in Japanese, meaning j 
“other strength", power from outside, and jiriki, which means strength or ! 
power from inside. Now it is these two which to the logical mind j 
seem to be entirely opposed: you can have one or other, but how can you j 
have both at the same time ? Well, what the Chinese do in practice is ! 
in performing their equivalent of Pdjat their rites and so on, they use this ] 
“other power" method, and in their meditation tjiey use the “inner \ 
power" or “self power" method Then it gradually appears that* these 
two are, of course, the same because, I think, all Chinese Buddhists 
would accept the Zen doctrine of the One Mind. There is a Something 
which you may call the Absolute, or the One Mind; which is common to 
us all, and could be said to exist both inside us and outside us, though, 
of course, at a higher level the words "outside" and “inside1* become ! 
meaningless, but at our everyday level we can imagine this Mind as 
something all around us, both inside and outside us, at the same time. s 
When you practise the “tariki" form, that is something outside yourself, 
you arc not addressing your mind to a force which is different from the 
force to which you address yourself when you practise the "jiriki" 
method, of going into yourself. However, you might say then "why 
should it be necessary to practise them both ?" Now I have found that 
all Chinese are insistent that meditation alone without any form of paja 
or rites or something like that is decidedly harmful, and that this other 
aspect must be practised simultaneously. Why ? Because the whole 
aim of meditation is to destroy your little self, your little ego must go. 
Now as long as you just meditate, when you make progress you think 
"ah, I haye made progress".^ Who is I ? You see, the more " / have 
made progress** the bigger your ego gets, the bigger your ogo gets the less 
useful your meditation is. In fact it can bo very harmful indeed, and 
fill you with spiritual pride. So the object of having a kind of external 
worship is to remind yourself, this is not my mind which gives me this 
power, it is, could we call it—The Mind. It is not my self with a small 

it is the Self with a big "S" which gives us this power and to remind 
ourselves of this constantly is very good indeed. You should address that 
big Self or big Mind, very much as though a Christian addresses God as 
something outside yourself, but if on the other hand you practise this 
kind of devotional meditation alone, this also would be harmful, because 
then you get the idea of some power which is completely separate from 
yourself, you throw yourself on the mercy of that power, which is com¬ 
pletely contrary' to the teaching of Buddhism. So the thing is to evolve, 
as the Chinese have done, some kind of religious or spiritual life which at 
the lower Everyday level has elements of both, other power and self 
power. Then, of course, as meditation goes forward, you perceive more 
and more in your own mind the perfect identity of these two, but even 

' when the identity has been perceived you do not stop practising it—you 
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'do not regard the devotional side as a rather kindergarten measure and 
your Zen meditation as a University measure; it is not like that. These 
two have to go together. Indeed as you make progress in meditation, 

g and your spiritual life, you may rise from level to level to level, but 
however high the level you rise to you do not then cease entirely practising 
those practices you were given when you were still at that lower level. 
This should go simultaneously. So in my own practice which has largely 
been moulded by the Chinese, when I enter my shrine room, and make 
some offerings, I suppose at that moment I am really conceiving of the 
object of worship as something outside myself, because I do not stop to 
think about it, but I certainly behave as if that object were outside 
myself. When I am doing meditation I attempt to turn my mind in¬ 
wards, then there is no thought in my mind of the power outside myself. 
So in actual practice we could divide the spiritual life into those external 
parts that we perform as though it were to an external power and the 
internal parts we perform as though to an internal power, but always in 

’ the knowledge that these two are identical. I think that as spiritual 
progress is made then it becomes very clear that this power is one, but 
though one it does not cease to have these aspects, the external and 
internal. 

As to the final point, this is a very interesting one, which goes far 
beyond logic. All of us who are Buddhists have sometimes given a 
thought to the One and the Many, and we are intellectually convinced 
that the one and the many arc the same, by which I mean that existence 
in its pure form, (form is a bad word), is devoid of colour and form, and 
so on, and any kinds of divisions into A. B. C. and D. The world as it 
appears to us, however, contains many millions of different objects, and 
that is the many. Now, I suppose, most of us are convinced that the 
one and the many are the same, but this is not the point I am trying to 
make, but when we say to ourselves at the ordinary logical level, "the 
one and the many are the same**, we mean that the many is an emanation 
of the One, or has proceeded from the One and may return to the One, 
but in a temporary sense the One has expressed itself in the Many, 

x Whilst it is many, it seems not to be One, though wc can well imagine 
that the many will become the One again. But what I understand from 
the Chinese Buddhism I'have learnt, is that when you reach a very high 

y point in meditation you will see that it is not that the many have come 
from the One and go back to the One, but that the One and the many are 
identical and simultaneous. Now this, of course, transcends any logical 
thought, because logically it is impossible for something to be one and 
many at the same time. For instance you are not trying to get from Samsara 
into Nirvana, you are not trying to proceed from ignorance to knowledge 
and so on with all these opposites. What you have to do is to reach a 
state in which you find that though it seems logically impossible, in fact 
it is beautifully clear and simple that these various opposites that we j 
have been used to are absolutely identical at every moment, not just one 
coming from the other and going to the other, but they are identical. 
When this has become not just an intellectual theory but an experience 
then its result is tremendous. If I have an almost physical experience 
of this Oneness, of the One and the many, the subject and object, the 
giver, the gift, the act of receiving, all these are one. Then, how can I 
continue to liatc anyone, to despise anyone, to want to be cruel to anyone, 
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to want to do liann to anyone? You no longer have to force yourself not 
to be unkind to others, you just would feel it impossible to be unkind 
to others. | 

$ From this kind of meditation, I think, alone can come genuine 
compassion ^ opposed to forced compassion. We are all told to love 
our neighbour^ and we try our best to do it, but we do not always succeed 
verewell> bnt%s I understand it, once this point is reached in meditation, 
thsft t|j|re is jflio effort at all to love your neighbour, in fact you couldn't 
no^lpvf hira| for everyone loves himself. When you are convinced 
thmjfes^d -UX>U^1 ot^er People are yourself, how can you love 

Igphave met a few people in China, a few teachers, whom I believe to 
ha^ptamed.ihis point and perhaps to have gone far beyond that, and 

°f the pudding, I always like to say, is in the eating—I always 
jujpl|p doctrine by its results on the people, and I liavc really found 
peb||§ there about whom you could have no doubt whatever. The 
ou^|d signs very often or nearly always include the following; that 

should have such peace in him, that, even if you can’t speak 
his language, even if you know nothing abbut him whatever, if you find 
yourself sitting in the same room with him you begin to feel happy and 
ycmWpn to feel peaceful. A second distinguishing mark, which I 
think is probably necessary in all cases is a tremendous good humour, a 
land bf humour which is almost childlike. If it were just a little different 
fromiwhat it is you would say 11‘well, this man is childish". That is why 
Hui BEai, the great Chinese mystic, in his song about his Enlightenment 
say$lYfVeryone takes me for a mad fellow". I think this is a very 
important sign because in those religions which arc based on "thou shalt do, 
and thou shalt not do", you get a tremendous seriousness and when you get 
to thp: people high up in the hierarchy or to their saintly people you find 
thexp terribly serious, solemn, intense. But why should a man who has 
discovered what life is all about, the thing that we all want to know so 
mu<% how can a man as confident as that be solemn ? The only occasion 
for Splenihity would be when you see other people suffering and in trouble 
and ihen; of course, feel very sorry for them and that makes you solemn. 
Wheh you come across a man like that who is just full of peace and who 
somehow transmits happiness to you and at the same time has tremendous 
joy in him which makes him seem almost simpleminded, then he is a 
sage«{ This is most certainly what most Chinese Buddhists are aiming at 
last tp attain, f, 
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jl uv^ i xiunaixt 

and the Bodhisattva he w# / 

by Michael Meltam 

We latter-day Buddhists, in whatever part of the world we may live, are 
finding that we can no longer remain within the simplicities of one 

outlook, one'sehool. The Thcravadin of today finds that half his Buddhist 
friends are followers of the Mahayana, and that if they observe ancient 
tradition within their school they arc supposed to regard his goal as ‘selfish* 
and his system as a lesser vehicle'. Conversely, the Mahayanist finds that his 
Thcravadin friends, if they followed their own orthodoxy, would have to look 
on his scriptures as ‘spurious* and his goal as inflated. What makes this 
dichotomy seem unlikely and wrong is that when it comes to practice — the ^ 
search for wisdom, and the development of compassion, meditation ami the 
training of the heart — these differences seem to disappear. A follower of the 
Th'eravada, for instance, listening tp a follower of Zen expounding the actual 
working principles of the faith by which he lives, thinks:‘Yes. Basically that is 
what I am trying to do too. Thai is Dhammn.* This is not to suggest that tlu* 
practices of all Buddhist schools are the same, nor that they should be: far 
from it. But we can accept different practices as .still pointing towards the 
same greater outcome. Such tranquil acceptance seems to be much more 
difficult, however, when it is a case not of differences in practice hut of 
differences in doctrine. In spite of our brave assertions that, as Buddhists, we 
are not tied down to the blind acceptance of any view, and that wc are 
prepared to try things out for ourselves, wc do sometimes, nevertheless, 
unconsciously become caught upin a belief system.‘Belief, which lends to he 
closed and final, is very' different from the pragmatic exercise of ‘faith* which 
encourages us to follow up and try out a wise idea, while sympathising with a 
friend who tries out a different one which seems to work for him. But if we 
only imagine ourselves to be following an empirical* faith hut arc. in fact, 
captured by a belief system, then whatever may appear to threaten that system 
is too painful for our minds to bear.1 So we try to neutralise the offending 
notion, either by ignoring it completely, or by reducing it to insignificance by 
using terms like ‘inferior* am! ‘selfish*, or ‘spurious* and ‘infiated*. 

There are two terms which crystallise a large part of the doctrinal 

I. Wc find this problem explored in ihe first sulfa of the DigJia Nikaya. the llrahma jalu Suita, 
where it is said that each proclamation of view is — 

only the feeling (\nhtna) nl those who do not know ami see (i.e. those who are Mill Imiiml 
by primal ignorance): only the worry and vacillation of those who are immersed in 
craving/ |U4tl 

In other words, a belief system is not necessarily the outcome of faulty cognition (indeed, it may 
be a sal id s> stem, but while we ate still governed by avijia wc cannot Imnv this) What it is. 
however, is the outcome of desire and craving lor security in an uncertain world. I he Verier able 

Bhikkhu Bodhi. in a masterly commentary on this sutta. which he translated under the title Vw 

AII *em bracing Set of l?w published in Sri Lanka in 1978, underlies the irrational, feeling 
component in all examples of opinionatedness. He points out also that the sutta explains how 
our feelings of pleasure ami security in a ‘view* are greatly enhanced when we can convert others 
to rhe s;ime 'standpoint 
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ThE^^AHANTAND THE BODHISATTVA 
¥#1:: 

differences between Muhflyfinn and Theravflda Buddhism: they arc the 
Bodhisattva and the Arahant. These two ideals appear to have piled up a 
surprising amount of abuse between them. Much of the criticism on the 
Mah$|tfha side is ancient and inherited. The Arahant ideal of the early 
Buddligt? has been stigmatised in the Mahayana scriptures as limited and 
self-^lped, ever since the Mahayana texts began to appear in the early 
centj|t|aE, of theChristian era. In Theravadin eyes this criticism is obviously 
incorrccj, but this reasons for it can be understood more easily, as we shall sec. 
when we look at the history of the times and see what the Mahayanists had to 
contend with. On the Thera.vSda side, the Mahayana ideal of the Bodhisattva 
was at first not mentioned in the early texts and commentaries (because it was 
not Mown in that form — i.e. as a goal for Everyman). Later, it was largely 
ignored. It has, nevertheless, been the cause of much head-shaking among 
modern devotees of the P31i canon ever since they heard of it. The standard, 
and 4gain incorrect, reproach among Thcravadins today is that people 
pursue the Bodhisattva path 'largely ns an excuse for not trying very hard for 
enlightenment in this life’, and that in any case ‘it smacks of megalomania'. 
The question is, do we have to continue with this long-standing quarrel? 
Tumiggpur backs on it and pretending that it is not there leads to an uneasy 
<because unresolved) example of cognitive dissonance. 

Inwhatfolloyre I write of necessity us a partisan, because any follower of a 
particular lineage {in my case the Theravada) is bound to be to some extent a 
partisan, though one may hope not to be an opinionated one. I suggest that 
the criticisms which have been made of the ideals of Arahantship and 
Bodhisattvahoqd on both sides have arisen from misconceptions. We find on 
investigation that the Arahant of the Ti-Pitaka js not a cold and self-regarding 
introvert and that the Bodhisattva of the Mahayana sutras does not shirk 
enlightenment nor does he follow an unaccredited scripture. Nevertheless, 
there do seettt-to be temperamental differences between people who arc 
drawn to one p&th or the other. We shall look at this possibility later, but first 
— how have t|e misunderstandings come about? We shall need to look 
briefly at the early history of Buddhism.1 

Thef #ly canon: the Ti-Pi(ako 
Duribg the period between the death of the Budtlha in the 5th century BC* 
andthc reign of Asoka in the 3rd century BC. the Buddhas teachings were 
cotl^pl and preserved with great care in an oraLtransmission. The oldest 
poQfffof these collections, were grouped together under the headings suffa 
(P£tr|Sanskrit*ufra) — these were the Discourses of the Buddha and his chief 
disC||!§s; and yinaya — the Disciplinary Code for the order of monks and 
nunlpjFrom internal evidence it appears highly probable that part of this 
mat^al was assembled during the Buddha's lifetime, and, as the scriptures 

2. lrt*vomparalivc study, such ns thin, one has to decide whether the few essentud technical terrm ar expressed in PAIi or Sanskrit, or both, ! have decided on both — Pali or Sanskrit. 
g~on which text or school is being quoted. For example, Arahant is the Pali term 
rit: Arhat) and Bodhisattva is the Sanskrit term (~ Pali: Bodhbattu). 

ie mmt generally agreed for the Buddha’s death is 4X.t HC\ 

The Arahant and thli Doum, i va 

themselves declare, that some of it may even have been recited before him. 
Clearly, there were later additions and re-arrangements, but the Buddha- 
word was held in such deep veneration that it is likely that nothing was 
discarded, though we cannot of course tell how much was misunderstood or 
lost. The satta and Yinaya collections that were added to later by a ol 

analytical treatises grouped together under the headingabhUUmnma became 

known by the comprehensive title Ti-Pitaka (in Pali; Tri-Pit aka in Sanskrit), 
meaning the Thrce.Collections (literally, ‘baskets*). As to language, the 7b 

l*i{aka was memorised and disseminated in the closely related veinactdats <>! 
north India, one of which would have been the language of the Buddha 
himself.4 

Theravada: The Pali Canon 
As time went on, and differences of interpretation of scripture arose in tli^ 
Indian Buddhist community, those who agreed in outlook grouped 

themselves together in schools or sects, and gradually these increased in 
number. The growth of Asoka s empire over the whole of India gieaily 
speeded up this process, and -monastic groups became separated In¬ 

considerable differences oflanguage and locality. These differences did not 
much affect the textual core of sacred scripture — particularly die sutta- 
pitaka5 — but applied chiefly to commentary and exposition. Dining die 
reign of Asoka (himself a Buddhist), missions from one of these early Indian 
schools, the Theravada, began to arrive in Sri Lanka. They brought with them 

the Ti-Pitaka memorised in Pali, and much commentarial material. The 
tradition is that the Pali canon of the Ti-Pitaka was virtually closed at .he 
Council of Pataliputra, Asoka s capital, during the reign of that emperor. 
Although differences of outlook and practice cropped up between the 
monasteries that grew up in Sri Lanka, these did not affect the preservation of 

the sacred scriptures. The canon of the Ti-Pitaka and the commentaries from 
the mainland continued to be reverently memorised and recited, and in the 
last century BC the decision was taken in Sri Lanka that they should be 
written down in Pali. It is from these early scriptures in Pali that the 
Theravada schools, both in the east, and now gradually also in the west, ttaev 
their lineage. They remained near in spirit to the profound simplicities of the 

{ ancient tradition and did not become involved in the controversies of the 

• mainland. In the words of Professor Murti,* ‘the Southern or Ceylonese 

school had little or no direct influence on the development of Buddhist 

* schools in India/ 

The Hinayana Schools 
The Tri-Mtaku — based on the teaching of the historical Buddha — also 

4. The Buddha may have spoken some form of Magadhi, from the region in which he chicil> 
taught. He encouraged his disciples to learn {and therefore to teach) Dhatnma (San^kni. 
Dhaima) in their own dialects. (C ullavagga V. .U). 

5. The basis of the sutw-pitaka is the four great Nikayas (Dighn, Majjhimu. Saimutta ami 
Ariguttara). The fifth, or Khuddaka Nikaya contains much later material. 

6. 7hr Central Philosophy of IhtiUthism hy T.R V. Murti. 
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contentiousness which, for him — since it appears to be directed against him 
as a Hlnayanist — mars an otherwise splendid outpouring. The Hinayanist 
may be ‘inferior* in Mahayana eyes: very well. He has no objection to the 
name.12 But can he not be left to jog along in peace in his lesser vehicle, until, 
as he hopes, some form of greater understanding dawns for him? Why do the 
scriptural records which he venerates, and the scriptural characters who have 
inspired him, have to be the subject of so much obloquy in the scriptures of 
another school? It is clear that the Mahayana sutras were regarded — by 
Mahayanists — as superseding and replacing the traditional teaching of the 
historical Buddha as represented in the Tri-Pitaka. In the group of Mahayana # 
scriptures known as The Perfection of Wisdom’, for instance, we have the 
following account of ‘failed* Bodhisattvas who turned to the inferior 
doctrine: 

\Jiist as if a dog were to spurn a morsel of food given to him by his master, and 
preferred to take a mouthful of water from a servant: just so, in the future, some 
persons belonging to the vehicle of the Bodhisattvas will spurn this perfection of 
wisdom, which is the root of the cognition of the all-knowing, and decide to look 
for the core, for growth, for Buddhahood, in the vehicle of the Disciples and 
Pratyekabuddhas.’ 

XI 234, Perfection of Wisdom in 8,000 lines 
Conze's translation 

And again: 

To the extent that I want to win full enlightenment, and that my attention to it is 
perfectly pure, to that extent l have left behind the thoughts of Disciples and 
Pratyekabuddhas.' 

XX 384. Perfection of Wisdom in 8,000 lines 

The vehicle of the Bodhisattvas. in all Mahayana sutras, refers to Mahayana 
teaching, whereas the vehicle of the Disciples and Pratyekabuddhas refers 
to the early canon of the Tri-Pitaka. which was very well known among 
Mahayanists. The Lotus Sutra, chapter VII (page 172 of Kern's translation) 
gives an excellent summary of the Four Noble Truths and the Pralitya- 
samutpada.1* which can be regarded as the essence of early Tri-Pitaka 
teaching, but insight into these is held to be insufficient for freedom. They are 
emancipated from chimeras, but not wholly freed*: Lotus Sutra, chapter III 
page 91 (Kern). At the beginningofehapter III of the Lotus Sutra.Sariputra — 
chief disciple and friend of the historical Buddha — is represented as 
saying: 

‘It was our own fault', not the Lord’s, that we were ’dismissed into the lesser 
vehicle*, because in the past we ‘heard only in a hurry*. 

Kern, p. 61 

According to this sutra, however, Sariputra is now convened to the 
Mahayana doctrine, and is rewarded by the promise of a Buddha-field of his 
own: 

12. Certain titles, such as. in England. Tors’, which were originally handed out by opponents, 
became in the course of time merely neutral and convenient designations. ‘Hinayana* is one 
such. 

15. paticcasamuppada in Pali. '• 
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‘replete with celestial people; with lapis lazuli forearth, having eight intersecting 
roads with golden cords to bound their cities, and by each road a line of 
precious-seven trees always filled with flowers and fruits.* 

Lotus Sutra, Bunno Kato translation page 81. 

Shortly afterwards, the disciples Ananda and Rahula step forward and 
confess their previous fault in listening to an inferior doctrine, and are 
rewarded with Buddha-fields of equal glory. These sensuous paradises may 
steikq us as being a far cry from the early sutra-pitaka, but descriptions of 
spiritual states, which these are undoubtedly meant to represent, are 
notoriously difficult to achieve within the limitations of human language. 

Another sutra, the Avatamsaka, achieves impressive flights of description. 
Of the celestial Bodhisattvas it says: 

They approach and serve all the TathSgatasT who are performing miracles every 
minute; they are able to expand their own bodies to the ends of the universe;... 
they reveal in each particle of dust all the worlds, singly and generally, witAtheir 
different conditions and multitudes; and in these different worlds they choose 
the most opportune season to discipline all beings and bring them to maturity; 
emitting a deep, full sound from every pore of the skin, which reverberates 
through the universe, they discourse on the teachings of all the Buddhas.* 

translation by D.T. Suzuki: 
‘Indian Mayahana Buddhism* page 159. 

But, in this sutra, the disciples of the lessor vehicle, such as Sariputra. etc. 
(who arc still present in these timeless spheres) have no share in these 
wonders, because, we arc told, they have ‘no stock of merit, no wisdom-eye. no 
samadhi. no emancipation, no power of transformation, no sovereignty, no 
energy, no mastery, no abode, and no realm which enables them to get into 
the assemblage of the Bodhisattvas and participate in the performance of the 
great spiritual drama.* (Suzuki, page 164). 

We may feel that in this scenario there is an absence of the attitude of 
peaceful co-existence which is usually the Buddhist response to other schools 
and faiths. In order to understand why, we have to think back in history . We 
can well understand and sympathise with the impulse which drove the 
Mahayana poets and philosophers to break out against the aridities of the 
Hinayana scholiasts and to restore, as they undoubtedly did, men’s 
perception of the sacred realm. But we also need to appreciate the difficulties 
and opposition which a newly emerging Buddhist movement would have had 
to face from the olderorthodoxy. In the early centuries of the Christian era the 
Hinayana schools were arriving near the height of their influence and power. 
They were teachers of kings, masters of huge monastic complexes: and also, it 
appears from the evidence, self-complacent and intolerant.‘At this point, five 
hundred proud monks, nuns and lay devotees, rose from their seats and ... 
left the assembly’ (Lotus Sutra II) is the sort of incident that occurred when 
the new teachings were about to be introduced to the public. Mahayanist 
comments on the older schools could be regarded as a means of fighting back 

against a powerful adversary, and stiffening the allegiance of their own 
supporters. 

Among the problems they would have had to face was the question of 
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authenticity. In arj interesting essay entitled ‘Inspired Speech in Early 
Mahayana Buddhism*. Graeme MacQueenM emphasises the fact that the 
really re)jolutionai| development among the MahaySnists was that they 
produccdnew scripture — not merely commentary, as did the older schools. 
The Mahlfycina textlare sutras. Attempts were sometimes made to justify the 
authenticity cf the MahSySna canon by claiming that their sutras had been 
sealed b^ the Buddha into rocks, when he was alive, or given into the 
protecti<§i $f;the NSga kings or the gods, so that they could be discovered and 
opened Mffcfen the time was ripe. This was the language of those days: an 
appeal tblth^miraculous was a strong appeal. Such arguments do not carry 
much wjrigbtwith us now, but, nevertheless, we have our own kinds of 
metaphysical understanding. In the essay referred to above, MacQjieen 
demonstrate* that frequently in the early Tri-Pifaka the historical Buddha j 
encouraged people to utter ‘inspired spontaneous discourse’, prashbha j 
speech, iptpi he then approved. From this MacQueen argues that this ^ 
tradition of prati-bhd (» PSU pati-bha) constructions is the authority which 
basically||p|olds the Mah2y2nist. He quotes the opening passage to the 
‘Pcrfectio|^fWisdom in 8.000 lines’, in which t he MahSyfina author says that 
once the Blddha’s Mah3y3na followers have trained themselves in the 
Dharma. thereafter. 

‘nothing that they teach contradicts the true nature of Dharma. It is just an 
outpouring of the Tathagatha's demonstration of Dharma.' 

4 . Conze translation page 9. 

An appea|:[to spontaneous creative inspiration is one which the modem 
Hlnayinist can certainly accept. But there arc necessary safeguards to be 
applied: iplhc Mahaparinibbana Sutta of the Ti-Pi(aka, the condition for the 
acceptancc of any teaching that claims to be the Buddha-word (or. by 
extensionl)ii«piight add. inspired by the Buddha) is that it should conform 
with sutta and yinaya.1* The radiant, poetic scriptures of the Mahayana go far 
beyond what we find avowedly expressed in the Ti-Pitaka. but the message of 
the Mahiydna is pure-spirited, and does not, as far as I know, contradict the 
early canqj$ except, possibly, in the rough treatment of the original disciples 
of the Buddha — and possibly also in its attitude to what constitutes 
freedom. *•< . |, 

Having quoted several passages from the Mahayana surras which indicate 
the attitude of the ‘greater’ to the ‘lesser* vehicle, we shall now. for the sake of 
balance, ettd with a passage from an early sutta of the Ti-Pitaka. as preserved 
in the Pali canon of the Therav5da Hinayana school. It is from the Samyutta 
Nikaya: y t 

. ‘Oncevupon a j§me. brethren, the Dasarahas had a kettie-drum called 
Summoner, As i#iegan to split the Dasarahas fixed in ever another peg. until 
the time came thaj the Summoners original drumhead had vanished and only 
the framework of.pegs remained. 

--- j-.U;-J--- 
14. Graeme MacQueen. nilp papers entitled 'Inspired Speech in Early Mahayana Buddhism' 
published In^Mjournal 'Rfllfion' 1981.1982. 
♦ # is* *. , ^ •* • If 
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Even so. brethren, will the brethren become in the future. Those Suttantas 
uttered by the Tathdgatha, deep, deepi in meaning, not of the world, dealing with 
the void, to these when uttered they will not listen, they will not lend a ready ear, 
they will not bring to them an understanding heart, they will not deem those to 
be doctrines which should be learnt by heart, which should be mastered. 

But those Suttantas which are made by poets, which are poetry, which are a 
manifold of beautiful sounds, a manifold of phrases, alien, the utterances of 
followers, to these when uttered they will listen, will lend a ready ear... Thus it 
is, brethren, that the Suttantas uttered by theTath^gatha, deep, deep in meaning, 
not of the world, dealing with the void, will disappear. 

Wherefore, brethren, thus should you train yourselves: — To those very 
Suttantas (of the Tath3gatha| will we listen, will we give a ready ear, tp these will 
we bring an understanding heart And we will deem these to be doctrines which 
should be learnt by heart and mastered: — even thus.' 

' ___S. II. 266 

There we have the voice of the very early Hinayina, guardians of the 77* 
Pitaka, foreseeing developments to come. 

Thus we, in a later day, have two Buddhist voices — Hinayina and 
Mahiyiria — speaking to us from the distant past Those of us today who try 
to follow Dhamma. without becoming bogged down in opinionatedness or 
polemic or ‘view’ (P. ditthi: Sk. d$ti), have no easy task, unless we follow the 
quaint path of the ostrich and stick our heads in the sand. We have a very rich 
inheritance of scripture, but it is a testing one. Fortunately for us. our 
admirable forbears have forged and preserved for us profound schools of 
‘practice’ — the meditations, the intelligent exercise of compassion, the 
search for wisdom which each must learn and exercise for him-or herself. It is 
through these that we can safely approach the scriptures. 

-------T~-\ 

WESAK OBSERVANCE 
at Amgravati 

• Friday 19th to Sunday 21st May 

‘Whatever monk, nun. male or female follower 
dwells practising The Dhamma properly and perfectly 

fulfils the Dhamma-Way, he or she honours 
• the Tathagata. reveres and esteems him. 

and pays him the supreme honour’ 
— The Maha Parintbbana Sutta. 

The full moon Wesak day Sat 20th will be centred around 
Meditation Practice and culminate in the candle lit 

circumambulation and night vigil. If you wish to stay overnight 
please contact the guest master. 

Telephone 044 284 2455 

Further details in Newsround page 56. 



feipgs and this sense of the need to be a separate me, finding my position, 
linking sure I’m liked, can be washed away and the habit of self identity 
weakened. Thus we realize the Refuge of SangKa, the great assembly of 
those who practise, not just an idea or social grace, but a means to help 
erode the mountain of self-view. 

pto /oov. 
The Bodhisattva in the voLJl 

Twentieth Century 
A talk given at the Buddhist Society Summer School 1995 by 

Sylvia Swain1—- 
i * ' 

There is, bhikkhus, a not-bom, a not-brought-to being, a not-made, a not-formed. If, 
bhikkhus, there were not that not-bom. not-brought-to-being, not-made, not-formed. no 
escape would be discerned from what is bom, brought-to-being, made,, formed. But 
since there is a not-bom. a not-brought-to being, a not-made, a not-formed. therefore 
there is discerned an escape from what is bom. brought-to-being, made, formed. 

From the Itivuttaka. trans. John D. Ireland I wonder what sort of escape from the worries, stresses and problems of 
daily life, whether private, social, international or environmental, are we 

hoping for when we come here? Perhaps part of us seeks the heavenly realm 
* in which everything is done for us. everybody is friendly and our troubles 

are forgotten. But from years of experience I know that if I am wise there is 
to be found all that and much, piuch more, as "they say in the advertisement. 

If. we seek only respite, the problems we have left behind us will be 
awaiting us on our return because it is taught that in heavenly realms 
nothing actually changes, nothing is solved. When our time is up, and we 
have to leave, feelings of melancholy or even depression may set in. If we 
jook beyond that kind of escape, we discover that the presence here of the 
Dharma teachings, turn this Summer School into a realm of transformation 
to which we can safely bring our problems with real hope that we will learn 
new ways to deal with them, a new light to see them in, a new frame of 
reference for the understanding of suffering, and, perhaps, even a new 
concept of what is meant by escape. The second text is from the Perfection 
of?Wisdom Sutra, when Subhuti asks the Lord: 

What is the manifestation of the great compassion? The Lord replies:' That the 

bodhisattva. the great being, who courses on the bodhisattva pilgrimage. thinU 

that 'for the sake of the weal of ever)’ single being will I, dwelling in the bells for 

aeons, coundess like the sands of the Ganges, experience therein the cuttings up, 

the breakings up, die poundings, the torments, the roastings. until that being has 

become established in the Buddha-cognition.’ This excessive fortitude, this 
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indefatigability, for the sake of all beings, that is called the manifestation of the 
great conipassion. (Conze, The Perfection of Wisdom, Selected Sayings, p. 41) 

That is the-lext which came to my mind when I was°asked to speak. War 
and its accompanying atrocities have dominated the news. We have also 
had the commemorations of the second world war to refresh our memories 
of both epfp heroism and the Holocaust, those extreme polarities of the 

human spectrum. But it was the story of Palden Gyatso and the heart¬ 
rending accounts of Tibetan refugees from Chinese atrocities and the irony 
of the thought that the present Chinese authorities, whose ancestors 
developed the bodhisattva ideal to a peak in Quan Yin, should now system¬ 
atically be trying to destroy all that the genius of their ancestors had 
bequeathed to their nation, that made the theme ‘The Bodhisattva in the 
IVentieth Century* the only possible one for me. 

War, cruelty and inhumanity have a history going back as far as the 
beginning of human consciousness, with its discrimination between self and 
other at its very roots; Human anguish is always topical; it was, after alt. the 
thefrie which inspired Sakyamumi Buddha to give up everything for the sake 
of bringing it to an end. So we too need to look at its most fundamental 
causes, as he did. 

Howevcti this century has not been without its own remedies. Karmically 
speaking, fhc movement of Buddhism to the Western world, doctrinally and 
matcrially|hnc)Ugh the setting up of Buddhist centres throughout Europe and 
Amcrica.^ifr continue to be of-world-wide significance and influence to 
future ge^^ions. It is also important to note that during the two thousand 
years sin4?fpe Mahayana was established in the East, the West has been 
undergoing many stages of religious and intellectual development on its 
own account. For this century the most influential evolution has been the 
West’s o$ri*breakthrough in consciousness, occasioned by the development 
of a psychology of the unconscious. Sigmund Freud produced what he 
called a ‘psj^chopathology’ of everyday life, but C. G. Jung opened up for 
us a broa«|i>!deeper and more generous context for a ‘psychology of 
wholeness* with which to orientate our selves for the third millennium. 

It was Jung who said: 

The psychological nile says that when an inner situation is not made conscious, it 
happeiwoutside as fate. That is to say. when the individual remains undivided 
and does not become conscious of his inner opposite, the world must perforce act. 
out the Cpriflifl and be tom into opposing halves. (Aion. par. 126) 

He wai speaking there of events as mirrors which reflect those 
underlying psychological states of individuals and of nations which actually 
bring about the fateful outer events. So many such conflicts have come to 
pass in thjs ceqturv: our hot wars and our cold wars showing us just how 
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The religions of the world abound with religious archetypes. Jung’s 
terminology of archetypes in this context should not be seen as the 
psychologizing of religious experience but as a means of enablement, 
expanding the capacity to think, to contemplate, to discuss and to confront 
many misty religious ideas and aspirations inherited from earlier centuries. 

From time to time religious doctrines need to be presented anew in 
accordance with the prevailing conditions. In the Buddha’s day the 
prevailing condition was, in the eyes of the Awakened One, a state of virtual 
unconsciousness in which the gods had become routine or objects of 
superstition and the ascetic practices of the Jains had become obsessive and 
therefore just as unthinking, prompting him to introduce a comprehensive 
rational study of man together with a teaching discipline which still has not 
been surpassed. »■ ■ -- 

Whereas, in our time, Jung, seeing that we had totally lost touch with 
‘our’ gods, and with them, our experience of the numinous, investigated the 
unconscious itself. He discovered much long lost psychological treasure 
within it, including the long neglected gods whose wrath was now manifest¬ 
ing itself as obsessive and possessive neurotic illness. He restored them to us 
as archetypes of the collective unconscious, complete with renewed 
numinosity. Jung said; 

It is not a matter of indifference whether one call!, it a mania or a god. To sene a 
mania is detestable and undignified, but to serve a god is full of meaning and 
promise because it is an act of submission to a higher, invisible and spiritual 
being.. .. When the god is not acknowledged, egomania develops, and out of 
this mania comes sickness. (Alchemical Studies, par. 55) 

This puts religion in its correct context ip Jung's psychology in so far as 
he maintained that, if a person can achieve a ‘right’ relationship with (heir 
religious faith, they would be well advised to stay with that, rather than to 
seek analytical or other help. , 

■ Not before we understand our smallness, can we comprehend our greater 
stature. Both the Buddha and Jung found an amazingly viable and meaning¬ 
ful conscious role for us small and humble creatures. In The Undiscovered 
Self. Jung says: 

Today we are faced with the problem of the moral backwardness which has 
failed to keep pace with our scientific, technical and social developments. So 
much is at stake and so much depends on the psychological constitution of 
modem man. Is he capable of resisting the temptation to use his power for the 
purpose of staging a world conflagration? Is he conscious ... of what the 
conclusions are that must be drawn from the present world situation and his own 
psychic situation? Does he know that he is on the point of losing the life-preserv ¬ 
ing myth of the inner man which Christianity has treasured up for him? Does he 
realise what lies in store should this catastrophe ever befall him? Is he even 
capable of realizing that this would be a catastrophe? And finally, does the 
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And the Buddha showed humanity a way by which it can transcend both 
its creaturehood and the powers of those gods who hold it in such thrall. The 
powers of greed, hatred and the darkness of ignorance, he said, can all be 
overcome within the framework of the aware individual human life. He 
became the proclaimed ‘teacher of gods ami men' and he exhorted us to 
follow in his footsteps. . a- 

The ways he expounded may seem to be simple, but they are also very, 
very hard to achieve. There is die way of the brahmafanr of the Theravada 
tradition and there is the way of the bodhisattva of die Mahayana tradition, 
and his life validated them both. The mythology of the Mahayana has been 
brilliantly presented in their ideal of the bodbisattva vow and-this makes it 
an easier story to relate. But when one has met practitioner-teachers of both 
traditions, as many of us here have Been privileged to do over the years, we 
find their essence is the same; the qualities of openness and compassion are 
clearly recognizable, and the elements of character needed to walk the way 
of the Buddha are. the same. 

So now let us take a psychological perspective of the way of the vow. 
All the religions have their archetypal figures, and‘mythologies 

worldwide describe the interaction between mortals and immortals, men and 
gods, because such things reflect the basic structures of the mind and there¬ 
fore the problems common to people everywhere. The bodhisattva deity is 
the most articulate in that it iucidatcs and connects both worlds, the earthly 
and the heavenly, fe» one image and one being. As a symbol of a non-theistic 
religion, it is best abie to meet the needs and bridge the remaining cultural 
divides between East and West . • 

However if our psychological perspective is to do justice to this great 
ideal, we roust give equal acknowledgement to the god-like aspect and the 
human status. We can now* recognize the religious archetypes as the 
‘interior’ aspects of the celestial deities. This interior view of the gods., 
taken for granted in the East, was unrecognized or considered a heresy for 
centuries in the .West, for whom all gods dwelt in the skies until, at a time of 
serious decline of Western religious faith, the exposition of the archetypes of 
the collective uhconscious by Jung revealed to us, in a quite stunning way. 
our spiritual and psychological origins in a contexLwhich can provide a 
fitting viewpoint for contemporary study for the benefit of students of our 
multi-cultural society. Buddhism, a refuge ‘in’ itself, now seeks refuge ‘for’ 
itself in the countries of the Western world. 

of a transcendent archetype, a symbol of the true self, .being known under 
many names, manifesting itself sometimes in a masculine form and at others 
in a feminine one. An enormous quantity of literature has been written.about 
this greatly revered figure in his/her celestial capacity. This mythology 
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begins at the threshold of nirvana, so to speak, the place at which the 
original 'great vow* was taken not to enter into the' bliss of nirvana, but to 
remain in the world amid all die sufferings of humanity, until all beings have 
found release. »«..'• 

This threshold between the world and nirvana can be understood as the 
point of ethical decision-making, the ‘place of the vow*. It is a true point • 
having position but no measurability, it is also the place of ‘meaning* where ’ 
the significance of human life is revealed and expressed. 

lire name Avalokiteivara. from which other very familiar names have 
derived, such as Quart Yin, Kannon and Kwameon means ‘the (Me who 
harkens to the cries of the worid’. 

In the context of the human psychological problem it may be fair to say 
that our contact with the bodhisattva begins with lire *cry'. In fact, we can 
never really understand tire bodhisattva if we do not understand the ‘cry*. 

Our very human conscious origin is marked by the cry. The cry pinpoints 
the moment of wounding, the moment of expulsion from Eden, the moment 
of emergence from primordial dumbness into the life of communication, 
protest questioning and calling. Thus the cry is the most fundamental and 
universal human expression. It can range from a whimper to a scream and 
cover the entire spectrum of our feeling capacity from die inaniticuiate cry 
to the highly articulated one, from the cry of triumph to one of despair. It 
car. register protest, demand, supplication. It can question ‘why?*; or ‘why 
not?’ It can beg for succour, for justice, for healing. The cry of supplication 
is also a universal and familiar (heme in alt religions. They cried aloud unto 
the Lord* is the first step to communion with the Lord. But the one from the 
heart, expressing the pure anguish of life is the one which reaches the ear of 
the bodhisattva. even if h is uttered in silence. 

Whether uttered aloud or silently in the heart, at any one time the world 
is filled with such cries. So common are the cries of the lonely and the 
unfulfilled, the hungry, the sick and the bereaved, the cries for justice and 
for meaning and the cry that asks: ‘Why me?’ that they go almost 
unremarked by the multitude. 

Jung distinguished the voices of the unanswered, unreleased and 
unredeemed for special consideration as cries from the ‘dead,* the deep 
unconscious, ‘ancestral traces’ which also have to be addressed in the 
healing processes and for the sake of which he originally undertook the 
writing.of his Septent Sennones ad Mortuos (Seven Sermons to the Dead). 
Jung's psychology is the definitive depth psychology which addresses itself 
specifically to these three forms of anguish. !t is a listening psychology and 
the equivalent in the religious field must surely be the ever-listening, ever- 
responding bodhisattva. In the mythology of the bodhisattva the pleas of the 
‘unanswered* are given audience and acknowledgement, the ‘unreleased’ 
'ire set free and the ‘unredeemed’ are liberated. 
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How js^jffthat the bodhisattva can ‘heed’ and respond to cries which go 
unnoticed brothers? To heed means to take into account, and this requires 
'understandirig*, thus the bodhisattva must be well experienced in the nature 
of all formlbf suffering which beset living beings. 

Our audible cries are answered by our good neighbour bodhisattvas, the 
humanitarians in our midst, the caring people among us. But there is a 

special line of communication within the mind when the cry is silent and 
nothing i£ asked. It is a moment of acceptance, a moment free from self 

concern and* in reply, something of the rarefied bodhisattva world enters 
into our centre of gravity and we are reorientated to a new religious under¬ 
standing.'^ cannot make this happen: it happens ‘to’ us when we reach a 
mature attitude towards the suffering in our lives, which we now understand 

to be a meaningful part of our life. i i : i < 
Unlike those archetypes representing the instinctive life, which constant¬ 

ly press forcefully upon the consciousness, this archetype can manifest itself 
fully only when the correct disciplined call is made. This is. because the 
bodhisattva is not an entirely unconscious influence, as are the instinctive 
archetypes, but is a ‘creation’ at the meeting point of conscious ahd 
unconscious — neither a take-over of unconsciousness nor an assertion of 
willful ego-consciousness, but an expression of holistic consciousness. 

Its special genius and character meet the description of the ‘self’ as given 
by Jung in a conversation with Miguel Serrano, when Jung said: 

So far. I have found no Viable or definite centre in the unconscious and 1 don't 
believe such a entire exists. I believe that the thing which 1 call the ‘Self is an 
ideal centre, equidistant between the *ego’ and the 'unconscious', and it isproba- 
bly equivalent to the maximum natural expression of individuality, in a state of 
fulfilment or toOllty. As nature aspires to express itself, so does man. and the 
'Self Is dial dream of totality. It is therefore an ideal centre, something created. 
(M. Serrano. Recqrd of Two Friendships, p. 50) 

if 
TheftJbrill an4 the fascination which mythology, both religious and 

seculafi'jfas exerted over human beings throughout history lies in the fact 

that it^:|^tlt around the possibility of the realization of this ideal centre 
which'&liie ‘be all and end all’ of every heroic quest. 
• The tradition of the bodhisattva ideal is one of the most comprehensive 
in its symbolism, and the most clearly and maturely worked out among the 
saintly traditions of the world’s religions. The bodhisattva story is so holistic 
that itfnfeed not even be told in a specific chronological sequence, one can 
begifl'tftestory anywhere. It can begin in the highest heaven or the deepest 
hell. If Can begin with saint or sinner or with the novice monk or nun just 
beginning1 their own quest for enlightenment. It can begin in any form in 
whichi^cibodhisattva chooses to manifest, a Brahman, a Bhikshu. youth or 
maideflitorm.«a householder, a state officer and so on. as listed in D. T. 
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Psychologically it ‘begins with the first thougnt of enlightenment and 
ends with full enlightenment’ (Conze, The Perfection of Wisdom, Selected 
Sayings, p. 46). Formally it begins with the Great Vow but humanly, for my 
part, it begins with all the cries of the world. 

The very first cry at birth marks the pain of separation and, from there 
onwards, the consciousness of being separate and isolated gets ever more 
intense. Losing what is loved, not getting what is wanted are experiences of 
separation, and .thqt empty ache of fear and dissatisfaction is a constant 
reminder of our incompleteness. We cry in order to be heard and healed 
because somewhere even in the midst of anguish there is, however deeply 
btiried, a conviction that somewhere there is ‘the one who hears’. That mer¬ 
est hope and suspicion of faith in such a being is the embryonic seed which 
eventually will develop into that first thought of enlightenment, bodhicitta. 
which then begets the entire process to enlightenment. 

From this moment, the story can open out into one of two directions. 
Firstly there is the onward and upward direction, perhaps the more popular 
approach. One looks toward a celestial being, separate from oneself, but to 
whom one can direct supplications and be heard. The Kwannon-sutra 
provides copious examples of the miraculous powers of the bodhisattva to 
save, to release and protect those who call upon the sacred name. There is 
always a condition to be met and in this case it is specified that the name be 
uttered ‘with singleness of mind*, This is of bourse a significant psychologi¬ 
cal factor which implies an intensity sufficient to disperse fragmentary 
mental contents and discursive thought and. above all, ideas of self versus 
others, in order that the cry of the supplicant be wholehearted and thus 
rendered audible to the archetype. v 

The second direction which can be taken is the more difficult but more 
direct inner one and this begins with the ‘vow’ which could be understood 
as a spiritual aspect of the ‘cry’ on behalf of all beings, in that it too comes 
one-pointedly from the heart. The vow is not to be thought of as something 
imposed on’the mind, like a New Year's resolution, but as an imperative 

bom of that actual experience of aeons of ‘the breakings up, the cuttings up. 

the poundings,, the torments and the roastings’. The ‘vow’ spontaneously 
proclaims ‘itself’ from the heart. 

Cry and vow together are the essence of Kannon. The voice of Kannon it 
is said is ‘a most exquisite voice, a voice that surveys the world, the voice of 
Brahma, the voice of the ocean.’ 

In much of the bodhisattva iconography, the waves of the sea form a 
plinth for the figure. It is the sea that binds the earth, not the earth the sea. 
Water is symbolic of our feeling function and the ocean is also a symbol of 
the unconscious. So we see Kannon having arisen, from the darkness of th .* 

unconscious into the light of consciousness with boundless feeling and 

compassion, from that ocean which was the wellspring of all life: the 
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bodhisattva is a uniting factor. In her the earthly reality and the transcendent 
ideal can now speak with one voice; the ‘oceanic’ voice. In her, the one who 
cries and the one who listens are ‘not two.’ 

The bodhisattva is the fearless one, the great teacher who saves through 
teaching and teaches by the example of giving their all. This giving is 
singleness of mind in its highest and most ideal sense. The one-pointedness 
of the ego Is the cry of one-pointed desperation and it is heard, but there is 
another aspect of the cry which turns it into calling, a vocation. This too is 
one-pointed and it marks the end of all concern for self. It is the call on 
behalf of universal suffering *for all time* from the individual which, 
cohering with the bodhisattva’s own wishes as declared in the vow, 
strengthens the archetypal influence in the world. The more an archetypal 
force is manifested in the world, the more it is ‘called upon* and its power 
becomes stronger to influence events. When this call is heard and answered 
a link is forged and a state of communion is established between the 
archetype and the worldly being who is now happily in the service of the 
celestial one. 'the service of a god* (Alchemical Studies, par. SS quoted 
above). This constitutes an incarnation of the bodhisattva; 

For hodhisattvas take plewiure in the wiwiesomc practice of renouncing ati their 
belonging*. A bodhisattva must cast away even his body, and must renounce a!! 
that is necessary to life. Me should react to the danger with the thought; if those 
beings take away from me all that is necessary to life, (hen let that be »>y gin vo 
them. If someone should rob me of my life. I should feel no ill will, anger or fury 
•m account of that. Even against-them 3 should take no offensive action, either by 
body, voice or mind. This wilt be an occasion to bring the perfections of giving, 
morality and patience to greater perfection and I will get nearer to full enlighten¬ 
ment. When I have won full enlightenment. I will act and behave in such a way 
that in my Buddha Held wildernesses infested with robbers wiii in no way what¬ 
soever either be. or even be conceivable. (Conte. The Perfection of n'hdom, 

, Selected Sayings, p. 39) 

In the alchemical symbolism of initiation the themes of cutting up and 
dismemberment frequently appear, signifying total sacrifice of the body for 
the sake of the religious process and consequent rebirth. The bodhisattva is 
no vapid angel figure but a being who is fully opened up to knowledge of 
the shadow world for the purposes of integration and subsequent 

transformation. t 
Let us now turn our attention to those contemporaries who have indeed, 

in the most dire circumstances, trusted and drawn upon that oceanic 
strength. There are two cases for consideration, both connected with Tibet. 
Once a cloistered religious stronghold, now overrun by the forces of 
barbarism, it has become a focus of confrontation between an archetypal 
delusional hatred and archetypal compassion and in'egrity.But it is not the 
battleground it might have become in another country with a different- 
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leader. For despite the atrocities it is now a spiritual arena in which the 
victory will be determined, not by armaments and instruments of torture, but 
by the fidelity and example of its people and their spiritual leader. 

For the first case we will concentrate on die life of one man, the by now 
famous Palden Gyatso, a Buddhist monk who has spent what should have 
been the best years of his life suffering a series of agonising imprisonments 
in Chinese jails and labour camps. In die 33 terrible years since he was first 
arrested, all lie has had to sustain him has been his faith and his Buddhist 
training. We are all only human with our limitations, yet he ‘endured the 
unendurable' of remorseless totture ami deprivation as was described in the 
May issue of The Middle Hby. 

As the years wore on, the body aged and weakened but not the spirit 
Here are one or two extracts taken from an interview with him that appeared 
in Buddhism Now. When asked how he felt during torture ami bow he dealt 
with it he replied: 

I think that the wont that coutd be administered was administered to me.. .. I 
was beater, a; every interrogation. They would tie my hands with rope* behind 
my back, put rope , around both my arms and pull them back then they would tie 
a kr.c: :r. the rape and attach it mdse railing, i would then be hauled up into the 
arr and lumg there, they would hit me with anything that they could lay their 
hands on. Sometimes they would put petrol on the floor and light a fire on the 
floor underneath me.! would become overwhelmed with the heat ami there 

- would oc tremendous pain; it was tike being roasted.... But 1 always had the 
absolute conviction that t had done nothing wrong. My belief concerning 
the rights of the Tibetan people was fundamental.... I also believed that my 
suffering could somehow be of benefit to the Tibetan cause. 

\ 
Asked how he felt towards his persecutors, he said: 

t here was no revenge factor in me. I have no bad feelings towards them at all. 

And when asked if he ever lost faith in the Buddha-Dharma, he 
answered: 

On the contrary', my faith in Buddhism strengthened. Buddha endured a lot of 
pain and made many sacrifices for the benefit of other beings. My offering, my 
pain, w as no match for the paiiu of the Buddha. 

Later he said: 

I bear no grudge against the Chinese. If I did ! .wwld be going against whet 
I believe. The Chinese are beings, we are all beings.... 

That is one outstanding example of how the bodhisattva vow works 
within us when the faith is true and the conscience is clear. If in the midst of 
trial and anguish we call upon the name, our cries are heard in the inner 
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dwelling place of the bodhisattva who has undertaken thdft commitment, 
literally, to ‘endure [with us] the cuttings up, the breakings up, the pound¬ 
ings, the torments and the roastings.. .for the sake of all beings’. 

The second example is found in that deeply touching story of the small 
band of Tibetan refugees shown on the Everyman programme, Escape from 
Tibet, whose sufferings, courage and endurance are being replicated to this 
day in the thigh, bitterly cold and dangerous passes of the Himalayas. 
Tortured and threatened, separated from their families and loved ones, they, 
too, did the jmpossible, ‘endured the unendurable,* driven by dire conditions 
and inspired by the hope of seeing their beloved Dalai Lama. To the devout 
Tibetan, the Dalai llama is the bodhisattva incarnate: the one whose 
blessing is sufficient reward for that otherwise unendurable suffering. Ill 
equipped for such a journey, sore-footed, exhausted, hungry and snow-blind 
as they all were, the sight of the little boy of only 11 became a symbol of 
steadfastness and courage enough to melt the heart. The journey was fraught 
with many dangers and risk of capture right to the end and when they finally 
arrived it was the liufe boy who was in danger of being suspected of being a 
Chinese spy. when all jte wanted was to go with his brother to a monastery. 

At the end of the|film we see them being received by the Dalai Lama 
who. after giving all rtte refugees his blessing, suggested to them that when 
they had received their education they should go back to Tibet, otherwise, he 
cxplainediftftbir culture would die out and their land be lost. A very- hard 
directive, but.it came from one who. had taken on the sole, responsibility for 
a nation uft&f durcss, as well as for the preservation of that nation's unique 
religious cplttirc. Although few would go back under Chinese rule, he knew 
that anyoi^yvKo did, for the reasons he gave, would prove to be an invalu¬ 
able soured pf hope and inspiration to unite those who had been left behind 
and wouldjbjsb then themselves become truly set upon the bodhisattva path. 

A tyrantconquers not by arms and torture alone, but through the 
bitterness aind desire for revenge of his victims. This can lay the foundations 
for future ^sr$. Only the one who has first conquered his own hatred can 
finally defeat the tyrant. Victimised though he was. Palden Gyatso. truly in 
service to bodhisattva. never developed that almost irresistible victim 
psychology. We escaped badly injured, and may have to suffer nightmares 
for the rest of his life, but yet he returned to the world with ‘gift giving 

hands.’ ■ 
To return to The Perfection of Wisdom: ‘If those beings take from me all 

that is necessary to life, then let that be my gift to them.’ ‘His’ gift to the 
world waslthat in him hatred was ‘not-born’, the desire for revenge 
‘not-broujfht to-being’,-causes for future wars ‘not-made’, paranoia 
‘not-formCfP.The Dalai Lama, Palden Gyatso and many others like them 
have become living proof that even in the twentieth century’ the bodhisattva 
can emergeffrom the hells in full vindication of the vow. 
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During the life-time of the Buddha there was nothing called Theravada 
cr Mahayana. There was only the Buddha-vaeana ‘the word of Buddha* 

or Buddha-sasana 'the Message of the Buddha*, ‘the Teaching of Ihe Buddha’, 
consisting of the Dhamma ‘Doctrine* and the Vinaya ‘Discipline*. It was not 
divided into books or classified as three iHfakas or five Nikayas. 

About three months alter the parinirvana1 of the Buddha, Mahd-Kassapa 
Thera, the oldest and the most respected of the then living disciples, convened 
a Council of five hundred direct disciples who were recognized as arahants, in 
order to determine and settle the authentic teaching of their Master. This 
Council was held at Rdjagaha, the capital of Magadha. The two chief 
protagonists at this extremely important historical event were Ananda Thera, 
the Buddha's closest companion and attendant, consideted to be the 
Custodian of the Dhamma (dhamma-bhandagarika), and Up&li Thera who 
had been deciared by the Master himself as the greatest expert in the ' 
Vinaya. ' ' ‘ 

Maha-Kassapa Thera who presided at the Council, first took up the Vinaya 
as it was regarded as the life of the Sasana (vinaya sssanassa dyu), and 
qucstioncd*tTp§li Thera about every precept beginning with the first penajika 
— where' the prefcept was laid down, on account of what person, what was the 
offence, etc. Wh^n the Vinaya Pi(aka was settled in this manner and accepted- * 
by the Council as authentic, it was entrusted to Up&li Thera himself with the 
request that he should, with his pupils, preserve the text2 

After the* Vinaya, the Dhamma was taker, up. Maha-Kassapa Thera 
questioned Ananda Thera about the thirty-four suttas of the Digha-nikaya 
(Collection of long Discourses) beginning with the Brahmajala-sutta, and the 
Custodian of the Dhamma answered all the questions and recited the suttas. 
The perpetuation of the Digha-nikaya was entrusted to Ananda and his 
pupils.1 In this manner the other four Nikayas also were settled. SSriputta 
Thera, the chief Disciple of the Buddha, had passed away before the Master. 
So the preservation of the Majjhima-nikaya (Middle length Discourses) was 
entrusted to his pupils.4 5The Samyutta-nikaya (Kindred Sayings) was assigned 
to the President of the Council, Maha-Kassapa Thera himself, and his pupils.3 

The Ahguttara-nikaya (Gradual Sayings) was put in the charge of Anuruddha 

1. Some people write ‘Nirvana of the Buddha’ which is meaningless. The Head. of the Buddha or 
an arahatit is called pariniivumt. 

2. Digha-nikaya A{ihakatba I (PTS) p. 13 
3. Ibid p. IS 

4. Ibid p. 15 

5. ibid p. 15 
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Thera and his pupils.4 ^ 
The Culiavagga says that at the First Council all five Nikayas {paiica nikdye) 

were settled.’ We have seen that the Digha, Majjhima, Sanryutta and Ahguttara 
Nikayas were entrusted for perpetuation to four groups. But there is no 
mention of the Khuddaka-nikaya. 

Now,i»eKhuddaka-nikaya is the biggest of the five Nikayas. It is composed 
of the whole of the Vinaya-pit aka, the Abhidhamma-pitaka, and fifteen books 
such as the Khuddaka-patha. Dhammapada, Udana, Itivuttaka, Suttanipata, 
etc.* We saw already that the Vinya-pitaka was entrusted to Upali Thera and 
his pupils. But we do not know to whom the rest of the Khuddaka-nikaya, 
namely the Abhidhamma-pitaka and the other fifteen books were assigned. 

From that day in the fifth century B.C. up to the first century B.C. when the 
Tipi{ak&ms for mb first time committed to writing at Aluvihara in Matale 
District in Sri Lanka, for four long centuries the Buddhavacana ‘the Word of 
the Buddha^was handed down by oral tradition. Those maha theras who were 
the Buddha’s direct disciples and. their unbroken pupilary succession 
present the text by gattasajjhayana ‘group recitation’ which is the oral 
tradition.^ is nor one person alone reciting a text, but a group of persons 
rcciting^llpgether. If one omits a word, others will supply it. If one uses a 
wrortgywtrd, another will correct it If one forgets a line, others will recite it. 
Thus $|||k is controlled, protected and preserved intact. This method of 
oral tradition is supposed to be more reliable than a written record by one 
person from his memory after a period of some months or years. 

At iHfpid of the Council Ananda announced that the Buddha had told 
him thfMpie Sangha could abolish or amend minor niles if they so desired, 
after Ananda was reproved by the Council for not ascertaining 
from UttijB&ddha what rules the Master meant by the term ‘minor’. Different 
opinio^i^re expressed on the question of‘minor rules’. No unahimity was 
possibl&Tfierefore,on a motion brought forward by the Council’s President, 
Mah3-Kassapa Thera, the Sangha unanimously decided neither to lay down 
new niibjrribr to remove any of the existing rules, but to follow the rulesias. they 
were laid down by the Buddha. 

Mah&Kassapa’s main argument for his resolution was that the public 
opinion would go against them if they removed any rules, however minorthey 
might be This was the argument on which the resolution was accepted.7 8 9 10 It is 
of importance that, apart from public censure, Maha-Kassapa did not give 
any valid reason for not changing the rules. 

From #iat day to the present time, so far as we can gather, not a single 
Vinaya rille was ever changed by the Sangha of the Theravada tradition, nor 
were new rules introduced into the body of the Vinaya. But as time went on, 

7. Vinaya pt II Culiavagga (PTS) p. 287 

8. Samantap&s&dika I {PTS) p. 27; DA I (PTS) p. 23. Generally, books on the history of Pali 
literature consider the Khuddaka-nikdya as belonging to the Sutta-pitaka. which is an error. 
When the-Buddha racana The Word of the Buddha' is divided into five Nikayas. all Buddha — 
vacana. all Tiphaka. must be included in the five Nikayas not only the Sutta-pitaka. 

9. CuHavagga, p. 287 

10. Ibid. p. 288 
« * 
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they had to face the realities of life under newly developed circumstances, and 
felt difficulty in following the Vinaya in its original form. But the decision of 
the Rajagaha Council stood against any change or amendment of the Vinaya. 
Therefore, without changing the letter of the law and without incurring 
public censure on which so much emphasis was laid by Maha-Kassapa. 
bhikkhus discovered ways and means of overcoming the difficulty by 
interpreting the law without compromising themselves. After all, the Vinaya 
was not ultimate truth, but only a convention, a legal system, agreed upon 
for the smooth conduct of a particular community. As such, it had to be 
interpreted. These interpretations and decisions arc known by the term 
palimuttaka-vinicchaya which means ‘decisions not found in the original 

' texts.’11 There is a whole book called the Pdlimuttaka -vinaya vin icch ay a 
by Sariputta Thera who lived at Polonnaruva in Sri Lanka in the 13ths 
century. It contains discussions and decisions not found in the original 
Vinaya texts. 

So the First Council was smoothly and successfully terminated in seven 
months.12 As it was accomplished by Maha-Kassapa and other theras, it was 
called theriya sahgiti ‘Convocation of Theras or Theravada. This was the 
beginning of what we call Theravada today. Only the Theravada existed 
during the first one hundred years after the Buddha’s death.12 

Then, about one hundred years after the First Council, the Vajjiputtaka 
bhikkhus in Vesali declared lawful some ten practices, generally called Ten 
Points’. They were minor matters. For example, let us take a few: to keep und 
carry salt in a horn vessel, in order to season unsalted foods, when received 
(sihgilona-kappa); to take the midday meal, even after the prescribed time, as 
long as the sun’s shadow had not passed the meridian by more than two 
fingers’ breadth (dvahgula-kappa); to drink unfermented palm-wine (Jalogi• 
kappa)', to accept gold and silver (jatarupa-rajata). But these amounted to 
modifying or disregarding some minor rules, which was against the 
unanimous decision of the Rajagaha Council. Therefore a Council of seven 
hundred selected eminent bhikkhus,14 headed by Yasa, Revata and 
Sabbakami was held at Vesali where the ten practices (Ten Points,vatthu) 
were rejected as unlawful, and the Dhamma (Doctrine) and the Vinaya 
(Discipline) were recited as at the First Council. This Second Council took 
eight months to complete its task.15 

About ten thousand bhikkhus, condemned by the Vesali Council for 
unlawful, wrong practices, formed a separate, unorthodox Sect or School 
(acariya-vada) named Mahasanghika ‘Great Community’. The Mahavatnsa 
calls it acariya-vada ‘Sect’ or ‘School’.16 But the Tika the Commentary on the 
Mahavamsa, says that they ‘split the original Community’ — mulasahgham 
bhinditva- and ‘founded another opposing, rival Community’ — aiUiam 

11. Samantapasadika (Simon Hcwavitamc cd.) p. 551 

12. DA I (PTS) p. 12 

13. Mahavatnsa V 1-2 

14. Maliavanaa IV 62; Samantapasadika I (PTS) p. 34 

15. Ibid 

16. Mahavamsa V 3-4 
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sahghant vihuiMtiiakantsu.11 Whether this acariya-vada named Mahasanghika 
could he considered as xaiigha-bhedu, ’schism’, is an interesting question. We 
know Devadalta committed saitgha-bheda. He tried to form his own SaAgha 
rejecting the Buddha, his Dhamma and Saiigha. But the MahSsaAghika- 
bhikkhus did not reject the Buddha, Dhamma and Saftgha. They only did not 
agree with the orthodox Theravada Community on certain disciplinary 
questions, but they, like the Theravada bhikkhus, accepted the Buddha, 
Dhamma and Sahgha. Today there are many ’Sects* or Nikayas within the 
Sangha .in Buddhist countries due to various minor matters, but they have 
nothing to (to with sahgha-bheda. 

During the years that followed the Second Council, there arose many Sects 
or ’Schools* both from Theravada and Mahasaftghika, such as Gokulika, 
Ekavyoh&rika, Pappttivuda, Bahutika, Mahirpsasaka, Vajjiputtaka, Bhadra- 
yanika, Sammiti, Sabbatthavdda.1* They promulgated various theories and 
doctrines. Of these Schools or Sects, no one, except Theravada, exists today 
bearing any of those names. 

About two hundred years after the Buddha's parini/yana, i.e. in the third 
century B.C., Asoka, the great Emperor of India, embraced Buddhism and 
became its ardent patron. Allured by the high status and comforts granted to 
the Sangha by the Emperor, undesirable and corrupting elements entered the 
Order thereby disturbing its unity and peace. Asoka was compelled therefore 
to hold at Pajaliputra (modem Patna) a sahgiti which is generally known as 
the Third Council, to settle authoritatively the Canon of the Scriptures and to 
rid the Sangha ofdisscnsicns.This Council had as its members one thousand 
distinguished bhikkhus and its work was completed in nine months.® 1 

After this Council, under tne instructions of its far-sighted President, 
Moggaliputta-Tissa Thera, dhamma-dutas or missionaries for the establish¬ 
ment of Buddhism were sent out to nine countries among which Sri Lanka 
was included. Asoka's own son, Mahinda Thera, was entrusted with the task 
of establishing Buddhism in Sri Lanka. The Emperor perhaps felt that his 
work would be most successful on that island, for Devanaippiya-Tissa, the 
King of Sri Lanka, had already expressed his friendship by sending 
ambassadors with valuable gifts to the Indian Emperor. Wherever they went, 
•he Indian Buddhist,mi$sionaries were successful. Even Greeks like Yonaka 
Dhammarakkhita became Buddhist monks. But Sri Lanka was the most 
fertile of all fields fpr the Buddhist activities of Asoka. 

What Mahinda took to Sri Lanka was pure Theravada as it was settled at 
the Third Council. It had nothing to do with Hlnayana (Small VohicL) or 
Mahnyana (Great Vehicle). These terms are not known to the Theravada Pali 
literature: They are not found in the Pali Canon (Tipitaka) or in the 
Commentaries (Atthakatha) on the Tipitaka, not even in the Pali Chronicles 

I i of Sri Lanka, the Dipavanisa and the Mahavatnsa. 
j: I: is universally accepted by scholars that the terms Mahayana and 

ulnayuna arc later inventions. Historically speaking, Theravada already 

• i 7. M'thavamsa’Ttka, Vantiatthappakasim Vol 1 (PTS) p. 173 
1 IN.3M**. V 3-13 

!9. Sm/k 1 (PTS) p. 61; Mhv. V 279 
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S’ existed long before these terms came into being, At the time Buddhism went 
to Sri Lanka, i.e. in the 3rd century B.C., there was nothing called MuhaySna, 
which began to appear much later, about the beginning of the Christian Era. 
Without MahSydna there could not be Hlnayana. Buddhism that went to Sri 
Lanka with its Ttpit,aka and Atthakatha (CommentariesX in the 3rd century 
B.C., remained there intact as Theravada. and did not enter the scene of the 
Mahayana-Hinayana dispute that developed later in India. It is therefore 
illegitimate to include Theravada in either of there two categories. However; 
after the inauguration of the World Fellowship of Buddhists in Sri Lanka in 
1950, well-informed people, both in the East and in the West, use the term 
Theravada, and not the term Hlnayana, with reference to the Buddhism 
prevalent in South-East Asian countries like Burma, Cambodia, Sri Lanka 
and Thailand. In fact, it is doubtful if any Hlnayana sect or School, 
mentioned in the Mahmamsa or in other ancient books is in existence today 
anywhere in the world. 

The Pali texts of the Ttpi(aka, brought to Sri Lanka by Mahinda Thera, 
continued to be handed down by oral tradition. 

Tlie first century 8.C. was one of the most important periods in the history 
of Theravada Buddhism. Certain radical changes with far-reaching results 
pertaining to the life of bhikkhus as well as Buddhist doctrines took place 
during the lartcfpart of that ccntuiy. At that time the whole of Sri Lanka was 
violently disturbed by a foreign invasion on the one side, and on the other, it 
was ravaged by‘an unprecedented famine. The whole country was in chaos. 

* Some lea rned tksrss had died. Some others had left the country for foreign 
lands. Even the continuation of the oral tradition was gravely threatened. 
During this period'there was only one monk who knew by heart the Pali text 
named the Maha-Niddcsa. He was a man of immoral character. Yet the _ 
virtuous and teamed maha thcras had even unwillingly to learn it from him so'' 
that text might not be lost with his death.20 It was under there circumstances 
that the far-seeing maha tfteras decided, as the last resort, to commit the 
Tipitaka to writing at Aiuviharu in Miitulc so that the teaching of the Buddha 
might prevail. ’ 

On account of these calamities, the attitude of monks seems to have 
undergone'avita! change After the famine at a meeting of several hundred 
monks held at a monastery called Mandalarama, a new question was raised 
— a question that was never raised before: What is the basis of sasana 
(religion) — pariyatti (learning) for patipatti (practice)?21 Some maintained 
that patipatti was the basis while others held that pariyatti was the basis. 
Ultimately it was decided that/unja/ri (learning) was the basis of the sasatta, 
and not patipatti (practice). 

Out of this new debate seem to have evolved, as a necessary corollary, two 
vocations termed gantha-dhura, and vipassana. Gantha-dhura which means the 
’vocation book?’ denotes the learning and teaching of the dhamma while 
vipassssana-t/hpra means meditation. No such division of vocations is known 

20. Sntp. (Simon Hewavitarnc cd.) p. 503 

2!. pariyatti nu kho sasunssa m it lam udahu patipatti. Ah guitar a Atthakatha (Simon Hewavitarnc 
cd.) p; 52 .. 
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to the original Canonical Pali texts. This division is found only in Pali 
Commcftlfirics of the 5th century A.C. and other non-Canonical works. The 
accepla^fflfAe new idea that learning is the basis of sasana seems to have 
given ri&if|this innovation. t 

In tbe^p'Century A.C., Buddhaghosa edited and translated the Sinhala 
Commentaries into Pali. There is a mistaken idea among some people that 
Buddhabgosa was the author of the Pali Commentaries. But Buddhaghosa 
himself £$&n his elegant introductory verses to the Pali Commentaries that 
the Comiiieinaries brought to Sri Lanka by Mahinda Thera were translated 
into Sinhafe language and that he was translating them into Magadhi22, 
which we^bjw call Pali. We can be certain that not a single page of the Pali 
canon was lost after the 5th century A.C. because the text was fixed by the 
Commentaries, whereas about 90% of the original Sanskrit Tripit aka was lost 
They are now available in Chinese and Tibetan versions. 

Sub-corhmentaries or Tikas on the Pali Commentaries and works 
embodying the interpretations and decisions of the great theras in Sri Lanka 
were written after the 10th century A.C. This enormous corpus of literature — 
Tipitaka, Atthakatha, Tika and Pakararta — produced by the theras of Sri 
Lanka, wk$ latjer transmitted to Burma, Cambodia and Thailand where it was 
accepted^as the pure TheravSda tradition. 

Talking about Theravada we should not forget Mahayana. There are 
people who think these are two different religious systems. Some orthodox 
ThcravSda Buddhists even consider MahSyana to be heretical. It is true there 
are popular beliefs and ritualistic external observances and practices peculiar 
to each of them. But they are superficial. The fundamental and essential 
teachings of the Buddha are common to both. For example, Four Noble 
Truths, Dependent Origination (paticcasamuppada), Anatta doctrine, thirty 
seven Factors or Requisites of Enlightenment (bodhipakkifiya dliamma) 
which include Four Foundations of Mindfulness {satipa((hana), Four Bases 
of Power (iddhip&da), seven Factors of Enlightenment (bojjhahga) and such 
other teachings are common to both Theravada and Mahayapa. 

With regard to certain teachings MahSySna, and also Sarvastivada, come 
closer to the Pali suttas than the Theravada Abhidhamma. In the Pali Nikayas 
of the Sutta-pi[aka we come across four rupavacarajhanas (Absorptions of the 
Fine Material ,Sphd|§). But the Pali texts of the Abhidhamma-pitaka speak of 
four jhhnp (^bsorptions, Trances) according to one method and of five 
according to Another. Thus, the Dhammasahgani, an Abhidhamma text, first 
enumera|$$,tjhe IburfAd/ios as found in thesu/ftu and says this is the catukka- 
naya (Method of Four), and then gives the five jhanas according to another 
method aJaLcalls ft paficaka-naya (Method of Five).23 The Vibhahga too, 
another Athidhamma text, as usual, first gives the tour jhanas and says it is the 
Suttanta-bhlijimya (Division according to the Suttantas), and then gives the 
rivcjhdn'di^d says it is theAbidhamma-bhajaniya (Division according to the 

22. See IbeUQljrpductory verse* to the Dtgha. Majjhimu, Samyuttu, Anguttara and Vinaya 
Commentaries 
23. DhmwMfftujl (ITS) pp. 31-36 
K |>» 236-271 
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Abhidhamma).M Later Pali works on Abhidhamma such as thc/f bhidhammatiha- 
sahgaha and the Abhidhammavatara speak only of five jhanasls, ignoring 
altogether even the classifications according to ‘the Method of Four and Five' 
or ‘the Division according to the Sutta and the Abhidhamma'. 

But in the Abhidhamma-samuccaya of Asanga,26 a purely Mahayana 
Abhidharma text of the fourth century A.C. as well as in the Abhidharma-kosa 
of Vasubandhu27, a Sarvastivada Abhidharma text, also of the same century, 
we find only four rupavacara-dhyanas. 

It is evident that the list of five rupavacara-jhanas, which is not found in the 
original Pali suttas, is a later development in the Abhidhamma, and the very 
terms Sullanta — bhajaniya and Abhidhamma — bhajaniya found in the 
Vibhahga seem to support this. There is no such division in the original 
suttas. 

If you study the subject in detail, you will see the treatment of the dhyanas 
found in the Mahayana and Sarvastivada Abhidharma is, on the whole, closer 
to the original Pali suttas than thaf found in the Theravada Abhidhamma. 
particularly in the later Abhidhamma texts. 

25. Abhidhammattha-sahgaha, ed. Siri Dcvamitta, (1929), p. 3 Abhidhammavatara (PTS) p. 4 
26. Abhidharma-samuccaya of Asanga, cd. Pradhan (1950) p. 68. or Compendium de la Super- 
Doctrine (Philosphie), (Abidharma-samuccaya) d’Asanga.iraduit ct annotc par Walpola Rahula. 
Paris. 1971, p. Ill 
n.Abhidharmakosa, Ch. VIII, w 7-9 - , 

Introduction to 
Tibetan Buddhism 

Kenneth Holmes 
PART TWO 

The conclusions Of Part One were these: that Buddhism was preserved 
ii) its most complete form in Tibet and that the traditional way to 

approach it was for the individual to study and practise whichever of its many 
teachings and techniques his or her own teachers) recommended. The 
latter’s task, like that of a good physician, was to prescribe a formulation of 
remedial measures designed to bring the ‘patient’ swiftly to wholeness. 

The main Tibetan traditions all claim to have taught basically the same 
thing but do not mind admitting that they had different styles in the way they 
went about it Despite some epidermal differences, the x-rays revealing what 
lies behind the bulk of their practices (i.e. the psychology) match up 
surprisingly well. In sketching out these bare bones, 1 am using as titles four 
key quotes from the great 11th century Kagyu master, Gampopa. equivalents 
(verses to) which can be found in the other traditions. The first'quote, the 
mind turns to dharma’ refers to an initial awakening to Buddhism. The 
teachings concerned provide not only a general level of Buddhist nn.i.-r. 
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Hammalava Saddhatissa 
. 28 May 1914 - 13 Feb 1990 

From: Karunegoda Piyatissa (Maha Thero of the New York Buddhist Vibara) 
The late Dr B.R. Ambedkar. Minister of Justice in the Nehru Government in 
India became a Buddhist together with more than 56,000 of his supporters 
largely as a' result of the work of Dr Saddhatissa who was also the driving 
force behind the London Buddhist Vihara in Chiswick, W4. The Vihara was 
formerly in Ovington Gardens in Knightsbridge and in 1964, the present 
premises in Chiswick were purchased. Malalasekara who was then the Sri 
Lankan High Commissioner supported the Vihara and helped in many ways. 
The Vihara was re-organised by Sir Cyril de Zoysa who was the President of 
the Lanka Mahabodhi Society of Colombo and it was assisted by the late 
Anagarika- Dhamrhapala later known as Ven. Dhammapaia. Ven. Narad a 
and Ven. QUnasiri were instrumental in this. 

Ven. Saddhatissa started as a teacher in 1939 at the Vickjamasila Pirivena 
and he went to India in 1944. He taught Pali and Sanskrit there and he was a 
member of the Pali Text Society, assisting Miss (Dr) l.B, Horner in the 
translating of many texts. He wrote many books including The Buddha's Way, 
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Buddhist Ethics, ThtUfe ofthe Buddha .Introduction to Buddhism, and he taught 
at the University of Toronto as well. 

An eminent scholar with a brilliant mind, he was an incomparable teacher 
with a charming sense of humour and he was much loved by all who came 
into contact with him. He was truly ‘in the knowing* realising fully the three 
characteristics of all compounded things. Scholars of East and West 
published a volume in his honour Buddhist Studies in honour of Hammalava 
Saddhatissa, and he received three Doctor of Literature Degrees from Sri 
Lankan Universities. He was also given the title of Chief Nayaka of Britain 
and Europe. He did much research work in Sri Lanka and Thailand as well as 
at the British Library. He most recent works were the translation of the Sutta 
Nipata and-the A$hidhamma, and the Upasikajanalankara. 

After a minor operation he passed away at the age of 76 years, still working 
in thes^ryi$eoftheDhamma.‘Life is unknown, and cannot be measured. We 
cannot telijtow long a man will live in this world. Life there is painful, short 
and bouhd up with suffering. Once a being is bom it is going to die and there 
is no way out of this. When old age arrives or some other cause, then there is 
death. :ff|$.1s. the way with living beings.’ His Buddhist Manual, written by 
himsei|aM Russell Webb, General Secretary at the Vihara for many years 
gives a translation of the Salla Sutta. 

Transient are all compounded things. Work out your own salvation with 
diligencc. May he attain Nibbana. 

From Khemadhammo Bhikkhu: 
I cannot ipjrctcnd to have been enormously close to him nor to have known 
him patileuiarly well, but he was always very kind to me and I valued so much 
the support he gave me.especially during, now, distant and lonely days when 
I struggled to establish a vihara on the Isle ofWight. 1 shall never forget lifting 
the telephone one evening to hear his sonerous tones proclaiming that he 
would be coming tomorrow.. And come he did. all that long way, just for the 
afternoon and just to encourage me and let it be known that I was not alone. I 
saw more of him in those three days than lately, but of course he was here for 
the grand opening of The Forest Hermitage in 1985 and before that he had 
graciously afgreed to become the first Patron of Angulimala. the Buddhist 
Prison Chaplaincy Organisation. He liked to hear about the work in the 
prisons and sometimes when we were talking would retell the tale of how 
many years ago. shortly after he’d first come to England I think, he went to 
visit someone in Wandsworth Prison and as he stepped off the bus into the 
teeming rairi an unknown fellow passenger saying something like. ‘I know 
you do good world, reached out and put an umbrella in his hand before the 
bus drew away. Inlhe years I knew him he never appeared to be in very good 
health, but he was always a most patient and dignified figure and as the 
recognised doyen of the Sangha he generously submitted himself to countless 
special occasions and ceremonies. 1 remember one particularly ponderous 
afternoon in London at a rather catholic gathering when he and I were the 

Vo nr ervon aft^r arriving it hrart HiwnpH »,rv»r* me 

\ I 
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that this was not something to stay long at, but I obediently sat at Venerable 
SaddhStissa’s side while the speeches and tea and seed cake floated about, 
wondering how and when I was going to escape it all. Eventually, the 
momentum of the afternoon seemed to slacken, I felt that enough was enough 
and turning to Ven. Saddhatissa I deferentially whispered that I thought I 
ought to be going As if that were his cue, like a cork from a bottle, muttering 
and nodding his agreement, he was on his feet and preceding me to the door 
hardly oefore I could take in what was happening I’ve wondered since 

. whether behind that impassive exterior he hadn’t also been racking his brains 
for a way out Unquestionably he gave generously of himself and felt keenly 
his responsibility as the principal representative of the Sangha in Britain. 
Venerable Ajahn Chah liked him enormously and instructed us to respect *, 
him as though he were the Sangha-Rija. In recent years there were moves to 
formalise that leading position: from Sri Lanka he was appointed Nayaka 
Mah2 Thera for the UK and Europe, and during the abortive manoeuvres to 
create a Sangha Council here it was deal- that he was the obvious choice to 
preside over it (it was pointed out at one meeting that he couldn’t be accorded 
the title of Sangha-Raja without a Buddhist monarch to appoint him, and 
that still seems a little way off in Britain!) 

To remember him I still have the bowl gong he presented me with when we 
opened the Isle of Wight Vihara and in due course I shall cause to have - 
planted here a tree or group of trees in his memory and anyone who wishes 
may participate in that. 

Thank you dear Venerable Dr Saddhatissa. Our respects and best wishes go 
with you. 

From Anil D. Goonowardcnc: 
The period of his stay in the United Kingdom. 1957 to 1960. will be 
remembered as an epoch in the development of Buddhism here. Partly due to 
many Asian Buddhists coming to live in the United Kingdonuind partly due 
to the increasing interest in Buddhism by native British people, this period 
sawBuddhismbecomingfirmly established in Britain. The first ordination in 
the United Kingdom was performed by Ven. Dr Saddhatissa in the 1960s. 

Ven. Dr Saddhatissa worked untiringly for the cause of Buddhism in 
different ways. First, as the senior resident Buddhist monk here he gave a lead 
to the other ordained persons. His advice was sought often. He helped to 
establish several viharas, mainly of the Theravada tradition, in the United 
Kingdom and in Europe. He introduced many people to Buddhism and 
officiated at ceremonies where many accepted Buddhism as a religion. 

Second, he gave innumerable talks on Buddhism at the vihara and outside, 
and in the United Kingdom and in other countries. He went on lecture tours 
to the United States of America, Japan and Europe, and. as recently as 1989, 
visited the Soviet Union. 

Third, he had numerous scholarly publications to his name, both books 
and articles, in English, Pali and Sinhala, too many to detail. 

Fourth, he was ever ready to explain any point regarding Buddhism not 
onlv to student? pnd scholar® hm ro nnvrm* **- 
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understand a question completely and then give an answer in a few words. 
While working in the South East Asian Room at the School of Oriental and 

African Studies there was a steady trickle of people coming to consult 

him. “ ' • • * 
Fifth, amidst all his other work Ven. Dr Saddharissa did not neglect to 

perform his pastoral duties. I can remember an occasion when he walked the 

length of the hall at Chiswick Vihara to greet a disabled person who could not 
come to him. Children loved to go to meet him in his study and waited eagerly 
for the never failing invitation to dip into the box of chocolates and sweets he 
kept for them. When people phoned him he made it a point to inquire about 
the various members of the family. Many consulfethhim regarding personal 

and family problems, and hb kindly advice based on the Dhamma was a 

sajve to many a troubled mind. *' ' 
Ven. Dr Saddhatissa made an important and lasting contribution to the 

study and teaching of Buddhism not only as a religion but as a scholarly 
academic discipline. In teaching the Dhanuna he took pains to explain that 
Buddhism was not simply a philosophy hut a living dynamic religion to be 
practised. He was also concerned to point out that Buddhbm was not only 
a personal religion, and that the principles of The Dhamma applied to all 

manner of social, economic, political and other matters, both national and 
international. He explained that many of the problems in the world today, 
both of individuals and nations, were due to moral degeneration rather than 
so economic. 

He passed away peacefully in hospital. According to Buddhist custom, his 
coffin lay in state at Kenton Vihara and hundreds of people came to pay their 
last respects to him. The remains were cremated in February 1990 in a 
dignified and.according to his wi$hes.a simple Buddhist ceremony.attcndcd 
by many. The Buddhist world will miss him. May he attain nibbana. 

Russell Webb writes:* 
The 'Mafsgala Suita dies 'association with the wise and honouring those 
worthy of honour as a most benefidal activity, while th eDhammapada states 
'Happy is association with the wise, even like meeting with kinsfolk.’ 

To meet Venerable Dr. Saddhatissa is to enter into a calming atmosphere, 
where a basic kindly spirit devoid of material considerations, manifests itself. 
A serenity of wrfrmth of feeling are ever displayed which must surely 
characterise the inner detachment of someone far advanced on the path to 
enlightenment 'Just as a city gate fixed in the ground is not shaken by the 
winds from the four directions, even so do I declare to be a good man he who 
thoroughly perceives the noble truths,’ so proclaims the Ratana Sutta. 

The future Sanghanayaka of Great Britain and longest serving Dhammad- 
uta in the West was bom in Satkorale province, Ceylon, the son of the local 
aryuvedic doctor. After primaij school education he expressed the wish to 
enter the Sangha (and even ran away from home to make his point!). He was 
permitted to undertake pabbajja at the end of 1926 and attendee the 

* (from Buddhist Sntdies in honour of of Hammalava Saddhatissa (e& Galore Dhammapahi ct. at 
NFnoi'onri.i 1Q&JV 
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Sastrodaya Pirivena at Sandalankawa. Thereafter, he pursued higher studies 
in the Vidyodaya Pirivena (now University) in the classical Buddhist 

subjects, won academic fame and occupied senior positions at several 
prestigious institutes of Oriental learning, both East and West, as the 
curriculum vitae below will best amplify. As an example of a keen end 
conscientious student of the Dhamma, one may recall hb copying out by 

hand the voluminous Saddhamapuptfarflasihra when a copy could not be 

made available in India. 
He made himself conversant in modern languages (Hindi, Urdu, Gujarati 

and Punjabi), in addition to Burmese and English, which were to stand him 

in good stead when teaching or preaching in the sub-continent. This work 

culminated in the mass conversion ceremony of half a million Untouchables 

at Nagpur in 1956. He had acted as a spiritual adviser to their leader. Dr. B.R. 
Arribedkar, and continued thb pastoral activity amongst the Indian 

Buddhists in England when he was appointed Head of the London Buddhbt 
Vihiira in spring of the following year. 

The Vihara had only been reopened m l954 and being the only traditional 
Buddhist centre in the country (and in the whole of Europe) at that time what 

was urgently needed was clear direction of purpose, depth of exposition and 
stability. Durihgthc next decade the Vihara was the only permanent ccntreto 

remain unaffected by the factional in-fighting that briefly characterised the 

infant Buddhbt movement in London. Thb centre soon acquired'a 

reputation for sound instruction and practice of the Dhamma. encouraged by 
Ven. Saddhatissa (who has become identified with it and) whose stated aim 

4ias always been that whilst serving the traditional religious needs of Asian 

Buddhists, eventually the Vihiira will be run for and by Western Buddhbts. 
Although primarily an outpost of the Therav3da. representative of other 

Buddhist traditions have always been made welcome at the London Buddhist 
Vihara. An inviting, international climdte of interest in the Dhamma was 
enhanced by the re-establishment of the British Mshabodhi Society, which 
had been founded by the great Sinhalese reformer and non-denominational 
Buddhist. Anagarika Dharmapala. forty years earlier in 1926. Thb catholic 
outlook has resulted from Ven. Saddhatissa’s breadth of vision based on a 
deep knowledge of both Pali and Sanskrit Buddhist texts, which attitude has 
permeated the centre and benignly influenced all visitors and enquirers. His 
attitude has been accentuated by worldwide travel and familiarity with other 
peoples and cultures. Indeed, his sincere interest and participation in 
interreligious dialogue stems from this recognition of the validity of others' 
views and feelings. 

Because of his close connection with lay followers it was perhaps 
appropriate that his choice of subject for a doctoral dissertation was the 
L'pasakajanalahkara. the only full-length Pali text devoted to the laity. 
Moreover, his main books in English have become prescribed textbooks at 
colleges and universities in the West. The most notable example is Thf 
Buddha’s Bbv which has been described as 'the best, simplest, most readable 
and comprehensible short introduction to what the Buddha taught that has 
yet been Written in English’ — or. for that matter, in other languages in which 
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it has been translated. Added to this interest in the welfare of the laity was an 
ability ro explain the fundamentals of Buddhism in unambiguous terms, as 
witness:bis prolific output of articles and journals in England, Sri Lanka, 
India Malaysia and Singapore; it was natural for Kelaniya, Sri Jayewardene- 
pura and Peradeniya Universities to confirm their award of D. Litt. ‘in 
appn&ifiion of his yeoman service to world literature and universal 

thinking’-' 

Himmlliva Stddhldssa: Academic Records 
Undergraduate 

1933 Vidyodaya Pirivena (Oriental College), Colombo ^winning First - 
Prizes in the annual examinations) 

1939 v\ r Final Examination of Vidyodaya Pirivena (Hons.) in Pali* Sanskrit, 
* Prakrit, Sinhala and Buddhist History 

1#44 Final (Panita) Examination, Second Class, in Sinhala. Prakrit, Logic, 
History and Archaeology 

1954 BA Second Class in Pali, Sanskrit, Ancient Indian History and 
Culture, Banaras Hindu University r 

Bostgrodtiate ( 
1957 MA in Pali with Buddhist Sanskrit (placed first in Higher Second 

Class), Banaras Hindu University 
1958*61 Research Scholar of Buddhist Philosophy at the School of Oriental 

and African Studies. University of London 
1963 Ph.D. University of Edinburgh (diss. *A Critical Edition and Study of 

the Uplsakajanilankara') 
1979 DX& (h.c,) University of Kelaniya. Sri Lanka 
1981 D.Litts (h.c) Universities of Sri Jayewardencpura and Peradeniya, Sri 

Lanka 

Appointments etc. " 
Academic . ; ;M\ 
1940-4 ^Senior Member of Staff and Principal. Vikramashila Pirivcna, 

H PalleWela, Sri Lanka 
1950^3 ; Senior Lecturer in Pall Mahabodhi College, Samath, Banaras 
1956*7 Lecturer in Pali, Banaras Hindu University 
195^50 Lecturer in Sinhala, University of London 
1966-9 Professor of Pali and Buddhism. Dept, of East Asian Studies, 

University of Toronto, Canada 
l$pb Visiting Lecturer in Buddhist Studies. University of Oxford 
197||V Visiting Lecturer in Pali and Theravada Buddhism at various § universities in Japan 

ic 
Collaborator. Cattha-sahgayana of Pali Tipitaka in Burma 
Member of Executive Council, Pali Text Society. London 
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Examinations 

1954- 7 Examiner, Postgraduate Pali Institute, Nalanda, Patna 
1955- 7 Examiner, Banaras Hindu University 
1958 Examiner, University of London 

1966-9 Examiner, University of Toronto 
1980 Examiner, Oxford University ; * - .. ., 

Non-Academic 
1957 Head of the London Buddhist Vihira 
1966 President, British Mahabodhi Society, London 

# 1966 President, Sangha Council of Great Britain 
1980-1 Sanghaniyaka Thera of Great Britain 

K 

Selected bibliognphy of publications up to 1983, compiled by WA Dorakumbara 
The birth stories of the ten Bodhisattvas and the Dasabddhisattupattikatha, London: Pali 

Text* Society, 1975. __ 
The Buddhas Way, London: Allen & Unwin, 1971. Also published in Braille and 

Sinhalese — Colombo: Gunascm 1986. 
Buddhist ethics: Essence of Buddhism, London: Allen & Unwin, 1971; Wisdom, 
1987 ,, 

A BuddhiJ's manual (with Russell Webb) London: British MataibOdhi Socicty. 1976. * 
2nd cd. 1982 

Handbook for Buddhists, Benares: Mahi Bdddhi Society, 1956, 2nd ed. Calcutta: 
Mahabodhi Society. 1973 , , , 

Introduction to B.uddfysm,:i#x\don: Mahibddhi Society. 1981 
The life of the Buddha,London: George Al\<n & Unwin, 1976,1988. This book has been 

translated into Finnish, Hindi and Japanese in 1979,1981 and 1983 respectively 
Nibbana, Sir Baron Jayatilaka memorial lecture. Borella: Y.M DA, 1981 
Upasakajanalahkara: a critical edition and study, London: Luzac for Pdli Text Society. 

1965 
Studies in Pali and Buddhism: a memorial volume in honour of Bhikkhu Jagdish 

Kashyap. Delhi: B.R. Publishers (As editor along with A.K. Narain~ct aljr ~ 
1979 

Sara! Pali Siksa: a Pali grammar in Hindi. Benares: Mahabodhi Society of India. 
1948Gunagpnga (The river of virtue). Kandy: Buddhist Publication Society , 1972 
(in Sinhalese) 

Vidydyugayata Budusamaya, Colombo: Ratnavali Prakasakayo. 1974 (in Sinhalese) 

All that arises: 0 how unlasting. 

Increase and swift decay, such is life. 

All that has arisen, all that must pass away. 

No more to rise or fallthat peace (Nibanna) is best. 

— the Rttrtfthn 
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Annemarie Schimmel, Deciphering the Signs of God: A 

Phenomenological Approach to Islam brannon m. wiieeler 

Said Amir Arjomand, ed., The Political Dimensions of 
Religion nikki r. keddie 

Yitzak Nakash, The Shi'is of Iraq said AMIR arjomand 
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Rupert Gelhin COSMOLOGY AND 
MEDITATION: FROM 
THE AGGAflflA-SUTTA 
TO THE MAHAYANA 

THE SiONiWCANCE OF BUDDHIST COSMOLOGY 

Now there comes a time, Vasettha, when alter a long period of time 
this world contracts. When the world contracts beings are for die 
most pan born in the realm of Radiance There they exist made of 
mind, feeding on joy, self-luminous, moving through the air, eon* 
sUmtiy beautiful; thus they remain for a long, long time. Now there 

* comes a time. VSscttha, when after a long period of time this world 
expands. When the world expands beings for the most part fall from 
the realm of Radiance and come here [to this realm]; and they exist 
made of mind, feeding on joy, self-luminous, moving through the 
air, constantly beautiful; thus they remain for a long, long time.1 

An earlier version of this article was read at the Tenth Congress of ilie liucrnaitonal As¬ 

sociation of Buddhist Studies in Paris in 1991. 1 am grateful to Steven Collins, Lance 

Cousins, Nobumi lyanagu, Rita Langcr, Oman Rotcm, Paul Williams, and Nobuyoshi 

Yamabe for comments, criticism, or help with tracing references in the course of writing 
this article. 

1 D 3:84-85: “holi khosu Vascphu samayo yain IcadSci kuraiiaci digliassa addlutito ucca- 

>cna ayarp loko sutpvatlati, sanivaltanianc lokc ycbhuyycna satta abhassara-saipvaltanikS 

ho»U. le tattha honti manomaya piti-bhakkha sayam-pabhS antalikkha-carii subha^hS- 

yino ciraip dlgham addlwnam tilihanli. hoti kho so Vasctfha samayo yaip kadad karahaci 

dighassa addhuno accaycna ayaip loko vivattati. vivattamane lokc ycbhuyycna satt3 

ibhussara>kaya cavitvS iuhattam Sgacchanii. tc ca honti manomaya plti-bhakkha sayyam- 

pabha aniaHkkha-car5 subhaphayino ciraip dighaip addhanam tlt|hanll.** All references to 

?iii and Sanskrit texts use the abbreviations listed in app. A of this article. For Adi 

citations, sec app. A. References arc to volume and page of the cited edition, except in the 

case of the Abhklharinakosa and Visuddhimagga; references to the former are to chapter 

and verse, and to the latter, to chapter and section of the Warrcn-Kosambi edition and ft5p- 
amoli translation. 

C 1997 by The University «f Chivjgu. All rights reserved. 
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184 Cosmology and Meditation 

This striking and evocative passage introduces the well-known account 
of the evoltttion of thfeworld and human society found in the Aggafina- 
sutta of thelrall|Dlghi Nikaya.2 It marks the beginning of a particular 
line of thq|g|t withih Buddhist tradition concerning the world and its 
cycles of e&p&rision and contraction. It is this line of thought that I wish 
to investig^i# in the present article. 

^ It can sq^jimes seem that, as “literate, demythologized and Aristote- 
lianizcd a^l^^ics”—to borrow a characterization from G. S. Kirk3— 
we bccod||||tuIiarly insensitive to the kind of poetic and imaginative 
world whicl^for perhaps most human beings for most of human history, 
has constiiltfgii “reality ” it is perhaps not an accident then that, despite 
the fact thii certain studies of contemporary Buddhism in Sri Lanka, 
Burma, aij|;{niailand have drawn attention to the importance of the tra¬ 
ditional cosmology to the worldview of present-day Thcraviida Bud¬ 
dhists,4 th|l|tibjcct of Buddhist cosmology has received relatively little 
attention fllrft textual scholars.5 Significantly, one of the few works de- 

2 This initial formula must be regarded as constituting a significant piece of floating 
tradition that fomris pan of the common heritage of ancient Buddhism. Apart from its oc¬ 
currence in afl four surviving recensions of the Aggafifia-sutta—sec K. Meisig, Das Sutra 
von den vierSUtnden: Das AggailHa-sutta int Licht seiner chinesischen Parallelen (Wies¬ 
baden: Harrassowitz, 1988)—-wc find the same formula (though with a slightly different 
account of tl^ process of world expansion) used in two other suttas of the Digha Nikaya: $ 
thd BrahmajQla and Papke (D 1:17 and D 3:28-29; the expansion formula here reads: 
"vivaltamSne take suAAarp brahma-vimanam pitubhavali. ath’ aAAataro satto ayukkhayS 
v5 puAAakkhayS vi abha&iara-k&yQ cavil v3 sufiAarp brahma-vimanam upapajjati, so tatlha 
hoti manomayo plti-bhakkho sayam-pabho antalikkha-caro subhaUhayl ciraip dlgharp ad- 
dhanarp tiuhati”). Two Angutlara passages (A 4:89; 5:60) also make use of parts of the ; 
formula, whijje Vibh 415 (cf. D 3:88). which states that human beings at the beginning of 
an aeon arc|rn lacking the male or female faculty, also alludes to it. Outside the Nikayas 
and Agamas, looking beyond the Pali tradition wc find the formula used in the Maltuvaxtu 
(see Le Mahdvastu, ed. E. Sdnart. 3 vols. [Paris, 1882-97], 1:52, 338-39) and referred to 
and command op by Vasubandhu in the AbhidharmakoSa (Abhidh-k 3:97c-d-98a-b; 
see Louis de La ValUe Poussin, trans., L'AbhidharmakoSa de Vasubandhu: Traduction el 
Annotations,* vols. (Brussels: Institut beige des hautes dtudes chinoiscs, 1971], 2:203-4, 
and Abhidharmakoia and Bhdfya of Acdrya Vasubandhu with Sphutartha Commentary 
of Acdrya Yaiomitra. ed. D. Shastri, 3 vols. (Varanasi: Bauddha Bharati, 1970-72], 2:554). 

5 G. S. Kirk, Myth: Its Meaning and Functions in Ancient and Other Cultures (London, 
Berkeley, and Los Angeles: Cambridge University Press and University of California 
Press, 1970), p. 281. 

4 See R. F. Gombrich, Precept and Practice: Traditional Buddhism in the Rural High¬ 
lands of Ceylon (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1971), pp. 153-91; S. J. Tambiah, Bud- 
dhism and the Spirit Cults in North-East Thailand (Cambridge: Cambridge University ~ 
Press, 1970). pp. 32-52J 

5 The pioneering workJs W. Kirfcl, Kosmographie der Inder (Bonn: K. Schrocdcr, 1920). 
but this devotes rather little space to Buddhist sources in comparison to Brahmanica! and 
Jain materials and is now rather dated. It is Louis de La Vallde Poussin’s work on the \# 
Abhidharmakoia that has given us the most substantial material on Vaibhasika cosmology; 
sec his UAbhidharmakoio de Vasubandhu, Vasubandhu el Yaiomitra: Troisieme chapitre 
de VAbhidhprinqipia: KBrikd, Bhdsya el Vydkhyd (Brussels: Academic royalc dc Belgi¬ 
que. 19! 9), and “Cosmology and Cosmogony (Buddhist),” in Encyclopaedia of Religion 
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voted to Buddhist cosmology to be published in more recent years is 
not a study of ancient Pali or Sanskrit sources but a translation of a 
fourteenth-century Thai classic, Phya Lithai’s Traibhumikatha or Thrai 
Plutm Phra Ruang (“Three Worlds according to King Ruang").6 

The overalljpaScity]of scholarly materials dealing with Buddhist cos- 
mology would seem to reflect a reluctance on the part of modern schol¬ 
arship to treat this dimension of Buddhist thought as having any serious 
bearing on those^fundamental Buddhist teachings with which we are so 
familiar: the-four noble truths, the eightfold path, no-self, dependent 
arising, and so on. The effect of this is to divorce the bare doctrinal for- \ 
initiations of Buddhist* thought from a traditional mythic-context. This j 

can result in serious distortions: the picture that has sometimes been 
painted of especially early Buddhism and Thcravada Buddhism is some- * 
what one-dimensional and flat. However, the principle that the study of 
the imagery employed in early Buddhist texts is a useful way of deepen¬ 
ing our understanding of the more overtly conceptual teachings of the 
Nikayas has already been used to good purpose by Steven Collins in his 
discussion of house imagery, vegetation imagery, and water imagery in 

and Ethics, cd. J. Hastings, 13 vols. (Edinburgh; T. & T. Clark, 1908-27), 2:129-38. The 
relevant portions of ftfinamoli’s translation of Buddhaghosa’s Visuddhimagga constitute 
the only readily available and accessible sources for the developed Theravadin system; 
see The Path of Purification (Colombo: Scmagc, 1964), 7:40-44, 13:29-65, p. 214, n. 14. 
The two more comprehensive studies of the details of the Nikayas’ cosmological outlook, 
Joseph Masson’s La religion papula ire dans le canon houddhique pall (Louvain: Bu¬ 
reaux du Musdon, 1942); and M. M. J. Marasinghc’s Gods in Early Buddhism: A Study in 
Their Social and Mythological Milieu as Depicted in the Nikayas of the Pali Canon 
(Vidyalankara: University of Sri Lanka, 1974) lend to approach their subject from the 
standpoint that talk of gods and the like in the Nikayas is something of a concession to 
"popular” Buddhism rather than an integral part of Buddhist thought—this is explicitly 
revealed in the title of Masson’s book and is perhaps less true of Marasinghc’s work; both 
these books, however, represent useful collections of material on cosmological ideas as 
presented in the Nikayas. The figure of M5ra has received some Additional attention: T. O. 
Ling, Buddhism and the'Mythology of Evil: A Study in Theravada Buddhism (London: 
George Allen Sc Unwin, 1962); J. W. Boyd, Satan and Mara: Christian and Buddhist 
Symbols of Evil (Leiden: Brill, 1975). R. Kloctzli’s more recent Buddhist Cosmology: 

: From Single World System to Pure Land (Delhi: Molilal Banarsidass, 1^83), while pro¬ 
viding a useful summary and overview of Buddhist cosmological ideas from the Nikayas 
through to the developed Mah5y3na, from my perspective passes rather quickly over the 

* early materials andl (he Abhidharma. One of the most interesting treatments of cosmol¬ 
ogy in the Nikayas to have been published in recent years is Peter Masefield’s ‘Mind/ 
Cosmos Maps in the Pali Nikayas,” in Buddhist and Western Psychology, cd. N. Katz 
(Boulder, Colo.: PrajAa Press, 1983), pp. 69-93. See also R. F. Gombrich, “Ancient In¬ 
dian Cosmology,” in Ancient Cosmologies, cd. C. Blacker and M. Locwc (London, 
1975), pp. 110-42. 

6 F. E. Reynolds and M. B. Reynolds, Three Worlds according to King Ruang: A Thai 
Buddhist Cosmology (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1982). One of the sources 
employed by Phya Lilhai was the earlier Pali Lokapa/iitatti; sec E. Denis, trans. and cd.. 
La Lokapaniiati et les idSes cosmologiques du bouddhisme ancten, 2 vols. (Lille, 1977). 
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the context of the Nikayas’ presentation of the teaching of “no-self.”7 * 0 
Advocating an approach not dissimilar to Collins’s, Stanley Tambiah has J 
commented that the traditional Buddhist cosmological scheme “says fig¬ 
uratively and in terms of. metaphorical images the same kind of thing 
which is staled in abstract terms in the doctrine. The basic doctrinal con¬ 
cepts of Buddhism... which are alleged to explain man’s predicament 
and to direct his religious action, are also embedded in the cosmology 
(and its associated pantheon)”* It seems to me that in this he can only ^ 
be right, and one of the things I will do in this article is to explore fur- < 

- thcr the relationship in Buddhist thought between the realms of abstract 1 
, theory, on the one hand, and cosmological myth, on the other. To ignore' 
the mythic portions of ancient Buddhist texts is to fail in a significant 

_way to enter into their thought-world. My particular focus will be cer¬ 
tain cosmological ideas concerning the expansion and contraction of IheJj 
universe and their implications for our understanding of the nature and t 
significance of the fourih “meditation” (jhOna/dhyOna) in the account ^ 
of the stages of the Buddhist path as presented in the NikSyas and Abhi- 
dharma. What also emerges, 1 will argue, is a clearer perspective on the 

1 development of certain ideas usually considered characteristic of certain 
j strands of MahSySna Buddhist thought: the tath&gaiagarbha and an idc- 
| alist ontology. v.VViVti-_ 

COSMOLOGY IN THE NIKAYAS AND ABHIDHARMA 

The NikSyas and Xgatnas contain very many cosmological details, but / 
it is not until the period of the Abhidbarma that we get attempts to or-- 

-ganize these details into a systematic whole. Yet what Masson’s and j 
, Marasinghc’s studies of “gods” in the NikSyas reVeal is that, notwith- j 

; standing the fact that-lhc Nikayas nowhere give a systematic exposition 
j of their cosmology,9 all the basic principles and not a few of the details 
i of the developed cosmology of the Abhidbarma are to be found scattered 

throughout the Nikayas.10 *1 reckon the basic principles to be three. First, 
, there arc a number of different realms of existence that constitute a hi- 

-' erarchy; there are lower realms—the realms of animals (tiraccMnayoni) 
' and o^ hungry ghosts (pettivisaya) and various hells (niraya); there is the 

realm of men (mantissa) and, above, the various heaven realms of the 

7 S. Collins, Selfless Persons: Imagery and Thought in TheravBda Buddhism (Cam¬ 
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), pp. 165-76,218-24,247-61. 

* Tambiah, Buddhism and the Spirit Cults in North-East Thailand, pp. 34-35’. 
7 Although we do lind the beginnings of systematization in the Anguttara-Nikuya, see 

Marasinghc, pp. 244-81. V*. ■ 
10 Foi a summary of the cosmological details as found in the NikSyas, sec ibid., pp. 

43-62. 
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devas and brahmas}' Second, beings arc continually reborn in these 
various realms in accordance with their actions—the ten unskillful (aku- 
sala) courts of action (Jkammapathai) lead to rebirth in one of the lower 
realms, and the ten skillful (kuisala) courses of action lead to rebirth as 
a human being or in the tower heavens, while meditation attainments 
(jfidna) lead to rebirth in the higher heavens as a brahm&12 The third / ^ 
principle is that wh*rH is inherent in the formula from the Aggaft&a-suthf fon 
that! quoted above. The various levels of existence arrange themselves 
in “world-systems” (loka-dhdtu); there are innumerable world-systems 
which all expand and contract across vast expanses of time*13 This basic-. 
cosmological scheme is not confined to one isolated Nik&ya context; it 
is something alluded to and assumed by very many of the NikSya formu¬ 
las. It is perhaps most conveniently summed up in the well-known for¬ 
mula which states that the Buddha,44having himself fully understood and 
directly experienced this world with its devas, its Mara and Brahma, this 
generation with its samanas and briihmunas, with its princes and peoples, 
makes it known.”14 ^ 

What I want to argue below door not hinge on establishing that the j 
Buddha himself or the earliest phase of Buddhist thought subscribed to v 
this specific cosmological view; I am concerned with how the tradition t .* 
read the texts as a coherent whole rather than with their relative ehro- j 
nology and evolution. Bui i would add that 1 can see no particular" 

-reason for thinking that this bastc jCQtiception of tho universe does not ^ 
belong to the earlier strata of the NikSyas. There are no a priori historical ^ 
grounds for regarding the principles of this cosmology as improbable in 
the mouth of the Buddha; as Marasinghc has commented, “From a study ^ 
of the lain, Ajlvika, and the Buddhist ideas of Cosmological thinking, ~ 
it rhay be surmised that, by the time of the Buddha, there was a rich % 
Iloating mass of cosmological ideas in the Gangelic regions from which 
most religious teachers drew quite freely”15 ^ 

a See csp. Masson, pp. 18-38, and the chart facing p. 144 for details of the various 
hierarchical lists found in the Nikayas. 

11 See in particular A 2; 126, 230; 4:39, 241; cf. Marasinghc, pp. 244-68, and elwirt 
facing p. 62. 

13 Sec Marasinghc. p. 44; D 2:139,253; M 3:101-2; A 1:227,5:59. 
14 For example, D 1:62: 44so iraaip lokaip sadevakam samUrakaip sabrahmakarp 

sassamaija-brahamanirp pajam sadcva-manussaip sayarn abhifmi sacchikatva pavedeti1 
follow the commentary (Sv 1:174) in taking sadeva in the sense of sammuti-deva. It is 
possible to take ^amdraka and sabrahmaka as indicating a plurality of mdrm and brah- 

respectively (on the grounds that the NikSyas clearly do recognize a plurality of 
brahmas and mdras); on the other hand, .it scems.to me probable that in the present 

. context we should take imam lokam as implying simply “this loncj worldly 
we occupy; see Boyd, pp. 100-111; cf. the discussion of the terms lokat loka-dhdtu, and 
cakkavdta below, n. 34. 

15 Marasinghc (n. 5 above), p, 260; cf. pp. 59, 259-61. 

\ 
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Qn the evidence of the Rg-Veda, Upanisads, and Jain sources such 
/cosmological ideas might easily have been borrowed and adapted from 
j the dlltural milieu in which we understand the Buddha to have formu¬ 

lated his teachings. But this is perhaps to put it too negatively. In many 
~rcsp<:dts the kind of cosmology that I have indicated above seems actu¬ 
ally fundamental to Buddhist thought. On the evidence of the Nikayas 
(an<J;japparcntly the Chinese Agamas) we know of no Buddhism or Bud¬ 
dha Uiat did not teach a belief in rebirth, or conceive of rebirth as fluid 
among different realms, whether animal, hellish, human, or heavenly.16 
While certain of the details of the Aggafifia-sutta’s account of the evolu¬ 
tion pf human society may be, as Gombrich has persuasively argued, 

' satirical in intent, there is nothing in the Nikayas to suggest that these 
basipcosmological principles that I have identified should be so under¬ 
stood; there is nothing to suggest that the Agganna-suttaY introductory 
formula describing the expansion and contraction of the world is merely 
a joke.17 Wc should surely expect early Buddhism and indeed the Bud¬ 
dha "to have spme specific ideas about the nature of the round of re¬ 
birth, and essentially this is what the cosmological details presented in 
the Aggaftfta-sulta and elsewhere in Nikayas constitute. They represent a 

.. concretized and mythic counterpart to the more abstract formulation of, 
say, dependent arising (paticcasamuppada). 

What functions do the various levels of existence and the gods play 
' in the Nikayas? There is no one simple answer to this question, but I 

~ shall answer initially by stating more fully what I identified above as the 
second principle of Buddhist cosmology, namely, that particular kinds 

\ ofactiori of body, speech, and mind lead to certain kinds of rebirth. The 
passages 1 referred to in this connection effectively draw up a hierarchy 
of kamma that corresponds very closely to the hierarchy of levels of ex¬ 
istence. At the bottom of this hierarchy we have unskillful kammas lead¬ 
ing;^ rebirth in the realms of hell, hungry ghosts, and animals; next we 
h#^ the skillful kammas of generosity (dana) and the precepts {sila) 

practiced to various degrees and leading to rebirth as a human being or 
aS'fjpkva in one of six realms of heaven; finally the practice of medita- 
tioM(i>hdvana) and the development of the various jhdnas leads to re- 
birih among “the gods of Brahmas retinue” (brahmakdyikd devd) and 
beyond. At this point wc should remind ourselves that kamma is for the 
Nikiysts—as for Buddhist thought generally—at root a mental act or in¬ 
tention; acts of body and speech are performed in response to and con¬ 
ditioned by the quality of the underlying intention or will (cetand); they 
are unskillful or skillful because they are motivated by unskillful or 

i! I. 

** See, e.g., the Mahasihanuda-sutta (M 1:68-83). 
** $ec app. B. “How Old Is Buddhist Cosmology? A Note on the Agganfta-Sutta.” 
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skillful intentions.18 Acts of body and speech arc, as it were, the cpiplic- 
nomcna of particular kinds of mentality; they are driven by specific psy¬ 
chological states. In a very real sense acts of body and speech arc acts w 
of will. Thus the hierarchy is essentially one of certain kinds of mental- j 
ity (understood as kamma) being related to certain levels of existence; ; 
this is most explicit in the case of the various jhdnas and Brahma realms. 
This way of thinking demonstrates the general principle of an equiva¬ 
lence or parallel in Buddhist thought between psychology on the one 
hand and cosmology on the other. 

Many of the stories about devas from different heavens in the Nikayas 
lend themselves very readily to a kind of “psychological” interpretation, 
that is, to interpretation in terms of certain mental states; in certain 
contexts this interpretation is explicit in the texts themselves. In the 
vana-samyutta of the Samyutta Nikaya there is a whole series of ac¬ 
counts of devas visiting bhikkhus dwelling in the forest in order to ad¬ 
monish the bhikkhus for their laziness.19 Here the devas serve to arouse 
skillful states of mind in the bhikkhu that spur him on in his practice.^ 
Similarly in the Mara- and Bhikkhunbsamyuttas Mara is represented as j 
appearing on the scene and tempting bhikkhus, bhikkhunis, and the Bud- j 
dha, with the world of the five senses.20 Here then Mara appears to act > 
as the five hindrances (nivarana) which are precisely the mental states^" 
that one must overcome in order to attain j liana, and it is precisely jlidna 

that—at least according to a later understanding—takes one temporarily 
beyond the world of the five senses and out of Mara’s reach.21 To read 
these texts in loosely psychological terms is not, I think, to engage in 
acts of gratuitous “demythologizing”; the Buddhist tradition itself at an 
early date was quite capable of demythologizing—so. much so that one 
hesitates to use such a term in this context. It is rather, I think, that this 
kind (ft psychological interpretation was for the Nikayas inherent in the 
material itself. When questioned as to the nature^ of Mara, the Buddha 
responds in abstract terms that have to do with general psychological 
experience: “One says, ‘M5ra! Mara!’ lord. Now to what extent, lord, 
might Mara or the manifestation of Mara exist?’ ‘Where the eye exists, 

18 A 3:415: “celanahaip bhikkhavc kammam vadami. cctayitva kammani karoti kaycna 
vacaya manasa" (cf. Abhidh-k 4:1). 

19 S 1:197-205; Marasinghe, pp. 207-13. 
20 S 1:111-13, 116-18, 130-31; 132-33; Marasinghe, pp. 185-98. 
21 According to the stock NikSya formula (e g., D 1:73), by abandoning the five hin¬ 

drances one attains the first jhana thereby passing from the kamdvacara to the rupdva- 
cara; the developed cosmological tradition states that M5ra dwells as a rebellious prince 
among the paranimittavasavattin gods (S 1:133, 1:33-34); sec Boyd (n. 5 above), pp. 
81-84, 11J-19; G. P. Malalasckera, Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, 2 vols. (London: 
Pali Text Society, 1974), 2:613. 
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Bt ’ X ^ i fo rrv\ : ^ 
Samiddhi, where visible forms* eye consciousness and dhammas cogni- 1/ 
zable by the eye exist, there Mira or the manifestation of Mira exist/”22 J 

Again the Suttanipdta defines the armies of Mira that assault the 
Bodhisatta in what are essentially psychological terms: 

435. Dwelling thus having attained the highest experience, my mind has no re* 
gard for sensual desires. See the purity of a being. 
436. Sensual desire is called your [Mara's) first army, discontent your second; 
your third is called hunger and thirst, your fourth craving. 
437. Your fifth is called tiredness and sleepiness, your sixth fear. Your seventh 
is doubt, deceit and obstinacy your eighth.. . . , ' 
439. Namuci, this is your army—the attacking (force) of the Dark One 
[M3raJ. Not being a hero one does not conquer it, but having conquered it one 
gains happiness.23 

) Jit the Sarpy utta Nikfiya, the daughters of Mara too are presented as hav¬ 
ing a similar psychological reality* "Then Craving, Discontent, and Lust, 
the daughters of Mfira, approached the Blessed One [the Buddha). Hav¬ 
ing approached they spoke thus to the Blessed One: Ascetic, we would 
<crve at your feet.* Now the Blessed One paid no attention, since was 
Freed in the unsurpassable, complete destruction of attachments.”24 It is 
surely to read nothing into these texts to say that the descriptions cf the 
BodhisattaVB uddha's encounter with Mira’s armies and daughters rep- 

. resent vivid descriptions of the psychology of the Buddha before and after 
his awakening. The Bodhisatta/Buddha has wrestled wUh certain men¬ 
tal states—Mira, his armies, his daughters^—and defeated them. That is 

j to say, particular psychological states are described in terms of an en- 
1 counter with beings with cosmological significance—or vice versa.25 

22 S 4:38-39: ”mara maro u vuccati. kittSvatfi Ati kho bh*mc miro vS assa rnSra- 
paftfiaiti va li. yauha kho SamUWhi auhi cakkhum atthi rfipl atthi cakkhu-vift.nanarp auhi 
cakkhu-viftft5na-viftftatabb3 dhammS, auhi m2ro vi mfaa-pafiflatti va.” 

n Sn 435-39: “tasxa .n* cvaip viharato pattass’ ultama-vcdanaip / kfiracsu nSpckhutc cil- 
laip pas«i spuasxa smhihaiaip / / kSroS to ptt(bama scn3 dutiyS arati vuccati / taiiyS fchup- 
pipusa tc catuttht tiujha pavuccati / / paftcaml thlna-middhaip le chaHhSbltlrQ pavuccali / 
sauaml vicikiccha tc makkho lharabho te «||bamo//... / / esa namuci scn5 kanhass3bhip- 
paharanl / ha nam asQro jinSti jctva ca labbatc sukhaip” (Irons. adapted from K. R. Nor¬ 
man, Irons., The Croup of Discoursec Revised Translation with Introduction and Notes 
[Oxford: Pali Text Society, 1992]). 

24 S. 1:124.26-20: **atha kho Uujha ca arati ca rag* ca rnSre-dhitaro ycna bhagavS ten’ 
upasafpkamimsu. upasaepkamitva.bhagavantam clad avoctnp: pidc te samana paric5rcra4 
ti. atha kho bhagavS na roanasSkfisi yathS ttup anuttaie upadhi-safpkhaye vrmutto” See 
also Sn 835; Nd 1:181 . 

25 The fact that the armies of M2robere in part overlap with the five hindrances of sen¬ 
sual desire (kama-cchanda), aversion (vy&p&daX tiredness and sleepiness (thlna-middha). 
excitement and depression {uddhacca-kukkucca), and doubt (vicikicchd) underlines the 
point made already about the particular psychological interpretation of MJra in terms of 
the five hindrances. 
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I do not wish, however, to^uggest that a psychological interpretation' 
of such figures as Mara is'lfie whole story. I am not claiming that all an¬ 
cient readers or hearers of these ’‘texts’* would have conceived of Mira’s 
daughters and armies simply as mystic symbols of particular mental states. 
No doubt for many, Mara, his daughters, and his armies would have had 
a reality as autonomous beings apart from their own mental states. 1 
do want to claim, however, that a psychological interpretation would 
have made sense to the authors and readers of these texts. Yet in making, 
such a claim I do not wish to imply that a psychological reading some-' 
how'rcvcals the “true” and “real” significance of the various cosmolog¬ 
ical beings—the significance intended by the Buddha but which the 
Buddhist tradition had to compromise in the face of popular belief, and 
which wc in the late twentieth century are at last privileged to access. The 
Buddhism of the NikSyas embraces the notion of rebirth, and the account 
of different realms of existence occupied by a variety of beings is integral 
to that. The categories of “mythic symbol” and “literally true” are mod¬ 
ern and are bound up with a complex, ontology that has been shaped by 
a particular intellectual and cultural tradition. Thus to approach what, for 
the want of a better term, we call the mythic portions of the NikSyas 
with the attitude that such categories as “mythic symbol” and “literally 
true” arc absolutely opposed is to adopt an attitude that is cut of time and 
place. It seems to me that in some measure we must allow both a literal 
and a psychological interpretation. Both are there in the texts. 

The equivocation between cosmology and psychology is particularly 
clear in a passage of the Kevaddha-sutta.2* The Buddha tells of a 
bhikkhu who wished to discover where the four great elements (mah&b- 
hula) ceased without remainder (aparisesH nirujjhanti). It seems that we 
must upd^rstand this as wishing to know the full extent of the condi¬ 
tioned World—both physical and mental. The bhikkhu appears to have 
been a master of meditation, for we are told that he attained a state of 
concentration in which the path leading to the gods-appeared to his con¬ 
centrated mind (“lalharupani sumadhim saniapujji yatha samuhitc cittc 
dcva-yaniyo maggo paturahosi”). He then proceeds to approach the gods 
of ever higher levels to pose his question until eventually he finds him¬ 
self in the presence of Mahabrahma himself, who confesses that he can¬ 
not answer the question and suggests that he return to the Buddha to 
put this question to him. The Buddha answers that the four elements 
cease, not “out there” in some remote outpost of the universe, but in 
“consciousness” (viMSna).21 This account states very clearly how spe¬ 
cific psychological states—in this instance, the mind concentrated in the 

26 D 1:215-23. 
27 “vitifianam anidassanaip anantaip sabbaio paham" (D 1:23), interpreted by Buddha- 

ghosa (Sv 2:393) as referring to nihhana. 
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various levels of meditation—give access to particular cosmological 
realmsl Thus the bhikkhu is explicitly described as at once making a 
journey through various levels of the cosmos and making an inner, spiri¬ 
tual journey—a journey of the mind. 

In light of an extremely suggestive article by Peter Masefield, it 
seems that instead of being misled into searching for meaning in terms 
of. the categories of literal truth and mythic symbol, we should under¬ 
stand $ie Nikayas* reference both to a cosmic hierarchy of beings (hu¬ 
mans, devas and brahmas) and to a psychological hierarchy of mental 
statesilevels of jhdnd) as paralleling the Upanisadic categories of “with 
reference to the gods’* (adhidaivatam) and “with reference to the self” 
(adhyStmam): th|t is, “reality” may be viewed either from the perspec¬ 
tive of an exterior world (brahman) or from the perspective of an in¬ 
terior world (dtman) that are in some sense—though, in the case of 
Buddhist thought, not an absolutist metaphysical one—the same.28 Thus 
Masefield suggests that to talk or conceive of Mara as a cosmic entity on 
the one hand and as psychological forces on the other is essentially to 
shift from the adhidaivatam to the adhydtmam perspective.29 I am per¬ 
suade^ that Masefield has indeed identified here a way of thinking that 
runs very deep in the Indian philosophical tradition, and while the im-, 
portance of this; way of thinking may be acknowledged in the context of 
the Vedas and liindu and Buddhist tantra, it is insufficiently understood 
in th&coisjtext of eariy Buddhism. 

T\itning‘from the NikSyas to the Abhidharma, two full systematic ac- 
countjS of Buddhist cosmology survive: that of the Theravadin Abhi- 
dhamma and that of the Sarvastivada-Vaibhasika Abhidharma. These 
two jUpounts are remarkably similar in broad outline and in fact also 
agree oft many points or detail. This again suggests that the basic cos- 
molp^ should be regarded as having been formulated relatively early 
sinc^if forms part of the common heritage of ancient Buddhism. In. 
whai lilows, I shall be drawing on both the Pali Theravadin traditions 
andjg^ at points, Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakosa for the traditions of 

the l^lvfislivadins. 
Qiilpf the general concerns of the Abhidharma is to provide a detailed 

and'Cpjnplex hierarchy of consciousness. The classic Theravada scheme 
of eighty-nine or 121 “consciousnesses” (citta) begins with unskillful 
consciousnesses at'the bottom, followed by consciousnesses that concern 
the mephnics of bare awareness of the objects of the five senses, and then 
by skillful sense-sphere consciousnesses; next come the various form- 
sphere and formless-sphere consciousnesses that constitute the jhdnas, 

** Masefield (n. 5 above). The Upanisadic locus classicus for the terms is BrhadSran- 
jftkt |3< 

»Ifcscfteld, p. 93, n. 32. 
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or meditation attainments; finally, we have the world-transcending (lok- 

uttara) consciousnesses that constitute the mind at the moment of awak¬ 
ening itself.30 The basic structure of this hierarchy of consciousness 
parallels quite explicitly the basic structure of the cosmos: consciousness 
belongs to the sense sphere (kamdyacara), the form sphere (,rupdvacara), 
or the formless sphere (arupdvacara); beings exist in the sense world 
(kdma-dhatu, kamadoka), the form world (rupa-dhatu, rupadoka), or the 
formless world (arupa-dhatu, arupadoka). As well as laying down a 
more precise hierarchy of consciousness, the Abhidhamma also finalized 
the structure of the cosmos: both Theravadin and northern sources detail 
thirty-one basic realms.31 The basic structure of this cosmos, along with 
its psychological parallel, is set out in figure 1. 

In detailing the types of consciousness that beings reborn in particular • 
realms are able to experience, the Abhidhamma provides a further indi¬ 
cation of the parallel between the psychological order and the cosmolog¬ 
ical order.32 Beings in the lowest realms (hell beings, animals, hungry 
ghosts, Asuras) can only experience sense-sphere consciousness; beings 
in the human realm and the heavens of the sense sphere characteristically 
experience sense-sphere consciousness but can in special circumstances 
(i.e., when attaining jhdna) experience form-sphere and formless-sphere 
consciousness. Beings in the form and formless worlds characteristically 
experience form and sense-sphere consciousness respectively; both may 
experience certain forms of both skillful and unskillful sense-sphere con¬ 
sciousness, but not those associated with hatred and unpleasant feeling.33' 
The logic governing this arrangement is as follows: A being in one of the 
lower realms must experience at least a modicum of skillful conscious¬ 
ness or else, never being able to generate the skillful kamma necessary 
to condition rebirth in a higher realm, he or she is stuck there forever. 
Similarly, beings in the Brahma worlds must experience some unskillful 
consciousness, otherwise their kamma would be-exclusively skillful, and 
they would be able to remain forever in these blissful realms where no 

30 Abhidh-s 1-5 (citta-samgaha-vibhdga)\ cf. Vism 14:83-110. 
# 31 Vibh 422-26; Vism 7:40-44, 13:29-65; Abhidh-s 22-24; Abhidh-t 3:1-3. Thcrava- 

din sources enumerate eleven realms in the kdmadhatu (four descents, the human realm 
and six heavens), sixteen in the rQpadh&tu (three each for the first three jhdna realms and 
seven—including unconscious beings and five Pure Abodes—for the fourth), and four in 
the arupadhdtu; Abhidh-k enumerates ten in the kdmatoka (missing is the realm of asuras 
from the descents), seventeen in the rGpaloka (exchanging unconscious beings for two fur¬ 
ther basic fourth dhydna realms), and four in the arupaloka; bhdfya to Abhidh-k 3:2b~d 
records that the Kasmlris accepted only sixteen realms in the fourth dhydna while La 
Valldc Poussin, trans. (n. 2 above), 2:3, n. 1, records a number of other slight variations in 
the northern sources. 

32 Abhidh-av 182-289 (“bhQmi-puggala-vascna cittuppatti-niddcso”). 
33 ’The kind of consciousness that is characteristic of a being is essentially a function of 

a being^s bhavanga-citta; see R. Gethin, “Bhavahga and Rebirth in the Abhidhamma,’* in The 
Buddhist Forum, vol. 3 (London: School of Oriental and African Studies, 1995), pp. 11-35. 
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unpleasant bodily or mental feeling ever occurs, escaping dukkha perma- 
ncntly rather than only temporarily (albeit for an aeon or two). Finally, 
beings such as humans who are in the middle of the hierarchy are evenly | 
poised; they may experience the most unskillful' kinds of consciousness ;j 
or they may experience the mast skillful—they may go right to the bol- t 

tom or right to the top. . '[■ 
A point of particular significance that emerges from this is that, from <i 

the perspective of Abhidharma, to shift from talk about levels of exis- i 
tcnce to talk about levels of the mind is to continue to talk about the same ^ j 
thing but on a different scale. What is involved in moving from the psy- i 
chological order (the hierarchy of consciousness) to the cosmological ( , ; 
order (the hierarchy of beings) is essentially a shift in time scales. The J ' 
mind (of certain beings) might range through the possible levels of con- j 
sciousncss in a relatively short period—possibly in moments. A being, in 
contrast, exists at a particular level in the cosmos for rather longer— 
84,000 aeons in the ease of a being in the realm of “neither consciousness i 
nor unconsciousness”—and to range through all the possible levels of ;jj. 
being is going to take a very long time indeed.14 The fact that what we :<j 
are talking about here is a change of scale is exactly brought out by the ;;i 
Abhidharma treatment of “dependent arising” (pratltyasamutpSda). This $ 
law that governs the process of things, whether the workings of the mind 
or the process of rebirth, is always the same. Thus the Abhidharma il- •} 
lustsates the operation of the twelve links of dependent arising either by i 
reference to the way in which beings progress from life to life or by ref- 1 
crcncc tp the progress of consciousness from moment to moment: froip j 
one perspective wc arc born, live, and die over a period of, say, eighty 
years;' from another wc arc bom, live, and die in every moment.3* In ! 
chapter 3 of the Abhidharmakos'a, Vasubandhu in fact discusses these 
diircrcnl scales for the interpretation of pratHyasamutpQda precisely in 
the context of his exposition of cosmology (vv. 20-38). In general, tra¬ 
ditional Buddhist cosmology as expounded in the NikSyas and Abhi- 
dhamma must be understood as at once a map of all realms of existence 
ana an account of all possible experiences. 

THE EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION OF WORLD-SYSTEMS 

According to Buddhist cosmological systems the universe is constituted 
by innumerable “world-systems” or “world-spheres” (loka-dh&tu, cakka- 
vSfa) comprising just thirty-one levels of existence.36 Much as the mind 

34 Vibh426; Abhidh-s24. \ 
^ See v tuil i35-92; viblwi 199-200; bh&$ya to Abhidh-k 3:24 (La Valldc Poussin, 

irons., 2:65-66); cf. R. Gcthin, TUc Buddhist Path of Awakening: A Study of the Bodhi* 
PaWiiyii Dhammd (Leiden: Brill, 1992), p. 351. 

* Quite whal constitutes a “world-system" is not clear. The term cakkavBfa docs not 
appear to occur in the four primary NikSyas. Strictly a cakkavOfa (cf. Skt cakravdla and 
Buddhist Sanskrit cakravada) refers to the range of mountains surrounding the world; the 
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is not static or stable, neither, on a grander scale, are world-systems; they 
theiri^eives go through vast cycles of expansion and contraction. Accord¬ 
ing to the exegetical traditions of both the Theravadins and Sarvastiva- 
dins, the formula I quoted from the Aggafina-sutta, referring as it does to 
the rebirth of beings in the realm of Radiance (dbhassara/dbhdsvara)37 
at the time of world contraction, describes this contraction as the result 
of destruction by fire. Both Buddhaghosa and Vasubandhu provide some 
further details about how the destruction proceeds.38 According to Bud¬ 
dhaghosa, world-systems contract in great dusters—he speaks of a billion 
(koti-sata-saltassa) world-systems contracting at a time.39 Both writers 
describe -how, when they contract, world-systems contract from the bot¬ 
tom upward. Thus in the case of destruction by fire, the fire starts in the 
lower realms of the sense sphere and having burned up these, it invades 
the form realms; but having burned up the realms corresponding to the 
first jhdna/dhydna, it stops. The realms corresponding to the second, 
third, and fourth jhdnas, and the four formless realms, are thus spared the 
destruction. Bui destruction by fire is not the only kind of destruction, 
merely the moil frequent—water and wind also wreak their havoc. When 
the destruction is by water, the three realms corresponding to the second 
jhdna; aie also included in the general destruction, while the destruc¬ 
tion by wind invades and destroys even the realms corresponding to the 
third jhdna. Overall, only the seven realms corresponding to the fourth 

lerro ii then used to refer to a single "world-system” as constituted by the various realms 
lh*l rriaike;up the world of sense-desire; Buddhaghosa says that there arc an infinite num- 
berof such world- systems (Vism 7:40-44). The term used as a gloss for cakkavafa by 
Bui&i&gho&a here is loka-dhdtu, which seems to be the preferred term in the Nikayas. 
Thus the Angutlara Nikfiya (3:59-60) talks of a MahUbrahmS ruling over a thousand such 
world-systems, while the Majjhima Nikaya (3:101-2) talks of Brahmas ruling over as 
many as a hundred thousand world-systems. It thus seems that world-systems that arc dis¬ 
tinct an^i,self-contained at the lower realms of existence arc not necessarily so at higher 
levels of existence. However, Buddhist tradition does not conclude that one should there¬ 
for* teUcof there being only one all-embracing Brahma-world. In fact, A 5:59 already 
talkiffh terms of thousands of Brahma-worlds, and the ancient conception of the thou- 
sandl&d world-system, the twicc-thousandfold world-system (embracing 1 million world- 
syxtciiu), and the thricc-thou sand fold world-system (embracing 1 trillion world-systems 
acc0i$ftgio Pali sources and 1 billion according to northern) (see A 1:227-28, Mp 2:340- 
41, Ahhidh-k 3:73-74) seems to imply a kind of pyramidal structure of world-systems: 
units of thousands of world systems (i.c., sense-sphere world-systems) are governed by a 
MahabrahmS. and units of a thousand such Brahma realms arc in turn governed by Brah¬ 
mas Of yet higher realms, and so on. Whatever, as the Atthasdlini says (pp. 160-61), 
there is no end to the hundreds and thousands of world-systems: if four Mahabrahmas in 
AkaniMha were to set off at a speed which allowed them to traverse a hundred thousand 
world-systems in the time it takes a swift arrow to pass over the shadow of a palm tree, 
they would reach nibbdna without ever seeing the limit of world-systems. 

vSv 1:110; Vism 13:30; bhtlsya to Abhidh-k-bh 3:90c-d. 
13:32-55; Abhidh-k-bh 3:89-90, 100-102; cf. Reynolds and Reynolds (n. 6 

above), pp. 305-27. 
* Vism 13:31,40-41,55. 
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jhana and the four formless realms arc never subject to this universal 
destruction.40 

So what becomes of the beings that occupy the lower realms when fire, 
water, and wind wreak their destruction? They cannot just disappear from 
samara: they must go somewhere. Here we touch upon a question which 
posed something of a problem in the Buddhist tradition and to which its 
answers are not entirely consistent. The simple answer that Buddhaghosa 
gives in the Visuddhimagga is that at the time of the destruction of a 
world-system by fire, all the beings that occupy the lower realms— 
including hell beings (nerayika)—are reborn in the Abhassara Brahma 
realm (corresponding to the second jhana) or above it. But since rebirth 
in a Brahma realm can only occur as a result of the practice of the jhdnas, 
Buddhaghosa has a problem. The chaos and hardships that are a prelude 
to-the destruction of the world arc hardly conducive to the practice of 
jhana. Moreover, certain beings simply do not have the capacity to attain 
jhana even if they try. 

There is no rebirth in the Brahma world without jhana, and some beings arc 

oppressed by the scarcity of food, and some arc incapable of attaining jhana. 

How are they reborn there? By virtue of jhana acquired in the Dcva world. For 

"at that time, knowing that in a hundred thousand years the aeon will come to an 

end-, the sense-sphere gods, called “Marshals of the World,” loosen ihcir head¬ 

dresses and, with disheveled hair and pitiful faces, wiping their tears with thei- 

hands, clothed in red and wearing their garments in great disarray, come and fre¬ 

quent the haunts of men saying, “Good sirs, a hundred thousand years from now 

the aeon will come to an end: this world will be destroyed, the great ocean wilt 

dry up, and Sincru, king of mountains, will be burnt up and destroyed. The de¬ 

struction of the world will reach the Brahma world. Develop loving kindness, 

good sirs. Develop compassion, sympathetic joy, and equanimity. Take care of 

your mothers and fathers; honor the elders of the family.” Hearing Ihcir words, 

bolh men and the deities of the earth are for the most part moved; they become 

kind to one another, and making merit by loving kindness and so on, they arc 

reborn in the Deva world. There they enjoy the food of the gods and having com¬ 

pleted the initial work on the air kasina, they attain jhdna. 

However there are others who are reborn in the Dcva world by virtue of their 

kamma “that is to be experienced at an unspecified time,” for there is certainly 

no being wandering in samsara devoid of kamma that is to be experienced at an 

unspecified time. They also similarly acquire jhdna there fin the Dcva world]. 

40 Vism 13:55-62 describes destruction by fire, water, and wind; Vism 13:65 and 
Abhidh-k-bh 3:102 detail the sequence and frequency of destruction by these three ele¬ 
ments and are in complete agreement: seven cycles of seven destructions by fire followed 
by one by water (fifty-six destructions); followed by one cycle of seven destructions by 
fire followed by one by wind (sixty-four destructions); thus the Brahmas who live in the 
Subhakinha/SubhakftsnS realms—the highest of the third jhana/dhydna realms—have a 
life'span of sixty-four aeons. 
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So all beings arc reborn in the Brahma world by virtue of the attainment of 
jhuna.A* 

Fox Buddhaghosa, at the time of the contraction of a world-system, all 
the beings occupying the lower realms should be understood as being 
reborn in those higher Brahma worlds that escape the destruction—this is 
true even of the beings in the lower realms of hell. When all else fails, 
this comes about by virtue of the fact lhatthcrc is no being in saips&ra 
that has not at some time or other performed the kamma necessary for 
rebirth in the happy realms of the sense sphere. Thus even beings bom in 
hell realms as the result of unwholesome kamma will always have a latent 
good kamma that can come to fruition at die time of the pending contrac¬ 
tion of the world-system; this is their “kamma to be experienced at an 
unspecified lime" (apardpariya-vedanlya-kamma).*2 Such beings are first 
reborn in a sense-sphere heaven, where they subsequently culti vate jhdna 
leading to rebirth in die Brahma worlds. What follows from this view of 
the matter is that all beings in satpsQra are regarded as having dwelt at 
some time in the Brahma realms corresponding to die second, third, and 
fourth jhtinas; moreover, periodically—-though the periods may be of in¬ 
conceivable duration—all beings are regarded as returning to these realms. 

It seems, however, that some in the Buddhist tradition were not en¬ 
tirely happy with the understanding of the matter presented by Buddba- 
ghosa. Commenting on the phrase, “when the world contracts beings are 
for the most part bom in the realm of Radiance," as it occurs in the Brah- 
majila Suita, Buddhaghosa states that "Tot die most part* [yebhuyyena] is 
said because there are other beings who ate bom either in higher Brahma 
realms or in the formless realms."43 DhammapSla, however, in his sub- 
commentary on the text by Buddhaghosa, adds; 

41 Vism 13:33-35: “jhSnarp vina nauht brahnia-loke mbtalii; ctesaft ca kcci dubbhi- 
kttu-pIjUa kcci abhabbfi jhfinidhigamSya. te katharp tattha nibbattanti ti. devuioke pal> 
loddba-jhanp-vascna. tads hi vassa-sata-sahassass* accsycaa kappufthSaafp bhavissatl ti. 
taka-byuh3n2ma k5m3vacara-devi mutta-sirS vikiQna~kes& md**mukha assuni hattbchi 
puftchamSna ntUa-vauba-mvaUhi ativiya v iriipa-vcsa-dbJjino hutva manussa-pathe vicar- 
aata evatptfaroccntt: mfirisi m&risfi Uo vassa-sata-sahassassa aocayena kappa-vuHbanaijf 
bbavissatt; ayaip loko vinasstssati, mahS-samuddo pi ussussissati, ayaft ca maha-pathavf 
siocni ca pabbaia-r5ji u<J<Jayhissanti vinassissanti, yiva brahraa-lok* loka-vinSso bhavis- 
sati. mettam mfirisfi bhivetha, k?»n»naip muditajp upckkhaip rairisfi bhSvclha, mStaraip 
upatihahaiha pitarurp upa^hahatha, kule jc{{h£pac5yiiio holba ti. tcsaip vacanarp sulva 
ycbhuyycaa mantissa ca bhumma-devati ca saipvega-jita afiflamafiftaip mudu-cittS hutvS 
roctudini puilfiSni karitvl dcva-lokc nibbattami. tattha dibba-sudhS-bhojanaip bhuftjitvl 
viyo-kasine pankammaqt katvS jhSnaip pa|ilabhantt. tad-afifie pana aparSpariya-vedanlyena 
kammena dcva-lokc nibbattanti. aparSpariya-vcdanlya-kamma-rahito hi saipsSre saipsa- 
I^SJ muu nama naum. te pi tattha tath* eva jhSnaip paplabhanti. evaip dcva-lokc paplad- 
dba-jjh&na-vascna sabbe pi brahma-lokc nibbattanti ti." 

42 On aparapariya-vedatilya-kanima, see Vism 19:14, Abhidh-s 5:52, Abhidh-s* \ 131-32. 
43 Sv 1:110: "ycbhuyyenS ti yc upari brahma-lokesu vS ftrUppcsu v5 nibbanti, tad-avas- 

esc sandhaya voitaim" 
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“or in world-systems other than those in the process of contracting** is the al¬ 
ternative to be understood by the word or. For it is not possible to consider that 
all beings in the descents at that time are bom in form or formless existence, 
since it is impossible for those beings in the descents with the longest life spans 
to be reborn in the human realm.44 

Dhammapala’s problem with Buddhaghosa^ account seems to be that it 
fails to take account of the case of beings who, for example, commit one 
of the five great dnantariya-kammas (Sailing one’s mother, father, an ar- 
hat, wounding a Buddha, splitting the Saijigha) toward the end of an 
aeon. Such beings must as a result surely be bom in the hell realms, and 
yet the aeon might end before they had lived out the result of that 
kamma. Dhammapala therefore concludes that such beings must be re- • 
born in the hells of other world systems.45 

Looking further afield in Buddhist sources we find other instances of 
both Buddhaghosa’s position and Dhumtnapala's position on what hap¬ 
pens to beings in the lower realms when a world-system contracts. For 
example, in chapter 3 of the Korn, Vasubandhu writes: 

When not a single being remains in the hells, the world has contracted to this 
extent: namely by the contraction of the hells. At that time any being who still 
has karma that must be experienced in a beil is thrown into the hells of another 
world-system [that is not coittracliitgl.46 

•* ; ‘ 4 ... 
In chapter 8, however, Vasubandhu comments that at the time Of the 
contraction of a world-system, "all beings of the lower realms produce 
dhy&na of the form-realm because of the special occurrence of skillful 
dharmas.*’47 Yasomitra comments that in these circumstances dhyQna 

44 DAT 1:201: “aruppesu va ti vS-saddcna satpvattamSsu-lokadhauihi -tffta-lokadhaiesu 
vS ti vikappanarp vcdiiabbaip. na ai aubbe ap2ya~saU3Uadi rUpSrOpa-bhavesu uppagaitd ti 
sakka viftft&um, apSyesu dighalam&yukanaip manussalokuppattiyfi asarobhavalo." The ^ 
fact that the DAT comments here in this way when Vtsm-| fails to make any comment on "*] 
Buddhaghosa’s account of the contraction of the world is perhaps further evidence that the / 
authors of the NikSya //Mr and Yism-| arc not the same; see L. S. Cousins, “Dhammapala [ 
and the Tiki Literature,** Religion 2 (1972): 159-65; P. Jackson, *A Note on Dhamma- / 
pSla(s)” Journal of the PM Text Society 15 (1990): 209-11. 

43 Compare Kv 476. 
46 Abhidh-k-bh 3:89: “yad5 naraJce^v cka-sattvo nSva^o bhayali iyatSyaqt lokah saip- 

vftto bhavati / yaduta naraka-sarpvarttanyS / yasya tadSnlrp niyataip naraka-vedanlyaip 
karma dhriyate sa lokadhSlv-antara-narake^u k^ipyatc.” 

47 Th;s is stated by way of explanation of the last of three ways in which U- 
longing to the rtkpadtuUu may be produced: by the force of conditions {hetu\ defined as 
repeated practice {Qbhll^ndbhyOsa), by the force of karma leading to rebirth in a higher 
realm coming to fruition, and also by the nature of things (dharmata) (Abhidh-k-bh 8: 
38c-d: “rtipadhatau dhySnotpadanam ctabhyaip ca hetu-karma-balSbhySip dharmataySpi ca 
samvartanl-ki!!c. tadanltp hi sarva-sattva cvadhara-bhOmikas tad dhyiaam utpadyanti 
kusalanaip dharmanSm udbliGta-vruilvat ”) 
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arises without any instruction because of the existence of the trace 
(y&sand) oif previous dhydna attainment.48 

>4': Another cosmological treatise current in Southeast Asia is the elev- 
* ekth- or twelfth-century Lokapannatti Like the Visuddhimagga of Bud- 
; dhaghosa, the Lokapannatti states that at the time of the contraction of 

‘ a world-system^ beings in the lower realms are reborn first in the ka- 
madhatu and then in the Abhassara realm after practicing the second 
jhdna; there is no mention of being reborn in the hells of other world 
systems.49 The much later Theravadin source, “Three Worlds according 
IQ; King Ruing,” on the other hand, takes the line of Dhammapala and 
chapter 3 ofcthe Koto, stating that hell beings may be reborn in the hells 
of wortd-syStems that are not contracting.50 

Wjiat arei relative merits of these two perspectives regarding what 
hi^pens to lyings in lower realms at the time of world contraction? The 
position represented by Dhammapala, Kota chapter 3 and the Triphum of 
Pfij^a Lithai—namely, that they are reborn in the lower realms of world- 
&y$Mhs that are not in the process of contracting—appears to be more in 

' kce|jhg with the laws of karma and, for this reason, the more carefully 
edhl||lered: beings who murder their mothers, fathers, arhats, wound a 
Bfidha, or split the Samgha must surely experience the results of their 
actions whether or not a world-system contracts.51 Yet this makes the 

.^Vyakhya to Abhidh-k-bh 8:38c-d: “upadesam antarenayatah purva-dhyana-vasan- 
3yim tatyjm dhyinotpattir id'* 

^Although composed in Pali, the Lokapanilatti appears to be based directly on San¬ 
skrit traditions rather than the traditions of the Sri Lankan Thcravada; it corresponds 
clolefy to the Lokaprajflapti translated into Chinese by Paramdrtha in 558 c.E. (Denis, 
trans. and ed. [n. 6 above], 2:ii). The position recorded here on what happens to hell be- 
ingaat the time of the contraction of a world-system appears to reflect exactly the position 
of l^ramgnha*s translation of the Lokaprajhapti (Denis, trans. and cd., 1:194, 2:225-26). 

^ Reynolds and Reynolds (n. 6 above), p. 308. 
*1 The NikSyas and Sgamas for their part prefer to speak bf the length of time beings 

wiltsuffer in hell realms by way of simile rather than specific numbers of years or aeons 
(se£ Kokiliya-sutta, S 1:149-53; A 5:170-74; Sn 123-31; cf. bha$ya tQ*AWi4dt*~k 3:84). 
Vibh'422:26, which deals with age limits in the various realms of existence, says nothing 
abcif tiie hell realms, and begins with the human realm; the commentary (Vibh-a 521) 
states that kamma is what determines the life span of beings in the descents—as long as 

exhausted beings do not pass from those realms; the Anupkd apparently adds 
(see Riniamoli. trans.. The Dispeller of Delusion, 2 vols. (London: P51i Text Society, 
1987-90), 2:299, n. 7) that the life span in Avici is an anta/akappa (a sixty-fourth of a 
mahdkappo). Abhidh-s 23 (chap. 5. verse 21) states that there is no definite age limit for 
beings in the four descents and for humans; the length of time spent in these realms is 
dependent on the specific kamma that brought about the rebirth. As far as human beings 
are concerned this comment seems to be made with reference to the tradition—found in 
IbcpfkkayattislhanSda-suUa (D 3:58-79) and Mahapadana-suita (D 2:1-54)—that the life 
spanjof humans varies from ten years to 80,000 years at different periods within an aeon, 
and thus docs not mean that humans can outlive the aeon. Vasubandhu too states (Abhidh-k 
3:83) that the life span of beings in Avici is one antarakalpa (an eightieth of a ma- 
h&katpd accordingto northern tradition). Malalasekera (n. 21 above) comments (s.v. Avici, 
Devfdatta) that Dcvadatta is destined to suffer in Avici for 100,000 aeons, but the source 
he Cijtcs (Dhp-a 1:148) strictly says only that at the end of 100,000 aeons Dcvadatta 
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alternative tradition—that ail beings arc reborn in the Brahma realms— 
all the more interesting and, I think, significant. It is, as it were, the lectio 

dijficilior. Why should Buddhaghosa, Vasubandhu, and the Lokapannatti 

preserve and hand down a tradition that is so obviously problematic? In 
order to answer this question I would like to turn first to consider the the¬ 
oretical account of the stages of the Buddhist path, since it seems to me 
that, viewed in the light of each other, the accounts of the stages of the 
path and the process of the expansion and contraction of the universe re¬ 
veal clues about the unspoken assumptions that lie at the heart of Indian 
Buddhist thought. (<\ 

COSMOLOGY AND THE BUDDHIST PATH 

What should perhaps be regarded as the classic Nikaya account of the 
stages of the Buddhist path is found repeated in various suttas of the 
silakkhandha-vagga of the Digha Nikaya, and also, with slight varia¬ 
tions, in several suttas of the Majjhima Nikaya.52 This account can be 
summarized in simple terms as follows: on the basis of the practice of 
good conduct (sila\ the bhikkhu practices meditation; by this means, he 
abandons the five hindrances and attains the first jh&na. Attaining, suc¬ 
cessively, the second and third jhdnas, the bhikkhu is described as further 
refining his concentrated mind until he eventually attains and abides in 
the foufth jhana. This is described as a stateoF“f>urity of equanimity and 
mindfulness” (upekkka-$aii-parisuddki)\ “he suffuses his body with his 
mind that has been thoroughly purified and cleansed.”53 Wc then have a 
description of a series of eight (in the Digha) or three (in the Majjhima)54 
different attainments, each one of which is introduced by precisely the 
same formula: “When his mind has become concentrated thus, when it 
is thoroughly purified and cleansed, stainless, the defilements absent, 
when it has become sensitive, workable, steady, having attained imper¬ 
turbability, he inclines and applies his mind Jo. ,”55 In other words, 
having stilled the mind to the level of the fourth jhana, the bhikkhu has 
brought his mind to an extremely refined state that is suitable and fit for 
various tasks: the development of knowledge of the interdependence of 

will become a paccckabuddha, and not that he will spend that period continuously in 
Avici, v? 

52 D 1, passim; M 1:178-84, 344-48, 3:33-36, 134-37; cf. M 1:267-71. See Gethin, 
The Buddhist Path to Awakening (n. 35 above), pp, 207-8, 

53 D 1:75-76: **so imam eva kfiyarp parisuddhena cctasS pariyodatena pharitva nisinno 
holt.” 

54 At M 3:36 there is just one attainment. The attainments are the eight vijjas (Vism 
7:20), the last six of which arc often referred to as abhbVUl (c.g„ D 3:281) and the last 
three as vijjS (e.g., M 1 ;482). 

5.5 D l:76r-83 (passim): “evam samShite citte parisuddhc pariyodatc ananganc vigatu- 
pakkilcsc mudubhfite kammaniye |hitc ancjjappattc.” 
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consciousness and the body; the creation of a mind-made body; the ac¬ 
quiring of certain extraordinary powers (the iddhis and other abilities, 
elsewhere termed higher knowledges or abhindds). Lastly be may apply 

. this mind to the'gaining of the knowledge of the destruction of the Ssa- 
vas, the knowledge of suffering, the arising of suffering, the cessation of 
suffering, and the way leading to the cessation of suffering; he then knows 
that for him birth is destroyed and that there is no future rebirth after the 
present one.36 

The story of the bhikkhu in the Kcvaddha-sutta to Which I referred ear¬ 
lier is in fact a rather precise parable of this understanding of the prog¬ 
ress of the Buddhist path. The bhikkhu of the Kevaddha-sutta resorts to 
increasingly subtler states of consciousness and/or levels of the cosmos 
in order to seek an answer to the question of the ultimate nature of the 
universe; and yet, having come to the furthest reaches of the universe, he 
does not find his question satisfactorily answered .but must return to the 
Buddha and be instructed to reorient his quest. Similarly, the bhikkhu 
who attains jhdna does not come to the end of the path but must turn his 
attention elsewhere in order finally to understand the nature of suffering, 
its cause, it cessation, and the path leading to its cessation. , 

it is in the light of this close correspondence that exists in Buddhist 
literature between journeys through the realms of the cosmos and inner 
journeys of the mind that the significance of the accounts cf the expan- 

” sion and contraction of the universe begins to be revealed. Stanley Tam¬ 
biah has already drawn attention to this in some comments made in his 
study of the Thai forest monastic tradition—comments which are, how- 

I ever, brief and do not. articulate the nature of the parallels entirely accu- 
L^ratcly.37 Buddhist cosinology—in general, but especially In the ttCyOlint 

of the contraction and expansion of world-systems—provides us with a 
poetic, imaginative, and mythic counterpart to accounts of the stages of 

.. jhdna attainment. Reading accounts of the Buddhist path alongside tales 
j of the universe’s end and beginning is the way to enter more fully into 
I the thought-world.of ancient Indian Buddhism. In particular, what is re- 

vealed irr the cosmological accounts is the understanding of the nature 
of the fourth jhdna: both the theoretical accounts of the stages of the 
path and the mythic descriptions of the contraction of the world-system 
converge on the fourth jhdna. 

That the mythic account .of the contraction of a world-system can be 
read as paralleling a meditator's progress through the successive dhydnas 

56 D 1:84: “khlna jati vusitarp brahmacariyarp kataip karaplyarp nSpararp itthattaya It* 
37 S. J. Tambiah, The Buddhist Saints of the Forest and the Cult of Amulets (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1984). pp. 49-52. Tambiah confusingly describes the Abhas- 
sara realm as arQpa at one point and creates, to my mind, a rather misleading “dyadic oppo¬ 
sition between material states and formless states.** . ■ 
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is brought out explicitly in the following passage from the Abhidhar- 
mako&t which comments on how, at the time of contraction, fire, water, 
and wind .destroy the successively higher levels of the world-system: 

In the first dhydna thinking and reflection are imperfections; these are similar to 
fire since they burn through the mind. In the second dhydna joy is the imperfec¬ 
tion; this is like water since, by association with tranquility, it makes the senses 
soft.... In the third dhydna out-breaths ami in-breaths (are imperfections]; these 
are actually winds. In this way the subjective [adhydimika] imperfection in a 
dhydna attainment is of the same nature as the objective [bdhya] imperfection 
in the corresponding dhydna rebirth.511 

A mediator’s entering the fourth jhdna thus marks the temporary attain¬ 
ment of a state of consciousness that is secure in its freedom from disturb¬ 
ances and defilements. For just as the realms of existence corresponding 
to the fourth jhdna can never be reached by the ravages of fire, water, or 
wind, so the mind in the fourth jhdna is undisturbed either by the gross 
objects of the five senses or the subtler movements of the mind still re¬ 
maining in the first, second, and third jhdnas. What is more, viewed from 
the cosmological perspective of the expansion and contraction of the 
world-system and the periodic return of beings to the Brahma realms, in 
stilling the mind to the level of the fourth jhdna, the bhikkhu is return¬ 
ing to a state experienced long ago. The cultivation of the jhdna* becomes 
almostia jdnd of Platonic recollection of something long forgotten, of 
something one docs not remember one knows. The recovery of the fourth 
jhdna is a return to a basic or fundamental state—a stable ana i mperturb¬ 
able state of the universe and also of the mind.59 

In saying, however, that the realms of existence corresponding to the 
fourth jhdna are always there, it is, of course, necessary to keep firmly in 
mind Buddhist principles of impermanence. The realms of the fourth 
jhdna do not have some kind of mysterious existence of their own; these 
realms always exist in the sense that there are always beings “in” these 
realms, although the particular beings occupying these realms continually 

38 BMsya to Abhidh-k 3:10Gc-d: “prathamc hi dHySnc vitarka-vicira apak$£l3h / le ca 
munasah paridahakatvad agni-kalpah / dvitiyc pritir apak$5l3 / sa prasrabdhi-yogcnSs- 
raya-mrdu-karanud ap-kalpa /... / tftlye dhyanc asvasa-prasvisih / tc ca vayava eva / ill 
yasySip dnyana-samapaUau yathShhuta adhyatmiko *pak$&luh iasySm dhySnopapaUSu 
tathabhiUo b&hya iti* (cf. Abhidh*dt 115-16). " " 

39 Incidentally, this way of looking at the progress of the practice of meditation as a return 
to a kind of primordial Mate is not without parallels elsewhere in Indian tradition. The prac¬ 
tice of yoga as presented in the Ytfga-sutras of Patafijali is also essentially a species of return: 
a reversal of the stages of the evolution of the tattvas from prukftL Thus the full manifes¬ 
tation of prakrii with the appearance of the five senses ard their respective objects is what 
characterizes ordinary human consciousness; by the practice of samddhi the yog in gradually, 
stage by stage, regains the primordial equilibrium of the three gunas in unmanifest prakrti. 
The knowledge that discriminates between puru§a and prakfti can then be achieved. 
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change and no individual being can permanently exist in such a realm. The 
Mi jhdna realms thus do not constitute some kind of permanent sub- 
skate of the universe; it is simply that there are always beings “there,” or 
ntffier beings that exist in the manner of the fourth jhdna. For the Abhas- 
sgra or Vehapphala, realms are not so much places as modes or ways 
Qf being.60 So, to say that periodically the world contracts back as far as 
the Vehapphala realm is exactly to say that periodically beings return to 

manner of being. It is in this sense that the levels associated with the 
jhdna arc basics fundamental, almost, one might say, primordial. 

Tbi^it seems, is precisely why they can serve as the stepping-off point 
fo$|gaining the four formless attainments,61 for developing various ex¬ 
traordinary meditational powers,62 for realizing the liberating knowledge 
oflhe path. This, it seems, is precisely why, at the time of his parinibbana> 

the fourth jhdna is the final active state of mind to be experienced by a 
living Buddha.63 
f am now in a position to return to the question I posed above concern- 

... ii^Buddhaghosa’s (and others’) account of the process of the contraction 
oft^orld-systems: Why does he preserve an apparently problematic ac¬ 
count? The view handed down by Buddhaghosa, which he has no doubt 
received from the Sinhala atthakathd sources he had before him, seems 
concerned to emphasize that no being in sanisdra is without the neces¬ 
sary kamma to enable a skillful rebirth in the kdmadhatu as a basis for 
subsequent rebirth in the realms corresponding to the fourth jhdna; and 
thit there is no being in samsdra without experience of therealmS'Of the 
fourth jhdna—of the states which give close access to the liberating in¬ 
sight of bodhi. In other words, all beings have the capacity to become 
awakened and indeed all have somewhere in them an experience of a 
suite of mind that is in certain important respects “close” to the awaken¬ 
ing state of mind. 

THE MAHAYANA 

To anyone familiar with the Mahayana, the suggestion that beings always 
have within)them a capacity to become awakened sounds strangely fa¬ 
miliar* and at this point I would like to consider certain parallels that can, 

'$;• . • 

Vasubandhu docs, however, designate the realms of the rupadhatu as “places” or “lo¬ 
cations” (sthana): the drupyadhdtu, on the other hand, is without location (asthdna). This 
wouldsccm to be because to the extent that beings of the rupadhatu possess rupa-skandha 
(they possess the senses of sight and hearing) they must have location. Compare Abhidh-k 

7:3; Y. Karunadasa, The Buddhist Analysis of Matter (Colombo: Department of 
CMftdftit Affairs, 1967), pp. 161-62. 

example, Vism 10; one should note here that in certain contexts (e.g., Abhidh-s 5; 
*ttr*ii. Ira ns., A Manual of Abhidhamma [Kandy: Buddhist Publication Society, 1980], 
p* 64).the four formless attainments arc treated simply as modifications of the fourth (or, 
according to the Abhidhamma reckoning, fifth) jhdna. 
IftVism 12:2, 12-13, 58; Gcthin, The Buddhist Path to Awakening (n. 35 above), p. 102. 
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I think, be found between the cosmological ideas I have been discussing 
and certain ideas that find expression in Mahayanasutras. Buddhaghosas 
account of what happens to beings when a world-system contracts bears 
a certain resemblance to aspects of an idea we are accustomed to associ¬ 
ate with the Mahayana, namely, the tradition of tathagatagarbha—1“that 
within each being which enables enlightenment to take place.”64 Al¬ 
though formulated rather differently, something of the tathagatagarbha 

way of thinking is, I suggest, present in the cosmological traditions of the 
Abhidharma. In the context of the Nikaya and Abhidharma understand¬ 
ing of the development of the stages of the Buddhist path, the function of 
a “trace” left by previous dhydna practice experienced long ago, or of a 
skillful karma “to be experienced at an unspecified time” which makes 
for the attainment of the fourth dhydna state, is in significant respects 
similar to that of the tathagatagarbha in Mahayana thought: both may 
facilitate and effect enlightenment for deluded beings. This is not to sug¬ 
gest that Buddhaghosa here espouses a doctrine of tathagatagarbha or 
that tathagatagarbha views have influenced him or that he has influenced 
the development of tathagatagarbha theory. Rather there appears to be a 
common Buddhist theme here that ftnds expression in one way in Bud- ~ 
dhaghosa^s account of the contraction of a world-system and in another 
way inThe theory of Iftthdgatagarbha.65 While we cannot say that Bud- 
dhaghosa’s account of the expansion and contraction of a world-system 
is in all respects equivalent to the theory of tathagatagarbha, we can say 
that in certain respects it is; there is a certain overlap here. 

A second area of interest centers on the understanding of the “pure 
abodes” (suddhdvasa/fuddhdvasa) in the Nikayas, Abhidharma, and Ma¬ 
hayana, The Buddhist yogin who has mastered the fourth jhdna has with¬ 
drawn the mind from the world of the senses, from the world of ordinary 
ideas and thoughts, and returned it, as it were, to a refined and funda¬ 
mental state. From this state of mind he now has the possibility of seeing- 
the world more clearly, seeing it as it truly is, and even, to a limited ex¬ 
tent, by the practice of the various meditational powers (such as creating 
mind-made bodies, etc.), of constructing a different world. This way of 
thinking is continued and taken further in Mahayana Buddhist thought. 
For it is in the realm of the fourth dhydna that Bodhisattvas become Bud¬ 
dhas and create their “Buddha fields” and “pure lands.” 

In non-Mahayana texts the five “pure abodes” arc regarded as the abodes 
of “never-returners” (anagdmin), beings who are all but awakened, be¬ 
ings who are in their last life and who will certainly attain arhatship 

64 P. M. Williams, Mahayana Buddhism: The Doctrinal Foundations (London: Rout- 
Icdgc, 1989), p. 98. 

65 Both these expressions arc connected with another expression of this theme, namely, 
liic Sautrantika theory of "seeds”; cf. P. S. Jaini. “The Saulrfntika Theory of llijaf Bulle¬ 
tin of the School of Oriental Studies 22 (1959): 237-49. 
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before they pass away.66 Rather interestingly, then, according to certain 
traditiojis of the developed MahUyfina, the Akani$|ha realm—the highest 
of the “pure abodes’* and of the realms of the fourth dhy&na—is occupied 
not by never-retumers about to become arhats but by tenth-stage Bod- 
hisativas about to become samyaksambuddhas. Having atoned Buddha- 
hood in the Akani§lha realm, they send out their “creation bodies” 
(nirmana-teya) to the lower realms for the benefit of sentient beings. San- 
tarak$ita in the Tattvasamgraha explains as follows: 

3549. Since their existence is outside saqu&ra, which consists of the five des¬ 
tinies, the death of Buddhas iS not admitted by us; therefore it is their creations 
that are perceived. 
3550. In the lovely city of Akani&ha, free from all impure abodes—there Bud¬ 
dhas awaken; but here [in this world} creations awaken.67 

» 

Kamalo&la goes on to comment: 

Saqisdra consists of the five destinies comprising hells, hungry-ghosts, animals, 

gods and men; and since Buddhas exist outside Uns their mortality is not ac¬ 
cepted. How then does one learn of their birth in the family of £uddhodana and 
others? Accordingly he says that it is their creations that are perceived. Sup¬ 
porting this from scripture he utters the words beginning, "In the Akanis|ha... 
There are gods cal led the Akani§ihas; in a certain place among them the gods are 
called "those belonging to the pure abodes,” for here only the pure noble ones 
dwell. Among them the highest place is called the Palace of the Great Lord, and 
there only Bodhisattvas in their last existence who are established in the tenth 
bhStmi are bom, while here [in this world] by reason of their sovereignty in that 
place their creations gain knowledge. Such is the tradition.6* 

Vtsm 22:56-57; Malalasckcra <n. 21 above), s.v. “suddbavfrr; Marasinghc (n. 5 
above), p. 262; Abhidh-k-bh 6:42-44 (U Valldc Poussin, trans. [a. 2 above), 4:221-28). 

bl Tattvasahgraha 2:1107 (vv. 3549-50): wpaftcagaty-itma-saipslU'a-bahir-bhavan na 
martyala / buddhanam isyatc ’smSbhir nirmSnarp tu utha matam / / akanisthc pure ramyc 
4suddhSv5sa-vivarjitc / budhyantc tatra sambuddhS nirmitas tv iha budhyate.” I read ramye 
'suddhdvdsfivivarjite for ShastrTs ramye iuddhUvUsavivarjite. although a Tibetan translation 
of apparently the same verse does not recognize the sandhi:44Rejecting the pure abodes, he 
rightly ami completely awakened in the ecstatic abode of Akani&ha.” (Sec mKhas grub rje's 
Fundamentals Kof the Buddhist Tantras, trans. R D. Lessing and A. Wayman (The Hague: 
Momon, 1968); pp. 22-23.) The implication that the Akanitfka realm is somehow apart 
from the pure abodes is surely problematic, while the phrase “akani$lha-bhavane divye 
sarva-papa-vivarjiic** (LahkfiyatSra Sutra 269.4) would seem to confirm my emendation. 

Tattvasangraha 2:1107:14 naraka-preta-tiry ag-dc va-raanu$ya-bhcdena pafleagaty-atma- 
kah saipsfirah tad-bahir-bhOUtf ca buddha bhagavala ity asiddhaip martyatvarn esam / 
katharp tarhi suddhodanadi-kuioipattir e$5ip Srflyate / ity iha nirmSpaip tu tatha matam 
iti / ctaa evagamena saipspandyann aha akani$|ba ity Sdi / akani§|hS n&ma devah tesam 
ekadese suddh6viba-k5yika n3mr devah / atra hy aryS eva Buddha Svasanli / tc§am upari 
mahesvara-bhavanam nama sihanani / tatra carama-bhavikS eva dasabhQmi-prati$lhit2 
bodhisattva utpadyantc / iha tu tad-adhipatyena talha nirmanam upalabhyata ity agamah” 
(cf. G. Jha, trans.. The Tattvasangraha of Shimtarakfba with the Commentary of Kama- 
lashila. 2 vols. [Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 19861,2:1547; Williams, pp. 180-81). 
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Significantly, a level associated with the fourth dhydna is once more 
conceived of as in some sense fundamental and primordial—the level 
upon which the creative activity of Buddhas is based. 

The extent and precise interpretation of the tradition that Buddhas 
become enlightened in Akani$tha is not, however, entirely clear; the an- . 
dent accounts of the career of the Bodhisattva are varied and not always 
consistent. The exact source of S5ntarak$ita*s quotation from “scripture” 
(agama) is not traced, although the Lankllvatara SOtra (Sagathaka w. 
38-40, 772-74) similarly states that beings become Buddhas in the 
Pure Abodes “among the Akanis|has of the form-realm” while their cre¬ 
ations awaken in this world: 

772. 1 am of KStyayanuY family; issuing from the Pure Abode 1 teach beings 
dharma that leads to the city of nirvana. 
773. T$is is the ancient path; the Taihagatas and S have taught nirvana in three 
thousand sutras. 
774. Thus not in the realm of the senses nor in the formless does a Buddha 
awaken, but among the Akani$|has of the form realm who are free of passion he 
awakens.®* 

Taking this tradition at face value, what seems U> be being said is 
that full Buddhahood is attained by a tenth-stage Bodhisattva in the 
Akanisiha realm; after this the “created” or “emanated” body (nirmtya- 
kayo) performs the acts of a Buddha beginning with the descent to this 
world from Tu$ita, the Heaven of Delight. In other words, Siddhfirtha ■- 
Gautama Irom the time of his conception and birth is a nirmatia-kdya of 
an already fully awakened Buddha. However, such an understanding is not 
entirely consistent with what is said in the PrajfifiparamitI literature or in 
the Dasahhumiku about the final stages of the career of the Bodhisattva. 

The Rancavimsatasaluisrikd-PrajTulpdramitd appears to make no men¬ 
tion of the Pure Abodes or Akahis{ha in this connection, and it is the 
ninth-stage Bodhisattva that descends into the womb, takes birth, and sits 
beneath the tree of awakening, reaching the tenth stage when he becomes 
a Talhagata.70 

M Larikavatara SOtra 269.4—9, 36LI—6: “akanisja-bhavanc dtvye sarva-papa-vivarjit / 
nirvikalpah sad5 yuktai citta-caitta-vivarjifah //bal£bhijft£-va&-pr3pti$ tat-sam2dhl-gatup- 
gaiah / tatra budhyanti sarobuddha nirmitas tv iha budhyate / / ninnSna-kotyo hy amitft 
buddhanarp ni&antnli ca / sarvatra bSlah smvanti dharmam tebhynh pnuisnijyi //... 
katyayanasya gotro ’ham suddhavisSd vinissftah/ desemi dharma rp saltvSn&ip nirvana-pun- 
garninam / / pauranikam idarp varlma aham tc ca tathSgathSh / tribhtfc sahasraifc sOlrSnSip 
nirvanam alyadesayan / / kama-dhatau talharupyc na vai buddho vibudhyate / rQpa-dhSt- 
vakanis[hc§u vita-rage5u budhyate” 

70 & Lamottc, trans. U trait6 de la grande vertu de sagesse de Ntigdrjuna (Malulpra- 
jhoparamitusastra), 5 vols. (Louvain: Bibliothcquc du Musdon and Publications dc I’insii- 
tut Oriental isle, 1944-80), 5:2431-32,2438,2442-43; E. Conze, trans., Vie Large Sutra 

\ 
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.^HAllhough the Dasabhumika once again docs not mention the Pure 
Abbdes of Akanistha in connection with the bhumis, it does talk of Bo* 
jlnisattvas established in the tenth stage as being ‘‘mostly the Great Lord EeSvara], king of the gods [deva-r&ja].”71 Various passages (which 

be the source of the Tattvasamgraha tradition quoted above) con- 
ltly identify these terms as epithets of the chief of the gods of the 

|fe|re Abodes.72 But for the Dasabhumika it is the Bodhisattva of the tenth 
Jp|$e (and not the ninth stage as in the Prajnaparamita) who manifests in 
jingle world-system all the acts of Tathagatas from abiding in the Tusita 

to Parinirvana (the final attainment of nirvana at death), but he ap- 
|iipaurs to do this as Bodhisattva, remaining such and not becoming a full 
Bftildha in the process.73 Moreover, 

At Sail he displays the array of the realms of all the Buddhas at the end of a 
single hair, at will he displays untold arrays of the realms of the Buddhas of all 

bii perfect Wisdom with the Divisions of the Abhisamaydlanikura (Delhi: Motilal Banar- 
spass, 1979), p. 165. Eighth-stage Bodhisattvas arc here described as enjoying the play 
Of the higher knowledges (abhijndkrltjanaUI), seeing Buddha fields (buddha-k$etra~- 
darianatd), and producing their own Buddha fields in accordance with what they have 
seen (**te$5m buddha-k$ctr5n3m yath5-dr$t3n5rp sva-ksetra-parinispadanata”). The com- 
mcntarial 'Mahtiprajiiuparamitafdstra (sec LamoUc, trans., 5:2433-35, 2439, 2444) fills 
Ibis out and explains that at the eighth stage the Bodhisattva sees the bodies of the Bud- 

as “creations** (nirmdna), and that he accomplishes the concentration that fills the 
universe with his own magical creations, like a magician producing apparitional armies, 
palaces, and cities; from now on he knows the precise circumstances of any new birth he 
Will assume. During the ninth stage he is a Bodhisattva in his lastExistence (caramabha- 
vika)\ finally, seated beneath the tree of enlightenment, he at last enters into the tenth 
4&gC, the stage of the Cloud of Dharma (dharma-meghd bhQmi). The Mahdprajhd- 
pdramitdSdstra here appears to impose the standard nomenclature of the Da&abhumika 
SQtra on the ten bh&mis of the Prajfi3p3ramita, despite the fact that the details of the 
Daiabh&mika scheme arc manifestly different. 

71 Da&bhQmikasQtra 94.20-95.6: “yasyirp pralisjhito bodhisattvo bhuyaslvcna mahe- 
fvaro bhavati dcva-rSjah.** Compare DasabhQml^varo 199.2-5; T. Cleary, trans.. The Fldwer 
Ornament Scripture: A Translation of the Avatamsaka Sutra, 3 vols. (Boston: Shambala, 
1984-87), 2:111. 
..VJ7?- Lalitavistara 79.6-7; Mj3ta-m3trasya bodhisattvasya mahe^varo deva-putrah s'ud- 
dhivftsa-kiyikin dcva-putr3n Smantryaivam aha.** G. Bays, trans., The Lalitavistara SQtra: 
The Voice of the Buddha: The Beauty of Compassion, 2 vols. (Berkeley: Dharma, 1983), 
];) 64. See alsoF. Edgcrton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 
University Prc$s. 1953), s.v. “mahcSvara.** The Lalitavistards account of the Pure Abodes 
{^interesting in itself. The Lalitavistara begins with the Buddha attaining a samddhi called 
•the manifestation of the ornaments of a Buddha** (buddhdlamkdravyuha) (Bays, trans., p. 2); 
the lights that subsequently issue from his body attract the attention of various gods of the 
Pyjje Abodes who come to him and request the Buddha to teach the Lalitavistara, a teaching 
that “cultivaics the skillful roots of the Bodhisattva” (bodhisattva-kuSala-mula-samudbhd- 
vena) (p. 3). The gods of the Pure Abodes lead the way in coming to honor the newly bom 
Bbdhisallva (p* 79) while later they create the four omens that prompt the Bodhisattva to go 
forth:(p. 136). Nobuyoshi Yamabc has drawn my attention to Lamottc, trans., 1:519, which 
a$S0Ctates tenth-stage Bodhisattvas called Mahcsvaradcvarajas with the Pure Abodes. 

f? DaiabhOmikasutra 90.11-15: “dharma-meghayam bodhisattva ckasyam api loka* 
dhit&utusila-vara-bhavana-viisarn up5d5ya cyavanacankramana-garbhasthiti-janmabhini- 

. $kr^an3bhisambodhy-adhyesana-mah3dharmacakra-pravartana-mahaparinirvana-bhamir 
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kinds; at will in the twinkling of an eye he creates as many individuals as there 

arc particles in untold world-systems-In the arising of a thought he embraces 

the ten directions; in a moment of thought he controls the manifestation of in¬ 

numerable processes of complete awakening and final nirvana. ... In his own 

body he controls countless manifestations of the qualities of the Buddha fields 

of innumerable Blessed Buddhas 74 

If this is what tenth-stage Bodhisattvas do, then what do Buddhas do? 
Ignoring the poetic imagination of the DaSabhUmika, the short answer 
seems to be much, much more of the same—so much so that one cannot 
properly begin to conceive of what Buddhas truly do. Nevertheless, it 
appears that we are to understand that at some point in the process—the 
repeated process of manifesting the acts of Buddhas and carrying out 
their work—these tenth-stage Bodhisattvas do actually become Buddhas. 

At this point it is useful, I think, to consider the witness of the later 
Indo-Tibetan tradition. niKhas grub rje’s “Fundamentals of the Buddhist 
Tantras” (rGuyd sde spyti mam par gzhag pa rgyas par brjod) is an 
early fiftccnth-century dGe lugs work which devotes its first chapter to 
the question of how the &ravakas and then the Mahayana (considered by 
way of the “Paramita” and “Mantra” schools) understand the final stages 
of the process of the Blessed teacher’s becoming a fully awakened one 
(abhisdmbuddha),75 Let me go straight to mKhas grub rje’s account of 
the understanding of this process according to the Mantra school. mKhas 
grub rje takes it as axiomatic for the Mahayana that full awakening is 
gained in Akanistha. But how preci§ely does it come about there? mKhas 
grub rjc details the position of the Yoga and Anuttarayoga Tantras ac¬ 
cording to a number of Indian commentators (eighth to tenth’century). 
For present concerns some indication of his account of Sakyamitra’s and 
Buddhaguhya’s understanding of the Yoga Tantras will suffice. Accord¬ 
ing to them, Siddhartha Gautama, a tenth-stage Bodhisattva from the time 
of his birth, having practiced austerities for six^ears, then established 
himself in the imperturbable concentration (&niiijyo-ndma-samddhi) of 
the fourth dhyana. 

At that time, the Buddhas of all the ten directions assembled, aroused him from 

that samddhi by snapping their fingers, and said to him, “You cannot become a 

iti sarva-tathagata-karyam adhiti§thati** (cf. Da6abhQmi$varo 191.6-8; Cleary, trans., 
2:107). 

74 Dasabhpmikasulra 91.4-7, 14-18: M3k3nk$ann ckavalapatha ckasarvabuddhavisa- 
yavyuham adar£ayati / ak3nk$an ySvad anabhil5py5n saiv3k3rabuddhavisayavyuhan 3d- 
arsayati / akank$an ySvanty abhi!3pyasu lokadh3tusu paramanurj3msi I5vata atmabhavan 
ckak§analavamuhUrtena nirmitc/ ... / cittotpSde ca dasadikspharanam gacchati / cittaksanc 
eapramanO abhisambodhlr y3van mahaparinirvanavyQhan adhitis(hati / ... /svakayc capra- 
mananam buddhSnam bhagavalam apramcySn buddhaksetragunavyuhan adhili.slhati" (cf. 
Da.<abfiumisvaro 192.11-13, 193.3-6; Cleary, trans., 2:108). 

75 Lessing and Wayman, trans. (n. 67 above), pp. 16^39. 
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Manifest Complete Buddha by thissamddhi alone” “Then how shall I proceed?” 
he implored them. They guided him to the Akani${ha heaven. Moreover* while 
his maturation body (vipukci-kdya) stayed on the bank of the same NairaftjanH 
River, the mental body {manomaya-k^ya) of the Bodhisattva Sarv5rthasiddha 

proceeded to the Akani$lha heaven. 
After the Buddhas of the ten directions had given garment initiation (vastra* 

abhi$eka) and diadem initiation abhifeka), they bade him enter the in* 
tense contemplation in sequence of the live Abhisaipbodht. After completing the 
five Abhissupbodhi, he became a Manifest Complete Buddha as Maftfivairocana, 

the Saipbboga-k5ya.76 
• * 

Insofar as this account sees Gautama as a Bodhisattva who has taken a 
human birth in his last existence and the enlightenment as straightfor¬ 
wardly founded on the actual attainment of the fourth dhydna, ills closer 
(than* say, the PancavimSatika or Dasabhumika accounts) to the Nikaya 
description; the Bhayabherava-sutta of the Majjbima Nikaya describes 
the BodhisaUa as gaining the fourth jhSna and then, on the basis of that 
attainment* the three knowledges which culminate in the knowledge of 
die destruction of the bsavas.77 

If we now consider the above range of material on the process-of the 
Bodhisattva* final attainment of Buddhahood, it seems that it embraces 
two basic views. According to one view the Bodhisattva in his “final ex¬ 
istence” (i.e.t before finally transcending existence) is reborn in the Aka* 
nistha heaven where he finally becomes a Buddha; he subsequently 
manifests various creations which appear to be born, go forth, practice, 
meditation, and become Buddhas. According to the other the Bodhisattva 
in his last existence is actually bom as a human being; seated beneath the 
tree of awakening he ascends in meditation with a mind-made body to 
the Akamstha heaven where he finally becomes a Buddha, while his “real” 
human body remains seated beneath the tree. Yet to state the positions 
thus baldly actually Infringes a deeply rooted ambiguity and equivoca¬ 
tion that runs through the cosmological material I have been considering 
in the course of this article. For where is the true Buddha? In Akani§tha? 
Or seated beneath the tree of awakening? How does one come to Aka¬ 
nistha? By traveling through space? Or by journeying in the mind? Let 
me emphasize here that I am asking these questions of the ancient texts 
and not raising the problem of how the modem Buddhist tradition should 
set about finding an understanding of its ancient cosmology that is com¬ 
patible with the “findings” or modern science, whatever precisely those 
are. And my point is that to ask speh questions in such terms betrays a 
particular metaphysics and ontology which is precisely not the meta¬ 
physics and ontology of the Indian Buddhist tradition. 

7* Ibid., p, 27. See also T. Skorupski* M6akyamunr* Enlightenment according to the 
Yoga Tantra,” Sumbhusti (Nagoya University, Indian Buddhist Studies) 6 (1985,): 87-94. 

77 Sec M t:2J-24. 
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In the course of this article 1 have been trying to explore the way 
in which psychology and cosmology parallel each other in Buddhist 
thought—something that Peter Masefield has already tried to elucidate in 

. the Nikaya* by reference to the Upanisadic terms adhyStnuun and adhid 
aivatam. I have suggested that in the Abhidharma the shift from psychol- • 
ogy (levels of citta) to cosmology (levels of the lokadhdtu) can he viewed 
as a shift of time scale. Hie effect of my discussion is not to reveal some¬ 
thing new but to bring into sharper focus something that lies at the heart 
of Indian Buddhist thought, namely, a basic ambiguity about matters of 
cosmology and psychology, about the objective outer world and the sub¬ 
jective inner world. This is true to the extent that the key to understanding 
both is to recognize that there is a fundamental and profound equivalence 
between'cosmology and psychology. 

In conclusion l should like to risk a few general comments about the 
metaphysics and ontology of Indian Buddhism. I do not want to imply 
here that all Indian Buddhism shares an explicit and definite metaphysics 
and ontology, but I am suggesting that there is a general, underlying ori¬ 
entation, which tends to locate reality in the mind and its processes rather 
than in something "out there” which is other than the mind. We may 
want to persist in asking questions in the latter terms, yet it is significant 
that the tradition itself never quite does. On the contrary,'it seems to take 
far granted and as natural an ambiguity between cosmology and psychol¬ 
ogy, for what is the difference between really being in Akani$(ha and ^ 
experiencing one is really in Akanistha? 

To put it another way, there is a loosely “idealist” tendency to ail Indian'' I ^ ' 
Buddhist thought. It is no accident that one of the most important and f 
influential philosophical schools of Indian Buddhism, the YogScSra, ex- 
pounded an idealist ontology. For the YogficSra the only reality anything 
ultimately has is psychological. Yogacura thought is essentially a product 
of and a continuation of an Abhidharmic way of thinking; it gives explicit 
expression in systematic and philosophical form to a tendency that runs 
through the whole of Buddhist thought. The Therav5din Abhidhamma 
tends to sidestep the issue of the ultimate ontological status of the exter¬ 
nal world and the world of matter; the question is never explicitly raised. 
Yet for the Theravadin Abhidhamma—and as I understand it this would 
also betrue of the Vaibhasika Abhidharma—the physical world each be¬ 
ing. lives in and experiences is one that is the result of his or her pastr\ \j0 
kamma performed by deed, word, and thought; regardless of the ulti¬ 
mate ontoi'ogicaf status of the external world and the world of matter, the 
particular physical sensations that beings experience are constructed 
mentally insofar as each one is the result of past kanutia. In technical 
Abhidhamma terms our basic experience of the physical world is en¬ 
compassed by just ten classes of sense-sphere consciousness that are 

* the"results (vipSka) of twelve unskillful and eight skillful classes of 
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scnse^sjj)hcrc consciousnesses: what wc thought in the past has created the 
world Jwe live in and experience in the present; what we think in the 
present Will create (he world wc shall live in in the future.78 Or, as Dham- 
mapa|a^yv. 1-2) famously put it, “dhammas have mind as their fore- 
runnfcft mind as preeminent, mind as their maker” (“manopubbamgama 
dhamipa manosettha manomaya”). That is, Indian Buddhist thought is in 
unanimous agreement that ultimately the particular world each of us ex- 
periemies is something that we individually and collectively have created 
by out thoughts. The parallel that exists in Buddhist thought between cos¬ 
mology and psychology is simply a reflection of this basic fact of the 
Abhid&arma understanding of the nature of existence. 

Indologists are familiar with the Upanisadic interiorization of the 
Vedic iacrificial ritual; students of Hindu and Buddhist Tantra take for 
granted the correspondences that are made between the body of the yogin 
and the universe as microcosm and macrocosm respectively.79 Yet the 
similarities between this and certain ways and patterns of thinking found 
in'early and Abhidharmic Buddhist thought are rarely recognized in the 
existing scholarly literature. These similarities consist in the general ten¬ 
dency to assimilate some kind of internal world to an external world, 
and in the principle that places mind and psychology—the way the world 
is experienced—first. The assimilation of cosmology and psychology 
found in early Buddhist thought and developed in the Abhidharma must 
be seen in this context to be fully understood and appreciated. I can do 
no better than to finish with the words of the Buddha: 

That the end of ilhc world ... is to be known, seen or reached by travelling— 

that ! do not sayf... And yet 1 do not say that one makes an end of suffering 

without reaching the end of the world. Rather, in this fathom-long body, with 

its consciousness and mind, I declare the world, the arising of the world, the 

ceasing of the world and the way leading to the ceasing of the world.80 

University of Bristol 

^S^!e.g., Abhidh-s 2 on “motivationless consciousness’* (ahetuka-citta) and Abhidh-s 
chap. 4, on the “consciousness process’* (citta-vlthi); cf. L. S. Cousins, “The Parana and 
the Development of the Therav&din Abhidhamma,” Journal of the Pclli Text Society 

(isMpp. 22-46. . . 
**-gtse, c.g., J. Varcnne, Yoga and the Hindu Tradition (Chicago: University of Chicago 

Pretty 1976). pp. 127-63; J. Brcreton, “The Upani$ads,** in Approaches to the Asian Clas• 
sics, bd. W. T. de Bary and 1. Bloom (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990), pp. 

1154S. 
**£1:62 - A 2:48: “naham tarn gamanena lokassa antam fiStcyyarn dattheyyaip pat- 

tcyyahji .vadimi ti. na khd panaham Svuso appatvS lokassa antam dukkhass’ antakiriyam 
vadimi. api khvaharp Svuso imasmirp yeva vyamamatte kajcvarc saftflimhi samanake lokaip 
ca paftftSpcmi loka-samudayam ca loka-nirodham ca loka-nirodha-gaminim ca patipadam.** 
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appendix a 
HOW OLD IS BUDDHIST COSMOLOGY? A NOTE ON THE 

agcaRRa-sutta 

4kJ[ 

The writings of a number of scholars seem to imply that the NikSya cosmology 
should not be attributed to the Buddha himself. Konrad Mcisig, continuing the 
work of Ulrich Schneider, argues that the account of the evolution of the world 
and human society introduced bythe formula 1 quoted at the start of this arti¬ 
cle should not be regarded as forming part of the "original” Aggaft6a-sutta.,n 
Schneider's and Mctsig's arguments are complex and involved but appear to me _ 
to be neither individually nor collectively conclusive. The fact remains that the 
cosmogonic myth forms a significant part of ail four versions of the text that 
Mcisig Examines; in other words, we have no hard evidence of an Aggaflna- 
sutta—or whatever its "original” title—without the cosmogonic myth. On the 
other hand, we do have some hard evidence for the cosmogonic myth apart from 
the Aggaftfta-sutla.*2 Even when it is not accepted as forming part of an "original” 
Aggaftha-sutta, it: must be acknowledged that the tradition it represents is well 
attested. * 

^ The whole notion of an original version of a sutta raises interesting questions. 
\ The kind of model with which Mcisig would seem to be working regards die 

original Aggaftna-sutta as a discourse delivered by the Buddha himself on one 
particular occasion (at Savatthi since all versions are agreed in locating it 

. there?), which was remembered by his followers acd for a while handed down 
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faithfully by them, until someone or some group still in the prc-Asokan period 
appended to it a cosmogonic myth.!3 But this kind of model is perhaps inappro¬ 
priate to the competition and transmission of oral literature and may also be his¬ 
torically naive, A more appropriate general model for an original sutta might be 
of a "text” representing the substance of a discourse or teaching that the Buddha <4 
himself may have given bn a number of different occasions and which in part at 
least drawf on a stock of images and formulas which the Buddha himself em¬ 
ployed ifya variety of contexts as he considered appropriate. Whether or not the 
Buddha himself composed his teachings in this way, it is clear that someone 
started doing so.at some point, since many of the discourses of the Pali Ntk&yas 
and Chinese* Agamas are manifestly put together In this way. This, however, is a 
matter that needs more systematic'research. It may well he that Schneider's and 
Mcisig’s analysis goes some way to revealing the blocks of tradition which have 
been put together to fonn the Aggailfta-sutta; but to expose these blocks of tra¬ 
dition does not of itself tell us anything about who put them together and when. 
In the end, Schneider's and Mcisig’s understanding of the original Aggaftfia-sutta 
amounts to a judgment about how well the blocks of tradition have been put to¬ 
gether; their view, is that they have been put together badly and that the two ba¬ 
sic parts of the discourse arc 111-fitting. Yet even if we agree with this judgment, 
the bare fact that a sutta is badly put together does not of itself preclude the 
possibility that it is the original work of die Buddha; a claim that the Buddha 
cSnnot possibly have made such a mess of it is an appeal to the transcendent no¬ 
tion of Uuddhahood rather than a conclusive historical argument. 

To say that the Aggafifta-sutta is composed of two parts must surety be largely 
uncontrovemal. Clearly paragraphs 1-9 and 27-32 do form something of a unity 
and could intelligibly stand on their owq; again, the cosmogonic myth of para¬ 
graphs 10-26 is an intelligible unit such that the Buddhist tradition itself ab¬ 
stracted portions of it to be used outside this context But it seems to me purely 
arbitrary to pick on the first as original and relegate the second to the status of 
later interpolation. One might just as well argue the Buddha originally gave a 
discourse consisting of a cosmogonic myth that was later wrapped up in an ethi¬ 
cal disquisition on the four classes (vanna) by certain of his followers who did 
not appreciate myth. This reveals what one suspects might be the true basis for 
the conclusion that it is the section of the AggailBa-sutta concerned with the four 
classes that constitute the original sutta: the "ethical** portion of the discourse is 
to be preferred to the “mythic” precisely because it is ethical, and, as wc all 
know, the earliest Buddhist teachings were simple, ethical teachings, unadulter¬ 
ated by myth and superstition; we know that early Buddhist teaching was like 
this because of the evidence of the rest of the canon. Here the argument becomes 
one of classic circularity: we arrive at a particular view about the nature of early 
Buddhism by ignoring rwy-**«r? the canon and then use that view to argue for 
the lateness of the portions of the canon we have ignored. 

Richard Gombrich has countered the Schncidcr/Mcisig view of the Aggaftfta- 
sutta by arguing that the two parts of the discourse have been skillfully put to¬ 
gether and that the cosmogonic myth works as an integral part of the discourse 
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takenas a whole.*4 According to Gombrich the first half of the discourse intro¬ 
duce the problem of the‘relative status of brdhmanas and suddas\ this question 

, is thiji^ialt with in a tongue-in-cheek satirical manner by the Aggafifia myth. 
m Gombfjch regards the overall form of the Aggafifia-sutta as we have it as attrib- 
J utable the Buddha himself and thus original. But for Gombrich the text is 
'!.. “primarily satirical and parodistic in intent/* although in time the jokes were lost 

on it^readers and the myth came to be misunderstood by Buddhist tradition “as 
being;&morc or less straight-faced account of how the universe, and in particu¬ 
lar originated.**85 Following Gombrich, Steven Collins has discussed the 
Aggafiha Sutta in some detail as a “humorous parable,** finding in certain of its 
phra^ echoes of Vinaya formulas.86 Gombrich’s arguments for the essential 
unity pf the Aggafifla text as we have it are extremely persuasive, yet I would 
disagfie with the implication that we should regard the mythic portions of the 
Aggafifia-sutta as solely satirical. 

Certainly it seems to me that Gombrich must be right in arguing that there is 
a good deal of intended humor in the Aggafifia-sutta, and certainly I would not 
want toarguc that the cosmogonic myth was never intended to be understood as 
liten^hJstory in the modem sense. How could it have been? Yet it still seems to 
mt ufiiikely that, for the original compiler(s) of and listeners to the discourse, 
the indite portion of the sutta could have been intended to be understood or ac- 
tuallyundersto^ in its entirety as a joke at the expense of the poor old breiha- 
/mSr. As Gombrich so rightly says/if we want to discover the original meaning of 
the^^d^ha’s discourses we need to understand the intellectual and cul tural pre- 

_ suppositions shared by the Buddha and his audience. While in absolute terms 
.th^ ss an impossible task, since we can never entirely escape our own intellec¬ 
tual and cultural presuppositions and be reborn in the world of the Buddha—at, 
least In the short term—we can still surely make some progress in trying to re¬ 
discover that world. 

The question I would therefore ask is, Do wc have any particular historical 
reasons for supposing that it is unlikely that the Buddha should have recounted 
a more or less straight-faced cosmogonic myth? My answer is that we do not. 
Indeed, I want to argue the opposite: what wc can know of the cultural milieu in 
which the Buddha operated and in which the first Buddhist texts were composed 
suggests that someone such as the Buddha might very well have presented the 
kind of myth contained in the Aggafifia-sutta as something more than merely 
a piece of satiri, Far from being out of key with what we can understand of 
eariy|Buddhist thought from the rest of the NikSyas, the cosmogonic views 
ofte&d by the Aggafifia-sutta in fact harmonize extremely well with it. 1 would 
go further and say that something along the lines of what is contained in the 
Aggafiha myth i$ actually required by the logic of what is generally accepted as 
Nikita Buddhism. 

M J&chard Goiribrich, “The Buddha’s Book of Genesis?** Indodranian Journal 35 
1992k J59-78; see also his TheravSda Buddhism: A Social History from Ancient 

^ Benares.16 Modem Colombo (London: Routlcdgc & Kcgan Paul, 1988), p. 85. 
M d«Hbrich, “The Budda’s Book of Genesis?’* pp. 163, 161. < 

, n Collins, “The Discourse on What Is Primary (Aggafifta-Sutta): An Annotated 
TranMttion," Journal of Indian Philosophy 21 (1993): 301-93. 
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It might be countered that the Buddha’s refusal to answer categorically certain 
questions—including questions about whether or not the world was eternal and 
infinite—indicates that the Buddha was not interested in metaphysical questions 
and instructed his monks not to waste their energy on them. The account of the 
world on a cosmic scale found in the Aggafifia-sutta is then to be seen as not in 
keeping with the spirit of the Buddha’s instructions and therefore as the creation 
of curious bhikkhus who, unable to restrain their imaginations, ignored the express 
instructions of their teacher. Such an outlook both misunderstands the nature of 
the, usually, ten “undetermined questions” and misrepresents the Aggafifia-sutta. 
This sutta does not expressly answer the question of whether or not the world is 
eternal and infinite,~and as Steven Collins has argued, the real reason for the re¬ 
fusal to give a categorical answer to the questions is that they are, from the stand¬ 
point of Buddhist thought, linguistically ill-formed.87 Thus it is not because the 
Buddha does not know the answer to these questions that he refuses to answer 
them but because the terms employed in the questions have in the Buddhist view 
of things no ultimate referent: it simply docs not make sqnsc to ask whether the 
world is eternal or not because there is no one “thing” to which the word world 
refers. The notion “world” is just like the notion “self”: it is not of itself an ul¬ 
timately real thing but merely a concept, a mental construct. The ten undetermined 
questions thus, it seems to me, have no direct bearing on the cosmological ideas 
expounded in the Aggafifia-sutta. "~ — 

87 Collins, Selfless Persons (n. 7 above), pp. 131-38. 
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19 '^Buddhism and Meister Eckhart 

by Maurice Walshe 
(Bused on a talk given to the Sharpham North Community. 14J.I9S9) 

The thought or the great German Dominican mystic Meister Eckhart has 
been more than once compared with the teachings of Buddhism, 

especially Zen. Eckhart was born about 1260 and entered the Dominican 
friary at Erfurt about 1275. He rose rapidly in his Order and was sent severs! 
times to -Paris, where he took his Masters degree and later taught and 
debated. The Dominicans were considered the special upholders of 
orthodoxy, and he was a highly qualified theologian with the scholastic 
philosophy at his finger-tips. It was only after about 1323, when he had been 
appointed head of the great Dominican Studium Generate in Cologne that any 
suggestion was made that his views were in any way unorthodox The aged 
Archbishop of Cologne, a Franciscan (!), was busily engaged in hunting 
down heresy. It seems that some unfortunates arraigned before him, in 
desperation appealed to the authority of the famous Dominican master. The 
Archbishop instituted proceedings against Eckhart for misleading the 
common people. Eventually the case came before the Papal court, then at 
Avignon, and thither Eckhart went to defend himself, all the while protesting. 
his orthodoxy. The case dragged on, and Eckhart died about the end of 1327. 
In March 1329 Pope John XXII issued a bull denouncing 28 of Eckharfs 
propositions, culled from his writinp.’Modern representatives of his Order 
believe that Eckhart was wrongly condemned, and there is hope that the 
present Pope may rescind his predecessor's verdict It should also be 
mentioned that until recently there has been — and partly still is — doubt, 
about the authenticity of certain works ascribed to Eckhart Much earlier 
work, especially in English, was based on dubious sources. My own 
translation of the sermons and treatises is based on the monumental edition 
of the original texts by the late Prof. Josef Quint of Cologne. 

It may be useful to introduce Eckhart backwards, as it were, with what may 
well be h is parting words before setting out for Avignon. They are found in a 
text which I feel is authentic. 

Meister Eckhart was besought by his good friends: 'Give us something to 
remember, since you are going to leave us,’ He said, *1 will give you a rule, which 
is the keystone of all I have ever said, which comprises ail truth that can be 
spoken of or lived. It often happens that what seems trivial to us is greater in 
God's sight than what looms large in our eyes. Therefore we should accept all 
things equally from God, not ever looking and wondering which is greater, or 
liighef. or better. We should just follow where God points out for us, that is, what 
we an; inclined to and to wh ich we arc most often directed, and where our bent 
is. If a man were to follow that path. God would give him the most In least, 
and would not fail him. It often happens that people spurn the least, and thus 
they prevent themselves from getting the most in the least, which is wrong. God 
is in all modes, and equal in all modes, for him who can take Him equally. 
People often wonder whether lhcir inclinations come from God or not. and this 
is how to find out: if a man finds it within himself to be willing above all things to 
obey God's will in all things, provided he knew or recognised it. then he muy 
know that whatever he is inclined to. or is most frequently directed to. is indeed 
from God. 
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Some people want to find God as He shines before them, or as He tastes to 
Ihcjli.Thcy find the fight and the taste, but they do not fine God. A scripture 
declares that God shines in the darkness, when we sometimes least recognise 
Hip. Where God shines least for us is often where He shines the most. Therefore 
weslouid accept God equally in all ways and in all things. Now someone might 
say,'l would take God equally in all ways and in all things, but my mind will not 
abide in this way or that, so much as in another.’To that I say he is wrong. God is 
in all ways and equal in all ways, for anyone who can take Him so. If you get 
more of God in one way than another, that is fine, but it is not the best. God is in 
allypysand equal in all ways, for anyone who can take Him so. If you take one 
way.Spch and such, that is not God. If you take this and that, you are not taking 
God* for God pin all ways and equal in all ways, for anyone who can take Him 
so. Now someone might say: 'But if I take God equally in all ways and in all 
things, do 1 notstill need some special way?' Now sec. In whatever way you find 
God. most, and you are most often aware of Him, that is the way you should 
follow. But if another way presents itself, quite contrary to the first, and if, having 
abandoned the.first way, you find God as much in the new way as in the one you 
have left, then that is right But the noblest and best thing would be this, if a man 
were to come to such equality, with such calm and certainty that he could find 
God and enjoy him in any way and in all things, without having to wait for 
anything or chue after anything: that would delight me! For this, and to this end, 
all works are done, and every work helps towards this. If anything does not help 
towards this, you should let it go.’ 

In many a sermon j&khart has described the birth of the Word in the soul and 
other mysteries. Here, in his final exortation, he is insisting on what his 
disciples Ought tot/o. It is above all the essence of his practical teaching — 
which to iny mind argues strongly in favour of its authenticity. As regards 
Buddhistn, I long ago ventured to coin the phrase: Buddhism is not 
somethtngtd believe but something to</o,and it is here in the practice, or in the 
practical latitude, that Eckhart’s teachings and Buddhism seem to come 
especially close. It would of course be easy to dismiss the whole of Eckhart’s 
teaching ay irrelevant to Buddhism simply because he speaks of God. Some 
people may argue that this is not just a superficial objection, but one of 
substanc$' pointing to an unbridgeable gap between Buddhism and 
Christianity. We should face this challenge. Just because we disagree, we 
shouldfiot Hy to gloss over what may be perceived as a real difficulty by some. 
It is Christian doctrine, amply subscribed to by Eckhart, that God is ineffable 
and beyond the normal reach of human thought. Much the same is said by 
Buddhifjpaibout NibbSna, or the Unborn. Therefore' whatever may be the 
case with great sages and Saints, we ordinary Buddhists and Christians, when 
wc speak ofGod or Nibbana, literally don’t know what we are talking about. 
There fe o monks’, said the Buddha in the Udana, ‘an Unborn, Unbecome, 
UnmadC, Unconditioned. If there were not this Unborn .. ..there would be no 
deliverance here visible from that which is born, become, made,conditioned.’ 
While t|is statement docs not in the Buddhist view imply a personal God, it 
could be interpreted as so doing (I personally believe — however you may 
intcrpre%it that wc have here the true heart of all religion worthy of the 
name).tfii fact in Indonesia, where a religion to be recognised must be thcistic, 
some Btkldhists have used this very passage in order to legitimise their faith 
in.the eyes of the authorities. 
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Eckhart did not enjoy the freedom of thought prevailing in ancient India. 
Like the Indonesian Buddhists of today, only far more so, he had to watch his 
step. Till he moved to Cologne, this may have been no great problem, but 
faced with the persecuting Archbishop, he was in trouble. He was far too 
important a man to be sent to the stake, but the Archbishop aimed to discredit 
and silence him —• and largely succeeded. It is not to Eckhart's dishonour to 
say that he was compelled to work within the system. To have deviated too 
obviously from orthodoxy would simply have meant martyrdom not only for 
himself, which he might have been willing to face, but for his followers. 1 am 
not, for instance, suggesting that Eckhart believed in any form of, say. 
reincarnation. I am merely saying that if he had had any such belief he would 
necessarily — and sensibly — have kept quiet about it. 

The comparison of Eckhart's thought with Buddhism has hitherto been 
really only made with Zen — possibly because the two writers to make the 
comparison, D.T. Suzuki writing in English and Shizutcra Ueda writing in 
German, were themselves Zen Buddhists. The question is of less importance 
than might seem, especially since the miasma of misinformation — and worse 
— about Zen has begun to lift, and it has become increasingly apparent that 
despite certain idiosyncrasies Zen is after all not sodifferentfrom other 
schools, even Theravada. . - —: 

The consistent burden of Eckhart's sermons is above all the birth of the 
I Word in the soul — a theme he repeats over and over again with variations. 

b 'f\ For him, the Word is the Son — the word spoken by the Father into the silent 
i depths of the soul. There is, Eckhart says (and the proposition was indeed 

condemned, but only through a misunderstanding), something in the soul 
that is not created. Sometimes he calls it a castle, sometimes a spark. This 
spark (scintilla animae) is, in so far as it is pure divine intellect, uncreated and 
one with God, but as a ‘power of the soul’ it is created, being an analogue of 
the divine intellect According to Eckhart, too, being is a property of God 
alone, hence his statetment, also condemned: ‘All creatures arc pure nothing. 
This resembles Vedanta rather than Buddhism. 

r% If Eckhart could not introduce some new and unorthodox doctrine without 
disaster, equally he could not totally pass over anything he disapproved of in 
the official teaching. All he could do was to play it down, and refer to it as little 

L as possible. Now it has been noted that there are remarkably few references to 
Hell in Eckhart's writings, and those there are are pretty perfunctory — in * 

- marked contrast to most popular preachers from his day to our own. The 
awful doctrine of eternal punishment was rigidly believed in by his Church 
then and later. Indeed, it was this frightful teaching that was responsible for 

' all the tortures and persecutions of the Inquisition, for the witch-hunts of 
s Protestants, and for untold misery and despair among believing Christians, 
j Though it is ascribed to Jesus, I personally, without being a Christian, cannot 
\ believe he taught any such thing. If he did, he was worse than the Pharisees, 

who look a milder view. Of course wc read of some pretty frightful Buddhist 
hells, but they are not eternal and not the creation of a loving Father(!). In any 

case we don't have to believe literally in them — even though it can be 
assumed that those guilty of really nastv behavinnr 



include, in this 'enlightened' century!) will have cause for bitter regret in some 
future existence. ; 

Perhaps we can draw a useful parallel between Eckhart and Nagarjuna. 
Eckhart said: To get at the kernel, you must break the shell’, but if he too 
recklessly broke .his orthodox shell, he was soon in trouble, whereas 
Nagaijuna could say what he liked without fear of suppression. There were 
many legends about both men, in NSgarjuna’s case partly invented by 
modem scholars. One otherwise excellent book was by a VedSnUsi who tried 
to make out that his views were those of the Vedinta. Others have held that he—. 
introduced a total revolution in Buddhist thought, breaking away from the 
earlier tradition. In fact, as some of us' long suspected and as has recently been 
shown, he restored the true teaching which had got garbled by the 
Sarvastivadins, whose so-called Hfnayflna beliefs were wrongly ascribed to — 
the ThcravSdins. Here, 1 am merely trying to suggest that perhaps Eckhart 
was trying, as far as he was able and as far as he was allowed, to restore 
something of the true doctrine of Christianity which had got more than 
somewhat overlaid by his time. Eckhart and Nggfirjuna were both deeply 
learned in their respective systems. Both had, I believe, penetrated through 
the jargon to the kernel of their faith and were concerned to bring it to 
light. ^ 

Eckhart knew very well that some of bis sayings would shock, even while he 
firmly maintained their orthodoxy. Here is a passage from a sermon which 
contains two things his listeners had to reckon with. Neither was quoted 
against him, it seems, but both may have occasioned some head-shaking, or 
head-scratching. He says there are two kinds of birth: birth in the world and 
bi rth out of ihc world, which is spiritual birth in God, He goes on: ‘Ck rist says: 
"Whoever would foilew me, Set him deny himself and take up his cross and 
follow me," that is to say “Cast out all grief so that perpetual joy remains in 
your heart.’” Probably few people would have interpreted this text (Matt 
16.24) in just this way, though in context it is not illogical But while his 
hearers are puzzling out this riddle, he.delivers the shock: Thus the child is 
bom in me. And then, if the child is bom in me, the sight of my father and all 
my friends slain before my eyes would leave my heart untouched. For if my 
heart were moved thereby, the child would not have been bom in me, though 
its birth might be npar.* Father and friends stand here for objects of 
attachment, to whose loss we should be indifferent We have a parallel in 
Dhammapada 294: t 

mataram pitaram hantvS rajano dve ca khattiye 
raitham sanucaram hantva anigho yati brShmano 

'Having slain mother, father, two warrior kings and having destroyed a country 
with its chancellor, ungrieving goes the Brainin'. s 

In the next sentence Eckhart explains his meaning: 

'I declare that God and the angels take such keen delight in every act pf a good 
man that there is no joy like it. And so I say, if this child is bom in you, then you 
have such great joy at every good deed that is done in the world, that your joy 
becomes steadfast and immutable... For we can see that in God there is neither 
anger or sadness, but only love and joy.’ 

Uuddiiism and Mlisilr FckiiaHt 

We can perhaps Compare, in Buddhism, the ‘opening of the Dhamma eye’ 
whereby the reality of Nibbana is seen for the first time. Those in whom, in 
Eckhart’s terminology, the Word is bom, or those in whom the Dhamma-eye 
has opened, perceive reality and are transformed by it We need not argue 
about whether or not it is ‘the same’ reality. 

The nearest Eckhart ever came to criticising the Church was when he said: 
‘If God could turn away from the truth, 1 would cling to truth and abandon 
God’ — so of course, if the People or the Church could abandon truth... 
What strikes us strongly is the assurance with which he speaks as one { 
possessed of divine wisdom. This in itself, alas, proves nothing —all too many 
people down to the present day have spoken with the authority of those who 
know, with horrifying results. But with Eckhart it is different True, even the 
famous William of Ockham thought him mad, but toothers his message rings 
dear and true. He is like a great beacon to lead those who wish to followon the 

"path to truth, albeit on a particular course not entirely of his making. It might 
•be fair to suggest that .he plotted a path out of the labyrinth of medieval 
scholasticism, and out of the uncertainties by which the Christian message 
has been dogged to this day. 

Whaiisenlightenmcnt? Silly question — not being enlightened, I can’t tell 
you and don’t propose to try. Perhaps, however, it is possible to hazard a 
theory , about the mechanics of’disendarkenmenf. Let us start with an « 
analogical case in which not, indeed, enlightenment, but certainly some i 
remarkable powers of the mind have been revealed. A recent book discusses i 
the .cases of some people who, despite grave physical and/or mental 
handicaps, yet display power* far beyond the capadty of most of us. A blind /c\ 
man with cerebral paisy can play any tune faultlessly on hearing it only once. 
An animal sculptor with an IQ of about SO needs only a fleeting glance, at a 
picture to be able to reproduce it in perfccuhme-dimeruional detail. A 12-year- 
old autistic boy drew an accurate architectural sketch of St Pancras Station 
after a brief visit, and so on. Other people solved almost instantly incredibly 
difficult mathematical problems. The author refers to left- and right-hand 
brain-halves, etc, ail of which may be perfectly true but don’t really explain 
very much. Ofcoursc we know one function of the brain is to act as a kind of 
sieve through which the vast mass of sense-impressions passes to enable us to 
cope without being overwhelmed by them. The brain, in fact, is not so much a 
memory as a forgettery. It seems to me that these people have, as it were, a hole 
in some odd corner of the sieve through which some knowledge streams 
unhindered. The knowledge is unconscious, and certainly cannot in anyway 
be equated with ‘enlightenment’, but it is genuine knowledge orskill of a high 
order, often with an aesthetic quality and with an element of ESP. In passing. 
1 would like to suggest that it is questions such as these to which science 
should pay more attention than it does. The time has surely come by now to 
stop brushing scientifically inconvenient facts under the carpel Anyway, the 
phenomena mentioned, though cjcarly not themselves forms of‘enlighten¬ 
ment’,' may well be considered as possibly analogous to it. 
' The arising of the Dhamma-eye is described in the Suttas (c.g. DN 3) as 
follows: ‘And just as a clean cloth from which all stains have been removed 
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rccciycs the dycpcrfcctly, so in the Brahmin Pokkharijsati (or whoever), as he 
sal there, ther^ arose the pure and spotless Dhamma-eye, and he knew: 
“Whatever things have an origin must come to cessation (yam kind 
samudayadhammam (am nirodhadhammam)"' — at first sight an almost 
iriwa^soundiniJ statement like ‘What goes up must come down1. Perhaps its 
profipndcr significance dawns when we contemplate another famous 
verser . Ik 

••f' ■ ■ ■ -. 

Anfap vatji sankara uppada-vaya-dhammino 
uppajitvS iimjjhanti tesam vupasamo sukho 

"flfepcrmailcnt are compounded things, prone to rise and fall, 
jpfcving risln, they’re destroyed, their passing truest bliss* 

saidtfajiave been uttered at the Buddhas passing-away by Sakka, king of the 
god&f|ffii often quoted. This is not full enlightenment but the moment of 
strcai^ntry or First Path, after which full enlightenment is certain. I have 
alreaidvsuggested that the opening of the Dhamma-eye is comparable to the 
birth^||hc Word in the soul in Eckhart’s terminology. About a century before 
Eckl^p, Wolfram von Eschcnbach, the greatest medieval German poet, 
vyo&Hiat I consider the finest version of the Holy Graal storyt Parzivaf 
available in a fine Penguin translation by my friend Arthur Hatto. For 
Wolf^p^y uniquely, the Graal was not the chalice of the Last Supper or the 
like, a stone come down from Heaven. The French scholar Rend Nelli 
thougjpfihat Wolfram drew on astrological conceptions of his time for his 
idea p i precious stone fallen from heaven which, by grace, had kept its 
pristine purity, thus participating in the incorruptible nature of the 
firmapent, thus symbolic of that spark of which Eckhart speaks, that is 
incoi||!ptible and uncreated. I think what Eckhart, and the Buddha, and 
Wolfpmarc pointing at is the same knowing, differing only in degree— most 
completely in the Buddha, less profoundly but very poetically in Wolfram. 
Eckhart’s function — half-frustrated by his enemies — Was to bring this same 
truth to light within the Christian tradition of his time. I don’t think it differs 
fundamentally from what my own revered teacher, Ajahn Cha, calls 
establishing the Buddha in our mind as ‘the one who knows’. The Buddha’, 
he says in A Taste of Freedom, ‘is just this “One who knows” within this very 
mindlf|t knows the Dhamma, it investigates the Dhamma. It’s not that the 
Buddha who lived so long ago comes to talk to us, but this Buddha-nature, the 
“One who knows”, arises. The mind becomes illumined.’ Are not he and 
Eckhart, using different but not totally dissimilar words, groping towards an 
expression of the same thing? 

I think by now I have interposed myself sufficiently between Eckhart and 
you. Here is whht he has to say in his 87th sermon: 

Nowpaycafncst attention to this! I have often said, and eminent authorities say 
it too, that am an should be so free of all things and all works, both inward and 
outward. th$t he may be a proper abode for God where God can work. Now* we 
shall say something else. If it is the case that a man is free of ail creatures, of God 
Jnd ofsclf.ind if it is still the case that God finds a place//; him to work, then we 
declare thafas long as this is in man. he is not poor with the strictest poverty... 
So we say thit a man should be so poor that he neither is nor has any place for 

l . . • 
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God to work in.To preserve a place is to preserve distinction. Therefore I pray to 
God to make me free of God, for my essential being is above God, taking God as 
the origin of creatures. For in that essence of God in which God is above being 
and distinction, there I was myself and knew myself so as to make this man. 
Therefore I am my own cause according to my essence.which is eternal, and not 
according to my becoming, which is temporal. Therefore I am unborn, and 
according to my unborn mode 1 can never die. According to my unborn mode 1 
have eternally been, am now and shall eternally remain. That which I am by 
virtue of birth must die and perish, for it is mortal, and so must perish with time. 
In my birth all things were born, and I was the cause of myself and all things: 
and if I had so willed it, I would not have been, and all things would not have 
been. If I were not, God would not be cither. I am the cause of Gods being God: 
if I were not, then God would not be God. But you do not need to know this. A 
great master says that his breaking-through is nobler than his emanation, and 
this is true. When I flowed forth from God, all creatures declared: ‘There is^i 
God*; but this cannot make me blessed, for with this I acknowledge myself as a 
creature. But in my breaking-through, where I stand free of my own will, of 
Gods will, of all His works, and of God himself, then l am above all creatures 
and am neitherGod norcrcature,butI am that which I was and shall remain for 
evermore.There I shall receive an imprint that will raise me above alf the angels. 
By this imprint I shall gain such wealth that I shall not be content with God 
inasmuch as He is God, or with all His divine works: for this breaking-through 
guarantees to me that I and God are one. Then I am what I was, then I neither 
wax nor wane, for then i am an unmoved cause that moves all things. Here, God 
finds no place in man, for man by his poverty wins for himself what he has 
eternally been and shall eternally remain. Here, God is one with the spirit, and 
that is the strictest poverty one can find. 

If anyone cannot understand this sermon, he need not worry. For so.long as a 
man is not equal to this truth, he cannot understand my words, for this is a naked 
truth which has come direct from the heart of God. 

Then, 0 Blessed One, there is now the timefor it! Now, 0 Sublime Master, isthe time 
for the Blessed One to teach Dhamma in brief to teach it at length and to teach it 
both briefly and at length! There will be those who will understand the 
Dhamma! 

Well then, Sariputta, thus should training be done: "Concerningthis body with its 
consciousness, there shall be no conceited imaginings of T and Mine and no such 
bias. Nor should there be such conceited imagining and bias of Mine with regard to 
any external objects. We shall thus abide in the attainment of the heart's liberation 
and the liberation of wisdom, that, while we so abide, there will not be for us any 
conceited imagining nor bias of T and Mine\" That is how the training should be 
done. 

In so far, 0 Sariputta, as the monk has no such conceited imaginings nor bias of 
T and Mine concerning this body with consciousness and with regard to any 
external objects; and in so far as he thus abides in the attainment of the hearts 
liberation and of the liberation by wisdom — he is then called One who has c ut off 
craving and has removed the fetters: one who by the full comprehension (and 
abandonment) of conceited imaginings, has made an end of suffering. * 

aa//;* *.»..• /// ? ^ 
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My religion is of that kind that it will be manifest in every country 
• and in all languages and h will be taught in far away countries.* 

With these fine words Mani proclaimed his message to be one destined^ 

to be carried to all corners of the known world, and historically' 
this proyed to be true. From its Mesopotamian hearth at Babylon, 
Mani^haeism spread westward into the Roman Empire as far as Spain, 

while also spreading eastward over the Iranian plateau into Central 

Asia and from there still further eastward to the very shores of the 

South China Sea. The story of-Manichaeism in the West is fairly well 

known, with a prominent feature being the Manichaean usage of 
Christian concepts to spread its own message and the consequent 

strenuous efforts of Christianity to eradicate this new rival That story, 

though, docs not concern us here. Instead, our eyes turn to the East 

where, throughout Central Asia and China, Manichaetsm faced the 

older well-established Buddhist tradition to which it had to respond 

1 Middle Persian M5794, trans. in J. Asmussen, Manichaean Literature (New York, 
1975), p. 12. This work by Asmussen is an important repository for Middle Persian 
and Parthian material Rccc»l general studio of Manichacism by M. 1 ardicu, Le 
Manicheisme (Paris, 1983); and, scheduled for 1985, an English work by S. Lieu for 
Manchester University Press. 
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over several centuries. What we will try to do is to ascertain whether 
there was any particular pattern behind the ensuing Manichaean 
responses to Buddhism. 

TV earliest* Manichaean responses came from Mani himself (216- 
77). Following his early upbringing and eventual breakaway from the 
Gnostic-Baptist community that he had.belonged to in Mesopotamia,2 
he had very quickly traveled by sea to the Indus Valley (then under 
Sashnian control). According to Manichaean missionary sources, like 
the Coptic Kephalaia, he spent some two years there (240-42), enjoy¬ 
ing some local success and setting up a local Manichaean community.5 
Buddhism as|such was not mentioned in the context of the Indus 
Valjcy sojourn, although in fact that period was one where Buddhism 
wasat the height of its strength in India, with established Sarvastavadin 
and vibrant neiv Mahayana strands prominent in northwest India. It is 
quifep^ibleffhat Mani’s acceptance of rebirth, nonkilling of animals, 
andfmoiiiiastictSm owed something to this early contact with Buddhism. 
Fqljbiving the accession of Shapur to the Sasanian throne (242-72), 
Mah*bhose to return overland to Iran through the kingdom of Turan 
(pt^Jiffday Baluchistan), which was also under Sasanian sway. Accord¬ 
ing to Manichaean missionary sources, Mani managed to convert the 
local niler away from his previous Buddhist beliefs.4 Thus it was that 
Mani,returned to Sasanian Iran with firsthand personal knowledge of 
Bu$tj[h.ism to set alongside his earlier knowledge of Christianity and 
Zoroastrianism. The fortunes of Mani in the Sasanian Empire do not 
cojptrh us directly in this study. It suffices to note that the generally 
benevolent attitude of Shapur enabled Mani to travel around the 
enjjpire setting up various Manichaean groups, but that after his death 
the tleveloping Zorastrian hostility and ascendancy at the Sasanian 
C°M!$ W Bahram I (274-77) brought about Mani’s imprisonment and 
death in 276-77. 

study is concerned with the attitude Mani took toward 
Buddhism—no mere academic question. 1 have already mentioned 
MapFs own personal encounter with Buddhism. Although Mani him- 
self did not return to those fledgling communities set up in the 
Buddhist-dominated areas of the Indus Valley and Turan, his attention 

IJndications by the Muslim historian al-Nadim, writing in his Kitah al-Fihrist (tenth 
century a.d.), were graphically confirmed in the Manichaean biography of Mani’s life. 
The Cologne ManI Codex, Irani. R. Cameron and A. Dewey (Missoula. Mont., 1979). 

W. Sundcrmann. “Mani In India.” in Proceedings of the International Conference 
on the History and Culture of Central Asia In the Kushan Period. Dushanbe. 

27-Oaober 6. I96S (Moscow. 1975), 2:153-57, and “Mani. India, and the 
ManieheM Religion” (paper delivered at The Society for South Asian Studies, 
London, October 19,1984). 

4 P«tl>ian M8286. M48I. M1306 11, M5911. M1307 pieces, in Asmusscn. pp. 18-19. 
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continued to turn eastward. The Manichaean M4575 fragment states 
how, on his return from India, Mani immediately sent out his father, 
Patteg, and brother, John, to take over the care of those Manichaean 
groups established there by,him.5 (Unfortunately we have no further 
material describing subsequent Manichaean fortunes in that area, 
except for al-Nadim’s mention in his Kitab-al-Fihrisl of an Epistle to 
the Indians that had been composed by Mani, but which is not 
extant.) As significant perhaps was Mani’s sending of his close disciple. 
Mar Ammo, to the east Iranian border zones of the empire to spread 
the Manichaean message further in an incrcasinglyJJuddhist-dominatcd 
environment. Of particular interest are Manichaean sources like the 
M2 and M216 fragments, which have him entering the Kushan lands 
around the Oxus, long a Buddhist stronghold, which politically had 
been recently subjugated by the Sasanians and enjoying some success.6 
What were the earliest Manichaean attitudes toward Buddhism, as 
formulated by Mani himself? 

An immediate mention of Buddhism comes in his Shahburkhan text, 
which he presented as his first written piece of scripture to Shapur in 
225. According to Mani: “Wisdom and deeds have always from time to 
time been brought to mankind by Messengers of God. So in one age 
they have been brought by the messenger called Buddha to India.... 
Thereupon this revelation has come down, this prophecy in this last 
age, through me, Mani.”7 Here we have Mani accepting the Buddha 
(as he did also Zoroaster and Christ) as a previous “Messenger of 
Light” who had preached the same doctrine as was later brought by 
Mani. The problem then arose that the continuing Buddhist tradition 
(as also the Zoroastrian and Christian ones) was in Mani’s own time 
teaching various views that were often the very antithesis of Manichaean 
doctrine. How was Mani to explain this apparent contradiction? Mani’s 
resolution of these doctrinal differences can be seen interspersed 
throughout many of his teachings. For example, in the Middle Persian 
M5794 piece, he described how the earlier traditions had been limited 
in scope geographically for “the primeval religions were in one country 
and one language," in contrast to his own universal message.1 The 
Coptic Kephalaia reported similar comments by Mani: “He [Jesus] 
who has his church in the West, he and his church have not reached the 
East; the choice of him who has chosen his church in the East has not 

5 Ibid., p. 20. 
6 Ibid., pp, 21-23. 
7 As recorded by Abu5l-Rayh5n Muhammad al-Biruni, The Chronicle of Ancient 

Nations, trans. E. Sachau (London, 1879), p. 190. The original Manichaean text is no 
longer extant. 

B Asmusscn, p. 12, 
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come to the West.... But my hope, mine will go towards the West, 
and she will also go to the East. And they shall hear the voice of her 
message in all languages, and shall proclaim her in all cities. My church 
is superior in this first part to all previous churches, for these previous 
churches were chosen in particular countries and in particular cities. 
My church, mine shall spread in all cities and my Gospel shall touch 
every country."* •• Again the contrast was made with Mani’s work, 
which had spread his message during bis own lifetime into both East 
and West, in contrast (in Mani’s eyes) to the Buddha whose work had 
remained in his lifetime to the East (India).' Such comments by Man! 
about the geographical limitations of earlier revelations curiously evoke 
similar comments made in <Baha1 literature during the past hundred 
years.10 

However, the question sti" remained to be resolved why, even 
with such geographical limitations, the Buddha, despite being a 
previous Messenger of Light (like Mani), had given rise to a Buddhist 
tradition that did not preach the same message as that of Mani. 
Mani’s answer was to claim that such divergences were a result 
of later misunderstandings and corruptions creeping into primeval 
religions like Buddhism (and also Zoroastrianism and Christianity). 
By such an approach Mani could split the figure of the Buddha away 
from the later Buddhist tradition that, rivaled Mamchaebrs. The 
Middle Persian M5794 piece made this point at a general level: “The 
former religions existed as long as they l*ad the pure leaders, but 
when the leaders had been ted upwards (died] then their religions fell 
into disorder and became negligent in commandments and works.”" 
By way of contrast that same Manichaean piece proclaimed that 
Mani’s message would never become corrupted on account of the 
care which he had personally taken in his. lifetime to write out his 
doctrines (the “living books,” nine in all, which, coupled with his 
reformation of the Middle Persian language, transformed Iranian 
literary development). However, the Buddha (as was also the case 
with other primeval messengers) had not taken this precaution. As 
the Kephalaia 7.23 noted: “He selected and complemented his com¬ 
munity [ekklesia] and revealed his hopes to them. But he did not 
write down his wisdom in books. His disciples who came after him 
recalled the bit of wisdom they had gleaned from the Buddha and 

* Kephalaia 154. trans. in S. Lieu. The Religion of Light: An Introduction to the ' 
History of Manichaean-, in China ( Hong Kong, 1979). p. 11. 

10 A separate study will be made about these similar Manichaean and Baha'i treat¬ 
ment of earlier revelations. Suffice to note the similar Baha'i comments about the 
writing of the Buddhist scriptures after the Buddha and the identification of Baha'ullah 
with Maitrcya. 

•• Asmussen. p. 12. 
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committed it to writing.”" As a result of such views Mani was indeed 
able to reconcile the earlier appearance of Shakyamuni Buddha as a 
Messenger of Light with his own arrival as the last such messenger. 
For Mani there was no difference between the message originally 
brought by the Buddha and his own. Rather, the difference lay 
between the Buddha's original message and the later Buddhist 
tradition, which had retained only an incomplete record of the 
Buddha’s teaching and which had fallen prey to corrupting influences. 
It was not Mani who was out of step with the Buddha, it was 
instead the Buddhist tradition that was so out of step through its 
misunderstanding. 

On the one hand, then, Mani did accept the figure of the Buddha as 
a previous Messenger of Light, like himself. Yet, on the other hand, it 
was a somewhat qualified acceptance, given his criticism of the existing 
Buddhist tradition. Given the geographical limitation of the Buddha’S 
ministry and the incomplete undemanding of his message by the later 
Buddhist community, Mani felt quite able to interpret the BuddhaY 
original wisdom as he saw fit. Mani’s own revelation gave him a 
secure foundation. As he himself claimed in the Middle Persian 
MS794: “This revelation of mine of the two principles and my living 
books, my wisdom and knowledge are above and better than those of 
the previous religions.”" Mani, and his later followers down the cen¬ 
turies, could use whatever bit of Buddhist wisdom they thought 
appropriate, secure in the knowledge that the full vessel of wisdom 
had been given and recorded by Mani. 

Within Mani’s own lifetime his commitment to send his disciples 
out in all directions meant a continuing Manichaean encounter 
with Buddhism. From the east Iranian areas like Merv and Bactria 
that tycrc the focus of Manichaean missionary efforts (led by the 
Parthian disciple. Mar Ammo), Manichacism started gradually to 
penetrate further eastward into Central Asia. For these first centuries 
Parthian was the official language used in Manichaean circles of east 
Iran/Central Asia. What is immediately clear from such Manichaean 
literature (as compared with their Coptic and Middle Persian texts) is 
the strong Buddhist environment within which the Manichaean writers 
were having to express their own beliefs. The Parthian M8286 piece 
shows this in its description of Mani’s successful conversion of the 
previously Buddhist ruler of Turan, in which that ruler paid hom- 
mage to Mani: “You arc the Buddha, and we arc sinful men."14 Since 

11 Kephalaia 7.23, irans. in H. Klimkcit, Manichaean Art and Calligraphy (Leiden, 
1982). p, 1 (my emphasis). 

*3 Asmussen. p. 12. 
W Ibid., p. 19. 
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the literal meaning of the Buddha was "Enlightened One,” the Mani- 
c|acani^ writers were applying an audacious (but from their own per¬ 
spective quite appropriate) functional adoption from Buddhism. A 

. further!twist in these Parthian circles was to identify Mani with Mai- 
I treya, the future Buddha foretold to appear after Shakyamuni. In the 

. ; W42 we read the words of the imprisoned Light (i.e., the soul): “The Sjmplaints went off from me for help at the time when Shakyamuni 
uddha ... me. He opened the door of salvation to the fortunate 

souls that he redeemed among the Indians." To which the reply 
$ivcn 10 thc imprisoned Light was: “Because of the arts and wisdom 

i lftat you received from Buddha, Dibat, the great virgin, envied 
you. When he [Buddha] went into Nirvana, he told you ‘Await 
tyaitreya here.’”15 Not surprisingly the Manichaeans then claimed 
that Maitreya, in the person of Mani, had come. According to the 
Parthian M801: “From paradise the gate was opened, and it was 
happiness to us: The commander Maitreya has come. Mar Mani, to a 
new throne ... Buddha Maitreya has come, Mar Mani the Apostle, 

$;■ brought victory."1* As Maitreya, sitting on that new throne, Mani 
was in an even stronger position to announce the correct laws 

?, applicable for those later times. Armed with this extra piece of 
Buddhist legitimacy* the Manichaean missionaries could proceed yet 

| i further with selective use of Buddhist themes. 
> The whole trend within Parthian Manichaean literature was to 

respond more and more to Buddhist terminology and forms. Mar 
Ammo, the great apostle to thc East, had already started this in 
Mam’s own lifetime, for in the HuwTdagman and Angad Rdshndn 

h hymns attributed to him he uses Indian loanwords like Arm (“action,” 
Sanskrit karma)* mm (“death.” Sanskrit marana), and nrfj (Sanskrit 
naraka), One particular term from Buddhism adopted by Parthian 
circles was prnybr'n. used to denote the Sanskrit parinirvaya (liter¬ 
ally. complete nirvana,’ that is to say, death and passing away), 
which gave rise to a whole cycle of hymns mourning the parinirvaya 
of Mani. An early example of this comes from the Parthian M5, 
which can be dated to 386: “It was a day of pain and a time of sorrow 

15 Ibid.. p|! 10. 
** Ibid., pm. . 
•’ These t^o hymns by Mar Ammo arc trans. by M. Boyce, The Manichaean Hymn 

Cycles in Parthian (London. 1954); see glossary for examples mentioned in this study 
of words borrowed from Buddhism. Most of the Sanskrit words appearing in Parthian 
Manichaean texts seem to have come via the intermediary of the Gandhari Prakrit 
used*by Buddhism in northwest India and parts of Central Asia. Gcncrat survey of 
Manichaean j*arthian literature by A. Ghilain, Essai sur la Langue Partite, son svsteme 
verbal d'aprh les textes manicheens du turkestan oriental (Louvain, 1939). Sogdian 
came to replace Parthian in Manichaean usage by the seventh century. 
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when thc Apostle of Light went into Parinirvana [prnybr'n].”"1 Utter 
on in the Parthian M1202, composed during thc sixth century in or 
around Balkh, further Buddhist usages can be seen within Manichae- 
ism. The text enumerates the hours of the day and their particular 
yaksa (“guardian”). That term is Indian, following the already estab¬ 
lished Buddhist yaksa catalogs such as thc Mahamayuri that were 
popular in Buddhist circles from the fourth century onward; and 
thc figures are borrowed from the Buddhist lists (c.g., Bis-parn of 
Peshawar is none other than the Buddhist figure of Visvapani). 
Within the later Parthian literature that continued to be used in the 
Tarim basin until the sixth/seventh centuries, a further range of 
Buddhist terms was taken over by Manichaean writers. Consequently 
in Manichaean circles we have terms like byx.i (“to beg," Sanskrit 
bhikfate), Smn (“wanderer," Sanskrit sramatja), Iwg (“level of reality,” 
Sanskrit loka), mwxS (“deliverance," Sanskrit mokfa), sms'r (“shifting, 
material world,” Sanskrit satpsara), pwn ("accumulated merit by 
deeds," Sanskrit pupya), or, in a more mythological vein, Ztnbwdyg 
(Sanskrit Jambudvipa) and Smyr (Sanskrit Sumeru)?0, 

The effect of all this can be seen in a Manichaean piece reminiscent 
of Buddhist literature. The M5815 states: “Now the devout one should 
consider himself as high as the Sumeru mountains.... Thc pure 

^ devout must sit down in pious meditation and he should turn away 
from sin and increase what is pious. In this samsara there is nothing 

f except only the merit and pious deeds that men having knowledge 
j do.” Not surprisingly this Buddhist-like piece is given its Manichaean 
L- anchorage as it continues: “Those who follow me Mar Mani... and 

want the pure and just Elect as leaders, they are thc ones that 
arc saved and find salvation from this samsara and reach eternal 
redemption.”1' Superficially Buddhist modes of spiritual practice 
were all right, as long as they were conducted within the official 
safeguards and correct interpretation of Mani and his later hier¬ 

archical successors. 

IK Asmusscn, p. 57. R. Ort. Mani: A Religlo-Historical Description of llis Personal¬ 
ity (1 cidcn. 1967), pp. 238-43, for this type of parinirvana literature in Manichacisro. 

‘ i* W Henning, trans.. “Two Manichaean Magical Texts. Bulletin of the Sthool of 
Oriental and Africa Judies 12 (1947): 47-57. p. 50. sees this piece as composed m or 

nCM hlost recent studies by N. Sims-WUliams “Indian Elements in. PwtWw and 
Soudian “ in Sorachen des Bmldhismus In Zentralasien. cd. K. Rohrborn and 
WVcenkcr (Wiesbaden, 1983). PP. 132-41; H. Klimkcit. “Colics- und Selbsterfahrung 

•in der gnostisch-buddhistischen Religionsbegegnung Zentralasiens. Zeitschrifl fur 
mSoSZS Geistesgeschichte 35, no. 3 (1983): 236-47. The latter talks about the 

“Buddhisicrung" of Manichaean language. 
Asmusscn. p. 58. 
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This process of adoption and adaptation of suitable Buddhist 
themes was even more clearly shown in China, where Manichaeism 
was formally introduced at the imperial court in 694, only to be 
forcibly repressed afterward in the Confucian reaction of 845 ” From 
this open period for Manichaeism in China comes the Compendium 
of the Doctrines and Styles of the Teaching of Mont, the Buddha of 
Light, which, with its praising of Mam as the "Buddha of Light," 
strikes a forthright note and which was composed in 731 on the order 
of the emperor. In it we find Mani presented in Buddhistic attire: “He 
because of his great compassion opposing the demonic forces and 
personally receiving the pure instructions from the venerable Lord of 
Light became incarnate and is therefore called the Apostle of Light. 
Being most sincere, profoundly intelligent, devoted and firm and 
strong in argument. He is caiied the King of Law of Perfect Wisdom. 
Through emptiness responding to spirituality and holiness, through 
‘bodhi’ beholding the Ultimate. He is caiied Mani, the Buddha, 
of Light."" All the great Mahayana themes are being bandied 
about, like compassion (karu/iu), law (dharmaJ, perfect wisdom 
(prajffBpSramitS), emptiness (Jmyata), tmd insight (bodhi). Indeed 
the Manichaeans managed to turn the Mahayana key concept of 
upSye (“skillful means") to their advantage by describing in this tract 
how Mani had been “for sixty years- teaching skillful means."14 
Naturally a lot Of Manichaean adoptions were easy to use for their 
purposes, since in themselves the terms were neutral in meaning. Thus' 
prajHS (“wisdom") and bodhi (“insight") could be bandied about by 
both Buddhists and Manichaeans, while meaning different things for 
each tradition. Ecclesiastical titles used by the B&dhist hierarchy 
could be used quite casijy by the incoming Manichaeans." At a more 
doctrinal level the various Buddha fields (Buddha-kfetras) could be 
used in connection with the Manichaean views on the various Emana¬ 
tions of* Light, in almost a kind of flexible number game. Using the 
Compendium text we have such a description about Mani: “Being 
clad in* a white robe symbolizes the four pure dharmakayas. His 
occupying the white throne depicts the five vajra-lands.”“ Thus the 

22 Lieu, The Religion of Light. 

„ " “The Compendium of the Doctrines and Styles of the Teachings of Mani. the 
Buddha of Light, trans. W. Halotin and W. Henning. Asia Major 3 (1952): 184-212. 
p» IVO. * . ■ '1 ’ ■■ ■ 

\ PP- 190-91. See M. Pye, Skillful Means. A Concept in Mahayatut (London, 
1978) for its Buddhist context ’ 

25 JL Gamhiot, “Quclqucj termes. techniques Bouddhiques cl ManicMens." Journal 
Astanque (191 l),pp. 49*67. 

2hnT,l? Caml)endi“m • • • * p. 194. For respective Buddhist and Manichaean models, 
see B. Sangharakshita, A Survey of Buddhism, 4th cd. {Bangalore, 1976), pp, 265-8 J; 
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four kdyas (“bodies”) of the Buddha were assimilated to the Mant- 
chaean fourfold Godhead. 

One of the most salient features of Manichaeism was its use of 
light symbolism, for indeed it was the "Religion of Light," to use its 
common Chinese title; and so Mani’s depiction as the "Buddha of 
Light" is highly appropriate according to Manichaean values. It Is not 
surprising therefore to find the Manichaeans keen to find analogous 
light symbolism in Buddhism. That was not difficult to do. The Pali 
Suita Nipata 442 painted a very poetic picture of the Buddha being a 
bringer of light to dispel the darkness of ignorance. In the Mahayana 
texts this luminous terminology is even more prominent The Lotus 
Sutra (chap. 25) so described Avalokiteivara/ Kuan-Yin, while the 
Suvarna-bhasottama Sutra translates in fact as “The Sutra of Golden 
Light." Particularly appropriate for Manichaean adaptation was the 
popular Pure Land tradition within Buddhism. This tradition centered 
around the figure of Amitabha” Buddha, total devotion to whom 
dissolved the selfish ego. Amitabha’s name was in fact formed from 
the epithets amita (“infinite") and bha (“light"); thus it is quite 

i 'natural that light symbolism was used frequently for the description 
of Amitabha’s realm of Sukhavati (literally "Pure Land") in Pure 
Land core texts like the longer and shorter versions of the SukhivSti- 

_vyuha Sutra and the Amitayur-dhyBna Sutra. A comparison of the . 
descriptions of the Buddhist realm of Amitabba and the Manichaean 
realm of light (as, e.g., in the HuwTdagman attributed to Mar Ammo) 
shows close similarities in style. This is not to suppose that these two 
lands of light fulfilled the same roles. The Buddhist realm, while easy 
and restful, was designed so that one couTd press forward without any 
strain to the further goal of Enlightenment; whereas the Manichaean 
realm was where all the liberated souls (particles of light) were 
reunited with the Father of Light The Buddhist realm was at heart 
but an interim, though very enjoyable, stage; while the Manichaean 
realm was the final and proper destination. 

Nevertheless these independent, yet so similar, descriptions were 
noticed by the Manichaeans. Given that they considered the revela¬ 
tion of Mani to be the’fullest and best-preserved one, they could as 

.always appropriate as much as they wanted of-the Buddhist Pure 
Land tradition without the slightest qualms. This is indeed what hap¬ 
pened in *he mq nichiao hsiapu tsan hymns, where a superior Mani- 
chacan understanding is implied about the Pure Land: “1 also petition 
the clean, pure and wonderful Radiance, the new Pure Land ... ajl 

A. Jackson, “The Fourfold Aspect of the Supreme Being in Manichaeism,** Bulletin-of 

the Linguistic Society of Indio 5 {1935): 287-96. 
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?|hc Buddhas and Lohans (Arahants) in the past have all established 
wonderful Laws for the five lights. Now the brave and resolute Mani, 
the venerable Lord, has shown and revealed all about them.”27 As 
®an be seen, the emphasis was on the superiority of the Manichaean 
message, which was both a renewal of older concepts and also one 
jpore suitable for the present time. 

One might be led to think that it was still a rather wholesale and 
indiscriminate attitude of adoption that the Manichacans followed 
toward Buddhist material. This would be false, though, for in fact the 
Manichacans were actually very selective in what they chose to use 
from the Buddhist tradition, although once they decided to use some¬ 
thing they had no hesitation in exploiting it to the full. But as can be 
shown it was a very selective utilization. On the one hand, the Mani- 
chaeans were quite happy to incorporate and emphasize Mahayana 
themes like sunyata and prajhaparamita that were the central plank 
of Nagarjuna’s Madhyamika school of thought, which through that 
wry theme of sunyata claimed to demonstrate the falsity of any 
fundamental differences between nirvana and samsara. Although the 
Manichaeans were happy to take those Madhyamika tools, they did 
not want to take the nondiscriminatory conclusions that struck 
against the very heart of the Manichaean dualism. In this case the 
Manichaeans ignored these uncomfortable Buddhist conclusions and, 

• purloining Buddhist clothes, left behind the Buddhist body. 
Faced with uncomfortable Mahayana Buddhist conclusions, the 

Manichacans were quite ready to use the Hinayana parts for their 
own purposes. This is not too surprising since the Hinayana tradi¬ 
tions (more accurately the Theravada and Sarvastavadin strands) 
tended fo take a more negative stance vis-4-vis matter, the body, and 
the wo^d than did the Mahayana. In consequence a dualistic ring 
came toj be heard in those Hinayana circles, with samsara virtually 
coming .to be contrasted and opposed to nirvana at a deep quasi- 
absolutif level of reality.2* Thematically the disgust expressed in Mar 
Ajnmoj| HuvTdagmSn (4b, 6a) and the Mo ni chiao hsia pu tsan 

(19.27) about the body bring to mind similar-sounding comments in 
sueh Btjddhist works as the Vinaya Pitaka (1.6), Samyutta Nikaya 

(3.66), pTgha-Nikaya (2:314-15), and Dhammapada (147-48). There 
remained within those Theravada texts the proviso that such negative 

i.'?7, kto Ni Chiao Hsia Pu Tsan: The Lower (Second) Section of the Manichaean 
Hymns, Irani. Tsui Chi. Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies II 
(W4J): 174-219, pp. 179, 198 for quote. See J. Pas, “The Meaning of Nicn-fo in the 
Three Pure Und Sutras," Studies in Religion 7 (1978): 403-13, for a Buddhist 
(wrspective. 
Ia Sangharakshita. pp. 231 -43. 
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descriptions were not so much absolute truth but, rather, that they 
pertained to method; that is, the easiest way to break down attach¬ 
ments to the selfish physical ego was through viewing the body as 
foul in such meditative exercises, although in truth the body was not 
something to be either clung to or rejected in the light of the Buddhist 
Middle Way. Such Buddhist provisos were not to restrict the Mani¬ 
chaeans. Explicit confirmation of this selective approach to Buddhist 
material comes in the Manichaean adaptation of Sarvastavadin ele¬ 
ments. Buddhist theory had been that the body was impermanent 
(anicca), being made up of five shifting aggregates called skandhas 

(literally, “heaps”). Within the Hinayana an extended Abhidharma 

system had evolved that had broken these five skandhas into yet 
smaller and smaller little shifting elements. The practical aim was to 
reduce attachments to the body and the selfish ego by showing the 
body to be a series of shifting, interdependent forces. A tendency 
toward overscholastic analysis had crept in, it seems, with the smallest 
elements (dharmas) being considered more or less as static pictures of 
ultimate reality, which fostered at times a somewhat discriminative 
approach, the dangers of which were felt by the Mahayama schools. 
Among those Hinayana groups, the Sarvastavadin school had made 
the most detailed Abhidharma schemata. 

The Manichaean Compendium did claim support from Buddhist 
texts; “The teaching [dharma] expounds the principle of Light thus 
removing the delusion [avidyB] of Darkness; the doctrine explains the 
two natures taking discrimination [between them] for its particular 
method. Thus the Buddhist sutras say ‘If a man foresakes discrimina¬ 
tion he destroys every law*... and again ‘The birds turn to the air, 
game turns to forest and marsh, truth turns to discrimination, the 
Enlightened turns to Nirvana’. Unless one ascertains the principles 
and roots whereto can one turn?”2* These Buddhist.sutra verses quoted 
in support of the Manichaean dualistic‘(two natures) analysis can be 
traced to the Abhidharma-jhana-prasthana. a Sarvastavadin work that 
was brought back by the famous pilgrim Hsuan-tsang to China in 
645. What this shows is Manichaeism ignoring the diverse Mahayana 
sutras that warned against discriminative quasi-dualistic approaches 
and turning where need be to the more scholarly Sarvastavadin texts, 
which employed a more discriminatory approach in their analysis of 
the bodily constituents. Even so the Manichaeans continued to stretch 
the acquired Buddhist concepts further away from their original 
nuances. Discrimination, in its qualified Buddhist sense of “choosing” 
between erroneous and correct views and training, was replaced by 

29 The Compendium_p. 193, insertions by translator. 
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the Manichaean use of discrimination to imply dualistic analysis 
between totally opposed aspects, that is, the two principles or natures 
of light/darkness manifested, as well as spirit/matter or soul/ body. As 
with previous examples the Manichaeans used the existing Buddhist 
material extensively and imaginatively, yet without losing sight of the 
Manichaean message that was to be conveyed. 

In all of these regions, from India through the east Iranian zones of 
Central Asia to China itself, Manichaeans were always an incoming 
minority responding to a larger well-established Buddhist tradition 
that over the centuries had often enjoyed favored treatment from 
local rulers. However, the relative positiohs of power, Buddhist 
and Manichaean, were cframatically changed in the eighth century. 
Sogdian merchants and missionaries' had spread the Manichaean 
message during the late seventh century, not only into China but also 
farther afield in the Altaic areas of Central Asia that were coming to 
be dominated by Turkish groups. Among these groups the Uighurs 
were prominent, establishing a powerful empire from their capita! 
Oidu Balia (in present-day northern Mongolia). A signal event took 
place in 762 when the Uighur emperor, suppressing on behalf of the 
Tang emperor a revolt at Lo-yang'in northern China, met some 
Manichaean missionaries and was converted to that faith by them. ' “ 
On his return to Ordu Baliq he took four Manichaean officials back 
with him and proclaimed Manichaeism to be the official religion of 
his empire, which dominated Central Asia. For the first (and only) 
time, under the Uighurs, the Manichaeans were to be the favored 
official religion. Although the Uighur empire based in Mongolia was 
to be shattered in 840 by the Kirghiz nomads, some of the Uighur 
managed to reconstitute a kingdom around Turfan (north Tarim 
basin) that lasted until the thirteenth century and that provided a 
continuing sympathetic milieu for the Manichaeans. In these Turkish 
areas Buddhism was a well-established tradition, and so it is interest¬ 
ing to consider how (from its position of “power’*) Manichaeism 
responded to Buddhism in that Uighur setting. Some of this process 
of response is illuminated by Manichpean artistic material from the f 
ninth to the twelfth centuries found in the Turfan oasis. This supple- '■ 
ments and amplifies the indications found in Manichaean texts. 

An early source for discerning Manichaean responses to Buddhism. ‘ r 
in this slightly different Turkish setting, comes from the well-known 
inscription from Kara-balghasun that was composed around 8IS (in 
Turkish. Chinese, and Sogdian) and that told the story of the intro- \r 
duction of Manichaeism into the Uighur Empire. The words of Bogu | 
Khan, the Uighur emperor who was converted-in 762, are particularly § 
striking in the inscription: “Formerly I was unknowing and 1 called §■/ 

the demons ‘Buddha’, now 1 have understood the true [law] and can 
no longer serve [these false gods].... All images of demons, sculp¬ 
tures and paintings should be destroyed by fire; all those who vener¬ 
ate genii and fall de wn before them should [repent] and the Religion 
of Light be accepted.”10 If we read this at face value, Manichaeism 
when given its chance was displaying the same intolerance as it .had 
suffered in the Roman and Sasanian Empires. It remains an open 
question how far this initial order by Bogu Khan was actually put 
into effect and whether it was taken on his own initiative (for political 
reasons?) or at the urgings of the now-established Manichaean liier- 
archy at court. Concerning Buddhism, the Manichaeans could claim. 
that although Shakyamuni Buddha had indeed been a previous 
Messenger of Light, later Buddhists had corrupted and/or misunder¬ 
stood his message and so were in need of. correction (forcibly if the 
chance arose?) by the later Manichaeans. The paradoxical situation 
could arise, and is perhaps being described above, in which Buddhist 
“Buddhas" could be rejected as demonic, tainted idols and only 
assimilated Manichaean “Buddhas" accepted. 

Unfortunately, there is not very much information on internal reli¬ 
gious relations within the U ighur Empire. A greater range of material 
has come from the Turfan area, where the somewhat chastened Uighur '. 
remnants maintained their kingdom following the collapse of the 
empire in 840. Buddhism was even more well established in the Tarim 
basin than it had been in the former Uighur heartland in Mongolia. 
Consequently, the need for Manichaeans to come to some sort of 
terms was even greater. Many of the responses to Buddhism followed 
patterns similar to those already seen in Parthian, Sogdian, and Chi¬ 
nese circles, with adoptions and adaptations being made of suitable 
Buddhist material. It is no surprise to read Uighur texts talking about 
“my father Mani, the Buddha (burxan)” or about “the father of our 
souls, divine Mani Buddha.nl> For this reason it is difficult to know 
whether figures in the art found at Turfan portray ShakyamJni or 
another Buddha from the Buddhist tradition, or Mani, the most recent 
“Buddha of Light" from the Manichaean tradition.12 The preexisting 
Buddhist terminology was maintained but changed into Manichaean 
usage (c.g., the Manichaean “law” in the Khvastvanift 4.B). This sort 

30 Translated in H. Klimkeit. “Manichaean Kingship: Gnosis at Home in the World." 
Rumen 29 (1982): 17-32. p. 21. See also U Marazzi. "Alcuni problem! relativi alia 
diffusione del Manicheismo presso i Turchi nei secoli VIII—IX,’* Atutali deU'htituto 
Orientate di Napoli 39 (1979): 239-52. • 

31 Translated, respectively, in Klimkeit, Manichaean Art and Calligraphy (n. 12 
above), p. 40; Asmussen (n. I above), p. 51. 

3J Klimkeit. Manichaean Art and Calligraphy, p. 40, fig. 30. 
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of linguistic adoption, which has already been dealt with in connec¬ 
tion with the Parthian and Chinese material, need not delay us further. 

artistically the Manichaean material found at Turfan com¬ 
plements this established linguistic pattern. Particular motifs make 
thtgr. way from the Buddhist world into that of the Manichaeans. 
Manichaean high electi appear seated on lotus thrones or, as in other 
picW«s, with hands in the specific vitarka mucira teaching position 
employed by established Buddhist artists.” However, the teaching 
being given by the electi was that of Mani! Despite these clear artistic 
and literary adoptions from Buddhism, Manichaeism did not lose its 
own particular thrust. It seems probable that the popular confessional 
texts used by Manichaeans in Central Asia were indeed taken from 
the earlier existing Buddhist genre.54 But, as the Khvastvanift shows, 
they wpre used to teach "the two principles... the light principle... 
the dark principle" (8.A) that was at the core of Manichaeism.55 

A Manichaean text from Koco, dated from the ninth century, even 
mentions a false and a true Maitreya: “Maitreya on the earth [Mitrii 

yiruza]. The sign and vehicle of this son of demons will be a bull. He 
Will;be capable of every kind of trickery, ruse and magic. But Maitreya 
Buddha {Mitrii burxan], the son of God, will come and say, ‘1 am the 
true son of God.’ On that occasion, there will be a cliritac. an elu [i.e., 
high electus). This ilu will believe in the holy buddha and his sal¬ 
vation; the false Maitreya, the son of demons, will then speak to 
that Hu.”* As always it was Mani and his successors, the high electi 

M Ibid., pp. 34, 3$, illustrations 2!, 22. 
M As demonstrated by J. Asmusscn, X“astvanift: Studies in Manichaeism (Copen¬ 

hagen, 1965). pp. 253-58. Ironically, later Manichaean influences have been traced in 
Buddhist confessional literature and other texts like the Sakiz Yukmak and Maitrisimit 
from Uighif Buddhist circles in eight and ninth centuries; sec H. Klimkcit, “Mani- 
chaische und buddhistischc Bcichtformcln a us Turfan,** Zcitschrift fur Religions* und 
Geistesgeschichte 29. no. 3 (1977): 193-228, and Manichaean Art and Calligraphy. 
p. 33. for SakizYukmak sutra. Manichaean artistic themes also seem to have entered 
Buddhism. Se^H. Klimkeit, "Vairocana und das Uchtkreux: Manichaischc Elemente 
indcr Kunst von Alchi [West Tibet],** Zentralasiatische Studien 13 (1979): 357-99. and 
Manichaean Art and Calligraphy. pp. 32-33, illustrations 16 (from Kizil) and 17-20 
(fro^ Alchi). interesting r6sum6 of research on Buddhist-Manichaean interactions by 

-Bouddhtsmc ct Manichdismc: Lcs Etapcs d*unc recherche,** in indianisme et 
Boiiddhisme: MManges offerts a Mgr. Etienne Lamottie (Louvain, 1980), pp. 281-95. 

35 Translated by J. Asmusscn, Manichaean Literature (n. 1 above), p. 73. 
^Tt^insiated by W. Baruch, "Maitreya d*aprts les sources dc Scrindc,** Revue de 

fhisidtre des religions 132 (1948): 67-92. 77-78. It must be said that this is a somewhat 
OUtibus text, for Mitrii* sign and the vehicle of the bull evoke the Iranian god Mithra 
who was integrated into Manichaeism. rather than the Buddhist Maitreya who was 
algo used as we have already seen by Manichaeans. Nevertheless, this figure is called 
Mitrii burxan. i.e., Mitrii the Buddha, which is why Baruch takes him to be Maitreya. 
T1«J Unportant point is the fact that the Manichaeans fell able to discriminate between 
%^ruc (Manichaean interpreted) and false (non-Manichacan. interpreted?) figure of 
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of the Manichaean church, who were the ones capable of distinguish¬ 
ing between the true and the false. Did this attitude just express itseff 
through Manichaean literature, through its selective adoptions and 
adaptations; or was it also translated into direct physical action 
against other traditions that maintained their independence outside 
the Manichaean tradition, as seems to be indicated by the inscription 
from Kara-balghasun that was discussed earlier? The indications 
available to us seem to suggest the former. In 982 an envoy, Yang 
ycn-tc, sent by the Chinese court to the Uighur ruler Arslan, noticed 
at the Uighur center of Turfan some fifty Buddhist convents dating 
from the time of the T’ar.g dynasty together with a library of Chinese 
Buddhist texts. He also described a shrine to Mani (Ma-ni~ssu) 

“attended by Persian priests who carefully observe their particular 
regulations and declare the Buddhist books as heretical.”37 Yang 
yen-te’s observations show that, after a century and a half of Mani¬ 
chaean dominance in Uighur political circles, Buddhism was still 
numerically strong. This suggests that there had indeed been no direct 
Manichaean persecution of its Buddhist rival. Furthermore Yang 
yen-te’s brief words are important for showing current Manichaean 
attitudes toward Buddhism, which were that Buddhism had indeed 
some truth but that through misunderstanding and corruptions it had 
then diverged from the path taught by Shakyamuni Buddha, the 
Messenger of Light, and so had lapsed into heresy, unable to accept 
thereafter the renewal offered by Mani. As usual it was the Mani¬ 
chaean electi who were able to sort the wheat from the chaff in the 
various traditions encountered. From a Manichaean perspective the 
Buddhists were indeed tinged with heresy, for they had diverged and 
lapsed from the previously pure message brought by Sahkyamuni 
Buddha, which was the same as that later one brought by the equally 
enlightened Mani. 

Manichaeans continued to live alongside Buddhists in Central Asia 
until the coming of Islam, and their own internal decline resulted in a 
Manichaean disappearance by the thirteenth or fourteenth century. In 
China, Manichaeans and Buddhists had both been proscribed in 845. 
Whereas this situation lasted only a few years for Buddhism, for the 

Mitrii. a discrimination that could be applied to any encountered figure and that recalls 
the true and false Buddhas mentioned on the Uighur Manichaean inscription of 
Kara-balghasun. 

37 Translated by M. A. Stein, Innermost Asia (Oxford, 1926), p. 582, though some 
scholars like Pclliot have given this piece the sense that it was the Buddhists who 
considered the Manichaeans to be heretical. Be that as it may, both religions in their 
outward appearances would have appeared very similar due to the extensive Mani¬ 
chaean usages from Buddhism. 
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next centuries this was to be the continuing fate for the now "hard- 
pressed Manichaean community* which* although uprooted from 
northern China* did manageto maintain itself semiclandestinely in 
southern China,31 The Manichaean propensity selectively to adopt 
suitable Buddhist themes was also maintained. The coming of the 
Mongol Yuan dynasty (1260-1368) may have eased the pressures on 
the surviving Manichaean cells in southern China, and it is from the 
Yuan period that a Manichaean temple survived at Ch’uan-couch 
(medieval Zaiton) on the Fukien coast Its outside was like an ordinary 
Buddhist temple, but the Buddha statue was un-Buddhist in its iconog¬ 
raphy. Its identity is clear, though, by the revealing dedicatory inscrip¬ 
tion in stone that was later placed at the entrance to the temple: 

Mani, the Buddha of Light, 
the most pure light, 
the great and powerful wisdom, 
the highest and unsurpassable truth. 
Inscribed in the ninth month of the Chih-ch’ou 
year of the Chcng-tung period [I445].,f 

Such language is the type used by early Manichaeans in China, as we 
have most dearly seen in the Compendium of 731. After 700 years 
alongside their more numerous Buddhist neighbors in China, the 
Manichacans were still following this selective, adoptive approach. By 
this time the political climate had turned against the Manichaeans 
again, and under the Ming dynasty (1368-1644) they were proscribed 
once more. Nevertheless, there are indications that the Manichaean 
temple continued to function until the early seventeenth century.40 By 
this late stage, with the ecclesiastical hierarchy more and more attenu¬ 
ated, the Manichaean message did start to be affected at its core by 
Buddhist and especially Taoist concepts. So it whs that Manichaeism 
finally disappeared from China, merging with some of the messianic 
secret societies that flourished in the seventeenth century, such as the 
Red Turban sect that preached the return of the Prince of Light (the 
tiling wang)*' Ironically the Manichaean temple at Ch’uan-couch 
passed into its present Buddhist usage. 

38 S. Lieu. "Polemics against Manichaeism as a Subversive Cult in Sung China 
(a.d. c. 960-c. 1200),” Bulletin of the John Rowlands University library of Manches¬ 
ter 62. no. ! (1979): 132-67. 

39 S. Lieu, "Ncstorians and Manichaeans on the South China Coast," Vigiiae Chris- 
tianae 34, no. i (1980): 71-88, 81, for inscription. 

40 See ibid., pp. 87-88, for a translation of the account by Ho Chiao-Yuan in the 
early seventeenth century. 

41 J. Langlois and S. k*o-K*uan, "Three Teachings Syncrcticism and the Thought of 
Ming T ai-tsu,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 43, no. I (1983): 97-139. 
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i What has been shown in this long chronological span is that over 

the centuries, in east Iranian, Chinese, and Turkish circles, Manichae¬ 
ism had been able to maintain its distinctive message, while at the 
same time making maximum use of the external Buddhist trappings 
that were available. Unity within the far-flung Manichaean community 
was maintained, with Mani’s own composition of the seven canonical 
"living books" being the cohesive and authoritative doctrinal bond 
for these Manichaean groups spread from the shores of the Atlantic 

; to the shores of the South China Sea. The simple yet forceful dualis- 
| tic analysis was preserved, although it was presented in rich detail 

according to the preexisting cultural and religious background of 
! local areas. Consequently the Manichaeans were able to present their 
\ own spiritual message through a Buddhist medium, secure in their 

own minds that they had the fullest revelation as given by Manl To !usc the already quoted Kaphalaia, "bits” of recorded Buddhist wisdom 
could be used without scruple within the superior "totality" of Mam- 
chsean wisdom. Shakyamuni Buddha could be, and was, accepted 

£ without having to accept actual Buddhist doctrine that did not agree 
| with Mani’s analysis. Such a policy was outrageous for Buddhism, as 
| . can be seen in its literature, but according to Manichaean premises it 
t Vi uS u'u'itc proper, 

I' 
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Over the yearn liistorians of religion have shown surprisingly little 
interest in comparative religious ethics. Recently, however, the 
topic nas begun to receive mention in writings produced by schol* 
are in the field. For example, Ninian Smartj.in a recent paper de- > 
voted to identifying research priorities for the future of the in¬ 

discipline, has singled out the area of comparative ethics for 
special mention.1 Moreover, several historians of religion have 
begun to address themselves to some of the methodological and .yi 
substantive issues that are involved in doing comparative ethical " 
research. . •. ; . 

Within the past year a debate has developed between two groups 
.of scholars interested in comparing different expressions of reli- 

Thi» paper was originally presented as an inaugural' lecture at the Divinity 
School of the University of Chicago, and much of the oral style has been retained, 
However, -tho paper has been revised in the tight of.oocjmenta and suggestions 
from a number of colleagues, including Charles'Keyss, Lee Yoarley, Donald 
Swoaror, and Jay Kim. Iani especially indebted to Bomanl McGinn for valuable 
contributions thot hovo been incorporated into the! discussion of Christianity. 

* Ninian Smart, “History of Religions,” Bulletin of the Council on the Study of. 
Religion 10, no. 3 (Juno 1979): 73. " * 
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gious ethics. As James Childress has pointed out in the lead edi¬ 
torial in tho spring 1079 issue of the Journal of Religious Ethics, 
this debate has developed essentially along disciplinary lines. One 
side lias been manned' by philosophically oriented scholars who 
have bad their primary academio training in western studies. The 
other ride has been constituted by historians of religion who have . 
done &eir primary research in relation to nonwestem traditions. 

Up>to this point, as Childress’s editorial makes dear, the debate 
has proceeded in a rather uneven way. The lead has been taken by 
thoso with a philosophical orientation—most notably by David 
Little and Sumner Twiss in their recent book, Comparative Reli¬ 
gious Ethics? In this carefully conceived and highly responsible 
work. Little and Twiss have set forth their own philosophical 
method; they have illustrated that method through case studies 
in Navajo thought, in the Gospel of Matthew, and in tho Ther- 
avada Buddhist scriptures. In the face of this pioneering effort, 
several historians of religion have mounted a series of critical re¬ 
sponses. Thioy have challenged both the adequacy of the approach 
and the substantive validity and usefulness of the comparisons 
(hot have been made. 

However, if the incipient discussion concerning comparative 
religious ethics is to be carried forward in a truly areotive way, 
those who represent the history of religions side of the debate can¬ 
not rest content with the kind of methodological critiques that 
have been formulated thus far. Such critiques are needed, but they 
are certainly not enough. Nor can they rest content with tire kind 
of specialized scholarship that discredits, on particularistic 
grounds, some of the more problematic comparative theses that 
havo been proposed. Again, this kind of critically oriented scholar¬ 
ship is necessary, but it is by no means sufficient. Rather, histo¬ 
rians of religion must take the further and much more challenging 
step of generating, within the parameters of their own discipline, 
their own truly comparative insights. 

A HISTORY OF RELIGIONS APPROACH 

In this paper I will begin, at least, to take up this challenge. In 
H' order to do so I will present the preliminary results of a project 

8 David Littlo and Sumnor Twiss, Comparative Religious Ethics (Now York: 
£ Harper & Row, 1978). Another recent book which approaches tho subject philo¬ 

sophically, though in a very different way, is Ronald Green’s Religious Reason: 
The Rational and Moral Basis of Religious Belief (Now York: Oxford University 

£ ~ Press, 1978). 
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fill 
designed to generate a variety of religiohistorical comparisons be¬ 
tween certain aspects of Christian and Buddhist ethics. In the 
Christian context I will focus attention on the classical tradition 
that developed in the premodern West. In the Buddhist context I 
will concentrate on the Theravada tradition that developed in 
India and premodern Sri Lanka. 

Since there are few religiohistorical precedents for work in com¬ 
parative religious ethics, it will be useful to begin by considering 
a fo\v basic methodological points. But rather than treating these 
points abstractly, I will simply mention five main stages or aspects 
of the procedure I have followed. I do not claim that these stages 
or aspects must necessarily characterize every religiohistorical ap¬ 
proach to the study of comparative religious ethics. But I do con¬ 
tend that, taken as a whole, they provide a framework for one kind 
of religibhistorical investigation that can yield valid and inter¬ 
esting results. 

The first phase or aspect of this approach involves acquiring a 
holistic understanding of the two religions that are the bearers of 
the ethical perspectives to be compared. At first glance the attempt 
to acquire such a holistic understanding would seem to be such an 
obvious prerequisite for further research that to mention it would 
be superflous. However, it is necessary to make the point explicit, 
since the recognition of its importance does seem to differentiate 
historians of'religion from many of our more philosophically ori- 
ented colleagues. 

The iecond phase or aspect of the approach involves a focusing 
of attention on the specifically ethical dimensions of the two reli¬ 
gions being studied. More specifically, this means carrying out a 
preliminary survey of the whole range of normative modes of 
ad^q that arc considered by each tradition to be relevant to 
proper morality or to the proper maintenance or improvement of 
the social order. 

fllC third phase or aspect of the procedure involves the identi¬ 
fication of a central rcligioethical pattern that plays a prominent 
role in the life of both traditions. Clearly, a full-scale comparative 
interpretation would require the identification of a number of such 
patterns, and the pursuit of a number of correlated studies. 
Nevertheless, if a truly central pattern can bo discovered, a single 
comparative study can yield highly significant results. 

fourth phase or aspect of the procedure involves investi¬ 
gating the substantive similarities and differences between the 
ways that the common pattern has been articulated in the two 
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different religious contexts. This is a delicate enterprise that re¬ 
quires careful attention to the texts and practices of both tradi¬ 
tions. Moreover, it requires a series of interpretative judgments 
concerning the fundamental character of the orientations which 
these texts and practices express. 

The fifth and final phase or aspect involves a comparison of the 
ways in which the different expressions of the pattern have ac¬ 
tually functioned in the life of the two religious communities. This 
last phase is not, let me emphasize, simply an addendum that is 
tacked on to the comparative program in order to assuage a his¬ 
torian of religion’s ovcractive sociological conscience. Rather, as I 
hope to demonstrate as the paper proceeds, it opens the way 
for the most interesting and far-reaching kinds of comparative 
insights. 

In the discussion that follows I have chosen to bypass any dis¬ 
cussion of the first two, essentially preliminary stages in the process 
I have outlined, and to focus directly on the three phases that arc : 
explicitly comparative in character. First, I will argue that there • 
is a specifically religioethical pattern of contrasting modes of ac¬ 
tion that plays a central role both in classical Christianity and in 
traditional Theravada Buddhism. Second, I will argue that there 
are important similarities and equally important differences in the 
characteristic ways this pattern has been articulated by Christians 
and by Theravadins. Third, I will contend that there are major 
similarities and differences in what I call the “social location” of 
this pattern within the two traditions, and that the differences 
that are involved have had profound ecclessiastical and societal 
implications. 

CONTRASTING MODES OF ACTION: THE COMMON PATTERN 

A striking fact that emerges from even the most preliminary study 
of classical Christianity and traditional Theravada Buddhism is 
that in both cases a very fundamental and pervasive distinction 
has been made between two contrasting modes of human action. 
Within the Christian context, this pattern of contrasting modes of 
action has been expressed in a variety of different formulations, 
each conveying its own particular set of emphases and connota¬ 
tions. Christians have contrasted actions characteristic of the king¬ 
doms of this world with actions associated with the kingdom of 
God. They have contrasted actions that take place within the 
this-worldly realm of sin, bondage, and death with actions that 
take place within the supraworldly realm of freedom and fulfillment 
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established through tho life, death, and resurrection of Jesus 
Christ. They have consisted the activity that characterizes the 
natural life lived by those who stand apart from the reconciling 
activity of God with the lifo under grace lived by those who have 
been reconciled through faith. Christians have never ceased to 
debate about the procisb moaning and significance of these con¬ 
trasts, but even those \ rho have sought to minimize them have 
felt the need to take them seriously into account. 1 

Turning from the Chri stian to the Theravada Buddhist context, 
wc find that this pattern of contrasting modes of action appears in 
an equally central position. Theravadins have persistently distin- 

' guished actions associated with the °Smsaric realm of rebirth and 
suffering from actions associated with the Nibbanio experience of 
relcaso and freedom. They have clearly differentiated the life of 

i' guished actions associates 
suffering from actions as^ 
relcaso and freedom. Th< I s/>( release anu ireeaom. xnmy nave uieuriy luucrouuawu um 

Y l\ karmic activity that generates wordly punishments and rewards 
,from the life of path action that was discovered, exemplified, and 

| taught by the Buddha, And they have drawn a dear boundary 
! line between the actions ofi tbis-worldly beings who remain caught 

'V | up in the continuing rouAd of karmic existence and the supra- 
C_' worldly activity of the jioblo beings who constitute the elite 
’/[community of Theravada saints. Again, both Theravadins and 

Budahologists have argued about the character and implications 
of these contrasts, bit[EKerol presence at the very heart of Thera* 
vada teaching and spirituality, has seldom been seriously disputed, 

p The commonality orchis pattern of contrasting modes of action 
s j extends far. beyond the sifbple presenceof these bado structural 

• as well. Consider, for example, the common characteristics that 
If both traditions have associated with this-worldly action mid the 

i?tmodo of this-worldly existence that it generates. In both eases 
this-worldly action has been understood to be action that is 
grounded m assertions of the human will that arise from and rein¬ 
force a false sense of selfhood and self-interest. Moreover,’both 
traditions recognize that this-worldly action includes some types 
of action that are, from a religious and ethical’perspective, rela¬ 
tively positive; and they both recognize that thereare other forms '* 
of this-worldly action that must be totally condemned. In this/ 
regard Christians have developed ccncu^lions of a so-called natural ’ 
religion and natural law that are accessible even to thoso who do 
not transcend the limits of this-worldly existence; and in so doing 
they have established a basis for distinguishing this-worldly acti¬ 
vities that are relatively good from those that are truly evil in 
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character.3 In a similar way the Theravadins have maintained 
that there is a law of karmic retribution that regulates this-worldly 
activity jin accordance with religious and moral values. Thus, 
the Thcri^ idins have insisted that this-worldly actions that are 
religiously arid morally good (that is to say, those that involve a #r( 
minimum of delusion, grasping, and hatred) inexorably generate J fa 
results that are pleasant both for the individual and his society.*/ 
And they < havo also insisted that thri-worldly actions that ore 
religiously and morally evil (that is to say, those that involve 
greater components of delusion, grasping, and hatred) generate, 
with equal certainty, results that are unpleasant and painful for 
the individual and for society. Within both the Christian commu¬ 
nity and the Theravada community there have been major dis¬ 
agreements concerning the importance that should be attached to 
the distinction between the relatively positive mid the totally. 
negative forms of this-worldly activity. However, there ace two 
points that must be emphasized. The first is that the mainstream 
interpreters within both traditions have clearly and forcefully 
differentiated between more and less acceptable forms of this- 
wprldly activity. The second is that the major interpreters in bothp 
traditions have been virtually unanimous in the judgment that p 

£•: all this-worldly actions are intrinsically faulted and that they are, 
therefore, incapable of satisfying human beings’ longings for a sal¬ 
vation that is truly ultimate and final. .—1 

The commonality of the pattern of contrasting modes of action •- 
that appeared within Christianity and Theravada Buddhism is' .< 
further illustrated by the similarities that characterize the way ^ 

' Christians and Theravadins have understood the transition from 
this-worldly to supraworldly activity. In both cases it has been /H 

'strongly affirmed that the transition is one .that cannot bo ^ 
effected through any simple or ordinary exercise of tire human 
will. Though both Christians and Theravadins have agreed 

; that human beings are able to exercise their wills in such a 
- way that they can accomplish certain religions and moral goals 
/within the realm of this-worldly existence, they have both 

* In tho course of Christian history tho notions of natural religion, natural law, 
and natural virtues havo playod a major roW not only in the interpret-lien and 

:j\, evaluation of ethical activity outside the church, but also in the formulation of 
specifically Christian othics. This history forms one of the loitmotifs of Ernest 

. Trooltsch’a groat work, Tlte Social Teachings oj the Christian Churches ([London: 
Longmans, Groon & Co., 1031], vol. 1) and is treated from a quite different por- 

' spectivo in Loo Yearley’s doctoral dissertation on “Natural and Super-natural 
Activity in tho Tradition Represented by St. Thomas and Cardinal Newman” 
(Ph.D. t^iss.. University of Chicago, I960). 
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affirmed that this kind of willful action—because it is bound 
up?^th a false sense of selfhood and self-interest—cannot 
poshly accomplish the transition that leads to the highest 
leiefc of religious and ethical attainment. To put the same 

\ pojut more positively, Christians and Thcravadins have shared 
| a common recognition that the transition from this-worldly 
| adtivity to life in the kingdom or to life on the path necessarily 

involves a truly radical restructuring of human motivation and 
action* They have-agreed that false notions of selfhood and the 
kind of willful action that accompanies them must be transcended 
and that radically new sources and styles of action must be called 
into play. And—what is especially interesting to historians of re¬ 
ligion—the adherents of the two religions have conveyed the ex¬ 
pedience and meaning of this radical restructuring through the use 
of Very similar patterns of imagery and symbolism. In Christianity 
the dominant images images used to describe this transformation 
have been those of restoring the image of God distorted or de¬ 
stroyed by the fall, of dying and rising with Christ, and of being 
reborn in Christ. In Theravada Buddhism, the dominant images 
that have been used to describe the transformation have been 
those of renunciation and enlightenment following the example of 
tile Buddha, of attaining the “spotless eye of truth/* and of 
“changing one’s lineage” so that one enters into the heritage of 
the Buddha and others who have practiced the path. 

The substantive commonality of the pattern of contrasting 
mpdes of action in Christianity and Theravada Buddhism is still 
further illustrated by the similarities which characterize the high¬ 
est levels of Christian and Theravada attainment. Both traditions 
hive described the highest, supraworldly level of religious and 
ethical activity as one in which the basic wcllsprings of human 
deftfishness and willfulness have been definitively overcome. This 

| ifiltdti in either case, taken to imply that complete perfection or a 
I dbthpictc experience of religious realization has necessarily been 

1 attained. Christians have always recognized that those who have 
j been reborn in Clirist must still contend with their natural self, 

vrhibh remains subject to the temptations of pride, avarice, and 
the like. Similarly, Thcravadins have always recognized that most 
df those who have undergone a change of lineage and become noble 
beings must still deal with the remnants of grasping and hatred 
that persist from their karmic past. Nevertheless, both traditions 
have insisted that those who have become involved in supra¬ 
worldly activity have made a decisive entry into a propess of 
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sanctification through which remaining imperfections will cer¬ 
tainly be removed, in which the highest virtues can be effectually 
cultivated, and through which ultimate and final salvation is 
assured. 

THE COMMON PATTERN: A SECOND LOOK 

Having identified and at least briefly described the pattern of con¬ 
trasting modes of action as it has appeared in classical Christianity 
and traditional Theravada Buddhism, it is now possible to move 
on to the second major phase or aspect of our task—namely, the 
investigation of the various ways in which the Christian and Thera- 
vadin expressions of that pattern diverge. In order to pursue this 
very important aspect of our comparative enterprise it will bo 
necessary to take a second look at the Christian and Theravada 
understanding of the nature of this-worldly activity, their characr 
terizations of the transformation through which this-worldly activ¬ 
ity can be transcended, and their conception of the dynamics of 
supraworldly attainment. 

Within the Christian tradition the understanding of the sources, 
the forms, and the binding force of this-worldly activity has been 
closely intertwined with Christian conceptions of God and his re¬ 
lationship to human beings. Among''Christians the sclf-ccnt6red- 
ncss and willfulness that characterize this-worldly action have . 
been seen to be both the cause and the effect of human beings* 
rebelliousness against their creator and their resistance to his will. 
Thus, the most negative and destructive forms of this-worldly 
activity have been identified as those that derive froin or contri¬ 
bute to situations in which human sinfulness has severed oven tho 
last remnants of a proper relationship between human beings and 
the God who is the source of their being. The relatively positive 
forms of this-worldjy activity have been identified as those that 
derive from or contribute to the preservation or cultivation of 
certain remnants of a proper understanding and acceptance of tho 

; divine will—as it is expressed, for example, in the natural law, in 
the intimations of conscience, or tho liko. Moreover, the inability 
of human beings to make any unaided breakthrough beyond tho 

f limitations of this-worldly activity has been associated with their 
/ inability to offer, on their own behalf, the kind of compensation 
;j that would be necessary in order to restore a proper relationship 
£ between themselves and their creator. 
£■■ Quite naturally Christians have closely correlated their concep- 
* tion of the nature of this-worldly activity with their understanding 
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of the religious and ethical transformation that leads beyond it. ;tj 
Through the forgiving and reconciling activity accomplished in the M 
life and work of Jesus Christ a proper relationship between God 
and humanity has, according to the Christian Gospel, been reestab¬ 
lished. And through a responding act of faith and love human 
beings ore able to experience that forgiveness and reconciliation, ■*! 
and to bo reborn into a new life of fellowship with him. i hardly 
need to emphasize that the exact formulation of the interplay 
between tho forgiving action of God in Christ and the human re¬ 
sponse of faith and love has been a continuing source of contro¬ 
versy among Christian theologians, ethicists,. and churchmen 
tlurough tho centuries. However, the basic Christian conviction 
that both divine initiative and human response are necessary in 
order to effect tho transition from this-worldly activity to supra- 
worldly activity has provided tho common ground from which 
these debates have all proceeded. 

These same basic themes appear once again in the Christian 
notion of supraworidly activity and the process of sanctification. 
Within the Christian context the life of supraworidly action is a 
new life in Christ in which a proper relationship with God has been 
restored; it is, in other words, a life in which human beings enjoy . |j 
an active fellowship with their creator in his various poivouao as 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. It is a life in which God's grace and 
forgiveness are continually experienced and reexperienoed. It is. 1 
a life in which there is a divinely supported arid ever-deepening^ 
struggle to root out the remnants of sinful rebelliousness and .self- ; || 
ccnteredncss. It is a life in which the Qod-willed and Christ- ^ 
exemplified virtues, such as faith, hope, and love, aro cultivated. 
and expressed both through spiritual discipline'knd moral action, 
It is a life which has, as its constant accomponiment and final goal, 
a vision of the Triune Diety in all of its mystery and splendor. 

When wo turn our attention from the Christian to the Theravada*j| 
variant of tho pattern of contrasting modes of aetjon, the differ-^ 
cnccs are significant, and they appear at every level! Thus, within , 
the Thcravada context the sources, the forms, and the. limiting: 
force of this-worldly action are definitely not associated with any! ‘ 
kind of broken relationship with a creator God, or with any kind! 
of human rebelliousness. On the contrary, Theravadins have loca¬ 
ted the sources of ordinary human willfulness in the delusion that-4,.^ 
there is some kind of self at the core of the human person,, with the j 
grasping after conditioned objects and goals that this delusion11; 
initiates and encourages, and with the hatred toward other sentient '3 

bftingn that.this grasping inevitably generates. The most negative 
and! destructive expressions of this-worldly existence (that is to 
say, the one^ that generate the most negative karmic results for 
the individual and for society) ore, therefore, taken to be those in 
which the delusion of selfhood, tho grasping after conditioned ob¬ 
jects and goals, and hatred toward other sentient beings are the 
ims prominent and ore given the freest reign. Likewise, the most 
positive forms of this-worldly activity (for example, adherence to 
the moral precepts, venerating the Buddha, and the practice Of 
meditation) are those in and through which delusion, giasping, 
and hatred ore most effectively minimized and kept under control. 
Following this same line, Theravadins have affirmed that it is the 
inability ,of ordinary human beings to overcome the triple bonds' 
of delusion, grasping, and hatred that keeps them continually im¬ 
prisoned within tho unsatisfying cycle of karmic rebirth and retri- 

. button. 
~ Given the Theravadins' conception of tho baric sources and 

character of this-worldly cxistonco, it is quite obvious that their 
understanding of the transition to a supraworidly mode of activity 

Iffcan have no tiling to do with divine forgiveness or any kind of God- 
reentered conception of faith. Bather, Theravada Buddhists, in 

their version of the way that the bondage of self-centered and 
-willful notion can be transcended, have emphasized the pivotal 

utde, not of faith, but of a visionary inright into the nature of 
^phenomenal reality; more specifically, they have emphasized the 
frole of visionary insight into the absence of any kind of self and 
ontorihe impermanent character of all conditioned objectsorgoals. 
;It was tho attainment of this kind of visionary insight concerning 
! the selflessness and impermanence of reality that marked—ao- 
0oording to, the authoritative Theravada accounts—the Buddha's 
&own transition from this-worldly, karmie activity to the practice 
»/of the path. And it has been this same visionary inright that has 
^provided—according to the Theravada scriptures and commen- 

! taries—the basis for tho change of lineage through which others 
have experienced the same transformation from samsario bondage 

tto Nibbanio freedom. 
-From all of this it naturally follows that the Theravada con- 

peeption of supraworidly action is far removed from any notions of 
cLjyine grace or communion with a deity.4 On the contrary, Thera- 

:p 4 This may bo on appropriate point to highlight the difToroheo between the kind 
% of comparative approach I have adopted and that recontly employed by Makinda 
*/>. Palihawadand in his oxcollont article on the question, “Is There a Thoravada Idea 

of GracoT” in Christian Faith in a Religiously Plural World, od. Donald G, Dawe 

(d 
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vadins have identified supraworldly action with the practice of the 
path that leads to Nibbana. According to the Theravada view, the 
practice of this path is an effort, on the part of noble beings who 
h^ve already attained a visionary insight into the truths of 
selflessness and impermanence, to realize the full fruits of this 
insight through the further discipline of the body and mind. It ; 
involves a resultant, but nevertheless utterly spontaneous, arising 
of a series of moments of Nibbanic consciousness: moments that 
are experientially sublime and that serve, in addition, progres¬ 
sively to destroy the residual elements of delusion, grasping, anchx 
hatred that have persisted from the practitioner’s karmic paU.5 ) 
In tandem with this process of sanctification—a process thatr^ 
moves forward in a well-charted series of eight stages that run from 
the stage of the stream-winner to the stage of the arhat or fully 
perfected saint8—the practitioner also cultivates other medita¬ 
tive powers and social virtues that are in accord with his own 
par|ieular capacities and temperament.7 Once this noble path has 

- bee|L:fully traversed—and it is worth noting that Thera vadins have 

azujftlohn B, Carmen (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1978), pp. 181-95. Paliha- 
vradona, who teaches Sanskrit at the University of Sri Lanka, argues that the 
Chilian notion of graco and the Thor&vada notion of tho path addrcwi the same 
fundamental problom—-namely, tho natural bondago of tho human will—but offer 
di$erent sotoriological solutions. Though I find that Palihawadano’s work confirms 
soye^al of my own conclusions, I differ with him on one very basic point* Whereas 
ha maintains that in Christianity and Theravada Buddhism the problem is the 
same while the solution differs, I believe that there aro similarities and differences 
both at the level of the problem and solution. In this connection I would argue 
t&aVthe form which the problem takes and the form of tho solution that is given 
to it arise (to borrow for my own purposos a classic Buddhist concept) “co-depend- 
euUjK.” 

1 The rotation between tho solf-oflfort that is exortod by those who practice the 
path and the uttor spontaneity of tho arising of tho moment of Nibbanio oonsoious* 
ness constitute a difficult problem which wo cannot oxamino hero. However, 
it should bo noted that tho. stereotyped emphasis that neglects tho olomont of 
spontaneity is not in accord with the testimony of the texts. For a discussion, 
see Palihawadana. 

* These eight stages includo two idontifiod with the “stream winner,” two idon* 
tifiod with the “onco-roturnor,” two identified with tho non-rcturnor,” and two 
ideiitifiod with tho arhat, or fully perfected saint. 

\ % An estimate of tho importance that Thoravadins havo traditionally given to 
this oulUvation of extraordinary powers and positivo virtues by those who have 
entered into tho path involves a number of very complox and delicato questions. 
Certainly many Thoravadins hayo emphasised that thoso who practice tho path 

; should and do cultivate such powers and virtues. Howovcr, it is also true that 
; most of tho authoritative Theravada manuals do not focus attention on this point 

and that many Theravada interpreters have maintained that, under certain con¬ 
ditions at least, such cultivation may servo as a threat rather than an appropriate 

j supplemont to tho process of purification. Moreovor, Mahayana Buddhists hove 
often criticized thoso who practico tho Theravada path for their prosumod neglect 
of the positive virtues, most notably tho virtue of compassion. This whole set of 
issues is too complex to bo dealt with horo; but I plan to return to it in a future 
study. 
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recognized that this may, for some individuals, take several life¬ 
times to accomplish—the practitioner arrives at tho absolute pin¬ 
nacle of Theravada experience. According to Theravada testimony, 
noble beings eventually reach a point at which even the last rem¬ 
nants of delusion, grasping, and hatred have been utterly rooted 
out and destroyed. At this point they realize, in a way that is 
claimed to be totally unobstructed and unfettered, the uncreated, 
ineffable, and infinitely satisfying goal of Nibbana. 

“social location” and its significance 

In our discussion thus far we have, I trust, made a certain amount 
of progress in generating valid, and significant comparisons be¬ 
tween classical Christian ethics and traditional Theravada ethics. 
However, the identification of a common religioethical pattern and 
the investigation of the similarities and differences between the 
Christian and Theravada expressions of that pattern have not 
yielded the full comparative story. What is more, these procedures 
would not be sufficient for the task even if similarities and differ¬ 
ences of this kind were to be spelled out in the greatest possible 
detail. Therefore, in order to round out our comparative effort it 
is necessary to turn our attention to the third crucial aspect of the 
situation to which I alluded in my introduction—namely, to tho 

' distinctive ways that Christians and Theravada Buddhists have 
^ established what I call the “social locations” of their two contras* 
^ ting modes of activity. 
■f In both the Christian and the Theravada traditions the locations 
f attributed to the contrasting modes of action have played a fun- 
| j damental role in structuring communal life and in establishing 
f i communal boundaries. Within the Christian context the division 
v between the two contrasting modes of action has been correlated— 
| ideally at least—with the division between the Christian commu- 

•r; nity and non-Christians. In Theravada Buddhism, the two modes 
of action have been correlated—again at the level of the ideal— 
with the division between the Theravada monastic community (the 

■ sangha) and all others, both Buddhist and non-Buddhist, who stand 
jjjp'} ^ outside it. This has meant that the Christian tradition has estab- 
- ■ lished a basically dual perspective in which Christians practicing a 

supraworldly mode of action have been distinguished from non- 
Christians involved in this-worldly activity. On the other hand, it 

: has meant that Thoravadins have established a basically tripartite 
perspective in which the members of the monastic order have been 
associated with the practice of supraworldly action, the Buddhist 
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laity with specifically Buddhist forms of this-worldly activity, and 
non-Buddhists with ordinary forms of this-worldly activity. 

In the face of tho practical realities that the two traditions have 
faced in tho course of their history, both of these perspectives have 
been modified by the Inclusion of an additional category. Both 
Christians and Thbravadins have been forced to recognize that the 
community that has been associated with supraworldly action has, 
in fact, come to include many members whose actual life does not 
embody tho ideal which they affirmed when they entered it (in tho 
Christian case through baptism coupled in some cases with con¬ 
firmation, in the Theravada case through ordination). Thus, very 
early in their history the Christians developed a more complete 
perspective which recognized and located three types-of action: 
(1) the supraworldly action of the members of the eedessia in tcclta- 
siota who truly manifested the Christian life of faith and love; (2) 
the ambiguous action of “worldly Christians” who, though they 
had accepted the Christian faith and lived within the Christian 
community, continued for the time beingtq behave “carnally”; and 
(3) the worldly action of those, who remained outside the Christian 
ibid (sec fig. la).’ Similarly, the Theravadins developed a more 
complete perspective which recognised and located , four types of 

| action: (1) tho supraworldly action of the noble beings actually 
; engaged in tho practice of the eight-staged path; (2) the ambiguous 
| action of “worldly” monks who, though they had been ordained 
‘ and lived within the communal discipline of the order, continued 
I for tho time being to act within the confines of tho karmic bond- 
1 age; (3) the Buddhist form of this-worldly action practiced by 
j committed Buddhist laymen;'and (4) the worldly action of those 
j not associated with Buddhism8 (see fig. 16). 
| The Christian and Buddhist ways of locating the two contrasting 
i modes of action have had profound ecclesiastical and social impli- 
! nations. In Christianity the fact that the basio initiatory ritual 
( separated Christians from non-Christians and that this ritual, sym- 

• It is possible to idontify still anothor typo of specifically Christian action— 
namoly, supraworldly action practiced by thoso )vho arc outside tho church (note, 

j for oxamplo, Calvin’s notion of tho olcct who arw not associated with the institu- 
1 tional church). However, this typo of action was in most instances not highlighted. 
I and its inclusion in the present discussion would complicate tho discussion without 
1 affecting tho basic argument. 
| • It is possible to idontify still another typo of specifically Buddhist action— 
j namely, nupra worldly action cr. by those, including l&ymon, who have be- 
I couio oodhisattvas (soo, for example, Frank Reynolds, “Four Modes of Theravada 
i Action,” Journal of Religious Ethic* 7, no. I [Spring 1979]: 12-27). However, bod- 
1 hisattvo action is not emphasized in tho Theravada texts, and its inclusion in the . 
) present discussion would complicate tho discussion without afiocting tho basic 
j argument. 
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bolically at least, marked the transition from this-worldly life to 
tho life of supraworldly action led to an essentially unitary viow of 
tiie Christian church. As wo have scon, distinctions were mode be¬ 
tween those who, despito their symbolic transformation and en-. 
trance into the faith, continued to be involved in carnal activities 
rather than u. * life of lovo. Distinctions were also made between 
Christians who were “babes” in the faith and those who had 
achieved higher levels of Christian maturity. Moreover, distiho- 
tions were often drawn between various kinds of Christian voca¬ 
tions and life-styles. Thus, many Christian communities evaluated 

- the life-styles associated with laymen, ordained clergy, and monas¬ 
tics of various types in a clearly hierarchical manner. However, the 
classical Christian presumption has always been that all members 
of the Christian community have been set free from the bondage 
of tin and been reborn in Christ; therefore, it has been maintained 
that, despite the wide variety of Christian attainments and life- ’ 
styles, the Church remains, in its essence, a- unitary community 
constituted by those who share common access to grace and sanc¬ 
tification.10 

This same Christian tendency to see some element of supra- 
worldliness in all authentically Christian activity, lay as well as 
monastic, has had a profound effect on Christian engagement with 
the social order. Because of this tendency, Christians who have 
been concerned with tho establishment and maintenance of a Chris¬ 
tian society havo been forced to move in one of two directions. 
Either thoy havo found it necessary to moko uneasy theological as 
well as practical compromises in order to deal with the this-worldly 

* aspects of social lifo, or they havo been driven in the direction of 
1 utopian experiments in which tho social community has been 
f called upon'to realize an essentially other-worldly ideal. Christians 

%. have undertaken both kinds of efforts in many different historical 
|-.and cultural contexts, and in some cases (for example, Augustine’s 

: effort to rolato tho two kingdoms) have hit upon solutions that- 
- have had great intellectual power and remarkable historical in¬ 

fluence. Nevertheless, tho religious and othical adequacy of there 
efforts and their results havo remained very livo issues for discus¬ 
sion and controversy. In tills situation there has developed a kind 

101 am well aware of certain medieval Catholic exceptions, but I ara neverthe- 
;v loss convinced that this unitary concoption of tho church has boon dominant in 

; Christian occlosiology from Now Tostasnont tiroes to tho present. For a review of 
relevant jnatorials and a defense of this thesis, see Kenneth Kirk, Vision of God: 

y The Christian Doctrine of the Summum Bonum, B&mpton Lectures for 1928 (Lon- 
^ don: Longmans. Groon & Co., 1932). 
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of interaction between Christian communal ideals and Christian , 
societies that has, on certain occasions at least, been both disrup¬ 
tive and creative. 

A third major effect of the tendency to see some element of 
supraworldliness in all authentically Christian activity has been 
the creation of a certain distance and even tension between the v 
church and those who stand outside it. There have quite obviously 
been countervailing influences that have been generated by other ? 
Christian teachings, for example, those, concerning God’s love for : 
all human beings, the universal implications of Christ’s saving acti- > 
vity, and the continuing presence of sinfulness within the Church. 
Nevertheless, the fact that those within the church have been ; 
distinguished from those outside it both because they are Chris¬ 
tians and because, sacramentally at least, they have undergone a 
definitive soteriological transformation, has had its impact. This : 
focus on a single, all-important boundary line has sharpened the : 
Christian sense of separateness, on the one hand, and intensified • 
the Christian concern for evangelism, on the other. 

Turning from the Christian to the Theravada case, the situation 
is quite different, primarily because within their fourfold structure > 
of religious and ethical possibilities, the Thcravadins have recog- > 
nized a specifically Buddhist mode of action that is unambiguously 
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this-worldly.u Thus, for example, the Theravada community has* 
neyer conceived of itself as a unitary community bound together 
by the common soteriological experience of those who participate 
init; Quite'to the contrary, the Theravada community has tradi¬ 
tionally been divided into two quite distinct groups. The first group 
has been the order of monks (and in some cases nuns as well) which 
symbolically and ritually represents the spiritual elite that has 

• actually entered into the practice of the path. The second group 
. has been the laity, whose gift-giving and other merit-making ac- 
| tivities are identified as specifically Buddhist forms of this-worldly 
■ activity. To bo suro, Thcravadins have been quite explicit about 

the fact that most members of the monastic order have not. in 
. actual fact undergone an experiential change of lineage, and that 

path attainment is, at least theoretically, open to laymen as well „ 
as to monks. Nevertheless, Thcravadins have, for well over two 

• millennia, maintained a highly distinctive form of communal life 
which presumes that the well-being and unity of the community 

t depends on the coexistence of two soteriologically contrasting 

11 In certain contexts, the statement that the Theravadins have recognized a 
Buddhist mode of action that is unambiguously this-worldly would have to be 

. qualified. For example, sovoral Buddhologically oriontod historians of religion 
(notably John Strong, Lowoll Bloss, and John Holt) aro presently carrying for- 

^ ward research which indicates that this-worldly merit-making activities aro often 
associated experiences which provide, at the very least, intimations of Nibbami, 
However, the necessary qualifications are of such a character that they would not 

... affect tho thrust of the prosent argument. 
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modes of action embodied in the monastic community, on tho ono 
hand, and the laity, on tho other. Moreover, theirs is a form of 
communal life that is continually being constituted and reconsti¬ 
tuted through tho maintenance of proper relationships and ex¬ 
changes between monastic practitioners and their lay supporters.13 

A second implication of tho fact that Thoravadins havo recog¬ 
nized a Buddhist mode of thoroughly this-worldly action appears 
in tho area of Theravada engagement with society. In contrast 
with socially and politically oriented Christians, Theravadins with 
similar interests have not been forced to make uneasy compro¬ 
mises or to espouse some form of social utopianism. Bather, Thera¬ 
vadins with social and political interests have befen able to operate 
within a sphere of religious and ethical activity that is recognized 
as being both thoroughly this-worldly and authentically Buddhist. 
Thus, they have been able to develop and implement social con¬ 
ceptions and forms that have been widely accepted within the 
Theravada community at the same time that they have been effec¬ 
tively adapted to the limitations imposed by the this-worldly 
aspects of social and political life. Without question, the establish¬ 
ment of doctrinally acceptable Theravada social ideals that have 
been unambiguously this-worldly in character has contributed to a 
generally supportivo but, for tho most put, rather stablo relation¬ 
ship botwgen Theravada Buddhism and traditional Theravada 
societies#*) 

A tiurtnmplication of the fact that Theravadins have recognized 
a specifically Buddhist mode of this-worldly action appears in the 
character and tonality of the relationships that have developed be¬ 
tween Theravadins and those who stand outside the Theravada 
tradition. In contrast with the Christian situation in. which the 
confessional distinction has been sharpened by its correlation with 
the most basic ritual and soteriological division, Theravadins have 
recognized that most of the members of their community share a 
thoroughly this-worldly mode of existence with those who do not 
participate. This recognition ofa shared mode of existence between 

* 
•* For afullor discussion of tho Theravada form of dual eonununity and its 

social implications, soo Frank E. Reynolds and Regina T. Clifford. “Sangha, State 
and tho Struggle for National Integration,** in Transitions and Transformations in 
the History of Religions: Essays in Honor of Joseph M. Kitagaua, cd. Frank Roy- 
nolds and Theodora Ludwig (suppl. to Numen 39) (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1980). 

**Tltia statement should not be taken as affirming a static view of Thoravoda 
Buddhist history as a whole. (Such a view, as I have triod to draw in a varioty of 
other contexts, would bo mistaken.) Tho point is. rather, that when sot alongside 
Christianity, Theravada Buddhism has exhibited a less critical end loss “proph- 
otic” nttitudo toward tho sfcrucf"**cs of Theravada society uud has, us a result, 
generated fower moves toward structural social reform. . 
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tho laity and those outsido tho tradition has contributed to a high 
degree ofiluidity and flexibility concerning communal boundaries. 
It is true that Theravadins have always presumed that the ordinary 
members of their community do have, by virtue of their partici¬ 
pation, a dour soteriological advantage over those who are not 
Buddhists. Moreover, in certain situations—especially whon their 
tradition has been under attack—Theravadins have strongly ac¬ 
cented the particularities of the Theravada style of life, oven 
among the laity. But when the whole range of Theravada history 
is surveyed, it becomes apparent that the explicit recognition that 
the majority of Theravadins are themselves entangled in an unam¬ 
biguously this-worldly mode of existence has served to blur the 
boundaries that separate participants from nonparticipants and 
to establish broad areas of common religious and ethical involve- 

CONCLUSION cwsiic exmyte of-ft- 
With this discussion, then, oat task is basically completed. We 
have identified a common reiigioethical pattern of contrasting 
modes of action which has piayed a central role in both ctasskot 
Christianity and traditional Theravada Buddhism. And in so doing 
we have highlighted one major source of tho religious and ethical 
affinity between the two traditions that has long been sensed by 
many Christians, by tnany Thcravadins, and by at least a few his¬ 
torians of religion. We have gone on to delineate the very weighty, 
substantive differences that have characterized the Christian and 
Theravada ways of understanding and expressing the two modes 
of action, as well as the transition that leads from the one to the 
other. Wo have contrasted the Christian conception of sin-tain|ed 
this-worldly action with the Theravada conception of karmic ao- 

* tivity. We have gone on to contrast the Christian understanding 
of faith in God and his redeeming activity with the Theravada 
understanding of enlightened insight into the selflessness and im¬ 
permanence of reality. Finally, wc have contrasted tho Christian 

. notion of the sanctified life of grace and the vision of God with the. 
‘ Theravada notion of the practice of the path and the attain¬ 

ment of Nibbana. Thus, we have balanced tho first phase of our 
comparative account by calling attention to certain very baric 
and intractable differences that distinguish the two traditions. 

We have then proceeded to identify and compare the social 
locations .associated with the contrasting modes of action in the 
Christian and Theravada contexts. We have shown that the social 
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locations given to this-worldly and supraworldly activity in Chris¬ 
tianity have supported a unitary conception of the Church, while the 
differing social locations of the two modes of action in Theravada 
Buddhism have supported a dual conception of the religious com¬ 
munity in #hich wholeness is achieved through an ongoing process 
of material and spiritual exchange and reciprocity (the relevant 
ccppaections and disjunctions are highlighted in row 1 in figs, la and 
l6);We hare shown that the social locations that have been given 
td'tUe contrasting modes of action in Christianity have contributed 
to £morc tensive and occasionally even dynamic relationship be- 

Christianity and Christian societies, whereas the social loc¬ 
ations of the two mode3 of action in Theravada Buddhism have 
coii^ibutcd to a more consistently stable and supportive relation¬ 
ship tretween Theravada religion and traditional Theravada soci¬ 
eties (the relevant connections and disjunctions are highlighted 
in ipw 2 in figs, la and 16). And we have shown that the social 
locations that have been given to the two modes of action in 
Craistianity have sharpened the dividing line between Christians 
arid lion-Christians, whereas the social locations of the two modes 
of |kdtion in Theravada Buddhism have tended to blur the dis¬ 
tinction between those who stand within the tradition and those 
who stand outside it (sec the connections and disjunctions high- 

. lighted in row 3 in figs, la and 16). 
leaving thus completed the agenda that was established at the 

outlet, it now may bo appropriate to reflect on what wo have tried 
to accomplish. We have tried to generate an intellectual context 
within which more extended, detailed, and content-centered com¬ 
parisons between classical Christian and traditional Theravada 
ethics might be pursued. We have also tried to establish a histori¬ 
cal basis from which a more sophisticated comparison of contem¬ 
porary Christian and Theravada ethics might proceed. Amd, 
finally, wc have made some points that might possibly stimulate 
new ways of thinking among contemporary Christians and Thcra- 
v&dins who itro actually engaged in the formation of normative 
ethical positions. However, I am very much aware—and I am 
quite sure that those who arc involved in Buddhist and Christian 
studies will concur—that I have raised more questions and prob¬ 
lems than I have resolved. I can only hope that, given the present 
condition of the field of comparative religious ethics, this will be 
taken as a virtue rather than a sin. 

, University of Chicago 
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BUDDHIST TANTRIC HEALING 

for the meeting at Hunsur, Karnataka 

January, 1998 

(by Alex Wayman) 

First we must distinguish what is here termed "Buddhist Tantric Healing" 

from ordinary healing. The ordinary healing is represented texcually in Tibetan 
•< 

Buddhism by two famous texts-one canonical: Vagbhata's Aftdiiga-hrdayq, the 

other called briefly Rgyud bzhi. The Vagbhata work was translated into German 

from the originalSansIoitby the Sanskritist Kirfel collaborating with a Gennan 

lady, physician Hilgenberg.' The other ten, Rgyud bzhi, is being made available ir. 

English with Sanskrit and Tibetan terms by Vaidya Bhagwan Dash, promised in 

15 volumes, with Vol. I appearing in 1994,1 2 with further volumes being published 

by this prolific scholar. , 

The opening sentence of Rgyud bzhi presents a Sanskrit title Amrta-hrdaya- 

astanga-guhyopadefa-tantra, with Tibetan translation—as though supporting Dash's 

contention that this large, valuable work was translated from Sanskrit. However. 

Bu-ston, when editing the: Kanjur and Tanjur, rejected certain texts from canonical 

inclusion, concluding that these particular texts were really composed in Tibetan, 

with Sanskrit and Tibetan titles easily applied, since various Tibetans had studied 

in India, and Indian Buddhist pandits came to Tibet. Thus, the Sanskrit title does 

not itself prove a translation from Sanskrit-it is rather a decision based on the 

content. For example, there are the medicinal plants, which* usually differ on the 

floor of India from those of Tjbet which is mostly high up, although some plants 

ar e shared. Dash mentions (VoLI,p. xviii), "It describes the use of medicirwl 

p ants which grow in India and not exclusively in Tibet or its neighbouring 

countries." This information, plus the ayurvedic terminology, supports Dash's 

theory of an Indian origin, but does not prove an Indian origin for the entire 

1 Vagbhata’s Astahgahrdayasaijihitd, tr. [into Gennan] by Luise Hilgenberg and Willibald Kirfel 

(Leiden; E. J. Brill, 1941). 

2 Vaidya Bhagwan Dash, Encyclopaedia of Tibetan Medicine, Vol. I. (Rtsa Rgyud or Mula Tantra 

(Delhi: Sri Satguru Publications, 1994). 



text. Thus, the Rgyud bzhi may have started with translation of a text in 

Sanskrit, which was then expanded with Tibetan and Mongolian medical data. 

As to the terms guhya and (antra in that title ascribed to the Rgyud bzhi, 

first take the term tantra, Tib. rgyud. I do not object to Dash’s rendition as a 

‘treatise’, hence four of .them. In a literal sense, the term tantra has many 

meanings in Indian literature, while the Tibetan translation rgyud narrows the 

meaning inclusion to such as 'cord', ’connection’, 'continuity'. In such senses, the 

first volume contains the 'cords* and the 'connections', which will be lengthened 

and connected to in the subsequent volumes of the series, namely four basic 

kinds of ..them. But the use of the term tantra here is not that of .the Buddhist 

Tantra that occupies much space in the canonical collections called Kanjur and 

Tanjur. One can see this difference by this text's use of the name Bhaisajya-guru, 

a medicinal role adopted by the Buddha for teaching the medicinal subject matter 

of the text. In contrast, as shall be shown below, in Buddhist Tantra a yogi can 

(i.e. if able to) identify himself with Bhaisajya-guru, and then perform healing 

functions for others. As to the term guhya, it seems to apply here to the ability 

of a few specialists (in comparison with the populace which depends on them for 

medical advice) to know the secret properties of plants, etc. for healing purposes. 

The term guhya here does not mean the same as the guhya in the title of a 

well-known Buddhist Tantra work, the Guhyasamaja-tantra, on which I put out a 

work years ago.3 The term guhya in this latter Tantra, as will be also shown 

below, implies the deliberately secret, so that the basic text needs a commentary 

(or more) to be understood. 

Finally, for this necessary difference of non-tantric healing from the tantric 

kind which I shall attempt to explain below, we should mention that there is a 

growing Western literature on Tibetan medicine. Only one of these works needs 

now to be mentioned. It is the informative book on Tibetan medicine by 

3 Alex Wayman, Yoga of the Guhyasamajatantra; The Arcane Lore of Forty Verses (Delhi: 

Motilal "Banarsidass, 1971, reprinted 1980, 1991). ; •; * •4 . . ; 
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Rechung Rinpoche.4 In short, in non-tantric medicine, a physician is consulted to 

suggest medicines, which might work as hoped. Also, non-tantric medicine has a 

premise chat the physical body is real, and it is this body which is treated. 

Tantric healing has a premise that there is a subtle body with centers called 

calcra, which if four in number are at the base of the spine, at the navel, the 

heart, and in the neck. If increased in number, there is one in the center of the 
« 

orehead, and one at the crown, of the head; and these centers are taken for 

granted in tantric healing. I should also cite a paragraph from an earlier essay:5 

"Tantrism regards man as a microcosm with correspondences to different orders 

of nature. It sets the old three personal poisons of Buddhism—lust, hatred, and 

delusion—into correspondence with the three external poisons—the two described in 

classical Indian medical texts which are the 'stable* (or stationary) poison (e.g. 

from roots of vegetables) and the 'mobile' (or moving) poison (e.g. from snakes 

among animals), plus, a third category 'concocted' (produced from such things as 

quicksilver, precious metals, and ambrosia [amrta])—to wit, 'delusion' with the 

'stable' one, 'hatred' with the 'mobile' one, and 'lust' with the 'concocted', perhaps 

with 'lust' regarded as creative. Besides, Tibetan medicine theory relates those 

three personal poisons to the disease-causing imbalances of the three physiological 

dosa's [whose English renditions are inaccurate]6—lust promoting too much 'wind' 

iyata), hatred the 'bile' (pitta), and delusion the 'phlegm' (kapha, or slesma)."7 

What au forms of healing have in common-whether claimed just for the 

physical body, or claimed to involve the subtle body—is a premise that the 

* Tibetan Medicine, presented and translated by the Ven. Rechung Rinpoche Jampal Kunzang 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973). 

5 A ex Wayman. "Buddhist Tantric Medicine Theory on Behalf of Oneself and Others," Kailash, 

Vol. I, No. 2 (1973), p. 153. 

6 Cf. Alex Wayman, "Words for Tire' in Dpal-'dsin Sde's Abhidhanasdstra, Acta Orier.talia 

Accdemiae Scientiarum Hung, VoL XLIV (1-2) (1990), p. 244, note, re my Introduction to the 

English translation of. Carakasamhita, Vol. I, by Ram Karan Skarma and Vaidya Bhagavan Dash, 

Varanasi, 1971, defending their leaving untranslated the triad of vata, pitta, and kapha. 

7 Wayman (note 5, above), p. 153, note 1, for addition of a third category 'concocted', and for 

associating the three psychological poisons with the three physiological faults'. 
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healing method keeps an illness from getting worse, thus encouraging the bodily 

resources to work toward curing what remains of the illness. For example, if a 

baseball athlete is hit somewhere by a baseball, a cold pack is generally applied 

to the place, which does not completely heal the blow-effect, but keeps it from 
i ■ a 

getting worse, and then the body is supposed to do the rest of the healing 

process. . . 

After that introduction to both kinds of medicine, we can turn to Buddhist 

Tan trie healing, which ordinarily requires the ahility to go into a samadhi, or 

deep concentration, especially by identification with a divinity, such as the healing 

Buddha, so. that one may become a healer thereby, or possibly heal oneself. 

Various Buddhist Tantras contain sections, or perhaps a single verse, that 

describes the healing process according to the particular Tantra. Now,- it is well 

known that the Buddhist Tantras- are divided canonically into four groups, called 

Kriya-tantra, Carya-tantra, Yoga-tantra, and Anuttarayoga-tantra. The difference 

between these four classes is described briefly in an abstract to an article in 

Hindi, namely, that the Kriya Tantras stress external action; the Carya types, 

meditation on paramartha-satya with appropriate acts; the Yoga types avoiding 

external acts and meditating on the Tattva; finally, the Anuttarayoga-Tantra for 

those attracted to non-dual knowledge.8 Mkhas-grub-rje has more accurate 

information in his Rgyud-sde-spyi-rnam, which Lessing and I many years ago 

translated.9 I myself am aware of tantric-type healing from texts of the Kriya- 

Carya-, and Anuttarayoga-tantra. And it will be of interest to take account of the 

extent to which these passages agree with the differences attributed to these 

Tantra classes. Briefly speaking, Mkhas-grub-rje shows that there is much in 
C ■ i • 

common between the Kriya and the Carya Tantras. He takes from a Kriya Tantra 

8 DhJhy Journal of Rare Buddhist Texts Research Project, issue 20 (Sarnath, 1995), essay by 

Thalcurasena Nego, abstract at p. 160-1. 

9 First published as Mkhas Grub Rje’s Fundamentals of the Buddhist Tantras, tr. from Tibetan by 

Ferdinand D. Lessing and Alex Wayman (with original text and annotation) (The Hague: 

Mouton, 1968): and reprinted as F. Lessing & A. Wayman, Introduction to the Buddhist Tantric 

Systems (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1978). 



work Dhyanottara (cf. die tr., pp. 137-8) a list of ten kinds of subject leaner, and 

mentions that the three, namely, 2. The Self Reality, 3. The Reality of .the vidya- 

dharant, 4. The Reality of the God, show the four members of recitation dat are 

of great importance in both the KriyS and CaiyS Tantras. Since these practices in 

both Tantra classes involve generation of a deity in front, this shows ia bcch 

cases the use of external things. At tr., p. 217, Mkhas-grub-rje, mentions £at in 
■ « 

tiie Yoga-tantra there is a merger of action {karma) and agent (karaka). A: tr.. p. 

251, we learn that the Yoga-tantra and the Anuttarayoga-tantra have in common 

what is called yoga-tantra as contrasted wilh yoginJ-tantra, also what is called— 

.especially jn the Anuttarayoga case—Tather1 Tantras as contrasted with ’NSccbef 

Tantras. And at tr., p. 259, we learn that the Anuttarayoga Tantras of a£ kinds 

aim at the inseparability of Beatitude and Void (sukha-dunya). The force rirg 

should suffice for the necessary background for • the Buddhist tantric theory of 

healing. Now for individual passages related to the Tantra classes. 

The Kriya-tantra class has a large work entitled Manjuirt-mula-tanrrz. which 

oontains in its 15th chapter,10 following the initial prose, a series of verses that 

pertain to healing and involving the three physiological ’faults’ {doso) alhadni to 

above, where I shall employ the inaccurate English renditions with individual 

quote marks, ’wind’, etc. The text employs the night division of four watebes 

(jama), and since dreams in these watches provide illness prognostics, it is of 

interest that the Greek philosopher Aristotle claimed that diseases show up h 

dreams before any other method of determining their likelihood. The very first 

verse of our text claims that any dream in the first watch of the night arises 

from ’phlegm1; in the second one, from "bile’; in the third one, from ’wine: in 

the fourth one, from truth {satya). The next few verses then give typical dreams 

of the first three watches; then relates the three psychological defilements ~zsl 

hatred, and delusion) to the three ’faults’—as I gave above; then goes into 

morbidities by dint of the three defilements. The verses then go into seeing the 

'true dream’ in the fourth watch of the night, hence just before awakening. 

101 employ the edition AryaManjufrimulakalpa, ed. by T. Gapapati Sfistrl (Trivandrum., (imminent 

Press, 1920), Part I. 
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Thus, it must be this fouith watch which gives the prognostic of illness, and so 

of which illness is due to a morbid sulrge of one or other of the three ’faults' 

(dosa). This text, still the 15th chapter, then goes into the method of dispelling 
' ’ ■ i 

bad dreams, by reciting mantras, and so on. There is no space to go into these 

complications here. It follows chat the theory shows that at one time there were 

probably specialists who could relate various dream symbols of the last watch of 
i « 

the night to certain morbid afflictions, and who could prescribe various tantric 

machinations designed to counteract such bad portents. This chapter preserves 

much of the basic theory, but would require much more information from other 
j- ' ’ 

sojJxces~t£L_convey what is going on, and to be convincingly practical. For 

example, the chapter goes into the theory of the planets and the lunar mansions, 

each of which in traditional accounts was associated with a food, which by 

present information implicates a dream auspice. It follows that it would require 

an extensive research to explicate the wide-spread implications. In any case, that 

an interpreter is necessary to figure out someone else’s dream prognostics seems 

to go well with the Kriya-tantra. 

Passing to the Carya-tantra type of text, here the present author has put out 

a work on what is considered the principal Carya-tantra, namely what is called 

the Vairocanabhisambodhitantra in the Tibetan canon, and called the 

Mahavairocanasutra in the Sino-Japanese canonical traditions.11 This work by 

myself and Tajima has several instances of healing. Thus, p. 166, five syllables 

4 are associated with the five elements: A—earth; VA—water; RA—fire; HA—wind; 

KHA—space. Then I take from Buddhaguhya's commentary the remarkable theory 

that one can combine these elements, with one in charge, as indicated by its 

respective syllable. Then, using that wonderful commentary, I reported: "Thus, for 

curing the illness of another, the performer imagines that his 'A' using wind (i.e. 

breath) passes from his body into the body of the other person. In particular, he 

imagines that his breath and the breath of the other person mingle and become 

unified. Or he imagines that the 'A' coming from the feet [because associated 

Alex .Wayman and R. Tajima, The Enlightenment of Vairocam (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, -* 

1992). - 



with earth] pervades the series of eye and other sense organs." I then added my 

interpretation that for various curative methods assumed for the system, one uses 

this 'A* along with die 'water*,’fire’, or 'wind*. In fact, as mentioned same page, 

thf. performer may only succeed in this during the sixth month after having 

performed the preliminary service during the previous five months. Also, the 

manner in which this type of healing is expressed indicates that the type of 

healing mentioned in my article where the preceptor identifies hitpself/herself with 

Bhai§ajya-guru12 in order to heal someone else is a practice belonging to the 

Carya-tantra. Using data from the notes of F. D. Lessing, who observed the cult 

in. .China,1?.! added: "Only when the performer is identified with this Lord of 

Healing can he be expected to be successful in the healing attempt. In case of 

sickness, the officiant blows upon the holy water, sprinkles the patient with it, 

and throws the mustard seeds one by one. They change into dharmapSlas 

(protectors of the faith) and expel the demons of illness. This act is done three 

times. A fire is kindled in which gu-gul is Strewn to send the demons into 

flight.”54 

The same Vairocana scripture is cited from its Chap. XXIII (no. in 

Tibetan canon), while Buddhaguhya’s commentary is numbered Chap. XX. The 
* 

scripture states (our p. 183): "Master of the Secret ones, it is like this: When a 

person happens to be feverish, there is no doubt that by contemplating a mandala 

in 1 is mind he would be rid of the fever." Buddhaguhya explains: "When the 

head is feverish, a watei-mandala is prescribed for die top of it. One must think 

of t flask with mouth turned downwards, from which comes an ambrosial fluid, 

imagined to enter the head and continue further downward. In the case of an 

illness to the face, there is no doubt that it is alleviated by imagining 

u Wayman, note 5, above, pp. 157-8. 

13 He made these observations during his sojourn in. China probably in the 1920's. I was his 

assistant (and collaborator) at the University of California, Berkeley, during the 1950's. 

14 Dr. Lessing noted that guggulu is bdellium or the exudation of amyris agallochum, a fragrant 

gum resin, used as a perfume and medicament. 



an casxh-mandala there. When one is afflicted by a chill and shivering, one 

should imagine the firc-mandala. As in the other cases, one should imagine that 

the element-circle pervades the entire body. The mandala is the same as an 

element characteristic, e.g. of,fire. The mind and the tltmtnt-mandala must be 
i .j 

inseparable." I should mention that by mandala of elements is meant forms 

depicted in our text, p. 164, the square, circle, triangle, half-moon, bowl with 
* j ‘ 

surmounting triangle vertices, starting with the feet and ending just over the head, 

and explained there. 

Finally for this Vairocana scripture; there is the practice using the 100 

syllables,. set forth on our p. 163, where we learn that 20 of the syllables are 

recited during each of five months, presumably making the practitioner able to 

apply the healing in the sixth month. On our pp. 186-7, the note 26, I cite 

information by Padmavajrarikusa, his treatise Sataksara-vidhi [on the ritual of the 

100 syllables] in the Tibetan Tafnjur:' "When one is struck by severe illness, 

plague, enemies, and fights; by rhischief, harm, and shadows (generally), one 

should recite the hundred syllables. When there are the deeds of Mara, one draws 

the hundred letters; having applied them to a banner, one whirls (it) in all 

directions." I added: "The difference appears to go with troubles due to human 

agency (purusakara) to be countered by recitation, and troubles due to spirits or 

divinities (daiva) to be countered by inscribed letters." This concludes our data 

from the Carya-tantra. 

Now for the Anuttarayoga-tantra. Years ago, when preparing a synthetic 

biography in English from several biographies of Tsong-kha-pa (1357-1419 A.D.) 

—the celebrated founder of the Gelugpa sect of Tibet~it included the following 

passage:15 

At Skyor-mo-luri college in Central Tibet after listening to the 

13 The passage was first included in my essay of note 5, above, p. 154. Subsequently, it was 

part of the synthetic biography of Tsong-kha-pa which I presented within my Introduction to the 

first edition of my translation from this author's Lam rim chert mo the pait under die title 

Calming the Mind and Discerning the Real (New York: Columbia University Press, 1978), pp. 

18-9. 
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instruction, he memorized in 17 days the great commentary on 

Gunaprabha's Vinayasutra. But this effort apparently brought on 

a fierce ailment in the upper part of his body, from which he 

was not relieved for a long time, despite prescriptions from 

specialists. It hung on for over a year, including eleven months 

of study with Red-mda'-pa at Sa-skya, where he also listened 
• « 

to the Sa-skya interpretation (sa-lugs) of the Hevajra-tantra. 

Then he took a prescription from a friend at Sa-skya who was 
y 

versed in incantations {mantra). He recited several times a 

neuter HA and the former ailment left without a trace. 

Later on,16 I happened to notice in Tsong-kha-pa's commentary called Sbas-don 

on the Mother Tantra Sri-Cakrasaqtvara-tantra, a section on treating illness by 

tantric means that might explain this ’neuter HA*. Whether it does or not, it is 

worthwhile to translate this section from Tibet;in under its given heading:17 
i 

Pacification of illnesses by recourse to mantras and mystic 

circles {cakra). 

After that explanation of casting the prognostic, I shall 

explain the method of effecting the rite by mantras of the 

seven syllables18 constituting the upahrdaya (near-heart length 

incantation), of the Hero Heruka and by the various 

16 The following translation from Tsong-kha-pa's Sbas don commentary is given in my essay, 

note 5, above, pp. 154-157, which was accompanied by two diagrams (Counterclockwise and 

Clockwise, adapted from pictures found in the Tantric part of the Tibetan Tanjur). 

17 Translated from the Sbas don commentary in the Peking Tibetan Tripitaka (FIT), Lc. the 

Japanese photo edition, Vol 157, p. 78-5 to p.79-1. 

,JTbe Laghutantra (fundamental tantra) of the Srl-Cakrasamvara-tantra (PIT, Vol. 2, p.29-5) 

gives the seven syllables in the order Japh PhaHoru Horn HaHaHrifc Om because this Tantra 

uses the left [or counterclockwise] orientation. Tsong-kha-pa's commentary of Chap. 12 is on the 

siptaksara (seven syllables) and explains (PIT, Vol. 157, p. 39-3) that the syllables are 

pronounced in the order Om Hrib Ha Ha Hilip Phat, arranged lefewise on a lotus, while the 

other Hilm belongs to the lord Heruka. Notice that the Lord's Hhzp, in the center, or heart, is 

c instantly pronounced. 



dispositions of them in cakras (circles). 

(1) He disposes the upahfdaya of HA, etc. in the middle of 

a solar disk, either concretely by drawing or mentally by 

contemplation. Then he should imagine that the illness is 

in the middle of this, and should recite the upahfdaya tip 

to a thousand times by lengthened utterance (Tib. spel tshig).19 

He contemplates on his left hand the syllables of mantra in 

the appearance of crystal; and when it is revealed to the sick 

person suffering from an illness, no sopner is the hand seen, 

than the illness is entirely destroyed. Of this there is no doubt. 

(2) Many of the commentaries on this point assert that if one 

contemplates in the heart of the one to be cured (sadhya) his 

perceiving faculty (vijnana) the measure of a thumb and with 

the appearance of pure crystal, that one is freed from the 

illness. So one should pay heed to that explanation.20 

(3) One contemplates a moon disk like the moon of autumn. 

In the middle of this moon one makes five sections 

(kosthaka) by four directions and the middle; and by 

adding four in the intermediate directions, one arranges a 

total of nine sections. In its center one disposes aft OM, 

in the east the HRlH, south HA, west HA, north ROM. 

Also in the center, HUM; a PHAT in the four intermediate 

directions or four PHA-s, leaving out the T. When the 

letters appear white like the color of crystal, the bright 

circle dispels all illnesses. And the one to be cured 
» 

contemplates on his left hand the circle located in the 

19 Spel tshig, as defined in the native Tibetan dictionary by Geshe Chos Grags, seems to mean 

expansion into phrases and longer, i.e. that the upabrdayais repeated making, so to say, 

phrases, sentences, paragraphs. 

20 It is striking to identify the Buddhist vijnana with the 'thumb-soul' which the old Upanijads 

locate in the heart. 



middle. 

(4) One contemplates as placed in his head the holder of 

the stable and mobile poisons; that from it (i.e. his head) 

a stream of ambrosia flows, ridding the entire body of 

poison. Thus it is freed from poison. 

(5) Likewise, whatever the illnesses of plagues, demonic 

possession, and so on; from stable and mobile poisons; of 

fainting spells, aches, sores, and so on; of leprosy, from 

poison fangs, and so on; and whatever thp illnesses other 

__tban those mentioned, all of them without doubt are purged 

. when one arranges the seven syllables on the form of the 

moon, and as imagined on the left hand are manifested to 

the one suffering with illness. When one contemplates that 

the rays of those mantra syllables arise with the nature of 

ambrosia, and purge and put to flight in the ten directions 

of east, etc., then one dispels the poison. 

Ir. my synthetic biography of Tsong-kha-pa as published I also included this 

passage from the latter part of his life:21 "Then in his fifty-seventh year (A.D. 
* 

1413) a serious illness threatened his life. He performed extensive Yantras (occult 

machinations) of Sri-Vajrabhairava (a Father Tantra] as a means of increasing the 

length of his life and warding off dangers. In the morning he would perform the 

’prosperity’ recitation-contemplation; and in the evening, the 'warding off 

recitation-contemplation. After this practice had been repeated many times his 

body displayed a radiance; the illness cleared up, at least temporarily, and the 

danger was averted. After that, he put the ScSrya Dar-ma-rin-chen in charge of 

the clergy of the sea [known as the Gelugpa]." The biography goes on, 

including that he was still able to compose some of his greatest works. Thus, in 

1418, his commentary on Candrakuti's Madhyamakavatara: and in 1419 (the last 

year of his life) his great commentary Sbas don on the Sri-Cakrasamvara-tantra, 

21 See note 15, above, for the work translated from the Lam rim chert mo, now. p. 24. 



that was cited above. Almost to the last day of his life he was able to preach 

both tantric and non-tantric doctrines to laymen and townspeople as well as to 

monks. This shows that the Buddhist tantric healing practices were able to 

preserve the clarity and memory going with mental functions, as well as his 

speaking ability. 

As to Tsong-kha-pa’s morning practice of the ’prosperity* ritual, and his 

evening practice of the 'warding off one, I should explain that these are two of 

a standard list of four 'magical acts' of appeasing, increasing prosperity, 

domineering, and destroying, which are acts employed in all four Tantra classes. 

Varieties of each are found in a work, the Vajra-vidarana-dharani; and I gave 

these varieties in a footnote to the Mkhas-grub-rje work which Lessing and I 

translated.22 The varieties make it certain that Tsong-kha-pa employed the 

’appeasing' and 'increasing prosperity’ acts; First, for the prosperity magic, the 

varieties are: 1. Fulfills the previously unfulfilled. 2. Averts cessation of the 

previously fulfilled, 3. Yields everything desired. Next, for the appeasing magic, 

the varieties are: 1. Protects all the sentient beings: [in short,] it appeases (illness, 

etc.), 2. Makes prosper (life, etc.), or paralyzes and confuses all (evil) sentient 

beings. Those interested in the Vajra-vidarana-dharani may consult my 

presentation of this entire work within an essay in the recently-issued honorary 

volume for H. H. the Dalai Lama.23 , : ; . 

Now I pass to the healing material in the Guhyasamaja-tantra, namely, in 

* its 15th chapter. It is striking that both the Mahjidri-mula-tantra (utilized above) 

and the Guhyasamaja-tantra use their 15th chapter for such a purpose. And I 

favor the 3rd century, A.D. for both of them, but the Manjusri one (its first 

part) being composed in the So. West of India, the Gufiyasamaja one in the 

North-East of then India. The Guhyasamaja is perhaps the most important Father 

Tantra of the Anuttarayoga-tantra class. 

22 See note 9, above, and now p. 136, note 32. 

,3? Alex Wayman, The Implications, of the Vajravid&rana-ndma-dh&rani for Oneself and Others, 

in. H. H.1tte Dalai Lama Felicitation Volume (Samath, 1997), pp. 304-325. 



^v/5 

My previous presentation of such a passage from the GuhyasamSja was 

first to present an example among intcrlincary commentaries in Tibetan and later 

to show die tantri? character of being difficult on puipose. I shall differentiate 

them as (1) and (2). 

(1) Here it is presented .as a sample from the Pradipoddyotana glosses.24 

The Pradipoddyotana, by the tantric author Candrakiiti, was the chief commentary 

on the Guhyasamaja studied in Tibet, and Tsong-kha-pa wrote in« Tibetan an 

interlineary commentary on it.25 For this extract from the Guhyasamaja, Chap. 15, 

I also employed the commentary by Celupa from’ the Tibetan Tanjur. Initially I 

translate four verses from Sanskrit, nos. 110-113 (India edition) or 112-105 (in 

Matsunaga’s edition)26 (agreeing with corrections to the first of the-four, and with 
27 

some parenthetical expansion from die CelupS commentary): 

110. Whatever the wished-for syllable-phrase (i.e. whether Jinajik, 

Arolik, or Vajradhjt) it achieves the virtuality (guna) (i.e. the 

expected result) by devotion. One should contemplate a 

comparable image ([bimba) (of Vairocana, etc. going with 

the chosen syllable-phrase) by calling forth the diamond of 

illness (vyddhivajra). 
•• 

111. One should imagine issuing from the places of one’s 

own body, speech, and mind, a compact (samaya) image of 

a monkey, or else of a dog. 

112. Remaining in the rank of diamond (i.e. identification 

with the deity of the chosen syllable-phrase), one imagines 

a discus (cakra) or a thunderbolt (vajra) (in hand), and 

2lCf. Alex Wayman, "The Interlineary-type Commentary in Tibetan,” in Louis Ligeti, ed. 

1 ibetan and Buddhist Studies (Budapest: Akadlmiai Kiadd, 1984), at pp. 372-6. 
25 ■, 

* much utilized this commentary in my work mentioned in note 3, above. 

26 The Gukyasamdjatantra is edited in Sanskrit, Bcnotosh Bhattacharya, Oriental Institute, Baroda, 

reprinted 1967; S. Bagchi, Darbbanga. 1965; Yukei Matsunaga, Journal of Koyasan University, 

No. 10, further corrected edition, Osaka 1978. 

27 Cclupfi’s commentary, Ratnavrksa-ndma-rahasya-sam&ja-vrttL PIT, Vol. 63. p. 215-5. 
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contemplates that it smashes to bits the symbol (sarnaya) 

of body, speech, or mind. ; 

113. Starting from then, die Complete Buddhas, the 

Bodhisattvas of great fame, their eyes ecstatic, confer the 

joyful rank of empowering (adhisthanapada). 

The idea is that under meditative circmstance--not spelled out in the 

Guhyasamaja itself—the performer is supposed to imagine that a« deep-seated, 

intractable illness, accordingly called "diamond of illness" is objectified in front in 

the form of a monkey or a dog. Celupa says the dog is three-legged, and he 

adds a "naked hungry-ghost" (preta) (Tib. yi dvags gcer bu). So does Vitapada28 

who, like Celupa, writes Guhyasamdjatantra commentary in the lineage of 

Buddhajnanapada-called 'Jnanapada', the other lineage called 'Arya' by tantric 

authors using Madhyamika names. Then the performer, identified with one or 

other of the three Buddhas (Vairocana, Amitabha, or Aksobhya) going with those 

mantras, Jinajik, etc. imagines that with a circular weapon called cakra29 or with 

a thunderbolt (vajra) he smashes the image to bits; and supposedly that ends the 

deep-seated illness. The onlooking Buddhas take notice of the remarkable success 

and adopt this performer for empowerment. 

Apparently the commentators are supposed to distinguish between 'inner' 

and 'outer' illness, since both the Pradipoddyotana and Celupa so distinguish and 

do so at variance with one another. According td the former, the outer kind 

seems to be accidental or adventitious, due to external agencies; the inner seems 

to be due to the three dosa of Indian medicine, food that does not agree with 

one, etc.30 According to Celupa, the outer illness arises from the (four) elements, 

the inner from karma (one's past and present acts). 

28£rl-guhyasamaja-sadhana-siddhi-sarribhava-nidhi-ndma, PIT, Vol. 65, p. 243-4-8 to -5-1. 

29 For the cakra as a weapon, see W. E. Begley, Visnu's Flaming Wheel: the Iconography of 

the Sudartona-Cakra, New York, 1973, chap. I, The Cakra as a Fabled Weapon, pp. 7-22. 

30 Pradipoddyotana (Mchan 'grel edn.), PTT (extra volumes), Vol. 158, on Chap. XV, p. 130-2- 

4,5. 
31 PTT, Vol. 65, p. 215-5-2. 



In my axticle about the interlineary-type commentary, I presented the 

intcrlineary commentary in the present case by putting the Pradipoddyotana 

comment in .dull.capitals, with the annotation commentary in small letters. Here I 

shall only present my translation in which I combined the Pradipoddyotana 

comment with Tsong-kha-pa's gloss:52 "One should creatively* contemplate and then 

meditate upon a divine body whose form is consistent with that {mantra). Having 

proceeded with the two samadhis going with the one of the three vajras (i.c. 

Buddhas] that is the case, at the time of exercising the karma [i.e. the third 

samadhi], how is it (to be done)? One imagines the Sam&dhisattva in one's own 
’ « v •. . . 
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heart, .and then that the mantra at the navel, accomplished among the possible 

three, is accompanied by light rays. As* to the term 'dam tshig’ it -renders the 

Sanskrit samaya, arid ’illness’ (vy&dhi) is explained by etymology as ’out of 

health’. The text says, ’like a compact monkey*, ’the illness like a monkey, or 

else of a dog’, i.e. like a dog, that is the illness in such-like form, (that illness] 

based on. dwelling in body, speech, or mind. One imagines it condensed in the 

image of a black syllable KAM in the heart. Then the light rays of the mantra 

of the navel impelling it upwards, the mantra reaches the heart. As the wisdom 

fire-nature of the complete two collections [i.e. of merit and knowledge], it 

became completely white. At that time, the syllable KAM is at the tip of the 

nose; and that KAM of polluted nature changes into the form of a black, ugly 

monkey or dog; or black, ugly hungry ghost. As to the text, ’One imagines the 

appearances’, one should consider intently and contemplate the evocation which 

has exited from the body. Thereupon, given that the very fearful and durable 

form stays in front, and there is the particular one of the three mantras as 

appropriate, one pronounces it with the additional words, ’smash all the pollution, 

HUM’. One imagines being in the rank of vajra, whether with a discus or with a 

thunderbolt of gaping mouth {kar&lavajra) held in the right hand. One imagines 

that hurling it one smashes to bits and destroys the harmful illness in body, and 

so on, i.e. the symbols (samaya) of body, speech, and mind." 

32 Cf. note 24, above, pp. 374-5. 



That long citation combining the annotation requires further explanation. 

The remark about two samadhis refers to the preliminary rite (prathama-prayoga) 

and the ‘triumphant mandala (vijaya-mandala), to which a third one called ‘ritual 

victory' (karmavijaya) is added to make the three samadhis of the 'stage of 

generation’ (utpatti-krama).33 And I continued in that article, ’Then Tsong-kha-pa 

shows this third samadhi phase and that two kinds of mantras have to be 

employed. The first kind is one of three, Jinajik, Arolik, Vajradhfk, going with 

the three Buddhas. The yogin is affiliated for these purposes with one of the 

three and uses the corresponding one of i[he three mantras. The preceding 

samadhis. result in establishing a so-called 'samddhisattva' in the heart, while the 

present samadhi puts one of those three mantras at the navel. Besides, one 

imagines that the illness is condensed into a black KAM-syllable in the heart, a 

second thing in the heart. One imagines that the white mantra at the navel has 

light rays, and while moving toward the heart pushes out the black KAM-syllable 

up to the tip of the nose. From there the KAM-syllable, still constituting the 

illness, moves in front of the performer in the form of a monkey or dog, so the 

Guhyasamdjatantra repeated by the Pradipoddyotana, but Tsong-kha-pa adds the 

similarly fiercesome or repulsive hungry ghost (preta) according to the alternate 

lineage of the Guhyasamaja.” The third outer representation of the illness may 

have been added because the Guhyasamdjatantra, XV, 111,112, refers to body, 

speech, and mind. While not saying it explicitly, there is the suggestion that the 

monkey goes with mind and the naked hungry ghost with body, leaving the 

three-legged dog to go with speech. And 1 concluded, "Still identified with one 

of the three Buddhas, one pronounces the particular mantra while unagining a 

destructive weapon held in the right hand and that this weapon smashes the 

image to bits and so also the illness. The syllable KAM possibly represents the 

Sanskrit word kasaya ("degradation’, ’pollution’), since the Tibetan word sdig pa 

(usually 'sin') sometimes renders kasaya,34 so I rendered it here by 'pollution'.” 

33 For the three samadhis, see Lessing and Wayman, trs., note 9, above. 

rM So in the Buddhist Sanskrit-Tibetan dictionary Mahdvyutpattt, no. 2423 in the Sakald edn. 



That suffices for the annotation-type commentary, and let us go to the next 
.* 

consideration. • 

(2) The difficulty on purpose. The passages, especially stressing the use of 

the term samltya, -made it clear that one could not understand Buddhist Tantra 

works just by reading them, no matter how learned one may be in the Sanskrit 

language in which the originals were composed. My essay was prepared for a 

meeting in Bulgaria about the meaning of words.35 In the immediately preceding 

section dealing with verses from the Guhyasamajatantra, Chap. 3CV, the term 

samaya occurred twice, first rendered 'a compact', namely image; and then 'the 

symbol.’, namely, of body, speech, or mind. In tire passage below I render the 

. former meaning as 'condensation'. The meaning 'symbol'—also 'pledge'—is frequent 

in the Buddhist Tantras-and the meaning "time* or 'occasion' is at the outset of 

non-tan trie Buddhist scriptures—but the 'compact/condensed' meaning is rare, and is 

not given in the reference work, Monier-Williams Sanskrit-English Dictionary, 

even though it is the literal meaning of samaya ('coming together'). An honest 

reader of such a Buddhist Tantra passage in this Chap. XV should admit being 

puzzled about the passage's meaning. So also, about another passage of Buddhist 

tan trie healing in my essay on being difficult on purpose. Among the several 

illustrations was this one, Guhyasamajatantra, Chap. XV, verses 107-109 (= 109- 

111 in Matsunaga's edition), as follows in the edited Sanskrit: 

AH / gandapitakalutal cz ctnye vyaohayah smjtSJ? / 

nalyanti dhy§namatreija vajrapSpivaco yatha // 

/ astapatram mahapadmarn la $&nkam iva nirmalam / 

tatra madfcyagataip cintet pan caralmiprapuritarn // 

/ sarnharet kt?nasamayam codane sitasannibham / 

idani dhySnapadam guhyain iahasyarn jnanartirmalam // 

Before translating this passage, it can be pointed out that this concerns 

overcoming various sicknesses by a tantric machination. This is clear enough. 

35 Alex Waynaan, "Buddhist Tantra and Lexical Meaning," in Maxim Stameuov, ed., Current 

Advances in Semantic Theory (Amsterdam/PhiJadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 

1992, pp. 465-478) 



The three illnesses specifically mentioned ,are the ganda (a kind of lump 

excrescence on the face or neck), the pitaka (a boil), and luid (a swelling due to 

a bite of a poisonous spider). But the manner in which the tantric machination 

takes place is not clear. Besides this Sanskrit version I employ the Tibetan 

translation, as well as Tsong-kha-pa*s annotation on the Pradipoddyana 

commentary, and Celupa's commentary, which were also employed above. The 

PradJpoddyotana commentary is probably the chief one for the Tibetan savants, 

because it frequently comments on multiple levels, the four ways of understanding 

the Guhyasamajatantra, 1. invariant sense, i.e. literal meaning (iaksarartha), 2. 

shared sense (shared with nontantric Buddhism or with lower Tantras 

(samastangartha), 3. pregnant sense (garfrhyartha), 4. ultimate sense (kolikartha). 

In an earlier work I gave illustrations of the four, employing also the Sanskrit 

manuscript of the Pradipoddyotana,36 We may observe that a reader's 

understanding of such a word as samaya as employed here, namely, in the 

'condensation' sense—which fits the 'invariant sense', i.e. literal meaning, namely, 

'coming together' (which the Monier-Williams dictionary did give)—is ho better 

simply by fitting the literal meaning. Probably in other languages as well it is 

easier for readers to recognize derived and later meanings than the so-called 

’original’ literal meaning of a word. We are now prepared to make an initial 

translation of the three verses: 

AH. Ganda, Pitaka, Luta. (three kinds of skin swellings), 

and other sicknesses (of such type), as reported, disappear 

by a single contemplation according to what Vajrapani said. 

One should contemplate a great lotus with eight petals, pure 

like the moon; and thereon in the center full of five rays he 

should compress (the poison) into a black condensation 

(samaya) (which) upon 'exhortation' (cgdana) (becomes) as 

though white. This is the secret state of contemplation, the 

esoteric immaculate wisdom. 

36 A. Wayman, the work of note 3, above. 



This translation by the 'Uteral meaning’ fits the imposition of the ’poison’ theory 
* 

v'hich agrees with this Tantra, Chap. XV. This ’poison* terminology is also 

frequent in the West, especially in folk medicine. Thus, when a person has a 

goiter on the neck it is often said that the overactive thyroid is poisoning the 

body; and often it was said‘that a boil is an attempt of the body to rid itself of 

a kind of poison. It ‘follows that even the tancriar method suggested here is not 

meant to fit aU sicknesses, but rather the visible'ones (like boils), namely, of the 

skin-excrescence type. . 

And I continued in that essay, "The trouble with the literal meaning is 

that .one still .does not know how to do it. There are spots in the. three verses 

that are obscure and raise questions: Where does one imagine that 8-petalled 

lotus? What is the function of the five rays? How does the ’black’ change to the 

’white1? Accordingly, one consults the commentaries to find answers to such 

questions. The Pradipoddyotana does not clarify the ’where* of the 8-petalled 

lotus; but the Celupa commentary explains that the 8-petalled lotus is imagined 

on the right hand of the Amitabha-family yogin,37 From the AH come five rays 

which attracj?T'the poison. But the annotation comments on the Pradipoddyotana 
» 

explain that in the middle, i.e., of the lotus, the black AH is called the ’seed 

syllable’.38 (By ’seed syllable’, bija, this literature means a syllable which is 

imagined to change into something else, but like a seed does not veer from its 

’own nature’, svabhava:). Then in Celupa one learns that ’exhorting’ means for the 

black to change to white, which signals the disappearance of the poison. There is 

now enough, commentarial explanation, when we put the information from the 

two commentaries together, to get a reasonable idea of what is intended by the 

verses." * 

And I.continued, ’’That is, we leant that there are certain types of skin 

excrescences that can be cured by a certain tantric machination. So, in a kind of 

samadhi, one imagines that on the palm of the right hand is an 8-petalled white 

lotus (since it is said- to be pure like the moon); that in the center of this lotus 

37 PTT, Vol. 63, p. 215-4-6,7. 



is the seed-syllable AH, black in color to go with the nature of the presumed 

poison in the body. The yogin imagines that from this AH go five rays through 

the body and return bringing all the poison into the center of the lotus. The 

yogin then 'exhorts* this black center to become white; that is, he calls upon it to 

change color, and imagines that the black color has changed to white. This 

change of color signals the destruction of the poison. Having meditatively 

succeeded, it is presumed that the skin excrescence will promptly recede to the 
is 

normal skin surface. If one grants that thisAwhat the three verses intended, then 

we must further concede the unlikelihood that even the followers of this cult 

would know just from reading the 'literal' version what was going on. We need 

not speak of the Westerner who presumably lacks this cultic zeal or training as 

being able to get from the mere reading what these verses were alluding to." 

Even a learned scholar of India might cla|im to read this literature without 

commentary and understand what it says, because of knowing Sanslait with 

'proven .intelligence’. 

Having concluded my treatment of the difficult on purpose, I could 

mention that another approach is by way o/ tile iperformer’s ability, which 

Buddhist texts frequently express in terms of the weak organ, middling organ, 

and keen organ. I shall here give just the conclusions of Tsong-kha-pa's 

commentary on the Lui-pa lineage of the Sricakrasamvara system.39 The 

implication of Tsong-kha-pa's discussion is that the performer with the middling 

organ is able to perform cures of mundane nature by mastery of what is called 

the ’hundred syllables’; while the performer with superior organ can perform cures 

of supramundane nature, i.e. curing others while regarding both oneself and the 

other as illusions. No ability to cure oneself or others was attributed to the 

performer with weak organ. 

The foregoing essay hopefully covers the main points of the Buddhist 

tantric healing processes. 

f*PTT, VoL 158, p. 130-1-6,7. 

39 The Tashilunpo edn. of collected worics'of Tsong-kha-pa, VoL Ta, the 'Dod ‘Jo, f. 34b-6 to 

35a-l. 


